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“May you live in interesting times”… redux.
How eerily prescient it was to invoke that adage a year
ago—and then to experience it play out as both a curse
and a blessing.
So much has shifted in a year. In our last catalog we
brought you interviews with innovators in agriculture whose
wisdom spoke to a more inclusive, regenerative and
holistic future. Those visions, with all the excitement and
challenge they bring, are rapidly taking hold and
rooting in the disturbance of 2020.
We see it all around us: my son’s cul-de-sac
organized to grow food together. Neighborhoods
started seed banks. Signs sprang up in towns for
Give & Take tables for garden produce, to share what
you can and take what you need. Winona La Duke, in
her (online) Common Ground Fair keynote, stressed the
building of local infrastructures. If we look outside the
strident newsfeed, we see new structures evolving from
common values.
So in this year’s interviews we take a closer look at
what’s unfolding. Cooperation! Community! Care! The
voices we’ve highlighted bring it home and yet expand it
beyond the individual. They inspires hope and cause us
to pause in appreciation—before continuing
on—knowing so many others are digging in
alongside us.
Soon we will tuck ourselves in once again
for the winter. May we keep our dreaming
alive, vital and connected, knowing that
even in our isolation we do not stand alone.
Together, we can sustain the momentum to
build on this moment. May our efforts shine
through the eyes of the future’s children as
they watch the seed, saved and replanted,
sprouting into new life.
– Nikos Kavanya
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Call (207) 426-9900
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Ordering Deadlines
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Seed potatoes, onion sets & plants, items on pp 110-116 May 7
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Fedco Trees catalog, available in October, lists spring-planted fruit trees, berries, shrubs & perennials.
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Faith in a Seed

Fedco is founded on cooperative principles, and thus we ask for your
cooperation as our partners in this essential service of distributing seeds.
he ear s unpredictable climate, both literal and figurative, presented
seed growers and distributors with m riad challenges, as reflected in
this year’s catalog: many crop failures, delays, shortages, substitutions.
This expresses the vagaries of the seed industry, but it is not cause for
panic. We ask you not to over-buy—if we work together we can avoid
a true seed crisis.
A seed’s value is in being planted, being shared, feeding families
and communities. What does it take to grow a seed? In one sense that’s
a ludicrous question: seeds are motivated to disperse and do so readily
(for the most part) without human intervention. But when seeds are
gathered into a packet for you to plant, a lot of unseen work is enfolded
into that promise of new life and continued food. A full season of care
that runs far past the days to maturity listed on the packet is needed to
produce seed, and a second year for biennials, often with an interim
period of storage. Seed crops need fencing, irrigation, pest protection,
weeding, staking…while the grower has one eye on the rain clouds and
the other on the thermometer. Then comes harvest: picking, threshing,
screening, sorting, and finall a test for viable germination
Each fall, reports come in from our seed growers and we learn of the
season s challenges: the elk that trampled ever thing, the flocks of birds
that descended, late spring frosts, early fall freezes, drought, hail, wind,
flood his ear was the most challenging we ve ever seen: wildfires
blanketed the West Coast, one of the world’s prime seed growing areas.
Thankfully, none of our growers lost their lives or farms, but many were
harvesting their seeds in fields obscured b smoke, with evacuation bags
packed and at the ready. As Frank Morton summarized: “I’ve never
thought about evacuating my livelihood.”
Resilience grows with cooperation, especially in stressful times.
Spring 2020 brought so many new seed customers that we had to close
ordering for a month to catch up. We ask our customers, new and old, to
carefully determine what you need, order accordingly, then leave some
for the next in line. Seeds are
not like gold: they don’t last when
hoarded. When they sit in a box
in the cupboard, they lose vitality,
wither and die.
In this catalog we’ve highlighted
the basics of saving your own
seed, which we encourage you
to do, as well as guidelines for
storage to maximize seed longevity
(page 106.)
Seeds are patient. Seeds are
generous. Let’s meet them on their
own ground.

Rematriating Seeds

Seeds represent food, and they also represent culture and relationships. All
across the world, people and seeds are asking to be reunited so that old
agreements can be renewed. Beginning this year, Fedco will be working with
the Indigenous Seed Keeper’s Network to begin rematriating some of the
seeds from our catalog back to the tribes that request them.
Learn more at fedcoseeds.com/rematriation.html.

Fedco’s Commitment to Transparenc
and eed a ers’ ights

Some seed varieties have intellectual property (IP) restrictions that we
must agree to in order to offer the seeds. These restrictions challenge
some or all of the four seed freedoms (see page 4). Such restrictions
come in several forms:
• Utility patents or trait patents restrict all four seed freedoms. Fedco
does not no in y se trait or ti ity patented varieties. See
an explanation of our opposition on page 37.
• Licenses that allow us to produce proprietary seed in exchange for
royalties, but forbid using it for selection and breeding purposes,
restricting the fourth freedom. Fedco currently offers two such
varieties, under license from Cornell. These are Silver Slicer
cucumber (page 24) and Peacework pepper (page 53).
• The Plant Variety Protection Act (PVP), a form of limited patent
protection that restricts the freedom to sell or share with others,
but allows seed saving for own use or breeding purposes. We
label all the PVPs in their descriptions.
Although a few multinationals are aggressively pursuing protection of IP,
many other companies are labeling IP only to guard against having their
breeding appropriated by those bigger companies, and have no current
intentions of litigating against home gardeners for saving seed.
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OG = Organic!
Natural Remedies Collection: Fortify against the plague!
Accelerate bean: Zero to sixty in 53 days!
The Bold & The Beautiful beet mix: As dramatic as the Forresters!
Jacaranda purple broccoli: Nothing like its namesake!
Green Magic broccoli: The power is yours!
Divino brussels sprouts: Diablo went to the devil; Divino ascended.
Bermeo cauliflower: ithstands aine s new Bermeo-like summers!
Fu i ama cauliflower: Cauliflower breeding at its peak!
Bangor pelleted carrot: Ayuh!
Redsun carrot: Redsun at night, gardener’s delight!
Zwolsche Krul cutting celery: After we go to press I’ll krul under a rock!
Yellowstone supersweet corn: A national treasure!
Gaudi eggplant: Plenty artful, but does not resemble a drip castle!
Texicoa sorghum OG: TEXICOA in Scrabble tiles anagrams 63 ways!
Brune d’Hiver lettuce OG: A brunette to keep your winter lively!
Banana pickling pepper: If pickled bananas are your thing!
Greek Pepperoncini: Pick a peck of pickled pepperoncini!
Celesta radish OG: Only the sky limits this radish’s delights!
Tundra spinach: Because Maine isn’t far enough north anymore!
Delta crookneck squash: An improvement on Gamma!
Seneca buttercup squash OG: Thrives in Great Hills!
Sheboygan paste tomato: Like anything in Wisconsin, best with cheese!
Pike “Turnip”: Why in quotes? Answer lies in our ponderous description!
Boneset OG: Casts are a thing of the past!
Leisure cilantro OG: Takes its sweet sweet time before bolting!
Dwarf Sensation Mix cosmos OG: Feel a little!
Sparky Mix marigold OG: Always sparks joy, and now it’s organic!
ilkweed: he fragrant weed that feeds monarch butterflies
Grandpa Ott’s morning glory: You ott to give it a try!
vening Sun sunflower: Best viewed during that golden hour!
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Calypso dry bean OG: Seven years stranded on an island? Yes, please!
Black Kabouli garbanzo: A bright spot in otherwise falafel times!
Lutz Green Leaf beet OG: Not the “Rippon Lutz” but still graceful!
Fiesta broccoli OG: Celebrate! (Alone in your house, please.)
Mokum pelleted carrot: Rhymes with hokum, but it’s truly excellent!
Atomic Red carrot: We’re going back to the Cold War with this one!
Terra Hulless oats OG: Cook up a pot of homegrown oatmeal!
Purple Rapa Gene Pool mustard OG: Rapa’s Delight!
Green Ice lettuce OG: Won’t make your car skid off the road!
Lingua di Canarino lettuce OG: No birds were harmed in the making!
Italienischer lettuce OG: That’s German for “Italian!”
Garnet Butter Gem lettuce OG: Greasy gemstones! Double delish!
Carmona lettuce OG: A stunning head!
Sierra lettuce OG: Not to be confused with Appalachian lettuce!
Orangeglo watermelon OG: May or may not glow in the dark!
Ramps: A shy allium for your woodland garden!
Mayfair shell pea OG: May it fair well in your garden!
Sumo snow pea OG: Not an enormous man in a thong!
Sugar Lode snap pea OG: Take a lode off, sweetie!
angerine imiento: Better for stuffing than actual citrus!
Skirret: Skirret the ordinary with this homely over-wintering root!
Mark Twain tomato ECO: Reports of its death were greatly exaggerated!
Grandma Mary’s paste tomato OG: Mind your elders!
Pink Princess cherry tomato OG: A royal gene pool to delight you!
Purple Ballerina datura OG: Pirouetted back onto our list!
Jewel Mix nasturtium OG: A long-time favorite, returns to organic!
ara ueen nne s ace
: Bou uet filler in purples, pinks & white!
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Support the next generation of Seed Farmers!

s experienced seed growers retire, the need for seedspeople grows he nonprofit
Organic Farm School is helping groom future seed growers. Read more on page
29, and consider donating to Organic Farm School when you place your Fedco
Seeds order.
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eading our ariet descriptions

Key to symbols, abbreviations and unique Fedco features

Cultivar name
rganic after name means entire
lot is certified-organic seed See
page 104 for more info and a full
list of organic varieties.
C after name means entire lot
is sustainably grown seed.
BD after name means entire lot is
biodynamically grown seed.
Item number and packet size:
A & B sizes are big enough
for most home gardeners.

Twent Twent Tomato
C Lousy right out of the
gate, with chaotic emergence, then one disaster after another.
None of the trusty cultural info applies to this bugger; you’re
on your own to sort out the mixed messaging. Susceptible
to novel diseases, melting down when not given adequate
spacing from others. Our taste testers didn’t come to the table,
so we can t vouch for its flavor h do we insist on offering
this ill-fated fruit? Because we believe in the seed: resilient,
adaptable, full of possibility. OSSI. Breeder Royalties.
2020 A: 1/8oz, $2.02
B: 1/4oz, $4.08
C: 1/2oz, $16.64
D: 1oz, $276.88

OSSI and the Four Seed Freedoms

Fedco is proud to be among the 66 seed-company
partners of the Open Source Seed Initiative (OSSI), an
effort by a consortium of seedsfolks, farmerbreeders, academics and others to keep
as many seed varieties as possible in the
public domain, unfettered by privatizing
restrictions. (See CR Lawn’s essay “In
Defense of a Seed Commons” from our 2016 catalog at
fedcoseeds.com/seeds/seed_ethics.htm)
The OSSI Pledge
OSSI is signing up as many breeders and seed companies
as possible to pledge to keep as many varieties in the
Commons as possible. Fedco currently carries 43 OSSIpledged varieties designated by the OSSI logo in our
catalog. We ask each buyer of these OSSI-pledged seeds
to uphold this open-source agreement:
You have the freedom to use these OSSI-pledged
seeds in any way you choose. In return, you
pledge not to restrict others’ use of these seeds or
their derivatives by patents or other means, and
to include this Pledge with any transfer of these
seeds or their derivatives.
The Four Seed Freedoms
OSSI opposes intellectual property (IP) provisions
that restrict what SSI has identified as the four seed
freedoms:
1. The freedom to save or grow seed for replanting or
any other purpose.
2. The freedom to share, trade, or sell seed to others.
3. The freedom to trial and study seed and to share or
publish information about it.
4. The freedom to select or adapt the seed, make crosses
with it, or use it to breed new lines and varieties.

Indigenous Royalties

Codes and Abbreviations:

indicates cold-hardy through at least part of Maine winter. See p. 28.
= a variety especially attractive to pollinators.
s a variet introduced b Fedco followed b the ear first offered
a variet grown and supplied b the plant breeder
PVP = Plant Variety Protected. Unauthorized propagation of the seed is
prohibited. The use of PVP in the catalog is for information and in no way
constitutes an endorsement by Fedco of plant patenting.
AAS = All-America Selection.

Breeders and Keepers of Seed

In 2018 we began paying royalties in recognition of the Native breeders
and Seed Keepers of the past and present, whose varieties have endured and
continue to sustain us here on Turtle Island. We are indebted to those keen
eyes, practiced hands and seed relationships, so often overlooked. Fedco’s
catalog is rife with references to probable Native provenances.
We will continue to pay royalties, this year for varieties that either hold
a Wabanaki (from this bioregion) story or that have a tribal designation in
the name hese ro alties will go to Indigenous nonprofit ibe un, here in
Maine. According to nibezun.org,
Nibezun resides on sacred Wabanaki land along the Penobscot
River, where we celebrate culture as medicine, provide an inclusive
space for healing, and promote sustainability for all people
and future generations. Nibezun is dedicated to preserving and
promoting all aspects of Mi’kmaq, Passamaquoddy, Penobscot,
Maliseet, and Abenaki ceremonies, traditions, customs, and
language through practice and education. To advance this goal, we
are deeply committed to the sacred, unbroken relationship between
the People and the ancestral lands and waterways of the Wabanaki
Confederacy. We believe that by working with our land and our
cultural traditions, we can heal ourselves and promote healing in
others, and in so doing we can heal the greater environment and
recreate the symbiotic, reciprocal relationship with our Mother
Earth enjoyed by the ancestors of the Wabanaki People.
Last year’s royalties came to $3,819.90. With an additional $1,667.10 from
customers who donated their refunds, the check to Nibezun totaled $5,487
(nearly a 200% increase from the previous year.)
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ho s pp ies o r eed

Know where your seed comes from!
Small seed farmers including Fedco staff.
Family-owned companies or
cooperatives, domestic and foreign.
Domestic and foreign corporations not
part of a larger conglomerate.
Multinationals not to our knowledge
engaged in genetic engineering.
Multinationals who are engaged in
genetic engineering.
Syngenta, manufacturer of neonicotinoids.
A unique Fedco feature, these codes provide
information about the source(s) of each seed
variety. Varieties with more than one supplier may have two or more codes. We code
according to our best information at press
time. When seed is short we must sometimes
change suppliers later in the season. With notable exceptions, we generally choose varieties based on their merits rather than on our
supplier preferences. We do not offer genetically engineered varieties, although we purchase from corporations engaged in genetic
engineering. Use the supplier codes to help
you make your own choices about whom you
are supporting and which varieties are best
for your garden or farm.

ac

enefit harin

in

When Black people were stolen out of Africa, torn asunder from their
homelands and enslaved, they carried their seeds with them, to plant in new
ground. Seeds: the memory and the culture of what was left and the hope
of the future. Those plants became the basis of new food traditions in the
Americas. But the enormous debt for such a purloined treasure has yet to
be fully acknowledged or repaid. As a small step, we’ve designated about
a dozen varieties that originate in Africa, or are part of Black foodways, for
ac enefit harin . 10% of the proceeds from the sale of these seeds will
go to the Northeast Farmers of Color Land Trust for their work in helping
farmers of color purchase their own farms.

Breeder Royalties

For many years Fedco has been proactive in paying royalties to the current
generation of “backyard breeders” whose varieties we purchase from other
sources. We recognize the value of their work and appreciate that they are
keeping these seeds in the Commons, available to all.
The label Breeder Royalties at the end of a variety description indicates
we pay royalties to the independent breeder because they are not receiving
income from our purchase of the seed.
Last year these royalties totaled $3,635.49.

ndependent p ant reeders

Continuing a long tradition of adapting varieties to local tastes and conditions,
independent plant breeders are the backbone of culture. For the most part
eschewing plant patents, their work is their reward. Fedco is committed to
buying seed from small breeders to give economic support to their work.
hough we can find cheaper seed elsewhere, we prefer not to compromise on
ualit or ethics e hope ou agree b purchasing seed with the s mbol

etailers

How racks work:

ack orders ualif for our volume discounts, as do reorders of 0
ack orders ma be combined with individual packet
orders to reach higher discount levels
ackets are our regular design e will furnish samples
upon re uest
re-order, prepa
Free shipping
ll re-orders will be advanced to the front of the line for
fast service
o returns
arieties our choice no substitution re uests
e will make substitutions if we run out of an items in
our selection
e-order re uests will be honored until une 1
etailers remove packets from racks b ul 31 don t sell
stale seed
o suggested retail etermine the profit margin ou need
uestions email uestions fedcoseeds com
For a list of specific items in each rack, download from our
website at fedcoseeds com or contact us for a paper cop

Fundraisers on Hold

NO SEED
ith all the uncertaint
brought on b Covid, we ve
FUNDRAISER
decided not to offer the
fundraiser program this
ear Increased demand
THIS YEAR.
for seeds combined with
a need for more ph sical
distancing in our warehouse has us
stretched prett thin, and
we don t want to offer
the program if we can t
commit to running it
well e expect
the fundraiser
program to
return for
the 0
growing
season
Key to symbols (

Overwhelmed by choices? Choose a collection. We’ll select the varieties, and you’ll
save about 10% off individual packet prices, 20% for the Freed Seed Collection. See
also our NEW! Children’s Grow Kit (p. 141), which includes tools and supplies.
Bee and Butterﬂ Pollinators Collection elp feed the bees and
butterflies and attract pollinators to our garden Contains 10 packets ur
choice among the following: hacelia, poppies, calendula, nasturtium,
cilantro, borage, tithonia, dill, on sai ai, butterfl weed, anise h ssop,
bachelor button mix, sunflowers or cosmos
5931 A: 10 pkts, $20.00
Chicken cratch Clucktion collection of uick-growing tast greens
for chickens row a patch for them to gra e on, or for ou to clip and feed
to them or ourself Contains 6 packets including: lettuce mix, kale mix,
collards, swiss chard, okatta a or Senposai, and spinach
5932 A: 6 pkts, $12.00
Container Garden Collection selection of varieties that will grow well
in small spaces, whether a waist-high growing box, a raised bed, or a window
box Contains 10 packets including: lettuce mix, greens mix, determinate
tomato, sweet pepper, cucumber, parsle , basil, scallions, pac choi, and
trailing petunia or nasturtium
5933 A: 10 pkts, $23.00
Freed eed Collection
diverse selection of SSI-pledged varieties
see page
ill include lettuces, greens, winter s uash, leeks or onions,
watermelon, calendula and more Support the Seed Commons!
5934 A: 8 pkts, $18.00
Garden tart up Collection as -to-grow varieties for spring through
fall harvest Includes garden tips for beginners Contains 7 packets including:
bush green beans, ucchini, cucumber, beet, lettuce mix, calendula and sweet
basil
5935 A: 7 pkts, $15.00
Kids’ Garden Collection Fun and pla ful eas -to-grow varieties to
encourage oung gardeners Contains 8 packets including:
ammoth
sunflower, Scarlet unner bean, Calico popcorn, large pumpkin, aster gg
radish, gourd mix and innias
5937 A: 8 pkts, $20.00
The Kitchen Herb Garden collection of 7 classic culinar herbs Basils,
parsle , cilantro, dill and more to add flavor to ever dish row them in pots,
raised beds or in our kitchen garden
5938 A: 7 pkts, $17.00
icrogreens Collection row tra s of tast vibrant greens all ear round
Contains 8 packets including: kale, collards, broccoli, purple basil, cress,
arugula, mustard and spinach
5939 A: 8 pkts, $16.00
atural emedies Collection ho doesn t need a little uplift, restoration
and calm in these stressful and challenging times
collection of supportive
herbs to provide the foundation of a home medicine chest Contains 7 packets:
our choice of echinacea, calendula, spilanthes, lavender, lemon balm, h ssop,
borage, catnip, feverfew or hol basil NEW!
5940 A: 7 pkts, $15.00
dible Flower Collection cheerful collection of edible flowers row
them to add to salads, vases, or to add color to our garden Contains 6
packets: our choice of calendula, borage, heartsease pans , nasturtium, gem
marigolds, bachelor buttons, anise h ssop or on sai ai
5936 A: 6 pkts, $12.00
eed n elopes ur reclosable seed
envelopes, plain white with no logo se
them for seed saving, repacking bulk seed,
or tucking awa treasures wo si es
eed n elopes 31/ x 3/
5959 A: bundle of 10, $3.00
B: bundle of 50, $9.00
C: bundle of 100, $15.00
arger eed n elopes 35/8 x 1/
5960 A: bundle of 10, $3.75
B: bundle of 50, $11.00
C: bundle of 100, $18.00

oil Testing & rganic Fertili er ecommendation er ice
for Garden Farm and rchard
on t guess test! e offer customized recommendations for how
to correct an deficiencies or imbalances in our soil etails on
page 1 6 ou can order this Fedco service on either the rganic
rowers Supplies or Seeds order form
5965 A: for annual vegetable crops (0#) for $45.00
B: for orchards (0#) for $45.00
) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.

fedcoseeds.com
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ack Program for

ortable cardboard packet racks suitable for all our
-si e packets he top slots hold about packets of
peas, beans or corn all slots hold at least 10 packets
of the other crops imensions for the 8-slot rack
are 1 deep, 0 wide, 6 high For the 6-slot rack
1 x30x6
ach collection has 8 or 6 varieties and
either or 10 packets of each variet
Popular Fa orites 8 best-selling varieties
0 vegetables, herbs, flowers 6 organic
5951 A: 5 of each with rack, $313.00
B: 10 of each with rack, $596.00
C: 5 of each, no rack, $282.00
D: 10 of each, no rack, $564.00
Popular Fa orites 6 best-selling varieties
vegetables, 7 herbs, 7 flowers 17 organic
5952 A: 5 of each with rack, $644.00
B: 10 of each with rack, $1256.00
C: 5 of each, no rack, $612.00
D: 10 of each, no rack, $1225.00
All Certified rganic 8 best-selling organic varieties
3 vegetables, herbs, 3 flowers
5953 A: 5 of each with rack, $386.00 B: 10 of each with rack, $741.00
C: 5 of each, no rack, $354.00 D: 10 of each, no rack, $709.00
All Certified rganic 6 best-selling organic varieties
vegetables, 7 herbs, 7 flowers
5954 A: 5 of each with rack, $740.00 B: 10 of each with rack, $1449.00
C: 5 of each, no rack, $708.00 D: 10 of each, no rack, $1417.00
All Heirlooms 8 heirloom varieties
vegetables, 1 herb, 3 flowers 10 organic
5955 A: 5 of each with rack, $340.00 B: 10 of each with rack, $649.00
C: 5 of each, no rack, $308.00 D: 10 of each, no rack, $617.00
All Heirlooms 6 heirloom varieties
vegetables, herbs, 8 flowers 0 organic
5956 A: 5 of each with rack, $651.00 B: 10 of each with rack, $1271.00
C: 5 of each, no rack, $619.00 D: 10 of each, no rack, $1239.00

C

Fedco’s Packet

A TICH K

B A

Cynara scolymus

About 20 seeds/g. 0.5g packet contains about 10 seeds.
Culture: The artichoke is biennial, requiring trickery in the North to induce production
of its edible flower buds. ollow these instructions for vernali ation:
tart seeds indoors in mid- ebruar and grow on at around 0 during the da and
0 at night. When night temps no longer drop more than a few degrees below free ing
(mid-April to mid-May in New England), move seedlings to an unheated greenhouse
or cold frame to harden off. Keep them well ventilated and as cool as possible without
free ing. lants (both seedlings and mature) can tolerate light frosts but not hard
ones. (If this hardening-off regimen is not feasible, try to time transplanting so plants
receive 7–10 days of 45–50°.) After danger of frost has passed, set plants out 3'
apart in rows 4' apart. Incorporate generous amounts of compost or aged manure. A
balanced fertili er is beneﬁcial. lants need at least of water per week. ulch with
hay or IRT mulch (p. 133). Row cover (p. 141) helps hasten maturity.
Imperial tar
rganic 1 0 da s from transplant
pen-pollinated harvest of beautiful artichokes is
well worth the fuss of persuading this editerranean
biennial into behaving like an annual he plantbreeding efforts of a ne Schrader and eith
a berr of California Cooperative xtension
made this delicious flowerbud accessible to
northern gardeners in 1 1 In ew ngland,
most plants will bear
chokes during cool
fall weather orthwestern growers report 6 1
chokes per plant! eft to bloom, the buds open
into massive otherworldl blue flowers that dr
well verwintering with care is possible in midtlantic states Caution: a not produce in one
and colder
3608 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1g, $4.00
C: 4g, $10.00
D: 28g, $42.00
Arugula: see Greens, page 28.

Phaseolus vulgaris

- All beans are open-pollinated.
- Days to maturity are from emergence after direct sowing.
Culture: Tender, will not survive frost. lant seeds
apart in rows
0 apart
after all danger of frost has passed and soil has warmed. Minimum germination soil
temperature 0 optimal ran e 0 0 White-seeded beans are generally more
sensitive to cold soil temps than dark-seeded varieties. Legumes have moderate
fertilit needs and can ﬁx their own nitrogen. xcessive nitrogen ma induce some
bush varieties to develop vines in moist hot weather.
Diseases:
ANTH Anthracnose
NY 15 NY 15 Common Bean
BBS Bacterial Brown Spot
Mosaic Virus
CBMV Common Bean Mosaic Virus
PM
Powdery Mildew
CTV Curly Top Virus
PMV Pod Mottle Virus
DM
Downy Mildew
R
Rust
HB
Halo Blight
White mold Sclerotinia sclerotiorum affects more than 300 plant species. In beans, low
humidity, good air circulation and wider spacing, both between plants and between
rows, reduce the likelihood of this soil-borne infection.

B

HB A

bout 120 seeds 2 o pac et 2 o pac et sows 2 ft 1 lb 200 ft eed si es var .
ick frequentl for maximum and stead ields, but avoid harvesting or disturbing
foliage in wet conditions to prevent spread of fungal diseases. Successive plantings
can be made every 2 or 3 weeks until midsummer.
G
B HB A
Pro ider 0 da s For highest earl ields even under
adverse conditions and rich bean taste, nothing provides
1/
like rovider oted for its concentrated sets of round
pods
here is no substitute for rovider beans, sa s Chris
Carlin of de ark,
lso excellent for canning and m
choice for free ing and dill beans, sa s laine Carlson of
Cape orpoise,
esilient: rovider and 225 o al Burgund
re-flower repeatedl after heav pickings followed b rains Came
in one da ahead of Contender for earliest in our observation plot ur
best-selling variet in the catalog ear after ear ast ear we sold 11/
tons of seed eleased b S
in 1 6
urple seed esistant to CB ,
1 ,
,
,
Pro ider
204 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $5.25
C: 1#, $8.00
D: 5#, $23.00
E: 10#, $40.00
Pro ider
rganic
205 A: 2oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $8.00
C: 1#, $13.00
D: 5#, $56.00
E: 10#, $100.00

6

(207) 426-9900

trike 3 da s
arket growers will strike it rich with heav ields of
medium-green 1/ slender smooth straight round pods Strike sets the
standard for earliness, appearance and ease of picking, and has a pleasing
sweet bean taste hite seed esistant to
1 and CB
210 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $9.00
D: 5#, $30.00
E: 10#, $50.00
Accelerate 3 da s ccording to ewis & Sample s classic text How to
Talk Yankee, exhilarate can mean putting the proverbial pedal down, or that
feeling of eager excitement when picking and steaming up that first mess of
summer green beans For an exhilarated bean crop, organic gardeners and
farmers can expect from ccelerate high root rot resistance without resorting
to treated seed Broad tall mounded plants are vigorous, health and totall
loaded with excellent round 6 7 medium dark green beans Bean production
comes on fast and keeps up for weeks
hile its niversit of isconsin
breeders tout its resilience in cold seasons, we found it boldl prolific in our
ver dr hot 0 0 aine summer Its massive root s stem makes it a prett
good bet, regardless of the stress esistant to BBS, CB , root rot PVP.
NEW!
212 A: 2oz, $2.25
B: 8oz, $5.75
C: 1#, $8.00
D: 5#, $29.00
E: 10#, $55.00
ade
rganic 6 da s roduces great ields of tast
7 straight
slender round dark green beans that keep coming until late in the season,
long after others have uit ender pods with traditional bean flavor retain
rich color longer than others, both on the vine and after picking ade s strong
upright bush habit holds pods above the ground, reducing curling and tip rot
esistant to BBS, CB ,
1 , C , tolerant to
hite-seeded ade is
a fuss germinator eeds soil temperature at least 60 and irrigation during
dr spells
231 A: 2oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $7.00
C: 1#, $12.00
D: 5#, $55.00
E: 10#, $95.00
Bush Blue ake
7 da s ong considered the taste standard for homegarden bush beans ods average 6 , fill slowl with tender plump beans
er high ields ot heat tolerant,
but excellent for fall crops in areas
with ver hot summers Introduced b
sgrow in 1 6 as a bush variet of the
famous Blue ake pole bean hite seed
esistant to CB ,
1
238 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $8.50
D: 5#, $30.00
E: 10#, $50.00
AT P
Greencrop 3 da s n earl flat-podded omano t pe
especiall adapted to the orth ods can grow up to 8 long
while still retaining good ualit Bred b lbert F aeger and
lw n eader at niversit of ew ampshire 1 7
S hite
seed olerates CB
214 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $9.00
D: 5#, $30.00
E: 10#, $50.00
oma II
rganic
da s rue flat bush omano offers heav
ields of flesh medium-green pods that are slow to develop seeds
Introduced b oger Bros in 1 78 small percentage will develop
runners hite seed esistant to CB ,
1
245 A: 2oz, $3.25
B: 8oz, $8.50
C: 1#, $13.00
D: 5#, $50.00
E: 10#, $90.00
P P
B HB A
o al Burgund
rganic
da s Straight meat purple
pods turn bright green after two minutes of blanching ess
foliage than o alt urple od rows
well even in cold conditions eleased
in 1 76 ight brown seed esistant to
CB ,
1 ,
225 A: 2oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $8.00
C: 1#, $13.00
D: 5#, $60.00
E: 10#, $105.00
K: 25#, $250.00

Weight
e ui alents

In such a crudd world there
still lies hope with Fedco
on Solomon,
nn rbor, I

1 gram
3 grams
6 grams
grams
1 0 grams

= 03 o
= 106 o
= 1 o
= 8 1o
=
o

1

/16 o
1/8 o
1/ o
1/ o
1o
o
1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1 77 g
3
g
70 g
1
g
8 g
113 g
36g
1000 g
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0 12 seeds half o pac et alf o pac et sows 10 1 ft 1 lb 20 00 ft
Haricot vert is rench for green bean. lso called ﬁlet beans. This gourmet t pe
can command a premium in high-end markets, but are also reliable and suited to the
fancy home gardener. Seeds are smaller than those of regular bush beans, and the
slender tender pods take less time to cook. or optimal flavor and texture, pick often
and when pods are thinner than a pencil. Picking interval should be 48 hours or less.
e sure soil temps have reached optimal ran e 0 0 before seedin See
bean culture instructions on page 6.
ontpellier
rganic 7 da s
e are pleased to offer once again a
limited amount of seed of this ver refined haricot vert for home gardens
eveloped b etoseed and later bought b Seminis onsanto, we trialed it
right as the dropped it e liked the tender delicate beans so much that we
committed to keeping the seed going Bears straight 6 dark green pods on
upright bush plants ur trialer said, xcellent raw with minimal bitterness
x uisitel tender with a delicate flavor ods tend to be almost camouflaged
and can be hard to pick Small white seed esists CB
and
B: 2oz, $7.00
C: 8oz, $20.00
247 A: 1/2oz, $3.00
asai 8 da s nlike classic haricots verts, asai grows onl
long, the
slender pods uic and crisp with a pleasing bean flavor lthough much more
compact than rovider, each plant cranks out do ens of the diminutive beans
that hold longer without fattening, so asai allows a short vacation from the
garden laine Carlson calls them one of the wonders of the world I cannot
believe how long these green crunch slivers stand on the little plants But
olli Cederholm still found she had to pick them ever other da to achieve
the tender gourmet ualit her restaurant markets demanded
space saver
since onl a few plants will suffice for a small famil
he name asai is a
misspelling b British coloni ers of Maasai, a tribe of ast frica
hite
seed bout 160 seeds o
B: 2oz, $5.00
C: 8oz, $14.00
248 A: 1/2oz, $2.50
D: 1#, $23.00
a ibel
rganic 61 da s
heav producer of uniform dark green
fanc 6 8 pods of exceptional length, ramrod straightness and superb taste
For maximum tenderness and most succulent flavor pick the bushes earl
and often gourmet market specialt
hite flowers, speckled brown seed
esists
and CB
bout 130 seeds o
B: 2oz, $4.75
C: 8oz, $8.50
249 A: 1/2oz, $2.50
D: 1#, $13.00
E: 5#, $60.00
K: 10#, $110.00
Concador ellow Filet 6 da s niform 1/
ellow pods sta slender
for a long time on the vine and will keep producing copiousl if tended
Concador is the ellow-bean lover s answer to 248 asai
edium-si ed
upright plants larger than asai hite seed esistant to CB ,
and
B bout 0 seeds o
B: 1oz, $5.00
C: 4oz, $16.00
251 A: 1/2oz, $3.00
elour Purple Filet 6 da s elour delivers ample harvests of slender
straight bright
purple pods that turn green when blanched ith asai
and Concador ou can harvest a tri-color-fecta for home or market pright
medium-si ed plants ight brown seed esistant to CB
and B bout
1 0 seeds o
Availability uncertain as we go to press—please check our
website for updates.

Key to symbols (
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A DD
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HB A

v 1 0 seeds 2 o p t 1000 seeds lb 2 o pac et sows 2 ft 1 lb 200 ft
- Days to maturity are from emergence after direct sowing.
Culture: Harvest at shelling stage when beans are plump inside pods. For dry beans
let pods dr hard on the vine until pressing the beans with our ﬁngernail leaves
no indentation. If heavy rains or hard frost threaten before full dry maturity, either
pull plants b the roots and hang them in a dr place to ﬁnish or pick pods into
mesh or paper bags and ﬁnish dr ing them indoors before threshing.
See page 6 for general bean cultural instructions.
imelight
rganic 60 da s shell, 8 da s dr
versatile variet ,
excellent both as a shell and a dr bean lants benefit from loose trellising
to avoid possible lodging he set light green to white seeds similar in
shape, color and taste to bab limas, except much easier to grow
in our climate and sweeter with a butter texture eveloped in
lberta, Canada, for growing where it is too cold to mature bab
limas, and released in 1 68
B: 8oz, $13.00
333 A: 2oz, $4.50
D: 5#, $75.00
C: 1#, $20.00
triple-treat bean that
Black Coco
rganic 60 da s shell, 8 da s dr
is a o to grow because it is so eas
plants set abundant round pods of
plump shin black seeds that resist shattering in the garden, et are eas
to shell Coco can be harvested as a green bean although it gets tough
if harvested when full mature en da s later it s a good shell bean,
but reall comes into its own as a refried or soup bean arger than
other black beans and earl ! Cooks uickl with a delicious
aroma that promises a heart robust soup French heirloom
with likel primar origin in the io Coco area of icaragua and
onduras id not become popular until the mid-1 00s when the
French overcame their aversion to the wa these beans impart their
dark color to other ingredients when cooked
334 A: 2oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $10.00
C: 1#, $15.00
D: 5#, $60.00
E: 10#, $110.00
K: 25#, $240.00
Tiger’s e C 6 da s shell, 8 da s dr
lso called Pepa de Zapallo,
commonl translated as pumpkin seed but might be fat seed or fool s seed
riginall from rgentina and Chile mong the most beautiful of all beans,
bright golden ochre with maroon swirls and a smattering that are maroon
with golden speckles hat would be reason enough to grow them, but the
also make superb fresh shell and delicious baked beans with rich full-bodied
flavor good pinto substitute: the tender skins prett much disappear upon
cooking ide pods fill with large flattened kidne -shaped seeds mostl
white at the shell stage but taking on more ellow as the dr Bush plants
grow with a slight tendenc to vine
335 A: 2oz, $4.00
B: 8oz, $12.00
C: 1#, $16.00
D: 5#, $65.00
E: 10#, $125.00
Fast ad
orthern outhern Pea
C 6 da s shell, 0 da s dr
Vigna unguiculata Carol eppe selected this small white cowpea to mature
uickl in cool summers he eas -to-pick, eas -to-shell 7 8
ellow pods grow upright on bush semi-erect plants that impede
mold Beautiful ellow flowers attract pollinators who feast on
the nectar ick these fast ladies earl for shellies, or let them
full mature into dr beans the have a cream texture and a
reputation for cooking uickl without soaking OSSI. Breeder royalties.
321 A: 1oz, $4.75
B: 2oz, $7.50
C: 8oz, $24.00
D: 1#, $42.00
Ta lor Dwarf Horticultural 68 da s shell lso known as Speckled Ba s,
this bush shell bean has been a traditional regional favorite since before 1800,
producing cream-colored pods earl
hese are read to shell when carminered splashes appear Shell right after picking, boil until tender 30
minutes and mix with olive oil, chopped garlic and parsle for a late summer
treat Buff seed with red stripes
326 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $9.00
D: 5#, $30.00
E: 10#, $45.00
il er Cloud Cannellini
rganic 70 da s shell, 0 da s dr
n
improved Cannellini with an upright bush habit bred b
ashington State
niversit
reen with bright pink streaking, Silver Cloud s short fat 6
pods contain five plump white seeds instead of the eight skinn ones found
in most cannellini pods he overall appearance is more like that of a 326
a lor orticultural bean than of a t pical white kidne bean hese make
ama ingl earl and absolutel superb shell beans, incredibl good,
especiall in a salad with bleu cheese dressing, sa s S lvia oomer of
berdeen,
hen dried and cooked, its smooth meat texture and
dense nutt flavor are pri ed in minestrone and other soups and stews
esists CB , C , tolerates
331 A: 2oz, $3.25
B: 8oz, $8.50
C: 1#, $15.00

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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Gold ush
rganic
da s ender 6 straight round
stringless beans of this standard earl variet have excellent flavor
and high ields Concentrated sets of ellow pods with green tips
hold well on vigorous plants our market customers
won t pan this gold! 1 80
S winner hite seed
olerates CB
265 A: 2oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $7.50
C: 1#, $12.00
D: 5#, $55.00
E: 10#, $100.00
Golden Butterwa
6 da s white-seeded wax
bean impressive for its rich ellow color and straight
pods xtra bean Introduced b gwa in 1 78
esistant to CB ,
1 , tolerant to o one damage
270 A: 2oz, $2.25
B: 8oz, $6.75
C: 1#, $8.50
D: 5#, $30.00
Dragon angerie
rganic 7 da s lso known
as ragon s ongue ast attractive 1 th-centur
heirloom hails from the etherlands Compact stock
bushes bear abundant purple-violet flowers followed
b flat 6 cream ellow pods mottled with purple
tiger stripes Sunlight intensifies color, so plant rows
farther apart than normal bean spacing so interior
sets become vivid Crisp, stringless and ama ingl
uic when eaten fresh Cook or market promptl
after picking turns rubber and loses snap
when stored ot recommended for free ing
oses purple coloration in cooking Seed
purplish brown with blue stripes
277 A: 2oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $8.00
C: 1#, $12.00
D: 5#, $53.00
E: 10#, $100.00

B A

more D
B A
ermont Cranberr
rganic 70 da s shell,
da s dr
his bush bean is not to be confused with pole bean 371 rue
ed Cranberr p
or the pink-flecked Italian Borlotti bean
arl horticultural compendiums list two ew orld varieties,
warf Cranberr and ole Cranberr , being grown b native
peoples in ew ngland ermont Cranberr is the warf
Cranberr s descendant, probabl outfitted with a place name
b an enterprising seedsman
ew ngland tradition since
before 1800 ermont Cranberr s pods contain to 6 speckled
cranberr -colored shell beans eliable, hard , eas to shell
Sometimes gets vine Seed grown in aine Indigenous
Royalties.
328 A: 2oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $7.00
C: 1#, $11.00
D: 5#, $47.00
E: 10#, $90.00
King of the arl 8 da s Beautiful mottled red baking
bean Seed propagated from a sample sent to us ears ago b
seed-saving customer inwood are ing s abilit to ripen
earl , its capacit to swell enormousl when soaked, its utter
dependabilit through hot summers and cool, and its robust
flavor won our hearts e ve found ing eas to grow and
heav ielding ear after ear
Availability uncertain as
we go to press—please check our website for updates.
aine unset
C 8 da s pen-pollinated
Back in the 30s, uite near here over on nox idge,
a farmer named Bantam passed along some bean seeds
he liked to his mailman Skip ahead to 01 Fedco staffer
egan Brien had ust bought a farm in the area and wanted
to grow local dr beans She asked Cedric, brother of the prior
farm owner, if he d heard of aine Sunset e hedged for a bit then
produced a coffee can of beans is father was the mailman and his
famil had been growing the seeds all along on that ver same land
is parents had discovered the beans ripen to the full dr stage
somewhat earlier than other favorites like akes and ellow e and
were ever bit as good as baked beans So, from the original strain,
Sunset returned to our catalog after a long hiatus n everbearing
variation of the Soldier-t pe featuring beautiful plump round-oval
ivor -white beans irregularl splotched with brownish-maroon
splashes around the hilum wonderful baking bean with a
cream texture and rich flavor when cooked, comparable to aine
ellow e ood ielder Supply limited.
337 A: 2oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $8.00
C: 1#, $12.00
D: 5#, $50.00
itla
C 8 da s ailing from the itla alle of
axaca, exico, this variet s dense foliage produces medium runners, lavender flowers and good ields of thin delicate
pods each containing 6 lustrous black seeds great crop
for new plots, itla covers the ground and builds the soil
he great-tasting and nutritious beans are excellent in black
bean soup and for refries Soak the small seeds and let them
cook longer than other beans his variet first came to us
labeled as a tepar bean, Phaseolus acutifolius, but tepar it
is not cting on a tip from im Springston of xbow Farm in
rin,
, we grew it out in 01 alongside four genuine tepar
beans e found it looked and performed clearl different
from the true teparies and more like the vulgaris species
B: 2oz, $8.00
C: 8oz, $24.00
320 A: 1/2oz, $3.75
arfa
rganic 86 da s hese are the beans served at Sagadahoc
F
s famous baked bean, switchel and cider booth at the Common
round Countr Fair his chapter had vended at all
fairs and sold baked
beans since 1 6 his ear s virtual fair put that record on hold, but if
ou grow our own ou can still en o baked beans eirloom resembling
Swedish Brown Bean, but earlier and higher ielding ichl flavored brown
baking bean ver well adapted to our cool climate olden-tan seed Please
check website for availability of conventional seed. Indigenous Royalities.
339 A: 2oz, $6.25
B: 8oz, $19.00
C: 1#, $29.00
D: 5#, $105.00
E: 10#, $150.00
acob’s Cattle
C 88 da s opular ew ngland heirloom, often
referred to as ake s, originated with the assama uodd tribe owneast
and long grown b the ike famil of ubec s a dr bean, its dark
red speckles on white background are said to look like the cattle s
markings If harvested earlier, the kidne -shaped beans make
superb shellies Seed grown in aine Indigenous Royalties.
acob’s Cattle
C
343 A: 2oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $8.00
C: 1#, $12.00
acob’s Cattle
rganic
344 A: 2oz, $4.00
B: 8oz, $9.00
C: 1#, $13.00
D: 5#, $60.00
E: 10#, $110.00
a ing Bean eed Is as
eave pods on the plant to dr
and shell,
or stomp pods on a tarp o ensure true-to-t pe seed, separate varieties b 30
feet See page 106 for more about seed saving
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oldier
C 8 da s nlike our soldiers in most farawa wars, these
Soldiers have a clear winnable mission within a defined timetable: to
reproduce themselves ever ear for our mutual benefit! arge droughttolerant white kidne beans with red-brown figures on the e es
lso called ed e, the soldier figure looks something
like a to soldier, or an 18th-c uropean soldier favorite
in colonial Bean own
Availability uncertain as we go to
press—please check our website for updates.
Kenearl
rganic 8 da s ellow e is one of the
signature varieties of aine bean hole suppers enearl , a
selection of ellow e, was developed at the entville, ova
Scotia, research station er similar to the aine ellow e strain
we formerl sold, but with slightl larger e e and more uniform maturit
lump oval medium-si ed beans, cream with ellow e e
353 A: 2oz, $4.00
B: 8oz, $9.00
Cal pso
rganic 0 da s lso called rca or in- ang bean dramatic
find at the 1
Common round Countr Fair xhibition all
Its stark black and white markings, uncannil similar to the
Chinese s mbol, down to the contrasting dot, make this dr
bean a favorite of the handmade ewelr crowd hough not
as heav a ielder as ing of the arl , Cal pso dependabl
produces
beans per pod, with a texture similar to ellow
e oubles in si e when cooked
BACK!
356 A: 2oz, $4.00
B: 8oz, $9.50
C: 1#, $15.00
D: 5#, $50.00
E: 10#, $95.00
onos egros
C
0 da s Not available in 2021.
Agate Pinto
da s Dropped. Check our website for an alternate pinto!
ed Kidne
rganic 10 da s n earl -maturing light-red kidne bean
developed at Cornell favorite for chili and minestrone arge beans mature
at least a week earlier than similar t pes Seed grown in aine
377 A: 2oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $8.00
C: 1#, $12.00
D: 5#, $55.00
E: 10#, $100.00
Black Turtle
rganic 10 da s
modern upright bush version of the
Central merican heirloom Small black beans with rich spic flavor popular
for soup were known to the a ans and made famous in Cuban cuisine First
sold in 183 b rant
horburn, one of the first S seedsmen e offer
the idnight strain developed at Cornell
Availability uncertain as we go
to press—please check our website for updates.
aturda
ite pecial
C 10 da s egendar
plant breeder
lw n eader was hired b famous aine baked bean compan B&
founded 1867 to breed a pea bean that would bake well and have a season
short enough to grow in aine B& lost interest when it was bought out
b the illiam nderwood Corporation in 1 6 so the bean was never
introduced to the public reserved b lw n s son ohn as -3, this
small pure-white pea bean is earl , impressivel productive and
cooks well Short sturd plants bear more than 0 pods each and dr
down nice ohn, recalling his father s knack for naming cultivars,
suggested that lw n might have called it Saturda
ite Special in
honor of traditional aine bean suppers and their explosive aftereffects! So we did s 00
388 A: 1/2oz, $3.00 B: 2oz, $6.00
C: 8oz, $17.00 D: 1#, $25.00

Guard
Combo egume Inoculant eguminous plants
can add nitrogen to the soil if their roots can host the right
bacteria his combination of strains inoculates the roots of the
legumes that most farmers and gardeners plant For green and
dr beans, limas, favas, bell beans, so beans, peas, sweet peas,
cowpeas, lentils and peanuts For home gardens, moisten the
seed slightl and sprinkle on inoculant, then plant
798
A: treats 8#, $6.00
B: treats 50#, $10.00

B A

attlesnake 70 da s I ve alwa s been a entuck
onder girl but got
P
B A
attlesnake for a substitute and am I ever glad hese beans are delicious fresh
v 0 seeds half o pac et
1 00 seeds lb alf o pac et sows 10
and fro en beautiful, too, avers Catherine all of llsworth,
Called
- Days to maturity are from emergence after direct sowing.
reacher Bean in parts of the South, attlesnake produces a good harvest
Culture: Though it can be fun to grow “climbing” beans on tripods or
of uic 6 7 pods with purple streaking said
sunflowers, man folks grow them on
fencing. lant
apart along
to resemble the markings of a rattlesnake
the fence. Many pole bean varieties have strings that won’t annoy
lisabeth notes a most pleasing mushroom
you if they’re picked early and often. Frequent and thorough picking
aftertaste to the fresh beans an seed with
keeps your vines vigorous and productive. Pick and compost the
dark stripes
overgrown pods that got away, or cut them coarsely and add them
292 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $7.00
to minestrone as suggested by Crystal Nichols of Greene, ME. If
C: 1#, $10.00
D: 5#, $30.00
ou don t pick them, our plants will stop producing, satisﬁed the ve
fulﬁlled their reproductive mission.
Dolloff Pole
rganic 70 da s shell, 0 da s dr
See page 6 for general bean cultural instructions.
he first time I cooked up a mess of olloff
One customer says, “Many people—even gardeners and cooks—
beans I was hooked: rich, substantial,
have no idea how much better tasting pole beans are. Most bush beans
meat
ever thing I wanted in a bean
are cardboard by comparison.”
So I wasn t surprised to learn this variet
has been long grown and selected in
ulticolored Pole Bean i 60-7 da s lant a pole of
the ortheast for abundant ields of
pol chromatic pods! e combine green, ellow, purple and
dr beans in cool short seasons amed after
striped varieties of staggered maturit into one packet
ermonter o olloff of Burke ollow who
reat for those who want a diverse selection but
helped keep the bean going rior to full maturit the make tast green
have room for onl one or two poles, and for CS s
or shell beans at shell stage the beans are light salmon pink with darker
who want to put a whole rainbow into each box
speckles It s worth waiting for the light chestnut-brown dr beans, which
arieties, our choice, will var from ear to ear
are wide and flat like limas It is consistentl one of the first dr beans to
according to availabilit
mature for me, which was luck this ear the shortest growing season in
B: 2oz, $5.50
297 A: 1/2oz, $3.00
m 0 ears of growing food in central aine olloff finished ust under
C: 8oz, $12.00
D: 1#, $20.00
the wire of a September 11 frost hose who have trouble maturing dr pole
e chelles
rganic
da s 017
S winner Se chelles produces a
beans in challenging seasons will find olloff the closest thing to a cinch
flood of 6 stringless round-podded ver dark green fresh beans he deep
Availability uncertain at press time—please check our website for updates.
pod color is mirrored in the lush health foliage Climbing 7 , vines set
carlet unner 70 da s snap, da s shell Phaseolus coccineus Climbing
earl and steadil as the grow with multiple beans ripening simultaneousl
beans often grown as ornamentals for their brilliant scarlet blossoms that
on trusses for eas grab-n-go picking ur supplier recommends either
attract hummingbirds eed trellises, fences or poles will grow to 10 1 ,
trimming an growth above the top of the trellis or staking to promote bushier
perfect for shading a porch orgeous purple and black mottled seeds ma
habit and pod set lower on the vine ecent fresh eating, but meat and mild
be the most ex uisite in our catalog, rivaling 5147 ob s ears
here is
when cooked, with green pods that don t fade uick to bear even in cold and
nothing like the face of ama ed surprise when a child opens the pods from
wet conditions, seeds slow to develop, and good eating over a long season
these plants, reports nne lder eirloom variet grown as earl as 17 0 b
ight ust turn reticent bush-bean lovers into pole-sters esists CB
and
colonists and in 17 1 for homas efferson
0 seeds o
PVP.
318 A: 1oz, $2.75
B: 2oz, $4.00
C: 8oz, $8.00
B: 2oz, $7.00
278 A: 1/2oz, $2.50
D: 1#, $14.00
E: 5#, $60.00
ortheaster
rganic
da s lso known as wintus e can never
Blue Coco
rganic 7 da s snap
pre-177 French heirloom with
grow enough seed for this superior pole bean that ripens almost two weeks
likel primar origin in the io Coco area of icaragua and onduras ith
earlier than 285 entuck
onder Somewhat flattened pods are slow to
chocolate-colored seed coats, bluish-purple pods, and green leaves tinged
get tough even when big sual length is 7 8 Flavor
with purple, vining Coco makes a handsome plant Can serve as a snap, shell
improves with blanching oses some vitalit after
or dr bean Slightl curved pods with tender strings flatten as the age ild
several pickings If ou wish continuous production
and sweet with a pleasing meat flavor and nutt aftertaste Can be harvested
of pole beans till frost, make a second planting of
without getting string
ods turn
at 3 as fi et beans, remain tender to
ortheaster in ul for September harvest, or
green when blanched Free es well Supposedl tolerant of both heat and
sow a later variet like entuck
onder as
drought, its production slacked off in hot dr weather, recovering upon the
well hite seed bout 0 seeds o
return of rain and more temperate nights
B: 2oz, $6.50
280 A: 1/2oz, $3.00
B: 2oz, $4.50
C: 8oz, $12.00
295
A: 1/2oz, $2.50
C: 8oz, $20.00
D: 1#, $35.00
E: 5#, $125.00
lthough one of the
True ed Cranberr
rganic 10 da s dr
ver best baking beans,
C can be a difficult seed crop to mature,
onte Gusto 8 da s n elegant standout in
especiall finick in cool moist seasons espite a dr fall, C s weren t
wax pole beans Bright yellow 7 8 pencildried down till ct 6 in one Colrain,
arden writer ichele
thin smooth filet beans are blemish-free,
wen, author of Grow the Good Life, sa s, I love chili, and rue
exceptionall productive, and eas to pick
ed Cranberr beans cook up cream without disintegrating with a
Sweet, tender and rich in flavor, both cooked
richer flavor than an other red bean I ve ever tasted Inspired b a
and raw, excellent for canning, free ing, or fresh
description of ed Cranberr in a 1700s gardening enc clopedia,
eating 70 plants produce until frost We cannot
legendar bean collector ohn ithee, after an 11- ear search, finall
sell to Idaho. ighl resistant to CB
obtained it from r a lor of Steep Falls,
he plump round
B: 2oz, $7.00
283 A: 1/2oz, $3.25
maroon seeds without streaking look like hanksgiving cranberries,
C: 8oz, $20.00
D: 1#, $33.00
unlike the speckled oval bush cranberr t pes ne of our oldest
Kentuck Wonder 68 da s
f all the
varieties, listed in the 1 8 Beans of New York, which uoted the earl
climbing kinds, we do not believe there is a
explorer escarbot who called it one of the beans planted before 161
better one than entuck
onder: it is an old
b the Indians of aine growing their corn rue ed Cranberr is listed
variet with solid meat pods, 7
long
on Slow Food s rk of aste Soak seed
hours to aid germination
and when cooked no bean is better It is
bout 0 seeds o Indigenous Royalties.
enormousl productive, the pods hanging
B: 2oz, $7.00
C: 8oz, $22.00
371 A: 1oz, $4.00
in great clusters from top to bottom of the
pole So said Stark Bros in 1 1 he
splendid nutt flavor holds up even after
free ing s the beans mature, the pods
flatten ick regularl to maintain ualit
and production, as the get tough once the
beans enlarge favorite since the midPoles for Pole Beans: ikos grows hers on
1800s lso known as ld omestead,
tripods of long lashed poles loria Seigars of ew
onder was given its present name b
Sweden,
, emplo s tall limber ash saplings
seedsman ames
regor in 1877
that can be bent double without breaking
ired
Brown seeds
together, several of them make a nift arbor and
285 A: 2oz, $2.50
grand entrance to the vegetable garden
ill
B: 8oz, $6.00
Bonsall suggests letting them climb sunflower
C: 1#, $9.00
stalks ive the sunflowers a two-week head
D: 5#, $28.00
start.
E: 10#, $50.00
lant about seeds to a tripod, or seeds
Purple Podded Pole Bean 70 da s
to a sunflower
Not available in 2021.
fedcoseeds.com
Key to symbols (
) and supplier codes (
) on page 4.
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Vicia faba

v
seeds 2o p t 2 0 per lb Also called broad beans and horse beans.
From their varied uses they could be called work horses.
- Days to maturity are from emergence after direct sowing.
Culture: avas tolerate frost and prefer da time air temps below . ore
heat can cause poor pod set, while in cooler climates a second flush can appear.
on t dela : sow the large seeds
apart as earl as peas. suall harvested
when the
light green beans in the
gloss pods reach the green shell
stage shelled beans need to be squee ed out of their membranes after
parboiling. To avoid this double shelling, you can harvest young pods to slice
and sauté, or a little later when membranes of shelled young beans are still
tender. Favas can also be mashed into a nutty spread.
Favas are mainstays in many cultures from ancient Rome to modern-day
exico, g pt, udan, the iddle ast, ra il and India. an cuisines have
recipes featuring the dried bean. ich in ﬁber and iron and highest of all beans
in protein. You can even eat the leaves!
Windsor 7 da s Bush t pe he classic heirloom variet , listed
b Fearing Burr in Field and Vegetable Gardens of America in 1863
Brown seed
298 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $6.50
C: 1#, $10.00
D: 5#, $30.00
E: 10#, $55.00
K: 25#, $120.00

I AB A

Phaseolus lunatus

- About 65 seeds/oz.
- Days to maturity are from emergence after direct sowing.
Culture: Limas require more heat than green
beans and are indifferent performers in
cold wet summers. Minimum soil
temperature 0 optimal ran e
0
Plant as other bush or pole
beans. Bush limas can be prone to
twining (developing viny tendrils).
Harvest at shelling stage when beans
bulge in fading pliable pods, before
pods start to dry out.
Packers 100 da s Not available
in 2021 e re looking for a grower
ackson Wonder 103 da s Bush type.
edrick in 1 31 in
The Vegetables of New York called it the hardiest of all bush limas, ver
productive In his 100 Vegetables and Where They Came From, illiam
o s eaver highl praised ackson onder for bab pods that are so tender
the can be cooked like snow peas, and mature beans handsome enough to
use as beads Introduced in 1888, tlanta farmer homas ackson s droughttolerant variet created a sensation for its productivit , even though it stands
onl 18 tall onder features about 3 seeds per curved 3 pod, gre in the
shell stage and dr ing to buff with lovel purple and black mottling, as
succulent as the are decorative Its sweet-smelling white flowers attract
butterflies vg 0 seeds lb
324 A: 2oz, $2.25
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $9.00
D: 5#, $32.00
E: 10#, $45.00
King of the Garden 106 da s Pole type. lso known as enderson s
eviathan, for those with a season long enough to grow
pole limas eveloped from a cross between arge
hite and reer b Frank S latt in 1883 latt
selected five- and six-seeded arge hite pods
so that ing s long flat 8 pods dependabl
produce at least large cream -white
seeds of splendid ualit over an extended harvest period regor called them
the standard late pole lima and advised
in his 1 17 catalog that the plants are
extremel vigorous so that no more
than two should be allowed to grow
to a pole Indeed, the vines can
grow 10 high on fertile ground!
Caution: Not adapted to northern
areas. vg 80 seeds lb
325 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $7.00
C: 1#, $10.00
D: 5#, $35.00
E: 10#, $50.00

I C

A

B A

ed oodle ard ong 0 da s fresh Vigna unguiculata sesquipedalis
pole or two of these, with their long pencil-thin 1 18 cascading burgund
pods, makes a stunning garden entrance that draws people in and excites
curious in uiries ot the earliest of ard ong beans, an sian specialt ,
but surel the most spectacular n indifferent performer in chill Central
aine, oodle loves heat and moisture eep it picked to sustain production
Intriguing strong uni ue indescribable flavor is brought out best b dr -fr ing
in a hot wok with peanut oil, garlic and so sauce Stringless and most tender
when oung and thin ust be trellised
00 seeds o
322 A: 1/2oz, $4.25
B: 2oz, $13.00
C: 4oz, $22.00
Black Kabouli Garban o
rganic 10 da s dr Cicer arietinum
cool-weather crop cultured like peas, garbanos originated in fghanistan Black abouli
was developed at ashington State niversit to be tolerant of cold soils and light
frosts plants with ornamental bicolor pink-purple
flowers bear abundant two-seeded pods resembling beach
peas with black medium-si ed beans Can be eaten fresh,
steamed like edamame, or used as a dr bean
BACK!
307 A: 1/2oz, $3.25

B A

Glycine max

v 0 seeds half o p t 1 0 seeds 2 o 1200 seeds lb
- Days to maturity are from emergence after direct sowing.
Culture: Very sensitive to cold—be sure frost danger has passed, and soil temps
have reached
0 before seedin lant
apart. an tolerate dr soil prior to
blooming, but needs water during the pod-ﬁlling stage.
or fresh eating, harvest when most of the pods have expanded but are still green
without ellowing. or best flavor harvest in the evening. To save seed, leave some
pods on the plants and wait till stems dry and most of the leaves drop.
The Japanese call them edamame (eh-duh-mah-may), meaning ‘beans on
branches,’ and boil and salt them like beer nuts. Edamame are rich in vitamins A, C
and , calcium, phosphorus, protein and ﬁber. ncouraged b their recent popularit ,
breeders are selecting for larger pods with sweeter beans.
Steam or boil the pods for 4–5 minutes,
chill quickly for easy shelling.
Refrigerate the leftover beans
immediately.
Fresh-market growers often
cut off plants near the base,
remove the leaves and bunch
into 1 lb units, rather than pick
each pod individually.
Seedsman Tom Vigue plants
edamame in the same furrow as his
sweet corn. He thins each to one plant
per row foot and suffers little yield loss
from either crop: the so beans are a gift. e
sows a living mulch of forage radish that takes off
after both main crops are dead. e follows the next ear with potatoes, which beneﬁt
in rotation from all three of these crops.
Chiba Green
rganic 83 da s oor seed ualit Not available in 2021.
Tankuro
rganic 0 da s In apan, black-seeded edamame varieties
are deemed to have a richer and sweeter flavor than the traditional green or
tan kinds ankuro was the winner for productivit and pleasing flavor in
our initial trial to find the best black-seeded variet In exceptional heat, our
a
planting produced robust 3 plants loaded with pods packed with an
average of
beans each he began ripening ug 17, the same da as
Shirofumi arvest would be 1 weeks later in a season with average heat
ick promptl when the immature seeds are bulging et the pods are still
dark green, before the plants begin to ellow hose pods that ou miss will
dr down, maturing beautiful black pearls that can provide our next ear s
planting stock Seed grown in aine
B: 2oz, $9.00
488 A: 1/2oz, $3.00
C: 8oz, $18.00
D: 1#, $30.00
rganic 1 da s igorous thigh-high vines make earl
hirofumi
concentrated sets of light green pods, averaging two beans per pod he 10da picking window is generall from late ugust through earl September
n excellent substitute for limas in short-season areas ur stock seed came
from om igue, who did considerable trials and selection work with this
crop Beth asgorshek of Can on Bount farm has carried on his work for
ears esists
, CB
B: 2oz, $7.00
C: 8oz, $20.00
491 A: 1/2oz, $2.50
a amusume
rganic
da s
Crop failure not available in 2021 e
are seeking a grower

Optimal Germination

Sowing seeds at sub-optimal temperatures is the most common cause of
failure e tr to provide germination temps for each kind of vegetable ou
could also consult Knott’s Handbook for Vegetable Growers and The New
Seed-Starters Handbook b anc Bubel for optimal germination temps
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(207) 426-9900

Free shipping for seed orders $30 and up!

o bean Inoculant For so beans
and edamame In home gardens,
moisten the seed slightl and
sprinkle on inoculant, then plant
799 A: treats 50#, $6.00

Key to symbols (

We Test Beet Chard and weet Corn eed
for Transgenic Contamination

o help ensure the purit of our seed we test samples of our beets, chard and
sweet corn lots for the presence of
s ore information on page 0

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.

fedcoseeds.com
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Beta vulgaris

bout 00 00 seeds o with variations 1/ o pac et sows 20 ft 1 o 1 0 ft
- Open-pollinated, except where noted.
- Days to maturity are from emergence after direct sowing.
Culture: Spring or fall, beets are hardy and easy to grow. Can
be sown almost as soon as ground can be worked in spring.
Minimum ermination temperature 0 optimal ran e
0
or full-si ed beets, ou must thin to at least
apart. arl thinnings make good salad greens bab -beet
thinnings cooked with tops are a Yankee delight!
Diseases:
PM
Powdery Mildew
DM
Downy Mildew
CLS
Cercospora Leaf Spot looks like
someone shot a series of small target-like circles in
the foliage. Prolonged periods of rainfall and high humidity
exacerbate this disease. In serious cases the spots darken and
extend. otating crops, removing plant debris, and wider spacing to
ensure adequate air circulation are preventive measures.
cab, the same disease that afflicts potatoes, causes rough
brown spots on the skin. Adequate watering is a preventive.
The Bold and the Beautiful Beet i
ou won t miss a beet with this
range of colors, shapes and tastes Fun and eas to grow Includes a ellow,
a c lindra, a chioggia, a white, and one with great greens ickled, fried,
roasted
ou can t beat this diversit in our culinar storehouse NEW!
B: 1/2oz, $6.00
C: 1oz, $10.00
2190 A: 1/8oz, $3.50
D: 4oz, $30.00
E: 1#, $100.00
obin 0 da s F-1 h brid f bab -beet class and
short-top t pe, obin s vigor and health put
wimp competitor Bab beat to shame
his Bo
onder s 10 tops show nice
contrast between dark red stems and
disease-resistant dark green leaf dd
deep red 1
round beets, and obin
packs a visuall powerful punch, I
mean bunch, at market ven better,
its uniformit and abilit to hold si e
makes harvesting a mess of beets uick
and eas rue to ew ngland tradition,
I steamed mine up whole, tops and bottoms ol iminutive
elights! he full sweet beet flavor and fine-grained solid
red interior was a revelation in taste and texture
B: 1/2oz, $4.50
2105 A: 1/8oz, $2.50
C: 1oz, $7.00
D: 4oz, $18.00
E: 1#, $62.00
arl Wonder Tall Top 8 da s he beet that can t be beat in our
customers estimation, loved b commercial growers and home gardeners
alike Selected for earliness from Crosb s g ptian and introduced in 1 11
uick emergence in cold soil and attractive purple tops make onder the
choice for earl beet greens and bunching beets In their 1 16 catalog F
oodruff & Sons of edford, C , claimed to be the largest beet-seed growers
in the S and the originators of arl
onder
arl Wonder Tall Top
1
1
B: /2oz, $3.00
C: 1oz, $4.00
2108 A: /8oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $6.00
E: 1#, $13.00
K: 5#, $58.00
arl Wonder Tall Top
rganic
B: 1/2oz, $3.50
C: 1oz, $5.00
2109 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
D: 4oz, $11.00
E: 1#, $32.00
K: 5#, $128.00
ed Ace 0 da s F-1 h brid Sweet earl -season beet with purple tops
arket growers appreciate its uniformit and perfect shape, ver similar to
arl
onder but more refined ikos loves its deep color and flavor olerant
to C S vg 1100 seeds o We couldn’t get organic seed, but hope to have it
back next year.
B: 1/2oz, $5.00
C: 1oz, $8.00
2120 A: 1/8oz, $2.75
D: 4oz, $18.00
E: 1#, $58.00
Kestrel 3-3 da s bab
da s full si e F1-h brid ewl
released veggie varieties are often touted for their dual-purpose
potential, but much of this verbiage falls flat in our hard
aine trial
program estrel beet is an exception, meeting and possibl exceeding
the ualit of elder sibling ed ce In the earl bab and summer
crop, vigorous health greens top elegant uniform heart-shaped roots
he tender deep red interior was mild and sweet even after 018 s dr
scorching une Come fall, full-si e rounded-heart roots develop sweet
deep full flavor with ero bitter sharpness riple-happiness is complete
when estrel emerges from long storage firm and umm after other
beet varieties have wrinkled or rotted! estrel is now perched in
our beet-like hearts Intermediate resistance to
,
, C S and
rhi octonia
B: 1/2oz, $5.50
C: 1oz, $10.00
2126 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 4oz, $30.00
E: 1#, $88.00

agle
-3 bab , da s full si e F-1 h brid f the arl
onder class
with uick root growth and tall bright green tops, agle soared in our 018
summer beet trials hile man
and h brid comparisons struggled to si e
up in the earl dr heat, stead vigorous agle bore bunch-worth round bab
beets with proud tops ater, when humidit brought rampant cercospora leaf
spot that eliminated man trial-mates from consideration, agle, estrel and
ed ce glided to maturit with nar a spotted leaf hen cooked, agle s
dark red globes turn a solid dusk crimson with the deep red inside showing
onl slight hints of oning aste and texture is perfect: simpl sweet and
smooth, no bitterness even when grown in stressful conditions For fresh
summer use not for long storage er high resistance to bolting
2152 A: 200 seeds, $2.00
B: 500 seeds, $2.50
C: 1,000 seeds, $4.00
D: 5,000 seeds, $14.00
E: 10,000 seeds, $20.00
Chioggia
da s lso known as Bassano, for the enetian hill town
where it originated as been cultivated in the States since the 18 0s, was
listed b Fearing Burr in 1863, and offered b ick s for 7 per lb in 1877
Beautiful when sliced, this heirloom home-garden t pe attracts attention in
the kitchen with its alternating interior rings of pink and white oteworth
also for its light red exterior color, green tops and exceptional sweetness It
loses ualit when it gets large
Chioggia
B: 1/2oz, $4.00
C: 1oz, $6.00
2136 A: 1/8oz, $2.50
D: 4oz, $12.00
E: 1#, $28.00
Chioggia Guardsmark
rganic
B: 1/2oz, $7.00
C: 1oz, $11.00
2137 A: 1/8oz, $3.25
D: 4oz, $32.00
E: 1#, $120.00
C lindra 6 da s lso known as Forono and Formanova, a long smooth
regular c lindrical beet, growing to 7 , dark red, sweet and beet
ighl
marketable and not at all wood , in the words of one trialer, a fine all-around
beet suitable for baking, cooking, and pickling
oberta rates them the
darkest and least fibrous of our beets oots will push up out of the ground
and develop rough shoulders eirloom from the 1880s, originall from
enmark
B: 1/2oz, $3.50
C: 1oz, $4.25
2156 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $7.00
E: 1#, $20.00
K: 5#, $80.00
ut Green eaf
rganic 60 da s For some ears after ut became
crossed up, true seed was hard to find Insist on the real cCo : ou ll find
it here rue ut sports gloss green tops without an purple hough the
roots will never win an beaut contests, bake the big beets for about an hour
to en o a ver special sweet treat ou ll have ut of luck getting them to
grow lustil if ou provide them with plent of mellow compost, sow our
seeds farther apart than for other beet varieties, and thin the roots to apart
eirloom variet from urope, also known as inter eeper, is the best beet
to grow for winter storage
BACK!
B: 1/2oz, $6.50
C: 1oz, $10.00
2170 A: 1/8oz, $3.75
D: 4oz, $35.00
E: 1#, $125.00
Detroit Dark ed 60 da s lobular smooth uniform beets with tender
oxblood-red flesh
ew varieties come and go, but the etroit ark ed,
ear after ear maintains its popularit and holds its place right at the top of
the list of good midseason varieties, asserted Stark Bros catalog in 1 1
Introduced 18 and still the standard late variet for home gardeners and
canners mong the several strains of this centur -old variet , this one had
the best roots in our evaluation
B: 1/2oz, $2.50
C: 1oz, $3.50
2182 A: 1/8oz, $1.75
D: 4oz, $6.00
E: 1#, $16.00
K: 5#, $65.00
Bull’s Blood 60 da s ri ed for its spectacular leaves, not its rough flattened globe-shaped roots unawa winner of the 6 varieties in our beet
greens trial ears back, sweet and nutt with never a hint of oxalic aftertaste,
it again received high praise from our tasters more recentl
lso a winner in
appearance, with large gloss reddish-purple leaves o bull, it holds ualit
all summer, with color intensif ing as it grows, especiall under
cool conditions in fall or under winter cover Bull s Blood is liot Coleman s red leaf of choice for winter harvest salad mixes
ld variet its name hints of 1 th-c origins when beets were
known as blood turnips Selected around 18 0 from the French
variet Crapaudine for darkest-colored leaves
Bull’s Blood
B: 1/2oz, $3.25
2186 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
C: 1oz, $5.50
D: 4oz, $10.00
E: 1#, $28.00
Bull’s Blood
rganic n improved strain with
nice dark foliage, tender and sweet
1
B: 1/2oz, $5.75
2187
A: /8oz, $3.50
C: 1oz, $8.00
D: 4oz, $27.00
E: 1#, $95.00

Broccoli Brussels prouts
Cabbage & Cauliﬂower
I

Brassica oleracea

B

T

B

CC

Days to maturity are from seedling emergence (subtract 20 days for transplants).
Culture: Start these brassicas indoors March–May for setting out May–July, or
direct-seed in May, or in June for fall crop. Minimum germination soil temperature
0 optimal ran e
Easier grown for fall because many varieties perform
poorly in hot summers. For better stands in dry conditions, sow in trenches and keep
irrigated. Wire hoops and row cover (page 141) should be used at early stages to
keep out flea beetles and swede midge.
Diseases: or further information see box below.
BL Blackleg
TB Tipburn
BR Black Rot
FY Fusarium Yellows
BS Bacterial Speck
WR White Rust
FW Fusarium Wilt
Note: because of a rule issued by Oregon, we cannot ship brassica packets larger
than 1/2 o ( g) into the Willamette alle , except those that have tested negative
for lack eg and lack ot. ur information at press time is in the descriptions here
please check our website for updates.
The brassica seed we offer is seed grade, and it is not ﬁt for human consumption
as sprouts. It is not stored in food-safe sanitary conditions before it reaches us. For
sprouting seed, please contact your natural foods supplier.
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oot Gre
rganic
da s he genius of lan apuler at work,
this is an interbreeding mix of three heirlooms: ellow Intermediate, Crosb
urple g ptian and ut Saladleaf that absolutel wowed us and continues to
get raves from customers rex, a term from orchid breeding, means that there
is variation within this gene pool that continues to morph It also means more
disagreements in our trialers evaluations than for most of our selections ver
time we have noticed the extent of variation decrease and the flavor improve
here are three distinct colors in this gene pool: a pinkish red with some
orange in it, a bright gold, and a beautiful iridescent orange e were
impressed b the unusual vigor, glowing colors and length of these graduall
tapered elongated roots he ut influence manifests in their si e, as much as
31/ across and 7 8 long lso produces copious greens
B: 1/2oz, $6.75
C: 1oz, $12.00
2128 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 4oz, $34.00
E: 1#, $100.00
Golden Gre
rganic
da s
hen we first trialed lan apuler s
3 oot rex in 00 , we loved its golden strain so much that we decided to
select it out It debuted in our catalog in 00 , and we uickl sold out of our
five pounds of seed hat with the vagaries of biennial seed production, it was
seven long ears before we had it to offer again his time our appreciative
customers gobbled up more than 0 lb of seed hose who love 3 oot rex
will be utterl enchanted olden rex has ut in its parentage, as manifested
b its green tops, lush growth, somewhat elongated ut shape and enormous
roots that remain mild and sweet even as the grow up to 6 7 long and 31/
wide oots are golden orange with a blushed orange hip on the top of the
beet Some, but not all, interiors will have beautiful alternating concentric
rings of ellow and red similar to a chioggia he stems retain some golden
coloration e anticipate a good suppl this season
B: 1/2oz, $6.75
C: 1oz, $12.00
2129 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 4oz, $32.00
E: 1#, $90.00
Boldor
da s Boldor s strong germination and vigor roars to life more
uickl than the other ellow beets, making it easier to grow, especiall under
stressful conditions Its excellent uniform round rose-gold roots have duped
man into mistaking it for a h brid
hen cooked, Boldor s meat becomes
full light orange with no striations, a blend of carrot sweetness and mild
beet depth ouchstone s flesh color ma have more pop, but man of us
favored Boldor in taste tests nd it s hard to top its tops: Boldor has health
short upright light green tops with gold stems and veins
B: 1/2oz, $7.50
C: 1oz, $13.00
2130 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 4oz, $39.00
E: 1#, $135.00
Golden Detroit
rganic
da s Sweet and delicious vibrantly golden
beets with delicious greens Better si e, vigor, taste and disease resistance
than Burpee s olden Beet espite its name, does not
Weight
have the classic round etroit shape Instead, more
e ui alents
elongated like a p ramid o green shoulders
1 gram = 03 o
B: 1/2oz, $6.50
2144 A: 1/8oz, $2.50
3 grams = 106 o
C: 1oz, $10.00
D: 4oz, $32.00
E: 1#, $120.00
6 grams = 1 o
grams = 8 1 o
Touchstone Gold
rganic
da s
refined
o
and reliable golden beet with long attractive green tops, 1 0 grams =
1/16 o = 1 77 g
ouchstone takes the guesswork out of growing golden
1/8 o = 3
beets arket growers love its dependable germination
g
and uniforml round roots that resist oning ike other
1/ o = 7 0 g
golden beets, retains its color when cooked and has the
1/ o = 1
g
sweet flavor pri ed b aficionados
1o = 8 g
2149 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
B: 1/2oz, $8.00
o = 113 g
C: 1oz, $12.00
D: 4oz, $38.00
1 = 36g
E: 1#, $135.00
= 1000 g

1

B. o. (botrytis group)

bout 100 00 seeds Average varies by cultivar.
- Days to maturity are from seedling emergence (subtract 20 days for transplants)
Culture: roccoli dislikes the extreme temperature and moisture fluctuations we have
endured in recent seasons. Climate change is making it a challenge to grow even
the more heat-tolerant varieties in the summer, while at the same time broadening
opportunities in our longer more temperate falls.
Broccoli Blend 67- da s from transplant mix of
varieties in one packet for home gardeners who want
broccoli to mature over a long season arieties in the mix
change with availabilit , but no omanesco or iracicaba
3326 A: 0.5g, $3.00
B: 1g, $5.00
C: 4g, $12.00
D: 14g, $30.00
acaranda 7 da s F-1 h brid In a purple panic when
iolet ueen was dropped, we clinked our glasses too soon over
Burgund
its utilit patent violates Fedco s seed ethics uckil ,
our trials revealed acaranda large broad eas -to-harvest purple
heads held high on tall bush plants nusual and distinct from those
aforementioned purple passions xcellent for a fall harvest, acaranda
can be cut at full head stage, or can be left to open for floret or stick
st le harvests Colorful florets and sweet tender stems are superb raw or
lightl steamed veggie for our times: let us recall the 1 8 anti-apartheid
slogan he purple shall govern, which developed after police hosed down
protesters with purple water
NEW!
3300 A: 0.1g, $5.00
B: 0.3g, $12.00
C: 1.2g, $30.00
D: 6g, $90.00
E: 12g, $160.00
Tendergreen 67 da s F-1 h brid ermont grower ltoon Sultan calls
this a wonderful earl broccoli
xceptionall fast but not stalwart in
extreme heat 6 7 semi-domed heads are lighter weight than the later-season
varieties he medium-large beads do a good ob of shedding water leasing
blue-green color, tender and delicious flavor odest 3 occasionall
side shoots follow
3303 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1g, $4.00
C: 4g, $9.00
D: 14g, $17.00

Pest and Disease

emedies for all Brassicas

roccoli russels prouts abbage auliflower sian reens p
ale
ollards ohlrabi pp
Major pests: Cabbage Looper, Diamondback Moth, Imported Cabbageworm
ultural controls: control cruciferous weeds near crop ﬁelds, till under crop debris of
early season brassicas after harvest.
aterial controls:
2 Spinosad,
Bt, (both p. 139).
Pest: Flea Beetle
ultural controls: floating row covers (p. ), mulch with straw, time plantings for fall
harvested crops only, crop rotation, perimeter trap cropping.
aterial controls:
a ax,
2 Spinosad,
Pyganic, (all p. 139).
Pest: Cabbage Root Maggot
ultural controls: time planting to avoid ﬁrst hatching, use row covers, control weeds.
Major diseases: Black Rot, Alternaria Leaf Spot, Blackleg, Club Root, Downy Milldew,
White Mold
ultural controls: avoid transplanting plants with ellow leaves or v-shaped lesions,
crop rotation, destroy crop debris after harvest, avoid overhead irrigation, control weeds,
allow for good air movement.
aterial controls: 02 Actinovate,
2 copper, (both p.137).
Disease: ead ot
ultural controls: use well-domed varieties, harvest heads when tight, cut stalks at
an angle.
aterial control:
2 copper (p. 137)

We ship seeds to Canada!

Ba
eadows 8 da s
Dropped by our supplier.

o e asic efinitions

wede

idge

not as cute as it sounds

Alert! eading brassicas in the ortheast are seeing
consistent damage from swede midge, a tin gall
midge Its effects result in a non-heading plant
Wire hoops and row cover at early stages of
heading brassica crops are becoming crucial for
success. See page 1 1 for hoops and row cover
Some research also suggests garlic spra s as a
possible organic repellent Consult our Cooperative
xtension resources for further information

• Open-pollinated varieties produce true-to-t pe seed if the are allowed to
cross-pollinate onl with other plants of the same variet If the cross with other
varieties of the same species, their seed will not be true
• Hybrid varieties are those produced from the crossing of two different inbred
lines Seed saved from h brid varieties ma result in a crop with new expressions
of traits, ver much unlike the original h brid
• mong open-pollinated plants, self-pollinated selfers usuall reproduce b
using their own pollen Crossers usuall reproduce through the transfer of pollen
from one plant to a different plant of the same species
• Botanical nomenclature goes from the general to the specific lants are classified
into kinds b genus, species and variety In Cucurbita pepo Sweet umpling,
Cucurbita is the genus, pepo is the species and Sweet umpling is the variet
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Green agic 0 da s F-1 h brid s supplier breeder Sakata dropped
30 ear farmer-fave rcadia, we were alread e eing their late-summer to
fall reen agic In our 01 September taste test, ro al taster ikos was
bewitched b reen agic s full package : rich nutt sweet stem and floret
flavor, with tender texture that s neither soft nor meal Compact tall plant
delivers a dark green semi-domed 6 8 head with medium-small tight bead
ith the added magic of abundant of side shoots, good heat tolerance and
some resistance to down mildew, this broccoli should keep ou and our
coven health wherever ou practice the green arts ested negative for B
and B
NEW!
3314 A: 0.5g, $3.75
B: 1g, $6.00
C: 4g, $15.00
D: 14g, $35.00
E: 28g, $60.00
G ps
1 da s F-1 h brid his regrettabl -named broccoli is ver uniform,
ver consistent, and has the abilit to thrive in man different environments
holds up reasonabl well in the heat of summer, the cool of autumn, and in
less-than-stellar soil eliable producer of medium-green large dome-shaped
8 heads with medium-tight beads that shed water well Sparse producer of
side shoots Stems and plants capable of growing massive ur trialers rate its
flavor as excellent, sweet and tender his variet is produced b cell fusion
which although considered a form of genetic engineering in urope is
a traditional breeding techni ue that does not emplo recombinant
technolog , and thus is designated b an
ruling as permitted in organic
production ested negative for B and B
olerant to
Last chance
for this variety: we will soon drop it out of respect for people of the Romani
diaspora. The name is a racial pejorative used against an ethnic group that
has faced persecution, enslavement and genocide across Europe for many
centuries.
3315 A: 0.5g, $3.25
B: 1g, $4.50
C: 4g, $12.00
D: 14g, $28.00
E: 28g, $53.00
Waltham
da s pen-pollinated For fall harvest onl
eveloped
in 1 1 and long considered the standard
fall broccoli e ve found a
reliable strain that consistentl produces 6 loose heads with medium beads
on attractive stock 0 plants altham delivers good-si ed central heads,
but no side shoots Flavor consistentl gets high marks in our taste tests that
include the newer h brids Caution: not suitable for summer crops will not
head properl in heat
3320 A: 2g, $1.50
B: 4g, $2.00
C: 14g, $3.50
D: 28g, $5.00
E: 112g, $7.00
K: 448g, $18.00
Arcadia
da s Dropped by our supplier. Try 3314 Green Magic.
illennium
da s F-1 h brid ike the illennial generation, this
broccoli might be a little slow to mature but it shows ama ing resilience and
sta ing power under stress ot, cold, wet, dr , summer or fall, illennium
rebounds uickl and continues its stead ourne to green-headed
excellence e ve found this broc s cra -weather tolerance e ual to or
better than Ba
eadows his means less helicopter gardening and
less worr about dreaded button-heading and bolting illennium s
large 7 wide deep green heads are ver finel beaded, high domed
with no lobing etains its deep green color post-harvest aw or
steamed, we find its flavor sweet, nutt and mild Fall harvest matures
five da s later ested negative for B and B
3307 A: 0.1g, $2.00
B: 0.3g, $4.00
C: 1.2g, $8.00
D: 6g, $28.00
E: 12g, $50.00
mp ua
rganic
da s
pen-pollinated For fall
harvest onl
andsome uniform dark-green 8 heads with
large beads si e up uickl
great producer of abundant side
shoots will provide a long harvest window xcellent taste
along with stress-tolerance make mp ua an ideal homegarden variet for the fall eveloped in 1 0 b im eters,
gets its name from the mp ua iver in regon ested negative
for B Breeder Royalties.
3325 A: 2g, $4.00
B: 4g, $6.00
C: 14g, $13.00
D: 28g, $21.00
E: 112g, $60.00

B

olstice
rganic 71 da s
pen-pollinated
as rapidl gained a
following Its tall legg plants gave it its alias regon ong eck onna
rek harvested her first trial head in 01 right on the summer
solstice from an pril 11 start Its mild sweet heads, at
across, are intermediate between 3327 iracicaba s and those
of the domed h brids mong the half do en
broccolis in
our trial, Solstice was the most uniform and the sweetest, smaller
in the summer and tastier in the fall even though the turn purple in frost
Solstice is more noted for its illion side shoots that follow the main head
Best suited as a fall crop OSSI
3306 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1g, $3.75
C: 4g, $7.00
D: 14g, $14.00
E: 28g, $22.00
K: 112g, $78.00
Co ina
rganic 7 da s F-1 h brid In aine, 018 was scorching
and dr , while 01 started cool and wet then umped suddenl in temps
and humidit Both ears were excellent tests of earl -slot Covina s summer
stress tolerance he dark green 6 8 heads with medium-fine bead sta ed
tight and compact without the bubbl lobing that its trial cohorts exhibited in
the heat o matter the weather, the raw and cooked ualit remained full
sweet and nutt Covina does double dut for solid reliable earl fall harvests
igh resistance to F Intermediate resistance to
ested negative for B
and B
hite organicall certified seed coating
3308 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.3g, $4.50
C: 1.2g, $9.00
D: 6g, $28.00
E: 12g, $50.00
Green uper 8 da s F-1 h brid enowned for side-shoot production
t
S Farm in issoula,
, farm caretaker llie Costello deemed this
midseason broccoli phenomenal
espite challenging weather fluctuations,
reen Super came through with beautiful long-holding 7 wide and 3 deep
domes as also looked good in midsummer both in assachusetts and
aine olds its deep green pound-plus tight-beaded heads above spla ed
leaves for eas one-chop harvest fter the primar cut, the second growth
creates vigorous side heads, not ho-hum shoots o wonder it s our bestselling h brid broccoli Super s health compact form begs to be snugl
planted in efficient successions Costello loved Super Broc roasted, and
we en o ed its excellent flavor and texture raw ood eating combined with
exemplar performance and space saving
3309 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1g, $3.75
C: 4g, $7.00
D: 14g, $16.00
E: 28g, $28.00
Green King 8 da s F-1 h brid xceptionall tender, ing has reigned
in our broccoli taste tests for more than 0 ears It also scores high for its
consistent ield of high- ualit blue-green domed 8 heads with rather large
beads
arket growers appreciate its health vigorous plants and uniform
ripening Side shoots aren t plentiful but are big enough to be marketable
olerates some heat, although not a midsummer monarch
3311 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1g, $3.75
C: 4g, $9.00
D: 14g, $18.00
Fiesta
rganic 86 da s F-1 h brid Fiesta s siesta is over our friend
arcelle can re oice! e welcome back our first organic h brid broccoli,
good for midseason Compact plants set uniform
bright green tightl domed heads that stand both
cold weather and heat with considerable aplomb
e were ama ed b its unprecedented
production of side shoots ne da in earl
ctober 007 C harvested ten from
one health plant, the largest as big
as a main head at 6 7 , several
others nearl as heft , enough
to comprise 3 supermarket
bunches ested negative for B
and B
BACK!
3312 A: 0.5g, $5.00
B: 1g, $7.00
C: 4g, $20.00
D: 14g, $60.00
E: 28g, $90.00
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Piracicaba 6 da s pen-pollinated his broccolini
t pe has garnered man accolades Several
growers prefer its flavor to that of h brid
broccoli and noticed their customers
increasingl choosing it instead
eople
were bu ing four or five bunches at a
time and I couldn t bring enough to
market, observed Carol homas of
Sweet Briar erb Farm in nalaska,
bout halfwa between a heading
broccoli and a broccoli raab, these succulent
tender small green heads with ver large beads
make delightful raw eating er loose heads,
lots of side shoots, sweet stalks ven the fairl
large leaves make excellent greens arden writer
Barbara amrosch found it delicious steamed
lan e age sa s sidedressing it in the summer
ields great cuttings in the fall
State trialers report it is best
as a fall crop with relativel good frost tolerance emarkabl , it was bred in
Bra il in the cit of iracicaba peer-a-S -cah-bah to withstand heat
3327 A: 2g, $3.25
Burgund 7 da s F-1 h brid Dropped! We discovered it’s trait-patented.
Purple Peacock Gene Pool
rganic
da s pen-pollinated Best
grown for fall harvest, this gourmet ornamental edible is a cross b Frank
orton of a large green broccoli with two colorful ornamental kales ore
uniform than previous iterations, et still somewhat variable av deepl
cut purple leaves with rounded edges are punctuated b pink veins he sweet
broccoli flavor of the head and abundant side shoots are augmented b the
kale-like ualities of the leaves, especiall as fall delivers its first
cold nights n imposing plant 1/ tall, spreading 3 makes
uite a spectacle urple leaves, stems and heads cook to a dark
green or can be en o ed raw in salads OSSI.
3316 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1g, $3.50
C: 4g, $7.00
D: 14g, $12.00
E: 28g, $20.00
Chinese Broccoli, 20 ailaan see sian reens on p
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One of the most beautiful of plants when grown well. Chef Odessa Piper called the
cone-shaped somewhat irregular whorl of chartreuse florets broccoli on acid.
Culture: Should be started indoors in March or April and transplanted out in late May
or une for fall harvest. eeds adequate spacing, a long season and extremel high
soil fertilit . Well-grown plants are huge and need about 0 sq ft each. e patient
needs a long season but doesn’t mind cool weather.
eronica 8 da s F-1 h brid reliable
and refined version of omanesco broccoli
Combining sweetness with a fine brassica
ing, eronica is tender and delicate as
a crudit and uite flavorful cooked
First ripened Sept 16-1 , 013, for
trialer onna rek and was still
producing in mid- ctober from a
a 7 greenhouse start he supplier
claims average weight is lb per head,
but in conditions of high fertilit and wide
spacing, rek s averaged 8 across and
lb esists purpling and red tipping during
heat ested negative for B and B
3329 A: 0.1g, $3.75
B: 0.3g, $9.00
C: 1.2g, $24.00
D: 6g, $90.00
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AAB B. rapa (ruvo group)

uarantina 0 da s pen-pollinated Quarantina means 0 da s aab,
also known as apini here and Broccolo sparago in Ital , is a non-heading
version of broccoli with a more pungent flavor arvest oung stems, leaves
and small flower buds Steam, stir-fr or add to salads eople tr this as a
spring crop with poor results If the flea beetles don t
get ou, the summer heat will aab is much better
as a fall crop It will hold a lot longer and cool
nights improve the flavor bout 600 seeds g
3485 A: 2g, $2.25
B: 4g, $3.00
C: 14g, $5.00
D: 28g, $8.00
E: 112g, $16.00
K: 448g, $50.00

B. o. (gemmifera group) About 100-200 seeds/g.
Days to maturity are from seedling emergence (subtract 20 days for transplants).
Culture: Start indoors in early spring and transplant into very fertile soil. Give each
plant about 9 sq ft. Wire hoops and row cover (page 141)
should be used at earl stages to keep out flea beetles
and swede midge. (See page 12 for more growing
info.) er cold hard flavor is improved
by frost and sprouts can be harvested past
the ﬁrst snowfall. op tops off plants in
early September to encourage sprout
development.
Hestia 3 da s F-1 h brid Dropped.
peedia 8 da s F-1 h brid
ur 016 brussels sprouts trial had us
angling awa from estia toward Speedia
Its vigorous and extra sturd 30 36 stalks
never tilted, its large to ver large sprouts were
bountiful and tast , and its more open foliage resulted
in much less gross aphid rampage e ve trialed
Speedia ever season since and are full convinced that
it s a superior variet for eas and bold-si ed sprouts,
unseating estia in the earl half tall brussels niche
nd as the fall aphid problem in brassicas has worsened
for man of us, compact Speedia has continued to be a
ver low-presence variet
igh resistance to F
ested
negative for B and B
3335 A: 0.25g, $4.50
B: 0.5g, $7.50
C: 1g, $11.00
D: 4g, $33.00
E: 16g, $125.00
Gustus
da s F-1 h brid Stead sales increases have made ustus
our 1 brussels sprouts variet C s find from 00 , the coldest summer in
fort ears e had never grown such robust brussels sprouts plants before or
since he late ichael uck of Bangor,
, udged ustus as the absolute
pinnacle of the brussels sprouts breeder s art he ualit of the sprouts is
ama ing, ver dense and sweet o other sprout compares with ustus
he
sprouts are medium-si ed, slightl oval, remarkabl uniform perfect for
market and grow large farther up the stalk after the plants get topped In 00
the showed not a hint of rot, even after two hurricane rains representative
sample of 10 weighed a respectable 6 o
on our taste test with its smooth
texture and no cole-ish aftertaste n o them with gusto! ested negative for
B and B
3339 A: 0.5g, $5.00
B: 1g, $7.00
C: 4g, $24.00
Falstaff 10 da s pen-pollinated e loved the beaut of red varieties
such as ubine, but never could get a single sprout to mature until we found
Falstaff Falstaff is not onl ornamental but also extremel savor Cooking
brings out its tender nutt sweetness while allowing it to retain bluish-purple
pigments It cooks uickl , though, so don t overdo it ood production one
ear, onl fair the next, sprouts with beautiful color, wide si e variation, but
most uite small compared to the green h brids, and can be late coming he
color intensifies after a hard frost lants tend to sprawl
3341 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1g, $3.75
C: 4g, $8.00
D: 14g, $18.00
E: 28g, $32.00
Di ino 10 da s F-1 h brid Brussels sprouts are Fedco trial-gu
eron s
favorite veggie, which ma explain the inordinate trial budget that has gone
into ongoing sprouts research is biased dedication has doubled down on
a serious challenge: finding brussels with less aphid presence, a scourge in
some ortheast growing seasons e ve discovered that plant architecture
reall matters: well-spaced branches and sprouts allow airflow, which helps
keep aphids to a minimum ivino seems blessed from above in our trials,
with onl a scattering of aphids or none at all his divine intervention easil
supplants iablo for late fall brussels iablo s had a devil of a time with
aphids and is also being dropped from the seed trade all-stalked ivino s
plentiful ver tight half-dollar si ed sprouts are dark green and delish,
making us count our brussels blessings that breeder Be o keeps the faith ow
to launch that internal audit on eron s research
ested negative for B
and B
NEW!
3343 A: 0.25g, $4.25
B: 0.5g, $7.00
C: 1g, $13.00
D: 4g, $35.00
E: 16g, $115.00
Diablo 110 da s
Discontinued by our
supplier. Try 3343 Divino.

I am not getting fresh, I am old and happil married,
but I ust
ou all I am recovering from l me so I
will be gardening, because what is living for, if not dirt
I love dirt also
ebecca ilbert, Chilmark,
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Free shipping for seed orders $30 and up!
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CABBAG

Golden Acre 6 da s pen-pollinated he best choice for an
earl
cabbage that s not a point -headed intellectual
from erse
selection of the Copenhagen arket
t pe billed as new the earliest of the round-headed
cabbages in the 1 8 erome B ice catalog
re -green heads, some with a faint reddish
tint in the outer leaves, average 3 lb
ur trialers once again found them big,
round and solid with white interiors 7
were marketable In taste tests, our staff continues
to give them high marks as sweet and tender
with spic flavor that developed butter
undertones after cooking otes included
several ums and one great! Short
stems with sparse wrapper leaves and
medium-si ed core keep plants compact
ot long standing
3352 A: 2g, $2.00
B: 4g, $3.00
C: 14g, $4.00
D: 28g, $5.00
E: 112g, $10.00 K: 448g, $20.00
arl erse Wakefield 63 da s penpollinated his classic earl cabbage flaunts
distinctivel point compact medium 3 lb
heads he p ramidal shape with sparse outside
foliage permits close spacing ender flavorful
wax -looking akefield is still pri ed b home
and market gardeners riginated in ngland in
the earl 1800s, first grown in merica in 18 0,
perfected b a erman truck gardener in northern ew erse and released
b eter enderson in 1868 enderson in 1 0 asserted that it was more
largel grown than all other first earl cabbages combined and called it
an old reliable alwa s to be depended upon for its uniformit in earliness
and crop
nne lder considers it a great fall cabbage as well Shows some
variation in our lot grow-outs ot for storage
3355 A: 2g, $2.00
B: 4g, $2.50
C: 14g, $4.00
D: 28g, $6.00
E: 112g, $9.00
K: 448g, $18.00
urdoc Green Cabbage 80 da s F-1 h brid In our 018 summer trials
of glorious point -headed green cabbage, patient and persevering urdoc
transcended the conical competition
e watched urdoc and its other
competitive pointer sisters come into sweet delicate earl 3 lb si e, man
with good flavor ithin a week though, nearl all had shredded in the field,
fra led b a humid scorching mid- ul
eanwhile, urdoc wrapped and
grew unfa ed, burgeoning into a huge weed-suppressing plant with mindboggling 8 10 lb aunt fat magician s-cap heads ightl crisp and slightl
melting with a tang of spice laced into the mild brassica sweetness, breeder
Be o Seeds proclaims it perfect for Bavarian weisskraut a sweet and sour
braised cabbage concoction
e found ourselves keeping a huge urdoc
head around ust to admire! ested negative for B and B
3370 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.3g, $4.00
C: 1.2g, $10.00
D: 6g, $40.00
torage
80 da s F-1 h brid ur first trials of this dark green 8
lb cabbage were more than two decades ago, but
has stored well in m
memor ever since, and not on account of its catch name! he ph sical
cabbage won t store as long as m memor of it did, but it will be firm and
edible come spring and with much better flavor than t pical supermarket fare
at that season arie erkel of Surr ,
, thanks us for adding it: ever
splits still crisp and tast next ul
elicious solid head holds well
during the weather stresses of fall harvest
idel adapted but because of
its earliness relative to other storage cabbages, we recommend planting a bit
later if storage is our intent ested negative for B and B
esists F
3365 A: 0.5g, $3.50
B: 1g, $5.25
C: 4g, $15.00
D: 14g, $43.00
E: 28g, $75.00
Tribute 103 da s F-1 h brid his spectacular autumn cabbage made
gigundo solid round 10 1 lb blue-green heads reaching 10 across that
figurativel umped out at me even though I wasn t planning to add another
cabbage 100 were marketable arlier and larger than Bartolo with huge
wrapper leaves that provide perfect ground cover to stifle weeds ot a great
keeper, softening and splitting b ecember, so en o in fall when it s sweet
and crunch raw with a mild tang and cabbage taste in its ribs ood flavor
for such a big cabbage, makes great sauerkraut emained sweet with a subtle
brassica flavor when cooked, a close second to 3352 olden cre in our
tasting Full ripe around ct 1 from a ul 10 transplanting ive this champ
plent of space to strut its stuff
3390 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1g, $3.50
C: 4g, $7.00
D: 14g, $13.00
E: 28g, $22.00
Key to symbols (

D CABBAG

ub Perfection 8 da s F-1 h brid his fanc midseason t pe has
produced some of the loveliest cabbage we ve ever seen: solid deep purplered spherical heads averaging 6 lb, occasionall reaching 8 lb
ard as a
rock, observed ason afka great storage cabbage will keep till a in
the root cellar Survived outdoor temperatures of 18 double-covered under
gribon 1
ow tolerance to B , but tested negative for B and B
3375 A: 0.5g, $4.25
B: 1g, $6.00
C: 4g, $18.00
D: 14g, $58.00
E: 28g, $105.00
ammoth ed ock 100 da s pen-pollinated
large late cabbage
with firm 8 lb block broadened globe heads, 8 10 across and red-purple
to the core ated as a good keeper in storage with a crisp sweet taste his
favorite goes back to 188
aughan in 1 0 called it the surest heading red
cabbage ever introduced
B unning & Co of Bangor,
, sold a packet
for a nickel and an ounce for 3 in 1 36
3389 A: 2g, $2.00
B: 4g, $3.00
C: 14g, $4.75
D: 28g, $7.00
E: 112g, $11.00
K: 448g, $28.00

A

CABBAG

elissa 8 da s F-1 h brid gorgeous savo , with
lb solid slightl
flattened light green heads surrounded b attractive dark blue-green wax
wrapper leaves Can grow twice that si e given high fertilit and wide spacing
vigorous grower even in cold wet conditions, elissa ripens around Sept 1
from earl une transplanting Flavor improves with cold weather dapted to
close spacing For dependabilit , uniformit , attractiveness and taste, elissa
can t be topped ested negative for B and B F , B tolerant
3378 A: 0.5g, $4.50
B: 1g, $6.75
C: 4g, $24.00
D: 14g, $70.00
E: 28g, $130.00
Frigga 86 da s Dropped. Our supplier friggin discontinued it!
Des ertus
da s pen-pollinated From the 1800s, also known as
arge rumhead Savo French variet features medium-green large heads
averaging
6 lb
ild, uic and semi-sweet
oderate storage Coldtolerant into fall ma overwinter in warmer climes
3384 A: 2g, $2.25
B: 4g, $4.00
C: 14g, $7.00
D: 28g, $12.00
E: 112g, $32.00
Deadon 10 da s F-1 h brid
hile its lovel savo ed pinkish-purple
outer leaves dusted with gre are often used for garnish, its light green
interior is great for salads and coleslaw he outer color intensifies and the
flavor sweetens as temperatures cool in the fall Sets solid medium-large
3 6 lb heads of 6 10 diameter with densel packed innermost leaves that
are ver sweet with a spic nip ead certain to be a flavorful cool-weather
treat eveloped as an over-wintering cabbage, and it over-wintered in onna
rek s central- aine trials, so it can nourish ou in spring as well as late
fall ong storage in the root cellar, too ested negative for B and B
esists F , F
3391 A: 0.1g, $3.00
B: 0.3g, $6.00
C: 1.2g, $17.00
D: 6g, $65.00
hinese abbage see sian reens p
fedcoseeds.com
1
) and supplier codes (
) on page 4.

CABBAG

B. o. (capitata group) bout 1 0 0 seeds
Days to maturity are from seedling emergence (subtract 20 days for transplants).
Culture: xposure to hoarfrost is good for cabbages. The double their sugar content
after one month of cold. Wire hoops and row cover (page 141) should be used at early
stages to keep out flea beetles and swede midge. ( ee page for full growing info.)

Gunma 110 da s F-1 h brid amed for a prefecture on apan s onshu
Island known for cabbage production ur choice for a superior flat-topped
green cabbage ideal for cooks and gourmets, good for kraut and kimchi ood
moisture content makes sufficient brine so ou don t need to add more to the
kraut arge heads avg 7 lb but can get up to 11 13 lb grow nearl 1
across, et remain almost coreless lthough read on ug from a a 1
transplanting, these cabbages sat in the field for two months without splitting
Sweet tender wrapper leaves suitable for using raw for cabbage wraps and
rolls uter leaves can t hold up once nighttime temperatures plummet to the
0s, so not for storage ested negative for B and B
esists F , B
3392 A: 0.2g, $3.50
B: 0.4g, $5.50
C: 1g, $9.00
D: 4g, $28.00
Bartolo 11 da s F-1 h brid Discontinued by our
supplier. Darn it.
anuar King
rganic 180 da s penpollinated his old variet developed
in northern urope more than a
centur ago still reigns supreme as an
outstanding
cabbage in a field now
dominated b h brids he tast large
3 lb green slightl flattened semisavo ed heads with purple wrapper
leaves are extremel cold hard and
can overwinter in one 7 and warmer
Farther north, where anuar reall
tests our mettle, this king is unfa ed
b temperatures as low as
Start
earl , harvest late this is slow
food at its best!
3399 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1g, $4.25
C: 4g, $11.00
D: 14g, $21.00
E: 28g, $36.00
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B. o. (botrytis group) bout 100 00 seeds
Days to maturity are from seedling emergence
(subtract 20 days for transplants).
Culture: auliflower heads will button under
stress. o not allow seedlings to get pot-bound
avoid interruptions in growth. Most
varieties can’t stand the heat and are
not suitable for summer production.
When heads ﬁrst appear, bend
leaves over curd to prevent
discoloring. Wire hoops and
row cover (page 141) should
be used at early stages to
keep out flea beetles and
swede midge. (See page 12
for more growing info.)
Fioretto
flowering
stick type 60 da s F-1
h brid his great cauliflower
is distinguished b both a luxur
of fine-textured curd and tender nutt stems
eveloped from lesser-known tropical and Italian lines of annual summer
cauliflower, Fioretto s breathtaking coral-like beaut and unusual stickt pe form was an unexpected surprise in our 016 trials he Fioretto class
produces a large slightl flattened 8 1 head with cream curds atop a
somewhat loose bou uet of longer stems s the head expands into slightl
spaced irregularit , each floret gentl extends into a single-serve branch that
should be harvested individuall In apan, where this variet originated, it s
en o ed as a pickled delicac
hen cooked, the tast stems brighten into a
lime green to offset the sweet button-like florets of curds erfect for cuttingedge chefs, markets, and our own salads, pickles and saut es lant when
temps have warmed so plants don t head too earl
3402 A: 0.1g, $3.50
B: 0.2g, $6.00
C: 1g, $22.00
D: 2g, $35.00
E: 4g, $64.00
Charming now 60 da s Not available in 2021.
Bermeo
rganic 6 da s F-1 h brid he seaport town of Bermeo in
Bas ue Countr sees intolerable summer heat, weather that is kr ptonite
to cauliflower ven in aine, the idea of cauliflower in hot humid ul is
laughable For kicks, we did a summer trial of the supposed heat-tolerant
kinds ur curd-loving but doubtful chuckles were silenced in adoration of
Bermeo a perfect unmarred head, without warping, melting or discoloration
in high summer ll others dissolved into chaos, while Bermeo endured with
tast firm curds of fall-harvest ualit Still war , we tried Bermeo again in
0 0 s epic dr hot summer same wonderful result! lso makes excellent
mid-earl fall heads ur first organic cauliflower since Cassius was dropped
from the seed trade in 01
ested negative for B and B
NEW!
3406 A: 10 seeds, $3.00
B: 40 seeds, $8.00
C: 100 seeds, $15.00
D: 500 seeds, $35.00
E: 1,000 seeds, $60.00
Fu i ama 6 da s F-1 h brid amed for the highest mountain in apan,
this cauliflower shines with a strong white curd on a flat domed 6 8 head,
which is partiall wrapped b leaves but should still be tied for that true white
color eeds heat to si e up and then matures fairl uniforml , with a fairl
long shelf life Beautiful and delicious both cooked and raw, with good flavor
and texture, not bland ou ll think ou re on top of the world
NEW!
3408 A: 0.5g, $4.00
B: 1g, $6.00
C: 4g, $17.00
D: 14g, $45.00
E: 28g, $80.00
now Crown 70 da s F-1 h brid othing comes close to Snow Crown
for the second-earl slot
akes cauliflower a cinch to grow ependable
producer of uniform 6 7 heads earl summer through ctober rought
resistant Sometimes develops pink heads in adverse conditions 1 7
S
from akii ested negative for B and B
3410 A: 0.5g, $4.50
B: 1g, $7.00
C: 4g, $23.00
D: 14g, $68.00
nowbowl 83 da s F-1 h brid new college football bowl game ope,
Snowbowl is a pun on the old
Snowball varieties, a huge improvement
over all of them and likel national champion in the earl -midseason class
ated the best-flavored cauliflower in our trials, a real wowser sa s ikos
elicate, chewable, tender, butter , fine-textured and cream cooked, report
our tasters rapper leaves extend upward, not out, contributing to
the extra white color of these well-protected curds aturit is ver
uniform, all within one-week For best ualit , inspect our patch
fre uentl and be prepared to harvest at 6 when these dense
domed 11/ lb heads are ver tight Compact plant habit permits
close 0
spacing for high ields and uick successions, a
big plus for market growers
tall ested negative for B
and B
3425 A: 0.5g, $3.50
B: 1g, $5.75
C: 4g, $18.00
D: 14g, $52.00
E: 28g, $90.00
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now
sti ue 3 da s F-1 h brid n ct 11 our trialer noted, I went
out toda and found two absolutel beautiful large heads of Snow
sti ue
Big, tight and gorgeous!
sti ue has all the attributes we love: clean white
dense well-proportioned heads, the same good upright habit and the dome
shape to ward off excess moisture plus a tender flavor not expected from such
a massive plant assive it was, heads rated at 1 8 lb average b our supplier,
but double that weight in our trial erfect for end of September and earl
ctober when cauliflower is at its best in our climate Can be slow-growing in
higher elevations and cold spots ested negative for B and B
3428 A: 0.5g, $3.75
B: 1g, $5.50
C: 4g, $18.00
D: 14g, $52.00
Candid Charm
da s F-1 h brid e have in the past bragged about
the awesome 6 lb heads Candid Charm sometimes produces ow Barbara
eiss of ariaville,
, oins us in these plaudits I harvested it b the
wheelbarrow load literall
bsolutel huge delicious heads, she sa s
emarkabl consistent in maturing marketable
lb snow-white curds
within a 3 da window even in marginal ears dapted to fall production
onl , when it s eas to grow and less fuss ested negative for B and B
3438 A: 0.5g, $3.75
B: 1g, $6.75
C: 4g, $21.00
D: 14g, $64.00
E: 28g, $120.00
mphon
6 da s F-1 h brid Immense heads, up to a foot across, the
classiest as well as the largest cauliflowers trialer onna rek ever grew, as
tight as the were enormous, with no hollow stems She raved about
their sweetness and lack of brassica bite
rek started
the seeds on a 30, transplanted them on ul 8 and
harvested S mphon the nd week of ctober 007
e uiring a long season, S mphon is for fall harvest
onl ested negative for B and B
3440 A: 0.2g, $3.25
B: 0.4g, $5.00
C: 1g, $7.75
D: 4g, $24.00
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Flame tar 68 da s F-1 h brid Pastel orange 7 uniform heads of smooth
dense curds on sturd plants are not onl attractive but also man times
richer in vitamin than their pale cousins his highl adaptable variet
consistentl performs well in a range of conditions, especiall heat stress
good choice for specialt markets n orange cauliflower was first discovered
in 1 70 in a field of white ones near oronto his small carotene-rich sport
was not toothsome, but breeding work began to increase its si e and flavor,
while keeping the desirable color ichael ickson did this cross breeding
and selection for decades at the xperimental Station in eneva,
n earl
release was Cheddar, a variet carried b
onsanto, so one we would not sell
despite its appeal I m a stickler for good taste in raw cauliflower and Flame
Star gets high marks for a rich sweet flavor whether raw or cooked B the end
of our warehouse taste trial, Flame Star had disappeared hat s the ultimate
gold star ested negative for B and B
3412 A: 10 seeds, $3.00
B: 40 seeds, $8.00
C: 100 seeds, $16.00
D: 500 seeds, $54.00
E: 1,000 seeds, $95.00
ita erde 76 da s F-1 h brid
ith compact, somewhat raised and
clustered, bold bright green curd, itaverde cauliflower looks almost read
to boil over into romanesco form he 1 8 lb heads measure 6 wide b 1/
deep, adding heft to e e-catching color aw, itaverde is crunch and dense
like a romanesco, not grain or rice
he sweet mild cauliflower flavor has
onl a hint of sharpness Steamed, the texture becomes smooth and a bit
firm, and the flavor mild, savor and satisf ing Its livel green is slightl
diminished to a warm rich shade, keeping accent and excitement on the plate
and the palate in seeds, nearl 0 per packet
3413 A: 0.1g, $3.75
B: 0.2g, $5.00
C: 1g, $20.00
D: 4g, $70.00
Graffiti 80 da s F-1 h brid Brilliant—almost psychedelic—purple
good-si ed heads are decidedl other-worldl
ibrant raffiti boasts a true
cauliflower head on large plants with dark green leaves esists summer heat
and performs even in drought, but ver slow to head up in cool weather a glo florets make delightful crudit s, a delicious cooked vegetable or colorful
kimchi he color fades to bluish-purple when cooked, but can be preserved
b adding a tablespoon of lemon uice to the cooking water er expensive
seed packets have roughl 1 seeds ested negative for B and B
3417 A: 0.1g, $4.75
B: 0.2g, $7.00
C: 1g, $21.00
D: 4g, $72.00
E: 16g, $260.00
K: 32g, $480.00

EARLY CARROTS

Mokum (48 days) F-1 hybrid. Arguably the tastiest carrot for fresh eating in
late spring and summer. Repeat winner of our summer taste tests. Mokum’s
earliness, slenderness and sweetness transcend its flaws Blunt msterdam
type that sizes extremely quickly with short weak tops, brittle and not machinable. Should be harvested at 5–6" before the roots push out of the ground
and develop green shoulders. Although not a versatile full-season carrot, Mokum merits succession planting so you can enjoy it young throughout the
summer lwa s the first to disappear from our spring patch ot for storage
Mokum - Unpelleted
2086 A: 1g, $3.25
B: 3g, $7.00
Mokum - Pelleted BACK!
2087 A: 100 pellets, $2.75
B: 250 pellets, $4.00
C: 1,000 pellets, $8.00
D: 5,000 pellets, $18.00
E: 10,000 pellets, $28.00
K: 25,000 pellets, $75.00
Tonda di Parigi (55 days) Open-pollinated. Round Parisian-type carrot. At
11/2 onda is small with deep orange color and good taste Best harvested
when they are young and tender and very sweet. Enjoy them cooked to maximize their sweetness and to elicit their superb creamy texture. The easiest
carrot to grow if you have heavy clay soil. 19th-century heirloom from Paris.
ot for storage
B: 1/4oz, $4.75
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
2018 A: 1/8oz, $2.75
D: 1oz, $15.00
E: 4oz, $26.00
Amsterdam #2 (55 days) Open-pollinated. We are unhappy with the seed
quality. Not available in 2021.
Coral
da s pen-pollinated eron happened upon this hard-to-find uro
specialty carrot in a Spanish seed catalog, where it was mysteriously the only
carrot variety offered. We found out why when we sent some trials in 2014
to Detroit’s Lafayette Greens where it swept the hybrid and OP competition.
Entirely coreless, of distinctive translucent pinkish-orange, Coral won again
in our 016 trial of potential elson replacements Best picked promptl for
tender finger-si ed arl antes t pe roots that taper to a semi-blunt tip he
mild sweetness is boosted by a notable aroma, described as “carrot perfume”
by staff tasters. With the most upright tall tops of our summer carrot trial,
Coral delivers a continental flair not unnoticed b our customers who have
made it our second best-selling carrot.
B: 1/2oz, $8.00
C: 1oz, $10.00
2028 A: 1/8oz, $2.75
D: 4oz, $24.00
E: 1#, $72.00

How to Succeed with Pelleted Carrot Seed

Incorrect use of pelleted seed negates the benefits its higher cost reflects Success
hinges upon being mindful of soil temps (ideally 65–75°) and maintaining proper
soil moisture. All carrot seed, but especially pelleted seed, needs consistent
moisture. A deep soaking after seeding helps saturate and break apart the clay
pellet. After initial watering, it remains of utmost importance to keep soil from
drying out.
Home gardeners: Hand sow pelleted seeds every 1". Lay wetted newspaper on
top of the seed bed for 5–7 days to keep soil moist during emergence.
Commercial growers: Pelleted carrot seed is best used with a precision seeder.
he pellets neatl fit into the singulation mechanisms of the seeder to drop one
seed at a time to a set spacing. This minimizes labor-intensive thinning, giving
commercial growers added control over this high-maintenance crop. If you don’t
have a precision seeder, use raw carrot seed. Either way, cover beds with row
cover laid flat for 7 da s to keep soil moist until seeds sprout

Key to symbols (

MAIN SEASON CARROTS

Napoli - Organic (55 days) F-1 hybrid. A favored variety for
Eliot Coleman’s famous candy carrots overwintered in unheated
greenhouses Blunt antes t pe grows 7 8 c lindrical roots
with strong medium-sized dark green tops. Crispy, snappy, sweet
and juicy with a medium core. “Extra crunchy,” rated one of our
tasters. Also grows rapidly when sown outdoors in spring and makes
a good early bunching carrot. Suitable for fresh market or storage.
Good performer in high tunnels.
2090 A: 1g, $3.25
B: 3g, $8.00
C: 6g, $14.00
D: 24g, $42.00
E: 120g, $185.00
Yaya - Organic 8 da s F-1 h brid antes t pe om igue sa s
unbeatable as a summer carrot
ot et a grandmother in the carrot world,
relativel new a a is in the same ualit class with okum and elson,
a standout three straight years in our trials. In his stale-bed method carrot
intensification pro ect in onroe,
, grower ark Fulford achieved a ield
of 254 lb, with more than 80% #1s, from a 150 sq ft 4-row carrot bed using
Yaya. That averages out to 73,000 lb/acre, more than double the average
carrot yield according to the USDA. Averaging 6", Yaya is slightly shorterrooted than antes Fanc but more flavorful Strong tops, good for bunching
Crisp clean sweet carrot flavor Can be used for bab or full-si ed carrots
2092 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 3g, $8.00
C: 6g, $12.00
D: 24g, $33.00
E: 120g, $145.00
Scarlet Nantes 68 da s pen-pollinated his old-time favorite antes
variety with bright orange roots averaging 6–7" proves that good quality is
not alwa s expensive Sweet with a small dark core er good for storage,
too. Received a high overall score in the 2005 Oregon State University trials.
Far and away our best-selling carrot with over 100 lbs sold last year.
B: 1/2oz, $4.00
C: 1oz, $6.00
2042 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $10.00
E: 1#, $25.00
K: 5#, $110.00
Nantes Fancy - Organic (68 days) Open-pollinated. Although other
strains claim the name, they fall short, not deserving the fame of this
class antes t pe that we ve kept going since aehnfeldt got gobbled
up by Syngenta. Fancy grows uniform cylindrical
7" roots with unusually good interior color, crisp
texture and fine flavor olds well and is an excellent
keeper, too. Outstanding quality for an OP carrot.
A 50 lb bag of seed, assuming an average
germination of 80%, has the potential to
produce more than eleven million carrots!
2051 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 3g, $5.00
C: 6g, $9.00
D: 24g, $25.00

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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CARROTS

Daucus carota

- 1/8 oz packet sows 35 ft; 1 oz, 280 ft. 1 g packet has more than 400 seeds and
sows about 10 ft. vg ,000 seeds o with signiﬁcant variations among varieties.
- Days to maturity are from seedling emergence after direct sowing.
Culture: er hard . arl carrots can be sown mid-spring. or fall crop or winter
storage, seed in earl summer. Minimal ermination temperature 0 optimal
ran e 0
an take up to weeks to germinate keep rows from dr ing out for
faster emergence. pacing is critical: t tall, thin to 1/2 apart at thin again to
apart.
Pelleted carrot seed: ur carrot pellets are si e . . elleting has one ma or
drawback: it shortens viable life of the seed, so bu onl as much pelleted seed as
ou need for this season and keep pellets cool and dr prior to planting. ur pellets
use an inert cla coating that is in compliance with
standards.
Diseases:
T
lternaria eaf pot
owder ildew
lack ot
T
Target eaf pot
icorice ot
T shows up ﬁrst on the oldest foliage as brown-black spots edged with ellow.
oliage blackens and shrivels as it develops and spreads. aintaining a good crop
rotation is the best preventive.

Aranka 6 da s F-1 h brid he discontinuation of elson carrot was
a loss felt by the early summer snacking and bunching crowd.
But our Fedco motto for trialing is ess mourning, more
munching! For five summers we ve grown and eaten
a lot of earl antes elson class carrots e found
OP Coral, and now we are happy to offer hybrid
ranka! Be o Seeds, who bred elson, packed
many of the same excellent traits into
Aranka: early orange crunchy sweet
eating at 3
long But ranka s
similar short top is stronger and
healthier, making harvest and
bunching easier elson who
2094 A: 1g, $3.75
B: 3g, $9.00
C: 6g, $15.00
D: 24g, $45.00
E: 120g, $200.00
Istanbul (65 days) F-1 hybrid. We sank our teeth
into many a bland orange chunk chasing down a
tasty summer Imperator until we found a real winner
in breeder Be o Seeds sleek Imperator-t pe Istanbul:
1" at its widest, the 7–9" slender root tapers to a stylish
point. In fact the tip is the only “sharpness” this carrot has to
offer; uniform, deep orange inside and out, juicy, crisp, sweet,
with no bitter tones even in stressful conditions. Istanbul’s
strong tall healthy tops round out the “bunch” of reasons that
this carrot is a strong contender in the Imperator market.
2035 A: 1g, $3.50
B: 3g, $8.00
C: 6g, $12.00
D: 24g, $36.00
E: 120g, $160.00

CARROTS

more MAIN SEASON CARROTS
Red Cored Chantenay (70 days) Open-pollinated.
According to William Woys Weaver, this heirloom
originated in France around 1879 and “needs no
improvement.” Produces 5–7" thick red-orange
roots that have had excellent carrot flavor in our
September taste tests. Dependable performer does
well in heavy soils. The storage carrot of choice
for Jay and Polly Armour of Four Winds Farm
in ardiner,
evoted customers at their
monthly winter markets esteem its taste.
B: 1/2oz, $5.00
2058 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
C: 1oz, $7.00
D: 4oz, $12.00
E: 1#, $25.00
K: 5#, $120.00
Rumba - Organic (72 days) Open-pollinated. Who will
have this dance ur long-time Seeds line-stocker ar
Athenian will. He calls Rumba “the best carrot I’ve ever
grown
hen he brought it to ash s rganic roduce in Se uim,
WA, they admired its crisp texture and adopted it as their favorite as
well, no small distinction as they breed carrots, their most important
crop. Last offered by Johnny’s in 2005, Rumba has since been
hard to find
hank ou so much for keeping the umba carrot
alive! writes ilar reen of c en ie Bridge,
straight
tapered 6 7 antes t pe that matures slowl and resists oversi ing,
it is great for fall harvest and winter storage. Its aromatic strong
carrot flavor is admittedl not for ever one hough oberta also likes
it, ene and C demurred But then again, not ever one can rumba
2060 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 3g, $6.00
C: 6g, $9.00
D: 24g, $20.00
E: 120g, $80.00
Naval - Organic 7 da s F-1 h brid ur enduring search for a Bolero-but-better fall carrot finall lead Fedco to the deep-orange pri e aval
never blinked in multiple ear stare-downs with Bolero, tasting better both
fresh out of the field and after long storage It sports a refined slightl more
slender and tapered antes form at 1 thick and 7 8 long, deep orange inside
and out, and with healthy tall easily bunch-able tops. Delicious sweet full carrot flavor is paired with winning crunch: we had to hold ourselves back from
eating all the samples intended for long-keeping comparison! amed for the
town of aval pronounced nahin the breathtaking uesca province
of ragon, Spain Intermediate resistance to
S, B , S,
,
hite
certified-organic coating
2062 A: 1g, $5.00
B: 3g, $12.00
C: 6g, $20.00
D: 24g, $60.00
E: 120g, $250.00
Newhall (74 days) F-1 hybrid. In our spring 2019 storage-carrot tasting, we
were hoping to simpl confirm newcomer aval s refined dominance over
well-known Bolero hen out popped uniform thick deep orange
ewhalls
from their bin, looking as perfect as when we stowed them away last fall.
With eyebrows raised in wonder after crisp sweet juicy sampling, we realized
we now had two candidates who easil danced Bolero right off the table
ewhall is a bulk continental antes-t pe like Bolero, but with much better
long-keeping abilit and flavor he impressive c lindrical crack-resistant
roots with a slight taper are matched by strong healthy tall tops. Intermediate
resistance to
S, B , S,
,
2070 A: 1g, $3.75
B: 3g, $9.00
C: 6g, $15.00
D: 24g, $45.00
E: 120g, $200.00
Shin Kuroda (75 days) Open-pollinated. Over the years we’ve enjoyed
several strains of the stump-rooted Japanese-type carrots that are so popular
in Asian markets. Shin means ‘new’ in Japanese. Tender sweet Shin Kuroda
scored high in our October taste test, and also impressed us with its bright
orange color. These Kurodas, developed from the old Chantenay type, do well
in a wide range of soil and weather conditions and store well.
B: 1/2oz, $4.25
C: 1oz, $6.00
2073 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $12.00
E: 1#, $26.00
K: 5#, $120.00
Danvers - Organic (75 days) Open-pollinated. The original Danvers HalfLong was developed by market gardeners in Massachusetts in 1871. This
modern improvement features 7" conical orange roots that taper to a point.
asier to grow in heav soils than the longer more refined t pes Broader at
the top and more fibrous than the antes varieties utstanding for cooking
and winter storage.
B: 1/2oz, $6.50
C: 1oz, $11.00
2076 A: 1/8oz, $2.50
D: 4oz, $20.00
E: 1#, $50.00
K: 5#, $230.00
Bangor - Organic Pelleted 7 da s F-1 h brid Bright orange bulk
Bolero-t pe is tailor-made for its namesake soil t pe e ve had Bangor in
our field trials multiple ears, and it s got ever thing we want in a fall storage
carrot: 8–10" long and 1" thick, stays solid for months, crisp and sweet every
time. Resists snapping in packing and shipping. Home gardeners will be
happy they hefted these into the cellar once they haul them back out for winter
soups or grated root salad. Good color and body when juiced. Healthy tops
and an overall vigorous Lumberjack of a carrot in all fall crop conditions.
a be Bangor, aine s ueen Cit , could give visiting dignitaries carrots
instead of keys to the city. Seed is pelleted. NEW!
2082 A: 100 pellets, $3.00
B: 250 pellets, $4.50
C: 1,000 pellets, $8.50
D: 5,000 pellets, $19.00
E: 10,000 pellets, $30.00
K: 25,000 pellets, $80.00
Scarlet Keeper - Organic 8 da s ot available in 2021.
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CARROTS of Other Colors

Over the Rainbow Mix (48-75 days) If there’s a better carrot mix than this
one, it must be somewhere over the rainbow, way up high. We took a good
formula called Rainbow Mix, especially strong in the lighter shades of yellow
and orange, and boosted it with our own choice of dark orange, purple and
red varieties In doing so, we sacrificed some of the uniformit our uropean
supplier maintains, so not all the roots are perfectly slender and tapered, nor
will the all mature at the same time But oh the colors!
2099 A: 1g, $3.50
B: 3g, $8.00
C: 6g, $13.00
D: 24g, $42.00
E: 120g, $184.00
Redsun (70 days) F-1 hybrid. We’ve trialed many a red carrot and most
taste like sand kerosene raise in bright bunches to breeder Be o for finall
bringing us yummy cinnabar-red Redsun. Such a lovely shade, through
to the interiors of a near-perfect 7
antes-t pe
ild and sweet with
a slight tart zing, crunchy but not tough, carroty with a spring in its step.
ecommended for fall harvest onl
like urple a e Be o s other feather
in their colorful carrot cap , hot weather and lack of water can shift the flavor
to blech! NEW!
B: 3g, $9.25
C: 6g, $16.00
2095 A: 1g, $4.00
D: 24g, $46.00
E: 120g, $200.00
Purple Haze (70 days) F-1 hybrid. Again 2006 AAS winner Purple Haze
outperformed Purple Dragon in our trial. Enhanced by a texture almost as
refined as the best orange carrots, it has none of ragon s harshness Purple
with orange stretch marks and a vivid orange core, Haze will really draw
crowds to our stand Its raw flavor, rated average, improves with cooking,
though color fades he 7 tapered roots store fairl well his first purple
Imperator-type carrot may make you want to kiss the sky! Contains 0.5%
orange off-types.
B: 3g, $9.00
C: 6g, $13.00
2096 A: 1g, $3.75
D: 24g, $40.00
E: 120g, $175.00
White Satin 70 da s F-1 h brid Satin, a antes-Imperator cross, is b
far the best white carrot we ve trialed illar
elson of Canterbur ,
,
says its classic 8" roots are “some of the most perfect looking carrots I’ve
grown—straight and long,” with the ideal carrot shape in a pleasing creamy
white. Sweet and crunchy when eaten raw, it has none of the wild carrot taste
or hairiness typical of other white carrots. When cooked it is sweet and mild
with a smooth texture. Develops 1" green shoulders when mature. Medium
core. Contains 2% orange off-types.
2097 A: 1g, $3.75
B: 3g, $8.50
C: 6g, $13.00
D: 24g, $40.00
Yellowstone (72 days) Open-pollinated. Yellowstone boasts a crisp clean
flavor that has shown up well in our recent taste tests Big-shouldered light
yellow roots with large greenish-yellow cores grow up to 8" long, averaging
7". Productive in a wide variety of soils. Research shows that yellow carrots
contain xanthophylls, pigments similar to beta carotene, that help develop
healthy eyes and may help prevent lung and other cancers.
2063 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 3g, $6.00
C: 6g, $10.00
D: 24g, $24.00
E: 120g, $96.00
Atomic Red - ECO (74 days) Open-pollinated. This Imperator type is really
red with a hint of purple on the outside of the 4–6" cylindrical roots. Slice
it open to rings of color, the red rind giving way to a deep orange interior
with a lighter core. Even the stems and tops show red. Roots taste mild and
sweet when raw. Keeps its color when cooked and develops a yummy carroty
sweetness with no harshness. Taste is pure bonus. Color packs the wallop that
could make your sales explode. Susceptible to P and to cavity spot. BACK!
2068 A: 1g, $3.50
B: 3g, $8.00
C: 6g, $13.00
D: 24g, $28.00
E: 120g, $65.00
Jaune du Doubs (78 days) Open-pollinated.
I like this 19th-c. French heirloom best of all
the yellow carrots. Holli Cederholm,
another admirer, called it “a mainstay
in [her] open-pollinated rainbow carrot
bunches,” and reported it performed beautifully
on her heavy and rocky new ground—with
fewer culls than 2076 anvers ot
everyone agrees. Some are put off by its
sometimes rough unrefined appearance
and variable taste and texture. We
advise working your seed bed well
before sowing to avoid forked or
shallow roots. The plants have the
kind of dense rampant wildness that
has been tamed out of the newer
hybrids, so thin them more rigorously
than other varieties. Well-grown they
produce smooth conical 5–8" yellow
roots, showing slight green shoulders and
good core color Better flavor cooked than
raw and retains good color. Cederholm
reported the roots stayed crisp and crunchy in
storage for tri-color carrot slaw all winter.
2078 A: 1/8oz, $2.75
B: 1/2oz, $8.00

CELERIAC A. g. var. rapaceum

CELERY A. graveolens

Afina Cutting Celer (60 days) Dropped. Try 3616 Zwolsche Krul.
Par-Cel Cutting Celery - Organic (72 days) Not available in 2021. We
are seeking a grower.
Zwolsche Krul Cutting Celery (80 days) An heirloom Dutch leaf celery.
The name refers to the town of Zwolle and this celery’s curly leaves that look
like finel cut parsle Sturd dark green foliage has rich aroma and taste,
regenerates uickl after cutting Imparts the same flavor to stews and soups
as conventional celery. Although its culture is the same, it is much hardier and
easier to grow Both its thin hollow stems and its leaves can be used fresh or
dried. NEW!
3616 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.50
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 4g, $12.00
E: 28g, $35.00
Ventura - Organic/BD 80 da s entura takes the difficult out of growing
celery. Glossy bright green plants 28–30" tall have 12" stalks and welldeveloped hearts idel adapted
igorous growth, good taste, ver little
punkiness in the center, praises icholas an iris evelops beautiful thick
crisp stalks with rich never-harsh flavor even in less-than-ideal conditions
Easy to grow as long as young plants receive adequate moisture, a necessity
for steady growth. Irrigate if necessary. Some tolerance to fusarium, but
susceptible to boron deficienc Certified-biod namic seed
3624 A: 0.1g, $3.25
B: 0.2g, $5.50
C: 0.4g, $9.00
D: 2g, $25.00
E: 10g, $90.00

The frog prince of root vegetables, celeriac is
a staple in central and eastern urope. lso
called knob celer and celer root. asier
to grow than celer an earl start indoors is
essential for good ields. Its nutt parsle -celer
flavor is improved b light fall frosts. an be
stored up to months in moist sand or damp
leaves in the root cellar. reat raw for winter
slaws and salads, it ma be boiled, mashed or
braised to enhance meat, ﬁsh and poultr .
Brilliant - Organic (100 days)
Not available in 2021. Try Monarch.
Monarch - Organic (100 days) A classy
early celeriac, high-yielding with relatively
smooth roots, uniform white internal color and
splendiferous eating ualit
er similar to
Brilliant inner of
S ward of arden
Merit.
3648 A: 0.1g, $3.75
B: 0.2g, $7.00
C: 0.4g, $10.00
D: 2g, $36.00
E: 10g, $120.00

Chard: see Greens, pg 29.
Chicory: see Greens, pg 29.
Collards: see Kale & Collards, pg 36.

Cooperative Gardens Commission: Mobilizing for Food Security

ikos caught up with ate leinman at his farm in upstate ew ork on a rain
fall morning lmost the first words out of his mouth: It s been an interesting
year, that’s for sure.”
Co-founder of the xperimental Farm etwork, ate was instrumental in
getting the Cooperative Gardens Commission up and running in March 2020
with a network post that led to a couple hundred people showing up for the first
conference call hat first post read, in part:
“We urge people who can to establish ‘Cooperative Gardens’ to grow
as much food this year as they possibly can. We hope this effort will
help people across the country (and potentially in other countries as
well) to provide themselves and their communities with healthy fresh
food, reduce our reliance on the faltering industrial food system (which
is terrible for the environment and human health even when fully
functioning), and make it easier for folks to stay in their communities
and avoid further transmission of the virus. We hope people in cities
will take over defunct communit gardens and vacant lots and fill
them with life once more. We hope people in towns and suburbs who
normally work hard to keep their lawns green will instead rip up grass
and plant vegetable gardens. And we hope rural farmers who normally
grow big fields of commodit crops folks who know how to farm and
have a great capacity to produce lots of food—will set aside at least a
portion of their land and labor to grow fruits and vegetables for their
neighbors and for those in need in nearby communities (especially in
cities, where people are likely to suffer greatly in the event of major
supply chain disruptions).”
ate remembers back: It came about in an organic wa no pun intended
as a simple urging to encourage more people to grow food this year. The
pandemic lockdown in March was the perfect timing to start gardening and get
people thinking about food security. There was lots of initial energy to do work
like this and folks are still doing it.”
Key to symbols (

riginall framed as a modern-da
ictor
arden Commission, the
organizers wanted to evoke a different mission with different language
(especially in consideration of the way the “victory garden” evokes historical
trauma to Japanese-Americans). They aimed for something more inclusive
with an earl commitment to BI C communities , more grassroots and more
sustained. Thus evolved the Cooperative Gardens Commission.
“It became clear early on that seeds would be a focus, especially with seed
companies shutting down amidst the panic buying of seeds, leaving many
people outside the suppl chain ,
ate sa s
ith lots of seed compan
people involved …having those people in the network…made it an easy thing
to do.”
Free seed distribution was swiftly set in motion, with a seed hub in
Philadelphia where seeds were sent, repacked and distributed to other sites.
B the end, almost ever one who applied got seeds, he sa s
e had 0
distribution sites in 41 states, which we estimate reached 10,000 gardeners,
maybe more.”
Whew! All this was accomplished in time to get plants in the ground! The
all-volunteer group organi ed efficientl with large-group video conferencing,
rotating leadership, and sub-committees to work on various details and needs
as they surfaced. At present there are about 50 core people and around 400–
500 who are somehow in the loop. The Commission did a smaller fall seed
distribution and are gearing up for a bigger distribution in late winter.
A secondary focus that is gaining traction is to “share resources: skills, tools,
land…anything from seeds, soil, plant starts, knowledge.” A resource-sharing
map found at coopgardens com is eas to navigate
ou can find people in our
communit to get-together and share, ate sa s
ight now there are about
240 people, more in the East and West Coasts and Upper Midwest, but in almost
every state.”
This is a movement that’s growing. Please consider supporting the Cooperative Gardens Commission. To get involved, or to donate, visit their website:
coopgardens.com

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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CELEERY & CELERIAC

Apium spp.

- About 1925-3000 seeds/g. All open-pollinated.
- Days to maturity are from date of transplant.
Culture: ust be started indoors in earl spring, 0
weeks before transplant.
Minimum ermination temperature
optimal ran e 0
needs fluctuatin
temperatures. fter germination, ambient air temperatures can be reduced but
remain above
until transplanting. or one week prior to transplanting, go light on
watering. Transplant outdoors when da time temps are above
and the nights do
not dip below 0 . oung seedlings grow slowl , requiring rich moist soil to survive.
egular rainfall or irrigation is necessar for good growth, flavor and ields. eler
withstands light fall frosts but gets ka oed b serious cold.

Redventure - Organic (84 days) Inspired cross of Giant Red
Celer and entura b Frank orton in the earl 1 0s, now
a stabilized cultivar. This marriage of opposites brings out the
best of both partners and hides the flaws anting to offer red
celery, we trialed heirloom Giant Red but found it tough, stringy
and too strong for modern palates owever, when combined with entura,
the harshness and textural flaws disappeared into a delicious chew stem with
plent of interior red color ot as tender as entura, but with an enhanced
flavor that will reall enliven soups, salads and casseroles OSSI
3630 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 4g, $10.00
Tango - Organic (90 days) The dance originated in South America but the
celer seed is from Be o in olland he late dam omash and une ellers,
who grew astounding celery, selected Tango as the star of one trial. Impressed
with the variety’s compact architecture and absence of punky centers, they
grew massive dense plants even in close spacing. They said Tango is almost
as nice as entura with not uite as good disease resistance nce ou taste its
smooth tender sweet nearly stringless stalks, you’re going to want this dance.
ote: nder conditions of fast growth, high temperatures and moisture it ma
exhibit a harmless condition that mimics bacterial wilt.
3634 A: 0.1g, $4.00
B: 0.2g, $7.00
C: 0.4g, $10.00
D: 2g, $38.00

CORN

Zea mays

- About 85-200 seeds/oz. eeds per packet var , open-pollinated
selections avg. 00 seeds o , normal sugar varieties 0 seeds o ,
and
cultivars 0- 0 seeds o .
- Days to maturity are from emergence after direct sowing; for
transplants, subtract 20 days.
Culture: ntreated sweet corn seed will not germinate in cold
wet soil. e patient and wait till soil warms to at least 0 before
sowing, or start seedlings indoors and transplant at
before taproots
take off. Minimum soil temperature 0 optimal temperature ran e
0
Tender, will not survive frost. eav nitrogen requirements.
lant seeds apart in rows apart. lant in blocks of at least rows
to ensure adequate pollination, essential for good tip ﬁll. Thin to
apart. When corn is knee-high, sidedress with omite (p.
) or
alfalfa meal (p.
) to stimulate growth. If ou lack sufﬁcient space
for enough plants for good pollination, tr hand-pollinating b cutting
off the tassels and shaking their pollen onto the silks.
weet corn is read
da s after the ﬁrst silks show, the
exact time dependent on the weather in the interim. ress ears
from the tips to assess kernel fullness. arvest when the kernels are
plump, soft, tender and ﬁlled with a milk uice. ost sugar enhanced
varieties have an optimal picking window of
da s, but some
standard selections hold onl
da s.
Diseases:
ai e warf osaic irus
outhern orn eaf light
orthern orn eaf light
T
tewart s Wilt
ust
Pests: ee the sidebar below. high fence or good dog are best critter deterrents.

Why don’t you folks offer_______? please fill in the blank
Can t find our favorite variet Send us our suggestions!
If possible, please identify your past source for the variety.

Corn Insect Pest Control

Pest: orn arworm
ultural controls: use resistant varieties with tight husks such as 541 odacious
or 658 ilver ueen, choose short-season varieties, release trichogramma wasps.
( eneﬁcial insects are available at insectar .com or 00- .)
aterial controls:
t urstaki,
2 pinosad (both p.
)
Pest: uropean orn orer (
) and fall arm worm
ultural controls: mow and disk old corn stalks into the soil, release trichogramma
wasps (found to give better control than insecticides in research b ornell s I
program on ﬁve organic farms) for
none known for fall arm worm.
aterial controls:
t kurstaki,
2 pinosad (both p.
)

We Test Sweet Corn, Beet and Chard Seed
for Transgenic Contamination

To help ensure the purity of our seed, we have for the past seventeen years
employed industry leader Foodchain ID (formerly Genetic ID) to test samples
of our sweet corn lots for the presence of transgenic contamination Because
of the risks posed by production of genetically engineered Roundup
Ready beets, we have added beet and chard varieties to our GE
testing program.
We remove any seed lots that test positive
for transgenic contamination.
A negative test result does not
guarantee genetic purity but improves
the chances seed is uncontaminated.
The tests are expensive, but in a
time of genetic roulette they are
necessar , though not sufficient
Only if the seed trade takes an
adamant position that it will not
tolerate GE contamination in products can
we maintain any integrity in our seed supply.
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YELLOW SWEET CORN

Cafe (68 days) Synergistic F-1 hybrid. For man of us, the first and most
important stop of the day is our local coffee purveyor. Super early-bird Cafe is
trul the first stop in the corn patch, and this ain t no bland swill, folks! In our
2016 corn trials, Cafe sold us on its stellar brew of (kernel) depth, nuanced
texture and honest sweetness Cafe s 1 16 bright pure ellow rows fill to
the tip on a hefty 8" ear. While most growers don’t expect much from early
t pes, Cafe brings midseason si e, flavor and ualit right out of the gate, all
combined with superb cold-soil performance. Great coffee is a life-giving
reward for getting out of bed each morning, and excellent early corn keeps
gardeners charging through those long summer days.
506 A: 1oz, $3.75
B: 8oz, $17.00
C: 1#, $28.00
D: 5#, $125.00
E: 10#, $240.00
Ashworth - Organic (72 days) Open-pollinated. A composite of early
varieties originally developed by the late Fred Ashworth of St. Lawrence
urseries and marketed b ohnn s Selected Seeds starting in 1 78
According to legend, Ashworth originally named his variety “Rat Selected”
in honor of the rodents who broke into his seed storage room and alerted him
to certain kernels that they preferred. Its short stalks have 6–7" yellow ears
with good flavor Be sure to harvest it at peak milk stage like much openpollinated corn it does not hold ualit for long in the field erminates well
in cool soil.
516 A: 1oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $14.00
C: 1#, $23.00
D: 5#, $100.00
E: 10#, $190.00
Bodacious RM (77 days) Homozygous sugary enhanced F-1 hybrid. A
bold flavor for a bold name, Crookham s Bodacious
dependabl produces
outstanding 8" ears with exceptionally sweet corny tender yellow kernels.
Avowed corn fanatic Eric Sideman’s choice for midseason delight. Similar to
the original Bodacious but with enhanced disease resistance Some report it to
be a fuss germinator esistant to
and , tolerant to S
541 A: 1oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $12.00
C: 1#, $20.00
D: 5#, $95.00
E: 10#, $175.00
Top Hat - Organic (80 days) Dropped this hat.
Honey Select (80 days) TripleSweet sugary enhanced F-1 hybrid. For
those who like firm flavorful crunch kernels, here is one hone of a corn
that pops in your mouth with a distinctive sweetness that mixes well with its
flavor uring the taste test, evaluator eron Breen said it took all his will
power not to gobble every ear from Donna Dyrek’s table.
He said that it tasted “like the best corn of my childhood.”
one Select produces refined 8 ears with 18 0 rows of
subtly colored golden-yellow kernels. Contains 25% supersweet kernels on each ear but need not be isolated from other
varieties to retain optimal flavor arket growers will like its
extended harvest window.
547 A: 1oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $13.00
C: 1#, $21.00
D: 5#, $100.00
E: 10#, $190.00
Incredible RM (85 days) Homozygous sugary
enhanced F-1 hybrid. Crookham’s superior latemidseason gourmet selection was a full tassel-length
ahead of the competition at our trial, where its
handsome 8 tip-filled ellow ears were incredibl
scrumptious. Incredible is not merely sweet, it really
delivers a deep corn taste. Good husk protection and
tolerance to S , enhanced resistance to
,
SC B and
oor cold-soil emergence
561 A: 1oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $12.00
C: 1#, $21.00
D: 5#, $96.00
E: 10#, $180.00
Kandy Korn (89 days) F-1 sugary enhanced
hybrid. Attractive deep purple husks and excellent
holding quality make this a real winner at roadside
stands ne of the first sugar enhanced varieties,
Kandy Korn has stood the test of time and enjoys welldeserved popularity. Tolerant to ST, R.
564 A: 1oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $11.00
C: 1#, $18.00
D: 5#, $80.00
E: 10#, $152.00

Though I order online, I am addicted to your print catalog. Wore out last
one, as soon as new one came I reinforced staples, put tabs at vegetable,
herb, and flower planting guides, and colored cover
– Russell Hayes, Lexington, KY
Key to symbols (

WHITE SWEET CORN

Luther Hill - Organic (82 days) Open-pollinated. This rarely offered
heirloom developed b
uther ill of ndover ownship,
, in 1 0 , is
one of the parents of the venerable Silver ueen he most popular sweet
corn in parts of ew erse for more than 0 ears Sweetest
corn I ve
ever tasted, Luther makes multiple 3–6" miniature ears on modest 4' stalks.
Because the suckers often ield good ears, each plant, if spaced widel , can
make up to four ears. A great way to introduce yourself to sweet corn the
way it was before the hybrids took over. Availability uncertain as we go to
press—please check our website for updates.
Augusta (84 days) Poor seed quality. Not available in 2021.
Tuxana - Organic (86 days) Open-pollinated. (F-6 selection from Anasazi
Sweet x Tuxedo) Developed by the late farmer/seed-grower/breeder Jonathan
Spero out of Tuxedo. Admiring its beautiful bright white kernels in 14–16
rows and
ears with great tip fill, one could easil have mistaken it for
a h brid such as ugusta or Silver ueen In our 01 tasteoff its tender mouthfuls burst with sweetness. However, as with
all open-pollinated corns, its optimal picking window is narrow.
As the harvest of midseason varieties tapers off, Tuxana begins.
Late-summer corn feasts will be formal affairs with Tux required. OSSI
652 A: 1oz, $4.75
B: 8oz, $20.00
C: 1#, $35.00
D: 5#, $160.00
Silver Queen (96 days) F-1 hybrid. Like Sugar & Gold to the previous
generation, Silver ueen has become so classic as to constitute a generic
brand. Most farmers claiming to offer it have long since switched to more
modern h brids Because some still prefer to grow the real ueen, that s what
we offer ueen has long set the standard for late-maturing sweet corn with
large handsome ears, replete with gloss white cream sweet kernels that fill
to the ver tips It came in on ug 31, 01 , and blessed the first week of
September with its delicious lovely ears. In colder climates it sneaks in just
ahead of those first killing frosts late in September ther varieties ma be
sweeter, but we can’t think of a better way to end the corn season. Caution:
said to germinate poorly in cold soil. olerates C B, SC B, S
658 A: 1oz, $2.75
B: 8oz, $10.00
C: 1#, $19.00
D: 5#, $90.00
E: 10#, $170.00

Sweet Corn at a Glance
variety
days color type (see below) height ear length # rows
506 Cafe
68 yellow Synergistic
60-72" 8"
14-16
516 Ashworth OP 72 yellow ormal Sugar
60"
6-7"
12
541 Bodacious
77 yellow Sugary Enhanced 87"
8"
18
547 Honey Select
80 yellow TripleSweet
84"
8"
18-20
561 Incredible RM 85 yellow Sugary Enhanced 90"
8"
18
564 Kandy Korn
89 yellow Sugary Enhanced* 102" 8"
16
572 Latte
68 bicolor Synergistic
48-72" 8"
14
574 Espresso
70 bicolor Synergistic
72"
6"
12-16
582 Ambrosia
75 bicolor Sugary Enhanced 78"
8"
16
590 Cappuccino
78 bicolor Synergistic
72-84" 8"
14-16
592 Sparkler
78 bicolor Synergistic
84"
8-9"
16-18
636 Luther Hill OP 82 white
ormal Sugar
48"
3-6"
12
652 Tuxana OP
86 white Sugary Enhanced* 108" 9"
14-16
658 Silver ueen
96 white
ormal Sugar
102" 8"
14-16
660 irvana
75 bicolor Supersweet
83"
8"
16-18
661 Yellowstone
76 yellow Supersweet
72-84" 8"
16
Types of sweet corn:
Normal Sugary (su): standard varieties with traditional sweet corn texture &
flavor Sugar converts to starch uickl , so eat them within a few da s end to
have high yields and germinate well in cool soils.
Sugary Enhanced (se): more sugar than su, tender kernals & slightly longer
storage time. The * indicates heterozygous (only one parent contributes the se
gene); all others are homozygous (both parents se).
Supersweet (sh2): 4 to 10 times the sugar content of su and se. Conversion of
sugar to starch occurs at a much slower rate. Stays sweet long after harvest. Extra
shriveled seed does not germinate well in cool soil.
Synergistic: more sugar than se er tender with long harvest and storage
windows. Can be homozygous or heterozygous se with added sh2 kernels.
TripleSweet® Sugary Enhanced: has homozygous se kernels, and 25% of
these also contain the sh2 trait.

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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CORN

BICOLOR SWEET CORN

Latte (68 days) Synergistic F-1 hybrid. We know what you’re thinking:
Why would I grow a corn named after
diluted coffee But after our taste test,
even staff skeptics were won over:
, Corn plus Sugar! Beautiful
bicolor, best flavor! and Full ears, full
kernels! ver tip was filled out on these
super-early extra-fancy 8" ears
with 14 rows. Such high
quality and great taste is
normally reserved for a
later-maturity slot, but
wh not start the first
corn picking with the
good stuff
hile it often
bears only a single ear per
stalk, Latte is easy to grow and excels at
cold-soil emergence. So, have a Latte
and breathe a sigh of sweet (corn)
relief. We suggest staggered plantings
for successive harvests. Intermediate
resistance to R and ST.
572 A: 1oz, $3.75
B: 8oz, $18.00
C: 1#, $30.00
D: 5#, $140.00
E: 10#, $270.00
Espresso (70 days) Synergistic F-1 hybrid. uicker than uicksilver,
fleeter than Fleet, springier than Spring reat, spresso bursts out of the gate
and flashes to the finish as become ric Sideman s new favorite earl sweet
corn he sa s it has better flavor than Spring reat e seeds spresso in the
last week of pril and transplants to the garden the first week of a using
row covers for added warmth and frost protection. Direct seeding without
row covers, trialer Donna Dyrek in 2012 in Zone 4 Hartland, ME, clay loam,
en o ed her first ears on ug 18 hough not as long as the midseason corns,
these 6" ears retained the good balance between sweet and corny that will
satisfy your early corn craving. Tolerates R, ST.
574 A: 1oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $15.00
C: 1#, $27.00
D: 5#, $130.00
E: 10#, $250.00
Ambrosia (75 days) Homozygous sugary enhanced F-1 hybrid. Ah!
Those heavenly moments of high summer! Out of the pot come steaming
ears of bicolor bliss covered with dewdrops of condensation. Into my mouth
where the tender corny kernels mix their sweetness into a total sensation of
ambrosial delight. Our corn tasters, for all their enjoyment of the process, are
a contrary lot, so when they come to consensus, as they did on Ambrosia,
we knew we’d found something good. Ambrosia is perfect for a wide range
of markets, from fresh home-garden use to long-distance shipping. The 61/2'
plants show good earl vigor In stressful conditions the tips don t alwa s fill
Tolerates ST.
582 A: 1oz, $2.75
B: 8oz, $13.00
C: 1#, $22.00
D: 5#, $100.00
E: 10#, $190.00
Cappuccino (78 days) Synergistic F-1 hybrid. Farmer Hannah Hamilton
asks,
ho is this barista-gone-corn-breeder
he answer is Seneca
egetable esearch of all,
, breeders of eastern-adapted cultivars
owever, we can t figure out the Starhusks-themed variet names either
spresso, Cafe, atte
ith its strong flavor and performance, Cappuccino
moves into the slot abandoned by Lancelot. Large full sweet tender creamy
kernels announce peak corn season has arrived he well-filled 8 blunt ears
appear overloaded with 14–16 rows. In the 2016 drought, the sturdy thick
stalks proved stress tolerant, allowing extended picking and second ear
production. Rest assured we aren’t gentrifying the corn patch—we’re just
looking for the tastiest ways for you to spend your Cornbucks. Intermediate
resistance to S , and C B
590 A: 1oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $15.00
C: 1#, $27.00
D: 5#, $130.00
E: 10#, $245.00
Sparkler (78 days) Synergistic F-1 hybrid. Put a sparkle on your face next
August with this handsome high-yielding bicolor. The long fat pointy ears,
up to 9" with up to 18 rows, speak loudly of abundance and satisfy the most
discriminating of palates lent of good husk protection, long flag leaves
and tillers for market growers who demand a strong easy-to-harvest plant.
Ripened for Donna Aug. 23, 2010, from a June 3 sowing, two days ahead of
her 541 Bodacious olerates and S
592 A: 1oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $15.00
C: 1#, $26.00
D: 5#, $120.00
E: 10#, $230.00
Serendipity (82 days) Not available in 2021.

CORN

SUPERSWEET CORN

or decades, edco has been a ﬁrm proponent of eating qualit in sweet corn with
flavor, texture and kernel depth as our in-house metrics. We re a corn flavor bunch,
dismissing sweetness as the sole measure of breeding progress. ntil recentl , we
hadn t encountered eating excellence in a upersweet (sh ) variet . reeders have
now balanced the extra-sweetness with tenderness, creaminess and full flavor. With
the sh gene, conversion of sugar to starch occurs at a much slower rate, so corn
sta s sweet long after harvest.
Culture: upersweet t pes germinate poorl in cool soils. Wait until soil temps exceed
for direct seeding mid- une in central aine.
Supersweets require 300' isolation from all other corn types to prevent the
kernels of other corns from becoming starch and tough. If ou don t have space to
isolate, choosing a upersweet means foregoing other sweet corn t pes.
Nirvana (75 days) Supersweet F-1 hybrid. Bicolor, 8 ears, 16-18 rows
e ve been sa ing evermind to Supersweet corn for ages: the earl ears
of sh breeding never came close to capturing the flavor and tenderness
we demand But a select few progressive Supersweets brought balanced
excellence to our attention in our central aine trials t our first bite
into the crisp but tender kernels, irvana s wash of full corn flavor hits and
persists he bold sh sweetness and perfect flavor swirl, neither submerging
nor melding. “Come as You Are” to this Supersweet experience, with all
our udgments and preconceptions olding ualit in the field and after
harvest is superb ever direct-seed a Supersweet until soil temps exceed 6
Warning: Isolate from all other corn types by 300 feet.
660 A: 1oz, $4.00
B: 8oz, $22.00
C: 1#, $37.00
D: 5#, $170.00
E: 10#, $320.00
Yellowstone (76 days) Supersweet F-1 hybrid. Yellow, 8" ears, 16 rows.
Yellowstone’s yield per plant is breathtaking: nearly every stalk
sets three ears, most full-si ed and filled to the tips, and all
ripening to great eating quality. This was true even in Maine’s
extra dry and hot 2020 summer. Inconceivable! ou exclaim
Thick ears with rounded tips and gleaming yellow kernels
that are deep, large, tender with an initial snap to the bite,
resonating corn flavor and extra sugar er vigorous 6 7
plants have broad long green leaves with ears concentrated
at 2–3' high on sturdy stalks. Stunning. All this vigor lends
the ears thick well-attached handles. As you harvest, put
one hand on the stalk so it doesn t break Breeder Crookham
has created a treasure we all get to savor. Intermediate Resistance
to C B ever direct-seed supersweet corn until soil temps exceed 6
Warning: Isolate from all other corn types by 300 feet. NEW!
661 A: 1oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $18.00
C: 1#, $28.00
D: 5#, $130.00
E: 10#, $225.00

POPCORN

eed counts var widel among varieties.
Robust 98114W White (98 days) F-1 hybrid. Taller, a bit later, higher
yielding with larger kernels and ears, and greater ease of popping than the
old Robust 21-82W, this midseason white hulless popcorn has great eating
ualit
crisp and tender, light and flak
he 6 plants have the stalk
strength to survive September storms intact
ice long thin ears,
says market grower Jason Kafka.
671 A: 1oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $12.00
C: 1#, $20.00
D: 5#, $80.00
Dakota Black - Organic (100 days) Open-pollinated.
Outstanding in our observation plots. Compact plants
with one ear each. Our tasters rated the popcorn “Oh,
so scrumptious.” In addition to their popping qualities,
akota Black s 1/2" dark maroonblack ears with 15 rows are extremely
decorative, a must for the fall roadside
stand. 4' stalks. OSSI
675 A: 1oz, $4.00
B: 8oz, $18.00
C: 1#, $33.00
D: 5#, $145.00
Pennsylvania Dutch Butter Flavored - Organic
(102 days) Open-pollinated popcorn so good on its own
that you won’t need to add any butter. Our trialers agreed
that it was the best they’d ever tasted: creamy, buttery and
delicious. Incredibly green and healthy 8' plants with very long
dark green leaves set two 4–6" stocky ears per stalk, with 26–28
rows (occasionally 22) of fat creamy white kernels. Thanks to our
friends at Southern Exposure Seed Exchange for enabling us to offer this
pre-188 enns lvania utch heirloom S S was the first to bring this
variety to commerce, in 1988.
677 A: 1oz, $3.75
B: 8oz, $14.00
C: 1#, $25.00
D: 5#, $110.00
E: 10#, $210.00
Calico (105 days) Open-pollinated. An heirloom dual-purpose corn with
5–8" ears that look like smaller versions of Indian corn. The shiny bright
ears come in an array of colors, with red, yellow and mottled rosy-brown
most common, but brown, purple, blue, white and other combinations
possible. Kernels are smaller than those of most Indian corns, but larger than
conventional popcorns. Calico is both decorative and edible so you can hang
it on your door in fall and pop the very same batch on Thanksgiving. Seed
grown b inda Bisek in innesota
00 seeds o
679 A: 1oz, $3.50
B: 4oz, $9.00
C: 1#, $29.00
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FLINT, ORNAMENTAL & FLOUR CORNS

Average 100-160 seeds/oz. All open-pollinated. a s to maturit are for dr stage.
Painted Mountain - Organic 8 da s Short efficient plants, long thin
6–7" cobs. Painted Mountain is the hardiest, fastest-maturing grain corn in
the world. Dave Christensen has spent over 40 years developing it in the
mountains of Montana from a diverse gene pool of about 80 strains of native
corns. Contains vivid golds, oranges, reds and purples, about every shade
of color known to corn. High in anthocyanins and has amazing 13% protein
levels Bred to withstand high winds, cold temperatures, intense heat and
drought, and to survive global warming. Painted Mountain grows where no
other corn can. In the chilly microclimate of her Tustin, MI, farm, most of
Bets
rickson s plants survived and recovered from a monumental hail
wind/thunderstorm on July 27, 2014. Her real thrill was in grinding and
using the cornmeal, which is very tasty in pizza dough and in her Swedish
n ckebr d recipe on our website
680 A: 1oz, $4.50
B: 8oz, $21.00
C: 1#, $33.00
D: 5#, $155.00
E: 10#, $290.00
Abenaki Calais Flint - Organic (88 days) Coached by Dave Chistensen
of ainted ountain fame, our grower, dam ordell, has worked diligentl
to reselect benaki Flint back towards its original form Because Christensen
holds great appreciation for this eastern “brother” to Painted Mountain,
calling it “the toughest of all the Eastern corns,” he lauds the restoration.
he original, kept b the northern ermont benaki tribe, was selected for
generations to produce ears that are long, thin and cylindrical, with an even
8 rows all the way to the shank. This form is valuable for drying early in
the short ortheast season, before it can spoil from the free es, surviving
even the legendary summer of 1816 (“Eighteen hundred and froze to death.”)
The 7–9" ears are either solidly golden yellow or a beautiful dark maroon,
with some skewing a bit towards orange shades hough om igue prefers
growing Abenaki because it’s better adapted to our climate, he still prefers
eating Floriani. Indigenous Royalties.
682 A: 1oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $13.00
C: 1#, $21.00
D: 5#, $90.00
E: 10#, $170.00
Floriani Red Flint - Organic (100 days) Z. m. var. rostrato Alas, not
available in 2021. Hope to have back in 2022.
Hopi Blue - ECO (100 days) Precursors of this strain have been raised
continuously for 800 years on the mesas of northern Arizona and are used
by the Hopis to make ceremonial piki bread. Our seed is currently being
grown in upstate
on tall 7
plants which produce large 8 10 ears of
mostl 1 rows he beautiful deep flint kernels are remarkabl dough even
when full dr and are easil ground into flour er drought-tolerant, with
a long taproot ick Burnham of alking Crow rganic Farm in western
assachusetts reports it is not ust for flour, it is good to eat, crunch , corn
and wholesome.” Indigenous Royalties.
691 A: 1oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $13.00
C: 1#, $21.00
D: 5#, $90.00
E: 10#, $170.00

Flour, Flint, Dent... Corn!

Flour corn has soft starch kernels easil ground into flour Flint corn
has hard flint kernels that store well and is often used to make corn meal,
polenta or grits (680-691). Dent corn with indented kernels is eaten fresh
as elote or dried and ground into fine cornmeal flour, or used in alkaline
cooking processes to make masa, tortilla chips or pozole. (Dent is also most
commonly used for processed foods and ethanol production.) Field corn
(see page 121) can be any of the above when used as animal feed, though
most typically dent is used.
Sweet corn first appeared in commerce in 18 8 and
became popular a generation later he first crop to
be hybridized; most of the open-pollinated varieties
disappeared between 1930 and 1970. All sugary
enhanced sweet corn traces back to a single
inbred developed in the 1960s in Illinois by
Dr. Dusty Rhodes, ILL677a. Our trialers have
found SE corn to be especially suitable
to our climate, with good cool-soil
tolerance and a near-perfect blend of
sugars and corn flavor
Field corn: see p. 121.
Cress: see Greens, p. 30.

PICKLERS

SLICERS

Lagos (45 days) F-1 hybrid. With tasty Ministro discontinued by its supplier,
we were on the hunt for a reliable early slicer. Lagos shows diverse use in
high tunnel, greenhouse and open field Its rapid growth begets earl harvest,
before Ministro, and in sync with market grower fave Corinto. Lagos’ high
yield of almost entirely dark green, 8–9" long slender fruits continues long
after others peter out. Topping Ministro’s total yield and with a more tender
skin, agos is crisp, sweet and flavorful Parthenocarpic Lagos also has a leg
up on inistro for hoophouse trellising, as well as stead fruit set in the field
on rain and cold da s when bees are less active igh resistance to C ,
C
, Scab, S,
1300 A: 15 seeds, $3.75
B: 30 seeds, $7.00
C: 60 seeds, $12.00
D: 300 seeds, $45.00
Marketmore 86 - Organic (56 days) Not available in 2021. Hope to have
back next year.
Marketmore 76 (63 days) Open-pollinated. Dr. Henry Munger’s classic
cuke for the ages, long the leading slicing variet in the ortheast, we still
sell nearly 50 lbs per year! Dark green 8–81/2" fruits show good uniformity.
ines vigorous throughout season esistant to C ,
,
, and scab
Marketmore 76
1312 A: 1g, $1.75
B: 4g, $2.50
C: 16g, $4.25
D: 32g, $5.50
E: 112g, $12.00
K: 448g, $32.00
Marketmore 76 - Organic
1313 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $2.75
C: 16g, $4.50
D: 32g, $6.00
E: 112g, $16.00
General Lee (66 days) F-1 hybrid. For now, this general remains the best
choice for skirmishes with stress and diseases. This gynoecious cuke performs
well up orth, with high ields of uniform straight dark-green white-spined
8–81/2" slicers that don’t peter out in the halcyon days of summer. Doesn’t
develop ellow bellies and retains that good flavor even in heat et
after much thought, we’ve decided to search for another heat- and diseasesavvy cuke to take over command. This might take a few years, but we’re
committed to finding a worth replacement with a name that does not honor
white supremacist heroes. Of course it’s no fault of the excellent cucumber,
but words and names matter—why not seek out varieties that are monuments
onl to summer slicer perfection esistant to scab, C ,
and
1328 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 16g, $13.00
D: 32g, $23.00
E: 112g, $70.00

Ronda (50 days) F-1 hybrid. In our 2015 pickling cuke trial, Ronda
caught our fancy. From 3 short-vined plants we harvested upwards of 130
handsome dark green gherkins over 4 weeks. Gynoecious, parthenocarpic
and early, Ronda also sported lasting foliage health in a bad PM season.
For those perfect tin sour pickles with fine crunch texture, we
recommend picking fruits at 3 long or smaller ot at all
bitter, Ronda is sweet and buttery
when raw, large or small. “The
Ronda cucumber seeds were a
bit pricey but they all grew and
you forgive them their cost
when you pick them—three
times as prolific as an others
we planted and most excellent
flavor, testif anc and Bruce
ickel of ountain ome,
Intermediate resistance to C
,
C ,
Sold b seed count: 0 seeds g
1214 A: 10 seeds, $4.75
B: 40 seeds, $16.00
C: 160 seeds, $58.00
D: 400 seeds, $120.00
Sassy (52 days) F-1 hybrid. Although rated mid-late season by its breeder,
this cuke is sassy enough to produce like crazy in the early slot. Though
some picklers tease ou with a handful at first picking, a mere 3 Sass plants
ielded more than flawless ver dark green fruits during their first week
Can we come up with another name for eneral ee cucumber
of harvest igorous long vines, dark green health foliage and predominatel
I’d suggest General Sherman, but don’t want to be too obvious.
female flowers continue this bount , barel slowing after more harvest
–Michael Hass, Melbourne, KY
weeks. Uniform long narrow pickles are sweet, crisp and thin skinned. Perfect
for whole dills, but versatile for any favorite pickle recipe. High resistance to
Longfellow - Organic 70 da s pen-pollinated Bred and released in
scab and
Intermediate resistance to C ,
S,
1 7 b erome B ice Seed Co, Cambridge,
Stubborn x Farm of
1218 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $4.00
C: 16g, $9.00
Brooks,
, hosted Fedco s 018 extensive slicing
D: 32g, $13.00
E: 112g, $36.00
cuke trials with hybrid and OP types locking
National (52 days) Open-pollinated. Introduced in 1929, the result of
horns. Winning easily was white-spined
a - ear collaboration between the ational ickle ackers ssociation
classic ongfellow fitting, as aine whelped
and the Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station. Suitable for both small
and educated the famous author. Extra-good
pickles and dills olding ualit over a long season, the firm black-spined
Fellow came into picking mid-late season,
dark green fruits are usually quite sweet, rarely bitter. Plants are vigorous
but we found the 8–9" long and 2" wide stage
dependable producers esists C
and scab
to be eating perfection: skin crunchy but not
1226 A: 1g, $1.75
B: 4g, $3.00
C: 16g, $4.00
tough, sweet and full cuke
D: 32g, $6.00
E: 112g, $12.00
K: 448g, $34.00
flavor, flesh crisp but
then immediately juicy
Calypso (52 days) F-1 hybrid. Heavy-yielding gynoecious hybrid developed
and melting, with a small
b
orth Carolina State Fruits medium-dark green with white spines In a
seed core. Steady vigor
trial of 7 pickling varieties at Highmoor Research Farm, Calypso showed
and yield with few duds.
prolific fruit set and had the highest earl ield olerant to
,
S,
Light green and striped
C ,
,
, resistant to scab
blossom end. Originally
1232 A: 1g, $1.75
B: 4g, $3.00
C: 16g, $4.00
prized as a “straight pack”
D: 32g, $6.00
E: 112g, $16.00
K: 448g, $46.00
for high-grade markets across
Cross Country 7 da s F-1 h brid amed for its widespread adaptabilit ,
the ortheast, ongfellow or
Cross Country goes the distance. The best pickler in our trials, it bears
its close derivatives have been
abundant blocky straight dark green white-spined fruit of uniformly good
used by innumerable breeders to
quality with very small seed cavities. Our trialer described its sweet taste as
impart similar ideal length, dark
“crunchy and cool.” Had good yields (51/2 lb per plant), appearance, and long
green color, and excellent flavor
uniform fruit in Highmoor Research Farm trial. Has been highly rated in brine
1335 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $5.00
tests esistant to scab, but susceptible in our trial to B
esistant to
,
C: 16g, $10.00
D: 32g, $16.00
ALS, PM and DM.
E: 112g, $38.00
K: 448g, $130.00
1234 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $4.00
C: 16g, $8.00
D: 32g, $13.00
E: 112g, $38.00
K: 448g, $140.00
fedcoseeds.com
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CUCUMBERS

Cucumis sativus

- About 30 seeds/g; about 900 seeds/oz; variations noted.
- Days to maturity are from emergence after direct seeding. From transplant,
subtract 20 days.
Culture: a be started indoors for earl production, or direct-seeded when soil has
warmed. Minimum ermination soil temperature 0 optimal ran e
er
tender, will not survive frost. irect seed apart thinning to apart in rows apart, or per mound in hills apart thinning to best plants. or transplants: once
seedlings have - true leaves, about weeks old, plant apart in rows - apart.
ucumbers require good fertilit and regular rain or irrigation for abundant ields.
Without adequate water, fruits will be misshapen and bitter. ick frequentl for best
production, or else the plants shut down. Toss those blimps in the compost pile.
Parthenocarpic varieties (1214, 1239, 1380, 1392) can set fruit without being
pollinated, an advantage in cold cloud summers. Gynoecious varieties (1214, 1232,
1328) produce almost exclusivel female flowers for uniformit and high ields.
Diseases:
lternaria eaf pot
own ildew
T
nthracnose
owder ildew
W
acterial Wilt
ust
ucumber osaic irus
T
Target eaf pot
ucumber ein ellow irus
Insect Pests: To keep out the obnoxious striped cucumber beetle, use wire hoops
and floating row covers (page
), removing when plants flower. uke beetles are
the vector for W. or more info about cucurbit pest and disease control, see page .

Little Leaf H-19 - Organic (60 days) Open-pollinated. This white-spined
parthenocarpic pickler sets fruit even when our pollinator friends are
challenged by the weather. Compact vines with distinct little leaves save
space and leave ripe cukes much more visible. Despite the plants’ skimpy
appearance, they produce a huge number of cukes, even under stress. Fullsized at 3–4", these bijou blocky fruits serve double duty for fresh snacking
and pickling. Has become a big customer favorite and rated as Donna Dyrek’s
top choice among the 1 picklers in her one
01 trial Best suited for
outdoor production Bred in the
arks at the niversit of rkansas and
released in 1 1 esistant to
,
S,
,C ,
, scab
1239 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 16g, $7.50
D: 32g, $11.00
E: 112g, $26.00

CUCUMBERS

BEIT ALPHA CUKES

escended from a vegetable that grows wild in the dr climate of the iddle ast.
The eit lpha kibbut selected and marketed the fruit. These small sweet-fleshed
cucumbers were originall popular in the editerranean, spread to urope and thence
to the tates. The don t deh drate easil , their thin skins don t require peeling, the
are almost completel burpless and have a long shelf life.
Socrates - Organic (52 days) F-1 hybrid. Fedco website virtuoso Clayton
Carter makes this trellis cuke his top choice for protected culture. Trained to
a manageable 6' height, Socrates lacks for nothing in vigor or foliage health.
The strong thick stems steadily set straight 7–8" fruit. Smooth thin dark green
skin gives wa to crunch sweet seedless pale green flesh ith its tolerance
of cool temps and its disease-resistance, Socrates makes a “most excellent”
variety to return your high-tunnel investment. Parthenocarpic. Note: Seeds
will result if insect pollination is allowed. Resistant to scab. Intermediate
resistance to PM.
1380 A: 15 seeds, $10.00
B: 30 seeds, $19.00
C: 60 seeds, $32.00
D: 300 seeds, $135.00
Super Zagross (54 days) Dropped by supplier. Not available in 2021.

LONG-FRUITED CUKES

ong-fruited sian cukes are more resistant to
than other t pes.
or reall straight cukes, consider trellising. dam Tomash and une ellers grew
theirs on a arch made from cattle panel, a welded wire material with big holes.
Telegraph Improved European (60 days)
Open-pollinated. “A consistent performer in our
greenhouse,” said Michael Goldman of Florence, MA.
Also suitable for growing outdoors, this European cucumber
has long (10–14") slim smooth-skinned fruits of very
delicate mild flavor, seldom bitter and containing few
seeds. Telegraph Improved was selected from Telegraph
Long, one of the original parthenocarpics, which the folks
at Baker Creek date back to 18 7 rellis vines for betterquality straight cukes. Parthenocarpic.
1392 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $9.00
C: 16g, $25.00
Suhyo Long - Organic (61 days) Open-pollinated. Known
for its sweet mild burpless flavor, this sian cucumber
grows up to 15" long with a curly shape if unsupported. For
straighter fruit that packs better, Jason Kafka grows these in his
greenhouse in vertical hedges, stretching rellis etting page
1 1 between conduits ccording to om igue these make
good dense pickling cukes if picked young enough. Jonathan
Mitschele of Maine agrees: “Suhyo is wonderful both fresh and
pickled.” Sets well in heat. Resists PM.
1394 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $4.75
C: 16g, $9.00
D: 32g, $14.00
Shintokiwa - Organic/Biodynamic (62 days)
Open-pollinated. Productive smooth-skinned long
slender cucumber first surfaced in the urtle ree
catalog and highly recommended by our trialers.
Combining looks, health and flavor, rated as superior to the Suh o cultivars
with better uniformit , fewer defective bottoms and more resistance to B
The fruits, averaging 9–10" and growing up to an edible size of 1' in good fertility, are sweet, crisp and juicy without bitterness. One trial taster described
their flavor as flower , butter and delicious
obert asserman of asserman Famil Farm in Corrales,
, reports that the have a faithful following
at the growers market even among little kids irginia Barlow sent a photo
with the caption “These plants are enormous! And good in other respects.”
Catalog editor lisabeth Ben amin s favorite for fermented pickles
1396 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $6.00
C: 16g, $16.00
D: 32g, $27.00
Painted Serpent (55 days from transplant) C. melo var e os s Openpollinated. Also known as Armenian Cucumber or Snake Melon, native to
Armenia and brought to Italy in the 15th century. William Woys Weaver says,
“This is one of the oldest of our heirlooms, yet one of the most neglected
b our gardeners, oft exhibited but seldom eaten et its flavor surpasses
that of cucumbers, excelling in salads and stir-fries without bitterness or
burps Slender slightl fu
flexuous fruits delicatel coil like a serpent with
alternate light and dark green stripes. Culture like the melon it is, starting
indoors in individual pots and transplanting into a low tunnel. Will grow up to
30 but best eaten at 8 18 Straighter if trellised ever grew well on C s
central aine cla , but a prolific producer on his sand Colrain,
, soil,
beginning as earl as ul 6 one warm dr season
seeds g
1388 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $2.75
C: 16g, $4.50
D: 32g, $7.00
E: 112g, $16.00
Saving Cucumber Seed Is Easy! Take that big yellow cuke that got away
and save it for seed. Scoop out the guts of overripe fruit and ferment it in an
uncovered container for a few days. A moldy gross cap to the slurry means the
seeds are ready to rinse and dry. To ensure true-to-type seed, grow only one
open-pollinated variety per season. See page 106 for more about seed saving.
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SPECIALTY CUKES

Boothb ’s Blonde
rganic (63 days) Open-pollinated. Maine boasts an
heirloom cucumber, maintained for five generations b the Boothb famil
of ivermore Boothb s short plump oval fruits average 3
and become
yellower as they mature. Creamy-white
exteriors with contrasting black spines
and juicy refreshing interiors. Larger
seed cavities than most cukes, but
the seeds actually add to the mild
sweet flavor that makes the fruits
so good for eating out of hand.
Boothb s usuall lacks the bitter
aftertaste so common in many of
the other white cukes we’ve trialed.
Has the “cool” texture uncommon in
merican cukes Boothb s goodwill
ambassador ill Bonsall originall
passed it on both to Pinetree Seeds and to us.
1311 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $3.75
C: 16g, $9.00
D: 32g, $15.00
E: 112g, $32.00
Silver Slicer - Organic (64 days) Open-pollinated. Psst! We’d love to pass
on a secret known to few: this superior Cornell University slicer may be the
best eating cucumber of them all. Megan Rulli of Piney Moutain Orchard in
Gardners, PA, calls SS “the cucumber of my dreams.” Incorporates all of the
good features of 1311 Boothb s Blonde in a better package onger 7 8
and slimmer fairl narrow 1 core than Boothb s with a creamy-white
tender skin. Heavy set of buttery crunchy crisp fruits, neither watery nor ever
bitter. Resists PM and keeps going till September. Seed for this variety is sold
under a license and a portion of the proceeds goes to support public vegetable
breeding at Cornell
1 seeds g Breeder Royalties.
1318 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 16g, $10.00
D: 32g, $15.00
E: 112g, $35.00
Mexican Sour Gherkin (65 days) Melothria scabra Open-pollinated.
Also known as Cucamelon or Sandía de ratón (‘Mouse Watermelon’ in
Spanish
ative to exico and Central merica and a staple in diets
there since pre-Columbian times. We love the unusual, so when we saw
these darlings on exhibit at Common Ground Fair in 2004, we found them
irresistible. So did the judges who gave them a coveted Judges’ Award. The
great late Janet Winslow calls them a “gateway” crop, meaning they inspire
fairgoers to explore the diversity of available food crops. Wimpy seedlings
grow into rampant yet delicate scrambling vines covered with dozens of 1"
green and white fruit that look like miniature watermelons but taste more
like cucumbers, with a crunchy texture and a slight sour zing as if they were
alread pickled Botanicall neither cucumber nor watermelon, the won t
cross with either. They don’t bruise and they keep for a long time. Try them
in stir fries, pickle them as gherkins, or add to salsas. Also popular among
trendy bartenders. Easy to grow, and fun! Slightly more cold-tolerant than
cukes, and more drought-resistant 10 vines benefit from a fence or trellis
3 0 seeds g
1243 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 1g, $6.50
Lemon (68 days) Open-pollinated. Would
ou bu a lemon from Fedco
lot of people
will buy this lemon beloved by salad chefs
and backyard gardeners alike for its heavy
yields of rounded 3" fruits shaped somewhat
like lemons. Color evolves from pale
greenish yellow (immature though preferred
by some customers as most tender and least
seedy) to lemon yellow (best eating stage
for most) to golden yellow (full maturity
and seed production er crisp and sweet
never gets bitter and one of the best for
eating right out of the garden. Samuel
Wilson of Mechanicsville, PA,
introduced this lemon in
his 1894 catalog. Resists
R, tolerates drought and
some fungal diseases
that attack other white
cucumbers.
1372 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $3.00
C: 16g, $5.00
D: 32g, $6.00
E: 112g, $13.00
Richmond Green Apple (70 days) Open-pollinated. What’s refreshing and
uic , lemon-shaped and comes from ustralia his hard-to-find heirloom
cucumber. Years ago, we feasted on them in our trials and have grown them
often since Beautiful lime green, they get slightly larger than lemons with
sweet mild flavor that reall satisfies on a hot summer da
1375 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $3.50
C: 16g, $8.50

Solanum melongena

- 0.2 gram packet is about 33-43 seeds.
- Days to maturity are from date of transplanting.
Culture: Growing eggplant can be a challenge in the north. Start indoors in early
spring. Minimum ermination temp is 0 optimal ran e
0 Transplant after
all danger of frost. They resent wind, will not set fruit in cold or very hot temps or in
drought. We recommend irrigation and using row covers (page 141) and IRT mulch
(page 133). Our selections are the most reliable producers we’ve found, yet some
seasons even our skilled trialers get only sparse production of ripe fruits.
Pest: Colorado Potato Beetle (CPB) Cultural controls: Rotation; control solanaceous
weeds like horse nettle; suction devices; hand-picking if beetle pressure is low; use
row cover, mulch before adults arrive. Material controls: Surround (page 138),
Spinosad and Pyrethrin (page 139) For more about CPB, see page 117.

PURPLE ITALIAN TYPES - BELL-SHAPED

Galine (72 days) F-1 hybrid. A classic early bell-shaped Italian-style purple-black eggplant that sets fruit and produces early and
dependably in the North. Adam Tomash and June Zellers rated it the
earliest in their trials, and almost on a par with 3691 Rosa Bianca,
their favorite, for flavor
ild with a pudding-like texture when
cooked, the report lus it had larger fruit, averaging about
1 lb each, and was less fussy than Rosa. Trialer Tom Vigue
used a high tunnel and reported phenomenal eggplants
aline plants were
high and, not exaggerating, lb ield
per plant, easil
Availability uncertain as we go to
press—please check our website for updates.
Gaudi (75 days) F-1 hybrid. An eggplant sui generis
as the architectural work of its Catalan namesake ntoni
Gaudí. Dark purple 7–8" tapered half-long bell-shaped
fruit with a thornless light green cal x arl and
productive in two ver different aine trial seasons
the first, a cool meh of a year, then 2020 with its heat
and drought. Lovely harvests both years, with fruits
holding deep full color into advanced maturity.
dorable and delish at
bab si e he breeder
notes that under stress thorns may form, but in two
years with sub-optimal conditions we’ve waded
through the eggplant patch without a single baba
gan-ouch! ur trials were in the field, but it s also
recommended for high tunnels let us know our
results if you give it a try. NEW!
3681 A: 0.2g, $4.25
B: 0.4g, $7.00
C: 1g, $12.00
D: 4g, $38.00
E: 28g, $175.00
Black King 7 da s F-1 h brid
fine eggplant from akii in apan,
good for the main crop. A vigorous grower and high yielder suitable for both
greenhouse and open-field cultivation Shin purple-black bulging 7" oval
fruits outperformed Diamond in Tomash and Zellers’ trial. Their two King
plants produced 11 ripe fruit averaging 0 lb olerates excess heat
3685 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.50
C: 1g, $5.75
D: 4g, $16.00
E: 28g, $75.00

PURPLE ASIAN TYPES - ELONGATED

Swallow (51 days) F-1 hybrid. The one eggplant to grow if you live in a cold
part of the world. For early production of glossy purple-black tender 13/ x7
fruit of the elongated Asian type without the bitterness often associated with
larger eggplants Incredibl , m Swallow eggplants have produced here at
60
latitude he are in a cold frame on the south side of a greenhouse
and have scrap foam under the soil compost mix I ve had man delicious
eggplant dishes well worth the extra climate modifications, reported Sall
Boisvert of Four Winds Farm, Haines, AK.
3666 A: 0.2g, $3.25
B: 0.4g, $5.00
C: 1g, $9.00
D: 4g, $28.00
E: 28g, $140.00
Pingtung Long 8 da s F-1 h brid ong eggplant named for ingtung
count in aiwan reat for cooks who prefer to work with uniform slices
Vigorous stress-tolerant plants start producing early for a decent overall
yield. Its light purple color is especially attractive if harvested before full
maturit
s it approaches its full 11 , its skin darkens but retains a pleasing
sheen Its sweetness will keep ou coming back for more es, this is trul a
h brid strain that has better ualit and flavor than the more common openpollinated strain.
3673 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 0.4g, $3.50
C: 1g, $4.75
D: 4g, $8.00
E: 28g, $24.00
Diamond - Organic (78 days) Open-pollinated. Kent Whealy brought
this elongated slightly tapered dark purple eggplant back from kraine in
1 3 plants set 1/2 x7 slender 1 o fruits in clusters Firm flesh has good
texture and entirel lacks bitterness Because of its mild flavor and good coldclimate adaptation, iamond is growing in popularit
ur trialer in aine
had an average ield of lb per plant
3684 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 4g, $10.00
E: 28g, $48.00
Key to symbols (

Endive: see Greens,
page 30.

hank ou, as alwa s, for the light that our catalog brings each winter
I read our seed descriptions before bed and carr the catalog back and
forth to my parents’ farm so that we can trade ideas.
illian itchell, Baltimore,

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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EGGPLANT

EGGPLANTS of Other Colors

Annina - Organic 6 da s in unheated tunnel, 7 da s open
field F-1 h brid nnina s slightl curved extended-teardrop
shape is covered with purple and lavender streaks with
emanations of ivory and light pink. From the 1/2 lb, 5"
bab si e to the 11/2 lb, 8" premiums, the glossy gorgeous
skin and cream-white flesh are irresistible e found
the open field trial productivit on par with high-bar
setters Galine and Diamond, a welcome surprise
from a dual-purpose inside-outside variety. The
healthy upright structure and thornless light green
cal x add to this showcase of thoughtful breeding:
rugged and bountiful for organic growing, pickerfriendl , nice half-long si e, and so stunning ou
just have to show everyone.
3679 A: 20 seeds, $8.00
B: 100 seeds, $32.00
C: 200 seeds, $53.00
Applegreen - Organic 7 da s Dropped.
Pure White (75 days) F-1 hybrid. Asian eggplant
features beautiful elongated cylindrical curved
1 x11/2" off-white fruits. The most productive
variet in our 013 trial averaged per plant, with
significant ripening around Sept and 70 maturit
before frost Staff tasters noted its cream nice texture,
good mild flavor, moderatel chew skin and
sweetness.
3682 A: 0.2g, $2.00
B: 0.4g, $2.75
C: 1g, $3.75
D: 4g, $7.00
E: 28g, $32.00
Rosita - Organic 8 da s
pen-pollinated osita is productive and
tasty without a hint of bitterness. These pear-shaped pink-lavender fruits
with white shoulders are 6 8 long and 6 wide and will stand up in an
Solanum beaut contest eirloom osita, brought to the mainland from
uerto ico in 1 7 , has gained a stead following n o its sweet delicious
tender white flesh
3688 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $5.00
C: 1g, $7.50
D: 4g, $18.00
E: 28g, $75.00
Rosa Bianca - Organic (88 days) Open-pollinated bicolor Italian
heirloom lan e age called it the best eggplant in the universe, with
a cream consistenc and delicate flavor
ead and shoulders above the
rest, added omash, like eggplant pudding
plump beaut that likes
the ichigan climate, chimed in nne lder orgeous rounded fruits,
white with lavender streaking down the side, about 3
across and
long, narrow at the top and widening with indentations almost like folds in
draped fabric Fruits average lb, max out at lb, e age s highest- ielding
eggplant. Rosa needs to be coddled, particularly in the northern half of New
ngland Seed needs alternating temperatures to break dormanc : warm da s
preferabl 80s , cooler nights around 70
3691 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 4g, $11.00
E: 28g, $33.00

FENNEL - GOURDS

Foeniculum vulgare

- All the fennels listed here are open-pollinated.
- Days to maturity are from seedling emergence.
Culture: Start indoors in early spring, transplant May-June. For fall bulbs, start late
spring. Minimum ermination temp 0 optimal ran e 0 0 ard to under 0 .
Adequate spacing to 8-12" apart is critical. Fennel prefers rich well-drained
slightly limey soil. Maintain consistent soil moisture for best bulbs.
Seed Fennel appears with Herbs on page 82.
Zefa Fino 6 da s his bulbing fennel grows 3 with edible
blue-green stems and feather green leaves Bred at the Swiss
Federal esearch Station Compared to some of the traditional
Italian varieties such as ontovani, much more resilient under
stress and much less likel to bolt spring planting will stand
till late summer. We advise a second sowing in July for crisp
uic bulbs till ctober hin to approximatel 1 apart in
18" rows. About 200 seeds/g.
4556 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 3g, $3.75
C: 9g, $8.00
D: 27g, $16.00
Bronze - Organic 6 da s Slow grower with ver
thin stems valued for its striking feather bron e foliage
Delicious and decorative. An intriguing addition to
mesclun and to flower beds bout 37 seeds g
4567 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 0.6g, $4.00
C: 3g, $6.75
D: 30g, $18.00
Perfection - Organic 7 da s he acme of erfection in bulbing fennel,
and a good performer in cool soils. Has shown up well in repeated trials, even
in warm seasons. Nearly as bolt proof as those pricey hybrids seven times
the cost
7 da s longer-standing than efa, with much thicker bulbs ur
thanks to ric Schori of narlwood Farm in empster,
, who suggested
erfection I ve seen erfection large enough to be used to subdue an orner
moose
akes a superb bulbing fennel even at more modest si es Saut
with onions, ellow peppers and a little toasted sesame oil and ou ma
keep it all for ourself instead of taking it to market
bout 0 seeds g
4553 A: 0.5g, $3.00
B: 3g, $7.50
C: 9g, $15.00
D: 27g, $35.00

All gourds are open-pollinated.
Gourds come in two major categories (Luffa is a third). The small ones are
Cucurbita pepo var. ovifera, known as ornamental gourds for their variety of shapes,
colors and surfaces. The larger ones are Lagenaria siceraria or hardshell gourds,
named from the Greek lagenos, a flask, and sicera, an intoxicating drink. Lagenaria
lack the color range of their smaller cousins, but fascinate with their magical shapes.
Because of their hard shells they are the type most commonly used for crafts, musical
instruments and utensils.

SMALL GOURDS Cucurbita pepo var. ovifera

bout 00 seeds o a s to maturit are from emer ence after direct sowin
These vigorous viners will usually mature their ornamental fruits in our climate
if direct-seeded after danger of frost. Use wire hoops and row cover
(page 141) to keep out cucumber beetles.
Tennessee Dancing Gourd (93 days) Anyone who sees
these tiny 2–3" adorable green-and-white striped bottle gourds
falls in love with them unior ordon of rimm Springs,
,
the original source for this delightful conversation piece, says
these are better known as spinning gourds and advises us to select
our seed crops for short, fairl thick straight necks and to rogue out
those with the longer crooked necks that won t spin as well o spin
them take the neck between our middle finger and thumb and
snap our fingers with a uick action
ids in ennessee used to
bring them to school as to s Staffer Sarah liver has developed
no small skill in transforming these into charming decorated
containers to showcase and store small objects.
ampant vines are extremel prolific producers of
the small fruits. Hard shells dry to tan color.
B: 1/4oz, $4.50
1908 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
C: 1/2oz, $7.50
D: 1oz, $13.00
E: 4oz, $45.00
Small Ornamental Mix
da s ight kinds of earl maturing types, with small spoon, bicolored pear, and
small orange most prevalent.
B: 1/4oz, $4.50
C: 1/2oz, $7.50
1912 A: 1/8oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $11.00
E: 4oz, $36.00
Professional Small Warted Mix
da s
e ve a ed up our usual
warted mix with an e uall fine but slightl different assortment of flats,
rounds, short pears, pears and spoons in a variety of solid, striped and bicolor
patterns. Yellows, greens, oranges and whites make a bright displa
e
love them, warts and all.
B: 1/4oz, $4.50
C: 1/2oz, $7.50
1939 A: 1/8oz, $2.75
D: 1oz, $11.00
E: 4oz, $36.00
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Autumn Wings 100 da s hese are to gourds as the 1 7 Cadillac was to
cars he have a double set of fins or wings Both the gourd and the car are
highl conspicuous utumn ings colors, a vivid mix of greens, yellows,
creams and whites, make them even more so Some of these gourds are
straight necked and others are curved he var in si e, too, one third small,
one third medium and the remainder in the large 6–8" range. We stop short
of claiming them to be the Cadillac of gourds, but bet the ll make a good
roadside stand attraction.
B: 1/4oz, $5.50
C: 1/2oz, $9.00
1957 A: 1/8oz, $3.25
D: 1oz, $16.00
E: 4oz, $55.00

LUFFA or LOOFAH Luffa aegyptiaca

bout 2 0 seeds o Days to maturity are from transplant.
Culture: Very long season: Luffa must be started indoors 4
weeks before transplanting after last frost. Use
row covers (page 141) and low
tunnels to help maturity and
reduce insect damage.
Trellis if you want your
luffas to be straight.
Luffa 110 da s
a be more closel related to the cucumber than to the
hardshell Lagenaria lso known as ishrag ourd, dried and used for
making bath sponges Some folks pick them oung, steam and pan-fr them
In addition to being a scrubber and a comestible, this versatile gourd has been
used to make soundproof wall boarding, to insulate arm helmets, to stuff
mattresses and saddles and even to make filters for steam engines and diesel
motors! Check our website for sponge-making directions
B: 1/4oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $5.00
1962 A: 1/8oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $8.00
E: 4oz, $18.00

LARGE GOURDS Lagenaria siceraria

bout 100 1 0 seeds o Days to maturity are from transplant. Originated in
tropical Africa.
Culture: Very long season: hardshell gourds must be started indoors 4 weeks before
transplanting after last frost. Use row covers (page 141) and low tunnels to help
maturity and reduce insect damage. To improve germination, sandpaper or clip off the
radicle end and soak seed. Do not disturb the roots. Vines will grow slowly for a few
weeks after transplanting. Once they take off, these rampant crawlers are noted for
their enormous foliage, more velvet in texture than that of other cucurbits, and their
large white almost luminous night-blooming flowers. eav feeders, the will take up
huge amounts of garden space unless trellised.
Large Bottle or Birdhouse (120 days) Rampant crawling vines produce
large gourds with bulbous base and narrow neck, usuall with a bulge at the
stem end row 1 tall and up to one foot in diameter reen rind turns
white or starts to brown upon maturit
hen dried, make durable bottles or
birdhouses. ac enefit harin .
1
1
B: /4oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
1966 A: /8oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $25.00
Speckled Swan 1 0 da s ver ear fairgoers gawk at these showstealers, whether in ack ertes demonstration gardens or at our booth
or in the all, admiring Swan s beautiful dark green surface with ver pale
green 1 splotches arge round 8 10 base tapers into graceful long neck,
sometimes straight, sometimes arched, capped by a small bulb near the stem
that looks like a swan s head he color becomes tan once the gourd is full
dried ikos has transformed one into a hunter s harp, swan head and all
ac enefit harin .
1968 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
B: 1/4oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $7.00
Bushel 13 da s Shaped like a large bowl
with a pot lid on it Can grow enormous
given sufficient heat, but in aine
will probabl max out at 18 across
Caution: requires a long season to
mature. To improve your chances,
limit each vine to one fruit rune
to halt vine growth after it sets first
fruit. ac enefit harin .
1990 A: 1/8oz, $2.50
B: 1/4oz, $4.75
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
D: 1oz, $12.00
E: 4oz, $36.00

Curing Lagenaria Gourds is Easy

ardshell gourds are 0 water at harvest he need to be cured or dried,
a slow process of evaporation through the outer shell, which is covered by
a thin ivor -green skin Curing can take 6 weeks to 1 ear average time
months depending on gourd si e, thickness of shell, weather and storage
conditions.
Immature gourds that have not developed a thick shell will rot after
harvest ature gourds are large and weight o cure, store off the ground in
a well-ventilated room or unheated outbuilding. For a smooth beige surface,
scrape off the outer skin after it loosens and darkens Free ing and thawing
loosens the outer skin
uter skin, if left on, ma become mold moldpatterned skin will dr to the gourd shell and can be sanded off, painted over
or incorporated into the decoration.

The selections here are rare heirloom varieties, all open-pollinated,
especially chosen for small-scale production. Revived interest in food
security and sovereignty inspires us to seek edible and heirloom grains.
For more barley, oats, wheat, and cover crops check out our Farm
Seed section beginning on page 118. For ornamental grains: amaranth,
page 88; millet, page 96; sorghum, page 100; wheat, page 102.

BARLEY

Burbank Hulless Barley - ECO Hordeum vulgare
n historic 6-rowed barle selected b uther Burbank from
California hulless barle In his final seed catalog he called it
one of his greatest grain creations
ill Bonsall recommended it for its tall heav stalks that allow it to sta erect without
lodging olden plump grains with a rich nutt flavor and 1
protein content. Has awns. About 31 seeds/g.
4303 A: 7g, $3.25
B: 28g, $9.00
C: 112g, $20.00

OATS

Terra Hulless Oats - Organic Avena nuda (100 days) Will Bonsall calls
this the best of the naked oats, the one to grow to eat It is probabl the earliest as well as the highest yielding with the largest seed.
his high-protein grain with pleasing flavor is easier
to thresh than most other oats, though it still has a
small hull that must be removed. A good variety to
re-introduce growing grain on home ground. About
35 seeds/g. BACK!
4309 A: 7g, $3.25
B: 28g, $8.00
C: 112g, $24.00

MESO-AMERICAN “GRAINS”

Opopeo Amaranth - Organic Amaranthus hybridus (125 days to seed)
he grain of the gods from popeo, exico maranth was one of the
tecs five principal crops he ground puffed seeds into flour and prepared sauces with the leaves maranth grain has 1 16 protein sed
as a green until flower-set 6 da s om igue sows thickl after frost
danger, en o ing the bron e-green leaves from 6 and the top leaves until
the plant reaches
igue sa s,
ever string , alwa s tender a lot
more massive than spinach, to which it tastes similar when cooked
Not great raw. Thin to grow grain, as huge plants require
spacing, or start as transplants to increase chances of
beginning your seed harvest before heavy autumnal rains.
popeo s magenta-purple stems grow 8 topped b
deep
burgund flower spikes each laden with 8 o of seed grain
rain matures from earl to mid ctober Cut and hang
the heads to dr inside rather than fieldcuring in wet autumns. Wait until grain is
crumbly dry and then rub against a mesh
screen to thresh. Boil 2 parts water to 1 part
grain for a high-protein gluten-free cereal or mix
with pumpkin meal, vegetables and herbs, allow to
harden, and slice into fr able patties ulti-branched plants prone to lodging
in loose soils. About 1250 seeds/g.
4300 A: 1g, $3.25
B: 4g, $7.00
C: 16g, $16.00
Tarwi Lupinus mutabilis 130 da s, longer to seed e thank ar as as
of Fort Fairfield,
, for providing us with the impetus to offer arwi, one
of the lost crops of the Incas ears ago he sent us seeds he had accessed
from the S
seed bank for this wild-looking 3 lupine native to the high
ndes In our trials, we were first attracted to its highl scented flowers of
mountain-sk blue, lilac and ellow,
with ellow and white keels ore
than just a beautiful ornamental, Tarwi
is potentially an important food crop.
With a full range of essential amino
acids and more than 0 protein, its
luminous pearl -white bean-like seeds
(2–6 per pod) surpass soybeans nutritionally. They require a long season to
mature, and must be soaked and rinsed
repeatedly to leach out their bitter
alkaloids to make a palatable food,
somewhat akin to barle in texture
and taste Start the seed indoors the
oung plants are frost sensitive ven
if ou lack the climate to grow the
plants to seed, all is not lost. These
1/16 o = 1.77 g
Weight
leguminous beauties grow in poor soil,
1/8 o = 3.55 g
fixing nitrogen and attracting beneficial
equivalents
1/ o = 7.09 g
insects with hone -scented flowers
1/2 o = 1
1 gram = 03 o
g
bout 13 seeds g packet
3 grams = 106 o
1o = 8 g
4314 A: 2g, $3.75
6 grams = 1 o
o = 113.5 g
B: 6g, $9.00
grams = 8 1 o
1# = 3 6 g
C: 18g, $25.00
120 grams =
o
D: 54g, $58.00
2.2# = 1000 g
Key to symbols (

bout 0 seeds
- Days to maturity are from transplant. Add 20 days for direct seeding.
Grow rice in the Northeast! Wild Folk Farm, growers of Akamuro, Hayayuki and Titanio, started with 5g of each from the USDA and have been selecting the best traits
from each variety. All four of our rices were grown in central Maine, Zone 5a/4b.
owland varieties are traditionally grown in wet clay paddies or riparian areas,
although flooding is not necessar . The are t picall shorter and produce more tillers
than upland rice, 30-50 per plant.
pland varieties grow in drier conditions, but also do well in flooded cla paddies.
Upland rice is taller and has fewer tillers than lowland. Each tiller is thicker and will
produce more seeds, 12–24 tillers per plant.
Culture: For both types, a rotation of saturated and very short (a few days) dry
periods is ideal from late May to June. After that,
cycling water patterns is less important but
still helpful. eep paddies flooded (but not
stagnant) if you can. Dryness during
the second half of the summer
shouldn’t affect yields much, just
maturation time and weed
pressure. For transplants,
start at 0
indoors
4–5 weeks before
setting out into rich
moist warm soil (early
June in Maine). Space
plants 10–12" apart in full
sun. May be direct seeded
in warmer regions. Heads the
ﬁrst week of ugust and ﬁnishes b late
September. If you live in a dry place, add 1–2
weeks to maturity dates. It’s possible to harvest 6–10 lb of rice from a 100' row.
Want help processing your rice? Contact wildfolkfarmers@gmail.com
Akamuro (105 days) A fast-maturing short-grain lowland rice, aka means
‘red’ in Japanese, and muro is ‘root cellar’ or ‘ice house.’ Originating in
okkaido, apan, this delicate rice, one of the skinniest, is a true heirloom
Aromatic seeds mature from pearly white to red. Hulls are burnt orange when
mature xtremel ornamental Bobolinks or ricebirds love to share the
harvest ard to one b from transplant egardless of water management,
this rice doesn t produce man tillers not as bush as a a uki, so can be
planted closer together. Good candidate for direct sowing in 5a or warmer.
4310 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $4.00
C: 28g, $10.00
D: 112g, $30.00
Hayayuki (105 days) A short-grain lowland rice, hayayuki is Japanese
for the first snow of the season, which perhaps coincides with its harvest
in colder climates er nutt and full flavored, good for fried rice Fast to
mature, it can work in one b in paddies from direct sowing but does best
from transplants Sensitive to dr weather, for large ields a a uki craves
saturated soil until ul ops out at 3
4311 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $3.75
C: 28g, $12.00
D: 112g, $32.00
Duborskian - Organic (115 days) Roberta Bailey got this upland shortgrain hard
ussian variet from Seed Savers xchange member npetu
ihankesni of Colorado ell adapted to dr -land production, sturd plants
resist lodging and shattering, grow to 0
producing 1 18 tillers per
plant, each bearing a rice panicle Can withstand a light frost a be direct
seeded in warmer regions.
4312 A: 1g, $4.00
B: 4g, $9.00
C: 28g, $40.00
D: 112g, $145.00
Titanio (120 days) An upland short-grain brown rice from Ital
sed for
risotto with cream texture and great flavor er dense spiraling seed heads
Zone 5a from transplant.
4313 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $3.75
C: 28g, $21.00
D: 112g, $30.00

SORGHUM

For ornamental sorghum, or broom corn, see page 100.
Texicoa Sorghum - Organic Sorghum bicolor (100 days)
Sorghum, a large corn-like plant originall domesticated in
frica, is traditionall considered a southern crop So I
was surprised this summer to find a grain sorghum being
grown b m neighbor in central aine his was a warmerthan-usual summer, but also shorter, with a late spring frost
bookended b an earl one in the fall, during which exicoa
matured its large dense heads ust in time ore exceptionall ,
it maintained its productivity during a severe drought, which
makes it a front runner in the climate-change sweepstakes
white-seeded grain sorghum also known as milo , exicoa can be
popped, but it is more commonl ground into a mild-flavored flour,
cooked as a grain, or sometimes nixtamali ed like corn and made into
tortillas Culture is similar to corn expect tillers as to thresh and
attractive to birds. Whatever you don’t eat can be used as animal
feed. ac enefit harin . NEW!
4316 A: 4g, $3.00
B: 12g, $5.75
C: 36g, $10.00
D: 112g, $20.00

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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GRAINS

RICE Oryza sativa

ARUGULA Eruca sativa

GREENS

All greens are open-pollinated except where noted. ook for the
snowflake s mbol after each cultivar description for indication that
a variety is hardy through at least a part of Northeast winters.
Days to maturity are from emergence after direct seeding.

GREENS MIXES

Mesclun ccording to osalind Creas , the original mesclun
used all parts of the tongue, with a range of textures
from crispy to velvety and of tastes from tangy to
bitter ur mixture consists of two packets:
2980 ettuce ix page 37 and 2996 ustard
ix below
arvest these greens b
cutting the leaves with scissors, leaving
1–2" of foliage as well as the apical bud
and several small leaves surrounding it, so
that the can grow back lant each packet
in adjoining beds or rows so that the mustards
won t overwhelm the lettuces lant lettuces about
weeks earlier for them to mature at the same time ou can enhance our
mesclun b adding other greens such as m che, cla tonia and bron e fennel
dd edible flowers of garlic chives, nasturtiums, violas, signet marigolds,
borage and mustard blossoms to lend further appeal to the mix, creating
delectable color, taste and texture contrasts
2992 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $7.00
C: 14g, $13.00
D: 28g, $22.00
E: 112g, $70.00
Greens Mix - Organic Versatile companion to 2981 rganic ettuce ix
page 37
t least five varieties, certified-organic seed, chosen from among
beets, chard, arugula, mustards, orachs, purslane, chervil and kales suitable
for mesclun or braising xact components will var according to availabilit
For a full organic salad, from seed to table bout 70 seeds g
2993 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.75
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $22.00
E: 112g, $70.00
Mustard Mix recentl formulated mix of our beautiful mustards Includes
greens, purples, pinks, streaked and frilled varieties bout 0 seeds g
2996 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 14g, $10.00
D: 28g, $15.00
E: 112g, $42.00
Braising Mix 0 da s
uick-growing mix of delicate and sturd greens
and purples full of flavor and bod
arvest from bab stage into maturit
for a continuous mess of greens in your bowl. About 300 seeds/g.
2998 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.75
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $22.00
E: 112g, $68.00

eason

tendin

reens

reens marked with at the end of their descriptions are hardy through at
least a portion of our winters in ones and , and probabl with protection
can survive the entire winter in Zone 6 and south. We continue our trials to
add to this selection.
Cabbage pg 15
33 1 eadon Savo Cabbage
33
anuar ing Cabbage
Greens: Arugula pg 28
3020 Astro Arugula
3021 Ice-Bred Arugula
3022 Arugula
30 7 S lvetta rugula
Lettuce pp 37reens pecia ty pg 30
88
inter ettuce ix
30 0 Cla tonia
2791 Tango Looseleaf
310
erte de Cambrai ache
2786 Red-Tinged Winter Looseleaf
Greens: Asian pg 32
78
erlot ooseleaf
3 0
hite Flowered ailaan
788 scarde akleaf
3 18 Senposai
781
erlox ed ak
3220 Tatsoi
2796 Lollo Rosso
3 7 Chinese hick-Stem
81
orth ole Butterhead
Greens: Mustards pg 33
816
inter arvel Butterhead
3236 Golden Frill
8
inter ensit omaine
3 3
ink ettuc ene ool
2865 Rouge d’Hiver Romaine
3 1 Spic reen
2886 Winter Wonderland Romaine
3 3 reen ave
pinach pg 59
3
ed iant
10 Space
Kale & Collards pp 35-36
2512 Olympia
3
Scarlet ale
2538 Tundra
3 0 warf Blue ale
0 Bloomsdale
3
edbor ale
2555 Giant Winter
3 3
interbor ale
2558 Winter Bloomsdale
3 7 ainbow acinato ale
Parsley pg 8
3 8 Baltisk ale
31 8 igante d Italia arsle
3
arkibor ale
3166 ouble Curled arsle
3 60 ussian Frills ale
316
rausa arsle
3 61 ed ussian ale
3170 ark reen Italian arsle
3 6
hite ussian ale
Miscellany
3 1 ates Collards
3 71 olibri ohlrabi page 36
3
Cascade la e Collards
2393 Gilfeather Turnip greens (p. 76)
3 3 Champion Collards
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bout 11 00 1 000 seeds o Also known as Roquette or Rocket. Musky green and
its piquant blossoms will spice up your salad.
Culture: Prefers cool temperatures; direct seed as early as possible in spring. Bolts
readily in heat; much better as a fall crop or succession planted. Use row covers to
discourage flea beetles. et some spring plants grow to seed and be rewarded with
a self-sown eptember and ctober patch that is delicious and has no flea beetle
damage! prime ingredient in tang mesclun mixes. requent watering will reduce its
pungency. Suitable for microgreens.
Astro - Organic 3 da s mature, 1 da s bab
fter m first
taste I was tempted to wisecrack that stro is to real arugula
as Astroturf is to real grass. But that would be grossly unfair.
es, its pleasant tender texture and mild flavor might be a
slight letdown for those of us who prefer our arugula more
piquant. However, we found when it debuted in our catalog
that man people prefer this milder strain, making it a top
seller Selected for profuse basal growth, stro rockets
into dense clusters of thick lush leaves for bab -greens
harvest eaf shapes are a mix of smooth-edged and lobed
Grows equally well during cool and hot seasons, Astro
came to us highl recommended b our est Coast seed
farmers for its dependability and yield.
B: 1/8oz, $4.25
3020 A: 1/16oz, $2.75
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
D: 1oz, $9.00
E: 4oz, $16.00
K: 1#, $55.00
Ice-Bred - Organic
da s For m mone , the best
arugula to be found anywhere. Brett Grohsgal crossed
two excellent uropean heirloom strains in 1 8 and
subsequently selected for cold hardiness and vigor, in the
end breeding one tough cookie id-ribs and whole leaves
develop a lovel purple hue in winter free es ecovers in
spring even if plant goes dormant under very cold conditions.
Seedlings can stand drought, compete against weeds and
don’t require high soil fertility. They have been 1–2 days slower to
bolt than other arugulas in my spring-sown plots. This is arugula with
more bite, vigorous with complex full flavors reeder roya ties.
B: 1/8oz, $4.50
C: 1/2oz, $7.00
3021 A: 1/16oz, $2.75
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $32.00
Arugula 7 da s he best-tasting and most bolt-resistant of the strains
in our 2017 trials (3021 Ice-Bred was not included in that test Stood
temperatures down to 1 double-covered under row cover
Arugula
B: 1/8oz, $2.50
C: 1/2oz, $3.50
3022 A: 1/16oz, $1.75
D: 1oz, $5.00
E: 4oz, $7.00
K: 1#, $18.00
L: 5#, $80.00
Arugula - Organic
B: 1/8oz, $3.00
C: 1/2oz, $4.00
3023 A: 1/16oz, $2.00
D: 1oz, $6.00
E: 4oz, $11.00
K: 1#, $34.00
L: 5#, $156.00
Sylvetta Wild Arugula (50 days mature, 21 days baby) Diplotaxis erucoides
lso known as ucola Selvatica, a must for extraordinar cold-season salads
wild form of arugula, ver deepl lobed dark green narrow leaves grow
steadil , reaching 3 in 3 weeks, the perfect length for a 7 salad plate utt ,
sweet, crisp and moderatel spic , S lvetta grows foliage right to the rib base,
no stem to trim lease our restaurant accounts with this beautifull uniform
arugula strain Slower growing, smaller and more pungent than regular
arugula. Out-competed 8 other commercial-production strains in
our summer endurance trial ighl recommended for market
farmers and gardeners alike liot Coleman lists it as one of
his winter staples in The Winter Harvest Handbook. About
83,700 seeds o
3027 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
D: 1oz, $12.00
E: 4oz, $38.00
K: 1#, $130.00

Saving Arugula Seed Is Easy!
Let your spring sowing of arugula
bolt he flowers develop into narrow
seed pods. Once pods dry on the
stems, the can be easil broken open
for seed See page 106 for more about
seed saving.

CHARD Beta vulgaris (cicla group)

CHICORY Cichorium intybus

bout 00 000 seeds o
Salzer’s 1915 catalog opines, “Swiss chard produces more food for the table than
almost any other vegetable and it also requires less care; it yields a constant crop from
July to winter.” Same species as beets.
Culture: Hardy and easy to grow. Can be sown almost as soon as ground can be
worked in spring. Minimum ermination temperature 0 optimum ran e 0
Space according to use—direct seed 2" apart for baby-leaf harvest; thin to 12–16"
apart for large leaves. Start indoors and transplant for earlier harvests. Soften thick
ribs of chard, beets and other greens by braising. Also used for microgreens.
Disease: Cercospora Leaf Spot (CLS) looks like someone shot small target-like
circles in mature foliage. rolonged periods of rain and high humidit exacerbate this
disease. Rotating crops, removing plant debris, and wider row spacing for adequate
air circulation are preventive measures.
Fordhook Giant 0 da s Broad white stems, leaves dark green and
savoyed with white veins. The standard variety, introduced by Burpee, in
1 3 has developed a fair amount of variabilit in recent ears
B: 1/8oz, $2.50
C: 1/2oz, $3.00
3031 A: 1/16oz, $2.00
D: 1oz, $4.50
E: 4oz, $7.50
K: 1#, $19.00
L: 5#, $80.00
Argentata
da s igorous long-standing 3 plants tolerate a wide
variety of weather conditions. Broad silvery-white midribs with a crispy sweet
succulence and none of the oxalic aftertaste so common in other chards he
deep green savo ed leaves with a mild clean flavor make a great substitute for
spinach in omelettes, pasta dishes and casseroles.
B: 1/8oz, $3.00
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
3033 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $8.00
E: 4oz, $22.00
Perpetual Spinach or Leaf Beet
da s hanks to am awling for
suggesting we add this member of the chard family. Leaf beet should be
cultured like an other chard variet It looks similar to other swiss chards,
but its stems are thinner and its exceptionall tender leaves are smoother, not
puckered It tastes unlike an other chard, imparting a spinach-like flavor that
lingers pleasantl
nlike spinach, erpetual lasts through summer into fall
as it withstands light and moderate frosts roduction from une to ctober,
reports one central-Vermont grower.
B: 1/8oz, $2.50
C: 1/2oz, $4.00
3034 A: 1/16oz, $1.75
D: 1oz, $6.00
E: 4oz, $10.00
K: 1#, $28.00
Bali
da s for bunching, 3
0 da s bab leaf Bali chard is a spectrum
leap from traditional rhubarb chard even at bab stage it s like putting
little red lightning bolts in our salad mix ith a ver dark lush green full
savo ed leaf, the veins and stalk contrast like fier lava outhfeel is uic
and succulent flavor ver mild o odd bolting or wilting, no beet-rooted
re ects or wiggl weird stems xcellent regrowth for multiple harvests his
is red-chard perfection from Be o Seeds
B: 1/8oz, $3.75
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
3035 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $8.00
E: 4oz, $15.00
K: 1#, $38.00
Bright Lights 6 da s
best seller and 1 8
S winner from ohnn s
Selected Seeds Bright ights bathes stems, midribs and secondar veins in
a panopl of gold, ellow, orange, pink, intermediate pastels and da ling
stripes he tenderness of its dark green to bron e leaves and the mildness of
its chard flavor impresses all who tr it oung seedlings respond to cut-andcome-again culture, ideal for mesclun eveloped b ohn aton of ower
Hutt, New Zealand, who found the parent plants, red and yellow, in a small
home garden in 1977 and crossed them to standard green and white varieties,
selecting for color and flavor over the next fifteen ears ohnn s worked the
following years to preserve the strength and range of the individual colors.
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $5.00
3036 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $7.00
E: 4oz, $20.00
K: 1#, $68.00
Golden - Organic 6 da s he gold standard in chard and a first-rate
ornamental edible once rare color in chard, this strain from Frank orton
always stands out in our grow-outs for its taste as well as its color. Large lightgreen semi-savoyed leaves contrast with the bright yellow stems and veins.
Becomes strikingl luminescent as the plant matures nd the taste lacks the
metallic qualities of some chard. This heirloom was developed in the 1830s
when it was originall known as Chilean beet
B: 1/8oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $7.00
3038 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $33.00
Key to symbols (

bout 0 00 seeds
Culture: Performs best in cool weather,
spring or fall. Direct seed every 3 weeks,
or start indoors 4 weeks before setting
out, and space 1' apart for heads.
Italiko Rosso 60 da s Savor
Italian chicor often mistaken for
a red dandelion. Nip off the deeply
toothed red-veined leaves for a delectable treat. Ideal for braising, good
in spicy mesclun, it imparts its mild
dandelion flavor oderatel tang in
cool weather, it can be somewhat bitter
in summer’s heat.
3047 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 1g, $3.50
C: 2g, $5.00
D: 8g, $7.00
E: 16g, $10.00
K: 32g, $14.00
Pan di Zucchero (80 days) The name means ‘sugar loaf’ in Italian. If you
associate chicor with bitterness, heirloom an di ucchero will surprise
ou Beed arker enthused in late ugust: he seed was extraordinaril
vigorous so I put it out in any stray place in the spring and have been eating
it for weeks now the white inner core as romaine lettuce and the outer tough
darker green leaves in stir fr
resists weather extremes, drought in this
case Its 1 tall large tight light green leaves are shaped like a romaine lettuce
crossed with a nappa cabbage. High yielding, best as a fall crop. Will store
well for three months and survive for four if you wrap it tightly in slightly
damp newspaper and keep it ust above free ing ucie rbuthnot compared
it to witloof chicor , but without the extra work
3048 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 1g, $3.50
C: 2g, $5.00
D: 8g, $7.00
E: 16g, $10.00
K: 32g, $16.00
Puntarelle (80 days) A chicory grown for its stems, which join
together at the base to form a swollen bulb-like vegetable
he sweet hollow stalks, with texture akin to celer , are
harvested when young and tender, then sliced lengthwise
into spears and soaked in ice water, causing them to curl
and become uicier ake the salad called untarelle alla
Romana by dressing them raw with anchovies, garlic,
red wine and olive oil, which brings out their flavors:
hints of arugula spiciness combined with fennel overtones.
he frill leaves can be stripped off and cooked separatel ,
or the stems can be cooked as well and served with such
traditional Italian fare as beans and pasta. Transplant or
direct seed. Best grown in fall and harvested before frost.
3049 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 2g, $3.50
C: 4g, $5.00
D: 16g, $12.00
E: 32g, $20.00
Chervil: see page 81.
Parsley: see page 84.
Spinach: see page 59.

pport the ne t eneration o

eed ar ers

s experienced organic seed farmers begin to retire, the need for a new
generation of skilled seedspeople grows o reap good seed, one must first
become a good farmer he nonprofit rganic Farm School integrates both
concepts into its curriculum b offering on-going training of new farmers in
a way that inspires and encourages them to engage in seed growing from the
beginning of their careers, sa s xecutive irector ud Feldman
onsider donatin to the r anic ar
choo with our Seeds order,
either online or on the Seeds order form, page 161 Contributions support:
- teaching, mentoring and coaching for seed development and production as
part of regenerative farming.
- networking between new farmers and experienced seed farmers
- tuition for students specificall interested seed education
earn more: or anic ar schoo .or

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.

fedcoseeds.com
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GREENS

Silverado - Organic 6 full si e 30 da s bab leaf ainers sure do love
their Swiss chard: this eas -to-grow earl crop brightens our chill drear
spring and keeps producing the whole season long Silverado, with its gloss
deep green crinkl leaves and bright white stems is much like Fordhook,
except it is more compact, more deepl savo ed, more uniform and with a
narrower stem. It is also slower to grow to its full 16" height and slower to
bolt, which gives it a long harvest window. Tasty. Very cold tolerant.
B: 1/8oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $10.00
3039 A: 1/16oz, $2.75
D: 1oz, $16.00
E: 4oz, $50.00
Red Rhubarb - Organic
da s eep crimson stalks, dark green leaves
er hard Beautiful for edible landscapes eirloom from urope goes back
to 18 7 Shows some variabilit
B: 1/8oz, $2.75
C: 1/2oz, $4.00
3041 A: 1/16oz, $2.00
D: 1oz, $5.50
E: 4oz, $18.00
K: 1#, $60.00

GREENS

ENDIVE Cichorium endivia

bout 1 000 22 000 seeds o Culture same as chicory (page 29).
Très Fine Maraîchère Olesh - Organic
da s nne lder
reported this 19th-century French heirloom has changed her
CS members minds about endive
ow, an endive that is
sweet lmost unheard of
arge fri
endive with ver fine
ribs suitable for late spring and early summer harvests.
olds well in the field nown to chefs as fris e
B: 1/8oz, $6.00
3063 A: 1/16oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $20.00
D: 1oz, $35.00
Speckled Friz Chickendiva - Organic (70-90 days)
C. intybus x C. endivia. Availability uncertain as we go
to press. Please check our website.
Full Heart Batavian 8 da s lso known
as scarole Smooth broad dark green outer
leaves with creamy yellow closely bunched
center leaves that Fearing Burr described
as thick and flesh in his 1863 Field and
Garden Vegetables. Lauded by William
Woys Weaver as a good salad green, not
bitter speciall good as a fall crop tolerates
frost under row cover Best cooked one Italian tradition is
to braise with white beans, also makes a savor escarole and leek pie
B: 1/8oz, $3.00
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
3092 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $9.00
E: 4oz, $18.00
K: 1#, $54.00

RADICCHIO Cichorium intybus

bout 0 1000 seeds Seed not pelleted.
- Days to maturity are from direct seeding.
Culture: Culture like lettuce; do not allow to dry out. They are
mature when heads form in the center. If you try directseeding, watch out for flea beetles. all crops make the
largest heads. Very tolerant of fall frosts down to the
20s.
Wonderful in salads or braised, these radicchios
are easy to raise from transplants although they
have not et been reﬁned to absolute uniformit .
Occasional plants still bolt unpredictably. The outer
leaves are bitter; the edible centers are an acquired
taste, retaining some bitterness. The folks at Adaptive
Seeds suggest that steeping the leaves in ice water
dissolves some of the bitterness.
Fiero (66 days) F-1 hybrid. Beautiful elongated upright radicchio. Deeply
ribbed leaves with a branching pattern the whitish veins blush green along
the margins and branches, creating a spectacular color contrast with the
purplish background arl and delicious, a reliable header
3187 A: 0.05g, $3.50
B: 0.1g, $5.00
C: 0.2g, $8.00
D: 0.4g, $15.00
E: 1.6g, $48.00
K: 3.2g, $80.00
Indigo (69 days) F-1 hybrid. We’ve never seen a radicchio produce such
consistentl large tight heads of extraordinar rich interior color ikos rated
it one of the sweetest red radicchios she’s ever tasted. Tipburn resistant.
3188 A: 0.05g, $3.50
B: 0.1g, $5.00
C: 0.2g, $9.00
D: 0.4g, $13.00
E: 1.6g, $44.00
K: 3.2g, $78.00
Radicchio di Treviso 80 da s Shaped almost like a
small romaine lettuce, turns from green to variegated
dark burgund with lovel white veining as the
nights grow cold s its narrow leaves bunch like
a romaine, you can bind them with a ribbon to
make a firmer head Best for fall crops
3189 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 1g, $3.50
C: 2g, $5.00
D: 8g, $8.00
E: 16g, $13.00
K: 32g, $22.00
Palla di Fuoco Rossa 8 da s
ound-headed Chioggia-t pe from
Ital
alla di Fuoco impressed us with its deep burgund heads with good
uniformit Its name means ball of red fire
3190 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 1g, $3.50
C: 2g, $5.00
D: 8g, $9.00
E: 16g, $13.00
K: 32g, $22.00
Our farm always turns to your
catalog FI S for all our seed
needs and onl when we can t find
what we are looking for within our
pages do we sadl look elsewhere
Viva Fedco!
ar a Smets,
etersburg,
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AMARANTH Amaranthus tricolor

maranth was one of the tecs ﬁve principal crops. The ground seeds into flour
and prepared sauces with the leaves, rich in vitamins and minerals.
For grain amaranth see page 27; for ornamental amaranth see page 88.
Red Calaloo (120 days to full maturity, but best when harvested young)
Calaloo is a Caribbean stew that has man local variations, as does the
name of the greens and the variety of amaranth
used in the dish, which also varies from island to
island. Though never a fan of amaranth greens,
considering them barely edible forage, the
tricolor bla e on the tall upright Calaloo
in August, more red than Hopi Red
Dye, wowed me so I was induced
to eat a bit. Double Wow! It was soft
smooth eas eating and that was raw,
straight out of the field Cooked with
some tomatoes, peppers, onions, and garlic in
a version of the stew it was tender and delicious.
Cutting back the stalks for earl leaf harvest
onl makes the plant bushier row it as an
ornamental and then eat it. Not all plants are red at the
seedling stage, but the eventuall turn refers warm
conditions. ac enefit harin . About 1250 seeds/g.
4301 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $4.75
C: 16g, $10.00
D: 80g, $25.00

CLAYTONIA Montia perfoliata

bout 1 0 seeds Direct seed in spring, 1/2" apart. Thin to 3" apart. Responds to
cut-and-come-again culture and tolerates moderate frosts. For best quality, make at
least one succession planting.
Claytonia 0 da s lso known as Winter Purslane
and Miner’s Lettuce, it was the
ers green of choice,
rich in calcium and vitamin C Cla tonia s small heartshaped leaves have a mild but succulent taste that we find
attractive. We add it regularly to our mesclun. Barbara
amrosch sa s it re-grows like cra so ou can get cut
after cut off the same plant
3050 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1g, $3.75
C: 2g, $6.00
D: 8g, $12.00
E: 16g, $20.00
K: 32g, $32.00

CRESS Lepidium sativum

bout 000 10 000 seeds o Cress is great for quick spicy microgreens. Also called
Garden Cress to distinguish it from Watercress.
Wrinkled Crinkled Crumpled Cress - Organic (30 days)
Salad green that will impress
ix some lettuce, add some dress
Stir it up, sit down and fress
Banish cares and summer stress.
With a designer’s eye, a discerning palate, and a
breeder s deft touch, Frank orton crossed ersian
and curled cresses to create a gene pool, from which
he selected
rinkled Crinkled Broad leaves are
extremel ruffled and wrinkled along the margins
and savo ed in the middle
fluff spic addition to
our salad mix, imparting a tang, plus an irresistible
sweetness Can be bunched for market
B: 1/8oz, $3.75
C: 1/2oz, $6.50
3056 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $9.00
E: 4oz, $23.00
K: 1#, $80.00

MÂCHE Valerianella locusta

Also known as Corn Salad, Dutch Corn Salad, Lamb’s Lettuce,
ield alad and etticus, m che has a unique nutt flavor.
Culture: Mâche seed requires 10–14 days to
germinate. ever start in soil temperatures above
as excessive warmth triggers seed dormanc .
Verte de Cambrai
da s small-seeded
small-leaved strain that performs especially well
in cool or cold conditions and is the best kind
for overwintering Susan Coombs of ewton,
, reported it happil growing in her garden
in Februar
a be the same variet grown
for Thomas Jefferson in 1810 under the name
Candia bout 10,000 seeds o
C: 1/2oz, $4.50
3102 A: 1/16oz, $2.00 B: 1/8oz, $3.25
D: 1oz, $6.00
E: 4oz, $16.00
K: 1#, $42.00
Large-Leaf Round (60 days) Vigorous large-leaf type is suitable for sowing
in spring for an earl summer harvest Br an
ara sa s alwa s a favorite
in winter salads
eaver traces this strain back to the 18 0s, but for centuries
prior to that corn salad was gathered in the wild bout 10,600 seeds o
B: 1/8oz, $3.00
C: 1/2oz, $4.50
3114 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $6.00
E: 4oz, $11.00
K: 1#, $32.00

ORACH Atriplex hortensis bout 000 000 seeds o
Culture: Thrives in cool weather and should be direct-sown as soon as the ground
can be worked. Can be pinched back to encourage production and retard bolting.
Key salad ingredient once called the Cabbage of Love, also known as Mountain
Spinach, popular in the 19th century then long forgotten.
Purple Orach - Organic (38 days) Beautiful red-purple spinach-shaped
leaves have a mild flavor ood for microgreens, salads and cooking
B: 1/8oz, $6.25
C: 1/2oz, $12.00
3148 A: 1/16oz, $3.50
D: 1oz, $20.00
E: 4oz, $72.00
Aurora Orach Mix - Organic 38 da s In his ild arden Seed catalog,
originator Frank orton calls it mountain spinach for merr pranksters
his mix of golden, dark purple, purple and carmine da -glo will give orach
a whole new aura in our garden and salad mixes s orton
sa s, xotic forms and high-contrast high-intensit color sells
seed, and good taste and easy culture sells that seed year after
ear
B: 1/8oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $14.00
3150 A: 1/16oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $26.00
E: 4oz, $96.00
PURSLANE Portulaca oleracea var. sativa

Culture: Direct seed in spring, after danger of frost. Thin to 5" apart. Can be cut; will
regenerate. We recommend a succession planting to maximi e tenderness.
Its Latin name means ‘milk-bearing vegetable.’ Purslane leaves have more
vitamin than spinach and are rich in omega- fatt acids and antioxidants.
Golden - Organic (50 days) Its wild relative, the common garden weed,
was a favorite edible of both Thoreau and Gandhi. This domesticated strain
is more erect than the wilding, with larger leaves, and not crawl Succulent
texture with a mildl acerbic flavor makes it an ideal addition to salad mixes
olden-green leaves patterned like a cross bout 000 seeds g
3182 A: 0.5g, $2.75
B: 1g, $4.00
C: 2g, $6.00
D: 8g, $11.00
E: 16g, $18.00
K: 32g, $32.00

Caucasian Mountain Spinach - ECO Hablitzia tamnoides erennial,
Zones 3-6. The surprise sensation of our 2015 catalog, Hablitzia’s success
motivated us to ramp up our perennial selection. Too new to have an agreedupon common name, this plant has everything else. Originating in the
Caucasus, this ver hard perennial grows 6 long in 3 months once it s
established. In very early spring when few other edible greens have surfaced, it
offers tast shoots and the subse uent leaves make a delicious tender spinachlike vegetable without an bitterness oreover, it s beautiful, was originall
introduced into Sweden around 1870 as an attractive vine to screen manor
houses with its heart-shaped leaves nd, finall , though it is best grown in
sun to maximi e its productivit , it will also do well in its native habitat, the
understor of temperate forests Best germinated with stratification, and slowgrowing in the first ear bout 1,360 seeds g
2590 A: 0.1g, $3.25
B: 0.2g, $5.00
C: 0.4g, $8.00
D: 1g, $12.00
E: 4g, $40.00
Good King Henry - ECO Blitum bonus-henricus erennial, ones 3- ,
also known as incolnshire Spinach sed as a potherb, one of the first greens
of spring and one of the last of fall arvest the dark green arrow-shaped
leaves and use like spinach ncient plant used in festive meals, in meat
dishes and as a side dish, ver popular in urope before it was supplanted
b spinach he name comes from haganrich, literall king of the hedge,
supposedly a goose-footed gremlin with that helps around the house. (I could
use one of those! refers rich soil in semi-shad areas, though will grow
in full sun Stratif seeds: fluctuation of high and low temperatures aids
germination. Direct sow in spring or fall or transplant very young seedlings in
spring nce established the plants don t like transplanting e uires a ear
of growth before leaves can be harvested. Another name for this plant is Fat
en, as stalks grow to 1/2 if left uncut, ielding a plethora of seeds beloved
b chickens bout 160 seeds g
3096 A: 0.5g, $2.75
B: 1g, $4.00
C: 2g, $6.50
D: 8g, $15.00
E: 16g, $24.00
Key to symbols (

Sea Kale Crambe maritima erennial, probabl
one
ative to the seashores of ngland
and Ireland and popular in ictorian ngland
Once grown on a large scale as a winter
substitute for asparagus, cultivated for its
blanched tender delicate ivory-colored leaf
stalks that can be boiled or steamed to provide
a good source of vitamin C Sea ale grows up
to 3 forming a beautiful rosette of wav -edged thick
silvery-grey leaves and dense racemes of small white
highl fragrant flowers in midsummer lants die back in the
winter, the ideal time to take cuttings of the flesh side-roots to
store in moist sand until setting out in soil in arch his is an easier
wa to generate plants than starting from seed Scarif seeds or nick the
big seed casings for better germination Start indoors like broccoli, set out,
protect to overwinter and begin harvesting the 2nd and subsequent years.
Blanch the tender slightl bitter earl spring shoots in absolute darkness
under large pots, and harvest when the stems reach 3 10
xposed to light,
in its natural state Sea ale is bitter and inedible fter blanching, allow
plants to rebuild their strength for the following season. About 35 seeds/g.
3099 A: 1g, $3.25
B: 2g, $5.00
C: 4g, $9.00
D: 8g, $15.00
E: 16g, $27.00
Broad-Leaved Sorrel (60 days) Rumex acetosa erennial, one 3 ften
known as Sour rass ikes cool weather, acid soil, partial shade and plent
of water to retard bolting In spring it rapidl shoots up its thick sword-shaped
lemon -flavored leaves If left untouched will grow up to 18 and make
seed stalks se for microgreens or snip the leaves while the are
still young and tender. Keep cutting and never let them
grow big and coarse or go to seed. If they get away, mow
the plant close to the ground and it will regenerate. Or
treat as a biennial by planting a new patch every year and
rotating the old out of production oung leaves add tang
to soups and salads and provide a welcome spring tonic. Tony
icci of reen eron Farm in
recommends grilling fish
wrapped in sorrel leaves surrounded by foil to impart an
herbal-lemon flavor to the fish bout , 00 seeds o
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $5.00
3192 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $7.00
E: 4oz, $16.00
Avona Watercress - Organic (60 days) st ti m o fi i e erennial,
one , native to urope Start seeds indoors and transplant to cold frame,
keeping watered, or direct sow in sogg stream bank lso good in pots ikes
sunshine eep picked it gets bitter once flowers form Its pepper taste enhances man a salad, soup and tea Super-nutritious, it is high in vitamin C,
calcium and iron ccording to Conn researchers, contains a compound that
inhibits numerous t pes of cancers Since ancient China and g pt, has had
widespread culinary and medicinal uses. It is also a candidate for possible
use in ph to-remediation or wastewater treatment operations otentiall invasive we cannot ship to CT or IL where it is banned. In other warm moist
locations, keep a close e e on plantings to prevent its unwanted spread Its
many uses perfectly illustrate the conundrum posed by potentially invasive
plants: how do we find wa s to rein in their rampant growth and harness their
man benefits instead of banning them bout ,000 seeds o
B: 1/8oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $12.00
3059 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $18.00
E: 4oz, $58.00
Turkish Rocket - ECO Bunias orientalis erennial, ones -8 few ears
ago, defeated b the resident flea beetle population I gave up on growing
brassicas in m garden But when aron arker brought urkish ocket seeds
to the 017 Seed Swap and Scionwood xchange, I picked up a few an wa ,
tempted by the promise of direct-seeded perennial vegetables and by Aaron’s
reputation for growing cool plants o m delight, the flea beetles turned up
their noses at this new arrival, allowing ongoing harvest of tender spicy mustard greens and
florets for stir-fr ing throughout the month of
a
arger leaves are harvestable through
the growing season, with another flush of new
growth starting in mid to late August. In the
perennial garden, these plants stick up for
themselves as attractive mounds of bright pointed leaves that shade out weeds. Drought-tolerant
with a deep taproot that brings up moisture and
minerals, this ocket attracts beneficial insects
and can be used as animal fodder Considered invasive in some locales, this doesn’t seem to
be a problem in aine owever, attentive
deadheading will eliminate that possibility.
Not for sale to Wisconsin.
3195
A: 1g, $4.25
B: 4g, $12.50
C: 14g, $33.00
D: 28g, $55.00

) and supplier codes (

We are inspired and pleased by the tasty veggie art.
– Valerie Rocco, Dorena, OR
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NEW ZEALAND SPINACH Tetragonia tetragonioides

Culture: Soak the nut-like seeds before sowing to speed and improve germination.
Be patient and don’t give up too soon. Irrigate frequently and pick often to keep leaves
tender and succulent and to avoid yellowing. Will withstand frosts to the low 20s.
New Zealand Spinach
da s Captain
Cook s vo agers noted it in 1770 on the shores
of ueen Charlotte s Sound in ew ealand
oesn t look like a true spinach or taste like
one, though some find it an
acceptable substitute because it
stands through the hot summer
when true spinach bolts Cooks
have discovered it is a good
green baked, especiall in
lasagna. Only a few plants
will fill in our patch because
Tetragonia sprawls 3 0 seeds o
B: 1/2oz, $3.00
C: 1oz, $5.00
2592 A: 1/4oz, $2.25
D: 4oz, $12.00
E: 1#, $25.00

ASIAN GREENS

Brassica spp.

- All Asian greens are open-pollinated except where noted.
- a s to maturit are from emer ence after sowin from
transplant subtract 20 da s
Culture: Wire hoops and row cover (page
) keep out flea beetle
and are a must for pristine salad or braising mixes!
Diseases:
ALTS Alternaria Leaf Spot
BSR Bacterial Soft Rot
BL
Black Leg
DM
Downy Mildew
BR
Black Rot
Note: Due to Black Leg quarantine issued by Oregon, we cannot ship Asian
brassica greens packets larger than 1/2 oz (14g) into the Willamette Valley
except those that have tested negative for lack eg and lack ot. ur
information at press time is in the descriptions here; please check our
website for updates.
Garland Serrated Chrysanthemum 0 da s Glebionis coronaria
Grown for its aromatic greens with an unusual taste appreciated by devotees.
his strain was superior to other Shungiku varieties in our trial Its 3 flowers
(buttercup yellow, edged in white with serrated tips) were larger and better
for the edible flower market and its small gre -green serrated leaves had
distinctl more chr santhemum taste It also makes a great ellow-d e plant
he apanese use it in heart one-pot winter stews known as oden lso good
in salads, soups and stir-fries lant thickl in earl spring or summer for
a fall crop and harvest green leaves when stems are 8 tall, before buds
appear Sometimes self-sows bout 11,000 seeds o
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $5.00
3203 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $7.00
E: 4oz, $20.00
K: 1#, $75.00
White Flowered Kailaan
-60 da s B. oleracea F-1 h brid lso known
as Chinese Broccoli, Chinese ale or ai an rown for its succulent stalks
and leaves, it sends up tender 8 shoots topped with elegant little loose florets
nce the main stalk is cut, it coppices into man secondar shoots as
versatilit and flavor similar to broccoli, excellent steamed or in stir-fries
Heat and cold tolerant, thrives in a wide range of climates and can be planted
in late spring, late summer or earl fall bout 1 0 seeds g
3204 A: 2g, $2.50
B: 4g, $3.75
C: 14g, $9.00
D: 28g, $11.00
E: 112g, $30.00
K: 448g, $100.00
Hon Tsai Tai (37 days) B. rapa Chinese specialt vegetable also known as
urple-flowered Cho Sum, meaning vegetable heart or flowering stem in
Cantonese he flower stalks, leaf stalks and buds are deep purple, with color
intensifying in cold weather. Grows vigorously in fertile soil, producing up to
fort pencil-thick flowering shoots, though much skimpier on poor ground
Shoots and leaves have a pleasant mild mustard flavor good for stir-fries,
braising and soups. Also good for microgreens. Grows best in cool weather,
ideal when sown in late summer for a fall crop or in fall for an early winter
crop in warmer climates ard to 3
a bolt prematurel in midsummer
heat bout ,000 seeds o
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $5.00
3205 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $7.00
E: 4oz, $18.00
K: 1#, $55.00
Maruba Santoh (35 days) B. r. pekinensis group
ith aruba ou get
four vegetables in one. The loose round vibrant chartreuse leaves provide a
mild pi uant mustard flavor while the flat white stems impart a uic crisp
pac choi taste igh-end chefs like to use the blossoms arket grower Scott
owell finds the flavor more subtle and complex than that of other greens and
cuts aruba small for his mesclun Fairl bolt tolerant, so plant after the earl
spring flea beetle invasion subsides bout 8,000 seeds o
B: 1/8oz, $3.25
C: 1/2oz, $5.50
3209 A: 1/16oz, $2.00
D: 1oz, $7.00
E: 4oz, $15.00
K: 1#, $46.00
Lady Murasaki Komatsuna
da s B. r. ad
urasaki, the courtl
author of The Tale of Genji, considered one of the world s first and finest
novels, is an apt namesake for this elegant komatsuna apanese mustard
spinach). Murasaki means purple in apanese and this variet is so ver
purple that it lured me through a field of about three do en other kinds of
greens to get a closer look he slow-growing 8 10 deep purple rounded
leaves stand beautifully, without bolting, and are mild and delectable all the
wa through the season bout 7,000 seeds o
B: 1/8oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $9.00
3216 A: 1/16oz, $2.75
D: 1oz, $13.00
E: 4oz, $44.00
K: 1#, $140.00
Senposai 0 da s F-1 h brid eveloped in apan, a cross between
komatsuna apanese mustard spinach and regular cabbage Customers
bu it once because it looks absolutel stunning, then the bu it again
because it is extremel delicious bsurdl productive and eas to grow,
raves ohn isenstein of ort o al,
ound medium-green leaves are
wonderful in okonomi aki or for braising spring sowing will stand the
entire summer (even through drought) and well into fall before bolting.
Can be overwintered in warmer climes or used for spring greenhouse salad
production because it grows so fast. Open plant habit needs 12–18" spacing.
bout 6 00 seeds o
3218 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
B: 1/8oz, $3.75
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $26.00
K: 1#, $90.00
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Tatsoi
da s B. r. narinosa group
hat grows uickl , can be seeded
as late as ugust, withstands frost and is, according to rlando Sentinel
columnist Sherr Boas, ust as versatile as spinach
es, atsoi, also known
as ah sai In ichigan, nne lder has picked it all fall into ecember
even after a snow melt. Remains sweet and unburnt by cold during mild
winters
dream come true for snow-dwelling beings craving greens
Spoon-shaped thick dark green leaves make beautiful compact rosettes
with mild brassica flavor ake great microgreens lso good in place
of lettuce in sandwiches, stir-fried, in quiche, lasagna or soup. Will come
back when cut n essential ingredient in our salads and mesclun bout
1 ,000 seeds o
Tatsoi Tested negative for BR and BL.
3220 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $5.00
D: 1oz, $7.00
E: 4oz, $16.00
K: 1#, $56.00
L: 5#, $260.00
Tatsoi - Organic
B: 1/8oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
3221 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $8.00
E: 4oz, $25.00
K: 1#, $90.00
Yokatta-Na 1 da s bab
da s mature B. r. (narinosa group) F-1
h brid
hat a surprise! he heads grow well larger than a foot tall and we
ate the nd growth heads whole like oung bok cho , reported the olperts
in Belington,
uick-growing and versatile, tolerating both heat and
cold, okatta can extend our season at either end, while simultaneousl
broadening our culinar range se it either raw in salad mixes or cooked
in stir-fries he deep green tender leaves, though flavorful, lack the mustard
bite found in so man
sian greens and can be harvested as a cut-andcome-again crop or at maturity.
B: 1/8oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $7.50
3223 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $12.00
E: 4oz, $34.00
en’ tar Chinese Thick tem
rganic 7 da s mesclun 6 da s
full si e B. juncea. When farmer-breeder Brett Grohsgal passed out samples
of his winter-hard greens at two workshops at a S conference, this green
mustard was the hands-down favorite. Grohsgal believes this mustard has the
best balance between sweet succulence and moderate pungenc of an of the
five I grow
e called it hick-Stem in honor of its enlarged midribs that give
a heavier harvest for the farmer and better mass for the restaurant or home
chef errific for mesclun and an excellent cut-and-come-again performer with
fast regrowth rohsgal has bred it for 100 free e tolerance in ar land it
survived our overwinter test in aine eeds good soil fertilit , prefers cla
or loam to sand, dislikes drought but can take wet reeder roya ties.
B: 1/8oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $16.00
3257 A: 1/16oz, $2.75
D: 1oz, $28.00
E: 4oz, $58.00

CHINESE CABBAGE B. rapa

bout 000 000 seeds o
Tokyo Bekana - Organic (20 days baby,
da s full si e hese bab Chinese
cabbages ma be bunched for market or
their ruffled curled leaves cut to add loft
and weight to salad mixes ith pale
green color and lettuc leaves the look
almost like lettuce Bekana will regrow for
multiple cuttings and branch out, giving lots of
edible leaves with ver little coarse stalk ac ,
mild, sweet, a bit like lettuce but never bitter and
makes a good slaw dam omash seeded his on
ul 6 for a late ug Sept harvest It could be
sowed later and, with protection, produce into late
fall. But Bryan O’Hara says not as winter-hardy as
mi una or tatsoi hin to 6 for full heads
B: 1/8oz, $3.75
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
3222 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $26.00
K: 1#, $96.00
Fun Jen
da s
good lettuc -t pe Chinese cabbage featuring fastgrowing undulating leaves with a slightl wrinkl surface Semi-loose
conical ver light ellow-green ruffled 6x10 heads of crunch texture and
ver mild delicate flavor somewhat like lettuce he thick white ribs are tast
with a pleasing light tang sweetness xcellent frost resistance but will bolt
in heat after standing
weeks Stores ver well
B: 1/8oz, $3.25
C: 1/2oz, $5.50
3224 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $7.00
E: 4oz, $13.00
K: 1#, $40.00
Blues (52 days) F-1 hybrid. Good bolt resistance, disease resistance and taste
in this nappa t pe Flavor is relativel pungent, great in kimchi Suitable for
planting earl spring through ul ested negative for B and B
oderate
tolerance to
,
S, BS
1
1
1
B: /8oz, $6.00
C: /2oz, $22.00
3225 A: /16oz, $3.75
D: 1oz, $40.00
E: 4oz, $150.00
Red Dragon 60 da s F-1 h brid hen ikos spied this striking purplered 10 Chinese cabbage one autumn in the farm-to-table garden of a
restaurant, she was smitten ibrant color and robust flavor make it all-around
fabulous in salads, stir-fries and ferments purple kimchi!
bit trick to
grow: heads are prone to internal tipburn rowing instructions included with
each packet lso know as
- CC3 3green off-t pes
3230 A: 40 seeds, $2.25
B: 80 seeds, $3.75
C: 200 seeds, $6.00
D: 400 seeds, $9.00

Key to symbols (

ASIAN GREENS

MUSTARDS

bout
0 22 000 seeds per o with wide variability among varieties.
Versatile for tasty microgreens. Mustards are potent soil fumigants. Incorporating
the residues of mustard crops into your soil can reduce fungal diseases in your
succession crop. See the Farm Seed section (page 121) for mustard as a cover crop.
Garnet Giant - Organic 0 da s bab
da s mature B. juncea Despite
its name, this mustard is a favorite for cutting at its dark purple bab stage t
its giant 3 form, plants rival the best of fall color with vibrant maroon slightl
toothed leaves on gangl lime green stems with ellow bolting flowers the
effect was glorious in our trial garden. The sweet spicy leaves, stems and
flowers were all e uall tender and delicious, whether gra ed or braised
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $5.00
3217 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $7.25
E: 4oz, $20.00
K: 1#, $68.00
Yukina Savoy - Organic
da s full si e 1 bab B. rapa This Asian
green has a Japanese name that could be written ‘snow, vegetable’ or ‘fortune,
endure he auspicious tatsoi look-alike can survive those earl fall free es
rows in rosettes like tatsoi, but bigger, more upright at 16 and with less
shin and more puckered leaves arvest oung as a mild salad green or when
mature for braising he thick deep green spoon-shaped leaves are born on
pale green stems. Vigorous, easy to grow and quite oishii.
3219 A: 0.5g, $2.00
B: 1g, $3.00
C: 4g, $4.50
D: 14g, $8.00
E: 28g, $11.00
K: 112g, $23.00
Early Mizuna - Organic 0 da s B. r. (japonica group) Recommended
for northland salad enthusiasts, this vigorous heirloom Japanese mustard
produces slender white stalks with deepl cut and fringed dark green leaves,
not at all pungent ne planting could suffice for full-season production if
watered in dr spells and kept cut, though a few will bolt in September an
folks will prefer to make three or more succession plantings because the
oung leaves are the most tender Biennial ssential in mild mesclun and
great for microgreens. Tested negative for BR and BL.
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $5.00
3226 A: 1/16oz, $2.00
D: 1oz, $8.00
E: 4oz, $20.00
K: 1#, $70.00
Ruby Streaks - Organic 0 da s B. j. As if an artist had
carefull brushed deep purple filigree on the delicatel serrated
leaves of mi una nne lder describes it as a sweet flash of
color for an raw dish Cla ton Carter calls it
ever thing that the so-called urple i una
should be Bold coloring on deepl toothed
leaves erminates uickl , grows speedil but,
unlike i una, bolts rapidl
reat for multiple
spring and fall cuttings, but cannot stand heat.
rovides a striking contrast when bunched with
3209 aruba Santoh, 3222 ok o Bekana or 3226
i una lso unlike i una, has a sweet and spic
flavor, though not excessivel hot ven after it bolts, its
flower buds and ellow flowers can add a tang to salads
Carter calls it the staple of m salad and braising
mixes
big hit with m chef clients, reports eorgie
Smith of Coupeville,
Color deepens toward darker
maroon in the cool of autumn.
B: 1/8oz, $4.25
3227 A: 1/16oz, $3.00
C: 1/2oz, $7.00
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $23.00
K: 1#, $84.00
Mizspoona Salad Selects Gene Pool - Organic 0 da s B. r. Hits the
palate ust right: doesn t bite the tongue off like some of the serious mustards,
nor bore with blandness Sweet, uic with a bit of ing, mediumdark green variable leaves, some rounded, some pointed, slightl
ribbed white veins. Tender and delicious in salads or braised.
Farm-bred original from Frank orton ested negative for B
and BL.
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
3229 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
Golden Frill - Organic 0 da s bab , 0 da s mature B. j. Light goldengreen leaves curl and furl, adding flounce to our salad mix Intricate serration
of foliage seems almost laser cut ustard flavor gives an acute pepper ing
rows uickl for bab greens throughout the ear and, at saut si e, resists
bolting in the summer heat ac texture tolerant to flea beetle damage
B: 1/8oz, $4.50
C: 1/2oz, $7.00
3236 A: 1/16oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $11.00
E: 4oz, $33.00
K: 1#, $94.00
Pink Lettucy Mustard Gene Pool - Organic 0 da s B. r. Frank orton
selected well-mixed breeding pools for disease resistance and particularl
for pink and purple pigmentations on the midribs ots of variation remains
in leaf color (from light green to green with purple edges), in indentations
of the leaf edges and some in midrib coloration orton continues to select
from the pool for specific t pes and ou can, too e is particularl interested
in creating more color for bab cut salad mixes Commercial
operations will find a wealth of good cutting, home gardeners terrific
salad fixings, mild but with ust enough tang to keep ou interested
Survived oberta s overwintering trial ested negative for B and
BL.
B: 1/8oz, $4.50
C: 1/2oz, $9.00
3239 A: 1/16oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $14.00
E: 4oz, $48.00
K: 1#, $150.00
Spicy Green 1 da s bab , 1 da s mature Not available in 2021.

Green Wave
da s B. j. his 1 7
S winner is the best-adapted
mustard for our climate Its hot mustard flavor makes it a prime ingredient in
pi uant mesclun ot as hot when cooked ill come back when cut slow to
bolt Survived oberta s overwintering trial
B: 1/8oz, $2.75
C: 1/2oz, $3.75
3243 A: 1/16oz, $2.00
D: 1oz, $5.50
E: 4oz, $10.00
K: 1#, $23.00
Red Giant - Organic
da s B. j. (integlifolia group) Large purpletinted savo ed leaves make the 18 plants ver decorative Color intensifies
in cooler temperatures, as spiciness wanes astes like horseradish to some,
peppery to others. This heirloom Japanese mustard is a standard ingredient
in spic mesclun Survived outdoor temperatures down to 18 when doublecovered with row cover page 1 1
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $5.00
3245 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $7.00
E: 4oz, $16.00
K: 1#, $52.00
Osaka Purple - Organic
da s B. j. Striking large purple-streaked
green foliage with a est flavor that leaves a lingering tingle on the tongue
As the temperatures grow hotter, so do the leaves. A rapid grower, but more
compact than ed iant, mature at 1 1 Broad stems are also succulent
sed like ed iant for mesclun and braising
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $5.50
3247 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $9.50
E: 4oz, $28.00
da s nother of Frank
Purple Rapa Mix Gene Pool - Organic
orton s distinctive gene pools, a select population from crossing ink
ettuc and ong Bok with Scarlet hno orton touts its huge seeds for
big competitive seedlings Competitive is an understatement his one has
vigor orton sa s best color in winter, but it was plent show from an pril
18 sowing: tall frill medium-hot serrated green leaves with
purple veins and shading, with nice variation among plants. Juicy
midribs with an invigorating tang that gained heat as the weather
did efusing to bolt, the grew into giants b ul
lent of
great eating here.
BACK!
B: 1/8oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $10.00
3249 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $15.00
E: 4oz, $32.00
Toraziroh - Organic
da s B. alboglabra A robust performer with just
the right kind of mustard bite apidl develops prolific ields of ver dark
green large leaves distinctively but not overwhelmingly pungent. Has won
man favorable reviews from brassica lovers Stems, also edible, have a
flavor somewhat like pac choi elativel slow to bolt
3253 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
B: 1/8oz, $3.75
C: 1/2oz, $7.00
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $30.00

Our group loves Fedco! We learn so much from
your catalog and appreciate the group ordering option.
e also appreciate the supplier codes ou are the onl
company that supplies that information!
en ach, Stevens oint, I

Saving Mustard Green Seed Is Easy! Let your spring sowing of
mustards bolt he flowers develop into narrow seed pods nce pods
dr on the stems, the can be easil broken open for seed o ensure
true-to-type seed, grow only one open-pollinated variety per season
or let onl one flower! See page 106 for more about seed saving

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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PAC CHOI B. r. (chinensis group)

GREENS

bout 10 000 1 000 seeds o 1 pac et sows 1 ft 1 16 o pac et sows 0 ft
Also known as Bok Choy. Pac Choi is a good crop for microgreens.
Shuko
da s F-1 h brid Bab pac choi with green stems
likes cool temperatures but resists bolting for a long time, even
in heat. Vase-shaped 6–12" plants have broad green petioles with
beautiful dark leaves ender and cream when steamed or stirfried ohn isenstein who farms in ort o al, , reported that Shuko performed much better as a bab harvest than an other I ve tried,
including much more expensive ones
uite cold hard as well
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
3260 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $9.00
E: 4oz, $23.00
K: 1#, $75.00
Purple 8 da s F-1 h brid dds versatilit to mixes and salad his new
color in pac choi debuted in man 00 seed catalogs
favorite of several
strains in the trial, showed the most vigorous earl growth and darkest hue
urple leaf tops contrast with green veins and stems uick growers harvest
them within three weeks as 6 bab -leaf greens, their best spring use For
fall crops ou ma allow them to grow 8 10 full-si ed heads long the wa
they lose some of their deep color and mature to a greenish purple.
3264 A: 1g, $4.50
B: 2g, $8.00
C: 4g, $13.00
D: 14g, $37.00
E: 28g, $70.00
Prize Choy - Organic 0 da s Class open-pollinated pac choi that has
stood the tests of time n old lf Christianson variet from the da s when
ma or companies were breeding and maintaining
s Celer -like white
stems and vase-shaped 1 18 tall heads are like two vegetables in one with
succulent stems and tender greens ood for kimchi or stir-fries
B: 1/8oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
3270 A: 1/16oz, $2.75
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $36.00
Joi Choi 0 da s F-1 h brid eaves are much darker green than ri e
Cho s and its basal stem is almost double the thickness, making it so
succulent the late dam omash preferred it to all other varieties
arket
growers appreciate its uniformit Suitable both for summer and fall crops,
though much less likel to bolt in the fall o not disturb the roots when
transplanting and space 1 apart ested negative for B and B
3273 A: 1g, $3.50
B: 2g, $6.00
C: 4g, $9.00
D: 14g, $25.00
E: 28g, $45.00

ood hepherd ood an

inona a uke, in her virtual ke note address at this ear s Common round
Fair, kept stressing the need to scale up local infrastructure in order to take
care of our wider communities ikos was inspired to ask
F
s executive
director about such possibilities here in aine, which led her to risten iale,
president of ood Shepherd Food Bank
ood Shepherd has been striving to eliminate hunger in aine for 3 ears,
mostl b suppl ing food pantries throughout the state, but also working with
schools, hospitals and homeless shelters. They have a goal that by 2025 all
ainers will have access to the health food the need to thrive ast ear ood
Shepherd distributed 3 million pounds of food, and have a goal of reaching the
50 million pounds they see as the true need.
he bottleneck to this goal uickl becomes apparent in a state where
the season for fresh produce is short and the winters long
e re at
our capacity for distributing fresh food and come February we rely
mostly on potatoes, carrots and apples, which can store, to provide
fresh food, risten sa s In 017 the gears started turning toward a
bigger vision.
Sevent percent of our food is donated, primaril from
retailers, 0 comes from the S , and we purchase 10 , she
sa s
hat purchased amount is million pounds of food, locall
produced by about 75 farmers. We could buy more at the height
of the season if we had the ability to process it for longer shelf
life, which would provide a low or no cost opportunity for the food
producers, most of whom could increase capacity to meet the increase
in market
hat would that process look like
e found free ing is the most costeffective method and we looked to partner with a processor in ew ngland
but there were none operating at a scale to take a tractor trailer load at a time
aximum efficienc occurs at
million pounds a ear whereas we were at a
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RADISH for pods Raphanus sativus

“Regular” radishes for roots on pages 57-58.
Rat-tail Radish - Organic (50 days) Grown for its
tangy seed pods, not its roots. William Woys Weaver
called it the on uan of radishes because it so
readily crosses with all others. Introduced from Japan
in 1866-67 by seedsman J.H. Gregory. Attracts
butterflies and other pollinators, worth growing
even if you don’t want to consume its
pungent pods. Because these often grow
as long as rat’s tails and almost as
fibrous, garden writer Barbara
Damrosch advises harvesting
them at skinn bean si e like a French
filet bean for maximum tenderness he
immature purplish-green pods are a delicacy
in India and sia, adding a mustard ing
to salads, stir-fries and other dishes. When
exposed to vinegar the purple pods turn a brilliant
green that will bleed into a pickling brine and enhance
the color of cucumber pickles adish plants will grow to and branch out
as the set seed, so give them plent of room Stake or trellis them for ease
of picking tomato cages work well our ob ective is not a small root, but a
generous supply of pods.
B: 1/2oz, $10.00
C: 1oz, $17.00
2264 A: 1/8oz, $3.75

SHISO Perilla frutescens var. crispa

bout 00 seeds
Both green and red shiso are highly aromatic and ornamental with frilly
serrated leaves. Popular in Japan, the seeds, sprouts, leaves,
buds and flowers are all used in cuisine. The seeds are part
of apan s famous seven-spice mix.
Culture: To break dormancy, freeze
and thaw seed several times over
a 21–45 day period. Soak seeds
several days or until they sprout.
ove to indoor flats, then transplant
in warm moist well-drained soil after
frost danger has passed. Or direct
seed, 1-3 seeds/inch, very lightly
covered in soil. Grows to 2'.
Kaori Green Shiso (85 days)
Dropped by our supplier.
Red Shiso (85 days) Introduced
to the S in the 18 0s from
apan where it s been pri ed
since the 8th centur
urplishred anise-scented sharp-flavored
leaves are used in sushi, sauces, garnishes, pickles and stir-fries sed to color
umeboshi and other pickles red lso known as zi su, a specific in Chinese
medicine for seafood poisoning ouise eber of reenwich, C , asserts that
deer won’t touch it and plants it around their favorite crops.
3283 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $6.00
C: 12g, $12.00
D: 36g, $26.00

o a oration to

r

n er

couple hundred thousand pounds. It’s then that we crossed paths with Wyman’s,
the blueberr producers in ashington Count ,
who have a facilit , the
biggest in ew ngland, that does individual uick free e at a rate of 10,000
pounds per hour he facilit was mostl unused for most of the ear
n alliance was launched
he difference between free ing blueberries
and vegetables is that the vegetables need to be blanched, risten sa s
o
bu that piece of e uipment would cost a fraction of starting from scratch In
addition,
man s had the expertise and met the regulations for food safet
he food bank would invest in the e uipment
man s would be a co-packer
new for-profit subsidiar , arvesting ood, was formed to oversee and
develop the brand, which would serve the food bank, dining
service provider Sodexo, and eventuall the retail
market, providing local food at an affordable price
They intended to start processing broccoli
this fall, but Covid-1 dela ed the opening
for another ear
e need to raise 3
million to get moving in earnest, which is
hard to do in a pandemic, she sa s But the
pandemic has also exposed the weaknesses
in the global suppl chain
risten is unfa ed b the dela and excited
b the possibilities: ew market channels
for farmers, year-round jobs in the poorest
count in aine and meaningful investment
in the aine econom long-term
he
enr
endall Foundation awarded
their Food ision ri e to this pro ect, which
the describe as transformational

Kale Mix (60-65 days) With the surge of interest in kale, this has become
our most popular mix. If it’s hard to pick just one or two kale varieties from
so many tempting choices, here’s the solution: enjoy the whole medley of
diverse colors, patterns and shapes from one packet.
3469 A: 2g, $3.25
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $18.00
E: 112g, $60.00

DINOSAUR KALE B. o. (acephala group)

Dazzling Blue - Organic 60 da s pen-pollinated hat fun! igorous
24–34" upright savoyed lacinato-leaved kale in a range of bluish-green shades
and all with a dramatic pink mid-rib. Sure to attract attention of chefs, market
growers and gardeners alike ood flavor, selected for cold hardiness, and the
CURLY LEAF KALE B. oleracea (acephala group)
color intensifies in cool weather ll the result of ank eogh s
Scarlet - Organic (30 days baby, 55 days mature) Open-pollinated. A
breeding inspiration to back-cross Rainbow Lacinato with its
reasonable and reliable red ruffled kale, which has seen us through shortages
Lacinato predecessor. Bred for organic conditions, grown by
of Redbor—we kept it around after Redbor returned because it’s OP, way
Wild Garden Seeds and released through OSSI. You, too, will be
cheaper, and certified organic! ust a little shorter than edbor in height,
dazzled. Tested negative for BL. Breeder Royalties. OSSI
slightly less crinkled leaf, and with deep rose color merging with purple.
3465 A: 2g, $3.00
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 14g, $13.00
Enjoy plenty of striking frilly foliage, suitable for baby leaf or bunching. Cold
D: 28g, $20.00
E: 112g, $64.00
hardy through at least part of the Maine winter.
ero di Tuscana or Lacinato (62 days) Open-pollinated. Also known as
3449 A: 2g, $3.00
B: 4g, $5.00
Cavolo Palmizio. The ‘Tuscan Black’ was described by Vilmorin-Andrieux
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $17.00
in 1885 and traced back to the 18th c. by William Woys Weaver who calls it
Dwarf Blue Scotch Curled - Organic (30 days baby, 56 days mature)
“one of the most beautiful kales to grace any kitchen garden” and suggests
Open-pollinated. Also known as Vates. The most commonly grown kale
interplanting with a vivid green lettuce for a specvariety, introduced in 1950 by Vates (see 3441 Collards, next page) out of
tacular color combination. Elemental, a strippedthe pre-186 heirloom warf reen Curled ense frill finel curled
down version of kale shaped like a miniature
blue-green leaves on compact upright 12–16" plants
palm tree about 18" high. Very dark green
stand well, maintain color and resist yellowing
wrinkled strap-like leaves appear almost
in cold and heat. Hardy and productive. Best
black at a distance, looking minimalist
as a fall crop, planted in ul or earl ugust
compared with the lush curly-leaved
More variable than the hybrids.
kales. Its tough leaf strength makes it
very sturdy for distributing into CSA
3450 A: 2g, $2.75
boxes. Also used for microgreens.
B: 4g, $4.50
Delicious and nutritious as well
C: 14g, $8.00
as adapted to a wide temperature
D: 28g, $10.00
range, its sweet mild flavor
E: 112g, $24.00
improves after frost. According
K: 448g, $75.00
to Alan LePage, it demands
Beed ’s Camden
rganic (60 days)
more fertility than other kales. If
No crop this year. Hope to have (our lives) back in 2022.
it is looking anemic after the
Redbor (60 days) F-1 hybrid. A spectacular all-red
summer flea beetle invakale, highest rated in the S trials Frill ruffled leaves
sions, LePage recommends
take on dramatic purple color in cool weather. A superb
sidedressing it with fertilizer or
ornamental edible, gorgeous enough to make a terrific flower
compost. Using this treatment, he’s
border or edge plant. Can be grown in summer but really comes
grown 6 plants!
1/16 oz = 1.77 g
into its own in fall. Quite cold hardy. Grows to 3'. For a rainbow3467 A: 2g, $2.50
Weight
1/8 oz = 3.55 g
kale patch, interplant with White Russian, Red Russian, Winterbor
B: 4g, $4.00
e ui alents
and ero di uscana uch less susceptible to flea beetles than ed
1/4 oz = 7.09 g
C: 14g, $8.00
Russian kale. Tested negative for BR and BL.
1
1 gram = .035 oz /2 oz = 14.2 g
D: 28g, $12.00
3452 A: 0.5g, $7.00
B: 1g, $12.00
E: 112g, $16.00
3 grams = .106 oz 1 oz = 28.4 g
C: 4g, $38.00
D: 14g, $125.00
: 448g,
6 grams = K.212
oz $48.00
4 oz = 113.5 g
24 grams = .851 oz
1# = 453.6 g
120 grams = 4.24 oz 2.2# = 1000 g
Key to symbols (

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.

fedcoseeds.com
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KALE

Brassica spp.

- About 175–280 seeds/g. and 4200–9800 seeds/oz.
- Days to maturity are from emergence after direct sowing. For transplants,
subtract 20 days.
Culture: Start indoors March–May for setting out May–July, or direct-seed in May.
Minimum ermination soil temperature 0 optimal ran e
To enjoy it
at its best and to avoid the worst of the flea beetle season, direct seed in ul or
August for late-season maturity. Use wire hoops and row cover (page 141) to keep
out flea beetles at earl stages. Important crop in colder climates owing to its natural
resistance to frost, kale is sweeter after exposure to cold. Excellent for microgreens.
Diseases: BL=Blackleg, BR=Black Rot
See page 12 for pest and disease remedies.
Note: Because of a rule in Oregon, we cannot ship brassica packets larger than
1/2 oz (14g) to the Willamette Valley, except those that have tested negative for Black
Leg (BL) and Black Rot (BR). Our information at press time is in the descriptions here;
please check our website for updates.

Winterbor (60 days) F-1 hybrid. Highly sought-after kale beloved by
commercial growers and home gardeners alike, crinkly Winterbor was the
most vigorous grower in each of our last three kale trials, showing the best
cold hardiness and the richest blue-green color. Curled leaves are highly
ruffled with good mild flavor, especiall after the ve been tickled b some of
our frigid November nights. 14–16" tall. Tested negative for BR and BL.
3453 A: 0.5g, $3.50
B: 1g, $6.00
C: 4g, $15.00
D: 14g, $44.00
E: 28g, $75.00
Rainbow Lacinato - Organic (61 days) Open-pollinated. Who but Frank
Morton would think to cross 3467 Lacinato with 3452 Redbor? The result? A
spectacular kale that combines some of the best features of both. Curly edges,
red veins, purple leaves, blue-green leaves, make a banquet of
diverse shapes and colors. Lacinato lends deepened background
color to Redbor’s productivity, super cold-hardiness and reluctance to bolt. A heavenly combination. Tested negative for BR
and BL. OSSI
3457 A: 2g, $3.25
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $16.00
E: 112g, $45.00
Baltisk od Purpurkal
rganic (63 days) Open-pollinated alternative
to Redbor. In 2008 we selected this extraordinary kale to add to our seed
productions after our first sight of it e had never seen a kale this beautiful
and we haven t since I can t find words to describe the deep ps chedelic dark
green and purple-red shades these frilly curled leaves take on as the autumnal
chill deepens, but trialer Donna Dyrek is succinct: “Very very curly. Very red.
xtremel hard
Its flavor is mild, its feather texture pleasantl chew
with a nice slow sweet aftertaste n incomparable ornamental edible! ur
current grower is selecting for cold-hardiness. Originally from the Baltic; one
of Redbor’s parents. We thank our friends at Runabergs Froer in Sweden for
giving us the original seed. Supply limited.
3458 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $7.00
Darkibor (65 days) F-1 hybrid. A top-quality Dutch variety with very dark
green, triple-curled richly textured leaves. Crinkly and very curly. The uniform
18 0 tall plants hold well in the field in all weather conditions and continue
to grow. Excellent for successive harvesting, Darkibor has comparable cold
hardiness to Winterbor and holds its own in taste tests. Tested negative for
BR and BL.
3459 A: 0.5g, $3.75
B: 1g, $6.50
C: 4g, $16.00
D: 14g, $46.00
E: 28g, $84.00

COLLARDS-KOHLRABI

SIBERIAN KALE B. napus (pabularia group)

ussian Frills
rganic (55 days) Open-pollinated. A re-introduction
of an almost-lost Oregon variety by breeder extraordinaire Tim Peters. The
folks at Adaptive Seeds discovered it being maintained by seedsman Peter
Bauwens in Belgium. Similar to Red Russian when young, the purple and
red-veined leaves get very frilly as they mature while remaining exceptionally
tender. The dazzling frills upon frills upon frills make this 18–28" kale a great
addition to kale bunches or mesclun mixes. With similar hardiness to 3464
White Russian, it makes a good plant for growing in plastic tunnels. Breeder
Royalties.
3460 A: 2g, $2.75
B: 4g, $4.50
C: 14g, $10.00
D: 28g, $14.00
E: 112g, $38.00
ed ussian 60 da s
pen-pollinated Called Buda ale b Fearing
Burr in 1863, agged ack b ilmorin- ndrieux in 188 , and Communist
ale in 006 b workers at arthia Farm in ouldsboro,
ussian traders
brought this Siberian heirloom to Canada in the 19th c. It has undergone a
rousing revival in recent years. Vigorous edible landscape plant a big hit for
its tenderness and delicate flavor Its oakleaf foliage colors after fall frosts
Use soon after picking, or chill leaves in cold water; otherwise wilts quickly.
Red and purple veining changes to dark green when cooked. Also a popular
variet for microgreens olerates outside temperatures of 1 with a doublelayer of row cover (page 141).
ed ussian
3461 A: 2g, $2.25
B: 4g, $3.00
C: 14g, $4.00
D: 28g, $6.00
E: 112g, $10.00
K: 448g, $28.00
L: 5#, $120.00
ed ussian
rganic
3462 A: 2g, $2.50
B: 4g, $3.50
C: 14g, $5.00
D: 28g, $7.00
E: 112g, $15.00
K: 448g, $52.00
White ussian
rganic 60 da s pen-pollinated flat-leaf Siberian
type, silvery green with white veining. Similar to Red Russian, but a few
inches taller, a third more productive, with larger, more serrated leaves. Also,
much hardier than Red Russian, will hold into November without protection
and thrive in an unheated greenhouse, even if temperatures go down to 0
Gene has harvested White Russian outdoors in Waterville out of the
anuar snow If season is extended, hite ussian will produce
new clusters of smaller tender secondary leaves from old axils. As
with other kales, flavor gets sweeter with frost OSSI
3464 A: 2g, $2.75
B: 4g, $4.50
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $15.00
E: 112g, $42.00
K: 448g, $135.00

COLLARDS B. o. (acephala group)

~200 seeds/g. To avoid flea beetles, plant in ul for eptember maturit . ollards
are excellent microgreen crops.
ates (60 days) Open-pollinated. Because of their cold hardiness, collards
were a miracle crop that sustained many southern folks through the winters
during the Great Depression. Vates is the acronym for Virginia Truck
Experiment Station, a hotbed of collard research from 1907-1967. Introduced
in the 1930s, this was probably the best-known of all the many developed
there. Large upright 11/2–2' plants give generous harvests of dark green thick
crumpled leaves with a mild cabbage-like flavor ill overwinter in high
tunnels in our climate. ac enefit harin .
3441 A: 2g, $2.00
B: 4g, $3.00
C: 14g, $4.50
D: 28g, $6.00
E: 112g, $8.00
K: 448g, $16.00
Cascade Gla e
C (60 days) Open-pollinated. A re-selection of the
18 0 heirloom reen la e, b
lan apuler, eff cCormack and Carol
Deppe. Endeared to southerners as “creasy” or “greasy” greens for its smooth
glossy green leaves. The waxy texture that gives the leaves their distinctive
green sheen also imparts heat and cold tolerance and resistance to cabbage
worms and loopers here temperatures sta above 0 ,
Glaze can overwinter. The delicate-looking
leaves, delicious steamed, are at their
sweet tender best early in the season or
in late fall after they’ve been nipped
by frost. ac enefit harin .
3442 A: 2g, $2.75
B: 4g, $4.50
Champion (60 days) Open-pollinated.
Rich dark Vates strain selected to stand
longer. Thin to 12" apart for good size. Best
as a fall crop. For greens into November in
northern New England. On Cape Cod, Lillian
uo was still harvesting Champion the second
week of February without protection over a mild
winter. Also survived Roberta’s overwintering trial.
Our southern friends enjoy the greens all winter.
ac enefit harin .
3443 A: 2g, $2.00
B: 4g, $3.00
C: 14g, $4.50
D: 28g, $6.00
E: 112g, $8.00
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ariegated Collards
C (61 days) Open-pollinated. Appearances can
be deceiving. The variegation doesn’t appear until frost. In my initial look
at Donna Dyrek’s trials one August its waxy leaves had a sickly yellowgreen hue. After the nights got nippy, the plants had transformed, developing
beautiful white ribs for a dazzling display of contrasting color. Not just eye
candy, they’re also sweet and tender eating. When fall comes around Dyrek
throws the Champions to the animals and heads for Variegated. Florida family
heirloom from around 1910, introduced in 1999 by our friends at Southern
Exposure. Still shows some variation. ac enefit harin .
3444 A: 2g, $3.00
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 14g, $15.00
D: 28g, $24.00

B. o. (gongylodes group)

About 100–300 seeds/g. on t like kohlrabi Tr harvesting it oung. It turns tough,
woody and inedible if you wait too long. Use wire hoops and row cover (page 141) to
keep flea beetles out. ee page for more rassica culture and disease information.
Konan (38 days) F-1 hybrid. Author Robert E. Howard’s sword-and-sorcery
hero emerges once again as a ohlrabi Indeed, the legend continues!
nicely rounded 31/2" diameter head weighing 2/3 lb, onan the ohlrabi s
rampant health and vigor aided its conquest of our 2018 kolhrabi trial, where
one Fedco staffer deemed its crunchy crisp texture and mild nutty sweetness
“barbarically good.” This bold brassica matured a week earlier than our
long-held Winner and showed equally high quality. 2016 AAS winner. High
resistance to FY. Tested negative for BR and BL.
3470 A: 25 seeds, $2.75
B: 100 seeds, $7.00
C: 500 seeds, $26.00
D: 1,000 seeds, $40.00
Kolibri (45 days) F-1 hybrid.
eaffirmed again as the best purple
kohlrabi we’ve found: quick growing,
very uniform, purple on the outside,
crisp and white on the inside, reliable,
tasty and productive. An August
planting will size up in October. Very
hardy; will winter over with only
snow cover for protection—in fact
made it through the open winter of
2011-12 in Maine. Interplant with
3036 Bright Lights swiss chard (page
29) for a dazzling display. Tested
negative for BR and BL.
3471 A: 0.5g, $4.25
B: 1g, $6.00
C: 4g, $17.00
D: 14g, $50.00
E: 28g, $94.00
Winner (45 days) F-1 hybrid. Longtime customer Brian Cramer of
Hutchins Farm in Concord, MA, convinced CR to grow kohlrabi again for
the first time in fifteen ears
inner, Cramer said, has been m most
successful kohlrabi for many years, always beating out others I have tried
in consistency, quality and appearance.” CR grew Winner in 2012 and it
proved to be ever thing Cramer said irect-seeded in late une into a severe
drought, irrigated sparingly, thinned belatedly, it even survived his two-week
midsummer absence and produced its lovely green stem bulb three weeks
ahead of arl
hite ienna Its tender sweet flavor was a revelation erhaps
you, too, have overlooked this unusual under-rated vegetable, or maybe you
were just waiting for a real Winner? Tested negative for BR and BL.
3473 A: 0.5g, $3.25
B: 1g, $4.75
C: 4g, $12.00
D: 14g, $35.00
E: 28g, $60.00
White Vienna (58 days) Open-pollinated. Dwarf heirloom with short tops
and medium stems above uniform globe-shaped bulbs. Crisp white tender
flesh with great flavor and texture erformed well in recent taste test on t
overcrowd. From Central Europe before 1860.
3475 A: 2g, $2.00
B: 4g, $2.75
C: 14g, $4.00
D: 28g, $5.50
E: 112g, $8.00
K: 448g, $20.00
Gigante (130 days) Open-pollinated. These get enormous, regularly
exceeding 10" in diameter and 10 lb. Unlike other kohlrabi, this Czechoslovakian heirloom doesn’t get woody even at such a large size. A root cellar
staple, its crisp white mildl tang flesh will add est to our meals while ou
await the first edible greens of spring Staffer mil Skrobis praises igante:
“It tastes alive in the dead of winter” and reports that her kohlrabi and carrot
slaw is always a hit at potlucks. Sow in spring for late fall harvest. Leaves
sweeten like a tender kale after a few hard frosts in the fall and stems likewise
become as delicious as their broccoli counterparts lso a favorite of ason
afka who plants a 300 bed
3478 A: 2g, $2.25
B: 4g, $3.25
C: 14g, $5.50
D: 28g, $9.00
E: 112g, $20.00

Latuca sativa

- About 700–1100 seeds/g. All lettuce is open-pollinated.
- Days to maturity are from emergence after direct sowing; for transplants,
subtract 20 days.
Culture: Direct seed outdoors as soon as ground can be worked and repeat every
2 weeks for continuous supply. Or start indoors in March and at regular intervals
thereafter for early transplanted successions. Optimal germination temperature
ran e 0 0 thou h man varieties won t erminate in soil temps above
and most shut down above 0 Thin sowings frequentl and ruthlessl to a ﬁnal
distance of 1' for full heads. Heavy nitrogen feeders.
Lettuce grows best in cool seasons with ample moisture. Fall and overwintered
harvests are becoming standard practice. The snowflake s mbol after a cultivar
description indicates that a variety is hardy through at least part of our Maine winter.
For summer harvest, select varieties carefully: bolting, bottom rot and tipburn are
problems if a variety can’t take the heat! Using shade cloth can keep lettuce tender
and sweet longer into summer.
Diseases & Pests: See chart below right for more info.
ottom ot
clerotinia
DM Downy Mildew
TB Tipburn
PM
Powdery Mildew
X
Xanthemonas

LETTUCE MIXES

Each mix has at least 6 different lettuces, all suitable for cut-and-come-again culture.
Exact components will vary according to availability and are posted on our website.
Lettuce Mix Contrasting colors and leaf forms for our salad patch!
2980 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 14g, $10.00
D: 28g, $16.00 E: 112g, $50.00
Lettuce Mix - Organic A high-quality mix consisting entirely of
certified-organic seed For certified growers and folks wishing to
avoid
and suppliers.
2981 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.75 C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $22.00 E: 112g, $75.00
DeLuxe Lettuce Mix - Organic Contains those fancy,
pricey and rare varieties; the Mercedes Benz
of lettuce mixes and all organic!
2983 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $7.75
C: 14g, $16.00
D: 28g, $27.00
Salad Bowl - Organic
E: 112g, $95.00
2723 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $3.50
Freedom ettuce Gene Pool
C: 14g, $6.00
- Organic An inspiring mix with
D: 28g, $9.00
lots of surprises, Frank Morton
E: 112g, $16.00
created this in his “Hell’s Half-Acre
K: 448g, $56.00
lettuce trial.” He crossed his most
disease-resistant with his best-tasting
varieties to select for excellent traits.
ish y or to e shared not onopo i ed.
At least 10–12 “great looking and
–Lettuce breeder extraordinaire Frank Morton
great tasting” variations won raves from
Genetic engineering is not the only ethical issue in seed production. A new and
trialer Donna Dyrek. Morton invites
disturbing trend in lettuce and flowers is the prevalence of trait- and utilit growers and breeders to work with this
patented varieties. One of our competitors listed more than one third of its
mix to create new varieties for their farms
lettuce varieties as utility- or trait-patented. Another carries these varieties but
or for the general public, while stipulating
does not label them. Utility patents stand the traditional rationale for variety
that nothing derived from it may be patented
protection on its head. The original reason advanced in its support was to
or protected from others’ use. This strategy
offer breeders an economic incentive to develop new varieties for agricultural
is known as copyleft (as opposed to copyright). Morton
improvement. Utility patents, by extending ownership beyond individual
has adopted it to keep his varieties and their derivatives in
varieties to their traits (such as heat tolerance and leaf color) that are found in
the public domain as a protected commons. Copyleft has the
nature, stultify any possible future breeding improvements by monopolizing
potential to return to free use such shared resources as our
those traits that rightfully belong to the commons, cutting off any opportunity
plant heritage that rightfully belong to all of us.
for other breeders to work with them for about 20 years. Once traits are tied
(More about trait-patenting in sidebar at right.) As
up in private hands, varietal improvement comes to a halt.
Morton proclaims, “Adaptive breeding cannot occur
o
i not find any trait or ti ity patented varieties in the edco
under a system of restrictive ownership.” OSSI
cata o eca se s ch patents are a ainst o r ethics. ree the seed Use
2984 A: 1g, $4.00
B: 4g, $10.75
seeds in the public domain and shun utility-patented varieties. For more info
C: 14g, $27.00
D: 28g, $50.00
see pages 3 and 4. Also see Morton’s essays found at wildgardenseed.com.
E: 112g, $170.00
ed Carpet ettuce i
rganic Roberta Bailey’s mixes are among
Pest and Disease emedies for ettuce
the best in the business. She chooses from all the superior organically grown
Pest: Aster Leafhopper (vector for Aster Yellows disease)
bronze and red varieties that we have in stock. Sure to dazzle.
ultural controls: control perennial broadleaf weeds near lettuce plantings, plow
2985 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $7.25
C: 14g, $16.00
lettuce ﬁelds immediatel after harvest.
D: 28g, $26.00
E: 112g, $94.00
Pest: Slug
ummer ettuce i A special selection of red, green and bronze lettuce
ultural control: avoid mulch or nearb grass areas.
varieties that most ears will stand well into ul without bolting ur best• Material control: 8741-4 Sluggo (p. 139)
selling lettuce mix.
Disease: Bottom Rot
2986 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.75
C: 14g, $12.00
ultural controls: rotate with grass-famil green manures, plant in well-drained soil or
D: 28g, $22.00
E: 112g, $70.00
on raised beds, more upright varieties escape infection.
Winter Lettuce Mix For those who crave fresh salads most of the year, a
Major diseases: Downy Mildew, Grey Mold, White Mold
popular selection of varieties with the potential to survive the winter with
ultural controls: rotation, reduce duration of leaf wetness, plant parallel to prevailing
protection, then resume vigorous growth in the spring.
winds, use wide spacing, control weeds, use well-drained ﬁelds in spring and fall.
2988 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.75
C: 14g, $12.00
• Material controls: 8666 Milstop, 8702 Actinovate (both p. 137)
D: 28g, $22.00
E: 112g, $70.00
fedcoseeds.com
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LOOSELEAF

These varieties, along with the Oakleafs, Deer Tongues and Lollo Rossos that follow,
do not form tightly wrapped heads, but rather loose luxuriant whorls and mounds of
leaves for salads, sandwiches and mixes.
Black eeded impson
rganic (42 days) The earliest and most
popular looseleaf variety. “One of our absolute favorites for early season
production with heads up to 16" diameter,” said NY market lettuce grower
isa Bloodnick arge loose crumpled uic light-green leaves slightl ruffled
and blistered. Inner leaves tender and well blanched. Does not stand heat
well; sow as early as ground can be worked. This heirloom probably came
from England circa 1850. Showed some tolerance to germination in warm
temperatures. Resists DM and TB.
2712 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $3.25
C: 14g, $5.00
D: 28g, $7.00
E: 112g, $15.00
K: 448g, $44.00
Green Ice
rganic (45 days) Burpee’s well-known variety, a cross
between a compact butterhead type and large looseleaf varieties was thirteen
ears in the making and the first variet patented under the 1 70 lant ariet
Protection Act. Its PVP has long since expired. This shiny crinkly looseleaf
with fringed leaf margins is firm and crunch in salads Slow to bolt, but gets
tough in the centers e thought to replace it with ack Ice, but not enough
people bit, so we’re putting this great classic back on the plate. BACK!
2714 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $6.50
C: 14g, $11.00
D: 28g, $18.00
E: 112g, $56.00
Tango - Organic (45 days) For many commercial growers, Tango is the
looseleaf of choice for overwintering and for productivity in cool weather. A
frilly standard in salad mixes and mesclun adding loft and interesting texture.
eepl cut pointed leaves have pleasant flavor and no bitterness Bolts readil
in summer, so plant accordingly if you want it to grow to full maturity.
2791 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $4.50
C: 14g, $9.00
D: 28g, $11.00
E: 112g, $35.00
Salad Bowl (46 days) Bright-green frilly notched leaves form lofty
12–14" compact rosette. Stands heat better than Black Seeded
Simpson, but at its best in cool weather, not summer. 1952 AAS
bred by Ross Thompson of the USDA. Has survived outside
temps of 18 double-covered under row cover
Salad Bowl
2722 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $2.50
C: 14g, $3.25
D: 28g, $4.75
E: 112g, $8.00
K: 448g, $20.00
L: 5#, $90.00

LETTUCE
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Red Salad Bowl (46 days) Compact frilly rosettes of spectacular bronze-red
oakleaves. Red at tips and on young growth, green at the base of the leaves.
ice butter flavor ne of our most popular lettuces
staple mesclun
ingredient. Grows quite large in cool weather, but prone to bitterness and
bolting in heat ithstood outdoor temperatures of 1 double-covered under
row cover. Some warm-temperature germination tolerance. Introduced in
1955. Resists TB.
Red Salad Bowl
2728 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $2.50
C: 14g, $3.50
D: 28g, $5.00
E: 112g, $8.00
K: 448g, $18.00
L: 5#, $82.00
Red Salad Bowl - Organic Improved stock features darker, more
vibrant leaves and enhanced PM resistance.
2729 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $3.25
C: 14g, $6.00
D: 28g, $9.00
E: 112g, $18.00
K: 448g, $55.00
L: 5#, $230.00
Craco iensis
rganic (47 days) CR’s absolute favorite of all the lettuces
Seed Savers curator M. Schultz shared. Distinct in size, shape and color,
Cracoviensis is where the red meets the green, making a dazzling twisting
rosette with heavy purple accents towards the center. Recommended for spring
and fall culture, the plants grow fast and very large (14–16") in cool temps.
Called “Bolt-o-viensis” by Scott Paquin, it sends up seed stalks with just a
touch of heat o matter: the leaves tender butter flavor does not give wa
to bitterness even after bolting! hose thick flesh bolted stems are pri ed in
China where they are peeled and eaten like asparagus. Listed as a distinct type,
Asparagus Lettuce, in The Vegetable Garden by Vilmorin-Andrieux (1885).
Customers in
and
have reported success overwintering it s1996.
2731 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.50
C: 14g, $8.50
D: 28g, $15.00
ed ails
rganic (49 days) This 1985 AAS winner has become
synonymous with red leaf lettuce. An attractive large plant with purplish
red-splashed rosettes serrated with bubbled frills, Red Sails delivers lightly
crunchy lobes with good melting texture. Ideal for home use and wholesale
markets. Red Sails is slow to become bitter or bolt, even in heat. Reaches full
size at 12–16", but can be harvested at 10" for a “one-cut” type head. Handle
with care, as brittle midribs break easily during washing and packing. Highest
rated of 13 lettuces for vigor in OSU trial.
2761 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $4.50
C: 14g, $8.00
D: 28g, $12.00
E: 112g, $36.00
Australian ellow
rganic (50 days) In our trial the opalescent yellowgreen leaves showed rapid growth et were still holding their ualit on ul
19 when Waldmann’s had bolted. Glossy yellow in the early stages, seedlings
become more green as they mature, with the crinkly quality of a spinach and a
sweet taste augmented by the barest hint of bitter. Frank Morton’s strain is the
best we have found. An émigré from Down Under.
2766 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $6.50
C: 14g, $13.00
D: 28g, $22.00
E: 112g, $72.00
H per ed umple Wa ed
rganic (50 days) If you are drawn to really deep red lettuces, consider Hyper Red. Selecting from a cross between
Valeria, a very red cold-tolerant lollo rosso, and Wavy Red Cos, an undulating
savoyed red romaine, Frank Morton bred Hyper to accentuate
pigmentation and ruffling he striking result tastes good with
a pleasing texture olds for a while in ul before succumbing
to heat. Good cold tolerance. No warm-temperature germination
tolerance. Resistant to X, SC, DM and TB. OSSI
2773 A: 1g, $3.25
B: 4g, $8.00
C: 14g, $16.00
D: 28g, $24.00
New Red Fire - Organic (51 days) Fire has gained a well-deserved
popularit with commercial growers as Sails characteristic ruffled leaves,
though slightly lighter coloration, and good size. Has been among the last to
bolt, lasting as late as ul
lso uite cold hard ender sweet flavor with
almost no bitterness. Resists BOR, DM, TB.
2775 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $17.00
E: 112g, $50.00
Slobolt (53 days) Slow early growth is the key to Slobolt’s success as a
summer lettuce. A 12–14" Grand Rapids–type Slobolt often will hold well into
ul Slobolt is versatile: one grower in
reported good results growing it in
winter under lights as well as tightly spaced in his summer garden. Introduced
1946 by USDA. Showed some ability to germinate in warm temperatures.
2783 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $4.50
C: 14g, $9.00
D: 28g, $16.00
E: 112g, $50.00

ndependent p ant reeders, continuing a long tradition of
adapting varieties to local tastes and conditions, are the backbone of
culture. For the most part eschewing plant patents, their work is their
reward. Fedco is committed to buying seed from small breeders to
give economic support to their work hough we can find cheaper seed
elsewhere, we prefer not to compromise on quality or ethics. We hope
ou agree b purchasing seed with the s mbol
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Red Tinged Winter - Organic (60 days) A leaf lettuce for three seasons
introduced by Beth and Nathan Corymb of Meadowlark Hearth who selected
and multiplied it from heirloom seed they brought from Europe. The lofty
loose 10 1 compact heads with slightl ruffled leaves are green in their
centers and lightly tinged with bronze toward the leaf tips. Can be harvested at
8" for “one-cut” salad leaf. Red Tinged was a hardy survivor in staffer Roberta
Bailey’s overwintering test, and Hildy Danforth of Shelburne, NH, said that
“it was the best I’ve seen in my fall greenhouse and I’ve grown every lettuce
with the word ‘winter’ in its name.” Sow to mature in fall or late fall, or start
in fall to overwinter and rally for major production in spring. Turns quite bitter
in heat, so not for summer production.
2786 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.50
C: 14g, $11.00
D: 28g, $16.00
E: 112g, $60.00
Merlot - Organic (32 days baby, 60 mature) William Woys Weaver correctly
predicted that this lettuce would become a classic. Always a standout in our
trials, its intense burgundy color the richest we have ever seen. This merlot
adds as much to your baby salad mix as a good wine adds to your dinner,
providing color, excitement and full-bodied flavor Slow to grow, slow to
bolt, plants never achieve much size or density, but are ideal for the baby-leaf
trade. Not for mature-head production, so may be spaced closely. According
to Mountain Dell Farms (growing at 1400' in the Catskills), can stand outside
temperatures to 1 when double-covered as shown good resistance to
bottom rot in challenging wet ul s erminates poorl in warm temperatures
Also resistant to X, DM, SC and TB.
2789 A: 1g, $3.25
B: 4g, $8.00
C: 14g, $15.00
D: 28g, $25.00
E: 112g, $90.00
De orges Braun
rganic (64 days) This bronze beauty is noteworthy
among the hundreds of lettuces we’ve grown for its shimmery color and
smooth buttery texture. Grows upright like a romaine as it matures, the center
forming a green contrast to the pink outer leaves. Slow grower, never gets
bitter and is one of the last to bolt. Brought to our attention by lettuce curator
M. Schultz.
2787 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 14g, $9.00
D: 28g, $14.00

OAKLEAF

A looseleaf lettuce more tender and sweet than its namesake.
scarde
rganic (30 days baby, 45 days mature) This often imitated but
never matched classic miniature oakleaf remains an industry standard. Deep
red leaves are the darkest of their type we’ve found in our trials. Growing low
to the ground, the loose heads shade to bright green at their hearts. Ideal for
greenhouse culture in cold weather, also good outdoors in spring and fall. May
be cut for mesclun or baby leaf. Resists DM.
2788 A: 1g, $4.00
B: 4g, $11.00
C: 14g, $28.00
D: 28g, $50.00
Bronze Beauty Arrowhead (46 days) This Arrowhead scores a bullseye
for form and color, developing a gorgeous oakleaf rosette in a dance of green
and bronze. Introduced by the Germania Seed & Plant Co, this bronze was
given a bronze medal by the AAS judges in 1947. Good for mesclun and cutand-come-again culture. Very slow to bolt.
Bronze Beauty Arrowhead
2719 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.50
C: 14g, $9.00
D: 28g, $14.00
E: 112g, $48.00
Bronze Beauty Arrowhead - Organic
2720 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.00
C: 14g, $10.00
D: 28g, $16.00
E: 112g, $55.00
Antares
rganic (48 days) A shimmery pink and bronze oakleaf growing
vigorousl to a magnificent 1 16 si e he extra-frilled finel cut bright
leaves are colorful and tender, not bitter even in earl ul
ntares puts on a
terrific show especiall when started indoors, transplanted earl in
spring and allowed ample space. Bred by Frank Morton of Wild
Garden Seed in Oregon out of a combination of 2722 Salad Bowl
(p. 37) and 2865 Rouge d’Hiver (page 41). OSSI
2738 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.50
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $22.00
E: 112g, $66.00

Please continue to maintain openpollinated varieties. I appreciate
your carrying them, as well as
your support for independent
breeders and OSSI.
amie Chevalier, illilts, C
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Deer tongue leaf lettuce has broad dense succulent leaves which taper to a point.
Green Deer Tongue
rganic (48 days) Also known as Matchless, this
venerable heirloom goes back to the 1740s. Characteristic thick green pointed
leaves radiating from a compact center Slow to bolt as a rich nutt flavor
that doesn’t turn bitter.
2740 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 14g, $9.00
D: 28g, $14.00
E: 112g, $53.00
Really Red Deer Tongue - Organic (48 days) We revered
Red Deer Tongue for its history and its classic leaf shape, but
not for its pallid color and vulnerability to disease. Morton
combined it with his own 2773 Hyper
Red Rumple Waved (p. 38) to develop
a series of Really Red breeding lines.
Morton then re-selected for deep red
color, white-green contrasting veins
and pointed deer-tongue leaves for
a variety with much less variation,
a stunning improvement over the
original Red Deer Tongue. From
Hyper comes heightened
resistance to SC, DM, X and
TB. Though not among
the best summer lettuces,
RRDT stands heat better
than its forebears and does
not bolt as readily. OSSI
s 00
2744 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.50
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $20.00
E: 112g, $70.00
es reilles du Diable De il’s ars
rganic
(50 days) Starlike rosettes of tasty glossy leaves are deeply
tinged with burgundy for a shimmery appearance. We enjoy its nutty texture
and bitter-free flavor ne of the last to bolt standout in our plots where we
greatly preferred it to Red Deer Tongue for its color and good heat tolerance.
One of the lovely rare treasures once maintained by the Abundant Life Seed
Foundation.
2767 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $6.75
C: 14g, $10.00
D: 28g, $18.00

LOLLO ROSSO

orms a full fri tight mound of leaves that lend loft and flair to mixes.
Dark ollo osso
rganic (53 days) A much darker version of 2796
Lollo Rosso, holding its color even under row covers, in tunnels or during
prolonged cloudy periods. Our trialer describes it as “fat, curly and very red.”
Adds color, texture and loft to baby leaf mixes. Begin snipping after only
four weeks. Develops bitterness if allowed to size up in heat.
2793 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 14g, $8.50
D: 28g, $12.00
E: 112g, $34.00
Lollo di Vino - Organic (56 days) Its originator Frank Morton calls it a “distinctive little frizzlehead.” Di Vino stands out
for its dark purple color that originated in its Merlot parentage.
his compact beaut has ruffles and curls of vintage lollo, but
a mildness uncharacteristic of deeply pigmented
lollos. Its distinctive lack of bitterness allows the
harvest to extend longer into summer than any other
dark lollos we have tried. OSSI
2795 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $7.75
C: 14g, $19.00
D: 28g, $35.00
ollo osso (58 days) For loft and texture, used in salad mixes and as a
garnish, this ornamental delight has been embraced by gourmet restaurants.
Frizzy foliage is light red on top, light green at base, melding into an eyecatching display. Very cold hardy. This strain is not as colorful as the two
Lollos above, but it was milder, less bitter, and slower to bolt than others in
our trials.
2796 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $4.00
C: 14g, $7.00
D: 28g, $11.00
E: 112g, $30.00

a ing ettuce eed Is as Leave spring-planted lettuce
heads to bolt. Flowers will become white
tufted seeds. Once dry on stalk, rub
seeds off the plant into a paper
bag. To ensure true-to-type seed,
separate lettuce varieties by 10 feet.
See page 106 for more about seed saving.
Key to symbols (

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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Blushed Butter aks
rganic (49 days) This 1997 Fedco introduction
developed by Frank Morton is a compact oakleaf butterhead. Its 12" mounded
upright form sports a delightful combination of pink and green
rounded oakleafs with tenderness and buttery taste. Blushed
Butter Oaks is a hit with everyone who sees and samples it in our
trials. Better-than-average frost tolerance. OSSI s1 7
2764 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $7.50
C: 14g, $15.00
D: 28g, $24.00
E: 112g, $90.00
lf ars ak
rganic (50 days) Frank Morton made Elf Ears Oak as
small as the vigorous oakleaf-type lettuces will likely allow. The bright green
leaf is lightly savoyed with deeply cut lobes, crowned in extra-extended
narrow tips. With compact form, dense centers and elven oak leaves held
upright, easy salad cutting or clean full-head presentation come
naturally. In our hot and steamy 2018 lettuce trial, we found
uniform Elf Ears’ leaf sweet, tender and buttery, while full-size
kin Italienischer is more crisp with slightly better heat tolerance.
Selected for DM resistance. OSSI
2763 A: 1g, $3.50
B: 4g, $11.00
C: 14g, $32.00
D: 28g, $52.00
E: 112g, $180.00
Lingua di Canarino (Canary Tongue) - Organic (50 days) Lingua is a
refined oakleaf that grows larger and stands longer than the original oakleaf
without bolting or getting bitter. Mild-tasting light-green 8" rosettes. Performs
well in fall. Originally from Europe. BACK!
2768 A: 1g, $3.50
B: 4g, $8.00
C: 14g, $15.00
D: 28g, $22.00
E: 112g, $50.00
erlo
ed ak
rganic 3 da s Frank orton s first release of his
“Merlox variations” combines the ultra-dark pigmentation of 2789 Merlot (p.
38 with the superior flavor of larger merald ak his uniform compact 10
12" oakleaf head boasts showy deep maroon leaves with a hint of blanched
green in their centers. Loose but upright habit makes for clean cutting in
salad-leaf harvest nown as a cool-season lettuce, et in the dr earl heat of
summer 2018 we found no bitterness at all—unique for such bold coloration.
Good for winter culture as well: left outdoors in central Maine
with no row cover, mulched only by a generous snow cover, twothirds overwintered and were ready to eat in early May. Bred
with strong horizontal resistance to DM and SC. OSSI
2781 A: 1g, $3.50
B: 4g, $11.00
C: 14g, $28.00
D: 28g, $48.00
E: 112g, $175.00
Flash Green Butter ak
rganic
da s Frank orton officiated
the spectacular marriage of Emerald Oaks’ quintessential oakleaf form with
the speckling of Flashy Trout Back. The result’s rich lime-green leaves with
pronounced but variable dark speckles are not only winsome
but also amazingly tasty and crunchy with delightful buttery
texture. Flashy’s compact habit lends it to “mini” culture, and
its excellent performance in cool weather and heat confirms its
status as masterpiece. OSSI
2784 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $7.00
C: 14g, $13.50
D: 28g, $22.00
E: 112g, $70.00
Italienischer
rganic (55 days)
More vigorous than Royal Oakleaf with bigger
outer leaves, a better taste and texture, and less
bitterness ood, uic and mild-flavored pright
sturdy 14–16" bright green plants are slow to bolt.
Give these huge beauties plenty of
space. Some is black-seeded, some
white-seeded, both true-to-type,
though some plants will exhibit
more of a buttercrunch leaf in a
different shade of green. BACK!
2785 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $7.00
C: 14g, $13.00
D: 28g, $20.00
E: 112g, $72.00

LETTUCE

BUTTERHEAD

Tom Thumb (46 days) This venerable and adored miniature butterhead
was introduced in England by H. Wheeler & Sons in 1858.
It came to the States ten years later. One customer wrote
to Burpee’s in 1894, “It is just what the gardener
wants…a good dwarf variety, a quick grower.” Heron
calls it “fairy cabbage.” In the dewy cool of spring or
fall, Tom Thumb forms its extra-early tightly bunched
tiny head. With sweet buttery light-medium green
outer leaves and creamy white crunchy centers,
it’s tasty and attractive for early markets. Can be
closely spaced as the heads seldom exceed 5" in
diameter. Please do not attempt to grow it in warm
temps it turns into an ugl toad!
2803 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $2.50
C: 14g, $3.50
D: 28g, $5.00
E: 112g, $8.00
K: 448g, $20.00
Bronze Mignonette (46 days) Charming us again in 2018, this small 8"
ruffled bron e-tinged butterhead continues to captivate in our trials Slightl
larger than Tom Thumb and with a broader tolerance of warm temps, it’s an
ideal choice for baby vegetable enthusiasts. Its silky buttery leaf and petite
stature assures that ou can fit it into our farm and garden plans, and into
your salads. Introduced around 1898.
2805 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $2.50
C: 14g, $3.50
D: 28g, $5.00
E: 112g, $8.00
K: 448g, $24.00
Garnet Butter Gem
rganic (48 days) Frank Morton selected this gem
and named it well, its pebbled leaves shaded red and light plum with touches
of brown on a green base. Sweet, crunchy, with buttery goodness, a very
fulfilling balance he compact 1 wide b
tall tight uniform heads form
gorgeous rosettes held upright for a clean market and salad harvest. Garnet
Butter Gem is as sweet as the well-regarded 2834 Sweet Valentine with even
better bolt tolerance, and heads that hold and tighten. In our summer 2017
trials, the commercial grade Gem-types melted down or got wicked shaggy
whilst arnet Butter appeared to ask,
hat s all the fuss about ust a spot
of odd summer weather, wot!
BACK!
2807 A: 1g, $4.00
B: 4g, $12.00
C: 14g, $24.00
D: 28g, $32.00
E: 112g, $100.00 K: 448g, $350.00
Carmona
rganic (50 days) Also known as Carmona Red or Carmona
Red Tip. Frank Morton brought this Canadian heirloom red butterhead
back from near extinction. Lush dark green butterhead base is fully blushed
carmine and pebbled with bronze and brown. Stunning, but the taste is what
will keep you coming back. Outer leaves are sweet, juicy and buttery while
the well-blanched interior is tender and melting. Heads mature slowly and
tighten just after color-mate 2828 Pirat. Broad 16" plants mound to a 6" center
head. Good disease resistance and of market-grower quality; showed long
field holding and excellent bolt resistance in tortuous 018 e observed one
in six plants is more blond and less red, but wonderful nonetheless. BACK!
2809 A: 1g, $4.25
B: 4g, $12.75
C: 14g, $26.00
D: 28g, $34.00
E: 112g, $105.00 K: 448g, $350.00
Buttercrunch (50 days) Our trials evaluator calls this 8–12" butterhead “the
cucumber of lettuce, smooth and soothing with a green refreshing flavor
Dark green outer leaves with creamy center heart. Bloodnick praises its
“sweet, succulent broad mid-ribs.” Slow to bolt, but can be prone to bottom
rot. Some ability to germinate in warm temps. A 1963 AAS developed by Dr.
G.L. Raleigh at Cornell. Always our best-selling lettuce.
Buttercrunch
2811 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $2.50
C: 14g, $3.50
D: 28g, $5.00
E: 112g, $8.00
K: 448g, $20.00
Buttercrunch - Organic
2812 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.00
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $20.00
E: 112g, $65.00
K: 448g, $155.00
orth Pole
rganic (51 days) Our grower had a bad year. Not available
in 2021; hope to have back in 2022.
ptima
rganic (52 days) Released by French seedhouse and breeder
Vilmorin in 1995. This dark green uniform Nancy-type butterhead caught
lettuce master Frank Morton’s eye with its large plant and head size, and
workhorse performance. We were equally wowed as slow-bolting Optima
held its lush looks and high quality in 2018’s hot and steamy lettuce trial.
ptima s uic sweetness and silk texture could trul define a new categor :
enderheads! igh resistance to
, B , and B
2815 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $7.50
C: 14g, $20.00
D: 28g, $30.00
Winter Marvel - Organic (52 days) Polly Gottesman of Pumpkin Ridge
Gardens, North Plains, OR, wrote, “Here in Zone 7 Winter Marvel is barnone the best overwintering lettuce we grow…We start harvesting outer
leaves for salad mix in December…they continue producing without bolting
through March.” A large fancy light green butterhead recommended for fall
production and overwintering where the climate permits. Grows rapidly, but
bolts readily in summer heat. If you are sowing in spring for an early summer
butterhead, the harvesting window is very narrow. An old European variety.
o not sow in soil temperatures over 80
2816 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.00
C: 14g, $9.00
D: 28g, $14.50
E: 112g, $52.00
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Pirat
rganic (55 days) From Germany, also known as Sprenkel and
Brauner Trotzkopf. Elegant green 12" butterhead with light brown pebbling.
Heads like loose large softballs at maturity. Delicious smooth taste with
creamy texture, and holds well except in prolonged wet spells. Descended
from Merveille des Quatre Saisons but much more bolt resistant.
2828 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $7.25
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $21.00
E: 112g, $72.00
peckled Amish
rganic (55 days) An ornamental bibb of spectacular
beaut , its apple-green leaves are variabl splashed with maroon flecks, a
stunner whether in our garden or in our salad Small firm mild-flavored
10" heads shaped like Merveille des Quatre Saisons, centers with soft leaves
blanching creamy yellow. Mennonites brought seed in a covered wagon from
Lancaster County, PA, to Ontario in 1799. Introduced into commerce in 1880
as Golden Spotted. Frank Morton has been selecting to alleviate tipburn.
2831 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $6.50
C: 14g, $13.00
D: 28g, $22.00
E: 112g, $70.00
Sweet Valentine - Organic (56 days) A real sweetheart of a lettuce,
alentine combines magnificent beaut with mild sweet taste Beginning
as a large spreading bronzed butterhead with rounded veined leaves, it
matures into a romaine shape. Has been very slow to bolt even in hot dry
conditions. Flavor is more delicate and less bitter before it assumes romaine
configuration
2834 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $7.00
C: 14g, $13.00
D: 28g, $20.00
Nancy - Organic (58 days) The best one-word description of this elegant
butterhead rhymes with its name—and it’s neither antsy nor chancy. This big
Boston butterhead has thick medium-green leaves that make a very tight welldeveloped heart. Smooth and buttery with a delectable taste and texture. It
holds well in the field, a standout both for commercial growers and home
gardeners. Though usually slow to bottom rot, it did struggle with that disease
in 2013. Intermediate resistance to LMV.
2841 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.50
C: 14g, $10.00
D: 28g, $15.00
E: 112g, $52.00
Kagraner ommer (58 days) Elegant light green 10–12" butterhead of
exceptional tender succulence, especiall given the warm earl -to-mid ul
slot when it matures. “For years has been our main summer lettuce. A great
heat resister,” lauded Anne Elder. The satiny heads are wound less tight, but
are lusher in flavor than Buttercrunch In our trials, the secret snackers alwa s
wish we had planted just a few more.
2839 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $2.75
C: 14g, $5.50
D: 28g, $8.00
E: 112g, $18.00

ini heads Mini lettuce heads are increasingly popular for wholesale
accounts and winter harvests. Home gardeners
with a succession of minis can reap quick single
salads ou ll find minis across the cold-hardiness
and heat-tolerance spectrum. We’ve held these little
class acts up against the expanding utility-patented
mini-types (see sidebar p. 37) and found comparable
or better performance. While we do not intend to “go
big on tin t pes, we add excellence as we find it
Here’s what we have so far:
2784 ashy reen tter a oakleaf
2788 Oscarde oakleaf
2803 o
h
butterhead
2805 ron e i nonette butterhead
2852 Pandero romaine
2855 Jadeite romaine
2713 i denstern iceberg

Key to symbols (

Better Devil - Organic 60 da s Frank orton s evil is finall gaining
the customer appreciation it deserves. A really superior romaine lettuce,
standing out in many of CR’s trials. When it romaines, it sends up gorgeous
purple ruffled center flag leaves Its large veins, green tinged with purple, are
crunchy, juicy and sweet with a hint of bitterness. The texture of its tapered
cos-like leaves is chewy and pleasant. Recommended for early
spring planting, resisted BOR and showed a moderate ability
to withstand heat. Plants compact, uniform and dazzling even
when crowded. OSSI
2862 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $7.25
C: 14g, $13.00
D: 28g, $24.00
ouge d’Hi er (65 days) The true Rouge d’Hiver, black-seeded, with
much deeper red outer-leaf coloration than Brune d’Hiver with which it
is sometimes confused. Inner leaves are green with deeply bronzed tip, an
attractive color combination. Forms a semi-open romaine head with excellent
flavor, especiall in cold weather evelops pronounced bitterness in summer
heat. Hiver means ‘winter’ and Rouge is more suitable for fall production or
overwintering than for summer. French 1840s heirloom listed by Vilmorin in
1885. Resists TB.
2865 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $2.50
C: 14g, $3.25
D: 28g, $5.00
E: 112g, $9.00
K: 448g, $24.00
Plato II
rganic (65 days) Not available in 2021.
Olga - Organic (66 days) Elegant lime-green Olga wooed us in our 2006
lettuce trials Big upright 8 oval heads with big hearts, big flavor and slightl
fringed leaves. So sweet, crisp and buttery that Morton thinks she must
have some butterhead in her background. Stood considerable heat before
developing slight TB and bitterness in August.
2874 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.50
C: 14g, $14.00
arshall
rganic 67 da s e first discovered arshall in the erritorial
catalog: “Gazing into the heart of this romaine is like falling into a burgundy
abyss.” As Merlot is to looseleafs so Marshall is to romaines, the standard
for color intensity. Deep dark red leaves with contrasting pink veins, and a
smidgen of green in the center. Tall upright 8" heads. Leaves smooth and
succulent, crisp and chewy, lacking the bitterness usually associated with such
coloration.
2877 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.25
C: 14g, $11.00
D: 28g, $18.00
Parris Island Cos (68 days) The standard market romaine developed
by Clemson University and the USDA in 1952. Upright 8–9" heads fold
inward to form compact centers. Interior greenish-white. Resistant to TB and
bolting, even in heat. Irrigation improves its texture. Cos is an island in the
Dodecanese region of Greece where this type of lettuce was named. Parris
Island is in South Carolina.
2879 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $2.50
C: 14g, $3.50
D: 28g, $5.00
E: 112g, $8.00
K: 448g, $18.00
Crisp int
rganic (70 days) Also known as Erthel. Named for its
ruffled mint-leaf appearance, not for an mint flavor ood si e, exceptional
crispness and sweet flavor with little bitterness even in mid- ul
his longstanding dark green romaine with an open habit and a rounded top was a
standout two consecutive years. Notes from CR’s original trial in 1999:
ovel and delicious, crisp and sweet ice si e, ruffled leaves,
IS!!
It’s still a winner in our recent trials. Slow to bolt, though some tendency to
B in ul heat
2883 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.50
C: 14g, $13.00
D: 28g, $21.00
E: 112g, $70.00
Winter Wonderland - Organic (70 days) Did you say wintah? Here in
Maine we really appreciate a lettuce that makes it through the rigors. Winter
Wonderland was one of the lettuces to survive Roberta’s over-wintering test.
Full disclosure: that winter was not the harshest we’ve known. A 2' tall erect
romaine with dark green leaves and a spread of about 1', Wonderland is slow
to bolt in heat but we recommend it for farming the dark side of the calendar.
White seed.
2886 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.50
C: 14g, $9.50
D: 28g, $15.00

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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LETTUCE

ROMAINE

lso called os. arge crisp-stemmed leaves wrap into a tall head with butter but
snapping blanched centers. Great performance in cold and heat.
Pandero
rganic (44 days baby, 63 days mature)
The mini-romaine runaway star of 32 lettuce
varieties in CR’s 2013 trial, this very deep
purple version of a compact Winter
Density–type develops pronounced color
early and keeps it through its entire growth
cycle. Our taste tasters rated it sweet, mild
and juicy with good crunch. Best sowed early
and harvested small for salad mix or baby
romaine because it will bolt in heat. Planting
for fall allows it to mature its striking selfcontained 6" head. Cold-tolerant, suffered
onl sparse B
during recent wet unes
2852 A: 1g, $3.50
B: 4g, $10.00
C: 14g, $22.00
D: 28g, $38.00
Blushed Butter Cos
rganic (49 days) A combination
butterhead-romaine with ruffled savo ed leaves dappled in an
attractive palette of reds and greens. Butter Cos was judged to be
1 for taste out of more than 100 lettuces the first time we tried
it, years ago. Remarkably crisp for such a buttery taste. OSSI
s1 7
2854 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.75
C: 14g, $14.00
D: 28g, $24.00
E: 112g, $80.00
Jadeite - Organic (50 days) Fresh from Frank Morton’s legendary lettuce
breeding program! rue to name, mini-romaine adeite s matte apple-green
rounded leaf and graceful small vase form looks carved. It practically glowed
from within with pristine health through our hot and humid 2018 lettuce trial.
With a delicate crunch, a dash of juicy sweetness, and touch of buttery texture
to the blanched ellow hearts, adeite s small stature ields
artisan- ualit flavor hile not as furnace-proof as full-si ed
romaines, adeite has good heat tolerance and ver good cold
hardiness, allowing closely spaced successions through many
seasons. OSSI
2855 A: 1g, $3.50
B: 4g, $10.00
C: 14g, $25.00
D: 28g, $40.00
Mayan Jaguar - Organic (51 days) Although we’ve grown a lot of trendy
splotched lettuces in the last decade, this cat’s mottled maroon spots on dark
green ruffled leaves win the blue ribbon for most vibrant color definition
nd it has great flavor, too, sweet uic veins, blushed pink hearts and what
breeder Frank orton refers to as that bone crusher romaine crunch! It gets
off to such a quick start, yet doesn’t grow very large or thrive
in intense heat, making aguar a great candidate for earl salad
or mesclun. Fierce colors, snarly crunch, but really a pussycat
at heart. OSSI
2856 A: 1g, $4.00
B: 4g, $11.00
C: 14g, $24.00
D: 28g, $42.00
Forellenschluss (56 days) Also known as Freckles or Trout Back, an
heirloom from Arche Noah. An absolutely gorgeous romaine with the delicate
taste and texture of a butterhead, distinguished for its deep green leaves
flecked with wine-red splotches he best-tasting of the 0 lettuces in our
1998 trial. Very buttery tender leaves may be harvested at 4–6" for mesclun
or allowed to grow full si e for maximum ornamental benefit illiam o s
Weaver traced Forellenschluss back to 1793; it was a dwarf variety of Spotted
Aleppo developed in Germany. More upright and cup-shaped than 2831 (p.
40) Speckled Amish, with better heat tolerance. Some warm-temperature
germination tolerance. We’ve been seeing increasing variation in the color
and splotching, so we are offering two strains, Routine and it y.
Forellenschluss outine
2857 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $4.50
C: 14g, $9.00
D: 28g, $14.00
E: 112g, $26.00
Forellenschluss it Selected back toward its original color contrast!
2858 A: 1g, $5.00
B: 4g, $12.00
C: 14g, $22.00
D: 28g, $34.00
E: 112g, $85.00
Winter Densit (60 days) Also known as Craquerelle du Midi, a French
heirloom from the 19th c. Is it a bibb or a romaine? Any way you look at it,
its thick tender dark green leaves make superb eating. Starts out looking like
a bibb, then wrapper leaves fold tightly, forming a head like a romaine when
mature. Combines the substance of romaine with the tender succulence of
bibb. No warm-temperature germination tolerance.
2849 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $3.50
C: 14g, $5.00
D: 28g, $7.00
E: 112g, $12.00
K: 448g, $32.00
Jericho - Organic (60 days) Has become the classic summer romaine for
warm regions. If the walls are tumbling down on your summer lettuce, try
ericho, bred in Israel s hot dr climate n imposing romaine, under fertile
conditions it can grow dense hefty 2' tall heads of light green sword-shaped
upright leaves. Yet it remains crisp, juicy and unusually sweet, most years
resisting B or bolting well into ul
emains attractive even in bad ears
and tolerates BOR.
2861 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $6.00
C: 14g, $11.00
D: 28g, $19.00
E: 112g, $50.00

LETTUCE

BATAVIAN

Also called Summer Crisp or rench risp, Batavians combine the crispness and
heat tolerance of Iceberg with the open habit, sweetness and tenderness of leaf t pes.
igorous growth, large stature, great ﬁeld holding, slow bolting and wonderful flavor
make this class an excellent summer harvest choice in the fluctuant northeastern
climate. Good hot-weather germination.
Cardinale - Organic (48 days) This alluring wine-red European batavian
had disappeared from commerce for a while before Frank Morton rescued it.
Cardinale is a classic both for baby leaf and hefty 14–16" full head production.
ith elements of butterhead and romaine in habit and flavor, upright but
open rosettes fold together like a romaine in the center at full maturity. Shiny
broad lightly blistered fringed red leaves on the outside, green toward the
center with crisp and uic ribs Survived temperatures in the teens in anine
Welsby’s unheated Ohio greenhouse under a double layer of row cover topped
with old bed sheets.
2905 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $8.50
C: 14g, $15.00
D: 28g, $24.00
E: 112g, $85.00
Sierra - Organic 0 da s Summer lettuce aficionados can re oice that
we again have a fresh crop of organic seed for Sierra, a red-tinged French
batavian renowned for its extraordinary seedling vigor, resistance to TB and
reluctance to bolt even in midsummer heat. Revered among market
growers, it especiall stands out in late ul when others have rotted
or bolted. We have harvested spring-planted marketable specimens
as late as Aug. 6. Crispy and tasty leaves
on a compact upright form. Developed
by Vilmorin in 1992. Resists DM,
tolerates LMV.
BACK!
2907 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.00
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $19.00
E: 112g, $60.00
Concept
rganic (51 days)
The Concept here is a combination
of a batavian with a romaine. As the plant
reaches full maturity, the whorling thick
succulent juicy medium-green leaves
start to close up at the top. Can be used for baby lettuce or allowed to mature
into a vase-like bunch. As with most batavian types, it is relatively tolerant of
hot weather and rarely bitter. “Concept is the only lettuce I can be sure of in
Florida summers,” relates Marilynn Marcks of Port St. Lucie, FL.
2908 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $7.00
C: 14g, $14.00
D: 28g, $26.00
Brune d’Hi er
rganic (65 days) In the spirit of social distancing, we’re
singling out Brune from our winter mix, where it’s been mingling for years.
Standing alone this summer in our trial gardens, the burnished shine of its
reddish-amber–tipped green leaves captivated us, also standing alone. A
French heirloom, introduced in 1855, the compact hardy plants with crunchy
batavian taste stand the test of time as well as the chill of fall. Pam Dowling
notes this variety as worthy of consideration for its cold hardiness. NEW!
2840 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $7.00
C: 14g, $16.00
D: 28g, $26.00
E: 112g, $75.00
Anuenue - Organic 7 da s Its mellifluous awaiian name pronounced
AH-new-ee-new-ee) means ‘rainbow’ even though it is a uniform dark green.
nuenue doesn t look like much in une when most other lettuce is in full
glory, but as the days get shorter and the heat gets stronger it really comes into
its own In late ul and even earl ugust, this 1 87 niversit of awaii
introduction has no peers for crispness and sweetness and never develops any
bitterness. Slow growth is its secret. It remains compact as it matures, surrounding its round tightly packed heart with crisp outer leaves. About a quarter of the plants show an even more compact form. Unlike most lettuces, seed
will germinate at 80
as shown some winter hardiness with protection
2921 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.50
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $18.00
E: 112g, $56.00
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Balad Aswan
rganic (45 days) An ancient form of native Egyptian
celtuce that is customarily allowed to bolt and enjoyed for its 12–14"
crunch stems with cream flavor Its sweet
emerald-green pointy leaves make a tall rosette,
taste like regular lettuce leaves without
bitterness and can be harvested anytime,
remaining sweet and crispy like 2731
Cracoviensis (page 38) even after bolting.
Aswan began bolting only 3–4 weeks after
its une 17 transplanting Frank orton sa s
celtuce was a symbol of virility in ancient
hieroglyphs but we make no unsubstantiated
claims for this unusual lettuce.
2715 A: 1g, $3.25
B: 4g, $9.00
C: 14g, $16.00
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ccording to aughan s 0 seed catalog, Iceberg takes its name from the small
indentations in the leaf that ﬁll with dewdrops giving them a cr stalline appearance.
With its toothed and fringed light green leaf, famous crunchy juicy texture and mild
sweet flavor Iceberg has become an iconic merican food. ate to make mature
heads, Icebergs face heat and stress with grace and tolerance lettuce lessons for
our politicians?
Gildenstern
rganic (46 days) A mini-iceberg—let us call it a bergy bit.
Folded and blistered light green leaves wrap into a tight crisp whorled 4" head
that easily makes a single-serving salad. This latest victory from breeder Frank
Morton’s Merlox derivations combines an iceberg look and juicy crunch with
wonderfully smooth butterhead texture. Market growers will
find uniforml earl maturing but slow-bolting ildenstern a
good four-season mini-crisphead, resistant to TB, DM and SC
around the calendar. OSSI
2713 A: 1g, $3.25
B: 4g, $9.00
C: 14g, $23.00
D: 28g, $36.00
ack Ice
rganic (48 days) Dropped for lack of interest.

Red Iceberg (63 days) For burgundy exterior coloration, compact mediumsi ed heads, great reliabilit and pleasing sweet flavor, an attractive alternative
to green iceberg. Interior shades to green. Heads resist getting soft and mushy
in the heat for a relatively long time.
2922 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $6.50
C: 14g, $12.00
D: 28g, $20.00
Crispino
rganic (60-65 days) Lettuce master Frank Morton said, “Ozzie
and Harriet salad of my youth is making a comeback, and this is the backbone for it.” This old-school iceberg gets right to business making 6–7" light
green icy heads with nearly white hearts. Its lightly toothed and wavy leaf
wraps early on a big vigorous 15–20" diameter plant, delivering a classic medium-crisp kick paired with tender juicy refreshment. In our hot humid 2018
lettuce trial, Crispino was uniform and blemish-free, holding well without
tip-burn.
2924 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $8.50
C: 14g, $20.00
D: 28g, $32.00
E: 112g, $105.00
Mâche: see Greens, p. 30.
Hope you’re all staying safe and relatively sane. I’m extremely
grateful to be able to buy seeds right now, but I don’t take it lightly
that you’re putting yourselves at risk to remain open. Thank you.
mil ose, orman,

MUSKMELONS Cucumis melo

1 gram packet, about 20 seeds, sows 7 hills.
Muskmelons are usually heavily netted and deeply ribbed with larger seed
cavities than cantaloupes. They are easier and require less heat to grow well than
cantaloupes.
Halona (74 days) F-1 hybrid. Often the earliest muskmelon to vine-ripen
for us—Aug. 11 in the very warm 2012 season, Aug. 23 in the less warm one
of 2014. Dependable, early and easy to grow even for the melon-challenged,
delivering unusual sweetness and muskiness, full flavor with little compromise
for the earliness. The 6" oval fruits averaged 2.8 lb for Alice and 3.0 for CR,
boasting small seed cavities around thick sweet oran e esh. Achieved a 3.4
taste rating out of a possible 4 in Alice Coyle’s 2012 trial. Alice’s tested at
9.4 Brix, but it has recorded as high as 14–15 in other trials. Enjoys a broad
range of geographic adaptation. Tolerant to some F strains, resistant to PM.
970 A: 1g, $4.25
B: 3g, $9.00
C: 15g, $32.00
Athena (80 days) F-1 hybrid. This muskmelon ripens early with nice orange
interior color, good sweetness and not a hint of muskiness. Oval-round
well-netted lightly ribbed fruits average 21/2–4 lb. An excellent shipper,
recommended for commercial growers. 11.0 Brix in OSU trials. Secondbest yielder among 10 melons in a UMaine trial. No sales to South Carolina.
Tolerant to F0-2 and PM1-2.
975 A: 1g, $4.50
B: 3g, $12.00
C: 15g, $45.00
Sugar Cube (80 days) F-1 hybrid. While the
breeder’s promo uses all caps to shout
muskmelon Sugar Cube’s supreme
disease resistance, our exclamations
exalted the good yield, endearing
small si e, and flavor that s ust
WOW!” as one tongue-tied but
satisfied staff member put it t
diameter, this 11/2 lb near-globe
with light but entire corky
netting fits easil in the hand and
is ideal for going halfsies. The thick
deep orange succulent flesh ings
like musk cand So sweet and
heavenl ! said a taster
itto,
uttered the next stunned eater.
Finally, the loss of Seminis/
Monsanto’s French Orange can
be forgotten. High resistance
to PM1-2, F0-2, ZYMV, PRSV,
WMV.
977 A: 15 seeds, $2.50
B: 60 seeds, $9.00
C: 180 seeds, $18.00
Home Run (82 days) F-1 hybrid. For some, the most memorable
home run in MLB history is Hammerin’ Hank Aaron whacking
#715 on April 8, 1974, to pass Babe Ruth’s all-time record.
We’ve been looking to do a similar dethroning of Athena melon from its
assumed perch p north in aine s perfect melon weather, thena s flavor
and sugars sometimes strike out, so we’ve been searching for a short season
eastern shipper that hits for power consistently. The breeder says it performs
well even in rainy conditions, and sure enough, Home Run was unfazed by
aine s cold wet 01 ust as earl out of the field and to the plate as thena,
Home Run blasted us with high sugars and thick dense musky oran e esh.
bev of 6 lb coarsel netted oval dingers were eas to pick at full slip
Resistant to PM, F0-2.
978 A: 1g, $5.50
B: 3g, $12.00
C: 15g, $48.00
Hannah’s Choice (85 days) F-1 hybrid. Hannah is my hands-down choice in
one , for ease, appearance and flavor in h brid muskmelons Farther north,
in Zone 4, its eating quality has been more variable. Nikos, our purchaser,
likens its flavor to the tropical fruit cherimo a custard apple smooth,
perfumy, juicy with syrupy sweetness. Other tasters found it caramelly and
detected hints of vanilla and coconut. The 61/2 x 51/2" large netted oval fruits
average 3–5 lb with a high Brix rating of 13. As stunning on the inside as it
is imposing on the outside, its rich green rind contrasts with the deep orange
esh. Kudos to the Cornell breeding program for developing this gourmet
melon. At trials in both Freeville and Jamesport, NY, it had 96% marketable
fruits by weight, besting Delicious 51 and Athena in color, depth, Brix and
overall quality. Resistant to PM, tolerant to F2, ZYMV, PRSV, WMV.
979 A: 1g, $4.00
B: 3g, $10.00
C: 15g, $36.00
Key to symbols (

Golden Gopher - BD (85 days) Open-pollinated.
This is one gopher I won’t be without.
Each year it reminds me just how good a
melon can be. Though, as usual, they
didn’t look too imposing from the
outside, the two I harvested
on Sept. 3 blew me away with their
flavor he 6 heavil ribbed fruits
averaging 21/2 lb feature
deep oran e esh of superb
eating quality. Developed
by the UMinn in the 1930s
and introduced by Farmer
Seed & Nursery Co. in 1939,
saved from probable extinction
by Glenn Drowns, discovered
and multiplied by our trialer
eanne riffin, and populari ed
by Jack Kertesz at his MOFGA
gardens Called op pen melons because
they sometimes split open when ripe. Gopher’s
honeydew parentage helps account for its high sugar
content as well as its resistance to F. Very susceptible to PM.
980 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 3g, $4.00
C: 15g, $10.00
Hearts of Gold
rganic (85 days) Open-pollinated. Once the most
popular melon in the Midwest, this 2–3 lb oran e eshed muskmelon with
a thin rind and thick flesh still deserves its good reputation he rich flavor
speaks of summer itself—juicy, fragrant, sweetly delish. Vigorous vines
easily kick out two ribbed and netted fruits per plant. Introduced at the end
of the 1800s as one of the first modern melons, it s now been around long
enough to be considered an heirloom. Keep on searching for a heart of gold,
but first take a sweet melon break
982 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 3g, $4.00
C: 15g, $9.00
Pride of Wisconsin (88 days) The best full-sized open-pollinated
muskmelon C s first fruit, harvested vine ripe on Sept 3, a flawless
6
lb specimen, was the highlight of his 016 growing season, confirming
Pride’s place at the pinnacle of heirloom melons. It was melon nirvana: its
superb smooth texture and juicy refreshing sweetness satisfying through and
through with just the right delicate balance and no musky aftertaste. Highquality large oval sa on eshed 5–7 lb fruits have coarse netting and
compact seed cavities. Edible all the way to the rind. Tends to crack at the
blossom end during wet seasons so not recommended for long-distance
shipping. Known as Queen of Colorado when it was introduced in 1923 by
the St. Louis Seed Co. Offered in the ’40s and ’50s by Burpee and Eastern
States Cooperative. All but disappeared from
the trade after the onset of hybridization,
maintained by a handful of seed savers.
983 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 3g, $5.00
C: 15g, $13.00
D: 30g, $20.00
Delicious
(88 days) Dropped.
We prefer 982 Hearts of Gold.
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Melons are a tender crop that require some extra fussing, but the results are
sure worthwhile. They love heat, cannot stand frost, and may be damaged by
night temps below 0
Note days to maturity and select varieties that will ripen in your climate.
Dove, Alvaro and Halona are surest bets.
Start indoors in early May (later in slow springs) in pots, 2-3 seeds to a
pot. ini
er ination soi te p
opti a ran e
. Melons
resent transplanting but will take if their roots are not disturbed.
Prepare hills or rows in advance with liberal amounts of well-rotted
manure or compost. A cold start can permanently stunt growth, so wait for a
warm spell after all danger of frost to transplant, usually between May 20 and
June 20. Don’t place melons next to crawling plants like cucumbers, gourds
or winter squash. Use black or IRT plastic mulch (page 133).
Space rows 6-8' apart, transplant melons about 2' apart, watermelons 3-4'
apart.
Use wire hoops and row cover (page 141) to keep out cucumber beetles.
Consistent water is required for quality melons.
Use a foliar feeding program to speed ripening.
emove row covers as plants begin to flower
To reduce rot loss, rotate ripening melons occasionally. To reduce mouse
damage, place ripening melons on bricks.
Inspect your patch daily at ripening time. Check fruits for aroma and
color. Most muskmelons are ripe when the pressure causes them to slip from
the vine. Watermelons are ripe when the tendril near the stem is dry.

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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MELONS

- About 25–35 seeds/g; watermelons about 20 seeds/g; exceptions noted.
- Days to maturity are from date of transplanting.
Culture: See sidebar below for instructions. Melons produce the highest sugars when
da time temperatures exceed 0 and nighttime temperatures are 0
.
Diseases: a number after the abbreviation indicates which race of pathogen.
ANTH Anthracnose
PRSV Papaya Ring Spot Virus
F
Fusarium
WMV
Watermelon Mosaic Virus
PM
Powdery Mildew
ZYMV Zucchini Yellows Mosaic Virus

MELONS

more MUSKMELONS
ontreal arket
rganic (89 days)
Open-pollinated. Also known as
Montreal Nutmeg, one of the best
arguments going for maintaining
gene banks. Believed extinct,
it was saved by Montreal
cultural preservationists who
finall located a few seeds
in the USDA Ames, IA,
repository in 1996. This
very rare legendary greeneshed muskmelon was once
widely grown in Canada,
New England and the Upper
Midwest. Hedrick in The
Cucurbits of New York asserted
that handled skillfull and
intelligently produces the
largest fruits of its type in
American cultivation,”
sometimes reaching 0 lb
ith an exotic sweet spic flavor as uni ue as
its size, these became the summer dessert of choice in New York’s Waldorf
Astoria, Boston’s Ritz and other stylish hotels, fetching growers as much as
$30 per dozen in 1921, and costing more per slice than most steaks on the
menu. Though commercialized by Burpee in 1881, its roots trace back to
the early French settlers. Widely grown on the western edge of Montreal in
Zone 5b, it gradually disappeared after World War II as expansion and an
expressway swallowed up rich agricultural land and tastes shifted away from
green-fleshed melons Its thin rinds, large si e and inabilit to store long also
dampened its success. Intricately netted and prominently ribbed, the aromatic
fruits have a silky texture and a spiciness reminiscent of nutmeg or ginger.
Regular moisture and use of horse manure are said to be the secrets to good
growth. In zones and microclimates other than Montreal’s more likely to
grow 4–5 lb.
986 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 3g, $6.00
C: 15g, $13.00
D: 30g, $23.00

ANANAS TYPE

riginating in the ideast, nanas is a t pe of white ﬁne-fleshed netted muskmelon
that develops considerable sweetness along with a hint of spiciness in summer heat.
Dove (70 days) F-1 hybrid. I was shocked and awed to harvest a vine-ripe
melon on ug 6, m earliest ever In all, I picked five averaging
lb hat
same season, lice ripened fourteen fruits in the first nine da s of ugust
and concluded, I love ove So do m restaurant bu ers
ove ma be the
earliest, easiest and sweetest melon you will ever grow. The ivory-colored
esh with tropical fruity overtones has tested as high as 15.5 on the Brix
sweetness scale. The greenish-orange skin shows scant netting and blushes as
the fruits ripen. After harvesting let them sit 3–4 days to bring out their full
flavor So earl , a candidate for succession plantings Short shelf-life, not for
long-distance shipping.
916 A: 1g, $6.00
B: 3g, $15.00
C: 15g, $55.00

CANARY TYPE

amed for their distinctive ellow skin, canar melons have white interior flesh.
Mayor (85 days) F-1 hybrid. A Spanish-bred canary whose name translates to
‘bigger.’ The blocky oblong deep golden-yellow 4–6 lb fruits with hite esh
feel heav for their 8 10 x 6 si e a or is not a crunch meh grocer
canary, but a ripe-honeydew-and-creamy-crenshaw-like affair. Unlike other
canary types, few furrows mar Mayor’s smooth skin. Our staff says of Mayor:
ike a sorbet, So smooth, ama ing texture,
ssence of a flower, hone
sweet and Butter , tastes like cand
ood market-worth ields in aine
of all places, and best of all, over several seasons, Heron reports picking Mayors in early September and storing them at room temperature until November.
hile the flavor does fade some, cutting into a good homegrown melon
on Halloween is pretty awesome.” Mayor does not slip from the vine. Good
si e, full color, and slight give to finger pressure on the blossom end mean
it’s ready to pick. Luckily, Mayor resists split ends better than any canary
we’ve grown. Transplant only. Plastic mulch and row cover are de rigueur for
success in the open field in the north
927 A: 15 seeds, $6.00
B: 60 seeds, $18.00
C: 180 seeds, $37.00

GALIA-TYPE

Galia is the feminine form of the Israeli name Gal (meaning ‘wave’). Developed in
Israel around
0 b breeder vi archi, alias feature smooth lime reen flesh
and a sweet taste with tropical overtones. Typically the fruits have corky netting but
no ribbing.
Culture: ull from the vine when the skin blushes ellow, at full slip.
Ara a
rganic (80 days) F-1 hybrid. Some years back, during a spring
trip to Israel, CR visited Genesis Seeds, the producers of this stellar greeneshed melon that is named for the long valley that traverses much of the
desolate Negev Desert in southern Israel. Though it is hard to believe that
anything will grow in such a place, these Arava melons are the signature
Israeli variety found in all the markets. A welcome relief there at the edge of
the desert, where stepping outside mid-morning in April feels like entering
a blast furnace. Unsurprisingly, he developed quite a taste for these sweet
refreshing fragrant cantaloupes. Smooth, no ridges, lightly netted, blemishfree and uniform. In 2012, Alice Coyle harvested 12 fruits from four plants,
averaging 1.56 lb each that tested 10.9 Brix. Will grow larger in a warmer
climate. Resistant to PM.
958 A: 1g, $4.50
B: 3g, $9.00
C: 15g, $32.00
Courier (85 days) F-1 hybrid. In our variable (good, bad and downright
ugl ! northern summers, we ve been disappointed b the elusive flavor and
sugar content of many Galia varieties. So we were overjoyed when Courier delivered tip-top sweetness through multiple trial years, rating among the
best of an melon t pe we offer here was a sugar rush of slice-grabbing
during our 2019 melon tasting at the warehouse. The slightly oval fruit has
very dense reen esh and a small seed cavity, making a heavy average of
lb melons ith fine net on its telltale ripe golden-tan skin, Courier can be
picked easily at full slip or can be cut from the vine at partial slip for longer
keeping. Resistant to PM, F 0,1,2.
960 A: 1g, $4.00
B: 3g, $8.00
C: 15g, $30.00

CANTALOUPE

antaloupes, named for the papal gardens of antalupo, Ital , where some historians
sa the ﬁrst cantaloupe was grown, are smooth-skinned or lightl netted with few
ridges. Some are warted. Blushing skin color and a whiff of perfume are usually telltale
signs of ripening.
Prescott Fond Blanc (88 days) Open-pollinated. Fond Blanc translates
to ‘white bottom.’ Don’t be fooled by the outer appearance of this wrinkled
bumpy warted thick-skinned puffy-looking grey-green rock melon! (One
author describes the skin as tough as rhinoceros hide
ooks like spumoni
on the inside, the outer layers of green and yellow
giving way to deep oran e esh in the center.
Then oo-la-la! Sniff its rich bouquet and bite
into the uic melting dense savor flesh
As Prescott’s 3–5 lb true cantaloupes
ripen they develop a yellow blush and
a floral redolence, and finall slip off
the vine with light pressure when fully
ripe. Bring them in and let them sit for
a week, then enjoy! Fruits ripen variably,
vines keep producing, averaging about
four melons per hill.
942 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 3g, $4.00
C: 15g, $12.00
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When we consider the life’s work of University of New Hampshire plant
breeder Dr. Brent Loy, who passed away July 2020, we are inspired by the
his joyful commitment and exploration in agriculture. For more than 50 years
at UNH, he conducted research at the longest-running cucurbit breeding
program in the U.S., with more than 100 squash, pumpkin, gourd and melon
varieties released. Many of these varieties made it possible for Northern
growers to en o an ama ing ripe melon for the first time In this ear s
Fedco catalog, we offer Halona, Sugar Cube, and Homerun melons; Slick Pik
summer squash; Thunder kabocha; and Naked Bear pumpkin, all bred by Dr.
Loy, or using his inbred lines. A husband, father, mentor and pioneer, Brent
knew life was sweet, and he helped us all taste it.

H

D W

About 28 seeds/g.
Discerning ripeness in honeydews is an art. At least two or three of the following
signs should align before you cut fruit from the vine: 1) Fruits are free of fuzz or
minute hairs that denote immaturity. 2) Stems dry at tendrils. 3) Fruits assume
proper coloration (different for different varieties). 4) Light
ﬁrm pressure applied to fruit bottom results in a slight give
or rubbery rebound (pick soon). Give extends
into the curve outside of the blossom
scar (pick now). o not wait for full slip
fruits will crack and get over-ripe. ure
da s off the vine for best flavor,
until it develops a very subtle sweet
smell of perfumed honey indicative
of melting uic full-flavored flesh.
ncle Paul (80 days) F-1
hybrid. Having bid farewell to
excellent but discontinued Uncle Sam, we welcomed Uncle
Paul. Sam and Paul are siblings from
the same high-quality oran e eshed
honeyde breeding program. Dense
orange flesh is richl hone -flavored
Cream-colored skin blushes peach, and
we’ve seen none of Sam’s infamous cracking.
Paul averages 3–31/2 lbs and tends toward oval-round
shape with consistent sizing. Early, reliable and productive in the North.
Sometimes Uncle Sam lets us down—turn to Uncle Paul.
964 A: 1g, $7.00
B: 3g, $13.00
C: 15g, $55.00
White Hone (80 days) The Chinese tariff situation is so unstable that we
are not assured of a supply. Please check our website for availability.

SENSATIONAL MELON

ensation (85 days) F-1 hybrid. Bested Seminis-bred French Orange at a
memorable late-August staff melon taste-off, motivating both Susan Kiralis
and Bria Sanborn to grow melons for the first time C was not present, but
he later oined the Sensation fan club when it became the first melon to vineripen for him on Aug. 27 and 31. Very sweet, but not cloying, with perhaps the
highest Brix of any melon in the catalog. Complex, too, with haunting hints
of hazelnut, amaretto and cinnamon. Very unlike French Orange, and not
fitting into an of the usual classes of melons, ollar s Sensation generates
sparsely netted 2–4 lb fruits with very small seed cavities surrounded by
glistening hite esh. As they ripen, their buff skin becomes burnished with
an orangey-yellow haze and they readily slip from the vine. Brought indoors,
the fill the room with their enticing fragrance esistant to F0- and
996 A: 1g, $4.00
B: 3g, $10.00
C: 15g, $37.00
Key to symbols (
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Citrullus lanatus

/16 oz packet about 40 seeds, sows about 12 hills; 1/2 oz packet about 335
seeds. 1 oz is about 670 seeds.
Culture: See sidebar on page 43.
We’ve always said to thump and squeeze your
watermelons to determine ripeness. Heron strongly
dissents, This is erroneous, big time. I have picked
hundreds of perfect watermelons over the ears, as
has my Mom before me for decades. The ONLY legit
way to tell if ripe is indeed the dry or partially dry tendril
where the fruit stem attaches. This thumping thing and pressing thing is not legit.”
D & PI K F
H WAT
Blacktail ountain
rganic (71 days) Open-pollinated. At age 17
cucurbit aficionado and future eminent seedsman lenn rowns took on
his 4-year project to breed a watermelon that would withstand the rigors of
his mountainous northern Idaho climate and ripen before first frost despite
summer nighttime temperatures that averaged 3
o wonder Blacktail
Mountain is the earliest variety extant, among the hardiest, best adapted to a
variety of conditions, and even stores after harvest as long as any. J.T. Miles
of
concurs: I don t have great luck with watermelon the ones that grow
here just don’t taste good. But Blacktail Mountain is great. I will grow it
again
s will Cath
hite from I who sa s ne melon was no bigger
than a grapefruit but when we cut it open it was red inside and as sweet and
good as any big watermelon. We recommend them to everyone.” The late
dam omash and une ellers reported delicious 17 and 1 lb melons
This is at the upper end of Blacktail’s potential; most will run from 8–12 lb.
Fruits are dark green, almost black, with faint stripes, esh oran e red like
a Sugar Baby only with a cleaner more pleasing texture, very
sweet, juicy and crunchy. Drowns didn’t rest on his laurels—
he now maintains Sand Hill Preservation Center in Iowa, his
catalog a treasure trove of rare seed and poultry varieties.
reeder oya ties.
B: 1/4oz, $9.00
1003 A: 1/16oz, $3.25
C: 1/2oz, $15.00
D: 2oz, $30.00
Diana (76 days) F-1 hybrid. Our 2013 summer hunt for yellow-skinned
luster and excellent quality showed Diana supreme. Easily besting pastfavorite Golden Crown, AAS winner Faerie and open-pollinated Golden
Midget, Diana’s 10.3 Brix reading dwarfed Midget’s anemic 7.4. The 2.2
lb oval melons look as if their light skins were painted with bright yellow
stripes Crunch texture, sweetness and complex flavor, unmarred b the
small sparse seeds, won over our warehouse staff. Showed good productivity
of 6 fruits from two hills in a poor melon ear
hit, lovel golden rinds and
very sweet ri ht red esh,” sums Ohio’s Janine Welsby.
1016 A: 15 seeds, $5.00
B: 60 seeds, $15.00
C: 180 seeds, $33.00
ugar Bab
rganic 80 da s pen-pollinated he first of its genre and
still the standard northern icebox watermelon. Among the earliest in its class,
Sugar Baby grows 8–10 lb fruits, dark green outside and deep red inside.
iscovered in a field of picnic watermelons b
ardin of ear ,
, in
1955 and introduced by the Woodside Seed Co. Still prized by those who
prefer their watermelons
and of modest si e, although its flesh ualit is
grainier than the pricey supermarket mini-melons.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
1028 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
C: 1oz, $7.00
D: 1#, $70.00
weet Dakota ose
rganic (82 days) Open-pollinated. When David
Nonnenmacher of Hawley, PA, claimed his absolute beauties started at 15
lb and topped off at 26 and 28, he would perhaps forgive our skepticism.
You couldn’t grow those in Maine, we thought, until Erica Rudloff of Exeter
proved us wrong b exhibiting her magnificent 1 -lb specimen at the 01
Common round Fair onnenmacher clarified that he had mere 1 -pounders
in 2017’s cool summer but praised their
production and sweetness despite the weather.
nd
c eod weighed in: I d been
watching a monster Sweet Dakota
Rose since early August and it felt
like it weighed more than my
30-lb son. We had 20 people
over on Sunday and didn’t even
make it through 3/4 of it. And
it was perfectly ripe.” Bred by
David Podoll of North Dakota
to be intermediate between its
parents, small early maturing
Early Canada and enormous
late-maturing Black Diamond,
its skin light green with dark
green stripes and its esh red. A star
in CR’s trials, maturing early and producing 8–12 lb fruits, 2–3
per plant. It has few seeds and stores longer than most others.
onnenmacher reported its outstanding uiciness and flavor
drew raves from chefs and man fellow S members I think I have
them convinced that modern seedless watermelons not only leave out the
seeds but also the flavor
e have no difficult believing that
.
B: 1/4oz, $8.00
C: 1oz, $20.00
1035 A: 1/16oz, $3.00
1

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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MELONS

CHARENTAIS

This French melon is a true cantaloupe, almost smooth with no netting. reen skins
blush ellow-tan when ripe fruits emit a memorable redolence.
arvest at half-slip (the pull off with a moderate
tug) and bring inside for a day or two for
best flavor. on t wait till full slip the ll
be over-ripe.
Alvaro (77 days) F-1 hybrid.
A class of canta o pe notoriousl slow to ripen and difficult to
harvest ripe without splitting,
the ideal Charentais eluded our
trialers for years until Heron
found Alvaro. He calls it the
Halona of Charentais melons
because his, so early, matured
around the same time as Halona in 013 C s, first ripening
on Sept. 4, 2014, the day after his
French Orange and twelve days after
his first alona, were still wa earlier
than any other Charentais he had ever tried.
Almost as if sculpted, grey-green Alvaro shows remarkable
uniformity. All 5 fruits, averaging 2.28 lb, ripened within a 3-day window,
none splitting or showing any other damage. Even in water-bursting 2013,
eron had nar a split eepl sutured x6 fruits without netting fill the
room with that incomparable Charentais aroma. In 2020 on July 28 Altoon
Sultan of the ortheast ingdom of
delightedl observed:
ith the
wacky hot weather we’ve been having, a lot of my warm weather garden
vegetables have been early…But when I saw the Alvaro melons starting to
warm in color a couple of da s ago, I was flabbergasted his morning I
picked two…now in my kitchen…and scenting the room deliciously.” Thick
oran e esh luscious and succulent with silk but firm texture and rich fullbodied flavor ever thing we ve wanted in a Charentais but not found since
French Orange.
948 A: 15 seeds, $5.00
B: 60 seeds, $16.00
C: 180 seeds, $37.00

WAT

uet ali
rganic (85 days) Open-pollinated. Sweet (tested 9.7% sugars
at WSU trials) with some substance. Ripens 9–12 lb
fruits with dark green skin splotched with limegreen sponge prints. Even more attractive
on the inside where the dense pin esh
is almost seedless! Caution: Requires
a sharp knife, strong wrist and sure
stroke to cut open its skin. Resists
ANTH1. PVP expired!
1043 A: 1/16oz, $3.25
B: 1/4oz, $8.00
C: 1oz, $28.00
unsweet
C (85 days)
Open-pollinated. Though it loves
warm locales, Sunsweet is adapted
almost anywhere. Our melon trialers in
central Maine have harvested two 20 lb
fruits per plant. One of the more satisfying
melons in this year’s trials, with reports
that it outproduced hybrid Sweet Favorite
and is earlier and bigger than hybrid Sangria.
Skin dark green with broken light green stripes.
We recommend this large oval watermelon for orio s red sweet juicy
delectable treats. When the PVP ran out and our supplier dropped it, we were
caught unaware with no seed set aside. We put the word out to our customers
and Long Days Farm came to the rescue with enough seed to get us going
again! The careful craft of our grower extraordinaire at Red Fern completed
the cycle of growing more seed. Resistant to ANTH and F.
B: 1/4oz, $6.50
1046 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
Fantas (85 days) F-1 hybrid. Northern growers have probably noticed our
italicized cautions saying maybe not really for you on whopper striped oblong
watermelon varieties. In our own gardens, we never skimp on the tricks of
planting good seedlings into black plastic under row cover, yet getting yields
of 1 or 2 fully ripe biggies per plant amounts to a good year. Big news: if our
2018 Zone 4 watermelon trials have any merit, now is your chance to live the
watermelon dream. With extra-sweet deep red esh and raging watermelon
flavor, Fantas made four times the fruit of production-standard Sangria, and
was earlier. In hot dry 2018, the 7x15" fruits weighed 15 lbs; a little more
rain and we could’ve pushed 20+ lbs easy. Its vigor and yields prove it was
bred for organic growing conditions. But here’s the italic warning: Northern
growers could get used to this new watermelon reality.
1045 A: 15 seeds, $3.50
B: 60 seeds, $10.00
C: 180 seeds, $25.00
Verona - ECO (86 days) Open-pollinated. We started growing seed for this
rare large red oblong watermelon after the original Whilite Seed dropped
it. Verona was introduced in 1965 in Mississippi. One of its parents is the
famous Charleston Gray. Considered the earliest and best-tasting of the Black
Diamond types, Verona pumps out 15–20 lb fruits with thin but tough smooth
dark green skins and attractive firm red esh Sweet and tast , great flavor for
an OP melon, Verona had high yields in the OSU trials and got raves at the
staff taste test. Well adapted to cool climates, has produced impressively even
as far north as Starks, ME. Tolerant to ANTH, F.
B: 1/4oz, $7.00
C: 1oz, $16.00
1047 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
a Bestia (87 days) F-1 hybrid. This variety bears
the nickname of the U.S.-bound cargo trains
that traverse Mexico, often with hopeful
Central American migrant workers
clinging atop, attempting the
perilous journey to Los
Estados Unidos. Despite
being bred for Latin
America, La Bestia’s
early large yields and
behemoth size will
shatter at least some
Northern preconceived
notions. An extra big and
bulky elongated Sangriatype with intensely sweet deep
red esh, this beast rocked the scales
at 15–20 lbs even in Maine’s cool slow-starting summer of 2019. Three
monsters per plant were cut from thick rambunctious vines more akin to
winter squash in vigor. Long keeping and shipping qualities result from a
solid rind thickly swathed in dark green with thin light streaks.
1050 A: 15 seeds, $3.75
B: 60 seeds, $10.00
C: 180 seeds, $21.00
angria (88 days) F-1 hybrid. The sweetest (as much as 12–14% sugars in
some tests) juiciest watermelon in our trials. These elongated ovals average
10 1 lb with dark green skin broken b light green stripes Bright refined
red esh will satisf the most avid sugar seekers Sangria, the first h brid
Allsweet type ever developed, has been a big hit on the market. Cannot ship
to South Carolina. Tolerant to some races of ANTH and F. May not ripen in
e s it i s fi ie t e t
1056 A: 15 seeds, $3.50
B: 60 seeds, $11.00
C: 180 seeds, $29.00
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Crimson weet
rganic (90 days) Open-pollinated. The deeply
satisfying taste of its very sweet crisp dar red esh brought CR’s 2014
C CF xhibition all talk to a fitting conclusion hank ou, achel at
This almost-round 10x12" light green melon with bold dark green stripes has
defined good watermelon eating since 1 6 when it was developed b
r
C.V. Hall of Kansas State. Tolerance to ANTH1,3 and F1,2 and a thick skin
suitable for shipping make it a commercial favorite in the Middle Atlantic
states and the Southeast. 9.9 Brix at WSU trials. Vigorous vines. Pam
Dawling who grows seed for it says 22 melons yield 1 lb of seed. 1978 AAS
winner. Recommended only for growers in climates warm enough to grow a
25 lb watermelon.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
1063 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
C: 1oz, $7.00
D: 1#, $65.00
oon and tars
rganic (100 days) Open-pollinated. Once feared
extinct, this now-famous watermelon became a cause célèbre for the Seed
Savers Exchange. Released by Peter Henderson & Co. as Sun, Moon and
Stars in 1926, it was popular in the ’30s before fading into obscurity for
almost fift ears Seed Savers xchange co-founder ent heal found it
again in 1981 after a four-year search and his son Aaron supplied us with our
original seed when he was just 12 years old. We still get our seed from Aaron
and he continues to re-select this stunner to showcase its celestial beauty.
Dark green skin has beautiful yellow spots which range in size from little peas
(the stars) to a silver dollar or larger (the moon). Sweet (9.7 Brix) somewhat
grainy pin esh, and such a looker! Spotted foliage, actually a product of a
virus found in the breeding lines, looks unhealthy to the uninitiated. Because
it needs a lot of heat to set fruit, it poses a challenge worthy of the Maine
melon-grower’s mettle.
B: 1/4oz, $6.00
C: 1oz, $16.00
1072 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
W&
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Petite ellow (75 days) F-1 hybrid. Dropped due to minuscule sales.
Peace (75 days) F-1 hybrid. At the end of CR’s CGCF Exhibition Hall
table talk one Sunday we tasted Peace alongside the old standard Seminis/
Monsanto’s Yellow Doll. Although the informal vote afterwards was split,
eace compared favorabl in flavor, texture and
sweetness enhanced with a floral aftertone
that added some complexity. Its yellow
esh has that kind of drizzle-downyour chin juiciness that thoroughly
satisfies on a hot late-summer
day. Good production of fruits
averaging 8 lbs and adorned with
light green skin punctuated with
narrow dark green stripes.
1009 A: 1/16oz, $6.00
B: 1/4oz, $18.00
C: 1oz, $60.00
Gold Flower (75 days)
The Chinese tariff situation is too
unstable to be sure of a supply. Please
check our website for availability.
arl
oonbeam
rganic (78 days)
Open-pollinated stabilized selection from
Yellow Doll, one of breeder Alan Kapuler’s
notable successes in de-hybridizing. He
retained most of Doll’s strengths including
earliness, icebox size (5–8 lb), sweet yellow
esh and colorful skin of dark green
stripes on a greenish-white
background, while sacrificing
only a scintilla of uniformity and
flavor Brix reading of
at S trials
reeder oya ties.
C: 1oz, $22.00
1021 A: 1/16oz, $3.00
B: 1/4oz, $7.00
range
rchid (78 days) F-1 hybrid. A smaller more-marketable
alternative to rangeglo, rchid provides reliable earl production of refined
6–8 lb oblong fruits with ri ht oran e esh, crisp texture and super sweet
floral flavor and not a hint of the hollow heart that can plague orange-fleshed
watermelons. Medium light green rind with dark green striping. Ripened
Aug. 29, 2013, for Heron from a late June 12 transplanting. CR’s, started later
in 2014, ripened mid-September, checking in at 8.25 lb, the best he had grown
in eight years in Colrain’s watermelon-averse sandy loam.
B: 1/4oz, $15.00
C: 1oz, $45.00
1024 A: 1/16oz, $5.00
rangeglo
rganic (90 days) Open-pollinated. The most orange of
watermelons, much favored by Glenn Drowns. Orangeglo was one of his big
triumphs at farmers market he first time he took them to market, some folks
even refused his free samples. The next week people were waiting in line. Not
the sweetest of our melons, but its crisp tender bright orange flesh is uic and
refreshing with an almost tropical flavor dapted to the ortheast and ever
bit as good as Drowns promised, the striped oblong melons average 10 and
often achieve 1 lb et them sta in the field an extra few da s when the stem
is drying because they reach full sweetness only when completely ripe. Large,
plentiful seeds. WSU Brix rating of 10.7.
B: 1/4oz, $8.00
C: 1oz, $22.00
1067 A: 1/16oz, $3.00

Allium spp.

Culture: Start allium seeds indoors in February or March. Minimum germination
soil temperature 0 optimal ran e 0 0 We discourage using bottom heat
because alliums germinate poorl in soil temps above 0 . Transplant in spring soon
after the ground can be worked.
Alliums are heavy feeders and want generous amounts
of organic matter, fertili er and water. ate transplanting
and poor fertility can result in small onions or failure
to form bulbs. Alliums are notoriously intolerant of
weeds. lugs love to munch them, and in areas
above 0 latitude, root maggots ma be a problem.
About allium seed: llium seed is short-lived. We
do not hold over hybrid onion seed because of
precipitous decreases in germination. Test - earold seed before using. Discard anything older.
Diseases:
DM Downy Mildew
PR Pink Root
ALERT: Leek Moth is emerging as a serious pest potentially affecting all Alliums in the Northeast. Consult
your local Cooperative Extension for more info.

ONIONS A. cepa

- About 200–250 seeds/g, 5,700–7,000 seeds/oz.
- Days to maturity are from date of transplanting, not seeding.
Culture: et seedlings out
deep and
apart in shallow trenches,
between rows. nions survive light frosts. fter half the onion tops fall, push over the
remainder and harvest within a week. ield-cure in the sun about 0 da s until dr ,
covering with a tarp in wet weather. In the event of extreme heat or prolonged damp
conditions, we recommend sheltered curing in a well-ventilated barn or greenhouse.
Curing is essential for long storage. Store cured onions in mesh sacks in a cool dry
well-ventilated place, periodicall removing sprouting or rotting bulbs. In spring, put
your remaining onions in the fridge to extend storage until your new crop is ready.
Onions are triggered to form bulbs in response to day length. Day length differs
depending on latitude, so different onion varieties were developed to have different
da -length needs. In the north, the earlier onions are set out, the more chance the
have to make top growth while the days are lengthening. High fertility and steady
water is crucial for large onions. Side dressing is recommended. After summer
solstice they begin bulbing.
All the varieties we list are suitable for northern growers. If you live farther
south, note our latitude speciﬁcations at the end of each description.
Long-day: ust be north of
latitude, though some long-da t pes perform best
north of 0 . These onions need
hours of sun a da to trigger bulb formation.
May not perform well in continually hot soil temps.
Intermediate-day: lso called da -neutral onions, generall need
hours of
daylight to bulb. Some can do well in parts of the upper southern U.S. all the way up
through aine. thers are best for mid-latitudes onl (
0 ). ll intermediate-da
onions in our catalog have performed well repeatedly in our Maine trials.
Read all about okra in The Whole Okra: a
( hort-da : uited for the outh, below latitude
, bulbing when the da length
Seed to Stem Celebration by Chris Smith
measures between 0
hours. We don t offer seed for short-da varieties.)
(in our Books section, page 159).
W
I
Ailsa Craig (110 days) Open-pollinated. These enormous slightly oval pale straw-colored globes are sweet,
mildly pungent and store but a short while. Catalog editor
Elisabeth gives them a prominent place in the garden where
the 1–3 lb beauties boost her morale each time she walks by.
Year after year astounding specimens are exhibited at
Common Ground Fair. Also known as Exhibition,
a cross between Danvers Yellow and Cranston’s
Excelsior introduced by David Murray in 1887.
dapted to 38-60 latitudes
2484 A: 1/16oz, $3.50
B: 1/8oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $17.00
D: 1oz, $32.00
Walla Walla weet panish (125 days)
pen-pollinated oin the funion and be
part of the onion ring” is the slogan of the
annual June sweet onion festival celebrated in
Walla Walla, WA. Their signature sweet onion
is said to have originated in the French island
of Corsica and been brought to Washington by a
French soldier It became famous in the acific
1/16 oz = 1.77 g
Weight
orthwest for its uic sweet flavor and has been in commerce since around
1/8 oz = 3.55 g
e ui alents
1900. In WA it can be wintered over. In our harsher zone it must be sown
1/4 oz = 7.09 g
1 gram = .035 oz 1/2 oz = 14.2 g in the spring for fall harvest. These large, some say voluptuous, onions are
renowned for their mild flavor as soon as the come out of the ground he
3 grams = .106 oz 1 oz = 28.4 g do not store dapted to 3 latitudes
6 grams = .212 oz 4 oz = 113.5 g
B: 1/8oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $7.50
2498 A: 1/16oz, $2.75
24 grams = .851 oz
1# = 453.6 g
D: 1oz, $13.00
E: 4oz, $32.00
K: 1#, $105.00
120 grams = 4.24 oz 2.2# = 1000 g
Key to symbols (

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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OKRA - ONIONS

Abelmoschus esculentus

- About 10–15 seeds/g. 2 gram packet contains about 20–30 seeds.
- Days to maturity are from date of transplanting.
Culture: tart indoors in peat pots and transplant in
weeks, after all
danger of frost has passed. Minimum ermination soil temperature 0
optimal ran e 0 0 Transplant apart do not disturb roots. nce
it flowers, the flesh pods will be read for harvest in two da s. The
are best when picked oung and tender, no longer than . onger
pods are reall ﬁbrous, however The Whole Okra (page
)
provides a plethora of options for using the ones that slip past.
Maine state representative Craig Hickman of
nnabessacook arm in Winthrop, who grows 00 plants
per ear, sa s okra requires T , balanced nutritious
soil with good p , and not much competition from
weeds. ccording to one of his veteran ﬁeldhands, kra
is a diva that needs hot weather for about 0 da s.
Ca un ewel
rganic (65 days) Open-pollinated.
A bayou favorite since the 1950s, Cajun Jewel
adapts well to our cooler climate and produces
almost as much as hybrid Cajun Delight. Dwarf
spineless 3–4' plants yield relatively early 1x7" pods with good
flavor Southern xposure Seed xchange introduced this ewel to
commerce in 1989. ac enefit harin .
3695 A: 2g, $2.75
B: 4g, $4.00
C: 28g, $13.00
D: 112g, $30.00
E: 448g, $100.00
Red Burgundy - ECO (75 days) Open-pollinated. This dual-purpose
cultivar is a stunning ornamental as well as a culinary delight. Although most
productive in the south, Red Burgundy is hardy enough to generate at least
a few pods here. Slender pods will grow 6–7" but are best harvested at 4"
for optimal texture and flavor ur trialer elentless sa s the taste as good
as any green okra.” Later and not as productive here as Cajun Jewel, but an
absolute stunner with its green leaves and burgundy ribs, stems and pods.
Bred by Leon Robbins at Clemson University. ac enefit harin .
3697 A: 2g, $2.25
B: 4g, $3.00
C: 28g, $5.50
D: 112g, $13.00
Beck’s Big Buck
rganic (85 days) Open-pollinated. When Malcolm
and Delphine Beck bought their farm in 1968 in Comal County, TX, they
found in the abandoned garden giant okra stalks with the fattest pods
the d ever seen he saved and replanted the seed, and it grew big fluted
remarkably tender delicious green pods in abundance on sturdy plants. They
called it the snapping okra because it snaps so easily off the plants when it is
ready to harvest. Though not adapted to our climate, Beck’s will produce even
in central Maine in an average growing season. Of course, it will do much
better farther south egardless, the flowers make it a gorgeous ornamental
ac enefit harin .
3699 A: 2g, $2.50
B: 4g, $4.00
C: 28g, $12.00
D: 112g, $22.00

ONIONS

W T AG
I
ew ork arl
rganic (98 days) Open-pollinated. Superior strain of
arl ellow lobe selected for storage until earl spring er firm mild
yellow onions may be eaten raw in salads or sandwiches. They average
1
2 /2 3 across with a taste like Copra and storage onl slightl shorter
fave, sweet & tender,” praised one of our tasters. The strain we list is rated
as the best in an independent evaluation. New York
Early was maintained by commercial onion growers
in range Count ,
dapted to 38- 0 latitudes
B: 1/8oz, $4.00
2449 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
C: 1/2oz, $10.00
D: 1oz, $16.00
E: 4oz, $60.00
K: 1#, $225.00
pression (98 days) F-1 hybrid. The testimonials
poured in when we threatened to drop this
onion. Since you expressed yourselves, we’ve
kept this nice big uic sweetie around
s
large and flavorful as Cand with better
disease resistance,” said Anne Nordell of
rout un,
ow, we had some that
weighed almost 1.5 lb apiece…I haven’t
been able to eat any onions raw for years,
but I was delighted to find that these did
not bother my stomach at all,” chimed in
Janine Welsby. Short to medium storage,
decent heft (the large light brown globes
average about 1 o and flavor Bred b
Bejo for high yields in rich clay loamy soils in
the Northeast and PA. PR-tolerant. Adapted to
3 latitudes
2454 A: 1/16oz, $4.00
B: 1/8oz, $6.00
C: 1/2oz, $20.00
D: 1oz, $36.00
E: 4oz, $136.00
Patterson 10 da s F-1 h brid From our field trials and from feedback
from staff farmers, blocky-globed rusty-bronze–skinned Patterson has
emerged as Copra’s worthy heir apparent. At 1.3 lb average Patterson is larger
and more uniform, equaling the biggest of the more size-variable Copras,
and Patterson’s healthy necks sit down earlier. We slightly preferred Copra’s
flavor both raw and cooked right out of the field, but after storage the gap
narrowed, with Patterson edging out Copra raw, but not quite as good as
Copra cooked xcellent storage dapted to 38latitudes
B: 1/8oz, $5.75
C: 1/2oz, $18.00
2472 A: 1/16oz, $3.50
D: 1oz, $32.00
E: 4oz, $112.00
K: 1#, $430.00
Clear Dawn
rganic (104 days) Open-pollinated. Clear Dawn was bred
out of Copra and introduced by Beth and Nathan Corymb of Meadowlark
Hearth after being entrusted to them by biodynamic growers Claire Hall and
Don Jason. The best open-pollinated storage onion, Dawn has gotten better
and better over years of selection with great storage capability. 8–10 oz
average and ver hard dapted to 38- 0 latitudes
B: 1/8oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $16.00
2474 A: 1/16oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $24.00
E: 4oz, $75.00
Borettana Cipollini (105 days) Open-pollinated. Sweet, dependable, easy
to handle and delectable, this Italian heirloom is the quintessential boiling
and braising onion. Shaped like a button, up to 4" wide (normally 3") but less
than 1" thick. Flattened spheres with bright shiny golden skin. Fine-grained
mild flesh with a well-developed flavor ppreciated in soups, stir-fries and
shish kebab Braids beautifull and keeps till late winter dapted to 38- 0
latitudes.
B: 1/8oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $9.00
2477 A: 1/16oz, $2.75
D: 1oz, $14.00
E: 4oz, $42.00
K: 1#, $145.00

Seeds, varieties, thoughtful sidebar reading, staff
tributes—a great way to spend time in January. Thanks
again for all that you do and the way that you do it.
– Matthew & Katy Maker, Decorah, IA
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Talon
rganic (110 days) F-1 hybrid. With
tremendous Talon comes braggadocio. Nothing
subtle about these bronze-brown–skinned storage
onions that averaged almost 2 lb, even without
irrigation in the 2016 drought. Very uniform
tall blocky globes cling to the ground during
active growth. Tall disease-resistant tops
mirror those strong roots In 0 storage, our
Talons stayed rock hard with no sprouting
until mid- a when we finished eating
them before discovering their full storage
potential. Last year, Roberta’s remained
unsprouted and edible until late summer.
Customer Alex Pakulski, who grew 80 lbs of
onions last ear, lauds alon for its si e some
softball si e and storage aw, the flavor starts sweet and builds to a
lingering medium pungenc Cooked, the sta firm but succulent alon is a
full balance of sweet and allium tang. After dying back and curing, a nub of
neck may remain that does not affect storage quality. Trim at that natural point
of attachment Seed is film-coated allowed for organic production dapted
to 38- 0 latitudes esistant to
B: 1/8oz, $6.50
C: 1/2oz, $24.00
2487 A: 1/16oz, $4.25
D: 1oz, $46.00
E: 4oz, $160.00
Dakota Tears
rganic (112 days) Open-pollinated. Dave Podoll’s
breeding breakthrough, Dakota Tears was more than 20 years in the making.
hough ou might cr when ou cut one open their flavor is robust and
oniony—you won’t weep about their impressive production of very hard
yellow bulbs with medium-thick necks averaging 1 lb each with no doubles.
These matured in late September from an early April start and
stored well for trialer Donna Dyrek. Holli Cederholm says hers
keep till a under good storage conditions dapted to 38- 0
latitudes.
s 00
B: 1/8oz, $4.75
C: 1/2oz, $12.00
2489 A: 1/16oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $19.00
E: 4oz, $63.00
RED SUMMER ONIONS
Cabernet
rganic (90 days) F-1 hybrid. Every season, we northern-tier
growers fret over the always-late red onions. Will they fully ripen, cure and
keep? Cabernet released us from this worry with fancy red onions ready for
fresh use and market in late July. By Aug. 9, two-thirds had lain down, a full
week before New York Early began its descent. By Aug. 31, Cabernet was
firm, cured and read for 3 months storage o shortcomings in this class
uniform early red. The 31/2" wide, 8 oz single-centered globes slice to the
perfect si e to top a large burger aw, the rings are man and thin, finel
textured and crunchy, sweet and slightly spicy. Cooked, the excellent aroma
and full sweetness will induce you to use them up long before they reach their
storage limit dapted to 3 latitudes
B: 2g, $6.50
C: 8g, $15.00
2445 A: 1g, $4.00
E: 96g, $155.00
D: 24g, $42.00
ossa unga di Tropea (110 days) Open-pollinated.
The famous Italian heirloom torpedo onion whose
name means Long Red of
Tropea. Tropea, in Calabria
near the southern tip of
Italy, is the site of a famous
onion festival every August.
Elongated like torpedos, these
thin-skinned glossy maroon
bulbs with lighter interiors
are easily sliced into even
rings. Sweet, mild and delicious
for fall enjoyment. Plants died back in the
first week of ctober for onna rek, will finish earlier
if started indoors March 1. Excellent bunched fresh for
midsummer markets. Chefs love them for grilling or braising. Adapted to
3 - 8 latitudes
B: 1/8oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $7.00
2485 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $11.00
E: 4oz, $30.00

ONIONS -ONIONS
SHALLOTS SHALLOTS

RED STORAGE ONIONS
WHIT
I
Red Marble (95 days) F-1 hybrid. This hard red Cipollini-style variety is the
Cr stal White Wa (70 days) Open-pollinated.
best of its kind lan e age loves how hard the are and how fast the finish
Unlike most onions, these can be direct-seeded in
While they can be closely spaced to grow 1–2" baby red pearl onions, they
spring with the peas. Then the 11/2" pearly white
can also be spread apart to make full-sized onions 2–3" across with the charbulbs ripen with the peas for early summer
acteristic Cipollini flat bottoms and thin necks few will grow as big as
baby onions or pickles. Orbs the size of pingin fertile conditions. Dark red penetrates deep into the rings. LePage observes
pong balls were ready to harvest on July 7 in
that unlike yellow Cipollinis, they always sell well when he displays them
central Maine. Resists PR.
at farmers market
heir ston polished red skin ust shines when the are
2444 A: 1/16oz, $2.00
full finished
xcellent keepers, the store till Februar or arch dapted
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
to 38latitudes
C: 1/2oz, $7.50
B: 1/8oz, $4.25
C: 1/2oz, $11.00
D: 1oz, $11.00
2446 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $20.00
E: 4oz, $72.00
E: 4oz, $20.00
K: 1#, $66.00
ed ountain (107 days) F-1 hybrid. When we heard from
breeder Bejo that Redwing’s boots would soon walk out the
Whitewing (97 days) F-1 hybrid. These
door, finding a replacement looked like a tough climb
firm, almost perfectl round handsome
But, our 2018 and 2019 storage onion trial turned out to
one-pound bulbs with slender strong necks
be an easy stroll up Red Mountain. Also from Bejo Seeds,
will boost almost anyone’s market. TrialRed Mountain brings the same large 16–18 oz glossy deep
er Donna Dyrek, who praises Whitewing
red globes as Redwing, but it sizes more
lavishly, has grown them even bigger, up
consistently regardless of dry or wet
to 11/2–2 lb. Very early and well adapted
conditions. Red Mountain’s necks
to our climate, some years Wing can be
sit down in the field 10 da s earlier
harvested as early as mid-late Aug. In cool
than Redwing, aiding harvest in
seasons they stand till Sept. 1. Hard, pleasunpredictable fall weather. The earlier
antly pungent and moderately sweet. Not a
harvest sacrifices nothing in curing and
great keeper; with proper curing can last till
storage, as Red Mountain keeps like
the New Year. Day-neutral type, suitable for
a rock through April with succulent
mid-latitude and northern areas.
texture and balanced mild sweet
B: 1/8oz, $7.00
C: 1/2oz, $24.00
2447 A: 1/16oz, $4.25
onion flavor hen we cooked it after
D: 1oz, $44.00
E: 4oz, $166.00
long storage, we thought the bulb and ring of Red
Mountain had better color than Redwing. Adapted
to 3 6 latitudes esistant to
SHALLOTS A. cepa (aggregatum group)
2492 A: 0.5g, $3.50
Glacier ose
rganic (100 days) OpenB: 1g, $6.50
pollinated. Longtime Montana farmer and plant
C: 2g, $12.00
breeder Judy Owsowitz loved the hybrid shallot
D: 4g, $20.00
Prisma for its beauty, taste and long storage.
E: 14g, $40.00
So when she heard it was to be discontinued,
ed Wethersfield (110 days) Open-pollinated. Grow a piece of history,
she pursued her passion, selecting for
the onion that made the town of ethersfield, C , famous and has been a
those traits from the seed that was still
home-garden favorite for two centuries. First offered
available. Six years later she came
commercially in 1834, it was grown extensively for
up with the stunning Glacier Rose,
market in the 19th c. and even used as currency
named for its rosy color and the
in the town. At the height of its onion commerce,
sight of Glacier National Park
ethersfielders annuall shipped more than
from her farm. The large 3"
million lbs to the South and the West Indies.
bulbs, mostly doubles, retain
arge
across medium-firm purplethe parent s good flavor and,
red flattened globes, pink-tinged white
like Prisma, store until the next
flesh with red concentric circles, have
year’s crop comes in. Despite global
stronger flavor than most ellow onions
warming, this lacier is here to sta
Availability uncertain at press
Keeps till late winter. The 1856 Comstock,
time—please check our website for updates.
Ferre & Co catalog called it fine-grained,
d’s ed
rganic (105 days) Open-pollinated. Several years ago when
pleasant flavored and ver productive
dapted
we were looking for a Prisma replacement we put a couple open-pollinated
to 38- 0 latitudes
candidates into our trials d s ed won hands down in taste: full flavored,
B: 1/8oz, $3.75
C: 1/2oz, $9.00
2481 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
delicious, sweet and meaty. But the form was not at all uniform. Enter farmer
D: 1oz, $13.00
E: 4oz, $32.00
extraordinaire Beth Rasgorshek, who spent the intervening years selecting for
ossa di ilano
rganic 11 da s pen-pollinated
he most delicolor, vigor, uniformity and size. The result is this newly improved Ed, fresh
cious of all the onions I’ve grown,” says Tom Vigue. This excellent red Italian
out of the field Beth sees it as ideal both for home use and for chefs, and is
storage onion is shaped like a buttercup squash without the button. It has the
impressed with how it stands up under weed pressure. These fairly large gorflat s uare-shouldered top tapering like a barrel to a narrower flat bottom
geous red shallots have storability almost as great as the legendary Prisma.
A few years ago our supplier lost this typical shape. Now Rossa has been
B: 1/8oz, $4.00
2443 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
reselected by our stateside grower for both form and storage. Tops slow to go
Camelot
(110
days)
F-1
hybrid.
Camelot,
the
down. Encourage the recalcitrant ones by pushing them over. Takes a while
darkest red-skinned variety available from
in fall to dry. Very hard and keeps a long time, till May for Vigue. Adapted to
seed, is our choice for a good hybrid Prisma
3 latitudes
replacement with the same smooth and
B: 1/8oz, $5.75
2490 A: 1/16oz, $3.25
onion-y taste. When divided, has a bigger bulb
C: 1/2oz, $18.00
D: 1oz, $32.00
than Prisma, 1–11/2" across and 2" long. Donna
Red Bull (118 days) F-1 hybrid. Red Bull is one
Dyrek’s were out of the ground curing on
good storage onion. In fact, we’re so ramped
Sept. 20 from an April 6 start. Can store
up about it that we can’t sleep. These ultratill pril or be ond dapted to 0hard large 3–4" red globes average 8 oz
latitudes. About 275 seeds/g.
and will keep until May. Shinier and
2442 A: 0.5g, $3.50
darker than Rossa di Milano and red
B: 1g, $5.50
through and through. Donna Dyrek
C: 2g, $10.00
rates her Red Bull as very red, very
D: 4g, $17.00
big and ver nice dapted to 3-6
E: 14g, $55.00
latitudes. Strong tops are slow to quit
K: 28g, $98.00
growing and often won’t sit until Oct.
1 so may require too long a season
for most of central Maine and areas
farther north.
2493 A: 1/16oz, $4.50
B: 1/8oz, $7.00
C: 1/2oz, $26.00
D: 1oz, $48.00
E: 4oz, $180.00
fedcoseeds.com
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LEEK - PARSNIP

LEEKS A. ampeloprasum (porrum group)

- 1 gram packet about 240–360 seeds, 1/16 oz packet about 400–600 seeds; 1 oz,
6,400–9,600. All leeks are open-pollinated.
Culture: Start with onions and transplant out almost as soon as the ground can be
worked. et
apart in trenches in well-dug beds with generous quantities of
organic matter. Irrigate seedlings whenever the topsoil dries out.
Summer leeks have tall shanks above ground and should be harvested before
severe frosts. ardier leeks have broader, shorter shanks and will hold till ovember.
Leeks brought into the root cellar will survive almost all winter if heeled into soil.
SUMMER LEEKS
King ichard
rganic (75 days) This distinctive
refined earl leek once again rules supreme reselected
and brought back to its elegant form with upright
shanks a foot long to the first medium green
leaves. Ready in late August and can withstand
light frosts but should be harvested before
those heavily frosted nights in late October.
2407 A: 1/16oz, $3.25
B: 1/8oz, $5.50
C: 1/2oz, $12.00
D: 1oz, $22.00
E: 4oz, $62.00
incoln (75 days) A leek with a dual purpose, Lincoln
may be sown thickly like scallions, harvested in 50–60
days and bunched for upscale direct markets and
discerning chefs. Or, transplanted more conventionally,
they may be allowed to grow another three weeks to
full size. Shanks even longer and sleeker than King
ichard s with delicate sweet leek flavor ead in
late August, will withstand light frosts, but should
be harvested before late October.
B: 1/8oz, $8.00
2408 A: 1/16oz, $4.50
C: 1/2oz, $30.00
D: 1oz, $58.00
E: 4oz, $210.00
AUTUMN LEEKS
King ieg
rganic (84 days) Beth Rasgorshek of Canyon Bounty in
Idaho crossed King Richard with Siegfried Frost to create a versatile stable
cultivar that has some of the good attributes of both. Sieg appears to have
inherited the most from Siegfried. Its shanks are intermediate between the
long King Richard and the short Siegfried, about 6" long but
with a wonderful 3" thickness for a wide edible area. It also
has some of Siegfried’s delightful blue-green coloration and
delayed maturity.
s 00
B: 1/8oz, $4.75
2411 A: 1/16oz, $2.75
1
C: /2oz, $10.00
D: 1oz, $15.00
E: 4oz, $44.00
ancelot 0 da s
reat ualit , disease resistance and si e, sa s om
Vigue. A dependable heavy-yielding virus-tolerant bolt-resistant leek.
Suitable for late-fall harvest and possible overwintering in climates warmer
than ours. Uniform 12–14" shafts with good thickness.
2421 A: 1g, $4.25
B: 2g, $7.00
C: 4g, $12.00
D: 14g, $32.00
E: 28g, $56.00
WI T
K
Bleu de olai e
rganic 110 da s his hard-to-find French heirloom
is so-named because its dark green leaves sometimes develop a tinge of
blue during cold spells. Selected by our growers for hardy fat medium-long
shanks with mild flavor ood in soups ates back to the 1 th centur
dam
Tomash and June Zellers successfully overwintered it in Zone 5 and trialer
Donna Dyrek in Zone 4 with only straw mulch for protection.
B: 1/8oz, $4.75
C: 1/2oz, $10.00
2425 A: 1/16oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $15.00
iegfried Frost
rganic (120 days) Making much of its growth below
ground where it is protected from the cold, this leek often withstands the
rigors of winter to offer a delectable spring treat. With stalks growing as
much as 4" across there is plenty to enjoy. Most will survive winters
with good snow cover if you hill your leeks and mulch after the
ground free es pen winters with fluctuating temperatures and
multiple freezes and thaws are the enemy you must overcome.
Availability uncertain as we go to press—please check our website
for updates.

SCALLIONS A. stulosum

irect-seed in spring or fall. or a stead market crop, seed ever two weeks all
season.
ergreen Hard White (65 days) Open-pollinated. Also known
as Nebuka, a perennial bunching onion. If overwintered in the ground,
develops clumps of scallions in the spring that can be harvested or divided
and replanted welcome treat in pril, one of the first fresh foods
Heirloom from Japan originated in the 1880s. Resists PR and smut. About
15,000 seeds/oz.
B: 1/8oz, $3.00
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
2439 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $8.00
E: 4oz, $15.00
K: 1#, $50.00
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RAMPS A. tricoccum

Culture: amps are a native perennial of deciduous forests, growing best in cool
shad areas with damp rich soil high in organic matter and calcium. ot for open-ﬁeld
conditions. Seed planted in spring might not germinate until the NEXT
ear. ark and protect our patches well. nce established, ramps
grow in close communities, strongl rooted ust beneath the soil
surface. Leaves appear in early spring. Harvest carefully
with a sharp knife, cutting plants ust above the roots.
Disturb roots as little as possible.
amps (6-18 months) Open-pollinated. Also called
Wild Leeks. This bulb-forming perennial is a spring
ephemeral. Their rapid rise as the darling of top chefs has
led to overharvesting ow considered a species of special
concern” for conservation in Maine and other states; in Québec
commercial harvesting is banned. With patience and care you
can sustainably grow and harvest your own woodland crop.
electable pungent flavor, a mix of garlic and onion, is true
wildwood fare—worth the long wait. Not a good germinator;
expect less than 50%.
A
2433 A: 0.5g, $5.50
B: 1g, $9.00
C: 2g, $16.00

Pastinaca sativa

- About 5,600 seeds/oz. Both varieties are open-pollinated.
- Days to maturity are from direct seeding.
Culture: eed is short-lived if ou are planning to use old
seed, germ test in paper towels before sowing. Minimum
ermination soil temperature
optimal ran e
low to germinate (
da s). repare a deep seedbed
and keep it moist with frequent watering until emergence.
ow about apart in mid-spring. Thin to
. arsnips
require a full growing season. Suitable for harvest after frost
for late fall delights. Parsnips left to overwinter in the ground
will nearly triple their fall sugar content. For the best early spring
treats, harvest as soon as possible before the plants resume
growth. oots become wood as the plants re-grow. ave some
plants for seed in ear two. lants will shoot up before ul - ug.
seed harvest. Homegrown parsnip seed often is better and more
viable than any you can buy.
Ando er
rganic (120 days) Not available in 2021.
Harris odel 1 0 da s Sweet-flavored smooth tapered roots
average 10". This workhorse variety has long been a garden
mainsta for good reason e ve sold it since our first ear and
it continues to look great in our trials. For better performance,
prepare raised beds, especially in heavy soils.
B: 1/2oz, $2.50
2310 A: 1/8oz, $1.75
C: 1oz, $3.75
D: 4oz, $6.50
E: 1#, $18.00
K: 5#, $80.00

and in o

on

atch a in in

aine

Earlier this year, Katharine Gaillard made a posting that caught Nikos’s
attention about sharing farming resources: everything from canning supplies
to harvesting equipment, land, mentorship, storage facilities, a tractor and
a food dehydrator. The canning supplies alone were a most generous offer
in a year when scarcely a spare lid was to be found anywhere! Nikos was
impressed by such a outpouring when so many others are pulling in. She
caught up with atharine, who came in at sunset from her work in the field
to talk via Zoom.
Katharine is a board member of Maine’s Land in Common Community
Land Trust, incorporated in 2008. Its founders were asking prescient questions
about what it means to own land as a commodit , bought and traded for profit,
and withheld from those without money. They committed to reparation and
decolonization. Katharine and about eight other core members carry this work
forward within a democratically run cooperative structure.
hat does this look like on the ground he pandemic put us into h per
mode, she sa s Ine uities are highlighted b those who are most affected
by the pandemic. We are supporting those communities, the ones that have
been traditionally excluded. In Maine that means the Indigenous, the elderly,
immigrants and people of color. One way is through Land in Common’s Maine
Land Share Project: creating a network of land seekers to partner up with
people willing to share their land. We facilitate that.”
his ear the brokered eleven partnerships and had another four affiliated
pro ects where the people found land themselves and we share resources
such as knowledge, seed, tools.” Nikos joked that it sounded a little like
matchmaking and Katharine laughed. But these matches are intended just for
the season although at least a couple are excited to continue the relationship
he organi ation also works to introduce people to their mission, reaching
out to talk about land in historically grounded ways to facilitate conversation
and understanding.”
Right now they have an informal waiting list of land seekers. They invite
participation through a sliding-scale membership, intended both for those who
live or work on land held by Land in Common and also for those from the
wider community who believe in the vision and values of the organization. To
learn more and to get involved, visit landincommon.org.

SHELL PEAS

trike (52 days) You won’t strike out on early pea sales with this winner in
our starting lineup
first-earl shell pea with an average of 6 dark green
peas in 23/4 pods and a flavor that is sweeter and more complex than other
early peas. When both veteran trialer Donna Dyrek and staffer Roberta
agree, we know we’re in the game. Vines about 2' can be grown either with
or without support. PRR tolerance and resistance to F1, an advantage when
planting in the cold wet soils of northern spring.
.
720 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $9.00
D: 5#, $27.00
E: 10#, $45.00
Topps (56 days) Those who grew up during the heyday of our national pastime associate the name with bubble gum and baseball cards. Even though
we’re talking peas, not hardball here, we still appreciate Topps. In the 2015
season in Zone 6, Topps, given ample rainfall in late spring, notched about
5–7 peas per pod. Not bad for a short vine (22–23") that
bursts onto the second-early scene with a concentrated
set of very dark blunt 31/2" pods. In Central Maine
second early meant July 10 ripeness, whereas in
W. Tisbury, MA, Tom Hodgson and Christine
ault shelled their first opps on une 8 and won a
First Peas contest. Production is ample but brief; within a week
the plants are all picked out s for the flavor
akes our mouth water for more, said one
taster. Others compared it closely with Early
Frosty except Topps is easier to tell maturity
and to shell. Resists F1.
727 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $9.00
D: 5#, $30.00
E: 10#, $50.00
merald Archer
rganic (65 days) What
can scale a pea fence with a plethora of tendrils, pump
out a super abundance of peas per pod midseason, all the
while delighting a six- ear-old his afila-t pe pea is uite
productive, setting in pairs and having 10 peas to the pod. Not
an off-type among them, and tasty, too. The upright habit
of the 36–42" plant makes for easy picking. And gardening
grandson van declared these afila tendrils were the best in
the patch; the adults concurred. Sure to hit the mark.
758 A: 2oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $7.00
C: 1#, $12.00
D: 5#, $50.00
E: 10#, $90.00
K: 25#, $200.00
a ing Pea eed Is as Leave pods of spring-planted peas on the
vine to dry. Hand shell, or stomp pods on a tarp. To ensure true-to-type seed,
separate pea varieties by 30 feet. See page 106 for more about seed saving.
Key to symbols (

Weight
e ui alents

1 gram
3 grams
6 grams
24 grams
120 grams

) and supplier codes (

=
=
=
=
=

.035 oz
.106 oz
.212 oz
.851 oz
4.24 oz

1

/16 oz
1/8 oz
1/4 oz
1/2 oz
1 oz
4 oz
1#
2.2#

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1.77 g
3.55 g
7.09 g
14.2 g
28.4 g
113.5 g
453.6 g
1000 g

) on page 4.

yo can ro
ood peas,
in lots around 50–200 lbs, in areas
without prevalent pea diseases or pea
weevils, and you want to work with us,
please let us know.
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Pisum sativum

- 2 oz packet sows 25 ft; 1 lb, 200 ft. About 160 seeds/2 oz pkt.
- All peas are open-pollinated.
- Days to maturity are from direct seeding.
Culture: Sow as early as ground can be worked for best
yields. Minimum ermination temperature 0 optimal
ran e 0
Peas are legumes with moderate fertility
requirements. void excess nitrogen: the can ﬁx their
own. Use 798 Legume Inoculant (see box at the bottom of
page ) at planting. The prefer cool, moist weather and
dislike dr heat not well adapted to southern climates.
ll peas produce more when staked varieties over 1/2'
must be supported. Use either Trellis Nettting (page 141) or
chicken wire. Install support at planting time to avoid disturbing
seedlings. Plant 11/2 apart on each side of supports in double
rows. et supports for rows apart ( for tall varieties).
Greens of young pea plants are good in salad mix or
lightly cooked. Remove tendrils (they tend to be coarse).
Diseases:
CTV Curly Top Virus
PM Powdery Mildew
DM
Downy Mildew
PPR Pythium Root rot
F
Fusarium
PSV Pea Streak Virus
PEMV Pea Enation Mosaic Virus
W
Common Wilt race 1
Powdery mildew looks like someone sprinkled talcum powder over the vines. It
spreads rapidly when picking occurs in hot dry weather. Pick in early morning while
the dew is still on the foliage to slow its spread and ensure best flavor. To combat the
fungus, tr 8702 ctinovate (p.
). usarium causes vines to dr out, ellow, then
brown and die. s a preventive, alwa s sow peas on well-drained soil. usariuminfested soils are said to be pea sick. Rotate out of legumes for at least 4 years.
rassicas, especiall mustards, are good disease-suppressant successions.
Off-types in peas continue to be a problem across the industry. Over the past
several years we have eliminated some old favorites that got beyond the bounds of
what is acceptable and added several more reliable varieties. We’ll keep working at it!

Green Arrow
rganic (65 days) The pea preferred by commercial
growers, always on target for heavy yields. Sets the standard for
midseason varieties. Long pods with up to 10 peas per
pod (more typically 7–8) on vines up to 3'.
Seems to withstand
miserable and extreme
weather better than
other varieties. Easy-topick pods tend to set in
pairs at the top. Tolerant to F, DM, CTV, W.
761 A: 2oz, $3.25
B: 8oz, $8.00
C: 1#, $13.00
D: 5#, $52.00
E: 10#, $96.00
K: 25#, $225.00
Perfection
66 da s
e haven t been able to find an true strains
of Maestro on the market, but those searching for that revered variety may
want to try Perfection. These 3–4' vines showed great health and vigor that
translated into an abundant crop of 31/2" pods, usually with 7–8 peas each.
They outyielded the so-called Maestro strain we trialed alongside them. They
hold color and texture well, resist wilts and drought, and are extraordinarily
sweet and meaty.
762 A: 2oz, $2.00
B: 8oz, $5.25
C: 1#, $8.00
D: 5#, $24.00
E: 10#, $40.00
Champion of ngland (70 days) The British take their peas and their beer
seriously. And legend has it that this superb 1840s English shell pea’s original
stock seed was traded for a pot of beer. Must have been quite the pint, ’cause
this is one heck of a pea! Even in the dry heat of spring 2018, these 5–7+'
vines with white flowers showed excellent vigor and health Setting steadil
and heavily, the 4x3/4" pods contained 8–10 very sweet and tender large peas.
Champion exhibits a classic trait that Americans are less accustomed to: for
best flavor without starchiness, pick when pods are large but still have an air
give, rather than waiting till pods are filled tight
780 A: 2oz, $4.50
B: 8oz, $15.00
C: 1#, $25.00
D: 5#, $90.00
E: 10#, $170.00
K: 25#, $400.00
incoln (70 days) This old English favorite is one of the sweetest peas and
the best for fresh garden grazing. First offered in America by J.M. Thorburn
in 1 08, the ear before the first incoln penn
ines up to 3 bear 3 31/2"
slender curved pods with heaviest production in mid-July. Consistently 6–8
peas per pod. In 2004 our 60' row produced an all-time record 33 lb. Lincoln
loves cool rainy Julys but produces much less when July is hot and dry.
Susceptible to PM and other diseases so a good choice only if you can get on
your ground in early spring. Tolerant to W.
781 A: 2oz, $2.25
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $9.00
D: 5#, $26.00
E: 10#, $40.00
a fair
rganic (72 days) If I could have only one shell pea variety it
would be Mayfair. We have a short crop of this outstanding selection. Bears
prolific ields of double pods atop 0 vines arge pods fre uentl have
8 10 peas with rich sweet butter flavor
7 7 peas per pod in 010 s first picking
a superior in flavor and productivit
to any trial varieties we have compared
it against. Developed at the NY State
Agricultural Experiment Station by
world pea expert Dr. Gerald A. Marx
profiled in our 1
catalog
r
Marx assembled the largest pea
germplasm collection in the world
and Mayfair was the best of them
all. Tolerant of heat and PM. A
word to the wise: order early;
seed in short supply.
A
788 A: 1oz, $3.00
Alderman or Tall Telephone
(75 days) All-America winner
Mr. Big got the hype, but failed
to supplant this old-time favorite
as our #1 tall pea. In our trial,
Alderman topped Mr. Big in peas
per pod, 7.65–6.94, in yield 38–28 lb
per 100 row feet, and in flavor lderman
boasts vines of 5–6' or more under fertile
conditions; needs strong staking and frequent
picking. Introduced by renowned pea breeder
homas axton around 18 1 and first sold b
Burpee in 1901. Resistant to W.
792 A: 2oz, $2.25
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $8.00
D: 5#, $30.00
E: 10#, $50.00
K: 25#, $100.00

PEAS

WP A

arvest snow peas before pods ﬁll out.
regon Giant (60 days) This Oregon State University release bred by Dr.
James Baggett is our most popular snow pea. A giant selection from a giant of
a breeder, Oregon Giant is distinguished for its sweet rich green fat wide 4–5"
pods good for stir-fries, steaming and eating out of hand. Retains sweetness so
may be picked a little plumper than the thin-podded varieties. We recommend
staking the 3–4' vines. Resistant to PEMV, PM and F1.
regon Giant
818 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $9.00
D: 5#, $40.00
E: 10#, $70.00
regon Giant
rganic
819 A: 2oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $9.00
C: 1#, $15.00
D: 5#, $55.00
E: 10#, $100.00
K: 25#, $240.00
Green Beauty (60 days) Thanks to superb breeding by genius Alan Kapuler,
revered b his friends as
ushroom, we get to en o this outstanding
purple-flowered snow pea Its lush foliage and astounding production made a
huge impression in our trials. Long 5" light green pods, a few with pink blush,
ridiculousl tast even when filled out Stake this rampant bab it
can grow 7–8' vines. reeder oya ties.
820 A: 2oz, $4.50
B: 8oz, $17.00
C: 1#, $30.00
D: 5#, $120.00
Bli ard
rganic (61 days) Named Blizzard not
because it can be planted in the snow, but because
this snow pea produces an avalanche of sweet thin
3" pods in heavily concentrated sets. It is still the best
intermediate-vined snow pea we have ever tried. The
3–31/2' vines setting peas in pairs, making for fast and
easy picking. In the dog days of summer this is one blizzard
you’ll be hoping hangs on a few days longer.
822 A: 2oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $8.00
C: 1#, $14.00
D: 5#, $55.00
E: 10#, $95.00
K: 25#, $200.00
Oregon Sugar Pod II (62 days) Dr. Baggett’s biggest claim
to fame and still the most popular edible-podded pea in the world
(although our customers greatly prefer Oregon Giant). Baggett left a
lasting legacy of superior varieties and support for open-source plant
breeding. His short-vined snow pea from Oregon State University features
4" pods on 2–21/2 vines ifficult to pick because fruit tends to set within
foliage. Good choice in sandy soils or under dry conditions. Tolerant to F,
PM, PEMV, PSV, resistant to W, it incorporated more disease tolerance than
other pea varieties of that era.
826 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $9.00
D: 5#, $28.00
E: 10#, $50.00
K: 25#, $110.00
umo
rganic (66 days) The Sumo cum laude of snow peas, much
revered b am awling and us as well Sumo is the best purple-flowered
snow pea we’ve ever had. Its light lime-green pods are larger and fatter than
Mammoth Melting Sugar’s and really sweet right off the vine as well as in
stir-fries. Vines grow 4–5', must be staked. Despite its name, Sumo is not
from Japan but from Australia and you won’t have to wrestle its abundant
pods off the vine because they set high and pick readily.
A
B: 2oz, $9.00
C: 8oz, $24.00
833 A: 1/2oz, $3.25
D: 1#, $40.00
E: 5#, $130.00

SNAP PEAS

on t pick snap peas too soon: snaps taste sweetest when completel ﬁlled out.
ugar Ann
rganic (58 days) 1983 Silver All-America winner bred
by Calvin Lamborn and named for one of his daughters. Very popular
both with home gardeners and commercial growers. The earliest snap pea,
ripening in Central Maine around June 20, earlier in warmer areas, when
customers are still excited about peas and greedy to purchase them in quantity. Alan LePage says good timing is crucial for optimal root development,
the key to high yields. If you sow early into cool soil with good organic
matter and your soil doesn’t heat up too fast, they produce bushels and
bushels well into July. He has sown as early as Mar. 18 in a warm
spring, more commonly in early April. Very good quality, sweetest of the dwarf snap peas. Not as heavy-yielding as tall Sugar
Snap. Use the 2' vines to start the season. Allow extra space between rows if
you do not stake. Still has a small percentage of off-types. Resistant to W.
883 A: 2oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $8.00
C: 1#, $12.00
D: 5#, $50.00
E: 10#, $85.00
K: 25#, $210.00
ega
rganic (64 days) Vigorous 3' vines are heavily laden with slightly
curved crisp juicy 4" snap pods that reach maximum sweetness when they
are really chubby. Between Sugar Ann and tall Sugar Snap in vine height and
maturity, but sturdier vines than either. First offered by Territorial. We thank
Rebecca Slattery of Persephone Farm in Indianola, WA, for providing us with
stock seed In her words, hough not as sweet as Sugar Snap, their shorter
vines, productivit and delicious pea flavor put them in a class of their own
s a market gardener I find that their heft helps us collect a huge poundage in
a very short time.” Resists PEMV.
884 A: 2oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $8.00
C: 1#, $12.00
D: 5#, $50.00
E: 10#, $85.00
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Amish nap Pea (62 days) Before Drs. Lamborn and Parker bred the
now-epic 1952 Sugar Snap, lesser-known precursors called mangetout (‘eat
all in French peas and butterpeas were curiosities of the 18th and 1 th c
Whether derived from those older stocks or from an errant but similar shellsnow pea cross as Sugar Snap, this tall and tasty heirloom has long been
enjoyed in Amish communities. Vines grow quickly to 5–6' tall, the white
flowers set slender and tender 3 sweet snaps Be ond the pleasing uic
flavor, the earliness of mish surprised us in our 018 trial, beating shorter
Cascadia to the first picking! hile Cascadia s ongoing ield eclipsed mish
eventuall , we found mish delivers the tall taste that onl full-height
snaps have. For best eating, pick Amish when not fully plump and before the
green pods start turning dusky grey.
885 A: 2oz, $4.00
B: 8oz, $13.00
C: 1#, $21.00
D: 5#, $80.00
E: 10#, $150.00
ugar ode
rganic 6 da s he first success of our pea-growing
program. We named Sugar Lode for its tremendous yields borne on 3’ vines.
lthough the pods are slow to sweeten, the develop a good pea flavor which
becomes more sugar as the fill Stand well in heat and can be used for late
crops. Seed in short supply.
A
886 A: 1oz, $4.00
Cascadia (65 days) It’s a snap to grow Cascadia. Ripening about a week
later than Sugar Ann on slightly taller (21/2') vines, Cascadia sends a cascade
of 3" pods, longer and darker green than Ann’s and equally sweet. Deborah
Dorland of Salem, SC, found them to be the best of several snap pea
varieties in her southern locale. David Nonnenmacher of Hawley, PA, reports
great ield on a medium-height plant can never have too man of these
eveloped b
r Baggett, tolerant to F &
, and the first pea bred to be
resistant to PEMV.
Cascadia
888 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $9.00
D: 5#, $32.00
E: 10#, $55.00
K: 25#, $125.00
Cascadia
rganic
889 A: 2oz, $3.25
B: 8oz, $8.00
C: 1#, $12.00
D: 5#, $50.00
E: 10#, $95.00
K: 25#, $230.00
Tendersweet (65 days) This 2' tall snap pea is aptly named by the breeder:
upon taking the first nibble from our trial planting,
ow! ender! was
the first impression, uickl followed b and sweet! endersweet bears
21/2 3 dark green and slightl curved snap pods earlier and more prolificall
than Sugarheart, which it replaces. Even in a hot 2018 spring, we found
Tendersweet to have a longer picking window than most quick and short
types. Needs light trellis support. Resistant to F1 and PM.
891 A: 2oz, $2.50
B: 8oz, $6.00
C: 1#, $9.00
D: 5#, $32.00
E: 10#, $50.00
Super Sugar Snap (66 days) Slightly earlier and shorter (a bit over 5') with
about two-thirds the set of no-less-super Sugar Snap but more concentrated
over a shorter picking period. Perhaps a tad less sweet than its taller
counterpart, Super has PM resistance, an important plus, and its pods are a
bit more curved er similar to Sugar Snap in flavor and texture ust be
trellised. PVP expired!
894 A: 2oz, $3.00
B: 8oz, $7.50
C: 1#, $11.00
D: 5#, $35.00
ugar nap
rganic (68 days) One of the very best raw treats in the
garden, far tastier than the dwarf varieties, although more work to grow.
Tall 5–7' vines need strong stakes.
Pods reach superb sweetness only
when completel filled hen the
are incomparable. Always a top
seller, this breakthrough variety
was ten years in the making after
breeder Calvin Lamborn made
his first cross in 1 6
pon its
release Sugar Snap was awarded
the coveted AAS Gold Medal
and later voted the #1 all-time
AAS. The late Lamborn was
known as the father of the snap
pea. Our production still has a small
percentage of off-types. Resistant to W,
very susceptible to PM.
893 A: 2oz, $3.50
B: 8oz, $8.00
C: 1#, $13.00
D: 5#, $60.00
E: 10#, $100.00
K: 25#, $225.00
Guard
Combo egume Inoculant Leguminous plants can add
nitrogen to the soil—if they can host the right bacteria. This combination of
strains inoculates the roots of the legumes that most farmers and gardeners
plant. For all types of peas including sweet peas and cowpeas; beans, limas,
favas, soybeans, lentils and peanuts. For home gardens, sprinkle inoculant on
slightly moistened seed, just before planting.
798 A: treats 8#, $6.00
B: treats 50#, $10.00

Capsicum annuum

- Days to full-color maturity are from transplanting date.
Culture: Start indoors in March or April. Minimum germination soil temperature
0 optimal ran e
Set out in June. Very tender, will not tolerate frost, dislike
wind, will not set fruit in cold or extremely hot temperatures or in drought conditions.
Black plastic (page 133) and row cover (page 141) highly recommended. Row cover
improves fruit set in wind spots. ick ﬁrst green peppers when the reach full si e
to increase total ield signiﬁcantl . reen peppers, though edible, are technicall not
ripe. Peppers ripen to red, yellow, orange, etc.
Diseases:
acterial eaf pot
ucumber osaic irus
T
Tobacco osaic irus

SWEET RED BELLS

bout 110 1 seeds
Takii’s ew Ace (60 days) F-1 hybrid. A cinch to grow in the North. CR,
no pepper pro, reported counting 54 full-sized and 12 baby peppers on his
11 plants on Sept. 8, 2014, a good pepper year. Resists blossom drop even
in adverse weather so that almost ever flower produces Fruits thin-walled,
elongated, not blocky, turn red early, good for the home garden. Takii’s is an
improvement on the old strain, producing large pointy peppers, just not classic
blocky 4-lobed commercial peppers. Janine Welsby responds, “Don’t damn
them with faint praise! Still the only pepper that consistently ripens gorgeous
red bells for us.”
3701 A: 20 seeds, $3.00
B: 60 seeds, $5.00
C: 200 seeds, $10.00
D: 500 seeds, $20.00
E: 1,000 seeds, $32.00
Peacework
rganic (65 days) Open-pollinated. An exciting early red
bell pepper bred by Molly Jahn and George Moriarty with King of the North
and Early Red Sweet in its parentage. Each small plant in our trial vineripened about 6 peppers with medium-thick walls, good flavor and full-bodied
sweetness. A product of farmer-breeder collaboration starring CSA-grower
Elizabeth Henderson and her team at Peacework Farm in cooperation with the
Organic Seed Partnership, the California Pepper Commission and university
breeders, Peacework is a stabilized open-pollinated variety. This improved
production has better leaf cover and looked gorgeous in the field Seed is sold
under license and a portion of the proceeds go to support public vegetable
breeding at Cornell. s2008.
3704 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.50
C: 1g, $6.50
D: 2g, $10.00
E: 4g, $15.00
ad Bell (68 days) F-1 hybrid. An early elongated bell with 3–4 lobes that
we chose as a replacement for North Star. Fruits ripen from rich green to
attractive bright red. A good producer of 3x5" bells, juicy and sweet with
a hint of spiciness. Even in cool conditions, each plant sets 3–8 fruits.
Developed by Harris.
Availability uncertain as we go to press—please
check our website for updates.
King of the orth
rganic (70 days) Open-pollinated. Back in the late
’80s when Seed Savers Exchange co-founder Kent Whealy keynoted at the
Common Ground Fair, we asked him to suggest a pepper that would ripen in
the North. His suggestion was King, and it has been our most popular openpollinated bell ever since. A good choice if you want early marketable blocky
peppers. Prone to blossom-drop in heat.
3713 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.00
C: 1g, $4.50
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 4g, $12.00
e olution (72 days) F-1 hybrid. The political
revolution is going to take a lot longer to
mature than this pepper. This fancy quality
sweet bell pepper allows CR to have a
red September and Donna Dyrek, a zone
farther north, a red October. Juicy and
delicious, it boasts the stoutest square
walls imaginable. Superb yields of “nice
hefty thick-walled fruits,” says Jason
Kafka, some in excess of l lb. Elaine
Carlson relates, I finall had success
growing good sweet peppers 12–14 oz each
thanks to Kafka’s recommendation. No more
thin-walled peppers for me.” Expensive seed.
Resists BLS, tolerant to CMV.
3716 A: 20 seeds, $4.75
B: 60 seeds, $12.00
C: 200 seeds, $30.00
D: 500 seeds, $65.00
E: 1,000 seeds, $110.00
taddon’s elect
rganic (74 days) Open-pollinated. This large blocky
market-type pepper produces good-sized glossy dark green 3–4 lobed peppers
on tall bushy plants, even in adverse conditions. Worthy of consideration
except in very cold climates. BACK (maybe)! Availability uncertain as
we go to press—please check our website for updates.
Key to symbols (

TB

of
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) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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Gilboa
rganic (66 days) F-1 hybrid. Our favorite blocky orange bell
pepper. Gilboa is loaded with thick-walled crunchy squat bells, as many
as a do en per plant, with an engaging fruit flavor
prolific colored Cal
Wonder–type adapted to the North, even though bred in Israel by the Hazera
outh association arl , ripening in one
artland,
, around the first of
September—and organic, too.
3706 A: 20 seeds, $2.75
B: 60 seeds, $6.00
C: 200 seeds, $14.00
D: 500 seeds, $28.00
E: 1,000 seeds, $50.00
Golden tar (72 days) F-1 hybrid. With its large 4-lobed 4" glossy thickwalled blocky yellow peppers, this Star filled a gap in our selection admirabl
On Sept. 26 one plant sported 7 fruits, and another, 10. Our trialer describes
them as “nice, sweet and crispy.” Plants boast generous leaf canopies. Donna
Dyrek started harvesting ripe ones as early as mid-August. Resists potato
virus Y.
3718 A: 20 seeds, $3.00
B: 60 seeds, $5.00
C: 200 seeds, $13.00
D: 500 seeds, $24.00
E: 1,000 seeds, $38.00
Purple Beaut
rganic (74 days)
Open-pollinated. Tom Vigue asserts that
this Beauty “germinates with more
vigor than any other pepper,” and
18–20" plants produce good yields
of blocky 3x3" fruits that ripen
from purple to green to deep red
as they mature. Aptly named, the
fruits are incredibly striking in their
purple phase. “Year after year it has
great flavor and great beaut in all
stages, affirms igue urple peppers
reveal green interiors when sliced, and
turn green in their entirety when cooked.
Trialers noted that this organic production
was loaded with peppers while the plants
from conventionally grown seed were not.
3723 A: 0.5g, $2.75
B: 1g, $3.50
C: 2g, $5.00
D: 4g, $7.00
E: 28g, $28.00
Fla orburst 7 da s F-1 h brid Citrus flavor comes to the world of sweet
peppers! A Burpee taste-test winner, the 4–6" blocky bells begin the color
of Granny Smith apples and ripen to a lovely shade of goldenrod. Thickwalled, crisp and juicy, the expected peppery bite overlaid with a zesty surge
of lemon. Great appetizers, salad enhancers or stuffers. Tends to wedge its
fruits into branches making it hard to harvest quickly without damaging the
plant.
3729 A: 20 seeds, $3.50
B: 60 seeds, $9.00
C: 200 seeds, $24.00
D: 500 seeds, $46.00
E: 1,000 seeds, $85.00
iolet parkle
rganic (75 days) Open-pollinated. As dazzling as the
name suggests! Not bell-shaped, but belongs in this sweet category with its
crisp colorful compatriots. Short plants produce a profusion of early pointed
4" fruits that start out chartreuse, streak purple, then turn more fully purple
with red streaking, before ripening solid red. This color medley is at play
on the plants, so you can harvest a stunning sparkling assortment. The Fedco
fan club loved Sparkle, ohhing and ahhing at the glittering display on our
trial table.
3732 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.25
C: 1g, $5.00
D: 2g, $7.00
E: 4g, $10.00
Chocolate Cake C (90 days) Open-pollinated. In these times of gluten,
dairy and sugar avoidance, here’s a Chocolate Cake everyone can enjoy. In
taste tests this rich reddish brown 31/2x31/2" blocky thick-walled pepper had
great sweetness and flavor Best of all, if ou can t wait for them all to ripen,
ou ll find that as a green pepper Chocolate Cake is as meat , sweet, delicious
and flavorful as man other t pes of full ripe peppers Breeder oug ones
continues to select this pepper for earliness, ield and flavor icing on the
cake! Breeder Royalties.
3737 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.50
C: 1g, $7.00
D: 2g, $12.00
E: 4g, $18.00
Corona
rganic (90 days) Open-pollinated. The word corona took on
unfortunate new meaning this year. Don’t hold it against this healthful greento-orange sweet bell pepper, worth the three-month wait to fully ripen, at
which point the stunning color is rivaled onl b its sweet flavor he large
thick-walled 31/2" blocky fruit with 3–5 lobes is easy to harvest and can attain
a weight of up to half a pound. Productive, too! Good foliage cover on 4'
plants helps to prevent sunscald. TMV resistant.
3739 A: 0.2g, $3.50
1/16 oz = 1.77 g
Weight
B: 0.4g, $5.00
1/8 oz = 3.55 g
C: 1g, $8.00
e ui alents
1/4 oz = 7.09 g
D: 2g, $12.00
1 gram = .035 oz 1/2 oz = 14.2 g
E: 4g, $16.00
3 grams = .106 oz
1 oz = 28.4 g
6 grams = .212 oz
4 oz = 113.5 g
24 grams = .851 oz
1# = 453.6 g
120 grams = 4.24 oz 2.2# = 1000 g
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Klari Bab Cheese
rganic (65 days) Open-pollinated.
Also known as Golden Delicious Apple Pepper. From
Hungary, a Fedco introduction to the U.S. Wini Noyes
says it’s a good choice “for the pepper-challenged” to
grow Cheese peppers are flattened and filled with a soft
sweet mild core. Shaped like 3" Rouge Vif d’Étampes
pumpkins, the squat thick-walled 4 oz fruits were
unlike anything we’d ever tried. I couldn’t stop
munching these delicious summertime treats out
of hand. Traditionally they are pickled whole after
ripening from white to yellow to red. Named after the
woman who has maintained this heirloom seed stock.
s1997. 115-125 seeds/g.
3738 A: 0.5g, $3.00
B: 1g, $4.25
C: 2g, $7.00
D: 4g, $12.00
E: 28g, $49.00
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weet Pimiento
rganic 80 da s pen-pollinated arl and prolific
even in bad years, with an enjoyable rich fruity taste. We harvested several of
these red pimientos in a difficult season ore skilled growers report 1
0
peppers per plant. Perhaps the provenance of this seed grown in the North
Carolina mountains boosts its cold-climate adaptation. ~115-125 seeds/g.
3740 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $7.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 4g, $13.00
Amish Pimiento
rganic (85 days) Open-pollinated. Pimientos are the
sweetest of all peppers—my favorites for eating out of hand. The problem
with growing seed for Amish Pimiento is that you have to restrain yourself
from eating the seed crop. Blame it on the rich sweet fruity taste of these
x s uat ribbed flesh red fruits, productive and fairl earl , thick-walled
and crunchy. Availability uncertain as we go to press—please check our
website for updates.
Tangerine Pimiento
rganic (85 days) Selected back to their original
tangerine color, these beautiful pimientos remain a joy to harvest, standing
out, in the words of one customer, “just like little lights.” Sweet and juicy,
great for eating fresh or roasting. Plants are modest in height and bushy, yet
capable of ripening more than a dozen of these small 2–3" round to slightly
flattened 3 lobed thick-walled s uat fruits in a good ear he might have
a small body, but they carry a big pizazz,” opined Anne Elder. BACK!
3744 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.50
C: 1g, $6.75
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 4g, $14.00
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Takara hishito (60 days) F-1 hybrid. I was once known as The Pepper
ad , so I have m standards
hen I first encountered these small thinwalled second-cousins-twice-removed of Revolution peppers, I thought
“Why bother?” Fedco staffer Emily Skrobis set me straight when we judged
peppers at Common Ground Fair. She loves this pepper type as early, easy
and abundant. Takara is all that—with dozens of wrinkled thin-walled fruits
borne early on well-branched plants. Pick when light green and less than 3"
long, and blister them whole in a hot oiled skillet Serve with flak salt and
eat everything but the stem. Most will be mild—the occasional green pepper,
around 10%, will be hot. If you let them grow to full 1x31/2" size, they turn
red and can be dried for hot crushed red pepper.
3750 A: 20 seeds, $4.00
B: 60 seeds, $10.00
C: 200 seeds, $28.00
D: 500 seeds, $64.00
Banana
rganic 65 days) Open-pollinated. No reason to hold back with
these yellow pointed 6" fruits that look hot but are not. Pretty and plentiful,
sweet and juicy, turning orange and ripening red. Enjoy fried or pickled. Go
bananas! 1941 AAS winner. NEW!
3747 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $7.00
D: 2g, $12.00
E: 4g, $18.00
Greek Pepperoncini (65 days) Open-pollinated. Ever since we lost
Berkop’s strain of Golden Greek, we’ve been on the hunt for a good
pepperoncini: sweet but with a hint of heat. Eureka! These elongated 2–3"
classically wrinkled peppers are perfectly suited for pickling either green or
red. If you like your pickles a bit spicier, add a hotter pepper to the brining.
Quite productive too: scores of fruit on compact plants a little over a foot tall.
Fantastikós! NEW!
3753 A: 0.2g, $2.00
B: 0.4g, $3.00
C: 1g, $5.00
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 4g, $15.00
Carmen
rganic (70 days) F-1 hybrid. Johnny’s Carmen debuted in 2006
to much critical acclaim, including a coveted AAS. A classic Italian Corno
di Toro type, Carmen features unusually sweet horn-shaped tapered pointed
21/2x6" fruits averaging 5 oz that won rave reviews from all seven of our
tasters. Great for salads, especially as they ripen from green to deep carmine,
with good sweet flavor ob and anika called Carmen fruit , nutt ,
“sweet with a hint of spice.” Walls have only medium thickness, so take
care not to get them overly charred when roasting. Upright mediumsized plants with excellent protective canopy. Widely adapted and early
maturing in its class.
3757 A: 20 seeds, $4.25
B: 60 seeds, $10.50
C: 200 seeds, $28.00
D: 500 seeds, $52.00
E: 1,000 seeds, $96.00
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ardello’s
rganic (76 days) Open-pollinated. This thin-walled
8" frying pepper has won many converts. The long curved tapering pointed
fruits turn deep red with shiny wrinkled skin when ripe. Pleasing sweet mild
flavor, good raw, in stir-fries and, especiall , fried ccording to ardello
family relative Patty Ruprecht of Pownal, ME, “the only way to eat them is
to string them, dry them, fry them and salt them.” Eat them plain or “better
still as a sandwich on Italian bread with a slice of provolone.” Listed on Slow
Food’s Ark of Taste. Brought to Connecticut from the village of Ruoti in the
Basilicata region of southern Italy in 1887 by Jimmy Nardello’s mother.
3762 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.50
C: 1g, $8.00
D: 2g, $12.00
E: 4g, $18.00
K: 14g, $38.00
Apple
rganic (80 days) Open-pollinated. Looking more like a lipstick
than an apple, these shiny 4" fruits are elongated, with wide shoulders
narrowing to a point, and fairl flat, like an ancho Irresistibl appealing even
before the ripe fruity sweetness touches your tongue. When we judge peppers
at Common Ground Fair these red beauties always stand out. Delicious fresh
and also roasted, they are reliably productive in our cool northern summers
and pretty much guaranteed to fully ripen. Dependable and problem free on
2' plants.
3764 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 4g, $13.00
K: 14g, $35.00
Cubanelle (80 days) Open-pollinated. Years ago our customers asked for
this semi-sweet frying pepper and we quickly understood why. 6x2" waxy
yellow-green fruits turn red. Not pungent. “Hands down our biggest fruit
producer of all pepper varieties for many years now,” reports Anne Elder.
3766 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 1g, $3.00
C: 2g, $4.50
D: 4g, $6.00
E: 28g, $8.00
Aconcagua (85 days) Open-pollinated. The highest peak in both the
Western and Southern hemispheres, Aconcagua in Argentina stands a lofty
22,841 ft. This ginormous frying pepper is said to originate in Argentina.
Elongated cone-shaped 21/2x10" fruits tapering to a blunt rounded end can
approach a foot in length. Turning from green to yellow to orange to red,
the gorgeous fruits are very sweet, crunchy and fruity, ideal for grilling and
frying. Delicious at any stage of ripeness. The plants reach almost 3', with
such a heav pendent fruit set that the benefit from staking a not alwa s
ripen fully to red for northern-tier growers, although we have seen many red
fruits in the Common Ground Exhibition Hall.
3769 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.50
C: 1g, $5.00
D: 2g, $7.00
E: 4g, $10.00
dessa arket
C (87 days) Open-pollinated. Heirloom pepper from
Odessa on the Black Sea in Ukraine whose attributes translate wonderfully to
Maine’s Zone 4. It grows rapidly and dependably sets 7–12 fruits per plant,
crisp, juicy, thick-walled and tasty. At the edible green stage the 21/4x41/2"
tapered peppers have a distinctive wild lime color that morphs to orange and
then to a deep dark red. Sweet and full-textured whether enjoyed raw, sautéed
or roasted. Strong stocky stems and unique dark green leaves easily set it
apart from most others. Broad canopies with good leaf cover reduce sunscald
and protect from frost. Fruits are remarkably free from blossom end rot.
3772 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 4g, $13.00
ega arconi
C (90 days) Open-pollinated. Doug Jones has had
another breeding breakthrough as he further de-hybridizes Seminis’ Giant
Marconi into a more compact habit while retaining the heavy early fruit set
of 21/2x8" tender-skinned Italian-style Lamuyo peppers. Although selected
for North Carolina conditions, it produced nearly a dozen fruits per plant in
our trials, grown in an open field in central aine without black plastic 3
of them ripened red on the plants and those were the sweetest of the strains
we tried, with good texture and uiciness he had good pepper flavor when
green and were especially tasty when ripe. Breeder Royalties.
3736 A: 0.2g, $3.25
B: 0.4g, $5.00
C: 1g, $10.00
D: 2g, $15.00
E: 4g, $20.00

a ing Pepper eed Is as Remove core of the
fully ripe pepper (usually red or orange) and dry on a
coffee filter hen dr , rake seeds off the core with a
butter knife. To ensure true-to-type seed, grow openpollinated varieties and separate by 30 feet. See page 106
for more about seed saving.

Bulgarian Carrot Chile
rganic (68 days) Open-pollinated. Also
known as Shipkas e first saw this show-stopper at m eBlanc s farm
esembling little polished fluorescent-orange carrots, the thin-walled 11/2–
31/2" tapered fruits are as hot as they look and make welcome additions to
chutneys, marinades and salsas, as well as excellent hot sauces. Also delicious
dried and ground. Their fruity undertone nicely complements their heat. Just
18 tall, these prolific plants bear clusters of peppers close to the main stem,
an unbelievable 40–55 fruits per plant! Brought indoors, they produced in
Amy’s greenhouse till February. Heirloom was smuggled here through the
Iron Curtain more than 30 years ago. 5,000–30,000 Scovilles.
3853 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1g, $3.75
C: 2g, $7.00
Ho Chi inh
rganic (68 days) Open-pollinated. Peppers 4–5" long on
3 plants grow like large fingers turning from bright ellow to crimson in
late August. Longtime Minnesota co-oper Steven Schwen sent us seeds for
this beautiful shining ca enne pepper that he got in the 1 80s when the first
wave of war refugees landed in Minnesota and came to his farm looking for
chickens and ducks. He named it Ho Chi Minh in honor of the Vietnamese
revolutionary who defeated all the colonialists who invaded his country.
Schwen says it has a bite that makes you “run home to your mama!” We’ve
en o ed its prolific production up to two do en fruit per plant , its heat and
good flavor bout 30,000 Scovilles s2007.
3856 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 4g, $16.00
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bout 110 200 seeds , except Thai Hot.
ome ike it Hot i (64-90 days) Love hot peppers but
lack the space to try separate packets of each? Try our
blend of at least 5–7 different kinds all in one packet.
e ll mix colors, shapes and flavors
3897 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $5.00
C: 1g, $8.00
D: 2g, $12.00
E: 4g, $18.00
Hot Portugal
rganic (64 days) Open-pollinated. Bears elongated
narrow fruits, 5–8" long, 1" in diameter with the classic wrinkled hip at the
stem end Superb pepper flavor comes through its considerable heat nicel
Not as hot as 3866 Matchbox, but hotter than 3834 Early Jalapeño. Early
productive ripener of glossy scarlet fruits borne on tall plants. Most will turn
straight from green to red, but 4% off-types will turn from green to yellow to
red. Offered by Joseph Harris in 1935. 5,000–30,000
Scoville units.
3845 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.50
C: 1g, $8.00
D: 2g, $13.00
E: 4g, $20.00
C ech Black
rganic (65 days)
Open-pollinated. Fruits so striking that seed
grower Roberta Bailey kept a bowl on her table
just to admire. Black when immature, the 21/2"long conical peppers ripen to lustrous garnet. Mild
uic thick-walled flesh runs with cherr -red uice
when cut. The heat, a tad less than a jalapeño, is in the
ribs and seeds and is “just right for many of us,” says one customer. Jake
Kennedy of Liberty, ME, has candied slivered Czech Blacks like citrus peel
for a spicy-sweet holiday treat. Bears very early with about 20 pointed fruits
per 21/2–3' plant. 2,000–5,000 Scovilles.
3816 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $5.00
C: 1g, $8.00
D: 2g, $12.00
E: 4g, $20.00
Hungarian Hot Wa (68 days) Open-pollinated. This hot one sets even
in cool weather. Smooth waxy yellow 51/2x11/2" fruits taper to a point and
ripen from yellow to orange to red. In fact, last season a Central Maine crop
survived a near-fatal spring freeze after transplanting and went on to produce
peppers in August. Nikos’ favorite for chiles rellenos. Pickle all three colors
for a beautiful hot-pepper medley—a staple for winter sandwiches. Janine
Welsby uses them in batches of her famous pepper butter. Originated 1941 in
Hungary. 5,000–10,000 Scovilles.
3837 A: 0.5g, $2.00
B: 1g, $2.75
C: 2g, $4.00
D: 4g, $6.00
E: 28g, $10.00
Potassium itrate K
Also known as saltpeter, used to soften the
coat of many seeds to expedite germination. Recommended for brassicas,
eggplant, peppers, tomatoes, basil, endive, radicchio, and most flower seed
Comes in fine granular form ilute 1/2 tsp in 1 qt water. Use as a pre-soak
for seed or to water seedling flats 10g packet contains tsp Note: Not
o ed o e tified o
i se
3999 A: 10g, $2.50
Key to symbols (

Carrot Bomb
rganic (74 days) Open-pollinated. An explosion of round
1–2" shiny bright tangerine baubles blow up the pepper patch on sturdy
2–21/2'' plants. The heat is comparable to a mild jalapeño but will vary with
weather conditions. A bold spark in salsas, kebabs, stir-fries or the pickle jar.
5,000–30,000 Scovilles. Selected from Bulgarian Carrot by Daniel Brisebois
of a Ferme Coop rative ourne-Sol
3825 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.50
C: 1g, $7.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 4g, $13.00
Fireball (75 days) F-1 hybrid. Like the candy of the same name, Fireball
turns the inside of your mouth red. Its initial impression of sweetness is
swiftly followed by an expression of searing heat. Small strawberry-shaped
fruits turn from shin green to bla ing red, mirroring the fire within onna
rek s first ripened Sept 1 additional fruits matured slowl In mid- ctober
her plants were still covered with peppers. 2,500–5,000 Scovilles. Resists
TMV. This lot tested negative both for TMV and BLS.
3819 A: 20 seeds, $3.75
B: 60 seeds, $8.00
C: 200 seeds, $20.00
D: 500 seeds, $45.00
E: 1,000 seeds, $80.00
ong ed arrow Ca enne (75 days) Open-pollinated. Often curled
and twisted, the wrinkled peppers grow 5–6" long, 1/2" across, and taper to
a point ark green color changes to bright red rolific produce illions
and hot. The backbone of Hillary Nelson’s red chile pastes. Along with 3866
atchbox dries easil on screens olli Cederholm blends them in a food
processor for crushed red pepper re-18 7 heirloom ungent 3, 00 ,000
Scovilles.
3821 A: 0.5g, $2.00
B: 1g, $2.50
C: 2g, $3.50
D: 4g, $5.00
E: 28g, $10.00

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.

fedcoseeds.com
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Karlo
rganic (70 days) Open-pollinated. This pepper looked so much
like Feher Ozon in our trials that we got to wondering if it was also a paprika
pepper. Well, it turns out any pepper can make paprika. Hot peppers make
hot paprika, sweet peppers make sweet paprika and if you smoke the peppers
when you dry them, you get smoked paprika. Karlo is semi-hot and semi-sweet
for the perfectly balanced homemade paprika. The thick-walled light yellow
to red fruits hold up well in roasting and in the traditional use as a stuffing
pepper. The beautifully shiny pointed 31/2–5" fruits, at least a dozen per plant,
have been reselected since the ’80s for cold tolerance and productivity from
the old Garden City Seed variety of the same name.
3758 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 4g, $13.00
Boldog Hungarian pice
rganic (71 days) Open-pollinated. The
Boldog from Hungary that doesn’t bite but does dry nicely with a hint of
spiciness prolific bearer of 6 long wrinkled tapered pendent fruits ick
red and grind into sweet paprika, string into decorative ristras or enjoy fresh,
although skins are a little tough. Boldog sets enough fruit to accommodate
all three uses. The town of Boldog is in a well-known spice-pepper district
northeast of Budapest.
Availability uncertain as we go to press—please
check our website for updates.
Feher
on
rganic (90 days) Open-pollinated Hungarian heirloom.
first introduction to this extraordinar pepper was in a ar dried and
ground to a wonderfull sweet paprika he field reports didn t even consider
this aspect, instead extolling Feher Ozon for incredible productivity: up to 2
dozen 3x41/2" pointed light yellow fruits per plant. One trialer fed her entire
neighborhood with these sweet, uic and flavorful peppers If ou let an
ripen to red, they can be dried for a delicious paprika. The beauty of this
pepper as it turns is noteworthy. Beginning with the faintest red overtones
blending into its yellow background, the red blush grows more pronounced
as it matures.
3776 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.50
C: 1g, $6.00
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alu An Attitude
rganic (75 days)
Open-pollinated. Earth-passionate breeder
Relentless blended at least three kinds of
peppers into its pedigree, although it looks like
a jalapeño in color, shape and size. In the
breeder’s own words: “If I had to have
one chili on a desert island, it used
to be a jalapeño. Now maybe not.
This new chili is the result of a cross
between an open-pollinated jalapeño
and (my own) original that was
called
ttitude he ob ect
was to have a thicker-skinned
with a lot of alape o flavor he
had thin skin, delicious hot
fruit flavor, and dried and produced
well in northern latitudes. My
overriding intent in crossing
them was to obtain the best
combination of both.” Got
attitude? 2,500–8,000 Scoville
units.
s2008. Breeder
Royalties.
3831 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $5.00
C: 1g, $8.00
D: 2g, $12.00
E: 4g, $18.00
arl alape o (75 days)
Open-pollinated. Hot 3x1" sausageshaped blunt fruits mature early.
Characteristic brown netting appears
as fruit ripens from dark green to dark
red. Packing the seed makes us teary-eyed!
From Jalapa in the state of Veracruz, Mexico.
4,000 to 6,500 Scoville units at maturity.
3834 A: 0.5g, $2.00
B: 1g, $2.75
C: 2g, $4.50
D: 4g, $6.00
E: 28g, $10.00
Hidalgo errano
rganic (75 days) Open-pollinated. Slightly hotter
than a alape o, its bright fruit hot flavor lingers in the front of the mouth
and makes your taste buds tingle all over,” said one seed producer. Extremely
prolific 3 31/2' plants yield dozens of light green fruits that ripen to bright
scarlet. The 21/2–3 x 1/2 fruits, as fat as our ring finger but onl as long as
your pinky, have thin walls, a long seed cavity and classic serrano heat. They
are perfect for fresh salsa, pickling and hot sauces. 2,000–17,000 Scovilles.
3841 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.75
C: 1g, $8.00
D: 2g, $12.00
E: 4g, $20.00
atchbo
rganic (75 days) Open-pollinated. A product of our inventory
manager Roberta Bailey’s many years of dedicated breeding work to create
an open-pollinated selection of the hybrid Super Chili, whose parents include
ungarian ot ax and ot Banana he s uat plants bear prolific upright
fruit, averaging 2" long, 1/3" across and ripening from pale green to deep
scarlet. They bear well in cold damp weather, hot dry weather, sandy soils and
heav cla
he have plent of heat and the characteristic finel cut
lightweight leaves of many hot peppers. Can be potted and overwintered or brought inside to make a beautiful pepper wreath when
frost threatens. 30,000-50,000 Scoville units.
s 000
3866 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $5.00
C: 1g, $8.00
D: 2g, $13.00
E: 4g, $20.00
Anaheim (78 days) Open-pollinated. Also known as California Chile
and Chile Verde. Cultivated for canning in a factory near Anaheim around
1900. Anaheim is the pepper typically used for chiles rellenos. 7" long fruits
tapering to a point turn from dark green to red at maturity. Pungent, but not
particularly hot. 900–2,500 Scovilles.
3807 A: 0.5g, $2.00
B: 1g, $2.75
C: 2g, $3.75
D: 4g, $5.00
E: 28g, $10.00
Bea er Dam
rganic (80 days) Open-pollinated. Early for its size and
a heavy producer in normal years, sets several pendulous shiny horn-shaped
6" red-orange fruits per plant, 3" wide at the shoulders, tapering to a blunt
point. Both sweet and with heat. Most of its mild spice is in its ribs so you can
excise those if you wish. Karen Orso writes from California in the Eastern
Sierra–Great Basin region, “Beaver Dam Pepper worked wonderfully for
us this summer in our garden’s 5,000' elevation
in sandy loam with 5% humidity.” Heirloom
brought to Beaver Dam, WI, in 1912 by the Joe
Hussli family. 500–1,000 Scovilles.
3805 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 4g, $12.00
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Fish
rganic (80 days) Open-pollinated. A most
attractive pepper plant with distinctive green and white
mottled foliage and fruits. The 2" curving pendent
fruits look a little like swimming fish he turn
from white with green stripes to orange with brown
stripes to red, packing considerable heat and fullbodied flavor that especiall enhances shellfish
sport of a common serrano pepper that probably
originated in the 1870s, by 1900 Fish was extensively
grown by the African-American communities around
Philadelphia and Baltimore. Listed on Slow Food’s Ark of
aste
spreading bush plants benefit from staking a re uire a little too
long season for the coldest pockets. Fish crosses readily with other peppers,
requiring greater populations and more isolation than most others to remain
pure. Roberta Bailey, our pepper maven, keeps selecting our stock to ensure
this strain stays true. 5,000–30,000 Scovilles. ac enefit harin .
3849 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.50
C: 1g, $8.00
D: 2g, $13.00
E: 4g, $20.00
Thai Hot
rganic (82 days) Open-pollinated. Anne Elder gets 200 of
these little “sweeties” per plant, “cute little compact treasures full of heat.”
Small conical peppers ripen to bright red and stand erect above the foliage so
fetchingly that it’s grown “in the trade” as a red and green Christmas potted
plant. However, devotees of hot cuisine prize its sparks. Early pinching will
produce a bushy 8" plant that can be pulled, roots and all, and hung to dry for
winter use, or grown inside for ornamental and edible enjoyment. Checks in
around 25,000-40,000 Scoville units. ~400 seeds/g.
3860 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.50
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 4g, $16.00
Caballero Ancho Poblano (65 days green, 84 days red ripe) F-1 hybrid.
Not available in 2021.
Hinkelhat
rganic (88 days) Open-pollinated. Not for the “chickenhearted,” this rare Pennsylvania Dutch heirloom packs considerable heat. Its
name aptly describes the size and shape of its 3/4 x11/2" pendent peppers that
taper to a blunt point and are covered with tiny bumps and wrinkles, like
chicken hearts. Ripening from green to red, the tough skins when cut open
emit a fruit redolence and reveal a thick uic flesh arel eaten raw, the
peppers were traditionally used for pickling and pepper vinegar. Nearly as
hot as habaneros, they do not require quite as long a season, nor are they as
picky in cool environments. Plus they are compact enough to grow in a pot
to bring inside for the winter. Hinkelhatz has boarded the Slow Food’s Ark
of Taste. Thank you, Amy LeBlanc, for bringing it to our attention. About
125,000 Scovilles.
3870 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $5.00
C: 1g, $8.00
D: 2g, $13.00
E: 4g, $18.00
range Habanero (90 days) C. chinense Open-pollinated. A Scotch
Bonnet t pe infamous for its extreme heat, fier
abanero registers a
blistering 200,000–325,000 Scoville units, depending on how hot the growing
1
season, 30–80 times as hot as Early Jalapeño! Each 1 /2' plant will set 10–20
pendulous fruits that turn from dark green to tangerine as they mature. Fruits
are somewhat wrinkled from stem to tip heir distinctive flavor makes them a
key ingredient in West Indian jerk sauces. We recommend greenhouse culture
for the northern third of our sales area where frequent nighttime temperatures
below 70 make outdoor production iff
3874 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 1g, $3.25
C: 2g, $5.00
D: 4g, $7.00
E: 28g, $25.00

otness o peppers is e pressed in covi e nits named
after Wilbur Scoville, the Englishman who in 1912 devised this system of
measuring capsaicin (which causes most of the heat in peppers) in which
a pepper extract is diluted in sugar water until the spiciness is no longer
detectable to a panel of five tasters he test is useful, but imprecise, as
specimens of a pepper variety will vary greatly depending on growing
conditions. Warm nighttime temperatures stimulate maximum development
of capsaicins and increase pungency levels.
Bell, Pimiento
0
Beaver Dam
<1k
Ancho, Poblano
1–2k
Anaheim
~1–2.5k
Fireball
2.5–5k
Jaluv an Attitude
2.5–5k
Serrano
2–17k
LRN Cayenne
3.5–5k
Early Jalapeño
4–6k
Hungarian Hot Wax 5–10k
Hot Portugal
5–30k
Fish
5–30k
Bulgarian Carrot
5–30k
Thai Hot
25–40k
Ho Chi Minh
~30k
Matchbox
30–50k
Hinkelhatz
~125k
Habanero
200–325k
self-defense pepper spray
2–3M
police-grade pepper spray
5.3M
straight capsaicin
15–16M
andle hot peppers with caution capsaicin is highl alkaloid and can burn
skin. Capsicum comes from the Greek kapto which means ‘bite.’
orders $30 and up!

Raphanus raphanistrum subs. sativus
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bout 1 00 200 seeds o
Celesta
rganic (24 days) F-1 hybrid. Just as Tchaikovsky fell in love
with the crystalline sound of the celesta keyboard and wrote “Dance of the
Sugar Plum Fairy,” we’ve been swooning over round red Celesta and its
sparkling crisp bite with mild melting tender white flesh he short tops are
quite sturdy for bunching, idyllic picking and munching. With just a kiss of
zing to perk its exquisite texture, this radish is indeed heaven sent. While
heat and drought are never a radish’s friend, Celesta performed admirably and
stayed tasty even in Maine’s dry August–September 2020. NEW!
B: 1/2oz, $7.00
C: 1oz, $12.00
2242 A: 1/8oz, $3.25
D: 4oz, $38.00
E: 1#, $130.00
Cherr Belle (25 days) Open-pollinated. Good smooth red-skinned
bunching radish making 3/4 balls with firm white flesh Some variation in our
observation plots. 1949 AAS.
B: 1/2oz, $3.00
C: 1oz, $4.00
2214 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $6.00
E: 1#, $16.00
K: 5#, $60.00
Champion
da s pen-pollinated Smooth scarlet roots with firm mild
flesh grow uickl to snackable si e Crunch and uic Some variation in
our trials, but one customer said “best radish I’ve grown in 40 years.” Do not
crowd. Thin, thin, thin! 1957 AAS.
B: 1/2oz, $2.50
C: 1oz, $3.75
2234 A: 1/8oz, $1.75
D: 4oz, $6.00
E: 1#, $14.00
K: 5#, $65.00
Cheriette (26 days) F-1 hybrid. Vibrant scarlet skins with crisp sweet white
flesh Si ing up more slowl than loriette, the showed the best field-holding
ualit in the trial and had the sweetest flavor with a mild tang ll 10 round
slightl oval specimens in the sample were acceptable, of them sufficientl
uniform to be marketable. A higher yielder and stands heat better than any of
our OP selections. Short tops.
B: 1/2oz, $5.75
2243 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
C: 1oz, $8.50
D: 4oz, $26.00
E: 1#, $93.00

ADI H

Days to maturity are from date of seeding.
Culture: ummer radishes ma be sown almost as soon as the ground can be
worked. Minimum ermination soil temperature 0 optimal ran e
They
emerge rapidly and grow quickly. Sow 1–2" apart, and thin to at least 2" for attractive
uniform roots. se row cover (p.
) to protect from flea beetles. The develop more
pungenc in dr heat than in cool moist weather. ead for harvest at about the si e
of a quarter and will rapidly get woody if allowed to grow much larger.
Disease: FY = Fusarium Yellows
Note: We cannot ship larger than half o . packets of radishes to the Willamette alle
due to quarantine.

ADI H

of

ther Colors

bout 2 00 200 seeds o
aster gg (25 days) Open-pollinated. These good-sized delicious radishes
do not become woody, hollow or too hot. Nor do they bolt easily. Kids and
adults love this fascinating blend with shades of pin p rp e red vio et and
white. Always our most popular radish among home gardeners and favored
by market growers for bunching.
B: 1/2oz, $3.75
C: 1oz, $5.00
2224 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
D: 4oz, $9.00
E: 1#, $29.00
Pink ad
lipper (25 days) Open-pollinated. Named for the large showy
wildflower that is listed as of concern in the ative lant rotection ct,
this is one Lady Slipper you can uproot with abandon. Pink Lady Slipper has
the beauty of a soft rosy-pink color combined with bright white flesh that
is crisp and mild. The oblong plump roots, blunt at the tip and with a small
taproot, hold longer than others without cracking or getting soft and pithy.
Stays crisp for weeks after harvest.
B: 1/2oz, $3.75
C: 1oz, $5.00
2230 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $9.00
E: 1#, $25.00
Hailstone (25 days) Open-pollinated. The only hailstone we want to see on
the farm. Vaughan, in 1904, called it “the quickest growing radish on record,”
and described it as round, smooth, snowy-white with a short tender taproot.
Produces crisp juicy roots 1" in diameter that hold well and have some heat.
Unusually small foliage but intolerant to crowding.
B: 1/2oz, $4.00
C: 1oz, $6.00
2240 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
D: 4oz, $12.00
E: 1#, $32.00
Pearl (25 days) Turns out this variety is trait-patented (see p. 3). Dropped.
French Breakfast (26 days) Open-pollinated. Favored
in Paris markets since before 1879, and our best-selling
radish in the larger sizes. “A medium-sized radish,
elongated, with small tops of quick growth, very crisp
and tender, of a beautiful scarlet color, except near the
tip, which is pure white. A splendid variety for the table,
on account of its excellent quality and its beautiful
color.”—From D.M. Ferry & Co’s Descriptive Catalog,
1902. Gets pithy earlier than many others.
B: 1/2oz, $3.00
2248 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
C: 1oz, $4.00
D: 4oz, $8.50
E: 1#, $22.00
K: 5#, $95.00
Plum Purple
rganic (26 days) Open-pollinated. This popular plumcolored round radish, almost the size of a ping-pong ball, has recently been
reselected for more uniformit Crisp white flesh has a good sweet taste with
only a little heat. One customer who grows radishes under row covers to avoid
root-maggot damage calls Plum Purple the radish most tolerant to slightly
shaded row-cover conditions.
B: 1/2oz, $6.50
C: 1oz, $9.50
2253 A: 1/8oz, $2.50
D: 4oz, $30.00
lata 30 da s pen-pollinated
new color in summer radishes these
shimmery yellowish-tan russeted medium-sized beauties from Poland starred
in our trial. Crunchy and crispy white interiors, spicy but not overwhelming,
good fresh and even better braised. Its light-textured leaves make good young
greens. Did not bolt or split and held quality even throughout June rains.
Perfect for bunching.
B: 1/8oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $12.00
2257 A: 1/16oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $18.00
E: 4oz, $56.00
White Icicle (30 days) Open-pollinated. Also known as Lady Finger (ew!),
an heirloom listed by Fearing Burr as White Naples, White Italian and White
Transparent. Firm tender all-white roots for the home garden will grow down
4–6" in all but the heaviest soils. Also used for bunching by commercial
growers. Mild if harvested when young and slender, and remains in good
eating condition longer than most other summer radishes. Juicy and somewhat
spicy.
B: 1/2oz, $3.50
C: 1oz, $4.00
2262 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
D: 4oz, $8.00
E: 1#, $18.00
K: 5#, $70.00
Love your paper catalog, love what you do, love all of you!
So many seeds, so little time and space.
– Jennifer Loros, Thetford Center, VT

Key to symbols (

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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bout 2100 2 00 seeds o
Culture: Slower-growing than the quick summer kind, with many growing deeper
roots; often cylindrical in shape. Use wire hoops and row cover (p. 141) to keep out
flea beetles. Thin to apart. The hold much longer than summer radishes but if
the start to bolt, pinch off the tops. Ideal in eptember and ctober from an earl
ul planting, and can be stored in the root cellar like carrots and beets in slightl
moistened sand or layered into damp raked leaves.
Watermelon (55 days) Open-pollinated. A welcome addition to any winter
vegetable collection, these radishes will please with their consistent sweet
tender flesh and brilliant color displa
ike its namesake, atermelon
reveals its sweet smooth ri ht rose esh once you slice through the green
and white skin. Instead of watermelon, the name in its native land is xin li
mei, meaning ‘in one’s heart beautiful.’ Growing to a robust 21/2" diameter
in just 45 days, these precocious winter keepers are best suited for a mid-late
July sowing. At full maturity, the attractive 4" long oblong roots will store
for months in the root cellar and keep their vibrant colors even when cooked.
Selected from among 6 strains for their uniform coloring and daikon leaves.
A real treat sliced, topped with farm butter and a pinch of sea salt. “Fast and
delicious,” sums CT market grower Bryan O’Hara.
B: 1/2oz, $4.00
C: 1oz, $6.00
2265 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $12.00
E: 1#, $42.00
isato ose
rganic (60 days) Open-pollinated.
This unique selection from a hybrid came about as a
happ accident when Fedco first started growing seed
crops. We were new to seed saving and missed that we
were working with a hybrid, meaning the seed we grew
would not be true to type. We ended up with a strain that
has two happy variations: about half have light greenishtan outer skins and light green stems and leaf veins, the
remainder medium-rose outer skins, rose stems and leaf
veins. The round roots of both types have the characteristic
rose esh, the ones with the darker skins having darker and
more pungent hearts Both are fine tasting and good looking,
with plenty of spiciness, a rich sweet vegetable undertone and
no harsh sharpness. Will grow as large as a big beet if given
sufficient space For autumn crops a good keeper s2003.
2269 A: 1/8oz, $2.75
ound Black panish (65 days) For some real heat, try a slice of the
venerable Black Spanish. Turnip-shaped 4" roots with corklike black exteriors
have extremel pungent white flesh that loses some heat when boiled or stirfried. Listed in Hortus Kewensis, the 1789 catalog of plants growing at Kew
Royal Botanic Gardens, England, as having been brought there in 1548.
B: 1/2oz, $3.50
C: 1oz, $5.00
2270 A: 1/8oz, $1.75
D: 4oz, $7.00
E: 1#, $18.00

DAIK

bout 2 00 000 seeds o
Daikon means big root in apanese. an be stored in the root
cellar like carrots and beets in slightl moistened sand or la ered
into damp raked leaves. See also Rat-tail Radish Pods in the Asian
reens section, p. .
ini Purple (50 days) F-1 hybrid. Wide plumb-bob–shaped
5"x21/2" roots with gorgeous bluish-purple skin and greenishpurple shoulders are “mini” only when compared to long white
types. Topped by vibrant dark green leaves with short stems
blushed purple-pink Interior flesh is ringed deep purple with
streaks through white meat merging into a purple sunburst
core. All sizes, from 3" up to the 9" bombs, have excellent
crunch tender raw texture and mildl spic flavor
hen
cooked, ini becomes firm, sweet and savor with tang hints
of rutabaga. Excellent keeper: Elisabeth fermented the last
of hers with fresh cilantro the following summer. They make
magenta pickles. Note: expect 10% green-shouldered white
off-t pe roots of same flavor and texture
B: 1/8oz, $6.50
2277 A: 1/16oz, $3.75
C: 1/2oz, $18.00
D: 1oz, $30.00
Green eat
rganic (55 days) Unique miniature daikon radish with
striking i e reen esh grows 6–9" long and 1–3" wide. The above-ground
exposed shoulders turn a deep green while the tips remain white. Finegrained, crisp and sweet Carter sa s it has a distinct green-apple flavor
Used in Asia for salads, cooking and pickling. David Nonnenmacher suggests
trying a slice on homemade bread slathered with butter. Green Meat and 2269
Misato Rose keep in his root cellar until May.
B: 1/2oz, $7.00
C: 1oz, $10.00
2268 A: 1/8oz, $2.75
D: 4oz, $32.00
E: 1#, $120.00
aitaro (69 days) F-1 hybrid. Thick uniform 9–12" root tapers to a blunt
point. Its growth will be steady and slow bolting, vigorous tops shading the
nice-looking white roots with light green tinted shoulders. With very smooth
silky texture cooked and a nicely spiced crunch when raw, this one is sure to
have you saying oishii desu ne (“ohee-SHE-des-nay”). Resists FY.
B: 1/8oz, $6.50
C: 1/2oz, $17.00
2285 A: 1/16oz, $3.75
D: 1oz, $31.00
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B D CK Arctium lappa
Takinogawa (120 days) Open-pollinated. Treasured by the Japanese, who
call its long flesh aromatic taproot gobo. The standard Japanese variety,
setting 1–2' mild earthy-tasting bittersweet roots. Small roots are grated in
salads larger roots are good in stir-fries, soups and wild ferments Culture like
carrots, working the soil deeply, direct-sowing in spring and thinning to 3–6".
Harvest in fall or early next spring. Burdock has a long history as a medicinal.
Herbalist Deb Soule says burdock root, whether eaten or used in a tea or
tincture, nourishes the liver and kidneys, balances digestion, helps the skin,
and is useful in anti-cancer remedies. Think about that the next time you run
into burdock as a common weed dispensing its burrs. About 1,600 seeds/oz.
B: 1/2oz, $10.00
C: 1oz, $15.00
2300 A: 1/8oz, $3.50
D: 4oz, $48.00
T PA
Petroselinum crispum
Arat (88 days) Open-pollinated. Enhance your soups and specialty dishes
with these nutt -flavored roots redolent of a parsle -celer combination
Sweeter and more uniform than amburg, these roots are whoppers: the fill
out well and grow almost a foot, benefiting from a deepl worked seed bed
You can sustain a harvest through much of the winter and possibly into spring
if ou protect them oung flat parsle leaves also add est bout 0, 00
seeds/oz.
B: 1/8oz, $5.50
C: 1/2oz, $17.00
2301 A: 1/16oz, $3.50
D: 1oz, $28.00
E: 4oz, $95.00
A IF Tragopogon porrifolius
Gammel Gotlandsk (120 days) Biennial. We hope to have a crop for 2022.
C
A S. hispanica
oir de ussie (120 days) Open-pollinated. Biennial. The name scorzonera
derives from the Spanish corteza negra or ‘black bark.’ Long narrow darkskinned white-fleshed root is a good source of iron, phosphorus and calcium
Although not handsome, it is prized by chefs in Europe for its distinctive
flavor, and used like potatoes in haute cuisine
uch of the flavor resides
in the dark skin so do not peel before cooking as a firm smooth texture,
not sweet like many root vegetables. Culture like parsnips, overwintering in
the field and pulling as needed Flavor improves after a hard frost as onl
limited storage in root cellars, nor does it can or freeze well,
so use right after harvest Seed is short-lived germ test old
seed in paper towels before sowing. ~2,150 seeds/oz.
B: 1/2oz, $4.50
2322 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
C: 1oz, $7.50
D: 4oz, $24.00
SKIRRET Sium sisarum
kirret
C (120 days) Open-pollinated. Although
native to China, the word Skirret derives from
the Dutch suikerwortel meaning ‘sugar root.’ This
perennial (Z5-9) is not high yielding, which has
kept it out of commercial production. So if you want
to enjoy skirret, grow it yourself. The 6–8" pinky-width
greyish-white roots cluster at the base of the 3–4' plant
and may be harvested in fall, but are customarily
overwintered for sweet treats in spring. Roots have a
sweet nutt flavor that has been appreciated ever since
they made an appearance at medieval feast tables. Has an
affinit for wet or bogg land that most vegetables resent
Start indoors 8–10 weeks before setting out, or direct seed
in spring. It tolerates spring frosts and transplanting well.
Thin to 1' apart. A versatile addition to your cuisine.
Last offered in 2018. BACK!
2327 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.3g, $4.75
C: 0.9g, $9.00
D: 2.7g, $16.00

Thank you, all you good people at Fedco. Thank you for
shipping my order that I may get tomorrow or Friday. The weather
forecast is three big days of sunshine. I’ll be out tomorrow sowing or
preparing the ground for springtime seedlings. I’m 88 years old and
seemingly in good health. Two or three hours of leisurely work in
the garden and gathering up Sunshine Vit D is so good. I do not have
aches and pains and I sleep so much better.
– Carmen Lavertu, Thomaston, ME
Key to symbols (

see also Perpetual Spinach: pg 29
New Zealand Spinach, Caucasian Mountain Spinach: pg 31

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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Spinacia oleracea

bout 1 00 2 00 seeds o
- Days to maturity are from date of direct seeding.
Culture: Very hardy, spinach prefers cool temps.
lanted as soon as the ground can be worked in
spring to avoid earl bolting. Minimum germination temperature
optimal ran e
Spinach seed will not germinate in soil
temperatures above . or fall crop,
try late July–Aug. sowing; to overwinter, sow late Aug.–Sept. Heavy
feeder, but note that appl ing high-nitrogen
fertili ers to spinach shortl before harvest can
cause high nitrate levels in the leaves.
Pick large leaves often for heavier production.
Smooth-leaved spinach is easier to wash than the semisavoyed type and is increasingly preferred. Heat, crowding
and long da -length (more than hours) trigger bolting. To retard bolting, avoid
hot-weather planting, use wider spacing, and irrigate or use shade cloth.
The use of disease-resistant and hardy varieties, cold frames, row covers and
hoophouses has made spinach into a nearl ear-round crop. rowers should rel on
2 10 Space or 2
ceanside for winter production.
Diseases:
BM Blue Mold
CLS Cladosporium Leaf Spot
ucumber osaic irus
own ildew
Downy Mildew (DM) is caused in spinach b Peronospora farinosa f. sp.
spinaciae. This pathogen evolves new races at a fast clip, challenging breeders and
growers worldwide to keep up. Resistant varieties are the main management tool.
While formerl considered omebod lse s roblem, spinach
has popped up
here and there in the Northeast on a seemingly random cross section of spinach
varieties. ost cases have been in protected winter crops. esearchers such as r.
eg c rath of ornell, along with regional seed companies, are tracking these
occurrences with hopes of more knowledge before it becomes a ma or problem. ta
tuned! ntil then, good info and visual spinach-disease primers can be found at:
mtvernon.wsu.edu/path_team/spinach.htm
vegetablemdonline.ppath.cornell.edu ews rticles pinach own ildew.html
Beau olais
rganic (30 days) Open-pollinated. More than a decade
ago we carried the variety Bordeaux, but we put that niche spinach on the
chopping block when Syngenta bought out supplier Daehnfeldt. We’re happy
now to list Beaujolais, a very similar wine-themed organic varietal developed
by our friends at Uprising Seeds on their farm in eastern Washington wine
country. Be forewarned: this spinach bolts quickly so is best grown in the
cooler ends of the season. Prized as a baby green for its striking magenta-red
stems and veins in deep green arrowhead leaves. Has the characteristic shine
of young beet greens, but Beaujolais tastes milder and sweeter
in a salad mix. Nikos found the leaves from bolted plants still
quite delicious. To borrow the words of Jonathan Swift, this
beaujolais should be eaten, it is too good to be drunk.
B: 1/2oz, $9.00
2500 A: 1/4oz, $5.00
pace (37 days) F-1 hybrid. We regularly sell more than 3,500 packets
per year! Produces the kind of vigorous big thick wavy mostly smooth
slightly savoyed leaves that market growers love and restaurant chefs adore.
Relatively long-standing when sown in early spring. Vigorous at all times,
it was the quickest to mature from a fall planting. Upright growth results in
good clean dark green leaves with a juicy sweet taste. We’ve heard rumors
of Space’s intended demise so don’t Space out on ordering seed! Resistant to
DM1,2,3,5,6,8,11,12 and some resistance to CLS.
2510 A: 1/4oz, $2.50
B: 1/2oz, $3.75
C: 1oz, $6.00
D: 4oz, $12.00
E: 1#, $30.00
K: 5#, $135.00
l mpia (38 days) F-1 hybrid. An outstanding performer for the fall crop
and early winter, Olympia grows fast, producing enormous yields of mostly
smooth leaves up to 5x6". Almost entirely lacking in oxalic-acid taste, the
mild flavor is paired with lush texture But l mpia can t stand the heat and
bolts quickly when planted in spring. Resistant to DM1,2,3,5,8,9,11,12,14,
possibly 16.
B: 1/2oz, $3.50
C: 1oz, $5.75
2512 A: 1/4oz, $2.25
D: 4oz, $10.00
E: 1#, $25.00
K: 5#, $110.00
A on (42 days) Dropped by our supplier. Go for 3538 Tundra.

Tundra
rganic (25 days to baby leaf, 45 days to mature) F-1 hybrid.
Not since long-lost Tyee have we carried an organic hybrid spinach. Stunning
deep-green true semi-savo undra fills those shoes nicel astefull crinkled
oval leaves are held off the ground for easy baby-leaf and mature harvests.
ild, simpl spinach flavor with tender texture, undra is well suited for
early spring and fall plantings. Reasonable early summer tolerance, with slow
steady growth (like elegant Oceanside) that results in a stunning high-quality
winter crop. Note: Slow growth means fewer winter harvest cycles. Excellent
downy mildew resistance, well beyond Avon and Space. Resistant to DM
races 1-13,15,16.
NEW!
B: 1/2oz, $5.00
C: 1oz, $9.00
2538 A: 1/4oz, $3.00
D: 4oz, $32.00
E: 1#, $70.00
K: 5#, $200.00
ceanside (25–30 to baby leaf, 45 days mature) F-1 hybrid. Like the
ama ing smooth surfing waves in ceanside, C , the leaves of this spinach
just keep on coming. Thick but tender, very dark green smooth round oval
leaves are upright, perfect for the baby cut. At full maturity, large broad leaves
still give excellent silk texture and mild sweet flavor ith our erratic aine
summers, we prize bolt tolerance above all else, and Oceanside delivers in
style. Oceanside holds leaf quality, strong color and great taste for more than
a month, barely showing signs of going by in early August. The winter crop
in Anne Hallee’s 2018 hoophouse trial was stunning. A little slower to size
up in deep cold than Space, but Oceanside’s consistent performance might
be the answer to hardiness and disease concerns growers are struggling with.
High resistance to DM races 1-9,11,13,15,16,17 & isolate UA201621A.
Intermediate resistance to DM races 12,14.
B: 1/2oz, $4.00
C: 1oz, $6.00
2539 A: 1/4oz, $2.50
D: 4oz, $14.00
E: 1#, $40.00
Bloomsdale (42 days) Open-pollinated. This classic savoy-leaf spinach
pleases with its excellent rich flavor and full crinkled crumpled form uch
better in fall than in spring when it bolts in the heat. Recent hybrids surpass
it in production and bolt resistance. David Landreth, founder of the Landreth
Seed Company, developed the original Bloomsdale Spinach, forerunner of
this type.
Bloomsdale
B: 1/2oz, $2.75
C: 1oz, $4.00
2540 A: 1/4oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $7.00
E: 1#, $13.00
K: 5#, $58.00
Bloomsdale
rganic
B: 1/2oz, $4.00
C: 1oz, $6.50
2541 A: 1/4oz, $2.50
D: 4oz, $16.00
E: 1#, $42.00
K: 5#, $198.00
Giant Winter (45 days) Open-pollinated. Selected for its cold hardiness,
Giant brings bountiful harvests late fall to early winter in high tunnels. The
large medium-green semi-savoyed leaves overwinter well under mulch.
reat flavor and melting texture Bear in mind midwinter tunnel regrowth for
multiple cuttings is slow, and DM resistance is nil.
B: 1/2oz, $3.50
C: 1oz, $4.00
2555 A: 1/4oz, $2.50
D: 4oz, $8.50
E: 1#, $26.00
Winter Bloomsdale
rganic (47 days) Open-pollinated. This superior
strain is much slower to bolt in June than standard Bloomsdale, and the dark
green savoyed leaves can handle winter in northern hoophouses. Good for
single cuttings in cold conditions, with slower regrowth than hardy hybrids.
Slower growing and more spreading in habit than standard Bloomsdale, but
the full flavor and tenderness has not been sacrificed efinitel worth a tr
overwintering under mulch in the stark snowy outdoors. Resistant to CMV
and BM, but not to DM.
2558 A: 1/4oz, $2.75
B: 1/2oz, $4.50
C: 1oz, $8.00
D: 4oz, $20.00
E: 1#, $66.00
K: 5#, $298.00
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Cucurbita pepo

bout 200 20 seeds o for ellow patt pan and ebanese summer s uashes
1 2 o pac et sows
hills 1 o
0 0 hills bout 1 0 2 0 seeds o for
ucchini
a s to maturit are from seedin subtract 20 da s for transplants
Culture: Tender, will not survive frost. Minimum ermination temperature 0
optimal temperature ran e 0 0 ow in hills apart, seeds hill. Thin to
best plants. r start indoors,
da s before transplanting. Immediatel install wire
hoops and row cover (page
) to keep out cucumber beetles. loating row covers,
especiall when used in low tunnels, and can hasten maturit b
weeks. ake
succession plantings to ensure harvest through the entire frost-free season, insurance
against powder mildew and other diseases of tiring old plants. or best flavor pick
summer squash when the are small. on t leave oversi ed squash on the vine it
shuts down production.
quash blossoms are a delicac . arvest male blossoms when full open for
salads or stufﬁng. ale (staminate) blossoms t picall precede females (pistillate) b
about a week. emales have a bulge at the base of the blossom, an earl stage of the
fruit forming.
In earl summer, a combination of cool, cloud weather and declining bee
populations may result in poor pollination causing low yields. Mites and colony
collapse disorder have wiped out a high percentage of wild and domesticated
hone bee colonies in the last 0 ears, creating a real crisis for cucurbit growers.
Pests & diseases: ee page for additional information.
owder ildew
ucumber osaic irus
WMV Watermelon Mosaic Virus
PRSV Papaya Ringspot Virus
ZYMV Zucchini Yellows Mosaic Virus

W

affron (42 days) Open-pollinated. We’re just mad about Saffron, a 4–6"
butter yellow semi-crookneck that excelled in our trials and has developed a
strong following among our customers rolific, sweet and tender ess wart
than straightneck squashes. Keep picking and they’ll keep coming all season.
Small single-stem bush with open structure but very large leaves gives good
sunburn protection.
B: 1/4oz, $2.75
C: 1/2oz, $4.50
1504 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
D: 1oz, $7.50
E: 4oz, $16.00
K: 1#, $34.00
Delta (42 days) F-1 hybrid. With its graceful curved neck, butter-yellow Delta
is what most ankees call a crookneck
utt and sweet raw, and ust fine
for summer sautéing. Earlier and with higher yield and longer production than
Gentry, Delta has the added modern bonus of powdery mildew resistance.
Named by Colorado-based breeder Hollar, likely to highlight the vanishing
Colorado River delta region, an ecosystem fallen victim to continued
diversion. Resistant to PM. NEW!
B: 1/4oz, $5.50
C: 1/2oz, $8.75
1509 A: 1/8oz, $3.50
D: 1oz, $16.00
E: 4oz, $55.00
K: 1#, $170.00
Gentr (43 days) F-1 hybrid. Despite its name, this crookneck is not just
for the 1%. Though one upscale squash with its butter-yellow smooth skin,
mild sweet delicious flavor, and impressive production even under stress,
our price keeps it attainable for the 99%. Best harvested at 5–6". Our trialer
called it “the perfect crookneck.” Now if only we could rein in the corporate
crooknecks, we might all realistically aspire to be gentry!
B: 1/4oz, $5.75
C: 1/2oz, $9.00
1507 A: 1/8oz, $3.75
D: 1oz, $17.00
E: 4oz, $60.00
K: 1#, $210.00
lick Pik
(48 days) F-1 hybrid. What’s slick about this pick is
its earliness and its consistent prolific production of slim gloss -skinned 8
fruits. These have minimal bulges or swellings for their seed cavities, long
straight necks and excellent flavor er attractive and spineless, too he
have resisted heavy cucumber and squash beetle pressure at Roberta’s farm
for many years and have always been the last to succumb to wilt. Another
fine breeding achievement b the late Brent o at the niversit of ew
Hampshire.
B: 1/8oz, $5.50
C: 1/2oz, $14.00
1512 A: 1/16oz, $3.75
D: 1oz, $24.00
E: 4oz, $90.00
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eph r (54 days) F-1 hybrid. Its unique contrasting color pattern is as
refreshing as the breeze its name evokes. Looks like a yellow squash dipped
in pale green at the blossom end. Sometimes earliest fruits are yellow with
green stripes. A straightneck type often with a slight curve at its neck—the
product of the yellow crookneck in its breeding. Also has yellow acorn and
delicata squash in its background. Large plants with open habit are easy to
harvest. Deborah Jaffe of Long Days Farm in NY sells baby Zephyrs by the
pint. We like them at the 4–6" stage. Excellent grilled.
B: 1/8oz, $6.50
C: 1/4oz, $12.00
1526 A: 1/16oz, $3.75
D: 1oz, $26.00
E: 4oz, $95.00
arl ummer ellow Crookneck
rganic (58 days) Open-pollinated.
Deep yellow warted fruits with bulbous shape and narrow curved necks.
Best when picked young. Native Americans grew it in the Northeast before
it became a standard in early 19th c. American seed catalogs. The 1888
Burpee catalog rather uncomplimentarily described it as “covered with warty
excrescences but called the flavor excellent
e have returned to the
standard crook necked variety we used to sell and dropped the problematic
“improved” variety from a few years ago. ndi eno s oya ties
B: 1/4oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
1539 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $8.00
E: 4oz, $18.00
K: 1#, $62.00

PATT PA

ourmets call patt pans scallopini and consider them the most appeti ing of the
summer squashes. Were also known as simlins or cymlings a century ago.
Culture: arvest as tin buttons or up to ﬁst si ed.
tar
rganic (48 days) F-1 hybrid. Bright yellow uniform scallops with
pale green stars on the blossom end. Harvested small, they are quite sweet
and tender, their open plant habit with minimal spines making them
extremely easy to gather. Y-Star really pumps out the fruits over
an extended period In 010, onna
rek s first ripened ul
18, a full two weeks ahead of Benning’s, and they kept coming
right till the end.
1577 A: 1/16oz, $5.50
B: 1/8oz, $9.00
C: 1/4oz, $16.00
D: 1oz, $45.00
E: 4oz, $155.00
unburst (52 days) F-1 hybrid. Among the
most attractive of the Patty Pans with its bright yellow
skin, a staple for market growers since winning the 1985
AAS. “Last one still standing,” says Anne Elder, “when all
else has gone by the wayside of powdery mildew and cold
temperatures.”
1580 A: 1/8oz, $4.00
B: 1/4oz, $7.50
C: 1/2oz, $14.00
D: 1oz, $22.00
E: 4oz, $80.00
Benning’s Green Tint (55 days) Open-pollinated.
Also known as Farr’s White Bush, developed by Charles
N. Farr and introduced in 1914 by F.W. Bolgiano & Co.
of Washington, DC. Farr selected for the uniform scallops
and the greenish-cream coloring in the younger stages of
the fruits. Rated by many as the best-tasting summer squash,
especially if picked small at 2–3" diameter when they are
especiall fine-textured and tender
B: 1/4oz, $3.00
1590 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
C: 1/2oz, $4.00
D: 1oz, $6.00
E: 4oz, $14.00
K: 1#, $37.00

BA

lso called id- ast or ousa squashes, ebanese t pes t picall have white-mottled
pale green skin and a block bulbous shape.
Ale andria (47 days) F-1 hybrid. Summer squash in June from directseeding ou bet! In 01 the first ripe fruit from lexandria came une 7
B ul 11 the three plants had alread cranked out 11 and when the finall
finished in mid-September the had doubled the production of the next best
among eight varieties. Apparently not just for Northern growers: Daniel
Blank of 12 Seasons Farm in Fort Myers, FL, expressed his gratitude for
Alexandria: “Such an incredible performer on our farm. Outyields all other
varieties we grow by far and our most preferred eating one. Please don’t stop
carr ing! his highl marketable Cousa was the first to produce and the last
to succumb to PM. Strong plants with semi-erect single stems and an open
habit for easy picking. Resists ZYMV, WMV and tolerates PM.
1484 A: 1/8oz, $3.50
B: 1/4oz, $6.00
C: 1/2oz, $10.00
D: 1oz, $19.00
E: 4oz, $72.00
White Bush (50 days) Open-pollinated. These robust crawly plants are
ama ing croppers ielded 1 fruits per plant in our trial plot ick fruits when
they are young and tender. One customer insists they should not be allowed to
grow beyond 6" and adds that they are delicious in Kousa Mahshi—perhaps
she will tell us her recipe. Marketers note: must be handled gently so not to
scratch. Relentless says better than a hybrid in many ways: “Sublime taste
and makes better pickled chips than cucumbers Firm and flavorful, not at
all watery, scrumptious brushed with olive oil and grilled, then showered with
minced basil and mint,” advises Elaine Carlson.
B: 1/4oz, $2.75
C: 1/2oz, $3.75
1489 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
D: 1oz, $5.00
E: 4oz, $10.00
K: 1#, $23.00
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Coco elle 3 da s pen-pollinated ich-flavored ucchini ribbed with
light green stripes. This Italian heirloom was called Cocozella di Napoli in
the 1800s he term ucchini little s uash was first published in the S
by California seed house Aggeler & Musser in 1921.
B: 1/4oz, $2.50
C: 1/2oz, $3.75
1434 A: 1/8oz, $1.75
D: 1oz, $5.00
E: 4oz, $10.00
K: 1#, $20.00
Cassia
rganic (55 days) F-1 hybrid. This Italian innovation bears
the name of ancient patrician family Cassia, whose most famous member
proposed the first oman land reform laws in 86 BC
e was promptl
executed for pandering to the lower classes.
Romanesco-type Cassia is a zucchini
for the people, providing a bounty
of slender, gently ribbed fruits
on an easy-to-harvest openhabit plant. Although its
flavor can t match beloved
OP Costata Romanesca, Cassia sets dense
nutt fruits earlier, prolificall and keeps
going for weeks longer with no pithy cores.
Tolerating cooler temps, Cassia stood out in
the prolonged chilly Maine spring of 2017.
reat for open-field culture in the orth, but
also recommended for early cool-season planting in high tunnels.
B: 1/4oz, $7.00
C: 1/2oz, $13.00
1450 A: 1/8oz, $4.00
Costata omanesca
rganic (60 days) Open-pollinated. Will Bonsall
calls it “the only summer squash worth bothering with, unless you’re just
thirsty.” Deeply striped and ribbed, Costata resembles Cocozelle but with
a distinctive sweet mildl nutt flavor lso a productive source for tast
male s uash blossoms and good for stuffing even when the fruits get wa
oversized. Tender skin damages easily, a liability for commercial transport.
Slower to bear and not as high yielding as hybrid varieties. However, resisted
a severe PM epidemic and still bore lovely fruits on Sept. 10 in 2016. If you
want to win the blue ribbon for largest summer squash at your fair, grow
Costata. Reaches 20 lb in a good year.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
1457 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $12.00
E: 4oz, $38.00
K: 1#, $120.00

CCHI I
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Tromboncino (60 days summer squash, 90 days winter squash) Openpollinated. Also known as zucchini rampicante although, unlike other
zucchini, a C. moschata. Tender, mild, sweet and nutty when harvested as
summer squash at 8–12". Delicious steamed, grilled or sliced raw in salad.
Italians use it in gnocchi and to stuff ravioli. When the green-tan fruits grow
very long, they are good baked as winter squash. As might be inferred from
its alias, its vines are rampant and should be trellised. “Out-tastes 95% of the
Zuke pack,” declares grower/breeder Relentless.
B: 1/4oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
1460 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $9.00
E: 4oz, $28.00
K: 1#, $87.00

BITT

a en (48 days) F-1 hybrid. Raven sets the market standard for dark
zucchini. Its smooth-skinned glossy shapely greeny-black fruits make it the
“prettiest of all zucchini, plant and fruit alike” to Anne Elder. Research by Dr.
John Navazio showed that Raven’s dark pigmentation contains more of the
antioxidant lutein than lighter-skinned varieties. Relatively early concentrated
production so market growers can make succession plantings. Performs well
even in poor squash years.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $9.00
1409 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $15.00
E: 4oz, $52.00
K: 1#, $190.00
Black ucchini (50 days) Open-pollinated. A misnomer as Black Zucchini
is not as dark as Raven but instead dark green. Perfect for home gardeners
who are looking for an open-pollinated ucchini with superior flavor, but who
don’t require record-breaking yields. Also popular among some commercial
growers. Brought from California in 1931 by the Jerome B. Rice Seed Co.
of Cambridge,
Fruits of greenish-white firm tender flesh with small seed
cavities are best picked around 6
he flavor was well above average in our
taste tests. Open plant habit makes picking relatively easy.
B: 1/4oz, $2.50
C: 1/2oz, $3.50
1411 A: 1/8oz, $1.75
D: 1oz, $5.00
E: 4oz, $10.00
K: 1#, $20.00

CCHI I

ebring (50 days) F-1 hybrid. A beautiful golden straight-sided cylindrical
zucchini, relatively free of green tips, with open plant habit for easy
harvesting. Averaged 17 baby fruits per plant or 6 mature fruits. Rated “very
early” in the 2006 OSU trial. Showed some drought stress in early July 2012,
producing misshapen fruits, but bounced back nicely. Resistant to PM.
B: 1/4oz, $6.00
C: 1/2oz, $10.00
1424 A: 1/8oz, $3.25
D: 1oz, $18.00
E: 4oz, $64.00

Momordica charantia

bout 1 0 seeds o an be trick to germinate. ick seeds gentl with a knife, and
germinate at
0 . The resent transplanting. If ou start indoors, set them out as
soon as they have two sets of true leaves.
ade Dragon (65 days) F-1 hybrid. Bright pastelgreen bumps and fluting cover the curvaceous
lines of this well-named 8–14" beauty, looking
every bit the jade dragon. Botanically, it is
neither a melon nor a gourd. Don’t be put off
by the English name ‘bitter melon’—instead,
think balsam pear of Asia or karela of India, where
it is a well-regarded tropical vegetable akin to
immature squash that has only a bit of bitterness and absorbs
other flavors reall well I have a friend who makes it a delicious
centerpiece of his Solstice Feast. Now, through the wonders of
modern breeding, we can enjoy a variety that has been adapted
to our climate. Juniper Farm, in Quebec north of the 45th
parallel, trialed 7 varieties and declared this one the best: early,
productive (with about 3 fruits per plant) and oh so beautiful, “a
gift to grow.” Plants are commonly trellised beside porches for
summer shade. Long prized for its medicinal qualities, both the
leaves and fruits are used as antivirals and to reduce blood-sugar
levels. The leaves can be made into tea or cooked as greens. This
truly versatile plant deserves more attention. Plant in the warmest
spot in your garden, and use a trellis for straight fruit.
B: 1/8oz, $11.00
1596 A: 1/16oz, $6.50
C: 1/4oz, $20.00
D: 1oz, $60.00
E: 4oz, $180.00

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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ight Ball (40 days) F-1 hybrid. Noted squash seed grower
Hollar did not have to hire Minnesota Fats as publicity director to win an AAS for Eight Ball in 1999. Eight Ball has the
sweetness and s uash flavor previousl missing from round
zucchini. The plant’s open bush habit should please both home
and market growers. Its earliness might well give you your
first ripe s uash of the season he ll keep coming, too, till
they run your table! Yes, the attractive shiny speckled dark
fruits are mature when they’re just a little bigger than pool
balls. One customer reports oversized Eight Balls will turn
orange and make great fall decorations.
B: 1/4oz, $6.00
1402 A: 1/8oz, $3.75
C: 1/2oz, $10.00
D: 1oz, $18.00
E: 4oz, $64.00
K: 1#, $240.00
ackpot (42 days) F-1 hybrid from Hollar. Produces high yields of long
medium-dark green lightly speckled fruits slightly ridged near the stem. In
m first trial I harvested fruits from ust two hills pen plant habit features
a long single-stem bush with few spines Continuous production of firm 61/2"
zukes, tender, mild and sweet.
B: 1/4oz, $4.25
C: 1/2oz, $7.00
1404 A: 1/8oz, $2.75
D: 1oz, $12.00
E: 4oz, $38.00
K: 1#, $140.00
Green achine
rganic (45 days) F-1 hybrid. A bumper extra-early
ongoing crop of medium-dark green shiny zukes is a fun ride all summer. In
2019 we trialed more than 20 modern zuke varieties and compared them to
market standard Raven. The results were stunning: despite the listed days to
maturity, Green Machine was pumping out easy-to-pick perfect dark zucchinis
7–10 days before Raven. And Raven was outpaced, too: Green Machine made
mild nutty dense fruit at a 4:1 ratio all season. While not spineless, the open
habit and wide branch spacing allows quick picking of unscratched fruit. Tiptop disease resistance. Intermediate resistance to PM, CMV, ZYMV, WMV.
B: 1/8oz, $7.75
C: 1/4oz, $11.00
1405 A: 1/16oz, $4.50
D: 1oz, $38.00
E: 4oz, $105.00
odena
rganic (45 days) F-1 hybrid. Glossy dark green Modena was
another star of our 2019 trial of more than 20 modern zukes versus market
standard Raven. Slightly earlier than Raven, it quickly puts the sleek zukeproduction pedal to the metal like a Ferrari Modena 360. The very open upright
plant habit ensures easy unscratched harvest and no squash dragging in the
dirt ild nutt flavor and fine-grained texture add to odena s refinement
esistant to S , C ,
Seed has white certified-organic coating
B: 1/8oz, $8.00
C: 1/4oz, $12.00
1407 A: 1/16oz, $4.50
D: 1oz, $40.00
E: 4oz, $145.00
pineless Beaut (46 days) F-1 hybrid. In zucchini, unlike in politics,
spinelessness is a virtue when ou harvest Spineless Beaut our hands will
never itch. The 71/2x11/2" medium-dark green fruits of the Ambassador type
are borne on open plants with spineless petioles. A standout in Sam Birch’s
and Highmoor Farm’s summer squash trials.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
1406 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $15.00
E: 4oz, $47.00
K: 1#, $165.00

A H WI T
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Cucurbita spp.

- All open-pollinated except where noted.
a s to maturit are from direct seedin subtract 20 da s for transplants
Culture: a be direct-seeded or transplanted. Minimum ermination soil temp 0
optimal temperature ran e 0 0 Direct seeding:
ow
seeds per hill when weather has
warmed after danger of frost. llow
between hills. Thin to best plants.
Transplanting: Start indoors 3 weeks
before setting out. o not disturb
the roots. Transplant bush varieties
apart, vining varieties 0 apart.
For either method, use row covers
and low tunnels (page 141) to hasten
maturity and reduce insect damage.
eav nitrogen feeders. xcessive heat
and or drought can prevent blossom set,
reduce yields. Winter squash can take
one or two light frosts on the vine.
Diseases:
BR Black Rot
PM Powdery Mildew
Pests: To combat squash bugs without using p rethrum or neem: protect oung
plants with wire hoops and row covers (p.
). triped cucumber beetles and squash
bugs overwinter in squash residues so burn or haul these awa at season s end rather
than cold composting them. quash bugs la their brown or brick-red egg clusters on
the underside of the foliage, often next to the central vein. and-picking bugs in une
and ul will mitigate an endemic problem and greatl reduce squash bug damage.

AC

C. pepo

bout 2 0 seeds o Dr. Loy found that acorn squash often are not fully ripe even
when the attain full si e and color. The continue to develop sugars until
da s
after pollination. Do not harvest until most of the fruits display an orange ground spot.
uch of their reputation for water , ﬁbrous, inconsistent eating qualit is probabl the
result of premature harvesting.
Carni al (85 days) F-1 hybrid. Carnival will give your senses a thrilling
ride: first treating our e es to a kaleidoscope of colors, each fruit flecked
with shades of green, gold and yellow, no two exactly alike. Then wafting
to our nostrils with its nutt s uash aroma as it bakes, finall thrilling
your taste buds with its full-bodied sweetness. This semi-bush acorn type
produces medium-sized fruits near the crowns for easy picking. Jason Kafka
reported outstanding success growing Carnival and 1624 Sweet Mama (p.
63) on landscape fabric. A marvelous seller at farmers markets. Will store
for many months. Note: color variation is a function of temperature. In high
temperatures Carnival will have less yellow and gold and more green.
1605 A: 1/8oz, $3.75
weet
BA
rganic (90 days) REBA stands for Resistant Early Bush
Acorn. Even if you are acorn-averse, try REBA because this Cornell release
is one of the sweetest acorns, flesh dr and substantial espite compact bush
habit, heavy yields of 1–11/2 lb fruit. Janine Welsby harvested 25 squash from
four plants. They sold so fast that she didn’t get to try one “but everyone
said they were delicious.” Resists PM, helping sugars develop. Availability
uncertain as we go to press—please check our website for updates.
Table ueen (90 days) Black-green ribbed 11/2–2 lb fruits good for baking.
r flesh is best eaten within 3 months after harvest Introduced b the
Iowa Seed Co. in 1913 and once known as Des Moines, Queen began a trend
away from monster squashes in favor of smaller fruits. A similar squash was
grown by the Arikara tribe in North Dakota.
B: 1/2oz, $2.75
1608 A: 1/4oz, $2.00
C: 1oz, $4.00
D: 4oz, $10.00
E: 1#, $30.00

Reading your catalog on bleak January
days makes my mouth water as I ponder
all the delicious varieties for my garden.
– Therese Manggaard, Sargeant, MN
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bout 0 seeds o 1 o pac et sows hills
eppelin Delicata
rganic (100 days) Lovely ivory-colored oblong 1
lb fruits with dark green stripes have the unsurpassed sweetness that gives
Delicata its good reputation. In storage the green stripes turn
orange and the cream background sometimes yellows. No need to
peel—cooked skins are tender and nutty. Frank Morton selected
it for stocky plants from an old pre-problematic strain, and he
continues to maintain the seed.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
1611 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $14.00
E: 4oz, $35.00
K: 1#, $135.00
weet Dumpling (100 days) Stunning 1–11/2 lb ivory-colored green-striped
fruits shaped like miniature pumpkins sell themselves on the stand. New York
Times food writer Regina Schrambling called them the “avocados of squash”
for their inherent buttery richness and sweet-tangy taste. To experience its
sweet dr and memorabl rich deep orange flesh, make sure our umpling
is ripe. Introduced by Sakata Seed Corp. of Yokohama, Japan, in 1976 and
marketed as Vegetable Gourd. Sold better after they changed its name to
Sweet Dumpling.
B: 1/4oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
1614 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $24.00
K: 1#, $60.00

PAGH TTI C. pepo

bout 1 0 seeds o 1 o pac et sows hills
uisito
C (87 days) I groaned when Nikos handed me packets of
spaghetti squash to trial. Normally I disdain this stringy genre, having long
believed it was nothing more than a breeding disaster cleverly rescued by a
public relations campaign. But whatever Minnesota breeder Elvin Martin saw
in these early-maturing 4 lb avg deep-gold oblong fruits, I see too. Martin
didn’t recall what squash he started with, but he liked it and selected it for
“at least six” years. Despite my skepticism, I found it wonderfully sweet and
ended up eating half in one sitting. Unprecedented! Nikos named it Squisito
(skwee-ZEE-toh), Italian for ‘yummy.’ The wide variation that had crept into
this exquisite squash has been selected out by Yonder Hill Farm in Nova
Scotia ow the variet is back to its original range: some with ellow flecks
and some looking like a typical spaghetti squash. All make great eating.
s2009. BACK! Please check our website for availability!
paghetti (88 days) Penny Kupinski of Harrisburg, MO, took us
to task for damning spaghetti squash with faint praise. “From your
description you may not have had truly ripe spaghetti squash which
is a deep gold. Pale yellow is nowhere near ripe and tasteless
and tough akes a long time to mature even here but has a
wonderful nutt flavor when ripe and needs onl a little salt
and pepper to be excellent It is also a great keeper
blong
fruits, generally around 4 lb with spaghetti-like
strings in the flesh First commerciali ed b
Sakata in Japan in 1934 and brought to the
States by Burpee two years later.
1616 A: 1/4oz, $2.50
B: 1/2oz, $3.00
C: 1oz, $5.00
D: 4oz, $12.00
E: 1#, $38.00

Pest and Disease emedies for all Cucurbits ucumbers,
Summer squash, Zucchini, Winter Squash and Pumpkin
uash Pest triped ucumber eetle
• Cultural controls: use tolerant or resistant varieties, use transplants instead of direct
seeding, rotate crops, till under crop debris soon after harvest, use
floating row
covers (p.
) until flowers appear, use 1 plastic mulch (p. 132), perimeter trap
cropping (1411 lack ucchini (p. ) and 1
lue ubbard (p. ) make particularl
good trap crops), hand-pick earl morning when beetles are ver sluggish.
• Material controls: 20 Surround,
a ax,
Pyrethrum,
0 Neem oil
(found on pages
- ).
Pest: Squash Bug
ultural controls: rotation, till in cucurbit debris before winter and plant a cover crop,
boards on soil surface near squash will attract bugs overnight which can be killed,
destroy egg clusters on undersides of leaves, avoid mulching.
• Material controls:
Pyrethrum on young nymphs,
0 eem il, and
a ax (found on pages
- ).
Pest: Squash Vine Borer
ultural controls: butternut squash is resistant, maximas pepos susceptible rotation,
plow in squash vine debris soon after harvest, use floating row covers (
), watch for
wilting plant parts and destro borer within.
• Material controls: Monitor for adult moths and apply
2 spinosad (p.
) during
moth flight and up to one week later. ater applications are ineffective.
Disease: Powdery Mildew
• Cultural controls: Use small plots to slow spread, plant indeterminate (viney) varieties,
control weed competition.
• Material controls:
0 sulfur and whole milk; mineral or 11 t let il in
combination with
MilStop;
Regalia; 02 Actinovate; 10 Cease.
2
opper spra as a last resort. ( roducts can be found on pages
- .)
Disease: Bacterial Wilt
ultural control: triped ucumber eetle is vector control it choose resistant
varieties.

C P C. maxima

bout 1 0 seeds o
uttercup squashes, the main t pe grown in the ortheast, account for about
of
ew ngland winter squash sales. at round stems turn cork and wood when the
squash is ripe green in the stem signiﬁes immature fruit.
Burgess Buttercup (95 days) New England’s favorite winter squash,
en o ed for its sweet deep-orange flesh Fruits, with an acorn-shaped button
on the blossom end and flattened shoulders, average 3 lb with about per
plant. Stem is well dried when ripe. The original buttercup strain showed up in
1925 as a chance cross between Quality and Essex Hybrid in the trial garden
at North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station. After further selection by
famous seedsman Albert Yaeger, Oscar H. Will of Bismarck introduced it in
his 1931 catalog. Alan Kapuler has said, “If you pick only one squash to grow
this is it.” Jean Kennedy of Little Red Barn Produce in OR agrees: “This
squash is not getting the attention others are and it is waaay better! Its texture
is perfectl smooth, it has ust the perfect sweetness and its flavor isn t overl
squashy. Could be used in any recipe for dessert or dinner.”
B: 1/2oz, $3.25
C: 1oz, $6.00
1628 A: 1/4oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $15.00
E: 1#, $42.00
Bonbon (95 days) F-1 hybrid. I am reluctant to add hybrids where we have
perfectly good open-pollinated varieties in the catalog. However, a dozen
years after Johnny’s won an AAS award for Bonbon, we decided to give this
superior variety its due. Bonbon’s advantages over the old Burgess strain are
slight, but across the board they add up. First, consistency. Burgess can be
variable, and in stressed seasons that may matter. Second, productivity. At
4–5 lb Bonbon is slightly the larger of the two, and at 4 fruits per plant, may
yield more fruits as well. Third, appearance. Bonbon never fails to have the
prominent grey button at its base that is the hallmark of the true buttercup.
Fourth, flavor ach at its best has superb flavor, but Bonbon is more likel
to deliver it. Under highly fertile and favorable conditions, as when my
rampant vines crawled through a manure pile during the very warm 2015
season, production can be astonishing. Although the seed is expensive, if your
markets and profitabilit demand consistenc , Bonbon ma offer ou value
despite the cost.
B: 1/2oz, $9.00
C: 1oz, $16.00
1629 A: 1/4oz, $4.75
D: 4oz, $50.00
ncle Da id’s Dakota Dessert
rganic (95 days) David Podoll calls
this strain “the original buttercup.” It has been in his family for 70 years.
They’ve been selecting it for 40 years, crossing it with hubbards and other
maximas, primarily for color, taste, sweetness, and vigor and hardiness in cold
weather, but also for thick flesh, small seed cavities and higher
productivity. The Podoll family bake it into pies without using any
other sweetener. Also a versatile main-dish squash, with all the
character that makes buttercup a New England favorite.
B: 1/2oz, $5.00
C: 1oz, $9.00
1630 A: 1/4oz, $3.00
D: 4oz, $30.00
E: 1#, $115.00
eneca Buttercup
rganic (110 days) When the original Buttercup
was released in North Dakota back in 1931, its fame quickly spread to New
England. Burgess was the buttercup for breeders to beat, and in the early
’40s family-run Robson Seeds of Hall, NY, released Seneca: more vigorous
viny-ness, higher yields and larger fruit with blocky turban shape, rounded
shoulders and an outie cup. Robson Seeds continued on to become renowned
for breeding hybrids for the Northeast, but OP Seneca was left to languish
in the USDA Fort Collins seed bank. Fifteen years ago, Fedco staffer and
seedguy Heron Breen was allowed a sample of Seneca, and he’s been saving its
seed ever since. Investors purchased Robson Seeds to build the now infamous
Seminis, who used its excellent germplasm to build their unholy empire. But
here at Fedco, we’ve brought back some of the glory of a forgotten regional
independent company for the adapted open-pollinated future. Many thanks to
Fort Collins and the GRIN system. NEW!
B: 1/4oz, $10.00
1631 A: 1/8oz, $6.00
C: 1/2oz, $16.00
D: 1oz, $28.00
E: 4oz, $100.00
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abocha is a apanese pumpkin. abochas look like buttercups without the
protruding cup on the blossom end.
weet ama (88 days) F-1 hybrid. Mama is a grey-green 4x8" drum-shaped
kabocha type with rounded shoulders and no cup. A week earlier than Burgess
with outstanding sweet flavor mong C s favorite large winter s uash,
dependable Mama, averaging 4-6 lbs, pleases commercial growers as well as
home gardeners. 1979 AAS.
B: 1/4oz, $8.00
C: 1/2oz, $14.00
1624 A: 1/8oz, $4.50
D: 1oz, $24.00
E: 4oz, $90.00
Thunder (88 days) F-1 hybrid. Our taste testers greeted this kabocha/
buttercup hybrid with thunderous applause. They found the taste of its
dr sweet dense
thick flesh enlightening ardeners will also like its
productivity of 3–4 uniform 31/2 lb fruits per plant. The 7x4" squash with no
cup has jade sutures with jade splotches over forest green skin. Very early
maturing for its type and, with long corky stems, easy to cut from the vine.
Add a little boom to your winter storage fare.
B: 1/4oz, $6.00
C: 1/2oz, $11.00
1625 A: 1/8oz, $3.50
D: 1oz, $20.00
E: 4oz, $68.00
ed Kuri
da s lso called chiki uri kuri means ‘chestnut’ in Japan.
Growers admire its spectacular red-orange fruits, among the most attractive of
all s uashes Its flavor elicits a wide range of comments from the best winter
s uash to glorified ucchini, flavor like water
iking the dr flesh of this
Japanese squash, we think the truth lies somewhere in between. Teardropshaped fruits avg 3–4 lb. Though reputed to be good keepers, their thin skins
do not store well, say members of one CSA. Also prized for the aroma of their
blossoms when fried.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $10.00
1626 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $16.00
E: 4oz, $44.00
K: 1#, $160.00
astern ise (95 days) F-1 hybrid. The #1 squash in China and the bestyielding hybrid in Heron Breen’s trial, besting 1635 Sunshine. Featuring a
cream texture with ust the right sweetness, ise s heavenl flavor won
unanimous praise from our feisty warehouse tasting crew. Heron reports it
cures more reliably than Sunshine, even in poor fall weather, coming into
full flavor after ecember with almost no spoilage until after Februar Carol
Deppe, of Fertile Valley Seeds in Corvallis, OR, agreed. Average 31/2 lb fruits,
attractive orange-red streaked with green, flattened large buttercups without
the turban Firm orange flesh with rich nutt flavor in perfect balance, the right
sweetness, the right moistness, the right texture, smooth and hearty. Grows
well in cool conditions dislikes extreme heat
hen grown in inade uate
sunlight may develop green spots. PM tolerant.
B: 1/4oz, $6.50
C: 1/2oz, $12.00
1633 A: 1/8oz, $3.75
D: 1oz, $22.00
E: 4oz, $80.00
unshine (95 days) F-1 hybrid. Sunshine, Johnny’s AAS winner, combines
the spectacular scarlet color of a Red Kuri with a sublime eating quality
previousl lacking in red s uash he bright orange flesh, dr et tender,
sweet yet meaty, has tested as high as Brix 15. While none of the buttercup
types is high yielding, these short-vined plants give a fair harvest of fruits
shaped like a buttercup but with rounded shoulders and no turban. One year
we had 14 averaging 4.4 lb each from just three hills. Rob Johnston says
they derived Sunshine from a cross between two different orange varieties
developed at Johnny’s. Heron says its thin skins do not cure well in cold wet
autumns and can be damaged around stems and shoulders by light frosts.
Kristen Davenport of Boxcar Farm in Washington disagrees about the relative
storage capabilities of Sunshine and Eastern Rise. She says, “Sunshine was
our longest storing squash with the exception of our local Maxima Hubbard
t pe, better than an kabocha or acorn as of an the are still good, hard,
flesh perfect and a little sweeter than in the fall
B: 1/4oz, $7.00
C: 1/2oz, $13.00
1635 A: 1/8oz, $4.00
D: 1oz, $23.00
E: 4oz, $70.00
K: 1#, $250.00

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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ames . . regor , who introduced hubbards to commerce around
0, called
them the acme of perfection in squashdom, though the now account for onl about
of ew ngland winter squash sales.
Bab Blue Hubbard (95 days) For home gardeners with space limitations,
a scaled-down version of 1655 Blue Hubbard developed at the University
of New Hampshire from a 1953 cross between Blue Hubbard and Bush
Buttercup. Baby Blue’s vines are much more compact and its fruits much
smaller about
lb , but their flavor at maturit doesn t match up to those
traditional large hubbards and their yield is lower, too.
B: 1/4oz, $3.50
1654 A: 1/8oz, $2.75
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
D: 1oz, $8.00
Blue Hubbard New England strain (100 days) Introduced in 1909 by
Gregory as Symmes Blue Hubbard, in honor of S.S. Symmes, a gardener
who worked for his company for many years. Gregory considered it his best
introduction, praising its flavor, productivit and storage ualities he 1 17
regor catalog said close our e es and ou would think ou were eating
cake Bright ellow-orange dr sweet flesh ach s uash will feed a large
family because fruits average 15–20 lb, sometimes exceeding 30 or 40 lb. You
may need to split it with an ax. Vines crawl all over the garden. Traditional
New England Thanksgiving favorite. Prized also for its large white sweet
seeds—delicious roasted. Blue Hubbard has proven effective as a perimeter
trap crop for striped cucumber beetles. Completely encircle a main crop of
other cucurbits with Hubbard vines, concentrating the pests in the border
areas.
B: 1/2oz, $3.25
C: 1oz, $5.00
1655 A: 1/4oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $13.00
E: 1#, $36.00
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When I caught up with Rowen White by phone, it was raining here in
aine while wildfires still threatened her farm in California owen was
gracious enough to take time out of her busy life to talk about what has
changed since we spoke a year ago (see page 19 of our 2020 catalog). Rowen
is a Seed Keeper, storyteller and activist for seed sovereignty. A member
of the Mohawk Nation, she is educational director for two organizations:
the Indigenous Seed eepers etwork and Sierra Seeds as well as Chair of
the Board at Seed Savers Exchange. When we talked, she had been up late
the night before working on a grant for an inter-tribal growers’ coop of 25
communities in the Upper Midwest.
“We start with seed census work,” she explained “How much seed does
it take to feed our community? We don’t know how much seed is out there.
We don’t know which culturally relevant seed is available. Then we take that
information, that snapshot, to help inform how people invest in scaling up
seed e uipment, innow i ards, for example, while continuing to train
people and support seed growers for increased distribution. But we’re also
engaged in a process beyond the current assessment: looking at the context
of the historical past and then dreaming ahead.”
Dreaming ahead—what she calls ‘thought leadership’: “I’ve been at this
0 ears and 1 ears ago it was like tr ing to start a fire with reall damp
kindling. But now seed rematriation is taking on a life of its own. This is how
it’s supposed to go. I’ve been thinking of my work in the world as the life
cycle of a seed. Someone told me ‘Look at all those seeds you’ve planted
growing in inspiring wa s
ow it s time for succession ow are we
making room for those coming up under us? The stories we’re creating are
not for the people now the re for those wa be ond now It centers the
importance of it and not to get swept up into the busy busy, go go.”
I had to ask where Covid fits into all this For ative communities this is
not the first go-round, she said
here s a blood memor of responding to
crisis, which is still close. The world we live in now is post-apocalyptic.
It s a beautiful thing to bear witness to a world with us in it rel ing
on our relationship to each other, the earth, the bundle of ancestral ways—
without capitalism and industrial structures. The large societal reaction is
fear, disconnection and chaos—more easily seeing the end of the world than
the end of capitalism. But we have the agency to chose a path with us in it.
Then how important to plant a garden, seeds at hand, teaching the children,
amidst uncertaint and rapid change having the courage to still plant seeds
into the winds of an unknown future. Lean into each other and hold on tight,
close to the earth. We’re more resilient than we give ourselves credit for.”
Like the seeds.
– Nikos Kavanya
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Culture: utternuts should be started indoors to mature in our climate.
utternut was introduced in
b oseph reck and ons of oston, out of
anada rookneck, an 00s variet . The best keepers and the squash of choice in
ones and south because of their relative resistance to the squash vine borers that
torment other species. See also 1740 heese umpkin, p. .
Burpee’s Butterbush
rganic (87 days) “Hands down the best” of the
nine different butternuts Mark Fulford tried over the years. Smooth tan 2–3
lb fruits with small seed cavities and deep reddish-orange flesh are as sweet
as the best sweet potatoes Superior nutt flavor, moist but never water
though not as moist as the larger butternuts. Its earliness is a boon in cold
summers. Though named and classed as a bush butternut, more accurately
they have determinate vines that can crawl up to 10' in good fertility. Still a
big advantage where space is precious. Average yield is 3–5 ripe fruits per
plant. Excellent keeper.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
1683 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $14.00
ittle Dipper (104 days) F-1 hybrid. In 2015, we trialed a slew of those
personal-size, supposedly powdery-mildew–resistant, hybrid butternuts. We
were shocked to find that all but one variet melted down and ielded poorl
The small struggling vines in most of those we tried had correspondingly
low yields. Little Dipper’s eruption of green stood in sharp contrast. Dipper’s
plethora of uniform pale-tan 2–3 lb fruits are set on fully running weedsuppressing vines. We harvested an impressive 22 fruits from 3 plants.
Customer Katie Springman, after reading our description, planted with a selfdescribed shrug and a “whatever,” but now she will be looking for them again.
They covered a 25' slope in Berkshire Co, MA, and were very productive,
most weighing 33/4 to 51/2 lbs. “And they’re wonderful.” Open-pollinated
Burpee s Butterbush still reigns for flavor, but ipper offers smooth semidry texture and medium nutty sweetness through long storage. While supplier
stats of other varieties in the trial advertised their supposed-PMR status
boldly, Little Dipper’s just warned of the crazy growth. For disease and worry
resistance, we’ll take vigor and volume any day.
B: 1/8oz, $7.00
C: 1/4oz, $11.00
1686 A: 1/16oz, $3.75
D: 1oz, $34.00
E: 4oz, $128.00
Waltham (105 days) Elegant 9" tan fruits weighing 4–5 lb. Orange dry
flesh has a sweet nutt flavor xcellent keeper Bred b the assachusetts
Agricultural Extension Service by crossing New Hampshire Butternut (a 1956
Yaeger/Meader development) with a neckless moschata from Turkey, and
introduced by Bob Young of Waltham, MA. Won 1970 AAS. Continues to be
Anne Elder’s most dependable winter squash. Caution: in cool summers fails
to ripen in northernmost areas. Nevertheless, our best-selling winter squash
variety.
Waltham
B: 1/2oz, $3.00
C: 1oz, $5.00
1687 A: 1/4oz, $2.25
D: 4oz, $12.00
E: 1#, $29.00
Waltham
rganic
B: 1/2oz, $4.00
C: 1oz, $7.00
1688 A: 1/4oz, $2.75
D: 4oz, $15.00
E: 1#, $50.00

avin s

ash seed is cha en in

We list three species of the genus Cucurbita: C. pepo, C. maxima and C.
moschata. Varieties of the same species will cross readily, but crossing will
not occur between the different species. You must isolate varieties of the
same species b half a mile if ou want true-to-t pe seed his is difficult
for most gardeners—you may have to communicate and collaborate with
neighboring gardeners, or exclude insects from blossoms and hand-pollinate.
If you can pull off the variety isolation, processing the seeds is easy: rinse
seeds from the guts of fully ripe and cured squash. Dry and store.
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rganic (94 days) C. maxima This rare western
treasure, an unsung hero among winter squashes, is among the best for eating
quality. Once maintained by the old Abundant Life Seed Foundation before
their unfortunate fire In our 00 -10 winter s uash taste test it won plaudits
from our staff for its thick tast sweet orange flesh, superb for s uash pie
Large salmon-pink pumpkin-like fruits, quite variable in size, averaged 7.5
lb in our trial.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
1665 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $15.00
E: 4oz, $36.00
weet eat (95 days) C. max. This tasty 12–15 lb slate-grey heirloom,
shaped like a slightl flattened round pumpkin was maintained b an regon
family for 100 years and sold by Gill Bros. of Portland, OR. A best-seller in
Oregon, it has long been a western specialty variety that deserves a wider
following Its dr sweet nutt thick orange flesh improves in storage with a
flavor similar to 1655 Blue Hubbard.
B: 1/2oz, $3.00
C: 1oz, $5.00
1668 A: 1/4oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $13.00
E: 1#, $36.00
Galeu d’ sines
rganic (98 days) C. max. Garden writer Barbara
Damrosch says “it looks as if peanut-shaped worms were crawling about
its surface.” Depending on your point of view, it is either among the ugliest
or most beautiful of all squashes. I vote for the latter.
This heirloom, hailing from the Bordeaux region
of France, was listed by Vilmorin in 1883 as
Warted Sugar Marrow. It resurfaced at the
Pumpkin Fair in Tranzault, France, in 1996.
Shaped like rounded slightl flattened
pumpkins, the 15 lb fruits have salmonpeach skins covered with large warts.
Although Galeux is worth growing for
beauty alone, its tender moist sweet orange
flesh is delightful in soups or baked ipens
easily from direct seeding even in middling
s uash ears For our autumn pleasure not a
good keeper.
B: 1/8oz, $4.50
1672 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
C: 1/4oz, $7.00
D: 1/2oz, $12.00
ible (100 days) C. max. Also known as Pike’s Peak. Among the very
best for flavor, this once-revered brown-seeded heirloom first surfaced in
the Missouri River watershed in the 1830s and is similar to kindred varieties
found among the Winnebago Indians. Some of our seed is from Hiram
Sibley, whose great-great-great-grandfather of the same name introduced it to
commerce in 1887 through his seed company in Rochester, NY. Present-day
Hiram has been growing it in Maine, selecting for trueness to type, taste and
adaptability. We’ve stated they weigh 6–8 lbs, but Hiram wrote us: “I suppose
some are that small, but I throw them to the chickens. I don’t save seed from
anything less than double digits. Most of mine are 12–16 lbs, with a few in the
18–20 lb range if September is warm.” Vigorous 12–15' vines produce slateblue fruit described by Michael Pollan as “pinched in both ends and bulging
at the waist.” Liberty, ME, gardener Jake Kennedy says these fetching fruits
resemble baby seals hauled out on a ledge. New England seedsman James
regor called it magnificent and oldman rates it the best of the
bananas, a group she calls top tier
urs was rich, moist, flavorful and
sweet, though we sampled it in October, too soon. The quintessential storage
s uash, not coming into its own until anuar after its orange flesh has dried
and sweetened. Brought on board the Slow Food Ark of Taste.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
1618 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
D: 1oz, $13.00

arina di Chioggia (100 days) C. max. The sea pumpkin of Chioggia is
surely one of the most beautiful squashes with its deep ridges and bumpy
protuberances. Variability adds to their appeal, color
ranging from aquamarine to very dark green, most
with bumps, some without. Though
fruits grow quite large, averaging
15 lb, they have such eye appeal
that growers report they are hot
sellers. As delectable as they are
handsome, even those harvested
in an horrific s uash ear won
accolades from our staff for their
dense moist texture, rich sweetness
and real substance. Delicious baked,
in pies ideal for gnocchi and ravioli
Caution: rampant vines.
1673 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
B: 1/4oz, $4.50
C: 1/2oz, $7.00
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $28.00
Cand
oaster
rganic (112 days) C. max. This large Appalachian
heirloom, possibly originating in North Carolina, is peerless as a baked
squash, boasting superb eating quality worthy
of its name. Luxuriant vines with large leaves
mature somewhat warty pinkish-orange enlarged
buttercup-shaped fruits of variable size with
blue-green markings. Warmth brings out
its sweetness and it does not reach full
flavor potential in cool summers
Average 2 fruits per plant ranging
from 5–25 lb. Caution: Ripens in
northern areas only in good growing
years. Not to be confused with North
Georgia Candy Roaster.
1676 A: 1/8oz, $3.25
B: 1/4oz, $6.00
C: 1/2oz, $10.00
D: 1oz, $16.00
E: 4oz, $48.00
eminole
rganic (110 days) C. mos. Creek-speaking Seminole Indians
gave it the name
ss o its , meaning ‘hanging pumpkin.’ Rated one
of the ten most endangered American foods by RAFT, these buff-colored 7"
teardrop-shaped squashes were cultivated by the Seminoles in the Everglades
region of Florida in the 1500s. The seeds were sowed at the base of girdled
trees, so that the irrepressible vines, which grow in excess of 30', climbed the
trunks, allowing the fruit to hang from the bare limbs he deep orange flesh
is sweeter than butternut, superb for pies, soup and baked treats, and the key
ingredient in delicious Seminole pumpkin bread. Resistant to vine borers.
Extremely hard rind must be cracked like a coconut. Stores nearly forever. A
great performer in the south and along the Atlantic seaboard, it loves heat and
humidity. Kathleen Akselrad of central TN extolls Seminole as “perfect for
this climate and very disease resistant.” Probably requires too long a season
to thrive in the North, however Elisa Carbone of Hendricks, WV, advises
that the immature fruits taste like extremely sweet
zucchini, and Keith Barton praised Seminole as a
great find, impressive and tast , doing well in his cool
coastal Berkeley, CA, climate. ndi eno s oya ties.
1693 A: 1/8oz, $3.50
B: 1/4oz, $6.00
C: 1/2oz, $10.00
D: 1oz, $16.00
E: 4oz, $50.00

Weight
e ui alents

I look forward to your print catalogs every year
and read some entries out loud to my partner.
– Robin Snyder, Cleveland Heights, OH
Key to symbols (

1 gram
3 grams
6 grams
24 grams
120 grams

) and supplier codes (

=
=
=
=
=

.035 oz
.106 oz
.212 oz
.851 oz
4.24 oz

1

/16 oz
1/8 oz
1/4 oz
1/2 oz
1 oz
4 oz
1#
2.2#

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1.77 g
3.55 g
7.09 g
14.2 g
28.4 g
113.5 g
453.6 g
1000 g

) on page 4.

Looking forward to another great
gardening year and your exciting
new seed offerings! Feel free to
substitute. The universe provides.
– Jan Lovering Conley,
Portland, ME
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Botanically, there are no such things as pumpkins. But we know one when we
see one. umpkins listed here are three species, ucurbita pepo (mini pumpkins,
small pie and some ack-o -lanterns), C. moschata (cheeses) and C. maxima ( ack-o lanterns, decorative and culinary).
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C
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P
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Bab Pam (99 days) Cucurbita pepo Agway pie pumpkin has deep orange
color and excellent uniformity. Vine-ripens 80–90% of its fruits even in a bad
squash year, so it’s popular among Maine commercial growers. Fruits average
3–4 lb, slightly smaller and earlier ripening than New England Pie with the
same excellent quality.
B: 1/2oz, $4.00
C: 1oz, $7.00
1711 A: 1/4oz, $2.50
D: 4oz, $15.00
E: 1#, $52.00
arrahdale (100 days) C. maxima Add a touch of the unusual to your squash
patch with this grey-blue Australian émigré. Somewhat sparse yields of 6–10
lb heavil ribbed fruits flattened on top like pumpkins, but with much sweeter
dark moist flesh Beck
cCullough of Falmouth,
, loved its heavenl
aroma when she roasted it. Anne Elder calls it “an excellent eating pumpkin,
mild, stringless, quick to bake, easy to blend into a great pie.” Outstanding
keeper.
B: 1/4oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $5.00
1716 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $8.00
E: 4oz, $16.00
Winter u ur
rganic (100 days) C. p. Back in 1988 when it was
maintained only by the Jung Seed Co. in Wisconsin, Mark Fulford recognized
that Luxury was “3–4 times as good for pies as New England Pie.” Uniquely
russeted finel netted golden-orange skin is beautiful oe iscott of uebec
enthuses “after making pumpkin pies for more than two decades, I will say
with great conviction that the Winter Luxury pumpkin is by far the BEST pie
pumpkin. Best pumpkiny taste, best colour, best texture, best consistency.
They have a rustic, antique look and even grow into nice manageable sizes,
nothing unruly or watery. The ideal pie pumpkin!” Vigorous vines bear
globular 7 8 lb fruits with uic tender slightl sweet pale orange flesh
Productive, too, but somewhat delicate and only fair keepers. Unfortunately,
our premium strain, maintained by Jonathan Spero for a decade and a half is
no longer available because of his untimely death this spring. We hope to have
a new grower for it next year.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
1718 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $13.00
E: 4oz, $38.00

ew ngland Pie (102 days) C. p. Also known as Small Sugar pumpkin.
Probably selected out of Connecticut Field pumpkin by early white settlers,
the standard pie pumpkin for generations. A robust yielder in good seasons.
ne warm ear, our two hills produced more than 100 lb the
pumpkins,
all vine-ripe, averaged 4.26 lb. During cold summers production is lower and
only half will vine-ripen. However, ripening continues during curing.
ew ngland Pie
B: 1/2oz, $3.00
C: 1oz, $4.50
1719 A: 1/4oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $10.00
E: 1#, $22.00
K: 5#, $95.00
ew ngland Pie
rganic
B: 1/2oz, $4.50
1720 A: 1/4oz, $2.75
C: 1oz, $6.00
D: 4oz, $13.00
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onathan pero

We were saddened this spring to learn of the untimely death of Jonathan
Spero, one of our longtime seed growers. We will
miss seeing him at the West Coast conferences,
collaborating on maintaining access to plant
genetics, and getting swept up in his enthusiasm for
new breeding endeavors.
onathan grew his first seed for Fedco in 00 , the s uashes
Green Hokkaido and Ponca. Within four years he began selecting for
us a superior strain of Winter Luxury pumpkin and added in a few
tomatoes. Then came his breeding work, scattered throughout our
catalog: Siber Frills Kale (part of our Kale Mix), Solstice Broccoli
and Tuxana Corn—all the while maintaining “our” Winter Luxury.
His passion shone through in all he did. Politically active from a
young age, he was recently a founding member of the Open Source
Seed Initiative (see page 4). A frequent speaker at conferences, he
generously shared his knowledge and experience.
He farmed till the end, dying peacefully and unexpectedly in his
sleep. The memorial was postponed until July, held in the garden when
the corn was ripe uite fitting is legac lives on in the seeds
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ong Pie
rganic (102 days) C. p. Probably a Native American variety,
or selected therefrom. Various relatives have included Algonquin, Indian,
Golden Oblong, and possibly St. George. The best pumpkin for Yankee pies.
3–5 lb fruits look like overgrown thick zucchinis to the uninitiated, but the
telltale sign is an orange spot where the otherwise all-green elongated fruit
rested on the ground fter ripening in storage, the whole fruit first blushes,
then glows bright orange, signaling that its delicious smooth flesh is read to
be turned into incomparable pies. Your fork won’t know where the whipped
cream ends and the pie begins! Though widely grown in Androscoggin
county 80 years ago (an old-timer remembers them stacked up on porches
like firewood , it almost became extinct e o Souther, of ivermore Falls,
ME, maintained Long Pie for more than 30 years and then brought seeds to
cucurbit aficionado and now SS plant breeder ohn ava io s Common
Ground Fair booth in the late 1980s. Navazio exhibited one at the 1988 Fair,
and then reintroduced it to commerce through Garden City Seeds in Montana.
Vines have enormous vigor and can achieve astonishing yields. Long Pies
stored at 0 can keep all winter erminates poorl in cold soil t the end of
the season, small immature fruit make tasty “summer” squash.
B: 1/4oz, $4.50
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
1723 A: 1/8oz, $2.75
D: 1oz, $13.00
E: 4oz, $36.00
K: 1#, $100.00
aked Bear naked seeded (105 days) C. p. F-1 h brid t first glance,
it’s a cute squat 2–4 lb orange mini-pumpkin with thick stubby handles.
Perfect for the toddler u-pick market, you think. But, hello health conscious,
what’s this? Upon carving a tiny jack-o-smile, you discover sweet and nutty
hulless seeds for roasting! And, if you abandon your jack-o-lantern altogether,
extra culinar congrats
ou ve got a perfect one-pie portion of filling as
well! Did autumn just get really awesome? You betcha: Productive Petite
Pepita Pie Pumpkin. Say that 10 times fast! e e omme d st ti
ed
seeded types indoors. Direct sowing is dicey.
1725 A: 25 seeds, $4.25
B: 50 seeds, $7.50
C: 100 seeds, $13.00
D: 200 seeds, $22.00
Cheese (110 days) C. moschata Always exhibition-hall favorites, these
handsome 6 1 lb wide-ribbed flattened tan fruits, 1' across or more,
look like big waxed wheels of cheese Identified b
edrick in Cucurbits
of New York (1937) as “one of the oldest varieties cultivated in America,”
a distinctive group that has “remained remarkably stable.” Introduced to
commerce in 1807 by McMahon. Some folks call this variety Long Island
Cheese because it was once the preferred pumpkin for pies in New York, New
erse and on the island Bright orange meat is coarse and uite fibrous, but its
sweetness redeems its textural deficiencies and it does not deserve edrick s
terse dismissal: “quality poor.” Good for baking, deep cavity lends itself to
stuffing e have found it to be a dependable producer even in our climate
and unmatched as a good keeper.
B: 1/4oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $7.00
1740 A: 1/8oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $24.00
Good gg Godi a naked seeded
rganic (110 days) C. p. Legend
has it that in 1057 an unclothed Countess of Mercia, Lady Godiva, rode
her horse through the Coventry marketplace at midday in exchange for
her husband rescinding his oppressive taxes on the people. Over 950 years
later, that image still evokes protest and a willingness to speak truth to
power. We are delighted to list this naked-seeded pumpkin strain selected
and maintained by an excellent woman farmer. Originally bred
by Allan K. Stoner of the USDA in 1972, Godiva ranges 6–12
lb with green streaks over orange base. The Good Egg Farm
selection has a more uniform shape, from globe
to tall globe, and superior edible seed quality.
Plentiful plump dark brown hulless seeds
show a good balance of mild nuttiness and
underlying rich earthy potency. It’s hard
to stop munching on this healthy roasted
snack that is full of beneficial oils, protein
and zinc. Good Egg’s hard shell makes
it an excellent storage pumpkin, keeping
10 months at 0 70 Feed ourself, our
animals and your chickens all winter and
spring. e e omme d st ti
ed seeded
types indoors. Direct sowing is dicey.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $9.00
1743 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $15.00
E: 4oz, $52.00
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Bellatri
rganic (100 days) C. p. F-1 hybrid. Expert trialer Donna Dyrek
and her husband use many varieties of big pumpkins to create impenetrable
viny animal control around their to-die-for sweet-corn patch. A few years ago,
onna trialed this seed before it was even introduced the breeder labeled
it “squash” and a number. At the end of the season, Donna beckoned staff
trial-guy Heron to the plot: “Did you see how beautiful this is?” She and
Heron have each been growing this pumpkin ever since and recommend it
for catalog inclusion. Now named Bellatrix by the breeder, the sturdy ribbed
round shoulders of these deep crayon-orange uniform globes contrast nicely
with dark thick stems. Reliably ranging between 15–25 lbs, Bellatrix has
been productive in central Maine through dry years and wet ones. The ideal
Jack size and shape, it’s got a broad face for you to carve a wicked smile!
Intermediate resistance to PM.
1745 A: 25 seeds, $7.00
B: 100 seeds, $24.00
C: 500 seeds, $90.00
D: 1,000 seeds, $150.00
Connecticut Field (115 days) C. p. Also known as Big Tom. Grown for
jack-o’-lanterns and stock feed, gets 15–25 lb, sometimes more. Not uniform
in si e or shape perfect for those who eschew conformit
eirloom grown
by Native Americans, adopted by colonists before 1700, and a staple of 19thcentury catalogs. Vick’s offered for 10¢ an oz and 50¢ per lb in 1877. Ripens
for us in good years, but often we must pick green. ndi eno s oya ties
B: 1/2oz, $3.00
C: 1oz, $4.00
1748 A: 1/4oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $8.00
E: 1#, $24.00
K: 5#, $105.00
Howden (115 days) C. p. For 40 years Howden’s symmetrical fruits with
hard ridged skin and thick flesh have set the standard for large round acko’-lanterns both for fresh market and shipping, so much so that they are now
a New England tradition. Large spreading vines produce 4–6 deep orange
fruits per plant, typically much more uniform than Connecticut Field while
weighing 20–35 lb, often able to ripen fully in our climate. Organic seed crop
is grown in North Dakota, so better adapted to the cold. Developed by John
Howden in the Berkshires of Massachusetts and introduced by Harris Moran
in 1973. Tolerant to BR.
Howden
B: 1/4oz, $3.25
C: 1/2oz, $4.50
1751 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $7.00
E: 4oz, $14.00
K: 1#, $44.00
Howden
rganic
B: 1/4oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $6.50
1752 A: 1/8oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $9.00
E: 4oz, $22.00
K: 1#, $62.00
Big a (120 days) C. max. These are big pumpkins. Not big enough to
compete in giant-pumpkin contests (you’d need Dill’s Atlantic Giant, not
offered b us but certainl sufficient for exhibiting in our count fair or for
displaying as an awesome jack-o’-lantern. Typically weighs 50–100 lb and
measures up to 70" in circumference!
B: 1/2oz, $3.25
C: 1oz, $5.00
1757 A: 1/4oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $10.00
E: 1#, $30.00

Diablo (98 days) C. p. F-1 hybrid. If your pumpkin program has been
out-Fox’d, maybe it’s time to get a handle on it by going to the devil. Tom
Fox, with its massive stock handles, has defined the recent trend in acko -lanterns, but we think this devil has a more refined look iablo s strong
41/2" stems are wide at the base and taper gently upward. We liked its nicely
rounded Foxy fruit shape as well as its deep orange color, its intermediate 12–
22 lb size and its medium-deep ribs. Semi-determinate vines. PM tolerant.
B: 1/4oz, $8.00
C: 1/2oz, $14.00
1710 A: 1/8oz, $5.00
D: 1oz, $27.00
umina (100 days) C. max. Originated as a chance sport in one of Hollar’s
California pumpkin fields about 0 ears ago lustrous ivory pumpkin that
kids will love, excellent for both carving and painting. Lumina stores well if
not exposed to frost, so a face painted on its smooth surface will last for weeks
instead of days. Under stress, the fruit may develop blue patches. Fruits 8–10"
high average 12 lb, variable depending on growing conditions. Chefs like its
sweet ellow flesh ood for pur eing or making pumpkin soup hether ou
eat it, decorate it, or both, Lumina is sure to please.
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
1713 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $14.00
E: 4oz, $38.00
ouge if d’ tampes (105 days) C. max. Also known as Cinderella.
m
oldman sa s it coasts on its looks alone insipid and water
ot
so, dissents onna Fraser- ear of Charlotte,
ou do this versatile
pumpkin an in ustice
hile their flavor is somewhat milder than a winter
s uash and the texture somewhat fibrous
daughter and I like it so much,
we steam the pumpkin and eat it still in the shell. I use it in all my favorite
recipes that call for squash or pumpkin.” Rosalind Creasy says chefs in France
use it as a base in their vegetable stock and bake garlic, onions and leeks in the
pumpkin to scoop right from the shell into a Swiss cheese leek soup. While
folks may disagree about its eating quality, no one can gainsay its spectacular
beauty. This French heirloom turns the pumpkin patch into a glowing blaze
with its decorative deepl ridged burnt-orange to red 7 30 lb flattened fruits
Because of its thin skin, not a great keeper. Originated in France in the early
1800s, named for a town south of Paris. Introduced to the U.S. by Burpee in
1883.
B: 1/4oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $7.00
1727 A: 1/8oz, $2.25
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $26.00
Tom Fo (110 days) C. p. Employing neither hounds nor horses, seeking
neither sport nor kill, our purchaser Nikos Kavanya has in recent years been
on a fox hunt. Denned, at last! Actually, about the only thing vulpine about
this jack-o’-lantern is the name of the New Hampshire farmer who developed
it, and his craftiness in breeding in such sturdy stocky handles that set an
industry standard when Johnny’s introduced his pumpkin in 1994. These
thick-walled 10–20 lb deep orange fruits have pronounced ribs. They are
not uniform in size or shape, but perhaps that variability only adds to their
appeal to kids and other Halloween thrill seekers. Rampant vines, so space
accordingly. Be foxy and add this classic variety to your repertoire.
B: 1/4oz, $3.00
C: 1/2oz, $5.00
1744 A: 1/8oz, $1.75
D: 1oz, $7.00
Key to symbols (
) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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Wee B ittle (90 days) C. p. This triumph of miniaturization impressed the
1999 AAS judges. Bred to please home and market gardeners and kids everywhere. Unribbed fruits are easier to decorate than Jack Be Little. Small vines
(only 6–8') produce 3–4 mini 8–12 oz fruits per plant. Fruits, more upright
than Jack Be Little with darker orange rind, look just like tiny pie pumpkins
and could serve as such. Sturdy dark green stems provide prickle-free handles.
About 350 seeds/oz. PVP expired!
B: 1/4oz, $5.00
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
1702 A: 1/8oz, $3.00
D: 1oz, $13.00
E: 4oz, $37.00
ack Be ittle (95 days) C. p. Tiny ornamental pumpkins weigh only about
half a pound. They’re great for decorations and a big hit with kids. Flattened,
heavily ribbed fruit with vigorous stems. Good to eat, excellent stuffed. Short
vines, about 3–5'. Introduced by Hollar in 1987. About 350 seeds/oz.
B: 1/4oz, $4.00
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
1705 A: 1/8oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $10.00
E: 4oz, $24.00

TOMATILLO

Lycopersicon esculentum

All Physalis are open-pollinated. Days to maturity are from date of transplant.

- Days to maturity are from date of transplanting.
Culture: Usually started indoors Feb–April. Minimum germination soil temperature
0 optimal ran e 0
Transplant after frost danger has passed. Avoid using
fresh manure as it causes lush foliage with few ripe fruits. Instead use generous
amounts of compost or well-rotted cow or horse manure to boost plant vigor, and
crushed eggshells or gypsum (page 126) at the bottom of each hole for calcium.
Heavy phosphorus needs. Responds well to foliar sprays.
- Determinate (Det.) bush varieties may be staked, should not be pruned.
- Indeterminate (Ind.) climbing varieties are customarily staked and pruned. Tomato
experts Carolyn Male and Kokopelli’s Dominique Guillet both oppose pruning, arguing
more abundant foliage provides more photosynthesis.
Organically and sustainably grown seed was rinsed with a sodium hypochlorite
solution to reduce risk of seed-borne disease. This treatment poses no health risks.
Diseases:
N
Nematodes
ASC Alternaria Stem Canker
SEPT
Septoria Leaf Spot
EB
Early Blight
TSWV
Tomato Spotted Wilt Virus
F
Fusarium
TMV
Tobacco Mosaic Virus
GLS Grey Leaf Spot
V
Verticillium
LB
Late Blight

TOMATILLO Physalis ixocarpa

About 500 seeds/g.
ulture Ideal ermination temperature
Start indoors 2 weeks after
tomatoes lest they get leggy. If seedlings do get leggy, transplant them deep so the
stems can root. Some like them pruned, others let them sprawl. Space plants 3' apart
for the sprawlers, closer if you plan to prune.
Purple Blush - Organic (68 days) Mislabeled as ‘Purple Lush’ in our
trials, a moniker that stuck the more we observed its lush production of large
2"+ fruits on sprawling 5' plants. Everyone who tasted them used words like
“sweet,” “fruity,” “yummy,” which explains why we switched from Verde
Puebla. Roast them with pumpkin seeds and hot pepper, then grind together
with spices for a delicious and nutritionally dense repast. The fruits blush
purple where they are kissed by the sun.
4012 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.50
C: 1g, $5.00
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $28.00

HUSK or GROUND CHERRY P. pruinosa

bout 00 1 00 seeds
A treat inside every paper wrapper! Same genus as tomatillo and Chinese Lantern,
fruits ripen inside their protective husks. As clusters of berries sweeten, they turn from
green to golden yellow, drop off the decorative branching plants, and reach perfection
as their husks thin to a near-gossamer papery texture. The sweet berries have an
indescribable flavor, great for raw snacks. on t eat them unripe the can be a
powerful emetic.
Culture: eed ﬁltered light and temperatures at least , preferabl closer to 0 ,
to germinate. over seeds with ust a light sprinkling of soil and place the flats in
the hottest part of the greenhouse, transplanting after last spring frost. Husk cherries
tolerate a touch of frost but give up when temperatures dip below 0 . In a good ear,
about half will ripen in time. Will readily self sow, although volunteers may not mature
as quickly as those started indoors.
Pests: To protect plants against potato beetles, use floating row cover (page
).
Adults overwinter and lay eggs on solanaceous crops, especially tomatillos and husk
cherries. If beetles get in, hand-picking adults and squishing eggs helps in small plots.
Aunt oll ’s
rganic (72 days) Though native to Central America, this
heirloom was widely grown in Poland and is now on board the Slow Food
Ark of Taste. Won over Heron who had previously been indifferent to husk
cherries Sweet and est Some folks compare the flavor of these 1/2–3/4"
fruits to pineapple, some to tangerines.
4005 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.25
C: 1g, $4.50
D: 2g, $6.00
E: 10g, $20.00

CAPE GOOSEBERRY P. peruviana

Similar to Husk Cherry, but larger, more upright plant with larger husks and fruits.
Ambrosia - ECO (115 days) The grower calls
this his heart-plant and we can see why, if only
because we fell instantl in love from first
bite, with taste notes ranging from an
exuberant YES! to full-on rhapsodizing
about the extraordinar flavor hints
of coconut milk and pineapple, bright
and citrusy). A vigorous annual in the
Northeast bearing yellow cherry-tomato–sized fruits on bushes 3–4' tall
and wide. A tender perennial in warmer
climes, more tropical in nature than
some others but selected for 5 years
in our more temperate zone. Start seeds
in early spring around the same time as
tomatoes, transplanting out after all danger of
frost has passed. Begin picking fruit in the fall as the husks
around the fruit dry completely. The fruit lasts unrefrigerated
for weeks in the husk. Great for jams, salsas, and fresh eating.
4009 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $4.00
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TOMATO MIX

Heirloom Tomato Mix - Organic We’ll mix a bunch of varieties (all
organically grown seed) in one packet. You’ll get different colors, sizes, shapes
and flavors no cherries
ith an open mind, a good sense of observation,
un aded taste buds and acute deductive faculties, ou can figure out which
ones you like and order them by name next year. About 500 seeds/g.
4149 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $27.00

Pests and Disease Remedies for Tomatoes

Early Blight shows up as drying and dying leaves at the bottom of the plant. EB can
be managed culturall , should not result in signiﬁcant crop loss. ulching deters
b
reducing rain splash on foliage. Do not compost affected plants as EB can overwinter
even on dead tissue.
• Cultural controls: Rotation; avoid stressing plants; staking; minimize leaf wetness;
mulching; indeterminate varieties are more resistant/tolerant; disinfect stakes & cages.
• Material controls:
Regalia, 02 Actinovate, 10 Cease, all page 137.
Late blight usually starts on the foliage of the plant. Early in the season, late blight
infection shows as roundish lesions on leaves that uniquely will cross the center vein of
the leaf. Later, blotches appear on stems. Still later, hard crusty lesions form on fruits.
LB on tomatoes is not seed-borne and does not survive on dead tissue. Letting
plants freeze on the soil surface kills LB spores.
• Cultural controls: Destroy cull potatoes & potato volunteers, avoid overhead irrigation.
• Material controls:
Regalia,
2 Copper, 10 Cease, all p. 137.
Septoria Leaf Spot can appear almost overnight. It is characterized by yellowing
and small circular spots on older leaves. It can eventually spread to the entire plant in
conditions of high humidity and temperatures. It can be spread by wind or carried on
clothing and tools. Septoria can live over the winter on live tissue, so don’t compost
affected plants.
• Cultural controls: Space plants for good air circulation.
• Material controls:
2 Copper;
Regalia,
MilStop, all p. 137.
Anthracnose
• Cultural controls: Rotation; mulching; minimize plant wetness; staking; use compost.
• Material controls:
MilStop,
2 Copper,
Regalia, 10 Cease, all p. 137.
Tomato Hornworm
• Cultural control: Look for frass (droppings) and handpick. Eeeuww! Use a blacklight to
ﬁnd them. ee if ou can get the chickens to eat them.
• Material controls:
Bt kurstaki,
2 Spinosad, p. 139.
Tarnished Plant Bug
• Cultural controls: Floating row covers (
) p. 141, good weed control.
• Material controls:
Pyrethrum, p. 139.

Free shipping for seed orders $30 and up!

2 0 0 seeds
Glacier - Organic (56 days) Det. with potato-leaf foliage. Glacier ripens
red around the same time as the sub-arctics with about the same size (1–2"),
and almost no cosmetic defects except yellow shoulders, but there the
comparisons end lacier s rich tomato flavor relegates the insipid sub-arctics
to the compost pile. It is also superior to the highly touted Siberia tomato,
to Stupice, to Early Temptation, to Bloody Butcher, in fact, to every other
tomato in the same class that we’ve tried. Originally from Sweden, 1985.
4018 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Oregon Spring - Organic (58 days) Det.
Recommended as a “hedge” in
northern climates for cold summers.
When most other varieties fail
to ripen in time, Oregon Spring
matures good-sized fruit in August,
actually performing best during cool
summers. Develops more cosmetic
defects in the heat and humidity.
Bears succulent almost seedless red
fruits, up to 4" but somewhat variable.
Tastes unusually good for such an early
variety. Bred and developed from
Russian parents by Dr. Baggett and
released in 1984. Not suitable for market
growers. Resistant to V.
4025 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
Cosmonaut Volkov - Organic (65 days) Ind. “Sturdy, productive,
cool-weather tolerant and great flavor, lauds nne lder
superb homegarden variety with good commercial potential both outdoors and in tunnels,
Cosmonaut always tastes good, occasionally sublime. Produced the best two
tomatoes Nikos has ever eaten, from different gardens in different years.
suall ripens uantities of deep red slightl flattened 8 1 o globes at
the beginning of August when tomato craving is at its peak. What makes
Cosmonaut so special is its juice: sweet, rich and full-bodied. Even in cold
summers, it will produce dependably by mid-August. Catalog editor Elisabeth
Benjamin noted her Cosmonauts ripened nice fruits outdoors into early
October one year, weeks after her other slicers had croaked. Volkov was the
Russian explorer who fell through space and crashed. From Dnepropetrovsk
in Ukraine, brought to America by the Seed Savers Exchange.
4038 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $7.00
D: 2g, $10.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Pruden’s Purple
rganic (72 days) Ind. We continue to dispute whether
Pruden’s is superior to Brandywine, but, opinions aside, Pruden’s is early for
its size and makes a great sandwich tomato. We are back to our customary
potato-leaved strain that bears irregular pink 1 lb fruit with very few seeds,
a silken texture and rich tomato taste, nicely tart with a balanced undertone
of sweetness neither insipid nor clo ing Brett rohsgal praises its flavor,
productivity and disease resistance. We don’t know why it’s called purple,
when it is not.
4049 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $24.00

Preventing Late Blight

Dry conditions spare us some years, but late blight is here to stay, especially
for field-grown crops Cool temperatures, moist conditions, still air and lack
of sunshine favor sporulation; spores can occur and advance in any condition
of high humidity. LB might spread quickly…or not; wind-borne spores can
travel hundreds of miles on storm fronts, but also can be baked into submission
by the hot sun. Once LB lesions develop on your plants take immediate action
to halt the disease in hopes of salvaging a crop. Our recommendations:
• Where possible, use resistant varieties.
r to find tolerant cultivars use anecdotal evidence and experiment
• Grow your own tomato plants or buy locally grown seedlings. Avoid bigbox seedlings. Know your farmer!
o not use saved potatoes as seed stock urchase onl new certified
disease-free seed potatoes. More potato info on page 117.
• Plant in areas with full sun and few wind blocks. Avoid shade and moist
environments. Facilitate air movement. Maintain high soil fertility.
• If you choose to spray, have a plan and materials on hand, so you can
make quick and timely application(s) when conditions indicate. More about
control materials on the left, and beginning on page 137 in our Organic
Growers Supply section where we offer a full roster of products.
• Most market growers and many home gardeners now grow at least a
portion of their tomatoes in high tunnels, which greatly reduces vulnerability
though still requires vigilance.
INFORMATION SOURCES:
See vegetablemdonline.ppath.cornell.edu/ for excellent photos and info.
University of Maine Cooperative Exension: Potato IPM bi-weekly tells
where B infections have been confirmed in aine or the eastern nited
States. umaine.edu/potatoes, 1-888-USE-UMCE.
Or use the forecast model uspest.org/risk/tom_pot_map to assess potential
for spore germination and lesion formation in your area.
Key to symbols (

Bizhiki - Organic (75 days) Ind. In this fast-paced world of rapid changes,
who remembers Buffalo greenhouse tomato? We last carried it a decade ago
and lamented its demise when breeder Enza Zaden dropped it. We also missed
poking fun at a city whose weather we judged to be worse than ours. I was a
tomato grower back then and have been searching ever since for a greenhouse
tomato with the same fantastic flavor that would do well in the ortheast
Ontario biodynamic farmer Cory Eichman, who has the same long memory,
set to work selecting year after year from the original hybrid Buffalo for
great taste combined with crack resistance. When he had met those criteria
with a uniform bright red 3" globe-shaped open-pollinated tomato that holds
its own with modern hybrids in the greenhouse, he renamed it Bizhiki, the
Anishinaabe word for buffalo.
4050 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $7.00
D: 2g, $10.00
E: 10g, $25.00
KC 146 - Organic (75 days) Semi-Det. AKA Campbell’s 146. When our
seed buddy Nate Kleinman at the Experimental Farm Network touted this
variet , we couldn t uite believe he was extolling a processing tomato
from Campbell’s no less. But we value
his opinion and grew it out to taste for
ourselves. The results are in and now
you can judge for yourself whether it has
substantial fresh tomato flavor eleased
in 1956 by Campbell’s tomato breeder
George B. Reynard, KC 146
became the flavor standard for
their soup. It performed well
for the times, being both wiltand crack-resistant, but was
eventually replaced by newer
varieties with better disease
resistance. The productive 5'
plants produce a plethora of
9 oz red round fruit with good
rich tomatoe flavor ood for
canning, evoking childhood comfort food. Mmm’mmm good!
4052 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $7.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Rutgers Original - Organic (75 days) Ind. Long considered an outstanding
slicing, cooking and canning tomato, Rutgers’ medium-sized 4–6 oz mostly
uniform and unblemished deep oblate fruits with a rich red interior and
pleasing texture have that great old-time flavor, delicious and uic
hen
utgers niversit refined the variet in 1 3, the took out some of the
vininess but also some of the flavor ur taste tests confirmed that the original
indeterminate strain is better, so that’s the strain we offer of this famous
New Jersey tomato. The Campbell’s Soup Co. developed it in 1928, a cross
between Marglobe and JTD. Resistant to F1, V1, ASC, GLS.
4055 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $5.50
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Rose de Berne - Organic (80 days) Ind. This Swiss émigré could be
considered the Brandywine of continental Europe. Like Brandywine, it has
many strains, and is widely considered in France, Germany and Switzerland
to be the best-flavored tomato nl medium-si ed, et
delivers the robust flavor of the bigger t pes It bested some
formidable competition in our trials with a rich sweetness
the others couldn’t match and still can’t.
recent taste test confirmed it s the
best pink for its size. No slouch in the
appearance department either,
the unblemished globes are
perfectly round, the soft
skins not excessively
fragile and the color
and size very attractive,
making it another
excellent field-to-market
variety that does not require
high tunnels. Competes
favorably with the hybrids.
David Nonnenmacher
reports from Hawley, PA, that
Rose was “the only heirloom
to resist the onslaught of
tomato diseases in the cold
of August 2017 and then ripen
beautifully in the warmth of
September.” Some LB tolerance.
4067 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $26.00
Love your catalog! The huge selection,
humor and helpful information are the best!
– Kris Tita, Denver, CO
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more RED & PINK SLICERS
German Johnson - Organic (80 days) Ind. An old heirloom probably from
Virginia or North Carolina. This large regular-leaf plant, one of the parents of
Mortgage Lifter, is known for its copious yields of pink meaty fruits often
exceeding 1 lb, mild with more than a touch of sweetness.
4069 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $5.00
D: 2g, $7.00
E: 10g, $21.00
Soldacki - Organic 80 da s Ind ou won t find a better sandwich tomato
than Soldacki, a heavy producer of meaty tasty 14 oz pink globes with a
good mix of sweetness, tartness and real tomato flavor all potato-leaf vines
Originally from Krakow, Poland, brought to Cleveland, OH, around 1900,
then to Albany, NY. Prone to cracking in wet seasons.
4071 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $8.00
Pink Brandywine - Organic (82 days) Ind. Potato-leaf foliage. Pink
Brandywine is the heirloom that launched a movement, leading many gardeners
to be flavor-positive preservation-aware seed-savers But as Brand wine s
popularity exploded, so did its production as commercial bulk seed. Like all
heirlooms, our favorite old-fashioned OPs with their hand-selected hand-medown genetics need special care. We’ve partnered with Daniel and Corinne
at Blackbird Rise of Palermo, ME, to keep building the Brandywine legacy.
Through four summers they’ve raised hundreds of plants from our classic
Sudduth/Quisenberry strain and selected for that perfect Brandywine color,
flavor, bountiful si e and shape that sa s homegrown comfort
he result is
this extra-select strain of 1 lb oblate pink meaty beefsteaks that trends away
from small-fruited, less-vigorous and late-ripening traits. Of course, that
precious balanced deep flavor with perfect hints of tart still rings true! ipens
unevenly through the season.
4075 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Mark Twain - ECO (85 days) Ind. Odd that a tomato would be named for the
famous writer who professed not to like them. He did write a 1906 story about
an unsuccessful 10-hour wild turkey chase in his youth that left him famished
and lost in the woods e rescued himself b finding a garden full of ripe
tomatoes. We don’t know the history of this obscure heirloom that might be as
old as his story. The tomato is rare, but worth preserving on the strength of its
deep red interior color and full-bodied flavor hese tomatoes are good-si ed
and crack free, though soft so they won’t take a lot of handling. Twain puts
out a lot of ribbed 8–24 oz oblate fruits in September. Though we know of no
other commercial sources and of only one seed saver (in Wisconsin) maintaining it, it is one of the best-tasting heirloom beefsteak tomatoes. BACK!
4081 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $28.00
Weisnicht’s krainian
C (85 days) Compact Ind. with potato-leaf
foliage. Thanks to Ryan Voiland of Red Fire Farm in Granby, MA, for helping
put this little known but extremely tasty heirloom on the map. In 2015 at
the annual
commonwealth tomato contest in Boston, oiland won first
prize in the heirloom category for his entry of Weisnicht’s. A panel of food
writers, chefs, produce experts and state officials udged the tomatoes on
flavor, firmness slicing ualit , exterior color and shape he oft-bi-lobed
medium-large 8–18 oz scrumptious pink fruits are sparse seed bearers. The
flavor sweet, rich and complex with delicious acid overtones received an
unusually high 4–4.5 out of 5 in our taste evaluations. They begin producing in
late August or early September with a 3–4 week moderately productive main
harvest period. One cold wet summer, it ranked #1 among the 43 varieties in
our trials. We got our original seeds from Scott Weisnicht of Waupun, WI.
eisnicht also supplied us with our first seeds for the much-revered rare 984
Pride of Wisconsin melon (p. 43).
4082 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $ 4.00
C: 1g, $7.00
D: 2g, $10.00
E: 10g, $27.00
Tiffen Mennonite - Organic (86 days) Ind. This heirloom from Mennonites
in isconsin was first introduced to the Seed Savers xchange b hane
Earle of Whitewater, WI. Tiffen has many similarities to the more famous
Brand wine potato-leaf foliage, pink skin, and rich old-fashioned tomato
taste that has twice drawn raves at staff tastings. The large rough oblate
beefsteak fruits (avg 13 oz) are a tad bigger and later than Brandywine. For
a superb sandwich tomato or a fresh garden snack Tiffen is hard to top.
4087 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 0.4g, $3.50
C: 1g, $4.75
D: 2g, $7.00
E: 10g, $20.00

Thank you for the increase in organic seeds, breeder and indigenous
royalties, as well as your strong stance on utility patents and gmos. This is
why we have been customers for nearly thirty years.
– Michael Nicosiam, Washburn, MO
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Pink Berkeley Tie-Dye - Organic (68 days) Compact Ind. Here is a
tomato variety with a name and appearance we ex-hippies can love. TieDye is not only the best of all the “Boar Series” released by talented breeder
Bradley Gates of Wild Boar Farms in Napa, CA, but it is also by far the best
of all the new tomatoes I ve tried ie- e has real flavor ot onl flavor but
also amazing early productivity, size, disease tolerance, and is it ever a looker.
In a jungle among some 15–20 other varieties, this beefsteak accounted for at
least half of my early ripe full-sized tomatoes for two years in a row. Fruits
usually bi-lobed, averaging about 9 oz, the color of port wine with metallic
green stripes. They have an engaging tanginess, almost as if lightly salted.
The spiciness is just what you might expect from this striped beauty. Seems
to hold up well in the field and after picking winner both for the marketer
and the home gardener.
4041 A: 0.2g, $4.00
B: 0.4g, $7.00
C: 1g, $15.00
D: 2g, $25.00
E: 10g, $96.00
Garden Peach - Organic (71 days) Ind. Yellow fruits blush pink when
ripe and have thin fuzzy skins somewhat like peaches, soft-skinned, juicy and
very sweet. Light fruity taste is not what you’d expect in a tomato. Burpee
in 1893 called it “delicate, melting in the mouth like a grape.” For well over
a century savvy gardeners have brought Peach’s little 2–4 oz fruits indoors
before frost to keep for several weeks. Jim Stockwell from North Carolina
would not be without it
ot onl are the earl and prolific but their unusual
flavor and no core si es make them perfect for grilling without falling apart
Doreen Mundie says also wonderful dried. Amy Goldman places its 1890
origins with plant breeder Elbert S. Carman, owner and editor of The Rural
New-Yorker. It was introduced as a novelty in the 1890 catalog of Hallock &
Son’s of Queens, NY. Showed some tolerance to LB in Colrain in 2014.
4045 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.50
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $22.00
Black Prince - Organic (75 days) Ind. In 1997
when we were among the first to offer this migr
from Irkutsk, Siberia, we were way ahead of our
time. These iridescent 5–7 oz garnet-colored
globe-shaped fruits are among the most uniformly handsome in the tomato kingdom. This
prince has earned a reputation for outstanding flavor similar to that of Black rim, but
without Krim’s fragility and tendency to crack.
A superior home-garden tomato that is also a
reliable heav - ielding field-to-market choice for
growers without high tunnels.
4053 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Goldie - Organic (75 days) Ind. Considered synonymous with Dixie
Golden Giant. Deep orange beefsteak fruits, frequently bi-lobed, average
16–20 oz. Though reputed to be more than 150 years old, Goldie was
introduced commercially in 1977 by Gleckler’s Seedsmen. I rate it as the
best of all orange tomatoes, delivering its rich flavor with an extraordinar
velvet texture ften oberta s first large tomato to ripen rica
ersRusso from CT advises, “Don’t harvest it until it has a distinct rosy blush”
(on the bottom). Very productive. Will catface under cold or excessively wet
conditions. Several people who grew our Heirloom Mix said Goldie was their
favorite.
4054 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $28.00
Cherokee Green - Organic (75 days) Ind. Tomato expert Craig LeHoullier
noticed and selected this sport of Cherokee Chocolate around 1997. Scarcely
a generation later, many consider Cherokee Green to be the best-tasting green
tomato. Not an heirloom, but tastes like one. And for our staff taste buds,
it has it all: assertive taste with just the right acidic balance
and a complexity that pops it above the average in the almost
fourscore tomato varieties we trialed. The 8–12 oz beefsteak
fruit ripen green with an amber tinge at the blossom end when
fully ripe. Productive and with a bit of disease tolerance. OSSI,
Breeder Royalties.
4058 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.50
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $24.00
Green Zebra - Organic (77 days) Ind. A most unusual beast in the tomato
menagerie, this zebra starts out green with darker green stripes, softening
and blushing yellow and apricot when it ripens. It might have remained
a mere curiosit but for its delicious sweet rich flavor Small-medium
oz fruits are emerald green inside. Perfect exteriors hold up under adverse
conditions and don’t crack. “The perfect salad tomato,” says Anne Elder.
Sometimes incorrectly shows up on lists of heirloom tomatoes, but was
developed by Tom Wagner of Tater Mater Seeds in 1985 from four heirlooms.
Kent Whealy ranks it in his top ten tomatoes. Susceptible to SEPT.
4057 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $23.00
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Cherokee Purple - Organic (77 days) Ind. but with relatively short vines.
No list of the best-tasting heirloom tomatoes would be complete without
Cherokee Purple, an unusual variety from Tennessee said to have originated
with the Cherokee Indians. Fruits are globes to slightly oblate, averaging
10–13 oz, with dusky brownish-purple skin, dark green shoulders and
brick-red flesh he real attraction is their rich taste, described as sweet rich
uic wine , delicious sweet, and rich Brand wine flavor b aficionados
maintaining it in the Seed Savers xchange anks in m top five for flavor
Expect some concentric cracking. In the shortest growing season of my 35
years of records, Cherokee Purple frosted to an inch of their roots in late
spring but then rebounded to produce ripe fruit before an early September
freeze. Now that’s resilience! Amy LeBlanc suggests the vines should not be
pruned because the delicate fruits sunburn easily. Breeder Royalties.
4059 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $26.00
Paul Robeson - Organic (78 days) Ind. This Russian heirloom was
named in honor of Paul Robeson (1898-1976) who befriended the Soviet
Union. Athlete (15 varsity letters at Rutgers), actor (played Othello in the
longest-running Shakespearean production in Broadway history), singer
(world famous for his vibrant baritone renditions of Negro spirituals), orator,
cultural scholar and linguist fluent in at least 1 languages , obeson was an
outspoken crusader for racial equality and social justice. Revered by the left,
reviled by the right, he was blacklisted during the McCarthy Era and beyond,
harassed b the FBI, his passport revoked for eight ears, his career stifled
He died broken and almost forgotten, his life a testament to lost opportunities
in 20th-century American history. His namesake tomato developed almost a
cult following among seed savers. The maroon-brick 6–12 oz oblate often
bi-lobed fruits with dark green shoulders come closest in flavor to Black
Krim, but claim their own distinctive sweet smoky taste. A sandwich tomato
with a tang, an extraordinary tomato for an extraordinary man. Some tendency
to split. “Does great on my farm in MS,” reports Will Reed of Native Son
Farm in Tupelo.
4060 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $5.50
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $24.00
Black Krim - Organic (80 days) Ind. Don’t wait too long to harvest this
delicate heirloom tomato t half green and still firm the are alread dead
ripe and perfectly delicious. If you wait till they are fully purple, you will
not be able to get them from garden to table intact (to say nothing of market)
and they will disintegrate like a hunk of road-kill. Krims are strikingly
iridescent purple on the outside, usually with dark green-black shoulders
and noticeable catfacing. Interiors are part black, too, with an unusual juicy
et meat taste and texture, described as having
a smok flavor like a good
single malt scotch.” Fruits average 12–18 oz. Krim hails from Krymsk on the
Black Sea in Russia.
4061 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Golden Jubilee - Organic (80 days) Ind. The best medium-sized openpollinated orange tomato, Jubilee ripens smooth-textured sweet mild meaty
8 o globes m oldman describes its flavor as sprightl and sa s it was
a favorite of Ben Quisenberry of Big Tomato Gardens in Syracuse, OH, who
offered it under the name Golden Sunray. Nikos discovered Jubilee at a Waldo
County Extension taste test at Unity College. She brought one in and it was
superb, almost on a par with oldie both for texture and flavor ubilee is
smaller than Goldie and less prone to blemish; pruning will produce larger
fruits. This Burpee introduction, probably to mark the 50th birthday of thenpresident David Burpee, was a cross between Tangerine and Rutgers, and won
an AAS for Burpee in 1943. Resistant to ASC.
4065 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $5.50
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Yellow Brandywine - Organic (82 days) Ind. with potato-leaf foliage.
Growing Yellow Brandywine can be maddening. When it’s good, it’s very
very good, but when it’s bad it’s awful. All strains (and there are several)
develop irregularl -shaped fruits in extreme weather fluctuations
ood
appearance correlates closely with good eating quality. Compost the weirdlooking fruits; enjoy the good ones! Large slightly ribbed 1 lb fruits with an
identifiable ring scar at the blossom end are often remarkabl smooth, with a
cream texture and rich complex tang flavor ot the highest ielding In the
running for best golden tomato, but by no means a shoo-in.
4076 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $5.50
D: 2g, $8.75
E: 10g, $24.00
Pineapple - Organic (85 days) Ind. Garden author Michelle Owen says,
“I roast…these exceptionally sweet red-streaked yellow tomatoes…in a hot
oven, then sauté with ridiculous amounts of garlic, rosemary and extra virgin
olive oil and throw over pasta Before I face the firing s uad, I will ask for
this as my last meal.” With its silky smooth texture and complex fruity taste,
Pineapple may be the best striped tomato. Typically grows huge fruits in excess
of 1 lb that get a little funky cosmetically. Fruits hold tight to stems so bring
scissors to your harvest. Cut in half, it looks like the interior of a pineapple
except with yellow and red marbling. It doesn’t taste like a pineapple, though,
nor like a typical red tomato, either. Its unique mild low-acid fruity sweetness
needs a fruit name all its own. Originally from Kentucky, but our seed stock
came from Martha Gottlieb of Common Ground Fair Exhibition Hall fame.
4077 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $6.50
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $26.00

Aunt ub ’s German Green
rganic (85 days) Ind. “The biggest
surprise I’ve ever experienced in tomatoes,” said the late Chuck Wyatt,
vintage tomato collector. Until you try it, you won’t believe a green tomato
could be this good I rate it second onl to Brand wine for flavor and it is on
just about everyone’s top-ten list. Oblate 12–16 oz fruits blush lightly yellow
and develop an amber-pink tinge on the blossom end when ripe. Don’t allow
them to get too soft before picking he green flesh of this beefsteak is faintl
marbled with pink. Flavor sweet and tart, rich and spicy. The central large
tomatoes are the best. Flavor deteriorates when cold weather sets in. Created
a sensation at a staff taste test where it was rated “good” or “excellent” by all
who tried it. Not just the best green eating tomato, it also makes a delicious
basis for a green salsa. Originally from Ruby Arnold’s German immigrant
grandfather, introduced in the 1993 Seed Savers Exchange Yearbook by Bill
Minkey of Darien, WI. Nominated to Slow Food’s Ark of Taste.
4080 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $5.00
D: 2g, $8.00
Wea er’s Black Brand wine (85 days) Ind. Potato-leafed. Also known
as True Black Brandywine. Not the only attempt at pairing smoky depth of
“black” tomatoes with the full tart and sweet balance of Pink Brandywine, but
eaver s Black could be the oldest and is likel the best flavored Bred b
r arold artin in late 1 0s in enns lvania, its irregular flattened large
heirloom beefsteak shape looks coal dusted over crimson, with shadows
of green, purple and brown. Winner of our 2016 taste trial of dusky types,
eaver s flavor intensit of peat whiske and rich tomato is not for the faint
of heart, and everyone who tries it will have an opinion. Given safe harbor
by William Woys Weaver’s Roughwood Seed Collection since being kept by
his grandfather. The usual delicate handling and quick consumption rules of
cherished heirloom tomatoes apply.
4086 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $24.00
illian’s ellow Heirloom
rganic (88 days) Ind. Lillian’s may be a
little late, not coming on until September, but is worth waiting for. Superb
cream consistenc , meat flesh and complex of rich deep flavors make this
the best-tasting clear tomato, a perfect balance of engaging sweetness and
intriguing citrus quality in every 1 lb fruit. Won’t win any beauty contests,
being bi-lobed, oblate and a bit lopsided, but will win taste contests. One
bite into one of these beefsteaks and ou ll forget about its superficial
shortcomings. Carolyn Male rates it among her top 100, we rate it in the
top 10. Fruit in clusters of 2 or 3. Prone to catfacing under stressful weather
condition. From Lillian Bruce, Manchester, TN.
4091 A: 0.2g, $3.25
B: 0.4g, $4.75
C: 1g, $9.00
D: 2g, $13.00
E: 10g, $38.00
Ruby Gold - ECO (90 days) Ind. As aesthetically appealing as it is delicious,
ub boasts prolific beautiful huge red-streaked yellow fruits with marbled
interior flesh, meat with superb mild sweet flavor, smooth melting texture
with nary a hint of acidity. Introduced by John Lewis Childs of Floral Park,
, in 1 1 ediscovered b tomato aficionado Ben uisenberr in Bob s
Market in Mason, WV, in 1967. Quisenberry offered it under three different
names, arl Sunrise, then old edal and finall
ub
old, calling it
“the sweetest tomato you ever tasted.” Gigantic 1–3 lb fruits with gigantic
flavor omato cognoscenti rate it one of the best Fruits slightl flattened
with red spot on the blossom end, seldom cosmetically perfect, prone to radial
cracking.
4097 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Saving Tomato Seed Is Easy! Remove stem-end and crush the fully ripe
fruit into a container. Ferment uncovered for a few days until the slurry forms
a mold cap inse in a fine strainer and dr seeds on a coffee filter o ensure
true-to-type seed, grow open-pollinated varieties and separate by 50 feet. See
page 106 for more about seed saving.
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Premio (60 days) Ind. A primo early cluster tomato and a centerpiece for
my new tomato strategy sans hoophouse: to depend on the new generation
of flavorful cluster h brids such as remio and 4225 Mountain Magic (page
75) for September production after rains and blights have beaten down my
favored heirlooms elicious remio gets that ob done between ug 31
and Sept. 14, I harvested 97 of its perfectly round red uniform thick-skinned
almost o fruits from ust two plants hese ripen 8 to a cluster, firm but
uic and refreshing with nice texture, sweetness and flavor and awesome
holding ualit in the field Cascades of them keep coming and coming
4211 A: 20 seeds, $4.25
B: 40 seeds, $7.00
C: 100 seeds, $13.00
D: 500 seeds, $46.00
Jet Star (72 days) Compact Ind. As hybrids go, Jet Star has been around
for a long time. The 1979 Harris catalog reported, “Our Jet Star met with as
great a reception as any introduction we ever offered.” Almost 30 years later it
remained their best-selling hybrid tomato. In a test of 16 commercial varieties
grown in high tunnels at Highmoor Farm, it had the highest yield of total
marketable and premium-quality fruit. The University of Maine Food Lab
also rated it the top greenhouse tomato. Year after year it was the best early
full-si ed red tomato in our trials, ripening prolific uantities of cosmeticall
perfect 7 8 o globes with outstanding flavor he smooth firm fruits almost
never scar or crack and have excellent interior and exterior coloration.
Resistant to F1 and V.
4233 A: 20 seeds, $3.00
B: 40 seeds, $4.75
C: 100 seeds, $9.00
D: 500 seeds, $30.00
E: 1,000 seeds, $48.00
Luci 2103 - Organic (73 days) Ind. In our greenhouses, uniform productive
6 o uci was the first of its class to ripen in our trial, setting about 10 clusters,
each with 3–4 fruits. We loved Luci for its earliness, uniformity, high yields
and disease resistance ed fruits are flavorful, mild, uic , a little meal ,
rarely crack, never have green shoulders. Beautiful sturdy vigorous healthy
plants show good leaf cover.
4238 A: 0.1g, $3.50
B: 0.2g, $6.25
C: 0.4g, $10.00
D: 1g, $17.00
Arbason - Organic 76 da s Ind hile first harvest is a few da s after et
Star, we found this reliable organic hybrid’s steady and prolonged total yield
matched it in both the high tunnel and the open field s the outdoor picking
season for many varieties waned, Arbason continued to produce good-tasting
consistent 7–9 oz red fruits. Likewise in the high tunnel, while the ripening
of many varieties slows to a crawl once leaf mold establishes, Arbason kept
the harvest coming even with moderate disease. University trials in PA,
NH and ME also showed Arbason with high yields and high percentages of
marketable fruit. With no cracks or blemishes, these dense red globes stand
up to the sorting and after-ripening demands of market farmers e find flavor
continues to improve 7–10 days off the vine. Pruning clusters to 4 or so will
keep fruits large. Resists F0-1,V, TMV.
4239 A: 10 seeds, $6.00
B: 20 seeds, $8.75
C: 40 seeds, $16.00
D: 100 seeds, $32.00
E: 500 seeds, $140.00
Momotaro (78 days) Vigorous Ind. This pink gem, a study in delicacy
and nuanced flavor, deservedl the dominant fresh-market tomato in apan,
came to the States where it was re-named Tough Boy. Crack tolerant though
anything but tough, these tennis ball–sized round 4–7 oz fruits borne 6–7 to
a cluster are noteworthy for their well-balanced, intensely rich and sweet,
slightl acidic flavor C grew and en o ed them in 01 Independentl ,
Heron and his crew picked them out as superior in their 2016 trial, even
though they aren’t way productive. This hybrid truly tastes as good as any
mid-sized open-pollinated heirloom. V, F and N tolerant.
4241 A: 10 seeds, $6.25
B: 20 seeds, $11.00
C: 40 seeds, $20.00
D: 100 seeds, $46.00
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Mr. Fumarole - Organic (65 days) Ind. This large elongated 3–6" pinkish
plum tomato was a winner in our 2007 paste test. Comments included “top
of the line, rich, complex, has a crisp brown flavor that lingers, ver
flavorful, sweet meat good, nice blend of flavors, tart but full tomato
flavor, and sweet, somewhat bland but haunting I would tr it again
Though tough-skinned, can also be eaten out of hand where its tart sweetness
pleases. Fair yields. Did not get blossom-end rot, even in 2011 when that
disorder was prevalent in other paste varieties. s2009.
4123 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $5.75
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $24.00
Heinz 2653 - Organic (68 days) Det. An early red plum type that often
ripens all its 21/2–3 oz fruits before frost. Firm fruits for cooking, on compact
rather homely plants. “The perfect canning tomatoes for a short season huge
late blight pressure area. Small, loaded plants, fruits stayed clean even after
all the leaves were gone. Most ripened at once so I could collect a huge canner
load from a small number of plants,” reported the Wolperts from WV. Our
legal department notes: Our seed originated from plants grown from Heinz
seed t e e s o fi i tio o sso i tio
it
t ei
ood o
Resists F and V.
4125 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Grandma ar ’s
rganic (68 days) Ind. In one of our earliest seedselection pro ects, eanne riffin, in Sangerville, northern
, chose fruit for
size and earliness. After 6 years she had it: an heirloom with meaty 6–10 oz
fruits that are very early for their size. And this Grandma produces fruit even
during cold summers. s1992. BACK!
4131 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $7.00
D: 2g, $12.00
E: 10g, $40.00
Bellstar - Organic (74 days) Det. Bears red 4 oz round paste tomatoes much
larger than most others of this t pe elicious flavor is also good in salads
Victoria Heller of Spangle, WA, calls Bellstar the “best tomato ever! Due to
the plant size, I was able to grow sixty plants in a [small] space, resulting in
56 quarts canned in the last two weeks of August along with sauce and paste.”
ipening is spread over a long season in central aine Bred at Smithfield
Experiment Farm in Ontario and introduced in 1981.
4133 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $7.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $30.00
Sheboygan (80 days) Ind. In making their way from their Baltic nation to
Sheboygan, WI, Lithuanian émigrés of the late 19th and early 20th century
surely left much behind. But this productive pink paste tomato, 6 ounces and
subtly tapered to a rounded tip, was held tight in passage. We discovered
why in our 2020 trials: resonating, smooth and simply full, like a tomatocello playing in your mouth. Enjoy fresh, canned and sauced, especially for
Balandeliai, Lithuanian cabbage rolls with tomato-sour cream sauce. Regular
leaf-type. NEW!
4134 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $5.00
C: 1g, $9.00
D: 2g, $15.00
E: 10g, $32.00
Opalka - Organic (82 days) Ind. Its third time in our
taste test proved the charm for Opalka. Our
tasters have commented, “an oasis of
flavor in a desert of tomato hell, a
pleasing texture and good aftertaste
lingers, round and mellow flavor
full-bodied.” Expect copious
yields of 3x5" massive solid
bull’s horn–shaped red fruits
with dry texture and few
seeds. Also dries well. While
some tomatoes falter during
hot dry spells, Opalka produces
consistently. The crinkly foliage
is normal and not an indication
of plant disease. Polish heirloom
brought by the Opalka family to
Amsterdam, NY, around 1900. A
shy seed producer, it consistently
gets dropped for that reason by
commercial enterprises, so we’re
happy to be able to offer it.
4135 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $28.00
Potassium Nitrate (KNO3) Also known as saltpeter, used to soften the
coat of many seeds to expedite germination. Recommended for brassicas,
eggplant, peppers, tomatoes, basil, endive, radicchio, and most flower seed
Comes in fine granular form ilute 1/2 tsp in 1 qt water. Use as a pre-soak
for seed or to water seedling flats 10g packet contains tsp Note: Not
allowed for certified-organic use
3999 A: 10g, $2.00

Hybrid PASTE TOMATO

bout 0 seeds
Plum Regal (75 days) Det. Fedco staff whipped up a day-long paste-taste
in 2019, saucing 20+ varieties. Plum Regal topped the hybrids and had high
marks even compared to some excellent heirlooms. Its deep red sauce was
smooth, meat , with paste- rich full flavor and a nice acid balance o bitter
or metallic hints, and also did not err into saccharine-sweet tones. Adding
to the overall package, Regal is lateblight resistant, and moderately
resistant to early blight. Even
on a determinate plant, the
ability to withstand disease
pressure really shows
up in a high yield. This
variety has been making a
name for itself among home
canners and sauce-makers:
you know you will get enough
tomatoes and the end results
will be delicious. For the ones
that don’t ripen, Gisele and Jim
McLear report “we were delighted
that the smaller green ones kept well and slowly ripened over the winter; we
ate the last one in mid-February and it was still tasty.” High resistance to LB,
F, V, TSWV; intermediate resistance to EB.
4290 A: 10 seeds, $3.75
B: 20 seeds, $5.50
C: 40 seeds, $10.00
D: 100 seeds, $20.00
E: 500 seeds, $73.00
Subvert the Dominant Paradigm: Order from Fedco, Every time.
dam Cote, ansfield Center, C
Key to symbols (
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Vilms - ECO 8 da s Ind hat struck me first were the plants: so green,
so healthy, without the frilly fern-leaf foliage of most other paste types, with
short but strong stocky stems. I counted set after perfect set of small plum
pastes. First harvest was mid-August with 20 lbs of blemish-free blood-red
nippled 2 oz plums from 30 plants. Then 40 lbs the next week. Diseases
came, Vilms persevered. Another 40-lb week, and another. While other paste
varieties went under from blights or rotted, Vilms sweetened merrily in their
20-lb boxes for up to three weeks with few losses. Co-workers who devoured
the solid but moist two- or three-bite plums found them good. Whether in
salads or sandwiches all were picture-perfect and tast
hen ilms finall
succumbed to weather and fungus, I thrice more gleaned after-ripened fruits
from the leafless remains multi-purpose, eas -to-grow beaut
4136 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $7.00
Orange Banana - Organic (85 days) e o
e site o
i i ity
Speckled Roman - Organic (85 days) Ind. “A knock-out at market last
year. Eye-catching with yellow-striped scarlet skins. My customers bought
them singly for fresh eating and in baskets for cooking into sweet sauces,”
relates Elizabeth Bangley of Hawk’s Hill Farm in Georgetown, PA. John
Swensen’s psychedelic-looking creation ranked near the top in our 2005
sauce test for its rich tomatoey sweetness and good texture. Roman’s red
cylindrical fruits are covered with orange-yellow striations, something like
an Amish Paste with stripes from an Orange Banana. The actual parents are
Antique Roman and Banana Legs, and the fruits have the distinctive nipple
of the latter. Plants bear an abundance of meaty 4–5 oz fruits. Susceptible to
disease in cool wet seasons.
4138 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $24.00
Amish Paste - Organic (85 days) Ind. Always among the most popular
items in the Seed Savers Exchange. Listed members’ comments tell all: “large
red meat fruit, wonderful paste variet , great flavor for cooking, canning
or fresh eating,” “the standard by which I judge canning tomatoes,” “huge
production,” “great for sauces, salsa, canning.” Strong producer of oxheart
fruits up to 8 o with thick bright red flesh arger and better than oma
Flavor has been consistently good even in poor tomato years. Wisconsin
heirloom from mish farmers in the 1870s, first surfaced in the 1 87 SS
Yearbook. We have observed some inherent variation, based on how this
variety responds to its environment. Needs room and good nutrition to set
mostly nippled fruits. Crowding, shading or stress reduces fruit size and
nippling. Boarded Slow Food’s Ark of Taste.
4140 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $7.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $28.00
Hog Heart - Organic (86 days) Ind. Brought from Italy to Massachusetts,
probably between 1910 and 1920, and then by Susan Eastman and Ed Lacy
of Gray, ME, to the Exhibition Hall at the 1988 Common Ground Fair, Hog
Heart has won many admirers. So-named because it sometimes produces
large red heart-shaped double fruits. Elisabeth Benjamin grew a triple in 2013
that weighed 3 lb 7 oz! More often, though, its 6–8 oz tomatoes are shaped
like banana peppers. A meaty paste tomato noted for its sparse seed cavity,
good solids and excellent flavor fresh, canned or fro en It is late for extreme
northern areas and some fruits catface. “For my money the best paste tomato
going,” says Amy LeBlanc. s1999.
4141 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $6.50
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $27.00
Blue Beech - ECO (90 days) Ind. o
i e ot
i
ei

Open-pollinated CHERRY, GRAPE
& SALAD TOMATOES

00 0 seeds
Honeydrop - Organic (62 days) Rampant Ind.
From a selection of F-1 Sunsugar, Rachel and
Tevis Robertson-Goldberg of Crabapple Farm in
Chesterfield,
, developed one drop and sent
us the original seed, with their blessing to keep the
production going. Honeydrop’s sweet juicy fruity
honey-colored treats taste almost like white
grapes. They are much less prone to cracking
in wet weather than 4250 Sun Gold (page
75). Seeking to add another light-colored
cherry to our selection, we trialed it
against Blondkopchen, Dr. Carolyn, Isis
Candy, Lemondrop and Weissbehart. It
bested them all by such a wide margin in
earliness, sweetness and complexity that
we declined to add any of those others.
Parthenocarpic. OSSI. Breeder Royalties.
4106 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00

E: 10g, $26.00

Gardener’s weetheart
rganic (62 days) Ind. These Sweethearts,
borne on trusses, each with 6–8 bright red miniature heart-shaped fruits
with a nipple on the end, came from a chance cross in master-seed-saver Will
Bonsall’s greenhouse. We used to think that a tough-skinned tomato couldn’t
harbor a deep rich flavor inside Because the will keep seemingl forever
on the vine, the trick is to wait to harvest until the are deep red the ll
keep getting sweeter and reach full flavor nl then are the trul
satisf ing his mating of uic , flavorful but crackprone 4109 Gardener’s Delight (page 74)
with determinate paste tomato Royal Chico
good solids, dr pulp flesh, tough skin
and indifferent flavor combines most of
Delight’s richness with some of Chico’s
toughness. Firm, hard fruits average 15–
16g and don’t fall apart or crack under
any circumstances. Bring them inside,
they will likely keep for weeks. Ideal
in shish kabob, they probably would
make a superb tomato sauce if one has
the patience. Breeder Royalties
4103 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Pink Princess Gene Pool - Organic (62 days) Rampant Ind. From the
originators of Honeydrop comes the even more exciting Pink Princess, a
recessive pink-fruited sport of the Honeydrop. We have never tasted a pink
cherry tomato as deliciously sweet. In its short lifetime, Princess has already
become a classic. Large and early for a cherry tomato, the fruits, averaging
12.7g, begin maturing early in August. The thick skins, somewhat resistant to
cracking, detract not one iota from the eating experience. In blind taste tests
performed by Tom Vigue, most people have preferred it to 4250 Sun Gold
(page 75). Unlike Sun Gold in size, skin thickness, color, and in the lack of
an acid tang, Princess has a different irresistible quality that keeps us coming
back for more. Still a work in progress, with a small percentage of off-types;
all good eating. Slow to give in to LB. Parthenocarpic. s2013 Breeder
Royalties. BACK!
4107 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $4.25
C: 1g, $6.50
D: 2g, $10.00
E: 10g, $28.00
Be My Baby - Organic (65 days) e my
y o
o e m y ei
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Aosta Valley - Organic (65 days) Ind. From the mountainous region of
Ital comes a short-season tomato with exceptionall rich flavor rolific
clusters of 10–12 small (11/2") shiny red fruits hold on the vine and
can be picked all at once he five-sided fruits have thick walls and
tiny seeds. Our grower continues to select for consistent shape.
Excellent fresh, stewed or added to sauce. It placed in the top 3
of our of 25 paste tomatoes in our recent stewed-tomato tasting
and is gaining a cult following in Midcoast and Downeast Maine.
Thanks to Ray Carbone of Steuben, ME, for sharing the seed he
brought back from his mountain trek. Ray learned seed-saving from
his Uncle Harold who grew a tomato vine from a seed he picked
out of his teeth while on the plane back from a different trip to Italy.
Blight resistant.
4031 A: 0.2g, $3.25
B: 0.4g, $5.50
C: 1g, $8.00
D: 2g, $12.00
E: 10g, $34.00
Copper Beauty - Organic (65 days) Ind. This 2" long and 1" wide dark
striped grape-plum with a pointed tip looks like an ornament with light
mahogany streaks over a bronze base. Copper Beauty’s stunning streaked
skin is paired with a dark red interior flesh of sweet flavor oscillating with
fruit tartness in a firm texture he productive plant will give ou plent of
opportunity to marvel at its taste and beauty.
4033 A: 10 seeds, $2.50
B: 20 seeds, $3.75
C: 40 seeds, $6.00
D: 100 seeds, $12.00
E: 500 seeds, $42.00
Tropical Sunset - Organic (65 days) Ind. Crazy beach-party color combo
of orange and rosy red streaks, reminiscent of our favorite bicolor beefsteaks
like Gold Medal, Pineapple, or Striped German, but shrunk to a 11/4" tenderskinned round cherry with fruity sweetness and mild acid balance. At markets,
the visual pull of a quart of mixed cherries is irresistible, and the
flavor keeps ever one snacking e munched and
compared cherry tomatoes in the trial gardens
tended by Anna Goff in Deer Isle, ME, where
the coastal sunsets are not tropical, but stunning
nonetheless.
4035 A: 10 seeds, $2.50
B: 20 seeds, $4.00
C: 40 seeds, $7.00
D: 100 seeds, $13.00
E: 500 seeds, $40.00
Gardener’s Delight
rganic (68 days) Ind. Also known as Sugar Lump,
and of German origin, but not an heirloom as we once believed. Introduced by
Ernst Benary in 1950-51. A parent of the famous hybrid Sweet 100. Produces
the kind of rich sweet deep red 1+" cherries that you will want to pop into
your mouth in profusion while you bask in the garden sunshine. The large
plants need staking and will bear till frost. The fruits taste so good that we
overlook their annoying tendency to crack.
4109 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 0.4g, $3.50
C: 1g, $4.75
D: 2g, $6.00
E: 10g, $18.00
Sweet Aperitif (70 days) Ind. These dime-sized red flavor heroes entranced
our tasting staff: Roberta said Aperitif was “so sweet, keeps coming as I chew.”
Carol added, “Wow, they look like jewels and taste amazingly sweet.” Nikos
guessed the cocktail crowd would like to experiment with them: indeed, the
rich juice disperses through the mouth carrying a sweet full tomato essence.
Bright red 7/8" Aperitif is sized like a huge currant or very small cherry.
This diminutive delight gave twice as vigorous ongoing production and taste
wallop as many other standard red cherries in our 2018 trial.
Sweet Aperitif - Organic
4110 A: 10 seeds, $2.50
B: 20 seeds, $4.00
C: 40 seeds, $6.00
D: 100 seeds, $12.00
E: 500 seeds, $40.00
Sweet Aperitif
4111 A: 10 seeds, $2.50
B: 20 seeds, $3.75
C: 40 seeds, $5.50
D: 100 seeds, $10.00
E: 500 seeds, $36.00
Flaming Burst (70 days) Ind. Tomato breeder Tom Wagner is a true
auteur, whose depth of skill and imagination amaze us. Millions
of gardeners worldwide know his 4057 Green Zebra (page 70),
but his efforts have developed countless other breathtaking
visual and flavor combinations Flaming Burst is a small
departure from the streaks and zigs that ornament many
of his creations: 11/4 x 1" golden mini pears cluster on
a steadily productive plant. Meaty but not dense, juicy
and sweet but tangy, not insipid, delivering the correct
flavor combination that so man ellow cherries and
pears lack. With Flaming Burst, Wagner shows
again his mastery of color and shape, also his
talent for nuance.
4112 A: 10 seeds, $2.25
B: 20 seeds, $3.50
C: 40 seeds, $5.00
D: 100 seeds, $10.00
E: 500 seeds, $36.00

74

Pocket Star - ECO (74 days) Ind. A few years ago after giving one of my
Grow-for-Fedco talks at Common Ground Fair, a young farmer took away
one of the grower applications. The next year he showed up at the Fair with
some fruit in his pocket: an attractive green cherry tomato ith itt e ec s
of gold around its crown that we took back to the warehouse taste kitchen
to start the work week. It’s rare when our tasters all agree but this was just
such a rarity: “nice acidity with a sweet balance that moves into complex
full tomato flavor eat
um
e were instant fans e sa s it showed up
amongst a crop of not-green tomatoes, has come true-to-type and produces
an abundance of 1 round fruits e named it for the sci-fi novel Stars In
y o et i e
i so
d. This stellar cherry tomato is sure to please.
Distinguishing ripe green fruit is easy: fruit begins to show a slight golden
yellow at the base when ready for harvest. The grower is selecting for more
ease of snapping the stem in harvesting.
4113 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $26.00
Black Cherry - Organic (75 days) Ind. Two-bite cherries (avg 1/2–1 oz)
with the dusky color and complex flavor t pical of the best black tomatoes,
juicy and delicious. Somewhat late for a cherry tomato, but worth the wait.
Fruit ripens slowly and individually until frost. Examine each plant closely
at picking time: the dark-hued cherries are easy to lose in the foliage. Best
flavor if left to ripen on the vine till nice and dark Seems to tolerate the usual
tomato diseases but fruits will crack readily in rainy weather. Combine with
4250 Sun Gold (next page) and any bright red cherry for a lovely display. Brix
7. Developed by Vince Sapp of Tomato Growers Supply and released 2003.
4115 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.50
C: 1g, $5.00
D: 2g, $7.25
E: 10g, $20.00
Principe Borghese - Organic (75 days) Vigorous Det. An Italian heirloom
with excellent flavor sed for sun-dried tomatoes as it has few seeds and
little juice. In our humid climate, we require a solar dryer or
a 100 oven or a greenhouse to dr the fruits successfull
Bears small red fruits in prolific clusters over a long
season. CSA grower Jill Agnew lauds them for holding
their perfect shape so well without cracking.
4118 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $3.75
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $8.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Peacevine - Organic (78 days) Rampant Ind. Selected by Peace Seeds
from Sweet 100 cherry tomato and almost identical in fruit size and growth
habit. Bears gazillions of sweet clusters each with 8 or so 1" red fruits of
wonderful sweet tart rich flavor
as the currant tomato in its ancestr er
high in vitamin C and GABA, a sedating neurotransmitter. That may be why
Alan Kapuler named it Peacevine. Breeder Royalties.
4119 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1g, $6.00
D: 2g, $9.00
E: 10g, $25.00
Fargo Yellow Pear - Organic (82 days) Vigorous Det. Introduced 1934
by Oscar Will & Co. of Bismarck, ND, yet another of famous breeder AF
Yaeger’s creations. He crossed Bison with Yellow Pear for earliness and
higher yields. Each plant produces about three dozen sweet tasty 1 oz yellow
fruits. About twice the size of regular pear tomatoes, the meaty morsels are
crack resistant.
4122 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 0.4g, $3.50
C: 1g, $5.00
D: 2g, $8.00

Thank you for a great seed catalog! Your offerings are great for a New
England farm. We admire your philosophy on seeds and intellectual
property and that you work with small-scale seed producers.
– David Trumble, Weare, NH
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Sun Gold (57 days) Ind. To quote one customer, “Without these little
babies, there’s no summer.” A perfect combination of deep sweetness with a
hint of acidic citrusy tartness, so good that for almost a decade it took away
our incentive to trial cherry tomatoes because no others could match it. In a
field replete with choices, we are drawn to Sun old like cand
hat is its
elusive alluring tang? Quart after quart grace the table, yet we rarely reach
surfeit ul through September Small fruits averaging 8 g, borne in prolific
clusters, ripen very early to a rich apricot color and keep producing till frost.
Very prone to split so pick early when rains are forecast. Brix 8. Resists F1,
TMV.
4250 A: 20 seeds, $3.00
B: 40 seeds, $4.50
C: 100 seeds, $10.00
D: 500 seeds, $35.00
E: 1,000 seeds, $62.00

Esterina - Organic (60 days) Ind. Since a full medley of colors is so
important now in market displays, we think there is a niche for a true bright
yellow cherry. Among its many attributes, Esterina is large for a cherry,
productive over a long period, disease resistant, crack-free and borne on large
clusters hough the flavor will never displace Sun old or Sweet reats from
m top five, it rates a solid good: a clean uic sweetness that ma bring ou
back for more. For a true yellow (golden or orange ones not allowed), that’s
no small compliment! Resists V and TMV.
4252 A: 10 seeds, $4.00
B: 20 seeds, $7.00
C: 40 seeds, $12.00
D: 100 seeds, $22.00
E: 500 seeds, $52.00

Juliet (60 days) Ind. Delectable little plum-shaped fruits come in clusters
everywhere, each truss bearing 6–8 of the 1–2 oz grapes for an astonishing
total of 50–80 glossy red fruits per plant. With an engaging sweetness, they
make good stewing tomatoes, excellent salad tomatoes, and, despite their
juiciness, a tangy sauce with a diverse complex richness and full sweet tomato
flavor nn Sagal n of hiladelphia reports that uliet is m favorite tomato
for dr ing Cut them in half, flip out the seeds and deh drate
he are like
tomato raisins chew and sweet to ust eat, put on pi a, or add some
red to a winter stir-fry.” Scout Proft of East Dorset, VT, says, “Entertained
by your description, but the plain truth is they are the highest yielding most
versatile tomato out there both for greenhouse and field use in all culinar
wa s eriod
his 1
S winner is firm enough to hold on the vines for
up to two weeks and off the vines for several weeks as well, crack resistant,
tolerant to EB and LB, and fairly invulnerable to insect or slug damage. In
fact, the only damage we’ve seen to this fruit is from gastronomic mice. In
the short growing season of 2020 Juliet was Nikos’s only tomato to withstand
a late spring frost. This year we received an anonymous phone message
regarding Juliet: “Glorify that little sucker! You set it on the counter for two
weeks, it just gets sweeter and sweeter and sweeter.”
4264 A: 20 seeds, $3.75
B: 40 seeds, $6.00
C: 100 seeds, $9.00
D: 500 seeds, $28.00
E: 1000 seeds, $45.00
Key to symbols (

Honey Bunch (62 days) Ind. I’ve never been fond of grape tomatoes, but I’ll
make an exception for this honey bunch. No complexity here, just a luscious
over-the-top sweetness with a honeyed nuance that could be habit-forming.
For maximum enjoyment, wait until they ripen fully to a bright red in the
field hat s eas because the are ver crack-resistant and seem to hold field
quality forever. Our trialers loved the texture of these 8–14g 1x11/2" fruits,
the size of cherries, but the shape of grapes. “Like small Juliets.” Brix 9.
High-yielding vigorous vines are tolerate EB.
4266 A: 20 seeds, $4.25
B: 40 seeds, $7.00
C: 100 seeds, $15.00
D: 500 seeds, $55.00
E: 1,000 seeds, $96.00
Cherry Bomb - Organic (64 days) Ind. Spray-wary gardeners everywhere
can celebrate! Johnny’s Selected Seeds breeder Emily Haga developed this
vigorous hybrid cherry tomato not onl with explosive flavor, but also added
bomb-proof resistance against late blight lineage US 23. The glossy bright
crimson cherry/grape cross bursts with full tomato zing balanced against a
meat firm texture Fedco staffers oberta Baile and eron Breen swear b
Cherry Bomb for superb eating and reliable non-stop production, making sure
we gave it a well-deserved place in our catalog. Growers take note: the oval
slightly heart shape and distinct long sepals will give unique visual appeal at
the farmers market to make our sales explode Between the flavor and the
look, everyone will want more! LB resistant.
4265 A: 10 seeds, $6.50
B: 20 seeds, $9.00
C: 40 seeds, $16.00
D: 100 seeds, $30.00
Lucia (64 days) Ind. Everyone in our taste test kept coming back for more
of these super-crunchy red grapes. The consensus: these diminutive 5–8g
sweet fruits can boast some tartness and complexity. They “taste like a red Sun
Gold.” Unlike Sun Gold, they have some crack resistance, vulnerable only in
cold wet weather. Starting very early, Lucia cranks out tons of bright red fruits
great in salads, on pizzas or in sauces. Brix 7.5.
4271 A: 0.1g, $7.00
B: 0.2g, $13.00
C: 0.4g, $22.00
D: 1g, $52.00
Mountain Magic (69 days) Compact Ind. NC State University’s emeritus
professor Randy Gardner would be at the top of any list of elite plant breeders.
Gardner, who “retired” in 2008 after 32 years, is still adding to his impressive
oeuvre of
superb tomato varieties, most bearing his signature prefix
ountain e was among the first to take up the heirloom challenge to breed
flavor into his h brids, and he is among the first to combat B
ountain
Magic, with grape tomato in its parentage, does both. Even in my unstaked
unpruned overcrowded tomato jungles, his unblemished round crackfree two-bite red fruits stand long. Almost all are marketable, growing in
clusters of 7 or 8, 10–11 to the pound. As for production: rousing. During a
1 -da period beginning ug 31, 01 , I harvested 106 fruits all but three
perfect from a single plant uic with a rich sprightl flavor that greatl
pleased and refreshed me. Sums Bryan O’Hara, “Holy winner! Great vigor
and disease resistance, high ields, great sweet flavor
ou ve got a great
one.” Resists LB, V, F1-3 with tolerance to EB.
4225 A: 10 seeds, $4.75
B: 20 seeds, $8.50
C: 40 seeds, $15.00
D: 100 seeds, $32.00
E: 500 seeds, $135.00
Sweet Treats (75 days) Ind. This treat is a cherry tomato with phenomenal
flavor and incomparable gorgeous deep ruby color with matte finish at peak
ripeness. Roberta said, “These are as close in taste to a full-size tomato as I’ve
ever eaten, with a complexit and balance of sweetness and flavor, low acid
and mellow. My vote is a resounding yes at any price.” Royalston, MA, market
grower Larry Siegel’s endorsement was more restrained: “Large indeed.
Plentiful indeed. Handy for bulking up my containers of mixed cherries for
market. But seemed to take forever to change from pink to deep rose and while
tolerant to cracking they are not resistant.” Large fruits (20–30g) come in
clusters of 12–15 per truss. Perfect for salads and snacking. Ripens from pink
to deep rose. Wait for full color to harvest. Brix 8–9. Resistant to TMV0,1,
F1,2 and leaf mold. Tolerant to GLS, crown and root rot.
4254 A: 10 seeds, $6.00
B: 20 seeds, $9.00
C: 40 seeds, $17.00
D: 100 seeds, $37.00
E: 500 seeds, $160.00
Super Sweet 100 (78 days) Ind. Like Sweet 100, but with more disease
resistance. Very popular hybrid cherry tomato ripens clusters of 1" round
sweet red fruits. Should be staked. Will split in rainy conditions. Resistant
to V and F1.
4256 A: 0.1g, $5.00
B: 0.2g, $8.25
C: 1g, $29.00
D: 2g, $52.00
E: 4g, $100.00
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TURNIP & RUTABAGA

bout 000 12 000 seeds o All open-pollinated except 2377 Oasis.
- Days to maturity are from emergence after direct seeding.
ulture Minimum ermination soil temperature 0 optimal ran e 0
Direct
seed at 1 seed per inch, sown in rows 1–2' apart. Thin to 2" apart for small salad
turnips, and 3–4" for full-sized roots. Turnips have a shorter growing season and are
not as cold-hardy or as good keepers as rutabagas. Turnips are best picked before
the get large and ﬁbrous. utabagas, also known as swedes or
Swedish turnips, form enlarged roots above ground with a
ﬁnel branched s stem below.
Disease: DM =Downy Mildew
Note: Because of quarantine, cannot ship
rutabagas and turnips in packages larger than
half oz. to the Willamette Valley except those
that have tested negative for Black Leg and
Black Rot. Our information at press time is
in the description here; please check our
website for updates.
Insect Pest: Adult Cabbage Fly, Delia spp.,
(
cabbage root fl , turnip fl ) la their
eggs near the base of the main stem of
brassica roots. The maggot can damage
your root crop. Row cover (page 141) can
exclude the adult flies from la ing eggs.
Long crop rotation between brassica crops
and thorough incorporation of all crop debris
in fall reduces the overwintering maggots and
interrupts the generational cycle. Old-timers
in Maine always made the seed bed as
clean as possible, with no visible organic
matter, and avoided sowing fall turnips and
rutabagas until after July 4. A late crop is
better than a wormy one!
White Egg Turnip (45 days)
ssi
A staple of seed catalogs
throughout most of the 19th century. Henderson in 1902 praised its perfectly
smooth skin and snow white flesh oots are egg-shaped, grow rapidl half
out of the ground, ideal for early market bunching before they attain full size.
he flesh is ver sweet, so mild the can be eaten raw fresh from the garden,
also good for pickling eeps well flavor intensifies in storage
B: 1/2oz, $2.50
C: 1oz, $3.50
2372 A: 1/8oz, $1.75
D: 4oz, $6.50
E: 1#, $13.00
K: 5#, $45.00
Gold Ball Turnip (45 days)
Listed in the
m i mo i (1854-55) as
Robertson’s Golden Ball, also known as Orange Jelly. Not truly orange, the
skin is smooth and ellow and the soft flesh is golden- ellow ather broad
leaves of medium height. Although the globes reach 4–5" at full size, they
achieve peak flavor and maximum sweetness at 3 in diameter lan e age
says “better than rutabagas or any other turnip.” A good keeper; he was selling
them into March. Maryland market grower Brett Grohsgal concurs, Gold
Ball “comes into its own after the frosts and freezes have begun…remains
mild and nutt with a firm, near-perfect texture Best simmered or roasted
Pleases even those retail customers who don’t really like other turnips, and a
strong seller with our chefs.”
B: 1/2oz, $2.75
C: 1oz, $3.50
2376 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $7.00
E: 1#, $12.00
K: 5#, $50.00
Oasis Turnip (50 days)
F-1 hybrid. The closest we’ve found to the
much-sought-after akurei turnip, sharing man fine features: smooth round
globes, refined pure white color, delicate sweet fruit flavor and crisp tender
texture so suitable for salads and light cooking. Our purchaser Nikos Kavanya
esteems it highly and people now come in to her garden asking to snack on
it by name. Good for fall as well as early summer crops. Best harvested at
bunching size, but retains quality for a while. Tolerant to DM. Tested negative
for black rot and black leg.
B: 1/4oz, $11.00
C: 1/2oz, $16.00
2377 A: 1/16oz, $4.25
D: 1oz, $26.00
E: 4oz, $96.00
K: 1#, $320.00
Purple Top White Globe Turnip (50 days)
Popular variety with
purple tops, white bottoms and white flesh can attain 6 in diameter n
heirloom from before 1880. Starks claimed in 1921 that “other varieties
are good, but this one stands in a class by itself.” Sometimes used to feed
livestock, but CR likes them in soups, and Joanna eats them up to golf-ballsized with the greens.
Purple Top White Globe
B: 1/2oz, $2.50
C: 1oz, $3.50
2378 A: 1/8oz, $1.75
D: 4oz, $6.50
E: 1#, $11.00
K: 5#, $46.00
Purple Top White Globe - Organic
B: 1/2oz, $3.00
C: 1oz, $4.00
2379 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $7.00
E: 1#, $15.00
Red Round Turnip (55 days)
Very similar to Scarlet Ohno turnip, Red
Round’s root is a little rounder, but with the same tennis ball size and bright
red skin Inside flesh is white with a bit of variable rose blushing Slice them
on a crudité platter or use them to make a beautiful magenta kimchi.
B: 1/2oz, $7.00
C: 1oz, $9.00
2384 A: 1/8oz, $2.50
D: 4oz, $26.00
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Gilfeather Turnip - Organic (85 days)
s x o e e This whitefleshed heirloom has put ardsboro,
, population 00 on the culinar
map. Every October, Wardsboro hosts a festival where Gilfeather is served
in all the dishes. It was either developed or discovered by John Gilfeather
(1865-1944) of Wardsboro in the late 1800s. In the early 1900s he sold
them by the cartload in Brattleboro, VT, and Northhampton, MA. Although
the lanky and secretive Gilfeather is said to have cut the tops and bottoms
off his turnips so no one else could propagate them, some seeds escaped to
market growers William and Mary Lou Schmidt, who salvaged, multiplied
and commercialized them. After a New England–based seed saver wrote us to
inquire about the genetic lineage of this beloved variety, we chatted with Will
Bonsall about whether Gilfeather is a rutabaga or the result of a backcrossing.
he rutabaga is an interspecific h brid cross of true turnip,
, with the
wild colewort … o e e ,” said Will. He elaborated that a backcrossing
between a rutabaga and a turnip is very unlikely, making Gilfeather, “a
somewhat more primitive and unrefined rutabaga unlike the more highl bred,
more even-shaped varieties.” Sweeter and later to mature than other rutabagas,
not woody even at softball size, they taste better after frost. “Smooth, sweet,
silk
we love it mashed with carrots and a small potato, said Susan owr
of Fryeburg, ME. Amy Burke of York, ME, suggested adding Gilfeather to
our season-extending greens list. At the end of January she found them even
hardier than Red Russian and Beedy’s Camden kales. Listed on Slow Food’s
Ark of Taste.
B: 1/4oz, $7.50
C: 1oz, $15.00
2393 A: 1/16oz, $3.00
D: 4oz, $48.00
Laurentian Rutabaga (95 days)
This popular Canadian variety sports
a deep purple crown and cream-yellow base. Uniform 5–6" almost neckless
roots suitable for winter storage, larger and sweeter than American Purple
op ale ellow flesh has refined texture and taste
he mix of a sweet
cabbage flavor with a potato-ish texture, summari es nne lder
B: 1/4oz, $2.75
C: 1oz, $3.75
2398 A: 1/8oz, $2.00
D: 4oz, $7.00
E: 1#, $18.00
K: 5#, $75.00
Pike “Turnip” - ECO (95 days) This special (and interspecial) root, a cross
between Chinese cabbage and rutabaga, has ver fine-grained tast ellow
flesh, with an exterior much like purple-crowned aurentian Frost tolerance
and long storage are added benefits Bred b
owneast aine native
Radcliffe Pike, UNH contemporary of Elwyn Meader, who sought to mellow
the rutabaga taste and refine its texture rown around ubec,
, locals
surnamed it urnip, to add to the genomic confusion ike, prolific and diverse
in his expertise, bred rhododendrons and a “gasless” bean and was the expert
on cadian and owneast flora e served as naturalist for Campobello Island
and preserved a piece of paradise along Cobscook Bay. Fedco staffer and
seedguy Heron Breen combined seed samples from Seed Savers Exchange
and local sources to bring a genetically strong population back into existence.
He’s dispersed that seed back to folks Downeast, and now to the wider Fedco
community. NEW!
B: 1/4oz, $5.50
C: 1oz, $9.00
2399 A: 1/16oz, $2.75
D: 4oz, $18.00
E: 1#, $60.00

I wish you had more choices that are NOT organic. Prices seem very high,
but I know you are the best seed company in the world! And I order all my
seeds from you, so really have nothing to compare.
– Christine Heard, Wendell, MA

e eta e
Artichoke
Arugula
Asian Greens
Basil
Bean, Bush & Dry
Bean, Fava
Bean, Lima
Bean, Pole
Bean, Soy
Beet
Broccoli
Brussels Sprouts
Cabbage
Carrot
Cauliflower
Celery/Celeriac
Chard
Chicory
Chinese Cabbage
Corn, OP
Corn, hybrid
Cress
Cucumber
Eggplant
Endive
Gourd, large
Gourd, small
Kale/Collards
Kohlrabi
Leek
Lettuce
Mâche
Melon
Mustard
Okra
Onion/shallot
Pac Choi
Parsley
Parsnip
Pea
Pea for fall crop
Pepper
Pumpkin
Radicchio
Radish
Salsify/Scorzonera
Shiso
Spinach
Spinach, fall crop
Squash, summer
Squash, winter
Tomato
Turnip/Rutabaga
Watermelon
Zucchini

pa e av . sds o
sds
t p ants
6
560
T
10 pl
28
15000
3g
60'
32-34 5000-15000
varies
80-81
17000
5g
10-80'
6-8
90
8 oz
25'
10
17
12 oz
12'
10
65
1#
40-60'
9
60
6 oz
7-10'
10
80
5 oz
10'
5
/8 oz
20'
11-12
2200
12-14
5000-8000
5g
.5g=10'
14
4000-5000
5g
.5g=10'
15
6000-7000
5g
.5g=10'
17-18
18000
10g 1/8oz=35'
16
6000-7000
4g
.5g=12'
19
75000
T
500
5-13'
29
800-2000
11/2 oz
29
16000
T
300 pl
1/4 oz
32
6000-9000
25'
20-22
100
4 oz
50'
20-22
155
4 oz
50'
30
9000
3g
50-70'
1
/2 oz
10'
23-24
1000
25
5000-6000
T
40 pl
30
18000
5g
40'
26
120-280
T
20 pl
1/5 oz
26
500
10 hills
35-36
5000-8000
5g
1g=20'
36
6000
4g
1g=25'
50
9000
T 1g=300 pl
37-42
25000
4g
1g=25'
1/4 oz
30
10000
25'
43-45
900
T 12-20 hills
1/8 oz
50'
33
15600
47
350
T
25 pl
47-49
7000
T
450 pl
1/4 oz
34
12500
14-25'
1/4 oz
84
14000
25'
1/2 oz
25'
50
5600
51-52
80
8 oz
25'
51-52
80
8 oz
25'
53-56
2800-5600
T
15-40 pl
1
66-67
100-280
/2-1oz
3-8 hills
1/2 oz
30
19000
5-30'
57-58
2500
1 oz
12'
5/8 oz
58
2000
20'
34
14000
1g
100'
1/2 oz
40'
59
1500-2800
1/2 oz
59
1500-2800
40'
1
60
200-320
/2 oz
5-8 hills
1/2-2 oz
3-15 hills
62-65
120-440
68-75
9000
T
8-125 pl
1/3 oz
76 8000-14000
40'
45-46
600
T 7-10 hills
61
130-240
1 oz
4-6 hills

Key

distance
ro
apart
thin to spacin
3'
–
4'
1"
4"
18"
1/2"
3-4"
3-4"
4-6"
3-4"
3-4"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1/4"-1/2"
1"
8"
2"
1'
1/2"
3"
3"
1/2"
3"
20-30"
1"
6/hill
6/hill
1"
1"
8"
1/3"
1/2"
3/pot
1"
12"
4"
1/2"
1/4"
1"
11/2"
11/2"
12-18"
5/hill
1"
1-2"
1"
1-3"
1"
1"
5/hill
5/hill
3'
1/2"
3/pot
5/hill

4"
–
–
–
–
–
2-4"
24-30"
24-30"
24-30"
1"
30"
–
12-16"
–
12-18"
1'
1'
1-2"
1'
–
8"
2-3/hill
3/hill
12"
24"
–
1'
2"
2/hill
4-6"
–
–
6-12"
1"
2-3"
–
–
–
3/hill
8-10"
2-3"
2"
8-12"
2-3"
2-3"
2-3/hill
2-3/hill
–
3-6"
2/hill
2-3/hill

Pkt plants=how many row feet or hills our smallest packet will plant
T = transplanted only, in our climate.
tp = transplant pl = plants g = grams, 28.4g = 1oz.
Celer and some varieties of eggplant re uire fluctuating da and
night temperatures for good germination.
ardiness ratin
VT = very tender: will not survive frost; damaged by temps below 40°
T = tender: will not survive frost
MH = moderately hardy: survives light frosts
H = hardy: survives frost generally to the low twenties
VH = very hardy: will overwinter if protected
Appro i ate p antin date
ASAP=as soon as ground can be worked, does not thrive in heat
Approximate planting dates are for our Central Maine climate.
Please make appropriate adjustments for your climate, using
hardiness as a guide.

18"
2-3'
2-3'
3'
6'
3'
12-18"
30"
24-30"
24-30"
16-24"
30-36"
2-3'
18-24"
2'
24-30"
3'
3'
18"
4-6'
30-36"
18-24"
6'
4-6'
2'
24"
2'
12-18"
18"
5'
2'
2-3'
12-18"
2'
12-18"
12-18"
3-5'
3-5'
2-3'
6'
18"
18"
18"
18-24"
12-18"
12-18"
4'
4-6'
3'
18"
5'
4'

seed
depth
1/2"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1"
1/2"
1/4"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/4"
1/8"
1/2"
1/8"
1/4"
1"
1"
1/4"
1/2"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/8"
1/4"
1/2"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
3/4"
3/4"
1/4"
1"
1/8"
1/2"
1/2"
1/4"
1/2"
1/2"
1"
1"
1/4"
1/4"
1/2"
1"

carification

in soi
te p
60
50
50
65
60
40
60
60
60
40
50
50
40
40
40
40
40
50
50
50
50
50
60
60
50
60
60
50
50
50
35
48
60
50
60
50
50
40
46
40
40
60
60
50
40
50
65
35
35
60
60
50
40
60
60

idea soi
te p
65-85
65-85
65-85
70-85
60-80
40-75
70-85
60-80
70-90
60-85
65-85
65-85
55-95
60-85
55-80
59-70*
50-85
60-85
70-95
60-95
60-95
65-85
65-95
75-90*
60-85
70-90
70-90
65-85
65-85
60-70
40-80
50-68
75-95
65-85
70-90
60-70
70-95
50-80
55-77
50-75
50-75
68-95
70-90
60-85
55-85
65-85
68-75
45-65
45-65
70-90
70-90
60-85
60-95
75-95
70-90

hardiness
MH
MH
MH
VT
T
H
VT
T
T
H
MH
H
MH
H
MH
T
H
H
MH
T
T
MH
VT
VT
H
T
T
VH
MH
MH
H
VH
VT
MH
VT
MH
MH
VH
VH
plants H
T
VT
T
H
H
H
VT
VH
VH
T
T
T
H
VT
T

p antin
dates
tp late
May 1/Aug 1
early May
June 1
late May
ASAP
late May
late May
June 1
Apr-July
tp May/June
tp May/June
tp May/June
Apr-July
tp May/June
tp June 1
ASAP
tp late June
late May or tp
late May
late May
May 1
June 1 or tp
tp early June
Apr-July
tp early June
late May
ASAP-July
tp May/June
tp May 1
ASAP-Aug
ASAP-Aug
tp early June
Apr-Aug
tp early June
tp May 1
May or tp
Apr-Aug
Apr-July
ASAP
July
tp early June
late May
late June
Apr-Aug
Apr-Jun
tp early June
ASAP
Aug
late May or tp
late May or tp
tp June 1-10
Apr-July
tp early June
late May or tp

tratification

few seeds with unusuall thick or hard coatings ma benefit from
scarification just before sowing. This is accomplished by nicking them
with a knife or lightly scratching them with sandpaper or an emery board.
Some seeds need to be stratified before sowing. This tricks the seed into
thinking it has gone through winter followed by the gradual warm-up of
spring It is accomplished b first moistening and then chilling the seed for
a specified period of time
eed co nts are provided as a guide, not a guarantee. They vary from
cultivar to cultivar and year to year. Planting rates will vary if intensive
methods such as beds are used.
ini
soi te perat res are the lowest that will permit any
germination. Expect slow spotty germination if you plant below or above
the ideal range. For a good stand and quickest emergence plant as close
to the middle of the ideal range as possible If ou have specific cultural
questions, consult more detailed resources or get in touch with us.

fedcoseeds.com
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VEGETABLES

Vegetable Planting Guide

Botanical Index
for Herbs & Flowers

HERBS & FLOWERS

page
Achillea millefolium
85, 88
A. ptarmica
88
Acmella oleracea
85
Agastache foeniculum
80
Ageratum houstonianum
88
Alcea rosea
94
Alchemilla mollis
82
Allium schoenoprasum
81
A. tuberosum
82
lthaea officinalis
83
Amaranthus caudatus
88
A. cruentus
88
A. gangeticus
88
Anethum graveolens
82
Anthriscus cerefolium
81
Antirrhinum majus
100
Aquilegia vulgaris
91
Arnica chamissonis
80
Artemisia annua
101
Asclepias syriaca
96
A. tuberosa
90
Astragalus membranaceus
80
Begonia x tuberhybrida
90
Borago officinalis
81
Brassica oleracea
3
Bupleurum rotundifolium
90
Calendula officinalis
0
Callistephis chinensis
88
Campanula carpatica
91
Carum carvi
81
Celosia argentea
91
Centaurea cyanus
89
Cerinthe major
91
Cheiranthus allionii
102
Clarkia amoena
94
Cleome hassleriana
91
Codonopsis pilosula
82
Coix lacryma-jobi
94
Coleus scutellarioides
91
Consolida ajacis
95
C. regalis
95
Coreopsis grandiflora
1
C tinctoria
103
Coriandrum sativum
81
Cosmos bipinnatus
92
C. sulphureus
92
Craspedia globosa
3
Cuminum cyminum
82
C mbopogon flexuosus
83
Cynoglossum amabile
91
Dahlia x hybrida
92
Daucus carota
99
Delphinium x cultorum
92
ianthus barbatus
3
car oph llus
3
Echinacea purpurea
82
Eschscholzia californica
99
Eupatorium perfoliatum
81
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Eutrochium purpureum
95
Foeniculum vulgare
82
aillardia aristata
3
pulchella
3
Galium odoratum
85
a ania rigens
3
omphrena globosa
3
Gypsophila paniculata
89
Helenium autumnale
94
elianthus ann
100-101, 103
H. debilis
101
Heliopsis scabra
94
Heliotropium arborescens
94
Hibiscus moscheutos
94
Hypericum perforatum
85
ssopus officinalis
8
Impatiens balsamina
89
I. walleriana
94
Inula helenium
82
Ipomoea nil
97
I. purpurea
97
I. tricolor
97
niphofia uvaria
8
Lathyrus latifolius
101
L. odoratus
101
avandula angustifolia
83
Lavatera trimestris
95
eonurus cardiaca
83
Leucanthemum x superbum
92
evisticum officinale
83
Limonium sinuatum
100
inum perenne
3
Lobelia erinus
95
Lobularia maritima
88
Lunaria annua
94
Lupinus polyphyllus
95
Lychnis chalcedonica
95
Marrubium vulgare
82
Matricaria recutita
81
Matthiola incana
100
elissa officinalis
83
Mentha pulegium
84
irabilis alapa
3
Moluccella laevis
90
onarda citriodora
83
M. didyma
89
fistulosa
81
osotis s lvatica
3
Nepeta cataria
81
N. mussinii
91
Nicotiana sylvestris
97
Nigella damascena
95
N. hispanica
95
Ocimum basilicum
80-81
tenuiflorum
81
Origanum heracleoticum
84
ma orana
83
O. syriacum
84

rla a grandiflora
Papaver orientale
98
P. spp.
98-99
Pennisetum glaucum
96
ersicaria tinctoria
103
Petroselinum crispum
84
Petunia x hybrida
98
Phacelia tanacetifolia
98
Phlox drummondii
98
P. paniculata
98
Physalis alkekengi
91
lat codon grandiflorus
8
Polemonium caeruleum
94
Polygonum orientale
95
Ratibida columnifera
91
Reseda odorata
96
osmarinus officinalis
8
ubia tinctorum
103
Rudbeckia fulgida
99
R. hirta
99
Salpiglossis sinuata
97
Salvia farinacea
99
S officinalis
8
S. viridis
99
Saponaria officinalis
0
Satureja hortensis
84
S. montana
84
Scabiosa atropurpurea
98
Sil bum marianum
83
Sinapis alba
83
Sorghum bicolor
100
Stevia rebaudiana
85
Symphyotrichum novi-belgii 89
Tagetes erecta
96
T. patula
96
T. tenuifolia
96
Tanacetum parthenium
82
Thymus serpyllum
102
T. vulgaris
85
Tithonia rotundifolia
102
rach mene coerulea
3
Triticum aestivum
102
T. durum
102
Tropaeolum majus
97
T. minus
97
T. peregrinum
91
rtica dioica
83
aleriana officinalis
8
Verbena bonariensis
102
V. hastata
85
h brida grandiflora
10
Viola cornuta
97
V. tricolor
95
V. x wittrockiana
97
Withania somnifera
80
Xerochrysum bracteatum
100
innia elegans
10 -103
haageana
103

item#
07
0
11
1
1 ff
68
81
8
0
0ff
07
0
11
pg 81
13
17ff
0
30ff
7
0
60
7
77
80
8
8
83ff
87
88
8
61
61
630
6 0
6
6
6 8
6
pg 8
6 1
6 6
66
67
67
pg 3
683
68
686
687
6 0
6
6 8
6

Botanical name
Agastache foeniculum
A. chamissonis
Withania somnifera
A. membranaceus
Ocimum basilicum
im m te i o m
o d fist os
Eupatorium perfoliatum
o o o fi i is
o fi i is
Carum carvi
Nepeta cataria
Matricaria recutita
Anthriscus cerefolium
Allium schoenoprasum
Coriandrum sativum
Codonopsis pilosula
Cuminum cyminum
Anethum graveolens
Echinacea purpurea
Inula helenium
Foeniculum vulgare
Tanacetum parthenium
Allium tuberosum
Marrubium vulgare
ysso s o fi i is
Alchemilla mollis
Lavandula angustifolia
ym o o o e os s
e iss o fi i is
Monarda citriodora
e isti m o fi i e
Origanum majorana
t e o fi i is
Silybum marianum
Leonurus cardiaca
Sinapis alba
Urtica dioica
Origanum heracleoticum
Origanum syriacum
Petroselinum crispum
Mentha pulegium
Rosm i s o fi i is
i o fi i is
Satureja hortensis
Satureja montana
Perilla frutescens var crispa
Acmella oleracea
Stevia rebaudiana
Hypericum perforatum
Thymus vulgaris
ei
o fi i is
Verbena hastata
Galium odoratum
Achillea millefolium

ABP
3

3
3

SS
SS
SSB
3
SS
SS
SS

3

3
3

3
3
3

SS

SS

3

B 3

3

S

3
3
3

height
-3
0
-3
18- 8
8183-6
-3
18-

18-18
1 -18
11-6
1-8
1-3
18-30
1 -18
01 -18
1 -18
-3
31-3
3-6
1
-6
33-6
6-1
88-1
8-1
3-3
1 -18
6-1
-3
8-1
1-3
10-1
3-6
6-8
1-

ABP:

annual, B biennial, perennial, hardiness one,
tender annual,
SS self-sowing annual, SSB self-sowing biennial,
S short-lived perennial,
tender perennial,
tender perennial grown as annual
height: t pical height at maturit
uses: S seasoning,
medicine,
ornamental,
B beverage, edible, C ceremon
part: part that is used: S seed, leaf, F flower, root
sow: S direct sow in spring S ,
direct sow when soil has
warmed or after danger of frost has passed,
transplant,
F direct sow in fall

earl an herb can be started indoors and transplanted, but this tends
to be more work
means this method is strongl suggested for best
results an perennials can be started in earl summer indoors or
out the take several ears to mature an wa , what s a few months
Key to symbols (

uses
B

part
F
F

S
S
B

S
B
S
S
S

L
L
L
F
F
S
L
F
L

B

S
S

S
S

S
S

L
C

L

SB
B S
B
S
S

L
F
L
L
L
L
L

S
S
S
S
SB
S
S
S
S
S
S

C
C

L
F

temp
C

S

F

F
S

F

S
F
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

F
F
F

C
C
C

C
C

S

S

S

F

S

F

SF
F
S
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
F
L
F
L

S

sow

S
S
F

C
C

F
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

S

S

S
F
F
F
F

F

C

C

S

F

S
S
S

C

F

C
C

days
7-1

notes
Lt
St, t
Lt
Sc Sk

7- 1
7- 8
-10
-10
7-1
7- 1
7-1
-1

Lt
St

7-10
10-1
7-1
7-1
7-1
77-1
7- 1
1 - 1
7-10
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HERBS

Name
nise ssop
rnica
shwagandha
stragalus
Basil
Basil, Sacred
Bergamot
Boneset
Borage
Calendula
Carawa
Catnip
Chamomile
Chervil
Chives
Cilantro
Codonopsis
Cumin
ill
chinacea
lecampane
Fennel, for seed
Feverfew
arlic Chives
orehound
ssop
ad s antle
avender
emongrass
emon Balm
emon int
ovage
ar oram
arshmallow
ilk histle
otherwort
ustard Seed
ettle, Stinging
regano, reek
regano, aatar
arsle
enn ro al
osemar
Sage
Savor , Summer
Savor , inter
Shiso
Spilanthes
Stevia
St ohnswort
h me
alerian
ervain
oodruff
arrow

Herbs at a Glance

temp: suggested soil temperatures for good germination:
C cool, 60-6 ,
moderate, 6 -70 ,
warm, 70-8
days: number of da s to seedling emergence
notes: t needs light to germinate,
Sk soak seed 1 - hrs,
Sc scarif seed with sandpaper or emer board,
water sparingl ,
start in peat pots and take care not to disturb root in transplanting,
St stratif seed place in moist soil and free e or refrigerate or alternate
between the fridge and free er
earl an herb re uiring stratification can be fall-sown outdoors or in a
cold frame let winter do the work for ou!
cover: cover lightl , pat down gentl , rake or scuffle into soil,
no, don t cover
sun: F full sun, part sun, Sh shade,
F prefers full sun but tolerates part, F prefers part but tolerates full,
F prefers part, tolerates full onl in cool or moist areas,
F
prefers full sun, needs part shade in hot climates

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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Astragalus - Organic A. membranaceus erennial to one Safe effective adaptogenic tonic to use dail throughout the ear, aiding digestion and
promoting immune s stem health wei qi Called huang qi in Chinese and
Chinese ilk etch oot in nglish speciall good for vegetarians lso
used in cases of exhaustion, food allerg or depression, and to increase assimilation, improve digestion, and eliminate excess fluids In his book Healing
Lyme Stephen arrod Buhner sa s that astragalus can prevent and treat the
man s mptoms of me disease Small ellow pea-like flowers on upright
stems with vetch-like leaves lant in deep well-drained slightl alka11
line soil arvest - to 6- ear-old roots in fall bout 0 seeds g
4412 A: 0.5g, $3.25
B: 3g, $8.00
C: 9g, $14.00
D: 27g, $33.00

HERBS

BASIL Ocimum basilicum

All herbs are open-pollinated, except 4459 Round Midnight basil. See chart on page
79 for uses and cultural information. A botanical index is on page 78.
About medicinal herbs: Archaeological evidence dates the medicinal use of herbs
back 60,000 years to the Neanderthals. 85% of the world’s population employ herbs
as medicines, and 40% of pharmaceuticals in the U.S. contain plant-derived materials.
Fewer than 10% of higher plant species have been investigated for their medicinal
components. Interest in traditional herbal remedies continues to grow.
Statements about medicinal use of plants have not been evaluated by the FDA,
and should not be used for the diagnosis, treatment, cure or prevention of any ailment.
Before using or ingesting any medicinal plant, consult a healthcare practitioner familiar
with botanical medicine.
Burdock (p. 58), Calendula (p. 90), Breadseed Poppy (p. 98), alfalfa, mammoth
red clover and oats (see Farm Seed, pp. 119, 120, 122) also have medicinal uses.
Medicinal herbs like black cohosh and licorice are available as plants from our Trees
catalog. Some herbs are customarily grown from divisions because they cannot come
true from seed, such as scented th mes and flavored mints some require fall sowing
of fresh seed, such as sweet cicely and angelica.
r ing herbs at home is not difﬁcult. Whole leaves retain their flavor at least a
ear. To use fresh herbs in cooking, triple the dried quantit called for in a recipe.
Anise Hyssop - Organic Agastache foeniculum erennial to one
Bush
idwestern native permeates the air with sweet licorice fragrance
n outstanding insectar plant, its long-blooming nectar-laden purple flowers
attract bees and parasitic wasps, butterflies and hummingbirds nise-scented
foliage and flowers delightful as a tea or culinar seasoning, or filler in mixed
bou uets he tea induces sweating and strengthens the heart, was used also
for fevers, colds, and b ative mericans as a cough medicine Sow or transplant 1 11 apart in well-drained warm loam rows 3 tall, wide igorous self-sower ot related to anise or h ssop bout ,600 seeds g
4407 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 1g, $4.00
Arnica Chamissonis - Organic A. c. erennial to one 3 eadow arnica
is a native merican species that will grow successfull in low-elevation
gardens It is generall accepted as a substitute for the official
uropean A. montana se the ellow flowers at full
bloom either fresh or dried, in compresses and salves
as an external remed on unbroken skin to reduce
swelling and bruising caused b traumatic in ur , and
on arthritic oints 0 plants ield well with multiple
flower stalks blooming for most of the earl season
Surface sow in pots, then stratif seed and give it
light to germinate ransplant into humus-rich soil in
full sun bout , 00 seeds g
4409 A: 0.02g, $2.50
Ashwagandha - Organic Withania somnifera nnual In Sanskrit its
name means the vitalit of the horse and it imparts such energ somnifera
promotes sleep n herb of wide value, generall known as the ginseng
of urvedic medicine pright shrub exceeds with inconspicuous
green-to- ellow flowers ripening to red berries oots are dried at the end
of the growing season and used internall powdered or tinctured other
plant parts are toxic if eaten
erbalist eb Soule harvests the roots when
the berries ripen in mid- ctober er delightful book, How to Move
Like a Gardener, 9636 in the book section has more details about
ashwagandha ne of the best re uvenators, especiall good for the
elderl , it tones without overstimulating and can be used in all conditions
of weakness and chronic debilitation eeds warmth and light to
germinate Sow indoors in the spring and transplant out in une prefers
dr ston soil in sun or partial shade erennial in one 10 bout
1,000 seeds g
4411 A: 1g, $3.50
B: 4g, $9.00
It s that time of ear to catch up with Fedco
C: 12g, $22.00 Been a real tough ear around here and m coping
mechanisms need re uvenating
othing better
than the smell of a fresh new garden in the Spring!
Christopher Crawford, pton,
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About 600 seeds/g. Indispensable culinary herb, in cultivation for more than 3,000
years. By far our most popular herb, the various kinds selling more than 11,000
packets in 2020.
Culture: Direct seed when soil warms in late spring or transplant after danger of frost
in well-drained moderately rich soil. Young seedlings will damp off if heavily watered
during cool cloud weather. Water sparingl at ﬁrst. se row covers (page
) to
enhance early season vigor and speed maturity. Thin to 8–12", top mature plants to
induce branching and increase total yield. Harvest before plants blossom. Annual,
absolutely intolerant of frost, damaged by temperatures in the mid-30s.
Diseases: Where so indicated our varieties have been sampled and found to be
fusarium-free. While not a guarantee that the entire lot is fusarium-free, a negative
test improves the odds. No samples were taken for varieties not so indicated.
Sweet 70 da s he heaviest- ielding variet , recommended for dr ing,
all-around great eating, and large-scale pesto production e sold more than
3,000 packets last ear of these two strains of Sweet Basil
Sweet enova strain
4414 A: 4g, $2.50
B: 28g, $6.25
C: 112g, $13.00
Sweet - Organic
4415 A: 4g, $3.00
B: 28g, $9.00
C: 112g, $24.00
D: 336g, $60.00
Genovese 70 da s he choice of man connoisseurs for making pesto
lso called erfumed Basil eaves are slightl smaller and finer than Sweet
Basil with more aroma and potenc
e sold more than 3,000 packets last
ear of these two strains of enovese Basil
Genovese
4418 A: 2g, $2.25
B: 10g, $4.00
C: 40g, $7.00
D: 160g, $13.00
Genovese - Organic
4419 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 5g, $3.50
C: 15g, $5.00
Mammoth o grape leaves available
ettuce-leaf t pe has ver large
ruffled leaves suitable for rolling or stuffing Flavor similar to sweet basil
ive plent of space per plant so leaves can dr out after wet spells Smaller
t pes are easier for dr ing
4422 A: 0.5g, $2.00
B: 5g, $3.75
C: 15g, $6.00
D: 60g, $12.00
Spicy Globe O. b. minimum 70 da s
arvelous little basil grows
to about 8 and maintains a compact mound of light green leaves and
white flowers Its leaves are small, thin and strongl scented reat
in an ornamental border, windowbox, or as an indoor potted plant to
snip for culinar use
4430 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 5g, $4.25
C: 15g, $8.00
D: 60g, $17.00
Anise riginall from ersia igorous mulberr -tinted basil with
anise fragrance makes a highl decorative tall bush plant Slow
to bolt reat in Italian tomato sauces lso used in hai and
various editerranean cuisines
4436 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 5g, $4.50
C: 15g, $8.00
D: 60g, $15.00
Sweet Dani Lemon 6 da s 1 8
S for its
extraordinar vigor that manifests even in the seedling
stage and continues through the summer all upright
plant reaching almost 30 is 3 times as vigorous as
emon basil with heavier ields of light green leaves,
both large and small Both si es are e uall flavorful
oes not need coddling ested for fusarium
4449 A: 0.5g, $3.00
B: 1.5g, $4.75
C: 4.5g, $10.00
D: 13.5g, $22.00
Mrs. Burns Lemon 6 da s Chosen for its
intense lemon fragrance
edium-si ed bright
green leaves eirloom variet grown 100 ears ago
in southeastern ew exico b a rs Clifton who
gave the seed to rs Burns, the mother of one of
the founders of ative Seeds Search who introduced
it commerciall in 1 83 Since then it has deservedl
achieved nationwide fame
4450 A: 0.5g, $2.75
B: 5g, $5.00
C: 15g, $6.00
D: 60g, $16.00

HERBS

Round Midnight 6 da s F-1 h brid his lustrous purple basil lures
Caraway Carum carvi Feather -leaved
ou from across the garden with its broad dark lightl ruffled gentl serrated
biennial to one 3 grown primaril for its
leaves wafting an aroma of allspice, nutmeg and light musk oting the 1
seeds to season soups, stews, breads and pastries
1 stature and well-branched uniform habit, ou bend to pluck a tender leaf
eaves are also edible, though milder than the
Savor with mild pungenc
ound idnight slowl reveals spikes of purple
seeds irect seed either in earl spring or late
flowers ested for fusarium
summer for seeds the second ear ikes full sun,
sand well-drained soil ill self-sow
4459 A: 0.25g, $2.75
B: 1g, $4.50
bout 300 seeds g
C: 5g, $12.00
D: 15g, $24.00
4507 A: 0.5g, $2.00
Purple ufﬂes 8 da s eep purple plants with serrated and crinkled
B: 7g, $3.50
leaves for striking visual contrast Imparts attractive color to basil vinegars
C: 28g, $5.50
ot a vigorous grower in our climate but will reach a height of 18 in peak
D: 112g, $10.00
summer heat Some plants will have green foliage and in some the green will
be mixed with purple 1 87
S ested for fusarium
Catnip Nepeta cataria erennial to one 3 If ou set it, the cats will get
it if ou sow it, the won t know it
ard perennial, will self-sow once
4461 A: 0.25g, $2.75
B: 1g, $4.75
established rows to 3 tall and wide avender blooms in late summer are
C: 5g, $13.00
D: 15g, $36.00
a favorite of hone bees ikes rich or sand soils, tolerates poor soil and
Kapoor Tulsi - Organic
te i o m 100 da s
superior strain of
drought ovah artin writes that rats are reputed to despise it, so it is
ulsi or Sacred basil, with a more compact growth habit and more pungent
sometimes used as a companion plant for melons and s uashes Calms mild
sweet flavor ative to India and used in Indian and hai cuisine Spicier
stomach disorders, produces restful sleep and relieves fever when added to
than other basils and uicker to go to seed, but still usable when covered
teas esearchers at Iowa St
who claim catnip is a top-notch mos uito
with purple flowers akes a tast tea, a Fedco catalog crew favorite at break
repellent suggest that rubbing crushed leaves on the skin is several times more
time, for it strengthens the immune s stem and increases ox gen uptake in the
effective than
bout 1, 00 seeds g
brain sed in urvedic medicine as a poultice on acne, ringworm, ec ema
4509 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 7g, $5.00
and insect bites lants stand a bit more cold than other basils bout 1 00
C: 28g, $10.00
D: 112g, $17.00
seeds g
Zloty Lan German Chamomile Matricaria recutita nnual owerful
4468 A: 0.1g, $2.75
B: 1g, $5.50
et gentle, long used to promote relaxation, chamomile is one of the most
C: 7g, $10.00
D: 21g, $19.00
widel known herbs Calms nerves, soothes the stomach and irritated skin
Thai 60 da s ends its distinctl strong
ild sedating properties help insomnia, pain and colic he flowers have high
licorice-anise basil flavor to hai food
essential oil content, rich in chama ulene, a powerful anti-inflammator agent
n attractive 1 18 fine-leaved
with a wonderful aroma lot an, a uni ue olish tetraploid, translates as
plant with purple stems, seed heads and
olden Fields there s a pun on lot , a monetar unit in oland, since our
flowers ood container plant as well
beautiful golden fields will turn to mone with these robust vigorous 7
4470 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 5g, $4.75
plants ikes moist well-drained soil and can be direct seeded or transplanted
C: 15g, $6.75
D: 60g, $18.00
Flower heads are read to gather when the petals fall back from the center
r using a blueberr rake to harvest them
a self sow if unharvested
Flowering Thai Basil - Organic 60 da s In our 01 basil trials, this
bout 1,7 0 seeds g
outstanding culinar and ornamental strain of hai basil left us breathless
Sporting the same purple stems and flowers of standard hai, but displa ed
4511 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 3g, $4.50
upon a strong bush umbrella form with wide and beautifull ample flowC: 15g, $9.00
D: 45g, $20.00
ers Flowering hai voluminousl produces large broad leaves, more akin to
Chervil Anthriscus cerefolium 60 da s to full maturit
Sweet Basil, with excellent savor -sweet anise flavor erfect to edge an path
nnual he reeks referred to it as khaire-phyllon, or
or pleasure planting, its bou uet habit and bount for cooking make it ideal
leaf of o , and carried sprigs to bless their friends
for near-house eas access
Superior slow-bolting strain grows vigorousl
elicate
4471 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 5g, $5.25
lac leaves with distinct flavor good in soups, with fish or
C: 15g, $7.00
D: 60g, $20.00
asparagus ssential ingredient in mesclun irect seed before
a rain in earl spring or summer in rich well-drained soil
Wild Bergamot - Organic o d fist os erennial to
with light but constant moisture Begin harvesting leaves
one 3 ur native wildflower species of the familiar bee
6 8 weeks after sowing In warmer locations performs
balm is a great addition to the perennial border in light
best as a fall crop lso good for microgreens bout
dr alkaline soils he 3 plants bear aromatic lavender
6,000 seeds o 1 16o packet about 370 seeds
blossoms highl attractive to pollinators eaves impart
Chervil
pungent aroma to teas, potpourri, meats and beans
raditionall used as an aromatic stimulant to improve
B: 1/8oz, $2.50
C: 1/2oz, $3.25
3044 A: 1/16oz, $2.00
digestion and increase perspiration
ative mericans
D: 1oz, $4.50
E: 4oz, $7.00
K: 1#, $20.00
emplo ed it internall to combat colds and flus and externall to
Chervil - Organic
calm skin eruptions bout 1,700 seeds g
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $8.00
3045 A: 1/16oz, $2.25
4481 A: 0.1g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $4.00
D: 1oz, $14.00
E: 4oz, $48.00
K: 1#, $180.00
C: 2g, $7.00
D: 4g, $13.00
Nelly Chives - Organic Allium schoenoprasum 80 da s erennial to
Boneset - Organic Eupatorium perfoliatum erennial to
one 3 1 hollow grasslike leaves enhance an dish with their subtle onion
one 3 his native wildflower is eas to distinguish when
flavor, providing a fine treat in ver earl spring ell s dark blue-green
not in flower b the stem than appears to grow through
leaves are medium-fine, long and slender ilac-colored flowers bloom in
fused leaves, hence another common name, horoughwort
une and ul , can be eaten or en o ed in arrangements fresh or dried sed in
in white flowers in fu
clusters top the plants in
sia as a remed for colds and flu For best production, grow in well-drained
late summer he name comes from its historical use to
soil and divide clumps ever few ears owever, nearl indestructible even
soothe bonebreak fever
ore recent erman research
with neglect in extreme conditions Can be brought inside for the winter
indicates it ma act as an immune stimulant he bitter tea of
bout 00 seeds g
aerial parts in bud or bloom can be used in moderation as a tonic
4513 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 7g, $5.50
or for colds, coughs and flus in excess it is emetic and laxative In
C: 28g, $11.00
D: 112g, $36.00
addition it is an especiall important food source for native bees refers sun and moist rich soil
NEW! Availability uncertain
CILANTRO Coriandrum sativum
at press time—please check our website for updates.
About 60 seeds/g. sed for its fresh green foliage, its edible flowers that attract
beneﬁcial insects, and its dried seeds coriander. ssential flavoring in Indian,
Borage o o o fi i is
da s nnual loria Seigars suggests it as a
Chinese, Southeast Asian, Persian, North African and Latin American cooking.
great border for the vegetable garden where the dense plants smother weeds
Culture: Annual grows to 2' with whitish blooms. Make succession plantings in
onna
rek favors it for attracting mason bees Bears man small flowers
average well-drained soil and keep watered for lushest leaf production. Thin early. In
that open blue, turn purple and then pink and make colorful additions to salads
warm locations will stand longest as a fall crop. Self-sows.
n o the cooling properties of ver oung leaves on a hot da Fro en in ice
cubes, it lends cucumber flavor to cold drinks Borage leaves and flowers
Caribe - Organic
da s he best of the ten strains of cilantro in our
are used for fever, cough, depression and to prevent inflammation of
previous trial ongstanding was onl beginning to flower on ul
In
the lungs nourishing tea for nursing mothers, and also a sedative
018 s trials Caribe remained the winner in both taste and abilit to hold in
Seeds a good source of
s Bush
3 plant likes sun, prefers
the heat
moist well-drained soil ill self-sow oung plants are eas to move
4517 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $3.50
C: 28g, $7.00
around Survives light frosts bout 0 seeds g
D: 112g, $21.00
E: 448g, $62.00
Borage
Leisure - Organic
da s ick back! xcellent bolt resistance
4490 A: 0.5g, $2.00
B: 4g, $3.50
allows cilantro harvest at our leisure er similar to Santo in flavor and
uniformit
NEW!
Borage - Organic
4515 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $3.50
C: 28g, $7.00
4491 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 4g, $4.00
D: 112g, $21.00
E: 448g, $62.00
C: 16g, $10.00
D: 80g, $35.00
fedcoseeds.com
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Codonopsis C. pilosula erennial to one
lso called
oor an s inseng and dang shen in China sed in
Chinese medicine like ginseng, but considerabl easier to
grow than true
ginseng lso fun to grow as a novel
ornamental endrill twining vines with small ovate leaves
grow to 3 long b their second ear ature vine about 6
long Buds look like green peas, swell to little green balloons,
flower as green bells with purple veining, then mature to fivesided-balloon seed pods arvest long firm sweet roots with tight
skins in autumn at 6 ears sed to support energ levels, digestion,
immune response, and to clear excess mucus from the lungs Full sun to part
shade, well-drained soil bout 3,700 seeds g
4520 A: 0.02g, $3.00
B: 0.06g, $6.50
C: 0.18g, $13.00
Cumin Cuminum cyminum 100-11 da s
nnual fter black pepper,
the most widel used spice in the world Seeds of this culinar cumin
are important in flavoring exican and Indian cuisine and are said to aid
digestion Foliage is fragrant and fern , somewhat like dill but unlike dill,
plants grow onl 1
akes a long time to mature so start indoors in cold
climates ur thanks to ee Cooper for suggesting that we spice up our herb
selection with cumin bout 80 seeds g
4522 A: 0.5g, $2.00
B: 1g, $3.00
C: 6g, $5.50
D: 30g, $9.00

HERBS

DILL Anethum graveolens

About 500 seeds/g. Name derived from the Norse dilla, meaning
‘to lull,’ as the plant is said to have soothing properties. Best
known in this country for pickling, but essential for
Russian, Polish and Hungarian cuisine. Annual,
sometimes classed as biennial, grows to 4–5'. Self
sows. pright plant branches out from single stalk
the feathery leaves known as dill weed. Likes well-drained
moderately rich soil.
Bouquet
da s Bou uet is usuall grown for dill
weed production because its leaves are sweeter and
more refined than those of ammoth Foliage should
be harvested earl , before seed stalks mature
Bouquet he biggest, best, ferniest strain in
our lot grow-out
4530 A: 4g, $2.25
B: 28g, $4.50
C: 224g, $15.00
D: 448g, $18.00
Bouquet - Organic
4531 A: 2g, $2.75
B: 8g, $4.00
C: 40g, $6.00
D: 200g, $14.50
Fernleaf
da s 1
S dwarf variet
suitable for small gardens or patio containers, Fernleaf
grows onl half as tall as other varieties and is ver
slow to go to seed erfect for container gardening
ne September, most of our a planting had not et
bolted, and its abundant pi uant foliage was still suitable
for harvesting ulti-branching plants spread 18
4536 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1.5g, $4.75
C: 4.5g, $8.00
D: 13.5g, $19.00
Mammoth ariet generall grown for its seeds Can also be used as dill
weed, but the foliage is slightl darker, coarser and stronger-tasting than that
of Bou uet therwise, differences between the two in plant height and habit
are barel discernible
4542 A: 4g, $2.25
B: 28g, $4.00
C: 224g, $13.00
D: 448g, $20.00

ECHINACEA spp.

About 215 seeds/g. erennial to one . Wonderful late summer
blooms attract butterflies and bees and make good cutflowers
dew collects in the spiral mandala coneheads.
Possibly the best-known of the medicinal herbs, widely
used as an immune stimulant. Species contain slightly
differing constituents, but all are antibacterial and antiviral.
t least native orth merican nations used chinacea for
similar purposes: sore throat, toothache, infection, wounds, snake bite and
skin disorders. oanna inden likes to tincture flowers and leaves in ugust
and use the same alcohol to tincture seeds and third-year roots in October.
Culture: tart indoors at 0
, germinates in
0 da s. row on at 0
.
Set out 18–24" apart.
Purple Coneﬂower
rganic E. purpurea arge, show , vigorous and
hard , a popular garden perennial since the earl 1700s arge fibrous roots
are eas to harvest hough not a mix, the colorful flowers var from rose
to lavender to purple ong downward-curving petals around large spin
copper-colored centers Broad toothed leaf as to grow,
tall, native to
a wide range of habitats, from ppalachian woods to idwest prairies Selfsows when it s happ
4547 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 16g, $9.00
D: 48g, $19.00

8

Elecampane - Organic Inula helenium erennial to
one 3 lso known as orseheal, ild Sunflower and
lf ock arge dramatic plant grows 8 with 3
bright ellow ra ed flowers, blooming a to ugust
n excellent lung tonic Important to the ancient reeks,
said to have sprung from the tears of elen of ro , thus
its botanical name ucilaginous root relaxes lungs
and helps clear mucus, calms cough ntibacterial and
antifungal, also used for asthma, bronchitis, cough and
flu, especiall in children elpful for scabies, herpes
and other skin disorders an old name is Scabwort lant
in heav moist well-drained loam with generous helpings
of compost arvest roots mid-fall bout 1,600 seeds g
Availability uncertain at press time—please check our website for updates.
Seed Fennel - Organic 6 da s Foeniculum vulgare nnual his fennel,
which doesn t bulb, puts all its energ into making seeds lthough used
similarl to anise in cooking, fennel seed is much more medicinal, aiding
digestion while reducing flatulence and also soothing bronchial coughs
he seeds shed readil when mature, so ou ma want to bag seed heads
on the plant to contain them It s eas to grow, although be aware that too
much moisture at bloom time can prevent the formation of a good seed crop
arvested after the flowers turn brown, seeds will continue to dr if spread in
a single la er on a screen In about two weeks the should be full dried and
read for the spice rack
4560 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 3g, $3.75
C: 9g, $6.00
D: 27g, $14.00
Bulbing and leaf Fennel: see p. 26.
Feverfew - Organic Tanacetum parthenium erennial to one , ma be 3
Strongl scented bush 18 plant with small dais -like white blooms, merr
in bou uets tea from the chr santhemum-like leaves was traditionall used
as a relaxant Chewing regularl on a bitter leaf or two is said to prevent
migraines Sow indoors, set out in average well-drained soil when seedlings
have four true leaves Self-sows bout ,000 seeds g
B: 0.4g, $5.00
4572 A: 0.1g, $2.75
C: 2g, $9.00
D: 8g, $25.00
Garlic Chives Allium tuberosum erennial to
one
lso called Chinese chives or Chinese
leeks nown as jiu cai in China rows like
chives, 1 tall, but has flat strap-like leaves
that taste like garlic and can be used as a garlic
substitute in salads and saut ed vegetables hite
flowers are edible, long-lasting in bou uets and good
in dried arrangements Sow thinl in spring, harvest
sparingl till plants are established after that the are
vigorous and self-sowing rotect in cold areas asier
than chives to bring indoors for winter Seed is ver
short-lived bout 10 seeds g
B: 14g, $4.25
4577 A: 0.5g, $2.50
C: 56g, $10.00
D: 168g, $22.00
Horehound Marrubium vulgare erennial to one 3 Bush
stand of gre -green wool leaves make a good border orehound candies were once common for soothing coughs and the
tea makes a strong remed for coughs and lung congestion ne
of the bitter herbs of assover ransplant while seedlings are still
small or direct seed into light dr sand soil bout 0 seeds g
4580 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 1g, $3.75
C: 4g, $7.00
D: 12g, $13.00
Hyssop ysso s o fi i is erennial to one 3 Beautiful
aromatic border plant that produces spikes of indigo flowers,
traditionall used in cough s rups Interplant with rosemar and
lavender for a colorful and fragrant effect Its pleasantl skunk aroma
stimulates alertness and mental clarit
as used as a strewing herb, thrown
on floors to mask odors dd slightl bitter leaves to salads, soups and stews,
or use as an expectorant tea eople with epileps and pregnant women avoid
use r light or sand soil ormall hard to one 3, but we have had
significant losses in ver harsh winters bout 8 0 seeds g
4582 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 4g, $3.50
C: 16g, $8.00
D: 48g, $15.00
ad ’s antle Alchemilla mollis erennial to one
3 Softl hair wav -edged leaves unfold like fans in
earl spring and form loose 1 18 mounds eaves
hold rain and dew, sparkling in the earl morning light
lchemists believed the collected dew was the purest
water and used it in their preparations thus its genus
name Bears large loose spra s of tin greenishellow flowers from earl summer onward akes
a good border and ground cover in shad locations
stringent and regenerative, has a long histor as a
remed for women xcellent for eco-d eing: leaves
make purple with a charcoal cast and flowers add some
speckling ikes average well-drained soil and moisture tolerates most
conditions Seed is short-lived scillating temperatures aid germination
which re uires 1 30 da s bout ,600 seeds g
4584 A: 0.05g, $2.50
B: 0.2g, $4.00
C: 1g, $8.00

Sweet Marjoram Origanum majorana 80- da s nnual 1 plant
with gre -green rounded leaves of enchanting sweet fragrance
Cut often to prevent flowering se fresh or dried dds flavor
to soups, stews and stuffings, or make ourself an aromatic tea
come winter Sub ect to damping off do not overwater ikes
well-drained dr soil bout 3,300 seeds g
4615 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 2g, $4.75
C: 8g, $7.50
D: 32g, $17.00
Marshmallow - Organic t e o fi i is erennial to one Cousin
to the holl hock, used to soothe and soften irritated skin and membranes
and to relieve stuck hacking coughs lso mildl stimulates white blood cell
production and relieves urinar tract infections and prostate problems n o
the attractive flowers of this show
6 plant through the summer or eat the
velvet leaves in salads ll mallows contain soothing mucilage in the root,
and marshmallow has the most, so it makes a great home-garden substitute
for slipper elm arvest roots in autumn of the third ear For tea, steep roots
in cold water for several hours rather than boiling lant in cool moist soil
ill self-sow bout 3 0 seeds g
Availability uncertain at press time—
please check our website for updates.
Milk Thistle - Organic Silybum marianum nnual amed for the bold
white splashes on its gloss leaves, said to be from ar s
milk Fast-growing, 3 , with leaves up to 8x
ative to
the editerranean se oung leaves cooked or in spring
salads remove spines first! Flower stalk puts out large
purple thistle flowers that were eaten like artichokes
Sil marin, found in the flowers and seeds, has been used
to strengthen and regenerate liver tissue ill self-sow
pull unwanted volunteers before the get big and prickl
a
present a wa to outwit raccoons: Chris a ur of pple iver, I ,
planted some around his sweet corn patch, and the coons ravaged the
rest of his garden, but did not molest his corn ikes dr soil, ver
tolerant of drought bout 0 seeds g
4630 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $4.25
C: 28g, $13.00
D: 112g, $35.00
Motherwort - Organic Leonurus cardiaca erennial to one 3
his member of the mint famil grows
with dull green leaves having a pungent odor
and rather bitter taste ood bee plant ick
flowering tops for tea or herbal tincture Believed
to strengthen the heart muscle and relieve nervous
tension sed b women during life transitions
eadil self-sows even in relativel poor soil pull up
unwanted first- ear basal rosettes before the put out
their spik flower stalk the second ear bout
1,100 seeds g
Availability uncertain at press
time—please check our website for updates.
Yellow (White) Mustard Seed Sinapis alba 70-8 da s nnual he
variet of mustard most familiar to merican palates, but pallid without the
addition of turmeric If ou plant a scant do en, the should ield enough to
make at least a couple batches of prepared mustard r alternatel , toast the
seeds in a fr pan until the pop, and then grind into spic mixtures s eas
to grow as the leaf mustards arvest seeds as soon as pods begin to turn tan
ods open once the seeds are dr Spice up those cold winter nights! Cannot
ship sizes C and D to the Willamette Valley. bout 1 seeds g
4642 A: 1.5g, $2.25
B: 6g, $4.25
C: 24g, $8.00
D: 96g, $25.00
Stinging Nettle - Organic Urtica dioica erennial to one
Biod namic gardeners use nettles to increase the potenc of neighboring
herbs, and to stimulate humus formation n
indicator of ver fertile soil where it volunteers
oung shoots and leaves are delicious steamed
as spring greens, ver high in minerals and
protein ried, the leaves make a great hair
rinse, are good for steeping in a bath, or for
chicken feed Choose our spot carefull the
spreading rhi omes as well as the leaves can sting,
and the plants will take over an patch of
annuals Cooking removes the sting
r ing does not! lant in
damp rich soil
with high nitrogen
content especiall
likes composted
manure piles or the
leak side of our lushest
compost bin Chill the seed
before sowing to improve germination
akes 10 1 da s to come up and
grows 3 6 bout 6,000 seeds g
Availability uncertain at press time—please
check our website for updates.

hank ou, onderful, ni ue, Fedco! ou
are a cherished heirloom compan to us!
Sarah Cassid , uvall,
Key to symbols (

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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HERBS

LAVENDER Lavandula angustifolia

About 1,000 seeds/g. Famous for centuries for its sweet
soothing lasting scent. Flowers used dried in sachets, wreaths
and arrangements, and as a tea for headache or exhaustion.
Hardy perennial reaching 3', woody shrublike plant with grey-green
needle-like foliage and lavender flowers growing on long-stemmed
spikes. ttracts small pollinating insects and s rphid flies.
Culture: Likes well-drained alkaline sandy soil.
erminates in da s at 0 0 .
Lavender lso known as nglish lavender exts
claim hard to one , but our patch in one 3
survived ten straight winters until a particularl
hard one
Lavender
4583 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 1g, $4.00
C: 5g, $9.00
D: 20g, $20.00
Lavender - Organic Seed in short suppl order early!
4585 A: 0.2g, $2.50
Vicenza Blue erennial to one
ore compact
habit than common lavender with deeper green leaves
and a more powerful, less sweet, aroma 1 plants have
bold clustered flower spikes with deep color from midul to earl September Flowers the first ear without
vernali ation ong-da perennial needs full sun
4586 A: 0.03g, $3.50
B: 0.12g, $7.00
C: 0.6g, $24.00
Lemongrass ym o o o e os s nnual ikos searched
for ears for this culinar strain of lemongrass, native to Southeast sia,
used in food and medicine there for millennia, and adopted worldwide for
the bright lemon flavor it imparts Coarse grass sets 6 1 harvestable stalks,
looking something like pencil leeks, slightl bulbous at the base arvest the
tough stalks low the plants will re-grow, though probabl onl to 3 here in
aine rather than the 6 achieved in the tropics se chopped or ground, fresh,
dried or fro en, add to soups, sauces and stir-fries, or make into a delicious
medicinal tea to aid digestion olli Cederholm reported that it s well worth
growing for market: her customers raved about its ualit compared to the
supermarket s, and one used it for infusing cocktails erennial in ones -11,
grown as an annual in our climate unless potted up and brought indoors for
the winter ot a great germinator 0 is considered good Sow indoors and
transplant out 8 1 apart bout ,000 seeds g
4587 A: 0.1g, $3.75
B: 0.3g, $9.00
C: 1.2g, $21.00
D: 6g, $40.00
Lemon Balm e iss o fi i is erennial to one
he reek
word Melissa means hone bee the plant in flower attracts them
ather its ellow-green scalloped lemon leaves before plants flower
elicious in salads, as a tea, with fruit, or dried for sachets Flowers
are edible ssential oil of lemon balm smells fabulous and is highl
effective against cold sores, but is ver expensive Steep multiple
batches of leaves in olive oil to make an infused oil, one of the
man wa s to en o this relaxing calming comforting uplifting herb
all winter ur customers last ear seemed to be taking their Covid
preparations for winter seriousl we went back four times to order
more seed ikes ver well-drained fertile soil wet ground ma
winterkill it more than cold owever, tends to self-sow in the
same ears that the roots winterkill bout 1,800 seeds g
4588 A: 0.3g, $2.50
B: 3g, $4.00
C: 15g, $7.50
D: 45g, $16.00
Lemon Mint Monarda citriodora n annual member of the
bee balm genus in the mint famil
ative to ppalachia and
related to swego ea he tiered pinkish-purple flower
spikes of this show
3 plant are long-lasting
in fresh bou uets and can be dried for everlasting
arrangements Its lemon-scented leaves are
delicious and commonl used to impart a coarse
mint flavor with a hint of oregano to tea Inhale
the steam to relieve cold s mptoms Best in light
moist soil bout 1,800 seeds g
4589 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 7g, $4.00
C: 28g, $7.00
D: 84g, $20.00
Lovage e isti m o fi i e erennial to one
n underrated herb with
man uses eaves have a strong celer taste and can flavor soups, stews
and casseroles Crush seeds and add to bread and pastries cand stems and
roots in sugar s rup Said to restore the appetite and revive the love of life
Second- ear plants are best for dr ing Formerl used to mask the bitter herbs
in medicinal concoctions akes a dramatic 3 6 architectural element in a
decorative border mbelliferous flowers attracts beneficial insects, ikes
moist rich deep well-drained soil bout 1 0 seeds g
4592 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 4g, $4.75
C: 16g, $9.00
D: 48g, $15.00

HERBS

OREGANO Origanum spp.

Pennyroyal Mentha pulegium erennial to one ative to
urope, across the editerranean into ersia ard aromatic ground
cover of the mint genus notorious for its insect-repellent
properties: can be used to ward off mos uitoes and to repel
fleas from pets akes a potent tea enn ro al s distilled oil
can be toxic, but the tea rinse is safe for external use Caution:
regnant women should not use lant 6 apart to make a
dense mat he plants creep with onl the lavender flower stalks
rising above the ground ikes rich well-drained soil with good
moisture ulch for winter protection bout 1 ,000 seeds g
4651 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 0.6g, $4.50
C: 1.8g, $8.00
D: 5.4g, $16.00
Rosemary - Organic Rosm i s o fi i is
From the atin ros marinus meaning dew of the sea,
a reference to its native habitat, the editerranean
coasts Beloved tender perennial to one 8
growing to 3
Cannot withstand temperatures
below 17 , ma be overwintered indoors if
kept cool and moist r near a cool basement
window and keep misted therwise, grow it
as an annual and dr the leaves for winter
cooking ark gre -green needle-like leaves
impart a robust resin flavor osemar
clippings are said to repel slugs Blossoms
range from deep blue to pale pink ikes dr
alkaline soil peat pots are too acidic ot a good
germinator 30 is average bout 7 seeds g
4657 A: 0.2g, $3.50
B: 0.6g, $8.00
C: 1.8g, $18.00
D: 7.2g, $55.00

PARSLEY Petroselinum crispum

Broadleaf Sage
i o fi i is erennial to one
rows up to 3 , with fu
gre -green oblong
leaves and blue flowers sed fresh or dried
ast in stuffing blends, with eggs, cheese,
poultr , pork Sage tea dries up mothers milk and
helps reduce hot flashes ikes well-drained
rich soil with good nitrogen content rows
wood with age replace ever 3 ears or
so nl one of our five plants survived
the harsh winter of 003id not mind the
tough 01 -1 winter bout 11 seeds g
4664 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 16g, $9.00
D: 48g, $18.00

The oregano genus has more than 0 species. The ancient reeks gave it
its name, meaning ‘joy of the mountains.’ These fragrant plants grow
on steep rock alkaline hills, ﬁlling editerranean mountainsides
with their joyful cheer and intense scent. Not only has oregano
flavored foods for thousands of ears, but it also has medicinal uses, from
relieving rheumatism and asthma to decongesting stuffy head colds.
Culture: ikes sun and light well-drained alkaline soil. Will lose potenc
if soil is overfed. arvest when it is beginning to flower.
Greek Oregano O. heracleoticum erennial to one , but
survives some winters in one 3 his is the true culinar
herb for reek and Italian cooking ow-growing perennial
with fragrant dull green and purple leaves and white
flowers If given a favorable s uare foot in full sun, it will full
inhabit the area attracting a proliferation of pollinators Start
indoors in spring for best results bout ,000 seeds g
4648 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 1g, $4.50
C: 5g, $7.75
D: 20g, $22.00
Zaatar Oregano - Organic O. syriacum nnual his
bush tender oregano carries a bit of ing and is a necessar
ingredient in the condiment aatar ix with sumac, toasted
sesame seeds, salt and sometimes a few other herbs to make
the sprightl topping so essential to iddle astern cuisine
For most aromatic flavor, harvest before its small white flowers
appear Start seeds indoors or sow them directl in the ground ust
prior to the last spring frost bout ,300 seeds g
4649 A: 0.02g, $3.50
B: 0.08g, $6.00
C: 0.24g, $10.00
About 11,000 seeds/oz. Hardy annual in the North. A shining star of Jason Kafka’s
wholesale program. He grows Double Curled, Krausa and Plain Leaf, moving a few
hundred bunches per week and says that if you have the market, these may bring
more per row foot than an other crop. When these hard biennials bolt, he gets a
bonus b using the umbels as ﬁller for flower bouquets.
Culture: er hard . arsle seed is short-lived test old seed before sowing. er
slow to germinate (up to 30 days). Soaking seed 8–12 hours will hasten germination.
Do not allow soil surface to dry out.
Gigante d’Italia
rganic 70 da s e were wowed b its earl seedling
vigor and rich sweet flavor Flat-leaved heirloom hails from northern Ital
and grows to 1
B: 1/8oz, $3.50
C: 1/2oz, $5.00
3159 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
D: 1oz, $7.00
E: 4oz, $14.00
K: 1#, $42.00
Double Curled 7 da s ouble-curled with long upright stiff stems
olds color well all season, tolerates heat and repeated cuttings
ene and oanna plant huge amounts for parsle pesto
B: 1/8oz, $2.50
3166 A: 1/16oz, $1.75
C: 1/2oz, $3.50
D: 1oz, $4.50
E: 4oz, $8.00
Krausa - Organic 7 da s
rausa parsle gave us
another stellar performance last ear, reported Br an
ara in C
reat flavor, too, added vel n urand
of ar sville, C Stems so sweet the taste almost like a
miniature celer : thick, solid, crunch , umm
ense
triple-curled medium-green parsle holds its color
without developing white or brown spots aller,
thicker stems than ouble Curled
ever before had a
parsle with such delicious stems, raves trialer onna
rek Can stand the heat et still beautiful and uic in ctober
hite certified-organic coating
B: 1/8oz, $7.25
3169 A: 1/16oz, $4.25
C: 1/2oz, $20.00
D: 1oz, $36.00
Plain Leaf - Organic 78 da s Smooth and shin large wide dark green flat
leaves pright with vigorous growth
B: 1/8oz, $3.75
3170 A: 1/16oz, $2.50
C: 1/2oz, $6.00
D: 1oz, $9.00
E: 4oz, $22.00
K: 1#, $70.00
Parsley Root: see p. 58.
hank ou so much for the great
seeds ou offer and our commitment
to work with small seed providers I so
trust what I bu from ou
ou have
great service and I am alwa s satisfied
oan re , inneapolis,
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Summer Savory Satureja hortensis 70 da s nnual grows to 11 with
narrow dark green leaves and lavender flowers Cut often during growing
season, before blossoms appear Sow after last frost in well-drained soil next
to beans, their complement in the kitchen as well se with dr or green
beans, rice, stuffings, or in onion soup eft to bloom, it is beautiful in fall
with dark purple foliage and lavender flowers bout 1,100 seeds g
4672 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 14g, $4.75
C: 56g, $9.00
D: 112g, $12.00
Winter Savory S. montana erennial to one 3 eaves shinier and thicker,
stronger and more pungent than summer savor
sed to flavor dr beans
or sauerkraut, winter soups and stews ard bush plants grow 6 1 ,
thriving in dr poor soil Start indoors 8 10 weeks before last spring frost
date transplant after danger of frost akes an attractive border with its tin
green leaves and light lilac flowers lso used as a tea to calm indigestion or
as a gargle for sore throat bout ,000 seeds g
4674 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 2.4g, $7.75
D: 9.6g, $13.00

I m having back surger in 3 weeks that will keep me from bending lifting
twisting planting for 3- months nd et, I m ordering seeds this gardener s
optimism knows no boundaries
ean aulson, ureka, C
Key to symbols (

German Thyme Thymus vulgaris erennial to one Creeping 10 1
mat-forming herb brings depth of flavor to soups, gravies, casseroles
Said to calm the nerves, soothe
headaches s good in salad
dressings as it is in sorethroat remedies Bees love
its short lavender flower
spikes ikes well-drained
light dr alkaline soil Its fine root
s stem makes th me difficult to move
around the garden bout , 00 seeds g
4687 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 3g, $5.75
C: 15g, $10.00
D: 45g, $20.00
Valerian
ei
o fi i is erennial to one
3 nown as ature s ran uili er or erbal alium,
valerian root is used to reduce tension and anxiet ,
alleviate insomnia, and relieve muscle
spasms and cramping, though for some
people it can have a stimulating effect
void high doses for prolonged periods
arvest roots in the fall of the second or
later ear arl reeks referred
to valerian as phu like our phew
because of the distinctive fetid musk
smell of the roots, but locall called
arden eliotrope for the wonderful
fragrance of its flowers all leaf 3 plants
with clusters of hone -scented pale pink flowers
emove flowers to hasten root development
lant in moist fertile soil about 1 apart bout 800 seeds g
4690 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.6g, $4.75
C: 2.4g, $7.00
D: 7.2g, $12.00
Blue Vervain - Organic Verbena hastata erennial to one 3 rows
naturall in moist thickets and meadows and will do well in similar garden
conditions, sending up man terminal spikes of bristl blue-violet flower
clusters the entire season lthough scraggl , 6 plants blend ver well with
man kinds of flowers b stretching its spikes amongst them erbalist ail
dwards finds it a powerful spiritual presence and nervous s stem tonic
Similar to o fi i is, but more alterative, vervain acts mainl on the liver
and lungs Its roots are more active than its leaves ikes light well-drained
moist soil bout , 00 seeds g
4692 A: 0.1g, $2.50
Sweet Woodruff Galium odoratum erennial to one
lovel ground cover for shaded areas, its whorls of
pointed leaves covered with clusters of tin snow white spring flowers anilla-scented
leaves are essential in a bowl, a
traditional erman punch, and
also used in potpourris Said to
be helpful for migraine, nervous
conditions and stomach pain r ing
increases its clover fragrance classic
strewing herb in the iddle ges used
to purif the church, dining
hall and bedrooms with its
coumarin-rich fragrance
Sow outdoors in a woodland
site or in a heav la er of
well-rotted leaf mulch Can
be ver slow to germinate up
to 00 da s and then ma not
be visible right awa because
the plants grow b underground
rhi omes Be patient woodruff will appear the following spring and grow
6 8 tall and spread bout 160 seeds g
4698 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 0.6g, $5.00
C: 2.4g, $9.00
D: 7.2g, $19.00
White Yarrow Achillea millefolium erennial to one
Flat-topped white flowers bloom une ugust
with an odd alluring scent that
attracts bees, butterflies and
beneficials ne of the most
popular herbs for colds
and flu hot cup of tea
from leaves and flowers
induces a sweat to throw off
heat and toxins lso used to
stanch internal and external bleeding void
large doses during pregnanc
rows 1 ,
spreads slowl , preferring lean soil ich garden
soil ma produce lush 3 plants that need staking See
chillea, page 88, for ornamental arrow bout ,000
seeds g
4699 A: 0.1g, $2.00
B: 1g, $4.50
C: 14g, $9.00
D: 56g, $20.00

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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HERBS

Spilanthes - Organic Acmella oleracea nnual nown to herbalists as
the toothache plant Spilanthes tingling, saliva-inducing and mouth-numbing
properties appear rapidl and last a while Fun! lso known as Salad Cress, it
was introduced from Bra il to orth merica in the 1860s and listed as ara
Cress in seed catalogs a centur ago se its bron -purple leaves in salad or
chew the leaves and flowers for temporar pain relief Its immune-stimulating
properties are giving it a wider audience ighl frost-sensitive sed as a
ground cover in the south, it adds novel beaut with its low growth habit and
its cute e eball-like ra less ellow flowers with red-orange centers akes a
colorful border planting in fertile moist soil bout 3,000 seeds g
4683 A: 0.02g, $2.50
B: 0.08g, $5.25
C: 0.32g, $12.00
Stevia S. rebaudiana 100-1 0 da s reat as an annual
or bring indoors for winter s sweet as it gets,
stevia is several hundred times sweeter than sugar, but without the calories It is used fresh,
dried, powdered or in a li uid as a sugar
substitute Stevia grows into a bush
plant with serrated leaves and
white flowers in late summer inch
it back for greater bushiness and
higher ields n erratic and finick
germinator, the seed needs light ikes
heat so should not be transplanted
outdoors until nights sta above 0
ork compost into well-drained soil or
raised beds Ironicall , it retards pla ue and
inhibits tooth deca Seed has short longevit
order onl a 1- ear suppl
bout 3,100 seeds g
4684 A: 25 seeds, $3.50
B: 100 seeds, $8.75
C: 500 seeds, $34.00
Topas St Johnswort Hypericum perforatum erennial to one 3 rett
ellow flower of fields and meadows turns tinctures and oils deep red sed
as tea, tincture or infused oil for man nerve disorders, from neuralgia and
sciatica to mild depression, seasonal affective disorder and chronic exhaustion
he infused oil is also cooling to sunburn and cuts, soothing to strained oints
and muscles Fre uent use can cause photosensitivit Compared to generic
St ohnswort, opas is an improved strain for commercial production, much
earlier blossomed first ear from seed , more floriferous with a higher
content of h pericin Seedlings grow slowl , top out at 1 3 refers welldrained dr soil ver drought tolerant but essential oil levels increase with
some moisture We cannot ship to North Dakota or California where it is
o side ed
o io s eed bout 7,000 seeds g
4686 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.5g, $5.25
C: 2g, $9.00
D: 8g, $21.00

FLOWERS

Flower Planting Guide
Name
Achillea (Yarrow)
Ageratum
Alyssum
Amaranth
Aster, New York
Aster, China
Baby’s Breath
Bachelor’s Button
Balloon Flower
Balsam
Bee Balm
Begonia
Bells of Ireland
Bouncing Bet
Broom Corn
Bupleurum
Butterfl
eed
Calendula
Campanula
Canary Creeper
Catmint, Persian
Celosia, Plume/Spike
Cerinthe
Chinese Forget-Me-Not
Chinese Lantern
Cleome
Coleus
Columbine
Coneflower, rairie
Coreopsis
Cosmos
Cosmos, Yellow
Dahlia
Daisy
Delphinium
Dianthus (Carnation)
Didiscus
Drumstick Flower
Dyer’s Coreopsis
Echinacea
Flax, Blue
Flowering Cabbage
Forget-Me-Not
Four O’Clock
Gaillardia, perennial
Gaillardia, annual
Gazania
Globe Amaranth
Godetia
Helen’s Flower
Heliopsis
Heliotrope
Hibiscus
Hollyhock
Honesty (Silver Dollar)
Impatiens
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100
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103
82
93
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93
93
93
93
93
94
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94
94
94
94
94
94

item#
4803ff
4811ff
4821
4831ff
4849
4852ff
4861
4871ff
4881
4883
4886
4889
4896
5920
5437
4903
4906
4911ff
4930
4932
4937
4950ff
4962
4965
4968
4982ff
4992
4998ff
5007
5012
5017ff
5039
5044
5047ff
5052ff
5061ff
5067
5072
5904
4547
5079
5082
5091
5095
5097
5098
5100
5102ff
5111
5119
5113
5116
5120
5122ff
5132
5142

Botanical Name
Achillea spp.
Ageratum houstonianum
Lobularia maritima
A. cruentus, gangeticus
Symphyotrichum novi-belgii
Callistephus chinensis
Gypsophila paniculata
Centaurea cyanus
ty odo
di o s
Impatiens balsamina
Monarda didyma
Begonia x tuberhybrida
Moluccella laevis
o i o fi i is
Sorghum bicolor
Bupleurum rotundifolium
Asclepias tuberosa
e d
o fi i is
Campanula carpatica
Tropaeolum peregrinum
Nepeta mussinii
C. a. plumosa, spicata
C. major purpurescens
Cynoglossum amabile
Physalis alkekengi
Cleome hassleriana
Coleus scutellarioides
Aquilegia spp.
Ratibida columnifera
o eo sis
di o
Cosmos bipinnatus
C. sulphureus
Dahlia x hybrida
Leucanthemum x superbum
Delphinium x cultorum
Dianthus spp.
Trachymene coerulea
Craspedia globosa
Coreopsis tinctoria
Echinacea spp.
Linum perenne lewisii
Brassica oleracea
Myosotis sylvatica
Mirabilis jalapa
Gaillardia aristata
Gaillardia pulchella
Gazania rigens
Gomphrena globosa
Clarkia amoena
Helenium autumnale
H. scabra
Heliotropium arborescens
H. moscheutos
Alcea rosea
Lunaria annua
Impatiens walleriana

ff = and following

ABP
P
A
A
A
P
A
P
A
P
A
P
TP/A
A
P
A
A
P
A
P
A
P
A
A
A
P
A
TP/A
P
P
P
SSA
A
TP/A
P
P
A
A
TP/A
SSA
P
P
A
B,P
A
P
A
A
A
A
P
P
TP/A
P
SSB
B
TP/A

height
18-24"
24"
2-4"
3-6'
36-48"
12-30"
24-40"
24-36"
30-42"
24"
30"
8-12"
30"
1-3'
7-11'
2'
18-30"
18-24"
6-8"
8'
12"
3-6'
12-18"
18"
24"
48"
10-12"
18-30"
1-3'
18"
3-5'
2-3'
12-14"
36"
3-6'
12-20"
24"
1-3'
30"
1-3'
9-12"
8-18"
6-12"
24-36"
24-36"
1-3'
8-10"
2'
20-30"
4-5'
3-6'
14-18"
2-3'
4-8'
3'
8-14"

uses
BDC
BCD
FBW
CNDE
B
BC
BDC
BC
CB
B
BCD
BW
DBN
BGF
D
DCN
BCN
BDCE
BGW
BV
BG
DCNB
B
B
DNC
BN
WBN
B
BN
BC
BCS
BC
BC
BC
BCD
BCF
CB
CDB
CB
BC
B
BNE
BCG
BF
BC
BC
BW
BD
BC
BC
BCS
FWBC
BN
BS
DN
WB

season
ES-F
ES-F
ES-F*
MS-F
LS-F*
ES-F
MS-LS
ES-F*
MS-LS
MS-F
MS-LS
ES-LS
MS-F
MS
LS-F
ES-F
ES-LS
ES-F*
ES-F
LS-F
Sp-MS
LS
MS-F*
MS-LS
MS-F
ES-LS
MS-F
Sp-ES
MS-LS
ES-F
MS-F
MS-F
MS-F
ES-MS
MS-LS
MS-LS
MS-LS
MS-LS
MS-F
MS-LS
ES-LS
F-F*
Sp-ES
ES-LS
MS-F
MS-F
MS-F
MS-F*
MS-LS
LS-F
MS-F
MS-F
LS-F
MS-LS
LS-F
ES-F

sow
DS DF TP
TP
DS TP
TP DS
TP
TP
TP DS
DW TP
TP
DW
DW TP
TP
TP
TP
DW
TP
DS DF
DS TP DF
DW TP
DW TP
TP DS DF
TP
TP DW
DW TP
TP DF
TP DW
TP
TP DS
TP
TP
DW TP
DW TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
DW TP
TP, DS
DS TP DF
TP DW
DS TP DF
DSTP
DS
TP DW
TP DW
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP
TP DW
TP
TP
TP DF
DS TP DF
TP

start
8-10
6-8
5-6
6-7
6-8
12-14
8-10
8-9
6-8
8-10
12-14
6-8
8-10
8-10
6-8
8-10
6-8
6-8
8-10
6-8
6
8
4-6
8-10
6-8
6-8
8-10
2-4
2-4
6-8
6-8
10
8-10
8
6-8
6-8
8-10
6-8
5-7
8-10
6-8
6-8
4-6
6-8
8-12
4
6-8
10-12
6-8
8
8-9
6
10

temp
C
W
55-70
W
M
W
M
C
M
W
C/M
W
C
M
W
C
W
C
M
C
C
W
W
M
W
W
M
W
W
C/M
W
W
W
W
M/W
M
W
M
C
W
C
C
M
W
W
W
W
M
C/M
M
M
W
W
WM
M
W

days
10–14
4–6
8–14
10–14
14–36
10–21
14–21
7–14
15–30
8–10
14–21
14–28
12–21
14–28
7–10
14–21
14–28
4–10
20–30
7–14
10–14
10–14
7–14
5–10
14–21
7–14
10–14
14–28
7–42
7–21
7–10
7–10
7–14
7–14
14–21
7–14
14–21
10–30
4–10
10–21
21–28
7–14
8–30
5–10
14–21
7–20
12
7–30
7–14
14–21
14–21
21–28
10–30
7–21
14–21
7–21

notes
Lt
S
S
Lt
Ch2w
S
Cv
S
S
Lt
S, Ch5d50°
St
Ch4w34-40°
Cv
Cv

S, invasive
Ch, S
Lt
Lt,Ch3-4w
Ch1w
Lt
Lt

Ch2-4w

S, rugged
start Jun/TPAug
Lt
Lt
Lt
Dk, Ch5w

PP
St
Lt

page
103
94
94
95
95
95
95
95
95
83
95
95
88
95
103
95
96
96
96
96
97
97
97
97
97
98
98
98
98
98
98
98-9
99
99
99
99
99
99
100
100
100
100
100
101
101
101
93
102
102
102
102
102

item#
5911
5144
5147
5150
5152
5154
5157
5160ff
5171
4585ff
5180
5184ff
4831ff
5195ff
5913
5203
5211ff
5255
5256
5259
5271ff
5280ff
5300
5303
5305ff
5321ff
5331
5335
5339
5341
5345
5350ff
5381
5385
5343
5393
5395ff
5406ff
5431
5449
5475
5483ff
5500ff
5603
5611
5614ff
5061
5643
5647ff
5661ff
5675
5700ff

Botanical Name
Persicaria tinctoria
Polemonium caeruleum
Coix lacryma-jobi
Eutrochium purpureum
Viola tricolor
Polygonum orientale
y
di o
Consolida spp.
Lavatera trimestris
Lavandula angustifolia
Lobelia erinus
Nigella spp.
Amaranthus caudatus
Lupinus polyphyllus
Rubia tinctorum
Lychnis chalcedonica
Tagetes spp.
Reseda odorata
Asclepias syriaca
Pennisetum glaucum
Ipomoea spp.
Tropaeolum spp.
Nicotiana sylvestris
Salpiglossis sinuata
Viola spp.
Petunia x hybrida
Phacelia tanacetifolia
Phlox drummondii
P. paniculata
Scabiosa atropurpurea
Papaver orientale
Papaver spp.
Eschscholzia californica
Daucus carota
i ofi
i
Rudbeckia fulgida
R. hirta
Salvia spp.
Antirrhinum majus
Limonium sinuatum
Matthiola incana
Xerochrysum bracteat.
Helianthus spp.
Artemisia annua
Lathyrus latifolius
L. odoratus
Dianthus barbatus
Thymus serpyllum
T. rotundifolia
Verbena spp.
Cheiranthus allionii
Zinnia spp.

ABP
A
P
A
P
SSP
A
A
A
A
P
TP/A
A
A
P
P
P
A
A
P
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
P
A
P
SSA
A
B/A
P
P
A
TP/A
A
A
A
A
SSA
SSA
P
A
SSB
P
A
A
B
A

height
1-2'
1'
24-36"
5-9'
4-6"
6-7'
2-3'
24-36"
20-36"
2-3'
4"
15-24"
24-48"
36"
3-4'
28-40"
8-30"
10-15"
3-5'
3-5'
8-12'
12-16"
4-6'
15"
6-12"
4-6"
18-30"
6-8"
36"
36"
16"
24-48"
8-12"
36-50"
32"
24"
24-36"
12-18"
30-36"
24-30"
12-18"
14-40"
2-12'
36-60"
5-6'
1-6'
18"
2-3"
4-6'
8", 48"
9-12"
20-42"

uses
dye
B
DN
BNC
EB
NSB
BCD
BCD
BC
BCDF
BW
BD
BNDE
B
dye
BC
BCW
F
BEF
BCN
VS
BEWC
FN
BC
BCW
WBG
B
BC
BC
BC
BND
BCND
B
BC
BCN
BC
BCN
BCD
BC
DCB
BC
DBC
CNS
FD
CSV
CFSV
FBC
FGB
BNS
WBC
BC
BC

season
MS-F
ES
F
LS-F
Sp-F*
MS-F
MS-F
ES-F*
MS-F
MS-F
ES-F
MS-F
MS-F
ES
F
MS
MS-F
ES-LS
MS-LS
LS
ES-F
ES-F
MS-F
ES-F
Sp-ES
ES-F
MS-F
ES-F*
LS-F
MS-F*
Sp-ES
MS-LS
MS-LS
MS-F
MS-LS
MS-LS
ES-LS
MS-F
MS-F*
MS-F
ES-F*
MS-F
LS-F
LS-F
MS-LS
MS-LS
ES
MS-LS
MS-F
MS-F
MS-F
MS-F

sow
TP
TP
TP
DS DF
DS DF
DS DF TP
DW TP
DS TP DF
DS TP
TP
TP
DS TP
TP
DS TP DF
TP DW
TP
TP DW
DW
DS TP
TP
DW TP
DW TP
DS TP
TP
TP DF?
TP
DS
TP DS
TP DF
TP DW
DS
DF DS
DS
DS TP
TP
TP
TP DF?
TP
TP
TP
DS TP
TP
DW TP
DF TP
DS
DS TP
DS TP
DS TP DF
TP DW
TP
TP DS
TP DW

start
6-8
8-10
6-8
4-6
4-5
6-8
6-8
8-10
6-8
6
5-6
6-8
6-8
8-10
3
3-4
2-3
3
3
6-8
6-8
8-9
8
8
10-12
4-5

4-5
8-10
6-8
6-10
10-12
8-10
8-9
6-8
7-8
3-4
6-8
6-8
6-8
8-9
6
6-8
6-8
3-4

temp
W
M
C
M
M
W
M
C
M
W
M
M
W
C/M
M
M
W
M
M
W
W
M
W
M
C
W
C
C
C
M

C
M
W
W
M
C/M
M/W
M
W
M/W
C
C
C
M
C
W
M
C
W

days
20–60
20–25
7–14
14–21
12–14
14–20
12–16
14–28
14–21
14–28
14–20
10–14
7–10
14–60
7–21
7–14
5–8
10–14
7-14
5-10
10–21
10–14
7–14
14–21
12–21
7–14
7–12
7–14
21–30
14–21
7–14
14–21
14–21
12-21
21–28
7–21
14–21
14–21
7–14
7–14
7–14
7–14
7–14
10–21
21–28
14–21
7–14
14–28
7–14
14–21
7–21
7–14

notes
S
S, St
Cv, St
Cv, Ch1w
Cv
St, Lt
S, Lt
PP
Sk, PP
Dk
S, Lt
St
Sc, Sk, PP
Cv
Lt
Dk
Lt
Ch, S
St
Ch1w
Lt

PP
Lt
S
Ch2w, Lt
S
S
Lt, S
Lt, St
Sk, Cv
Sk, Cv
Lt
Lt, Ch3w

Key

ABP: A=annual, B=biennial, P=perennial, SS=self-sowing, TP/A=tender perennial grown as annual.
height: typical height at maturity
uses: B=beds and borders, C=cutting, D=drying, dye=dye plant, E=edible, F=fragrance, G=ground cover,
N=novel accent, S=screen, V=vining and climbing, W=windowbox, container
season: peak bloom time: Sp=spring, ES=early summer, MS=midsummer, LS=late summer, F=fall until frost,
F*=fall after frost
sow: DS=direct sow in spring ASAP, DW=direct sow when soil has warmed or after danger of frost has passed,
TP=transplant, DF=direct sow in fall
start: suggested number of weeks before transplanting
temp: suggested soil temperatures for good germination: C cool, 60-6 ,
moderate, 6 -70 ,
warm, 70-8
days: number of days to seedling emergence
notes: =can grow in partial shade, =can grow in full shade or part shade. (The rest need sun.)
S=surface sow, Cv= cover seed, PP=use peat pots
Lt=needs light to germinate, Dk=needs darkness to germinate,
Sk=soak seed 12-24hrs, Sc=scarify seed with sandpaper or emery board,
St=stratify seed; place in moist soil and freeze or refrigerate or alternate between the fridge and freezer,
Ch chill seed, sometimes specifies duration d da s, w weeks and temperature

fedcoseeds.com
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FLOWERS

Name
Indigo, Japanese
Jacob’s Ladder
Job’s Tears
Joe Pye Weed
Johnny-Jump-Up
Kiss-Me-over-the-Grdn
Lace Flower
Larkspur
Lavatera
Lavender
Lobelia
Love-in-a-Mist
Love-Lies-Bleeding
Lupine
Madder
Maltese Cross
Marigold
Mignonette
Milkweed
Millet, Purple Majesty
Morning Glory
Nasturtium
Nicotiana
Painted Tongue
Pansy
Petunia
Phacelia
Phlox, annual
Phlox, perennial
Pincushion Flower
Poppy, Oriental
Poppy, annual
Poppy, California
Queen Anne’s Lace
Red Hot Poker
Rudbeckia, perennial
Rudbeckia, annual
Salvia
Snapdragon
Statice
Stock
Strawflower
Sunflower
Sweet Annie
Sweet Pea, perennial
Sweet Pea, annual
Sweet William
Thyme, Creeping
Tithonia
Verbena
allflower
Zinnia

AGERATUM A. houstonianum

Flowers are arranged here alphabetically mostly by common name. For Dye plants
see page 103.
- See chart on pages 86-87 for cultural information and common uses.
- Botanical index is on page 78.
- a s in parentheses after a variet indicate da s after seedling emergence to ﬁrst
bloom.
ll flowers open pollinated unless noted

MIXES

FLOWERS

Beneficials i
rganic Frank Morton teaches that “when
you increase the diversity of an ecosystem you enhance its
ability to maintain itself and to resist perturbation.” One way to
attract and maintain a diverse population of beneficial insects and
pollinators is to sow this mix of annuals, biennials and
perennials. Instead of resorting to toxic sprays, invite
hover flies, lad bugs, lacewings, parasitic wasps,
tachnids, spiders, minute pirate bugs, damsel flies
and big-eyed bugs and let them devour the “bad”
bugs! Something in the mix will be blooming from
spring through fall. Addressing concern over neonicotinoids and their deleterious effects on pollinators, we
have redesigned our beneficials mix to contain onl
organic seed, ensuring that no neonicotinoids were
used in seed prep, plant growth or after-harvest
treatment. Consisting of anise hyssop, bee balm,
borage, calendula, California poppy, cilantro, dill,
fennel, mustard, parsley, phacelia and Ruby Parfait
celosia, this mix will be sure to please a diverse abundance of insect helpers. Should any variety become
unavailable we will substitute one with similar efficacy. Sow in spring as a hedgerow in a well-prepared
weed-free seedbed in full sun.
5804 A: 1.4g, $3.50
B: 7g, $11.00
C: 28g, $28.00
D: 112g, $90.00
Cutﬂower i
mixture of annual flowers that can be used for cutting
Includes popular types such as aster, bachelor’s button, calendula, cosmos,
zinnia; also some lesser-known kinds.
5807 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 14g, $6.50
C: 56g, $20.00
D: 224g, $70.00
ortheast Wildﬂower i A blend of 19
perennial and self-sowing annual species
native to or naturalized in the northeastern
U.S. and Canada. Includes black-eyed Susan, New England aster, blazing stars, sweet
William, shasta daisy, bachelor’s button,
echinacea and scarlet flax Broadcast in
spring or fall in a well-prepared weed-free
seedbed in a sunny spot. Seed at a rate of
1 lb/4500 sq ft. About 2,143 seeds/g.
5809 A: 1.4g, $2.50
B: 7g, $5.00
C: 28g, $9.00
D: 1#, $52.00

ACHILLEA Achillea spp.

Perennial, Zones 3-10. Named for Achilles, who used it to stanch battle wounds. We
recommend White Yarrow (p. 85) for medicinal use. Likes full sun and good drainage.
Avoid rich soils. Cut back spent blossoms to encourage another bloom.
ummer Pastels A. millefolium What’s not to love about a yarrow? Easy
to care for, long lived and long blooming, good in drought and beautiful, with
a full range of soft pastel colors to light up any empty spaces in your sunny
garden. This AAS winner covers the range from creamy yellow to gold, light
to deep pinks, shades of lilac, red and white Support beneficial insects in our
garden. 18–24". About 6,000 seeds/g.
4803 A: 0.05g, $3.00
B: 0.15g, $6.50
C: 0.6g, $14.00
The Pearl A. ptarmica Bears clusters of full double small white pompon
blooms with tiny yellow centers, almost like a large double
Bab s Breath hough its common name Snee ewort
would lead one to believe that the flowers induce
excessive sneezing, actually it is less allergenic
than common yarrow. Easily cultivated, spreads
readily and makes an effective “wild” border,
3 tall Supplies copious cutflowers from
spring until frost, enjoyable either fresh or
dried. Dry slowly before the oldest blooms
start to brown. About 3,500 seeds/g.
4804 A: 0.05g, $2.00
B: 0.15g, $2.75
C: 0.6g, $4.00
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nnual. Its name means not growing old as the flowers retain color for a long time.
lso known as lossflower. overed with blossoms, great for summer borders.
Culture: tart indoors at 0 for
weeks before last frost grow on at 0
.
et
apart. ikes full sun. Water in hot weather. xtreme temperatures inhibit
flowering. Will not tolerate frost. ut for vase when flowers are ﬁrst opening.
Dondo Blue (40 days from transplanting) A cutting ageratum with long
stems Blooms held nicel through a rain summer, all the wa from ul 0
to an Oct. 5 killing frost. About 7,000 seeds/g.
4811 A: 0.1g, $2.75
B: 0.5g, $5.50
C: 2g, $9.00
ed Flint (60 days) Dense fuzzy heads are beautiful, standing on sturdy 2'
stems and catching the fading summer’s light. The color isn’t true red: more
of a purplish-red. They make a good cut, and can be dried as well, retaining
their color. About 7,000 seeds/g.
4815 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.5g, $4.50
C: 2g, $8.00
Carpet of now Al ssum Lobularia maritima (60 days) Annual.
Free-flowering ground cover, blossoming from late spring well into fall with
a fragrance like fresh-mown hay. Cascading habit makes it excellent for windowboxes or terrace edges. 4" dwarf white. Formerly known as Little Gem,
predates 18 0 idel recogni ed nectar source for beneficial insects Start
seed in cool place 6 weeks before setting out. Needs light to germinate. Transplant seedlings 4–8" apart. Easy to grow, likes sun, tolerates some shade. To
extend their season, shear plants halfway back four weeks after bloom. Resistant to frost, will tolerate temperatures below
bout ,370 seeds g
4821 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 7g, $4.00
C: 28g, $5.00
D: 84g, $13.00

AMARANTH Amaranthus spp.

Annual. A dual-purpose crop, both nutritious and decorative. From the Greek
amarantos for ‘unfading.’ Used as an ornamental, especially in harvest arrangements.
maranth was an extremel important food of the tecs. About 1,250 seeds/g.
lso see grain amaranth on page , and amaranth for greens on page 0.
o e ies Bleeding A. caudatus (90 days) Also known as Tassel Flower.
Well loved by cottage gardeners for more than 300 years. This vigorous 2–4'
branching annual sports long drooping red tassels that hold until frost. Makes
a good border stake and tie for neater appearance Start indoors at 70 7 ,
grow on at 6 6
void heav fertili ation Space at least 1 apart for strong
stems. May be air-dried by hanging upside down; use heat for better color.
4831 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 7g, $5.00
C: 28g, $8.00
Hot Biscuits
rganic A. cruentus (65-75 days) Flaunts glorious 2'
chestnut-bronze to copper-colored well-branched seedheads atop its majestic
4' stalks at maturity. Pinch back to facilitate branching. Wonderful decorative
complement to the red amaranths, used as a garden backdrop or to give
harvest arrangements a bright earthy autumnal color. Easy to grow. Also an
underused food plant both for its seeds and its young leaves, though the seeds
may require too long to mature in our climate.
4832 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.6g, $4.00
C: 1.8g, $8.00
D: 9g, $24.00
Hopi ed D e
rganic A. cru. (46 days) A stately 6' plant, Hopi was the
best of the nine red amaranths we compared, displaying 1–2' deep burgundy
inflorescences eaves ma be green or burgund or some variation at
the young leaves in salads or slightly steamed, admire them young or old.
opi people make a scarlet food d e from the flower bracts to color their
ceremonial piki bread. Yanna Fishman of Union Mills, NC, suggests using
opi in our floral arrangements
hen added to a flower bou uet it makes
an ordinary clear jar look like an elegant purple-tinted vase as it colors the
water.” Indigenous Royalties.
B: 1/8oz, $4.25
C: 1/2oz, $9.00
4835 A: 1/16oz, $2.75
D: 1oz, $12.00
E: 4oz, $42.00

lephant Head
rganic A. gangeticus (90 days) Tune out the politicians
and elect this garden lephant ead instead for its more amusing flair for
the dramatic. The 140-year-old heirloom with deep reddish-maroon blooms
develops a 6–12" vertical “trunk” atop a 12–18" base during August. The
whole spectacular plant grows 3–5'. Seed from German immigrants saved by
three generations of gardeners in Idaho, popularized by Seeds of Change.
4837 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.3g, $4.00
C: 1.2g, $9.00
D: 6g, $23.00

We ship seeds to Canada!

CHINA ASTER Callistephus chinensis

Annual. Callistephus is from Greek kallos meaning ‘beautiful’ and stephos, ‘crown.’
The common name of aster comes from the Greek astron, meaning ‘star,’ a reference
to their shape and bright colors. The hina ster began its ourne west around
0
when a esuit missionar noticed it growing in a ﬁeld near ei ing. Wildl popular
b
when urpee listed
different classes of them compared to two each of
marigold and innia. ood bedding plants or cutflowers.
Culture: ow indoors at 0
in late winter, transplant after danger of frost. ut
stems when
flowers have opened. ase life is
da s. ster ellows is a serious
disease problem. se floating row
covers (page
) to keep out
leafhoppers, the vector.
About 450 seeds/g.

As always love your catalog!!!! Don’t
leave us farmers to open an art gallery!
organ ess, orristown,
Crego i
rganic 0 da s Bold ostrich-feather blooms on plants
make a shagg late-season appearance with
flowers in violet, lavender,
pink, rose, fuchsia and white. This fall-blooming beauty holds well in wet or
cold conditions, providing a bit of late-season color in the garden or bouquets.
Maule in 1915 asserted that they “surpass in size and beauty any other aster
we have ever seen.” “Pleasing, stately, handsome and vigorous,” concluded
Buckbee in 1 7 he grower calls them stunning
4852 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 4g, $4.25
C: 16g, $7.00
atsumoto i 100 da s
ver class cutflower that ma be harvested
by the individual stem or in its entirety. Flowers sport distinct yellow centers
amidst a variety of shades including apricot, blue, pink, red, rose, salmon
and white. 2" semi-double blooms are concentrated at the top of strong 21/2'
stems.
4854 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 3g, $12.00
C: 9g, $22.00
Princess i 110 da s
3 flowers on long wir stems he pompon
blooms with deeply crested centers are richly colored in shades of purple,
salmon, magenta, rose and lavender ate-blooming elegant cutflowers are
unsurpassed in September.
4857 A: 0.25g, $2.50
B: 2g, $4.50
C: 8g, $8.00
ingle Alba Bab ’s Breath Gypsophila paniculata Perennial,
Zones 4-8. Lovely as a border plant in masses, bearing
man tin single white flowers reat filler for bou uets
Useful as an everlasting if cut before fully opened.
May be sown direct; do not cover. Likes well-drained
soil. Grows to 3'. About 1,270 seeds/g.
4861 A: 0.7g, $2.50
B: 7g, $5.00
C: 21g, $12.50
You are fabulous! What better way to spend a snowy
winter day than gardening in the Fedco catalog!
atricia a uith, alispell,
Key to symbols (
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Centaurea cyanus

nnual. amed for the centaurs of reek m tholog . as to grow, great for cutflowers
and beds. Common name may refer to the tight unopened buds’ resemblance
to buttons or to their popularit as boutonnieres. lso known as ornflower and,
formerly, Hurt-Sickle because its wiry stems dulled many a sickle during mowing time.
Culture: tart indoors at 0
months before setting out,
or direct seed in May in a sunny location. Deadhead for
persistent blooms, or make a succession planting
in mid-late June if you desire late-summer
flowering. Will self-sow. asts longer than most
flowers after frost. xcellent drought resistance.
ut when flowers are ust beginning to open the ll
open more in the vase and last
0 da s.
About 180 seeds/g. Cannot ship to Alaska.
ubilee Gem
rganic (60 days). Early
frilly 2" periwinkle-blue blooms on semi-dwarf
2' plants. A popular favorite with a long bloom
period. 1937 AAS silver medal winner. NEW!
4868 A: 0.25g, $2.00
B: 1g, $4.00
C: 4g, $9.00
D: 12g, $20.00
Blue Bo (90 days) Showy blue. 3'.
4871 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 28g, $4.75
C: 112g, $10.00
D: 1#, $24.00
Frost
i (96 days) Dark centers featuring maroons and purples fade into
white outer petals, creating a frosted effect Bloomed weeks after a a
transplanting at Loon Song Farm. 21/2'.
4873 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 7g, $4.25
C: 28g, $9.00
D: 112g, $22.00
Garnet Bo
0 da s uffled dark maroon
e ve sometimes called it
Black em ates from Buist s 1
catalog ard to find 3
4875 A: 0.25g, $2.25
B: 1g, $4.25
C: 4g, $7.00
D: 12g, $11.00
ed Bo (90 days) Deep red. Dates from 1942. 3'.
4877 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 7g, $4.25
C: 28g, $7.00
D: 1#, $24.00
Bachelor’s Button i (90 days) We have recently noticed a decline in
the quality of the mix and so are creating a custom blend in order to ensure
the full range of colors: pink, red, and white with blue predominating. 3'.
4879 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 28g, $4.75
C: 112g, $8.00
D: 1#, $24.00
Florist Blue Balloon Flower Platycodon
di o s Perennial, Zones 3-8. Developed
specificall for the cutflower trade, this 1/2–31/2' cultivar
bears long-lasting deep blue rounded star-shaped flowers
from une to ugust Called Balloon Flower because the
buds look like inflated balloons read to burst Slow to emerge
in spring; needs some support once it does. Plant in sun
to light shade, 12–18" apart. Taproot can make it tricky
to transplant. Avoid wet soil where it will not thrive.
About 1,000 seeds/g.
4881 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $4.50
C: 2g, $7.00
Double Camellia i Balsam Impatiens balsamina
nnual Balsam reigned supreme during the ictorian era
when it was called ad Slippers ick s in 18 averred
“no plant will give more in return for the care bestowed upon it and
none is more frequently neglected,” recommending spacing at least 1' apart,
aiming for a wide diameter at the base and a pyramid shape covered with
flowers
different school suggests pinching off the side branches and the
first flowers to encourage a profusion of blooms near the top of the plant
giving the effect of a read -made bou uet Both agree that wide spacing is
important to make the most of Balsam s novel show of abundant pink, rose
and white rosettes along the axils up its stems. Direct seed after danger of
frost. Don’t cover the seed. About 120 seeds/g.
4883 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 7g, $3.75
C: 28g, $7.00
Panorama ed Bee Balm Monarda didyma Perennial, Zones 4-9.
The original true-red shade returns in all its glory after leaving the
market for several years while the breeder retooled. Gardeners will be thrilled as this used to be our best-selling perennial and a stable red bee balm from seed is hard to come by.
Bush clumping 30 anorama bears 1 whorls of red tubular flowers on each stem from mid to late summer lso known as
Oswego Tea: the Oswego Indians used the species for tea as did
the colonial merican separatists in their struggles with the British
over tea taxes ttractive to butterflies, hummingbirds and,
of course, bees, Monarda can grow in either sun or shade.
In shade its bloom time is lengthened but it can be blighted
by powdery mildew (which lessens its attractiveness but not
its longevity). Direct seed or transplant, surface sow in spring or
summer, takes 14 days to germinate. About 2,000 seeds/g.
4886 A: 50 seeds, $2.75
B: 200 seeds, $6.50
C: 500 seeds, $13.50

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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BACH

ew H brids Aster Symphyotrichum novi-belgii
Perennial, Zones 4-8. A good antidote when summer
flowers fade and the late-season doldrums hit our
garden. These hardy “New York” (the species name
dates back to when the State of New York was known
as ew Belgium asters pick up right where the
others leave off, blooming the first ear in a range
of colors from red to purple and bluish to white
in se uence from ugust to ovember Because
this is a mix of various hybrids and each type, in turn,
blooms for several weeks, it makes a continuous longlived show of color on the 4' plants. The New World
asters have been taken from the Aster genus and some
were renamed Symphyotrichum. About 1,700 seeds/g.
4849 A: 0.05g, $2.75
B: 0.2g, $4.75
C: 1g, $9.00

onstop Tuberous Begonia B. x tuberhybrida (140 days)
F-1 hybrid. Perennial in Zone 10, grown as an annual.
boisterous mix of flambo ant colors to awaken
our garden ine shades, from pink to fier red,
apricot to golden orange, plus yellow and white,
create a riot of color in a shady garden border or
in hanging pots. Europe’s #1 windowbox plant
sports showy 31/2–41/2" fully double blooms on
vigorous basal-branching stems Begonias like
shade, moisture, very rich soil, will tolerate a bit
of sun. Start indoors, set out after all danger of
frost. Needs 75° to germinate; takes 2–3 weeks.
Pelleted seed.
4889 A: 10 seeds, $2.75
B: 50 seeds, $6.50

FLOWERS

Bells of Ireland Moluccella laevis (110 days) Annual, everlasting. Spikes of
bright green bell-shaped flowers atop 1/2' branching stems. Each green bell
is reall a show inflated cal x with a tin pinkish flower inside hen dried,
bells turn creamy white. Likes partial shade; thrives in cool climates. Needs
light to germinate. Will self-sow. About 140 seeds/g.
4896 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 3g, $3.75
C: 15g, $7.00
Bouncing Bet
o i o fi i is Perennial, Zones
3lso known as Soapwort Bet is not a d e plant,
but is included in a dye garden because its saponin-rich
roots and leaves can be used to wash wool gently when
some lanolin retention is desired. Museum conservators
use it to wash delicate fabrics and textiles, especially of
grease. This charming sweetly scented pink perennial
is often seen around old homesteads in Maine. It has
alwa s been appreciated for the late- ul colors of its dense
clusters of -petaled flowers and their faint clove scent that
attracts pollinators. The 3' plant thrives in moist, partially
shady areas but should not be planted next to ponds with
amphibians or fish since saponins can be toxic Choose our
planting spot carefully, because, as one customer warned,
Bet has taken me ears to get out of m garden, it bounces
everywhere.” Stratify seed. About 600 seeds/g.
5920
A: 0.2g, $2.00
B: 0.6g, $3.00
C: 3g, $4.00
D: 12g, $9.00
Green Gold Bupleurum B. rotundifolium var i fit ii (90 days) Annual.
hough not well known outside of utch flower auctions where it commands
a price similar to roses, this unique plant with
ellowish flowers and round leaves is
treasured b dried-flower growers
Its well-branched 2' stems air-dry
perfectly, retaining their green color
as if dried in gl cerine Because each
stem fans out, an individual stem provides
backdrop for an entire arrangement, either
fresh or dried. Start indoors early to reach
full growth potential. Will self sow in warmer
areas. About 320 seeds/g.
B: 0.6g, $4.75
4903 A: 0.2g, $2.50
D: 30g, $20.00
C: 6g, $8.00
Butterﬂ Weed Asclepias tuberosa Perennial, Zones 4-9. Also called
Pleurisy Root. Native to North America and widely adapted, this bright sunlover provides a bold splash of bright orange
from une until frost igorous mounded
2x2' plants bear broad 5" heads of waxy
flowers attractive to butterflies and bees
Leaves are a food source for monarch
butterfl larvae Both the flowers and
pointed seedpods are useful for cutflower
arrangements. Native Americans used roots
to combat lung and throat troubles and to
soothe wounds and sores. Germinates
in 3 weeks at 70 Choose a permanent
site with well-drained fertile sandy soil
because its tuberous roots do not like to
be disturbed. Direct sow in spring or fall,
thinning to 18–24". Cut when at least half the
flowers are open se caution when handling
cut butterfl weed as sap can cause irritation
Slow to emerge in spring. Exceptionally
drought-tolerant. About 200 seeds/g.
4906 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 2g, $5.25
C: 6g, $10.00
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CALENDULA C. of cinalis

nnual. ld kitchen garden flower,
0 tall, also known as ot arigold. eautiful
dais -like flowers feed pollinators, are good for informal bouquets, and are also edible.
lossoms can be pinched from their stems, dried and added to soups, salads and
stews. They are also used in homeopathic remedies, herbal tinctures and ointments
for their antiseptic and soothing qualities.
Culture: alendulas bloom over an extremel long period, thrive in cool weather
and persist through autumn s ﬁrst frosts. an be direct seeded in a or started
indoors in a cool place for early blooms. Readily self-sows. Don’t crowd, give them
full sun. Deadhead to keep blooms coming and the patch attractive, or try succession
plantings. About 115 seeds/g.
Flashback
rganic (55 days) A mix of orange, apricot and peachy
doubled petals, all with red backing to create a distinctive contrast. Colors
fade to bicolor yellows or yellow-peach, adding interest as the plants mature.
Blooms withstand light fall frosts still look good in ctober
4911 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $5.25
C: 12g, $11.00
D: 48g, $30.00
Kablouna i
rganic 60 da s istinct refined form features striking
crested blooms of gold, lemon and apricot with a dark contrasting center.
ne of the loveliest of the calendulas ablouna, our seed room goddess who
looks after the good fortune of seed packers, was named for this cultivar.
4913 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 12g, $9.00
D: 48g, $26.00
a a range
rganic A calendula with a different look. Its brick-orange
petals are layered like shingles around the dark brown center giving the
illusion of double blossoms, though they really are not. Good cuts to enliven
summer bou uets onna
rek s began blooming on ul 1
eadil selfsows.
4916 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $6.50
C: 12g, $16.00
Pacific Beaut
i The classic lovely yellow and orange mix. Herbalists
highly regard its healing gifts.
4920 A: 2g, $2.25
B: 14g, $5.00
C: 56g, $10.00
D: 224g, $24.00
esina
rganic (70 days) The best calendula for making tinctures and
oils and the one eb Soule grows at vena Botanicals edium-si ed single
blooms with small e es are extremel resinous, coating our fingers or clippers while ou harvest flowers he medicinal stick resins impart a pleasant
odor Blossoms are primaril bright ellow with ellow centers few will be
orange with light orange centers.
4925 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 3g, $5.00
C: 9g, $9.00
D: 27g, $20.00
olar Flashback i
rganic (55 days) A hot release from Frank
Morton’s calendula program. Morton describes it as “a distinctive new family
of flash, selected to highlight contrast between bright light ellows, pinks, and
solid red or maroon.” Some feature yellow petals, some pinkish-blond, some
yellow with light tips, all with contrasting red backs. Seed in short supply—
order early! s 007
4927 A: 1g, $3.00
eolights
rganic Pinky-maroon backing shows through the yellow
petals to lend a pink tinge to the familiar
calendula-yellow. Dark centers accentuate the
color contrast Frank orton original
4929 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 4g, $4.75
C: 12g, $10.00
D: 48g, $30.00

I look forward to seeing my calendulas bloom, and
to making my calendula salve. In these unpredictable
times, you and your team at Fedco are a source of positive
encouragement, supporting all of us who find our gardens a
source of happiness and good health Be well and be blessed,
as you continue to serve your customers and community.
Carol anier

CELOSIA C. argentea

nnual, good for fresh bouquets and everlasting arrangements. rom the reek
keleos, bla ing, a reference to their bla ing colors. urr textures and unusual
shapes also characteri e the genus. nown as i quan hua in China where both seeds
and flowers are used for blood diseases, bleeding and urinar tract infections.
Culture: From hot climates and at their best in hot dry weather. Should germinate
within 0 da s at
0.
ub Parfait
rganic C. a. var. spicata (75 days) Upright
20–26" tall multi-branched wheat-type celosia produces
showy spikes, light pink at the base turning to a deep rosemagenta at the tip. Green foliage starts at ground level. A very
prolific and striking displa in mass plantings, as a border, or
in containers xcellent cutflower Blooms ul through frost
Hums with bees and other pollinators from mid-afternoon until
dusk. Prefers full sun and moist rich soil, though does well in
marginal dry soil as well. Does not tolerate standing water.
4950 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 3g, $7.00
C: 12g, $16.00
Cramer’s Ama on C. a. var. spicata (120 days) A truly wild
thing from the Peruvian Amazon. Makes a great landscape
plant, shooting a 3–6' spire punctuated by 2–3" reddishpurple spikes. Amazing long red stems and the spectacular
spikes make this a perfect cutflower Its coleus-colored
leaves, green splashed with purple, heighten its dramatic effect.
Blooms hold up better than other spicatas as a dried flower if cut
while the spikes are still short. As the blossoms age they turn white
on the bottom. Requires a long season. Start inside 8 weeks before
frost and transplant into warm ground. Pinch at 12" to encourage
branching. About 250 seeds/g. Availability uncertain at press time.
Please check our website for updates!
Kiwi Blue Cerinthe C. major var. purpurescens Annual. Also known as
uropean one wort or ax lant igorous bush 1 30 annual comes
into focus when the cooler nights of late summer and early fall accentuate its
colors. Coin-shaped grey-green foliage covers the sprawling stems. Profuse
blue shrimp-like bracts bear terminal purple flowers shaped like comfre
blossoms. Tolerates heat, but likes cool weather and will withstand light fall
frosts, looking best when others are fading. Good in a massed border. Direct
seed or start indoors 6–8 weeks before setting out after danger of frost. Quick
emerging and rugged. “Please do not discontinue cerinthe…It is my very
favorite and perhaps the seed most responsible for my continuing love of the
spring ritual of planting hink of the bumblebees, exhorted Susan Barnett
of acksonville,
Cerinthe sta s! bout 1 seeds g
4962 A: 0.6g, $2.50
B: 2.4g, $5.50
C: 7.2g, $10.00
Firmament Chinese Forget e ot Cynoglossom amabile Annual.
Also known as Hound’s Tongue. Uniquely bright dainty 5-petaled azure-blue
blossoms. Floriferous throughout the summer with three blooms per cluster
and a half dozen clusters per plant. Try alongside calendula for color contrast.
Introduced b rnst Benar 1 3
S Start indoors 6 weeks before the last
frost or direct seed outdoors in spring erminates in 10 da s at 6 70
Space plants 9" apart. Prefer full sun. 16–18". About 200 seeds/g.
4965 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 7g, $3.50
C: 28g, $5.75
Chinese antern Physalis alkekengi Perennial, Zones 3-10. Grown for its
deep orange “lanterns,” the calyxes that surround the red fruits and hold their
color when dried. Physalis is Greek for bladder, referring to these husks. May
be sown indoors in warm place. Likes full sun. Dig out or cut back the roots
every three years to counteract its invasive tendencies. About 600 seeds/g.
4968 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 3g, $4.50
C: 9g, $9.00
Key to symbols (

CLEOME C. hassleriana

nnual. The pider lower sets large open flower clusters with ver long stamens
atop stalks. looms throughout the summer and likes the hot and dr conditions
of midsummer. er attractive to bees. or better germination, prechill seeds
in refrigerator. o not cover seed. ikes alternating da ( 0 ) and night ( 0 )
temperatures to germinate. Will self-sow. About 450 seeds/g.
ose ueen
4982 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 2g, $5.00
C: 8g, $8.00
D: 32g, $15.00
iolet ueen Gorgeous in August.
4985 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 2g, $5.00
C: 8g, $8.00
D: 32g, $15.00
White ueen
4988 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 2g, $5.00
C: 8g, $7.00
D: 32g, $15.00
Cleome i
rganic An organic mix of the above three colors: rose,
violet and white.
NEW!
4989 A: 0.5g, $3.00
B: 2g, $6.00
C: 8g, $10.00
D: 32g, $22.00
Wi ard Coleus Coleus scutellarioides (45 days) Formerly C. blumei.
Perennial in Zone 10, grown as an annual. Leaves are a resplendent
kaleidoscope of colors: rose and ivory edged in green, deep velvet burgundy
centered with flame, bron ed pink, scarlet 1 in all he colors are strongest
in deep shade, lighter in part shade erminate at 6
o not cover o not
overwater sub ect to damping off as to grow and maintain ust pinch
off an late-season flower stalks rows 10 1 , great in window boxes and
planters. Nikos brings her favorites indoors before frost and enjoys their
magic all winter long. About 3,500 seeds/g.
4992 A: 0.02g, $3.50
B: 0.1g, $8.00

COLUMBINE Aquilegia vulgaris

Perennial, Zones 3-10. Columbines are an essential part
of the cottage garden or border. Their delightful flowers in
mixed colors bloom in spring and dance above attractive
lobed leaves. as to grow, likes moist well-drained
soil, sun or partial shade. Self-sows freely. Need light to
germinate take
weeks. About 600 seeds/g.
uropean A better landscape plant than Mrs. Elliot
or c ana iants because its leaves remain green
through the whole season. Spurless blossoms are
mostly pink, with a few purples and whites. 21/2'.
4998 A: 0.3g, $2.50
B: 1.2g, $4.50
C: 6g, $7.00
Double Take
rganic uni ue double Barlow-st le columbine with
long-lasting (4–6 weeks) spurless blooms that look like miniature dahlias
with layers of pink, magenta and creamy white. These attention grabbers hum
with pollinators and look gorgeous in bouquets. Plants grow 24–30" tall and
start blooming in their second year. Start indoors 6–8 weeks early. Plant out
at 12–16" spacing.
5000 A: 0.3g, $4.50
ellow Prairie Coneﬂower Ratibida columnifera Perennial, Zones 3-9.
ne recent summer, I was enticed into a field b a ellow fluttering of dancing
flowers on erect 1 3 slender stems s I approached, I could see that the
yellow petals merely skirted around a protruding cylindrical chocolate-brown
center disk. One of its names, Mexican Hat, evokes a tall sombrero and
the lively and colorful Mexican Hat Dance. Prairie grasslands native likes
full sun, blooms May through August, undaunted by drought. About 1,000
seeds/g.
5007 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $3.75
C: 16g, $7.00
oneflower also see chinacea page
and udbeckia page 99
arl
unrise Coreopsis
di o Perennial, Zones 3-10. Won
1989 AAS for its ability to bloom weeks earlier than other Coreopsis. Dense
well-branched 18" plants are loaded with 2" semi-double
vivid golden-yellow blooms loved by syrphid
flies, lad beetles, lacewings, parasitic wasps
and man other beneficials xcellent for
eco-dyeing, too. Aerial parts of the plant
make a burnt sienna with a rusty orange hue.
Start indoors 8–10 weeks before setting out
in sunny spot, 12–18" apart. Do not cover
seed For cuts, harvest when flowers start to
open. Primed seed. About 400 seeds/g.
5012 A: 0.1g, $3.00
B: 0.3g, $5.50
C: 0.9g, $9.50

) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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Blue Clips Campanula C. carpatica Perennial, Zones 4-10. Also known as
Bellflower or Carpathian arebell asses of light a ure bellflowers dance 8
high above a tid mound of foliage up to 1 wide emarkable flower power
at the front of the border and e uall good in containers er hard and eas
to grow, Blue Clips will bloom in sun or partial shade from une to ctober
as long as spent flowers are deadheaded
4930 A: 50 seeds, $3.50
B: 200 seeds, $9.50
C: 500 seeds, $18.00
Canar Creeper Tropaeolum peregrinum Annual. A climbing relative of the
nasturtium. Profuse 8' vines with unique deeply lobed frog-toe–like foliage
and clusters of lac -petaled golden- ellow flowers from midsummer till frost
Gorgeous when grown on a sturdy tripod with morning glories (page 97) and/
or Scarlet Runner beans (page 9). Grows in shade but prefers full sun. About
15 seeds/g.
4932 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 7g, $6.75
C: 28g, $15.00
Persian Catmint Nepeta mussinii Perennial, Zones 4-8. While we can’t
duplicate the lavender fields of rovence, we can create a similar look b
planting catmint. Its soft grey-green leaves clothe wiry 1' stems crowned with
clusters of bluish-lavender tubular flowers
member of the mint famil , it
grows rapidly in rich moist soils, but in sandy drier conditions can be contained.
lant earl for blooms the first ear hereafter will flower for 6 weeks from
early spring to summer. Shear plants after blooming to encourage repeat blooms
and to diminish self-sowing. Plant in full sun 2' apart. About 1,200 seeds/g.
4937 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.3g, $4.00
C: 1.2g, $7.00
D: 6g, $10.00

COSMOS C. bipinnatus

FLOWERS

nnual. un-loving, free-flowering all summer, can serve as an accent, screen or
cutflower. olorful dais -st le flowers with ellow centers bloom amidst lac cut
foliage. ttracts a broad range of beneﬁcial insects.
Culture: For best results, thin its fast-growing large plants. Deadhead for persistent
blooms. arvest cutflowers when petals on ﬁrst flower are ust opening. on t wait
too long! ld blooms don t last. ase life is
da s. ight aids germination. a be
started indoors at 0
(grow on at 0
) or direct seeded after last frost. pace
. Tolerant of drought. About 125-150 seeds/g.
Cupcakes
rganic (90-100 days) These shimmering delicate beauties
were named for the pleating of cupcake papers, evoked by the intricately
fused folding of the outer petals ightweight blooms seem to float on upright
stems, more like ballerinas pirouetting in tutus of white and pinks than like
cupcake papers. Some blooms are doubled, with extra petal tufts surrounding
a central yellow button—a charming profusion of frills. The 4' tall plants
attract pollinators and have long stems for cutting. Deadhead to keep the
blooms coming.
5017 A: 25 seeds, $3.00
B: 100 seeds, $8.75
C: 400 seeds, $20.00
Cranberries Double Click (100-120 days) My favorite color in this series,
stunning dark maroon semi-double to full double flowers have a light picotee
edge. Not the earliest to bloom but well worth the wait. Temporarily set back
by excessive rains but makes a good recovery. Strong stems with attractive
ferny foliage grow 2–3'. Long-lasting in a vase.
5021 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.6g, $4.50
C: 3g, $15.00
Double Click i (100-120 days) These double and semi-double awardwinning flowers garner lots of attention with their puff blooms in shades
of pink, plum and white. 4' tall with sturdy stems, excellent for cutting, and
prolific blooms until frost his superior mix makes garden visitors do a
double take.
5024 A: 0.2g, $3.00
B: 0.6g, $4.25
C: 3g, $15.00
D: 12g, $45.00
Dwarf ensation i
rganic (75 days) If you want a cosmos with
earlier blooms to maximi e flowering in short seasons, this Sensation is the
way to go. A mix of pinks and white singles on 12" plants low enough to stay
upright through the summer. Especially good in pots.
NEW!
5025 A: 0.5g, $2.75
B: 3g, $6.00
C: 15g, $15.00
D: 60g, $45.00
Picotee 0 da s Bicolor flowers var in hue from white to pink to rose, with
each serrated petal edged in contrasting magenta. Plants grow 4' climaxed by
blooms 21/2–3" across. A beautiful addition to your cosmos bouquet.
5027 A: 0.5g, $2.00
B: 3g, $3.75
C: 15g, $8.00
D: 1oz, $11.00
ensation i (85-90 days) So named
because its early maturity created a sensation
when it first came out in 1 30 on
S6
ears later hese large-flowered cosmos, in
pinks, roses, magentas and occasional whites,
need little tending ithstand the first mild
frosts of fall
Sunflowers knocked
this Sensation from second to fifth place in
popularity.
5035 A: 1.4g, $2.25
B: 14g, $5.00
C: 56g, $9.75
D: 1#, $38.00
Tango Cosmos C. sulphureus Luxuriant
flame-red free-flowering double blossoms
wane to bright orange with yellow centers on
wir 18 stems that float above the deepl lobed
dark green foliage Ideal for cutflower production
4' tall plants span almost 41/2 wide lanted alongside innias, sunflowers
and amaranth, the were spellbinding in m flower bed ango dodged a
light September frost and continued its dance well into October, but C.
sulphureus is sensitive to frost.
5039 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 3g, $5.25
C: 15g, $9.00
D: 60g, $26.00
Harle uin i Dahlia
rganic D. x hybrida Tender perennial, Zones
8-10, grown as an annual. If you like to dally ’mongst the dahlias, these bicolored buffoons are sure to cheer you. This selection of compact semi-double 21/2" blooms sit atop strong 14" stems. Semi-doubled bicolor collarette
blossoms come in a wonderful range of scarlet-yellow, cherry-white, purples, yellows, oranges and reds. Old blooms
should be removed to encourage continued flowering
Dahlias prefer full to partial sun and grow most happily
with cool nights and warm days. Even though started
from seed, as with other dahlias, you can lift their
tuberous roots before frost and overwinter them in a
cool dry place, saving the tubers of your favorite kinds.
About 125 seeds/g.
5045 A: 20 seeds, $3.50
B: 100 seeds, $9.00
C: 400 seeds, $26.00
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SHASTA DAISY Leucanthemum x superbum

erennial, ones - 0. Leucanthemum means white flower and the dais , with its
white petals and ellow centers, is a flower almost ever one can name. rovides great
cuts and can serve as a long-lasting low-maintenance backbone in a perennial bed or
border. The ﬁrst h brid flower, developed b the legendar uther urbank from one
apanese and three uropean daisies. It took him
ears.
Culture: tart indoors in warm soil
weeks before setting out in a well-drained
location in full sun. Pinch back in late spring for bushier sturdier plants.
Alaska train he clean snow-white flowers with bright ellow centers
make cheer cutflowers and border plants ne of the easiest perennials to
grow will usuall bloom first ear if started indoors in spring and transplanted
when soil warms. 3' tall. About 750 seeds/g.
5047 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 4g, $3.75
C: 16g, $6.25
Cra Dais We’re crazy for this daisy because its quilled petals are unlike
any other in the Shasta class. Almost all of the 21/2–3" creamy white blossoms
are full double and reminded us of dahlias Bloomed the second ear for
onna
rek starting on ul 6 and put on a good show for nearl a month
The later blossoms were less doubled, showing the small yellow centers
more. Required no protection to overwinter in central Maine, but mulching is
recommended for colder areas. 24–28" tall. Need a cold period and long days
to initiate bloom. About 900 seeds/g.
5049 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.3g, $4.50
C: 1.2g, $8.00
Purple Ballerina Datura
rganic Datura metel (95 days) Perennial in
Zone 8-10. This summer my friend called at short notice to come enjoy her
night-blooming cereus, whose bloom would solely last the night. So I hustled
over and inhaled an exquisite fragrance not soon to be forgotten—or repeated.
But imagine that kind of vesperal scent delivered each and ever night nter
urple Ballerina: with upward-facing 6 8 lilac petals striped with deep
purple that unfurl at dusk to exude a lil -like fragrance Brava! rowing 3
in the garden, they thrive in summer heat and attract moth pollinators at night.
When planted in containers they grow to a more manageable 2–3' and can be
moved to where their fragrance will be most enjoyed at night. Caution: All
parts of these plants are poisonous so use caution around children and pets.
And hummingbirds have been known to OD if datura is their sole source of
nectar. BACK!
5050 A: 5 seeds, $475
B: 20 seeds, $15.00
C: 100 seeds, $60.00

DELPHINIUM D. x cultorum

erennial, ones - . The aciﬁc iants were developed in alifornia in the 0s.
agniﬁcent dense racemes make delphinium excellent in the border and as a
cutflower. The name comes from the reek for dolphin and refers to the shape of the
spur containing the nectar. arge raceme with man flowers. ll parts of the plant are
toxic if ingested, and can cause skin irritation.
Culture: Old seed goes dormant and is very hard to reawaken so order fresh seed
each ear. rechill seed for
weeks, then germinate at
and grow on at
0 0 . ikes sun, moist rich soil, can tolerate some shade. eav feeder sidedress
in spring with well-composted manure. arvest when one quarter of the flowers are
open. About 450 seeds/g.
Astolat Pacific Giant Pastel mix in lilac, raspberry and rose with dark
bees. 6'.
5052 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.6g, $4.75
C: 1.8g, $9.50
Black Knight Pacific Giant Intense dark purple with black bees. Stately
and breathtaking. 6'.
5054 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 0.6g, $4.75
C: 1.8g, $9.50
Connecticut ankee i Dwarfed version grows only 3'; good where
wind is a problem. 1965 AAS in blue, purple, lavender and white.
5059 A: 0.25g, $2.75
B: 1g, $7.00
C: 3g, $15.00

Seed Longevity for Herbs and Flowers

e have integrated results from several tables with our own first-hand
knowledge from testing old lots for germination. Seeds stored in less-thanideal conditions will have shorter life spans. Plant name is followed by years.
achillea
2 daisy
3 nicotiana
3
alyssum
3 delphinium
1 nigella
1
amaranth
3-5 dianthus
3 oregano
2
anise
3 didiscus
3 pansy
2
aster
1 dill
3 petunia(unpelleted) 5
baby’s breath
2 fennel
3 phlox
1
bachelor’s button 3 four o’clock
2 poppy
3
basil
5+ gaillardia
2 sage
3
borage
5+ hollyhock
3 salpiglossis
3-5
calendula
3 honesty
2 salvia
1
campanula
3 impatiens
2 savory
3
caraway
3 larkspur
1 snapdragon
3
catnip
5 lavatera
3-5 statice
2
celosia
3-5 lavender
5 stock
3
chinese lantern
1 lemon balm
5 strawflower
chives
1 lobelia
3 sweet pea
3
cilantro
5+ lupine
2 sunflower
3
columbine
2 marigold
3 thyme
3
coreopsis
2 marjoram
3 tithonia
2
cosmos
3-5 nasturtium
3-5 zinnia
3-5
dahlia
2

GAILLARDIA spp.

DIANTHUS spp.
The name comes from the reek meaning divine flowers. ome are carnations
some are commonly known as Pinks, not for their color, but for their serrated petal
tips which look like they’ve been cut with pinking shears. All have fabulous fragrance.
Double Choice i
weet William D. barbatus Biennial, ones -10
fragrant self-sowing 18 biennial with familiar flat-topped flower clusters in
red, pink, white, lavender or mixed colors erminates in 7 1 da s at 70
Started 2 months before setting outdoors, or direct seeded in late summer or
fall. Requires full sun and good drainage; likes lime. About 715 seeds/g.
5061 A: 0.5g, $2.00
B: 7g, $3.50
C: 28g, $7.00
eisen Giant uperb i D. caryophyllus Perennial in Zones 8-10, grown
as an annual. 20" plants produce fully double fringed carnations in an array
of colors (red, violet, rose, white and bicolor) with corresponding differences
in fragrance. The perfumed clove scent of the red is the most tantalizing,
reminiscent of the ex uisitel scented flowers that one reads about in old
horticultural lore. About 500 seeds/g.
5063 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 1g, $4.25
C: 3g, $7.00
ac Blue Didiscus Trachymene coerulea (95 days) Annual. Also known
as Blue ace Flower, introduced from ustralia in 18 8 ooks like a light
blue version of ueen nne s ace ir flower heads on stems floating
like a blue mist above attractive finel cut foliage are excellent for cutting
Start indoors or direct seed after danger of frost. Transplant 8" apart. Likes
full sun. About 360 seeds/g.
5067 A: 0.25g, $2.50
B: 1g, $4.00
C: 3g, $6.75
D: 15g, $16.00
Drumstick Flower Craspedia globosa (100 days) Annual. Drumroll,
please. The globular dimpled 3/4 ellow flower heads set atop durable 18
stems do look a bit like the could mark out a paradiddle or two But better
use would be as a carefree garden accent with a prolonged bloom, or brought
inside in a long-lasting bou uet he also dr with no fuss ust stand them
upright and they dry perfectly, retaining their color. A tender perennial in
Zones 8–11 that blooms almost the entire season. In less temperate climes
start indoors 6–8 weeks before the last frost. About 1,700 seeds/g.
5072 A: 0.1g, $2.75
B: 0.3g, $6.50
C: 1.2g, $19.00
Blue Fla Linum perenne subsp. lewisii Perennial, Zones 4-9. Also known
as rairie Flax Single light-blue flowers and finel cut foliage for borders or
rock gardens ew flowers open ever morning all summer, fade in afternoon
heat ikes full sun er drought tolerant 1 Start indoors in a cool place
6–8 weeks before setting out or direct seed in cool soil in spring or fall. About
530 seeds/g.
5079 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 7g, $3.75
C: 28g, $7.00

lso known as lanket lower. amed for aillard de harentonneau, an th-c.
rench botanical patron. ais -t pe flowers in reds, ellow, rust and orange with a
prominent colored center. ree flowering, low maintenance and eas to grow. ttracts
butterflies. ood cutflower.
Culture: Well-drained soil in full sun, tolerates drought. Perennials and annuals have
slightl different growth speciﬁcations, detailed on the chart on page .
Burgund G. aristata Perennial, Zones 4-10.
lso known as Blanketflower hen I first laid
eyes on this in a nursery, it stood out from
the pack Burgund has all the toughness
of a prairie native enhanced with the
solid deep wine color of a sophisticated
garden-tour specimen. 3–4" daisy-like
flowers bloom all summer on 3 plants
favorite of butterflies and of gardeners
who like to bring cutflowers inside Fanc but
low-maintenance cultivar. Plant 18–24" apart.
About 280 seeds/g.
5097 A: 0.25g, $2.50
B: 1g, $4.50
C: 4g, $8.25
oren iana Double i G. pulchella Annual. This cultivar of a native
flower has been around more than a centur under different names, but it s
a recent discover for us he 3 uilled florets bloom in an arra of red
and golden hues on a 1x1' mounded plant. Quite the showstopper, Lorenziana
got top ratings for its masses of blooms over a long period of time in Florida
trials. In central Maine trials, too. The genus is salt tolerant, drought tolerant,
deer proof, and—in the words of a Florida theme-park director—“butt
hard , meaning it can bounce back after people sit on it Besides people, it
also attracts bees, butterflies and birds
5098 A: 0.25g, $2.25
B: 1g, $4.00
C: 4g, $6.00
ew Da Formula i Ga ania G. rigens Annual. Open-faced single
blooms worship the sun in their daily salutations. Shades of bronze, orange,
yellow, mauve, white and sepia all with yellow centers,
and some with darkened petal bases, create a dynamic
display. Its impressive drought tolerance shined with
a stead bloom performance beginning in earl ul
and continuing through the nearly rainless August and
September. These easy-to-grow short 8–10" plants
with leathery dark green leaves keep tidy along sunny
garden edges and are ideal for color in patio containers.
Coated seed. About 175–225 seeds/g.
5100 A: 0.1g, $2.75
B: 0.5g, $7.00
C: 2g, $21.00

GLOBE AMARANTH Gomphrena globosa

nnual. eautiful round clover-like flowers on stems perfect
for drying. Also enjoyable as bedding plant. We’ve chosen for
earliness, floriferousness, compact habit and good stem length.
Culture: asil grown in an soil, likes hot sun, blooms
proliﬁcall . Tolerates dr weather and some frost. hill
seed
weeks at 0 , then start indoors at 0 0 for
best germination. ermination is erratic can take from
0
da s. row on at
0 . o not overwater. Transplant in
weeks, spacing at
. About 200 seeds/g.
as egas Purple
5102 A: 0.1g, $3.00
B: 0.4g, $6.75
I
ed ibrant strawberr -red profuse blooms IS stands for ualit In
Seed. Enormously popular with commercial growers.
5104 A: 0.1g, $2.00
B: 0.4g, $4.00
C: 1.2g, $6.75
as egas i Three vibrant colors: pink, purple and white.
5109 A: 0.1g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $6.50
C: 1.2g, $15.00

Flowering Cabbage i Brassica oleracea Biennial grown as an annual
Well adapted to cold climates, these ornamentals are at
their best when most flowers have given in to fall
frosts. The colors—green outer leaves and pink,
white or purple centers—deepen at the onset of
chilly autumnal nights. Sometimes used for garnishes or in salad mixes. Start indoors 5–7 weeks
before setting out in midsummer for fall maturity.
While weather is still hot, sidedress with manure
so the plants will make rapid growth before nights
begin cooling. As autumn approaches, withhold
nitrogen to speed coloring. 10". ~350 seeds/g.
5082 A: 0.25g, $2.25
B: 1g, $4.00
C: 4g, $6.00
Key to symbols (
) and supplier codes (

) on page 4.
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FLOWERS

Painting for the Wind
Cut a hole in a bag filled with seeds
of any kind and place the bag where
there is wind.
–Yoko Ono, summer 1961

Forget e ot Myosotis sylvatica Perennial, Zones 3-9.
The older I get, the more I want to be surrounded by plants
that care for themselves. This little charmer, a
biennial or short-lived perennial that self-seeds for
man ears, fits the bill xcellent grown in a mixed
border, where they peek out atop 6" stems with
clusters of sky-blue color. They tolerate a wide range
of conditions and grow in both sun and shade. Now
if only I can remember not to weed them out the
following spring. About 1600 seeds/g.
5091 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.5g, $4.25
C: 3g, $6.50
Tall i Four ’Clock Mirabilis jalapa Annual. Also known as Marvel of
eru Breck s in 188 called it a ver desirable plant where there is plent
of room,” and suggests each specimen should stand singly 3' apart. The
fragrant trumpet-shaped flowers, in bright shades of cerise, burgund , pink,
yellow and white, open in late afternoon, reaching peak glowing loveliness at
dusk. The 2–3' plants make good background or annual hedge. Start indoors,
transplant out when warm weather has settled in. Likes full sun. Will self-sow
in warmer areas. Drought-tolerant. About 11 seeds/g.
5095 A: 3g, $2.00
B: 9g, $3.50
C: 27g, $6.00

FLOWERS

Grace i Godetia
rganic Clarkia amoena (90 days) Annual.
Also called Farewell to Spring. Frank Morton, who’s growing
a lot of flowers these da s, calls this odetia the most
beautiful flower in the garden: It took m breath
away.” We agree that these large and long-lasting 3"
satin flowers are vastl underrated ith abundant
blooms in red, pink, salmon, lavender and white, and
with a bright red patch in the heart of the four petals, they
make a lovely addition to the cottage garden. They’re
productive, too, with up to 15 stems on each 30" plant,
each producing 6 clusters of flowers nd race is
the best godetia for cutting, with a tremendous vase
life. I was curious how Frank could grow an openpollinated flower that is listed ever where as a h brid
His theory is that the initial cross was between closely
related species, C. a. subsp amoena x C. a. subsp
whitneyi, with the resultant color cavalcade continuing to
be called a hybrid, even though it remained stable from that
point on. And we get to enjoy the result.
5111 A: 25 seeds, $3.50
B: 100 seeds, $9.00
C: 400 seeds, $25.00

Helen’s Flower i Helenium autumnale Perennial, Zones 3-10. Offered
in the past as Sneezeweed. Supposedly used for snuff in earlier times, hence
the snee e lso known as Sunn Bride
rich chromatic scale of bron e,
brown, crimson and ellow for an end-of-summer displa Single flowers
cover the tops of branching upright 4–5' plants and resemble Coreopsis
but have a large center button like a coneflower akes great late-season
color. Not fussy, easy to grow, excellent for cutting. At its prime when most
perennials have finished blooming enerall a low germinator needs 3
weeks. About 5,000 seeds/g.
5119 A: 0.05g, $3.50
B: 0.2g, $9.75
unburst Heliopsis H. scabra Perennial, Zones
4-9. A most unusual heliopsis that sports variegated
foliage featuring patterned bright green veins etched
against a white background. Masses of bright yellow
dais -like flowers with darker centers stand above
the foliage to complete its arresting displa Bush
plant grows slowl the first ear to 1 18 but continues
up to in subse uent seasons onna s first bloom was
ul 1 from an pril 8 start It was still flowering in
October. About 200 seeds/g.
5113 A: 0.1g, $4.00
B: 0.4g, $11.00
C: 1.2g, $28.00
arine Heliotrope Heliotropium arborescens (120 days) Tender perennial,
Zone 9-10, grown as an annual. Native to Peru, an old-fashioned scented
flower with a rich histor
he aroma fills the garden on a cool damp da
ictorians edged their rose beds with heliotrope and it is still cultivated in
Europe for perfumery. Smells like sweet violet, but deeper, and
has been described as similar to vanilla, almond or cherry
pie. Works well in hanging baskets, containers, the
front of borders or any location where the scent
will readily reach you. It may be transplanted
indoors for the winter. 14–18" plants with
deeply etched viburnum-like dark green
leaves bear big flat clusters of tin starshaped ro al blue flowers Somewhat slow,
erratic germinator, takes at least 2–3 weeks.
About 1,500 seeds/g.
5116 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.6g, $5.50
C: 3g, $11.00
una i Hibiscus H. moscheutos Perennial, Zones 5-9.
We of the foreshortened northern summers need a bit
of the extravagant flounce of an hibiscus to put an
exclamation point on the season una plants fit the bill
with 6 8 saucer-shaped flowers in a mix of pinks, red
and white, with contrasting red eyes where a contrast
is to be had. Though at 24–36" they are somewhat
shorter than many hibiscus, the big bushy 2' wide plants
still make a dramatic statement. They have proved
themselves winter hardy and become more resilient to water
and drought stress once they’re established. Emerge slowly in
spring, like full sun.
5120 A: 10 seeds, $6.00
B: 30 seeds, $14.00
C: 120 seeds, $48.00
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HOLLYHOCK Alcea rosea

iennial, ones - , often reseeds. n old-time favorite for background color.
Culture: eeds staking. ut flower stalk to induce rebloom. ikes full
sun, lots of room, and moist soil. eed ma require alternate free ing and
thawing to break dormanc . tart indoors in a 0 spot months prior to
transplanting. About 70 seeds/g.
Chater’s Double i
ouble flowered in shades of red,
pink, yellow and white. Dates back to the 1880s. 4–5'.
5122 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 5g, $5.00
C: 15g, $10.00
Indian pring ingle i Old-fashioned single 7'
beauty in shades of red, yellow, white and rose. Favored
by hummingbirds. 1939 AAS.
5124 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 5g, $3.75
C: 15g, $7.00
Black Holl hock A. r. var. nigra Heirloom with
shimmering burgund -black single flowers asts
3–4 years in favorable conditions. Surface sow inside
in April. Overly rich potting mixes will encourage
damping off. May be the same black hollyhock
grown for homas efferson at onticello
5127 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 5g, $4.25
C: 15g, $8.00
Honest Lunaria annua Biennial, often grown as an annual,
for everlasting arrangements. Also known as Silver Dollar,
Moneyplant and Moonwort. Would be a solution to economic
woes if only its shimmery silver seed pod “coins” were legal
tender. Honesty is a winter-hardy biennial with fragrant
lavender flowers usuall grown for its large coin-shaped
seed pods that flash in winter bou uets Sow indoors at
6 70 , grow on at 60 at night before setting out to a
sunny location, or direct sow spring or fall. Depending
on conditions, ma not flower until second ear 3 ou
won’t need a Times exposé to get to the source of this
money! About 50 seeds/g.
5132 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 14g, $5.00
C: 42g, $8.00

IMPATIENS I. walleriana

Perennial in Zone 10, grown as an annual. Impatiens is
named for the wa its seeds pop explosivel out of their
ripe pods. reel branching
0 plants.
Culture: Thrives in shade and requires little care.
tart indoors, need light so surface-sow, 0- 0 ,
takes da s to germinate, provide even moisture,
do not overfeed, set out after danger of frost. Pinch
blooms before they go to seed for best display.
About 1,100 seeds/g.
Paradise i F-1 h brid Bring a bit of
tropical color into your garden with this mix
from the Super lfin series avender, fuchsia, violet and
cantaloupe-colored flowers
5142 A: 0.03g, $3.50
B: 0.15g, $10.00
Blue Pearl acob’s adder Polemonium caeruleum (90 days) Perennial,
Zones 3-8. A staple of the shade garden in cooler climes. Where so few
plants flower, Blue earl shines Sk blue 1 11/2" cup-shaped blooms with
distinctive gold stamens flower from late spring to earl summer except
in extreme heat. The long-lived compact 1' plants perform best in partially
shaded borders, at the edge of woodlands or at the base of small shrubs or
roses Space 1 apart Called acob s adder for the arrangement of parallel
leaflets along the stem akes a beautiful cutflower bout 8 0 seeds g
5144 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.5g, $4.25
ob’s Tears
rganic Coix lacryma-jobi (100 days) Perennial in Zone
9-10, grown as an annual. Named for the Greek coix which means ‘palm,’
this ornamental grass’s foliage resembles corn with blades up to 11/2"
wide Spik
3 stalks good for planters or as filler in dried fall
arrangements. Sets pendulous sprays of globular pearly
purple-grey seeds, the tears, which may be strung
as beads for necklaces B picking regularl in late
summer and fall, Elisabeth gathered about 3 cups of
seeds from 8 plants—so many beads! Start indoors in
late March or early April. Forgiving and easy to grow.
Believed to be one of the oldest grasses in cultivation,
featured in seed catalogs for almost two centuries. Our
thanks to Alicia McDonald of Whately, MA, who
sent us seed. About 5 seeds/g.
5147 A: 2g, $2.50
B: 6g, $4.50
C: 24g, $12.00

Free shipping for seed orders $30 and up!

LARKSPUR Consolida spp.

Lavatera Mix L. trimestris Annual. Also known as
erb reemallow ver stalk is covered with single
funnel-shaped blossoms n explosion of exotic
blooms in mostl pink shades, some light and some
dark, and the remainder white on tall bush plants,
great for borders Cut when flowers are unfurling
or have ust begun to bloom ase life is at least one
week ill survive light fall frosts Botanical name
honors 16th-c Swiss naturalist brothers avater, and its
three-month bloom time in warmer climes Start indoors at
70 7 8 weeks before setting out, growing on at 6 70
da s and 60 nights, or direct seed in sunn spot Space 18
bout 1 0 seeds g
5171 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $4.00
C: 16g, $6.00
Lavender: See 4585 and 4586 p. 83 in the Herb Section.
Crystal Palace Blue Lobelia L. erinus erennial in ones -10, grown
as an annual ith bron e-green foliage and a profusion of stunning deep
blue flowers, this is the perfect window-box plant
tall, great for
edgings, walks and borders. An old variety, offered by Henderson
in 1 0 for a dime per packet amed for the Flemish botanist
athias de l bel who was a ph sician to ing ames I of
ngland eeds light to germinate olerates some shade
Cannot stand frost. About 30,000 seeds/g.
5180 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 1g, $4.50
C: 4g, $7.50
D: 28g, $30.00

LOVE-IN-A-MIST Nigella spp.

nnual. verlasting grown especiall for its spik decorative seed pods. erminates
0
da s at 0 . row on at 0
. et transplants
apart.
Persian ewels i N. damascena (70 days)
rofuse blooms in pink, blue and white shades
surrounded by a cloud of greenery
make lovel bou uets Seed heads
are used dried and are especiall
fetching with a little bit of the flower
attached irect seed as soon as ground
can be worked, or sow indoors in a cool
spot months prior to setting out lant in full
sun 18
bout 0 seeds g
5184 A: 0.4g, $2.00
B: 2g, $3.75
C: 14g, $7.00
Exotic N. hispanica xotic s golden-brown pods are similar to velvetleaf s
wonderful starr seed pods except with long fanc tendrils ill add interest
and volume to an dried arrangement nlike velvetleaf, this annual won t
be a nuisance in the field oubles as a cutflower with open form, striking
maroon stamens and an arresting shade of deep blue, almost purple top 16
stems, the blossoms hold longer in a bou uet than other kinds of ove-in-aist ikes full sun or light shade bout 00 seeds g
5187 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $4.75
C: 2g, $12.00

LUPINE Lupinus polyphyllus

erennial, ones - . upine fanatic eorge ussell of ork, ngland,
Annual. Formerly known as Delphinium consolida. Delphinium-like long-stemmed
and won the
bred ussell brids hoice ix, introduced it in
flower spikes are used as cutflowers or in dried arrangements. pright
tall
coveted old edal from the o al orticultural ociet . ense spikes
plants. The iant Imperial series features long racemes of double flowers.
with large flowers in full range of colors.
Culture: Likes cool moist conditions. Very slow to give in to fall
Culture: Likes a cool moist spot in full sun, preferring sandy soil
frosts. May be direct seeded in early spring or started indoors
with ample room for its roots to spread. Can be sown indoors in
and grown on at
and set out in weeks. oes not germinate
late winter, or outdoors in earl spring or late fall. . eeds and
well in warmer temperatures. Refrigerating for a week improves
seed pods are poisonous. About 35 seeds/g.
germination. ut when one third of the flowers on the stem are
open vase life is
da s. xcellent for dr ing. elf-sows readil .
My Castle Red Russell In most lupine
About 330 seeds/g except for lue loud.
mixes the red shades are overshadowed by a
preponderance of blues he genetics of lupines
Earl Grey C. ajacis For that kind of cloudy day on the
are such that, as a patch crosses and self-sows,
Maine coast when subtle “cool” colors come into
over time the blues will dominate So now ou
their own and the chill invites ou to curl up with
can revitali e our patch with a new burst of red
a cup of arl re tea his pearl lavender-gre
r, grown separatel where the will not cross,
larkspur on tall stalks fits nicel into such an
ou can maintain a solel red patch
atmosphere, its delicate shades revealing their
shimmering clarit
a be en o ing them in a
5195 A: 1g, $2.50
bou uet is our cup of tea
B: 4g, $5.25
C: 16g, $9.00
5160 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.5g, $4.25
C: 3g, $10.00
D: 12g, $30.00
Russell Hybrids Choice Mix ostl purple blooms with some bicolors
in magenta, white and pink
Giant Imperial Blue Spire C. a. ark blue
B: 7g, $4.25
C: 28g, $7.50
5199 A: 1.4g, $2.25
5162 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $4.25
C: 16g, $8.00
D: 64g, $25.00
Maltese Cross Lychnis chalcedonica Perennial, Zones
Giant Imperial Mixed C. a. inks, purples, blues
3-10 esirable 3 border plant attracts hummingbirds and
and white make a beautiful background and are good for
butterflies b producing brilliant scarlet florets, each a
cutting.
five-part cross xcellent for cutflowers akes a hot color
5168 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $4.25
combination with udbeckia and Coreopsis rown for homas
C: 16g, $7.00
D: 4oz, $22.00
efferson at onticello in 1807 Start indoors in earl spring
Blue Cloud C. regalis Blue Cloud doesn t shoot up
or midsummer for blooms next ear o not cover seeds
a single spike like most larkspurs Instead it sends flocks
ikes moist soil and full sun bout ,000 seeds g
of bush -petaled rich blue 1/2 florets on wisp foliage,
5203 A: 0.4g, $2.25
which en masse give the effect of clouds Its tin seed pods are
B: 2g, $3.50
e uall decorative ill self-sow vigorousl
bout 800 seeds g
C: 6g, $6.00
5169 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.5g, $4.00
C: 5g, $9.00
D: 50g, $22.00
fedcoseeds.com
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Joe Pye Weed Eutrochium purpureum Perennial, Zones
4-9. Formerly Eupatorium. Also known as Queen of the
Meadow or Gravel Root. Tall, stately and beautiful
native with dense florets of dust pinkish-purple flowers
and foliage that releases the scent of vanilla when
crushed t
tall, makes an impressive background
plant and a good cutflower edicinall , the root is used
to treat chronic irritable bladder, urinary infections,
kidne stones, menstrual cramps and prostate
infections. Also stimulates circulation and
reduces inflammation oes best in moist well-drained
areas, full sun or part shade Surface sow in spring
or fall needs stratification unless sown in fall takes
3 weeks to germinate direct seed or transplant
About 2,800 seeds/g.
5150 A: 0.02g, $2.25
B: 0.1g, $4.25
C: 0.4g, $7.00
Helen Mount Johnny-Jump-Up Viola tricolor Perennial, Zones 3-9.
Also known as Heartsease Pansy. This 4–6" favorite bears tricolor blooms
in violet, lavender and canar ellow Small abundant flowers like partial
shade Can be direct seeded earl spring for flowers late in season or sown in
fall for earlier blooms the following ear Some call it invasive, others en o
its cheerful spreading habit Flowers make edible decorations with a faint
wintergreen taste nd eartsease has a long histor as a medicinal plant for
many conditions. About 900 seeds/g.
5152 A: 0.5g, $2.25
B: 1.5g, $4.00
C: 4.5g, $6.00
Kiss-Me-over-the-Garden-Gate - Organic Polygonum orientale Annual. It is easy to imagine an amorous meeting amongst the shelter of these
6 7 annuals, surrounded b heart-shaped leaves and large tassels of lightl
scented pink blossoms ooks like a beautiful giant Smartweed lthough
transplanting temporaril sets it back, it grows vigorousl to take up a full
square yard at maximum size. Blooms from July to frost, sometimes selfsows Start indoors at 70 7 , covering the seed, keeping soil moist till emergence Fuss , slow, erratic germinator ermination can be improved b stratif ing for 3 weeks ikes full sun or light shade ative to China ffered b
Burpee in 1 3 for 1 per packet as ub em bout 0 seeds g
5154 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 3g, $5.00
C: 12g, $10.00
White Finch aceﬂower
rganic
y
di o (65-70 days)
Annual. Though the bird hails from Australia, with this beauty in your garden,
ou can add white finches to our back ard annual count he hite Finch
flower exhibits a daint delicac resembling lace-cap h drangea, with the
central florets of a flat-topped cluster surrounded b a ring of larger flowers
that might, poeticall , resemble the fluttering of birds wings he plant stands
tall at 3 with fern foliage and sturd stems eadheading will keep the
flowers coming until frost For long-lasting en o ment as an air addition in
bou uets, harvest before the pollen starts to shed hen dried, the seed pods
can also be arranged to interesting effect. Best direct seeded. Full sun.
5157 A: 25 seeds, $3.00
B: 100 seeds, $7.50
C: 400 seeds, $20.00

MARIGOLD Tagetes spp.

FLOWERS

nnual. We do not consider a flower garden complete without the good old-fashioned
rench and frican marigolds. reck s,
. ood for bedding, for cuts, in planters
or borders. Their warm colors cheer all summer long and positively blaze in the light of
early autumn. Native to the Americas and said to have been sacred to the Aztecs; still
pla a vital role in celebrations of a de los uertos. In
urpee s ed and old
h brid was the ﬁrst h brid flower from seed offered commerciall in the nited tates.
Culture: ast and eas to grow from seed. ow after soil has warmed, or inside in a
warm (
0 ) spot, weeks before setting out after danger of frost. ikes heat and
full sun. Tolerant to drought. About 280 seeds/g except ignets.
AFRICAN MARIGOLD T. erecta
Tallest of the marigolds with largest leaves and flowers. looms are full double and
across, resembling carnations. lants make a bold highlight in large borders
and crank out cuts.
Crackerjack Mix arl mix of orange, gold,
ellow arge full double flowers on tall 30
plants that rarel need staking
5211 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 14g, $4.00
C: 56g, $7.50
First Lady 1 68
S, later voted the
all-time favorite
S flower ovel 0
border or hedge plant, covered with sunn
yellow 31/2 double flowers that keep
coming till frost.
5213 A: 0.1g, $3.50
B: 1g, $19.00
Inca II Mix Fitting sequel to the original Inca series,
but stronger, earlier b 7 10 da s, and more compact with a
new primrose- ellow oining the original ellow, orange
and gold. Produces enormous 4" fully double brilliantly
colored blooms. Great for massed borders, these compact 1 x1 plants allow ou to pack them in emove
spent flowers to promote new blossoms and maintain
a clean look ikes moist well-drained soil ithstood the
011 hurricane deluges with exceptional aplomb
5216 A: 0.1g, $3.75
B: 0.3g, $8.00
C: 1.2g, $22.00
Vanilla Formerl known as Sweet Cream and actuall
resembles sweet creamy farm milk—outstanding offwhite color rofuse large 3
double blooms on stock 18
plants until frost se for cutting or keep deadheaded to maintain
anilla s class good looks
5219 A: 0.05g, $3.75
B: 0.2g, $9.50
FRENCH MARIGOLD T. patula
mall bush plants with flowers approximatel
across in a wide range of colors
including ellows, oranges, rich reds, mahogan and bicolors. loom st les,
depending on the cultivar, can be single, crested, semi-double or fully double.
Outstanding edging plants bloom early summer till frost and stand well in all weather.
Bambino his darling s variegated petals of dark and light orange swirl
around an orange center button, giving the effect of a tiny circus tent. Plentiful
21/2 single-petaled flowers set earl on a semi-mounded 8 bush Blooms
strong until frost, championing orange in the garden till the pumpkins take
over.
5222 A: 0.5g, $3.00
B: 2.5g, $5.25
C: 15g, $15.00
Brocade Mix bundant color on neat, compact 10 plants uffled double
flowers in rust, ellow, orange, red and bicolors
5224 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 7g, $4.00
C: 28g, $7.50
Court Jester 100 da s It s worth uggling garden space to make
room for this ester, whose bright stripes of burgund and ellow
will keep ou entertained into the fall an small single striped
flowers dance atop a 0 tall plant and make alluring additions
to bouquets as well.
5226 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 3g, $4.25
C: 9g, $7.00
Lemondrop A beautiful true yellow extra-dwarf crested variety. Blooms
earl , through summer into fall nl 6 8 tall
5229 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 7g, $4.50
C: 28g, $12.00
Queen Sophia 60 da s ward-winning anemone-flowered dwarf ach
plant produces man bicolored double blooms Flowers are deep rust orange
and, as the mature, petals are edged with gold amed for ueen Sofia of
Spain, who reigned from 1 7 until 01 1 7
S, later voted second
most-popular
S flower 10 1
5231 A: 0.7g, $2.75
B: 3.5g, $7.25
C: 14g, $13.00
Sparky Mix Combines yellow, gold, orange and red blooms on free1/2" wide with
-flowering compact 10 1 plants ouble flowers are
smoother petals than Brocade arold ecker intro from the late 0s
Sparky Mix
5235 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 7g, $4.00
C: 28g, $6.00
Sparky Mix - Organic NEW!
5236 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 7g, $5.00
C: 28g, $11.00
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SIGNET MARIGOLD T. tenuifolia
lso known as ems, once known as exican marigolds, date back to
. loom
proliﬁcall with edible / single flowers with ellow centers and a citrus fragrance.
ompact mounded plants have ﬁnel cut fern foliage. The don t
need deadheading, but beneﬁt from a light shearing in hot weather
and from watering in dry spells. About 1000 seeds/g.
Lemon Gem 68 da s Compact 10 1 plant bears
tin bright lemon- ellow flowers earl , through
summer, into fall.
5243 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1.5g, $4.50
C: 6g, $8.00
D: 24g, $22.00
Tangerine Gem (68 days) As above, but
the tin fragrant flowers are deep orange
They make colorful tasty additions to
salads.
5246 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1.5g, $5.00
C: 6g, $8.00
D: 24g, $20.00
Mignonette Reseda odorata Annual. “Mignonette should
not be forgotten, on account of its delicious odor.” –
Breck s, 188
nce fashionable on the balconies
of aris, popular enough to command 7 listings in
Burpee s 1 3 catalog mong the most fragrant,
and beloved b hone bees, its insignificant ellowgreen blossoms send the enticing scent of raspberries
wafting through the air ess than a foot high, it can
be grown in pots and moved for best effect however,
its scent will fade if it is removed from full-day sun.
irect seed do not cover ake succession plantings for
continuous blooms. Prefers fertile well-drained soil and
cool weather Burpee claimed a light sand soil brings out
its most pronounced perfume bout 7 0 seeds g
5255 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 4g, $4.00
C: 16g, $7.00
D: 64g, $15.00

ilkweed Asclepias syriaca erennial to one
hese tall show perennial native wildflowers are an important member of the wild habitat, needing
a little help from humans as we work to keep the onarch well fed and abundant
onarch butterfl , that is, since milkweed is the most abundant food
source for their caterpillars oreover, 0 other insects are known to feed on
some part of the plant as well Can be toxic to some other critters, and the bitter taste will prevent voracit unless there is nothing else to eat For humans,
the flower buds battered and fried as tempura are a treat Buds open to large
balls of sweetl fragrant pink flowers hen the pods split open in the fall,
seeds fl b impossibl soft silks refers full sun eeds periodic disturbance
NEW!
in order to compete with surrounding vegetation
5256 A: 0.5g, $3.25
B: 2g, $8.00
C: 6g, $18.00

ORNAMENTAL MILLET

Foxtail Millet Setaria italica. Not available in 2021.
Purple Majesty Millet Pennisetum glaucum 1 0 da s
nnual his 003
S award-winning pearl millet
accelerated the ornamental-grasses trend istinguished
3 tall background plant with deep-purple, almost black,
corn-like foliage has purple seed spikes nearl a foot tall and
an inch around he immature plumes, looking like purple
cattails, can be used in arrangements or left on the plant to
attract birds. Tolerates hot dry weather, likes sun and can
be cultured like sunflowers amela and Frank rnosk , in
Growing for Market, reported that it was a sensational seller
owever, the cautioned that some cuts left in their packing
shed for a few da s turned solid ellow with pollen that had
an odor like burnt antifree e he advised cutting the spikes
immature, ust as the emerge from the last leaf, to circumvent the
pollen ith all the h pe, the seed is exorbitantl expensive, so we
pack b seed count
5259 A: 6 seeds, $3.25 B: 24 seeds, $9.00
C: 72 seeds, $22.00
We ship seeds to Canada!

ewel i T. majus (42 days) Bushy variety holds its
blooms above the foliage arl free-flowering blend of
orange, ellow, red and gold ong our best-selling flower
variet , it has now been relegated to second place b our
sunflower mix 16
ewel i
5288 A: 4g, $2.00
B: 16g, $4.00
C: 64g, $8.75
D: 1#, $34.00
ewel i
rganic BACK!
5289 A: 2g, $3.75
B: 6g, $6.00
C: 24g, $16.00
D: 81g, $45.00
Tall Climbing Mix T. majus (65 days) Tall trailing mix to 4–6' in red, orange,
gold and ex uisite bicolor shades lants will spread and fill in a huge space
but having no tendrils cannot, strictl speaking, climb he most prolific
blossom set of any of the nasturtiums we have tried.
5291 A: 4g, $2.00
B: 28g, $4.75
C: 84g, $9.00
D: 1#, $30.00
Peach Melba T. minus 60 da s amed for the dessert peaches with
raspberr sauce that scoffier created to honor 1 th-centur operatic
soprano ellie elba ecommended b va Sommaripa and other growers
who treasure its uni ue delicac
rimrose-cream blossoms with pearl
red centers look like miniature cut peaches with dollops of sauce Sets its
abundant blooms above the compact lil -pad foliage
5293 A: 3g, $2.50
B: 9g, $5.75
C: 27g, $12.00
D: 81g, $29.00
Whirlybird 7-Color Blend T. minus 60 da s as large spurless upwardfacing flowers borne above the foliage Compact non-trailing plant habit
ecommended for commercial growers 1 plants
5295 A: 2g, $2.00
B: 6g, $4.50
C: 24g, $9.00
D: 1#, $70.00
Only the Lonely Nicotiana - Organic N. sylvestris Annual. Arrived in
cultivation from rgentina in 18 and offered b
eo B askell Co of
ewiston,
, for a nickel per packet in 1 0
lso known as oodland
obacco, featuring clusters of drooping tubular white blossoms that perfume
the garden da and night In dwarfing nicotiana, breeders took awa its
fabulous fragrance onel , a statel
, delivers the full powerful scent its
more compact cousins lack lant it near a door or under our bedroom
window where ou can en o the aroma during the night Note: this is not
a smoking tobacco. ermination is 10 1 da s at 6 70
ight enhances
germination row on at 0
bout ,000 seeds g
5300 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 4g, $5.75
C: 16g, $18.00
Royale Mix Painted Tongue Salpiglossis sinuata Annual from the Andes
noted for its ex uisite velvet texture opular as a cutting flower in ictorian
times, it was often planted in geometric patterns in an art form known as
mosaiculture xtremel floriferous 1
0 plants produce masses of elegant
3 trumpet flowers in a broad range of colors from chocolate, red, purple and
ellow to purple-orange and pale blue bicolors erminates in 1 da s at 70
ikes long da s, lots of light and cool nighttime temperatures 0 to grow
on Set out in a location with partial shade, good drainage and protection from
the wind eadheading prolongs blooms bout , 00 seeds g
5303 A: 0.01g, $3.75
B: 0.05g, $9.00

PANSY Viola spp.
NASTURTIUM Tropaeolum spp.
nnual or short-lived perennial. urpee s in
called the pans the most popular
nnual. The name literall means twisted nose, from the atin nasus for nose and
of all flowers grown from seed, and sold more than 00,000 packets per ear. ames
tortus for twist. dible flowers with spic sweet fragrance lend a pepper -sweet taste
ick s ons sold different kinds and mixtures in
. or thoughts, remembrance,
to salads, with each color adding contrast and subtle variations in flavor. ound
from the French pensée.
leaves also edible, and seeds can be pickled to make “capers.” Formerly used as a
Culture: Old-fashioned bedding plant thrives in cool
remedy against scurvy.
moist conditions. tart in a cool ( 0
) place
Culture: looms keep coming if cut, needs moisture and cool temperatures for
months prior to planting. Cover seed to germinate.
optimal blooming. Intolerant of frost. erminates
0 da s at . over the seed.
Takes about da s. row on in ver cool
void excess nitrogen, but don t relegate nasties to the worst soil. ikes full sun. tart
temperatures preferabl below 0 . ikes partial
indoors or direct seed after last frost. About 6 seeds/g.
sun. About 580 seeds/g.
Alaska Mix T. majus 60 da s Striking variegated green and white foliage
ee p. for 5152 ohnn - ump- p, V. tricolor.
will make a formidable bush if you feed it heavily. But go easy on the nitrogen
Brush Strokes cornuta As if an artist
if ou want to eat lots of its tang ellow and orange blossoms great plant
had taken a fine brush to paint delicate bright
for hanging baskets 16
stripes on its palette of solid colors urple,
5280 A: 2g, $2.25
pink, ellow and light blue striped with white
B: 8g, $3.50
and ellow strokes onna rek s blossomed
C: 24g, $5.00
the first of ul from an pril 8 start ansies are
D: 1#, $35.00
among the first to revive in the spring warf 6
Empress of India T. majus (60 days)
plants with large fragrant faces
Hailed as a “great novelty” when intro5305 A: 0.02g, $3.25
B: 0.1g, $6.50
C: 0.4g, $13.50
duced in 188 , and still popular toda
Frizzle Sizzle Pansy V. x wittrockiana fter a drear mud season, put a
ark purplish-green leaves and stems
little ra le-da le in our spring and earl summer garden ounded 6
make a perfect background for the spic plants with heart-shaped leaves are covered with a splendid panopl of 3
hot brilliant crimson-scarlet flowers that
mostl bicolor flowers, with darker whiskers and ellow e es to dress up their
stand out in bold relief. A good contrast
arra
in lemonade, orange, raspberr , blue, ellows, and white ust imagine
with other nasturtium varieties o not
these edible beauties on a salad nd the re slightl fragrant too! erennial
feed heavil 16 plants
in ones 6-8 In a colder one, increase the likelihood of plants overwintering
5282 A: 3g, $2.25
by covering them with a straw mulch.
B: 9g, $4.00
5308 A: 0.02g, $4.00
B: 0.1g, $13.00
C: 0.4g, $30.00
C: 27g, $5.75
D: 1#, $42.00
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MORNING GLORY Ipomoea spp.

nnual. asil grown climber with trumpet-shaped flowers provides color and shade,
decorates fence or post.
Culture: lant with eastern exposure for best results.
ick the seeds with a ﬁle and soak overnight to speed
germination. erminates in weeks at
0 . ow
outdoors after danger of frost or indoors in peat pots
as they resent transplanting. Overly rich soil will yield
excess foliage and sparse blooms. About 25 seeds/g.
Flying Saucers I. nil Seedsman arold
ecker created these gaud
open trumpets
ust three ears after the ussians sent Sputnik
into orbit Bicolor features clear white cups
streaked with sk blue he swirl blue patterns
create the ethereal saucer effect that inspired its name Can
be brought inside in the bud stage for a week-long show as
the ama ing blossoms unfurl their patterns Climbing vine
grows 8 10
5271 A: 1.5g, $2.25
B: 6g, $4.50
C: 18g, $7.00
D: 54g, $14.00
Sunrise Serenade I. n. A recently rediscovered
heirloom double morning glor I first caught a
glimpse of an unstaked plant snaking along in
the undergrowth of a friend s garden and
was arrested b the large 1 3 rub red blooms with white throats. As I
bent closer, I was amazed by the frilly
slightl wav extra petals vigorous
1 1 plant, it needs to be tied up in
order to climb
hen thus displa ed,
the flowers contrast nicel with the heart-shaped green leaves ften the first
morning glor to bloom, also sta s open longer than the singles acket has
about 11-1 seeds
5274 A: 0.3g, $2.75
B: 1.2g, $7.00
C: 6g, $15.00
Kniola’s Purple (50 days) Crop failure. Try 5277 randpa tt s
Grandpa tt’s I. purpurea (70 days) This variety could be considered
the seed that sprouted a thousand seed savers
hen iane tt heal s
grandfather gave her seeds of this stunning Bavarian heirloom and died
shortl thereafter, she felt responsible for keeping the variet going
ith
her then-husband ent heal , she cofounded Seed Savers xchange,
which has since grown to a collection of more than 20,000 varieties. This
foundational flower deserves to be saved: beautiful glowing rich deep purple
bloom with a glowing magenta center and dark -pointed star pattern uite
the showstopper er similar to niola s urple, though with a later initial
bloom time. Climbs to at least 8–9' with trellising, and will self-sow but not
aggressivel Seed purchased from iane s son
NEW!
5277 A: 1.5g, $3.00
B: 6g, $7.00
C: 18g, $15.00
Clarke’s Hea enl Blue I. tricolor 11 da s Classic morning glor
Intense a ure blooms lighten toward center a sun-loving vine 1
5279 A: 3.5g, $2.25
B: 14g, $4.00
C: 56g, $9.00
D: 1#, $34.00

PETUNIA P. x hybrida

FLOWERS

About 10,000 seeds/g. All F-1 hybrids.
nnual. If I were limited to one flower with
which to decorate my home I would choose
etunias.
ark s lower ook,
.
Culture: tart indoors at 0
and grow
on at same temperature for weeks before
setting out after danger of frost. Do not
cover seeds; light aids germination.
se loose medium and avoid overwatering.
Drought-tolerant sun lovers.
Daddy Mix er show grandiflora
has big ruffled blooms in shades of light blue, orchid,
peppermint, pink, plum and strawberr with darker veins
Stunning in baskets, these uniform plants also exhibit good
weather-tolerance when planted in full sun 1 1
5321 A: 0.03g, $4.25
B: 0.12g, $14.00
Wave® Series Spreading Petunia
ur customers have caught The Wave. ach slightl mounded plant carpets the
ground with a x spread of vivid color. This versatile landscaping tool can be used as
a low hedge, as a ground cover, or trailing from pots. Wave showed extreme drought
tolerance in our trial, sailed through light frost, and bounced back after torrential rain.
lthough never deadheaded or cut back, the flowers ust kept coming and coming.
Culture: Plant in full sun where its robust performance and light fragrance can sweep
you away. All varieties pelleted seed, packed by count and shipped in protective vials
so none get crushed.
Easy Wave Blue ecommended b
an ing of alpole,
, man
ears ago She prefers this ave s mounding plant habit to that of urple,
finding it less rang , more floriferous, and the foliage better at covering the
underpinnings as bluish-purple flowers
5323 A: 10 seeds, $3.75
B: 40 seeds, $12.00
Wave Pink Pink, with white throats.
5325 A: 10 seeds, $3.75
B: 40 seeds, $12.00
Wave Purple Classic ivid fuchsia 1
S
5326 A: 10 seeds, $3.75
B: 40 seeds, $12.00
Tidal Wave Silver espite its name, more a ver pale purple than silver,
with darker purple veining 00
S
5328 A: 10 seeds, $3.50
B: 40 seeds, $12.00
Phacelia - Organic P. tanacetifolia Annual.
Also called Fiddleneck. The small frizzy curling
lavender-blue spra s of this bush 18 30 annual
bloom for two months and provide high- ualit
pollen and nectar, making it a most popular insectar
plant for hone bees, bumblebees and s rphid flies
Phacelia honey is clear and delicate. Flowering
begins 6–8 weeks after germination, though
the plant needs 13 hours of da light
to bloom sed as a cover crop or
intercropped in row plantings, it can
increase beneficial insect diversit and
populations in gardens, fields, orchards
and vine ards while suppressing
weeds It winterkills at 18 and can be
turned under. Feathery leaves look similar
to Sweet Cicel Seed will germinate
in cold soils. Thrives in dry to moist
soils. About 280 seeds/g.
5331 A: 1g, $2.50 B: 4g, $5.00
C: 20g, $10.00

PHLOX spp.

reck s sold
different kinds in
. The word phlox signiﬁes a flame. hlox is
among the most colorful flowers for summer and fall beds, borders or pots.
Culture: tart earl indoors or direct sow in spring. ikes moist well-drained soil in full
sun. One of the longest lasting in the vase. About the last to succumb to frost.
Drummondii Mix P. drummondii nnual nchanting fragrance from this
sprawling phlox with large umbels
full of blooms in crimson, scarlet, pink, white, lavender,
and bicolor combinations with dark and white eyes.
About 500 seeds/g.
5335 A: 0.4g, $2.00
B: 2g, $3.75
C: 8g, $7.00
ew H brids
i P. paniculata F-1 h brid
Perennial, Zones 3-9. Blooms from June till frost.
xcellent for borders and cutflowers
ix of white,
pinks, reds and lilacs Free e seeds 10 da s before sowing
indoors, or direct seed in cold soil Slow germinator, takes
3 weeks ikes full sun 3 bout 110 seeds g
5339 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.3g, $4.50
C: 0.9g, $7.50
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I Formula i Pincushion Flower Scabiosa atropurpurea Annual.
High-quality mix has brought us moderate success in
restoring interest in the old-fashioned but underrated
Pincushion Flower. These quilly beauties are
perfect for cuts, each bloom is a rounded mass
of tin florets on a long wir stem arvest when
blossoms are almost full open lso excellent for
drying. Formula mix is nicely balanced, featuring
purple, lavender, red, pink, white and almostmaroon bout 1 0 seeds g
5341 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 1g, $4.50
C: 4g, $8.75
Pinks: See Dianthus, 5061-5063. p. 93.
Flamenco Red Hot Poker
i ofi
i Perennial, Zones 5-9. You
won t need a casino to get into this game of poker If ou get our thrills from
hot colors rather than hot hands, this ed ot oker is no gamble at all ur
ante is onl
7 and there will be man winners It will flower the first ear
up to four weeks earlier than other standard varieties, setting spectacular 8
spikes atop sturd 3 stems, in a riot of ellow, orange and fier red tubular
flowers
field of these along the road can take our breath awa Blooms
ul -September and makes an unusual accent in cutflower arrangements
ikes well-drained sunn locations Space at 18
For overwintering,
mulch to protect the crowns from moisture and heaving 1
S bout
450 seeds/g.
5343 A: 0.04g, $2.75
B: 0.12g, $4.50
C: 0.36g, $7.75
Dwarf Allegro riental Popp Papaver orientale Perennial, Zones 2-8.
Fu
fern-like leaves, show buds open to da ling scarlet blooms with
contrasting black e es Sow in une, transplant in ctober for flowers the
following late spring rows 16
ong-lived, fits well with border perennials
and ornamental grasses because plants go dormant after spring flowering until
the leaves re-emerge in the fall. About 5,000 seeds/g.
5345 A: 0.05g, $2.25
B: 0.2g, $4.00
C: 0.6g, $8.00

POPPY Papaver spp.

nnual. ensuous luxurious flowers, about 1/
tall. We offer two heirloom breadseed
varieties especiall suitable for baking. oppies make wondrous cutflowers: choose
buds that have straightened up but not quite opened. Immediately
sear the cut stem with a flame and put in water. oppies open after
several hours—an austere bouquet in the evening can become a
riot of colors the next morning.
Culture: eed light to germinate. ow outside in spring after frost
or sow in fall for earl blooms the following summer. Thin to
.
Like full sun. Will self sow. About 1,400–4,500 seeds/g.
Elka - Organic n unusual double-purpose popp
sporting enormous seed heads up to 11/2" wide and 2"
high in good years, somewhat smaller in drought. The
heads are unvented, so the seed is not broadcast. From
Chrenovec in central Slovakia, where families used to grow
both the black Breadseed popp and white-seeded lka, and
collect 0 kilograms of each for a ear s cooking hen
walnuts became widel available in stores, lka almost
disappeared acks the distinctive flavor of the
Breadseed variety but sweeter, with a more nutlike
taste, none of the bitterness, and over 50% more oil
content, making perhaps the best edible oil in central
urope lants grow with white-lavender single
blossoms, like calcium-rich soil, don t transplant well
For best results thin to at least 6 apart Some folks
tie a group of plants together for support against
wind breakage Isolate from other poppies b at
least 250' if you wish to save seed. s1
5350 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.3g, $4.50
C: 1.2g, $7.00
D: 6g, $15.00
Ziar Breadseed - Organic Twin to 5350 lka bred to eliminate the vents
in its large seed head so the blue seeds stay in the heads to be collected.
rnamental single pink to red petals with centers ranging from pale red
through dark colors lthough the first batch of seeds had some difficult
adapting to the cold climates of Canada and aine, iar has been selected
over at least 0 ears for better cold survival Slovakian variet once a
mainstay of the local cuisine. s1 6
5351 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.3g, $4.50
C: 1.2g, $7.00
D: 6g, $15.00
Black Peony e d seen poppies in a lot of different colors, but never one
like this full double ruffled flower of the deepest purple, almost black Strong
tall stems. 2'.
5353 A: 0.1g, $2.00
B: 0.3g, $4.00
C: 1.2g, $6.00
D: 6g, $13.00
Danish Flag ccording to legend, enmark s flag came from the sk to
ing aldemar II in 1 1
he origins of the annebrog or anish Flag
popp predate 1888 Flag is named for the white spots at the base of the
petals that form a cross in the center of the brilliant scarlet flowers somewhat
mimicking the anish flag he lush single blooms, more than across with
fringed petals, sit atop 7 stems with blue-green foliage he attractive large
seedheads that follow the showy blooms are ideal for drying.
5359 A: 0.1g, $2.00
B: 0.3g, $4.00
C: 1.2g, $6.00
D: 6g, $12.00

CALIFORNIA POPPY Eschscholzia californica

nnual. The state flower of alifornia is excellent for borders, rock gardens, bedding.
Likes full sun. Do not transplant. Direct seed in May after soil has begun warming.
Make succession plantings for blooms all summer.
Jelly Beans hese ell Beans are vibrant in their bright irresistible colors:
bubblegum pink, white, orange, raspberr red, pale orange some striped,
some doubled—against feathery silver-blue foliage. Their nectar attracts bees
and hover flies From an pril 11 start, onna
rek s first blooms were on
Bastille a Still bloomed after a 7 mid- ctober frost 8 1 tall bout
700 seeds/g.
5381 A: 0.1g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $5.25
C: 2g, $13.00
D: 8g, $30.00
Dara ueen Anne’s ace
rganic Daucus carota
70 da s sharp-e ed gardener noticed color variation
in ueen nne s ace and selected from there hough
ara sports the 3
lac umbels t pical of the wildflower,
it s the color that crowns this ueen ranging in shades
from deep rich purple to dark wine red, soft pinks and an
occasional white, with many interesting variations in the color
patterning he 3 plant bearing 7 1 sturd upright stems makes
a regal and long-reigning appearance in the cottage
garden while attracting pollinators lso appreciated
in bou uets as a long-lasting filler that provides a lac
softening effect; when cutting for bouquets, wait until the
stems have stiffened to avoid a droop head
BACK!
5385 A: 0.1g, $4.00
B: 0.5g, $10.00
C: 3g, $35.00
Key to symbols (

RUDBECKIA spp.
amed for laf udbeck ( 0- 0), professor of botan at ppsala in weden
and a teacher of Linnaeus. Improved versions of these rugged North American native
black-e ed usans outstrip their wild counterparts in si e and color.
Culture: rought-tolerant. tart indoors at 0 and do not cover the seed. erminates
in
da s at 0 . Transplant after danger of frost at
apart. ikes full sun,
good drainage.
Goldsturm R. fulgida erennial, ones 3-10 omesticated cousin of the
beloved black-e ed Susan, oldsturm offers a profusion of shining goldenellow flowers with dark central cones in ugust and September ransplants
well and has much larger flowers up to
across than the common
wildflower he plants have long strong stems ideal for
cutting and flowers last long in the vase Start
indoors 8 10 weeks before last frost
About 960 seeds/g.
5393 A: 0.1g, $2.75
B: 0.4g, $5.00
C: 1.2g, $9.00
Gloriosa Daisy R. hirta Annual.
Impervious to the hottest sun and
the poorest soils, these workhorses
reward even the novice with nonstop
flowers from late ul until fall frosts
Flowers up to 6 on 3 stems have the
hues of mixed sunflowers: ellow, gold,
orange and reddish brown, surrounding
chocolate-brown centers. They enhance
the border and can be brought inside as cuts.
ransplant or start seeds directl outdoors
as soon as the ground can be worked Space
about 1 apart bout 1,800 seeds g
5395 A: 2g, $2.50
B: 6g, $4.50
C: 24g, $9.00
D: 72g, $22.00
Goldilocks R. h. 86 da s nnual his one s just right to brighten bouquets
and beds with its
golden-orange blooms with deep-set brown e es ong
strong stems set on
30 plants make this an outstanding cutflower nough
are full double to give the effect of a patch of chr santhemums bout 1,800
seeds/g.
5397 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.3g, $4.50
C: 1.2g, $9.00
Prairie Sun R. h. 88 da s nnual Sixteen point golden petals with
light ellow tips encircle a subtle green center Flowers are ver large and
distinctive Branching
30 plants have long stems, ideal for cutflowers
rairie Sun won both an
S and a Fleuroselect medal in 00 Color-coated
seed for improved visibilit
bout 1, 00 seeds g
5399 A: 0.02g, $2.75
B: 0.1g, $7.00
SALVIA spp.

From the Latin salvere, to heal. Wide-ranging genus with
more than 00 species throughout the world. In the ortheast
they range from tiny lawn weeds to showy ornamentals to
culinary sage. Members of the mint family, most have square
stems and blue or lavender flowers with prominent lips.
Culture: Like full sun and dry conditions, require good drainage.
In our climate, all should be started indoors.
ee also age 4664, page .
Blue Bedder S. farinacea erennial, ones 8-10, grown as
an annual rue blue flower spikes are abundant for weeks on
bush 3 plants re -green foliage ight aids germination
so do not cover seed Start indoors in warm location 6
weeks before last frost, keep fairl dr for best foliage color,
and transplant outdoors after danger of frost bout 00 seeds g
5406 A: 0.2g, $2.00
B: 1g, $4.25
C: 4g, $9.00
Gentian Sage S. patens. Not available in 2021.
Seascape S. f. F-1 h brid erennial, ones 8-10, grown as annual ven
from way across the garden, this stunning mix of blues and silver grabs your
attention, be the day foggy and overcast or bright and sunny, whether you are
near the coast or not arl flowering blossoms on compact branching 13
plants excel whether clumped b themselves or mixed with others Best in
full sun, tolerant of poor soil and some drought a ing at them in onna s
garden, well inland, I imagined I was sailing on Penobscot Bay admiring the
alternating waves of color Start seeds indoors 10 1 weeks before last frost
for best bloom bout 1,0 0 seeds g
5417 A: 0.1g, $2.75
B: 0.3g, $4.50
C: 1.2g, $11.00
D: 6g, $36.00
Tricolor Salvia S. viridis nnual lso known as ainted Sage his prolific
little beaut is splendid as a dried flower or a filler in fresh arrangements
Although its leaves are entirely green, its name comes from its white and blue
flowers set off b large pink-to-purple bracts that ascend the 18 stalks asil
air-dried, it will remain ver colorful, and flowers until frost if old blooms are
removed Start indoors 6 weeks before last frost eeds well-drained soil
About 350 seeds/g.
5419 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 4g, $4.25
C: 12g, $8.00
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Drama Queen - Organic I cringed when I first heard this name surel
another example of the h perbole of those shameless variet -namers ot
this time It s ever thing its name suggests, including having its photograph
all over the internet etals are deepl cut with irregular point fringes, and
shaded with deep purple and violet near the center which morphs to
vivid raspberr toward the edges ellow-green centers with prominent cream - ellow anthers accentuate the
flower ither
gorgeous or hideous, depending on our point of view,
but undeniably dramatic. 3' tall.
5366 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.3g, $4.50
C: 1.2g, $7.00
D: 6g, $14.00
Fluff
ufﬂes
rganic A beautiful color
selection with mostl pink on the outer two thirds
of the petal edge with a slight purple blush in the
middle and on the petal backs ouble, but not a
full pompon the fringes on the petal ends give it
a spider-aster or cactus-dahlia look he grower
enthuses about how much he en o s a field of these
in full bloom. Reblooms after deadheading, though
the blooms are smaller. 3'.
5371 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.3g, $4.50
C: 1.2g, $7.00
Ladybird ot a reference to ad Bird ohnson,
former First ad famous for promoting
roadside beautification, this ad bird is instead
British for lad bug: the four black dots in the
center of these fire engine red blooms make a fanciful resemblance to the beloved beetle Compact 11/2"
delicate single blooms atop wir 1 stems his cottage
variet , great for edging the flower garden, dates back to
1876 Bloomed une 30 from a a
planting
5374 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.3g, $4.50
C: 1.2g, $7.00
D: 6g, $15.00
Large Lavender - Organic assed along to eanne riffin b a erman
friend, these tall poppies bloom in ul with 1/2 3 single flowers that have
ex uisitel shaded and fringed petals ong blooming period arge 1 seed
pods can be used in dried arrangements
5377 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.3g, $4.50
C: 1.2g, $7.00
D: 6g, $14.00
Scarlet Peony - Organic arge bright scarlet blooms make a stunning
show in the garden, especiall en masse Full double blossoms tightl
packed with silk deepl fringed petals attract ever one s attention er
floriferous from mid- ugust till frost
3 tall
5378 A: 0.1g, $2.25
B: 0.3g, $4.25
C: 1.2g, $7.00
D: 6g, $14.00
Shirley Double Choice Mix lso known as Corn opp , was called host
or Fair opp earl in the centur
legant semi-double blooms all summer
in shades of pink, rose, salmon, scarlet and white he name Shirle refers to
the town in Surr , ngland, where the ev enr
ilkes originall raised the
variet It was relativel new in 18 0 when allock s Famous ong Island
Seeds said it was conceded b all to be still the finest ovelt that we can
give ou this spring he flowers are like fair work so silk and tissuelike Bending and trembling with life-like beaut , the surface is a perfect
shimmer of light and color.” 21/2' tall.
5379 A: 0.7g, $2.00
B: 7g, $4.00
C: 28g, $7.00

Rocket Mix Snapdragon Antirrhinum majus 1 0 da s erennial in
one 7-10, grown as an annual, and occasionall overwinters even in central
aine F-1 h brid alwa s ver popular with commercial
growers Its long stems and vibrant colors pink,
red, ellow, orange, white and orchid on 3 plants
make ocket the standard snapdragon for cutting For
local production of cuts, harvest when more than half
the flowers are open
ill last 8 da s
ithstands
light fall frosts Sow indoors at 6 7
o not cover
the seeds row on at 60 warmer temperatures cause
legg transplants Set out after danger of frost, spacing
at 1
bout ,000 seeds g
5431 A: 0.025g, $3.50
B: 0.125g, $7.00
C: 0.5g, $24.00

SORGHUM S. bicolor

FLOWERS

Annual. riginall from frica, sorghum is cultured in the outh for the sweet s rup of
its stalks. In the floral trade it is used as a focal point for large arrangements.
or edible sorghum, see page .
Red Broom Corn 10 da s ot a true corn, broom corn looks
and grows like corn but develops no ears, instead producing a tall
spra of seed heads at the top of the plant in lieu of a tassel hese
3 spra s are laden with shin red 1/8" seeds that birds love.
Incorporate seeds into edible bird-feeder wreaths or leave spra s
intact to add variety to traditional fall decorations. To make natural
straw brooms, comb seeds out of the dr spra s and tie the seedless
heads together, using about 0 heads per broom Stalks, generall
7 , will grow up to 10 in an optimal season bout
seeds g
5437 A: 4g, $2.50
B: 12g, $4.00
C: 36g, $6.50
D: 180g, $17.00

STATICE Limonium sinuatum

erennial in one - , grown as an annual. aithful standb in everlasting bouquets
1/ on stiff winged bright green
also good in fresh arrangements. eaches
stems. Flowers may be gathered for drying many times throughout summer.
Culture: eed is rubbed for easier germination, which takes
da s at
0 . ome light should reach the seed. ernali e seedlings at 0
until the reach the -leaf stage, then increase temperatures to 0 0 .
Grow in full sun. Tolerant of dry conditions. About 295 seeds/g.
QIS Purple Dropped for lack of sales.
QIS White ike tutus in the ballet, this double white statice
dances circles around all the others and we ve looked at a lot of
the others. 21/2 stems bear clean white full flowers with no ellowing
or browning. A classic.
5453 A: 0.2g, $2.50
B: 1g, $5.50
C: 4g, $9.00
Mixed Colors 11 da s ix includes lavender, rose, purple, white
5464 A: 0.4g, $2.25
B: 2g, $4.25
C: 6g, $7.00
D: 30g, $18.00

STOCK Matthiola incana

nnual. ld-fashioned bedding plant formerl known as illiflower, with multiple
spikes of usuall double flower clusters. enus is named for ierandrea attioli, a
16th-century Italian botanist, while incana means hoar or light gre , referring to its
soft grey leaves. Good in beds, borders and containers.
Culture: Tolerates frost to around
. or earlier blooms, sow indoors
at 0
to weeks before setting out after danger of frost. ikes
moderatel fertile moist well-drained soil, full sun. tocks are in the
rassica famil for good rotation, don t plant them where ou recentl
had brassicas or follow them with members of that family.
About 550 seeds/g.
Vintage Mix Fragrant mix of pink, lavender, red, rose, peach,
ellow, copper and white bred for larger flowers and earl
bloom bout half will have full double blooms Sturd
well-branched 1
0 plants
5475 A: 0.1g, $3.00
B: 0.5g, $7.50
C: 2g, $17.00

STRAWFLOWER
Xerochrysum bracteatum

Annual. Formerly Helichrysum. The freeblooming strawflower is good for border color
1/
and excellent for dr ing. onstrosum varieties grow 0 0 tall, have
full
double flowers.
Culture: Grow in full sun. Gather blossoms before fully opened. Likes warm weather
but will bloom into fall. erminate at 0
grow on at
0
da s and 0 nights. o not overwater. Transplant in
weeks at
spacing. About 1,080 seeds/g.
Monstrosum Fire Ball Bright red.
5483 A: 0.2g, $2.00
B: 1g, $4.25
C: 5g, $7.00
Monstrosum Mix ot pink, light pink, white, gold and
deep rose
5488 A: 0.33g, $2.00
B: 7g, $4.00
C: 28g, $7.25
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SUNFLOWER Helianthus annuus

nnual. unflower remains have been found in the Tabasco region of exico dating
back more than 6,000 years. Prized for their seeds by humans and birds, and for
cutflowers b market growers, sunflowers also add a lighthearted touch to gardens.
ales soared last spring. s our facilitator nn sa s, In hard times sunflowers make
people happy.”
Culture: as to grow. tart indoors
weeks before last frost at temperatures of
or direct sow after frost, to a pocket. Thin to best plant, or more apart. ich
friable soil yields tallest plants; drought stunts growth. Will readily self-sow; for some
fun, leave a few volunteers in strategic locations.
Varieties open-pollinated unless otherwise indicated. All varieties have pollen
unless noted otherwise.
ee also 5906 opi e sunflower, p. 0 .
unﬂower ampler ur top seller among flowers e mix seed for a half
do en or so varieties into one package so ou can create a lovel displa
o
dwarfs or mammoths im Brown of utledge,
, sa s, I love the mixed
packets I ve tried to calculate the o cost ratio of the Sunflower Sampler
lwa s a knockout and how do I add in the value of the o the brought to
m neighbor who had never seen darker sunflowers I love the range of seed
si es in the sunflower packets
-30 seeds g
5599 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 3g, $4.50
C: 9g, $9.00
D: 90g, $35.00
Autumn Beauty Mix - Organic (70-90 days) Alas, not available in 2021.
Try 5501 vening Sun
Evening Sun - Organic 60-80 da s
ho knew that pandemic panic
would wipe a sunflower off the retail shelves But that s exactl what
happened to utumn Beaut
vening Sun is comparable, with large 3
blooms in sunset hues of burgundy, russet-bronze, vivid gold and red, with
man bicolor blends Some sa the 6 8 multi-branching plants have even
more blooms than Autumn.
NEW!
5501 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 2g, $4.00
C: 10g, $9.00
D: 40g, $25.00
Fantasia F-1 h brid Statel
stalks bearing 8 perfectl round pollenfree flowers he best of 16 varieties in C s grow-out e noted a perfect
blossom that opened with the month of September and was most gorgeous
on Sept 8 It was across, ellow-orange with a striking dark brown center
Fantasia is a formula blend with colors ranging from white to darkest red, with
double and semi-double flowers bout
seeds g
5503 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 2g, $4.50
C: 10g, $15.00
D: 40g, $35.00
Florenza ttracted man comments in past sunflower trials at Common
round Fair Stunning brown-centered 6 flowers in maroonish-red with
ellow tips and a hint of ellow around the center ixes well with other
sunflowers makes the whole bou uet pop 31/2' tall. About 40 seeds/g.
5507 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 2g, $6.50
C: 8g, $10.00
D: 24g, $24.00
Green Heart F-1 h brid Stole the show and C s heart with its bold displa in his Colrain,
, beds olden- ellow blooms with their ama ing
lime-green centers could stop traffic hese make compelling cutflowers and
are pollen-free all straight single stems grow up to
bout 1 seeds g
5509 A: 1.2g, $4.00
B: 2.4g, $7.00
C: 12g, $22.00
D: 36g, $50.00
The Joker 60 da s F-1 h brid
bicolored pollen-free beauty with two
rings of petals n interior short ellow fringe resembling e elashes radiates
from the brown disk and accentuates the big orang -maroon ellow-tipped
outer petals ne of the best and showiest sunflowers for cutting ottled red
stalks grow 7 with multiple branching bout
seeds g
5512 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 2g, $4.50
C: 6g, $11.00
D: 1oz, $22.00
his is the first winter in m new home I have made
terraced gardens and sent ou m seed order h what
a glorious perusing of our fine publication ogether,
we will make this place beautiful
Barbara avis from a self-avowed love letter

weet Annie
rganic Artemisia annua 1 0 da s ike the Common
Ground Fair, it must live on in our imaginations. Not available in 2021.
Perennial weet Pea Lathyrus latifolius ones 3-10 he traditional
nglish cottage sweet pea, grown b efferson in 1771, thrives in cool
climates, loves sun and climbs 6
seful as a screen Comes in shades of
rose, white and pink in big clusters ood cutflowers Soak seeds up to
hours before sowing outdoors in early
spring Can take 3 weeks to
germinate. About 20 seeds/g.
5611 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 3g, $4.00
C: 12g, $6.75

SWEET PEA
Lathyrus odoratus

nnual. ative to icil , ﬁrst domesticated
around
when botanist and monk ather rancis
Cupani shipped seed for the variety that bears his name to
a hothouse grower in ngland. In the late 00s extensive
breeding work, especiall b enr ckford,
expanded the range of available colors. round
00 ilas ole found a sport with much larger
ruffled flowers but less scent than ckford s
varieties. It created a sensation when it was
exhibited in 0 . rom this variation derive all
modern strains. As interest in fragrance revived,
odger eeds td. obtained as man earl varieties as
possible and created ld pice ix in the
0s.
Culture: oak seeds for
hours prior to sowing. or
earliest blooms, sow indoors months before setting out, or
sow direct in spring. eed darkness for germination, which takes 0
da s at 0 . ld catalogs recommended sowing in a
trench and
ﬁlling in as the peas grew. To reduce root fungal diseases, alwa s select
well-drained locations and rotate them from year to year. Likes full sun and moist
rich soil, but many perform poorly in heat, so mulching is recommended. If you are
growing for cuts, avoid wind locations, as exposure will make plants stockier and
stems shorter. equires support. We use Trellis etting (page
). arvest flowers
frequentl to keep blooms coming. ast onl da s in the vase, but perfume the air
incomparably. About 10 seeds/g.
America An antique striated variety, arresting both to eyes and nostrils.
ach blossom contains subtle variations of bright reds with cream white
streakings eavil perfumed First offered in 18 6 b
orse- aughan ines
grow to 3'.
5614 A: 2g, $2.50
B: 8g, $6.00
C: 24g, $11.00
Black Knight ne of 11 varieties ckford exhibited at the Cr stal alace
in 1 00, bred in 18 8 ighl scented deep maroon flowers tolerant of heat
5–6' vines.
5620 A: 2g, $2.50
B: 8g, $6.25
C: 24g, $11.00
D: 120g, $40.00
Cupani ldest and among the most fragrant of all sweet peas Celebrated
its 300th birthda in 1 8 amidst a surge of renewed interest amed for the
Sicilian monk who found these bicolors growing wild, Cupani combines deep
maroon-purple upper petals with deep violet-blue lower petals row Cupani
for enticing intoxicating aroma. 5' vines.
5623 A: 2g, $2.50
B: 8g, $5.50
C: 24g, $10.00
D: 120g, $32.00
Knee-High Mix Semi-dwarf 0 bush-t pe plants need no support, produce
full-length stems ix includes chianti, pink, blue-violet and lavender
5626 A: 2g, $2.25
B: 8g, $5.00
C: 24g, $10.00
D: 120g, $30.00
Mammoth Mix (75 days) 4–6' staking variety. The best tall mix in our many
gorgeous trials hough temporaril slowed b heat waves, revives during
each cool spell and never stops blooming from ul to September ong
stems make ideal cutflowers
ixture of crimson, scarlet, white, lavender,
deep rose, medium blue and pink he purples and reds are the most fragrant
ear after ear the least finick and most dependable performers in heat
5629 A: 2g, $2.25
B: 8g, $4.00
C: 24g, $7.00
D: 448g, $52.00
Mrs. Collier fragrant white sweet pea! e thank aril n Barlow of Select
Seeds in nion, C , for bringing it to our attention ven in those hot humid
nights the heavenly blooms last and exude way more scent than the whites
in the ammoth ix Introduced in 1 07 b obbie & Co
6 vines
5632 A: 2g, $2.25
B: 8g, $6.00
C: 24g, $11.00
Streamers Mix 60 da s he Streamers are known in the trade as flakes
for the boldl streaked white patterns rippling on a mix of colors blue,
lavender, pink, purple, chocolate, orange and scarlet
ith its good stems,
huge blossoms, abundant fragrance and surprising longevit as a cutflower,
this 00 introduction was a real coup for preeminent ew ealand breeder
eith ammett ver tall
5635 A: 2g, $2.50
B: 8g, $6.25
C: 24g, $12.00
D: 120g, $33.00
codes (

) on page 4.
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Lemon Queen - Organic uxuriant 8 blooms with lemon- ellow petals
surrounding striking solid brown centers lthough it can grow up to 10
tall in rich soil, its powerful stems do not lodge ikes high fertilit makes
shorter stems and narrower petals in average soil ot earl bloomed for
onna rek in late ugust bout 0 seeds g
5515 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 5g, $4.00
C: 20g, $7.00
D: 1#, $64.00
Mammoth Grey Stripe 1 0 da s traditional variet of giant
usuall 6 1 single-stem sunflower with large seed heads he
one to grow if ou want to eat the seeds or plant a ma e Beloved
b both birds and kids opular in larger-si ed packets our
fourth-ranking flower in sales bout 7 seeds g
5518 A: 14g, $2.50
B: 56g, $4.75
C: 224g, $12.00
D: 896g, $33.00
Moulin Rouge 6 da s F-1 h brid favorite among commercial growers
for its color, though not all stems are long enough for cutting. 5–6' multibranching stems topped b gorgeous 7 dark red pollen-free blossoms,
somewhat short-lived Burgund petals become almost black close to the
disc he oulin ouge was a nightclub in aris where oulouse- autrec
created much of his work his sunflower would make a fine sub ect for such
an exuberant artist bout 1 seeds g
5521 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 2g, $4.00
C: 10g, $8.00
D: 40g, $25.00
Ruby Eclipse
da s F-1 h brid ub -red petals with lemon tips are a
vivid addition to an collection of sunflowers he gorgeous pollen-free 4–5"
flowers with dark centers sometimes shade into pink 6 branching plants
About 20 seeds/g.
5533 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 2g, $4.25
C: 10g, $12.00
D: 40g, $32.00
Schnittgold andsome single-headed
sunflower he center s double
center ring surrounded b deep ellow petals makes a striking displa
he
inner pollen ring is black and flat, surrounded b an auxiliar ring of brown
Schnitt means cut in erman with 8 10 blooms, this variet makes
a superb cutflower Customer aren ratt pointed out that Schnittgolds,
when mature, get a hollow in the center perfect for making sunflower bird
wreaths. About 20 seeds/g.
5536 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 3g, $4.00
C: 12g, $8.00
D: 60g, $24.00
Selma Suns Mix - Organic rialer onna rek
rates these her favorite sunflowers for their fragrance,
beautiful diversit and plethora of pol heading 6
blooms Selma s heads have small dark centers,
pointed petals, and displa various hues and
shades including yellows, golds, maroons
and reds
rek reports that Selma
flowers forever if the s uirrels don t rip
off the heads.” 6–7' tall. About 50
seeds/g.
5539 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 3g, $5.00
C: 12g, $9.00
D: 60g, $24.00
Soraya - Organic (80 days)
he first sunflower ever to win
an
S 000 , Sora a
impressed the udges
with its luminescent
deep orange petals,
contrasting dark mahogany center
disks, and sturdy branching habit. The latter
accounts for its astonishing productivit ,
up to
6 blooms per plant, borne
on stout 0 stems, perfect for
cutting. Almost pollenless 6 plant
hoever set up our online ordering was
spreads 3 bout 3 seeds g
a genius It is so eas and uick and I ust
5542 A: 0.5g, $2.50
want to keep ordering more and more
B: 4g, $8.00
because it s so much fun!
C: 16g, $20.00
– Christine Bailey, Germansville, PA
D: 64g, $60.00
Summer Sensation 6 da s ibrant 8 flowers, ellow surrounding a
dark disk, on plants Can be grown as a single stem or pinched to branch
out Seedheads can be crafted into decorative natural birdfeeders he seeds
are also considered prime for human snacking bout 6 seeds g
5545 A: 2g, $2.25
B: 6g, $4.25
C: 30g, $12.00
Vanilla Ice H. debilis he closest we have seen to a white-petaled sunflower
hough their true color is more cream or pale ellow, the petals make a great
contrast to the rich dark disk in the center Superior to the better-known
Italian hite in our trial ini o es advised to start reall , reall earl and
don t transplant until the are ver strong
ol headed with stalks, 3
blossoms bout 1 0 seeds g
5555 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 3g, $5.00
C: 12g, $8.00
D: 60g, $24.00

Creeping Thyme Thymus serpyllum erennial, ones 3-10 lso known
as other-of- h me or Brotherwort Creeping sweet-scented ground cover
with purple flowers good in rock gardens, between stepping stones or on dr
slopes ikes good drainage, full sun and alkaline
soil. Plants grow slowly from seed, may be
started indoors two months before planting,
or outside in earl spring or fall Sow
thickly, do not cover seeds, requires light
to germinate. 2". About 6,290 seeds/g.
5643 A: 0.1g, $2.75
B: 1g, $5.00
C: 3g, $8.00
D: 30g, $32.00
Culinary Thyme: See 4687 on page 85.

TITHONIA T. rotundifolia

FLOWERS

nnual. lso known as exican unflower.
ttract butterflies and bumblebees with these
tall floriferous beauties. The dress blooms often
exceed across and continue over a long season.
Culture: Heat-loving plant closely related to the zinnia.
ow outdoors after danger of frost in 0
soil, or start indoors 6 weeks before last
frost date. Tithonia sulks in the cold so don t
bring it out too soon. About 100 seeds/g.
Goldfinger Bond with
oldfinger! tall with
bright orange 3
blooms comparable
to orch s pright and uniform habit,
more dwarf than Torch, yet with nearly as
much charm and greater versatility.
5647 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 0.6g, $4.50
C: 1.8g, $6.75
Torch 1 0 da s Statel 6 plants with velvet dark
green leaves bear scarlet-orange 4–5" blooms that attract
hummingbirds and monarch butterflies
fondness for this show
flower is shared b our customers 1 1
S
5649 A: 0.2g, $2.25
B: 0.6g, $4.25
C: 7.2g, $8.00
D: 28.8g, $11.00

Purple Top Verbena V. bonariensis 0 da s erennial in one 7-10,
grown as an annual on t confuse this free-flowering erbena with the
h brid dwarf bedding plant roud strong 3 stems
almost without leaves topped with vibrant purple
flowers that thrive in heat and bloom from ul to
ctober
akes an ideal cutflower and mingles
beautifull with other tall border plants
illar
elson suggested combining with cosmos, lavender,
purple innias and lemon mint ttracts butterflies
xtremel drought-resistant
rratic germination
ma be helped b 3 weeks of stratification prior
to sowing Start at 70 7 , grow on at
6
eep
growing medium fairl dr Cutflower customers love
it, but its tendency to shatter annoys some growers.
About 4,000 seeds/g.
5661 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $6.50
C: 2g, $13.00
Ideal Florist Mix Verbena
y id
di o
nnual ultiple whorls
of man -petaled flowers spiral centrall like little umbrellas on sturd 1
stems he 3 umbels come in shades of deep magenta, white, lilac, blueviolet and fuchsia, all accentuated by white throats. The multi-branching
semi-sprawling habit makes this mix wonderful for beds and bou uets bout
400 seeds/g.
5663 A: 0.2g, $2.00
B: 0.6g, $4.25
C: 3g, $12.00
iberian Wallﬂower Cheiranthus allionii ard biennial, blooms first
ear Charming bright orange spice-scented phlox-like -petaled blossoms
are an thing but sh , glowing profusel from earl summer into fall he
first week of ctober bumblebees were still flocking to this one, along
with garden gawkers who couldn t resist a mid-fall splash of
color. A random seed from a nearby meadow where the year
before we broadcast 5809 ortheast ildflower ix page
88 drifted into the peach orchard and is thriving in the
wood chip mulch his single plant grew to a bush 1
tall, flopped in a heav rain and then sent up do ens of
vertical shoots that blossomed profusel , creating a dense
orange mass our new favorite orchard companion n unexpected gift that was going strong more than 100 da s after
arrival and a few hard autumn frosts Sow outdoors in earl
spring, or start indoors and transplant out ermination takes
7- 0 da s -1
bout 600 seeds g
5675 A: 0.25g, $2.00
B: 1g, $4.50
C: 4g, $12.00

10

ORNAMENTAL WHEAT Triticum spp.

ee the Wheat on pg
to learn a bit about winter and spring wheats.
Black Eagle Spring Wheat - Organic T. aestivum (95 days)
stunning dual-purpose spring wheat, standing 3
tall in the field with black and white glumes and
crisp 3
black awns that wowed ikos the first
time she saw it. Harvest early for best ornamental
value as its striking color fades the longer the plants
stand in the field ater, as the kernels fill out and
redden, gather the sheaves to thresh, winnow and
grind. A 6-row wheat with good straw strength and
average ield Seed originated from humbs eath of
the Seed Savers xchange bout 0 seeds g
4322 A: 7g, $2.75
B: 28g, $6.50
C: 112g, $13.00
Utrecht Blue Spring Wheat - Organic T. durum
his ma be the world s most beautiful wheat It hardl
matters that Utrecht Blue is hard to thresh because it is too
beautiful to eat and is used instead for wheat weaving and flower arrangements
Features four rows with blue-grey husks and long black awns. Utrecht is a
spring wheat sow it in pril for harvest in September bout 0 seeds g
4324 A: 7g, $3.00
B: 28g, $7.00
C: 112g, $14.00
Yarrow: See page 85 for medicinal white yarrow; page 88 for
ornamental Achillea.

ZINNIA Z. elegans

nnual. nown as outh and ld ge in the 00s, this show genus was named
for erman botan professor ohann ottfried inn (
). as to grow from
seed and a favorite for bright color in aine summers. innia flower essence is used
to bring out playfulness and lightheartedness.
Culture: ow in a sunn spot after last frost, or start indoors for earlier blooms.
erminates
da s at 0
, more slowl at cooler temperatures. row on
at 0 da s, 0
at night. Temperatures below 0 dela flowering and ma
induce chlorosis. pace at
.
The need good drainage and like heat. arket grower ason afka sa s innias
perform better in tunnels than in the ﬁeld. With the extra heat the get so big that the
think the are in ew erse . ut when flowers are almost full mature, ust before
pollen starts to form. Deadhead to continue production. About 110 seeds/g except
where noted.

Benar ’s Giants 8 da s he most elegant giant dahlia-flowered innia
he densel petaled double flowers regularl exceed
across, show et
extremel refined, borne on long stems perfect for cutting ighlighted b the
uniform petal patterns, colors are particularl bright olds better than most
even under the stress of high heat and rainfall. Absolutely breathtaking in
ideal conditions. 3–31/2 plants he innia of choice for market growers on a
par with State Fair ix for home gardeners e y s e fi m o ted it
i d st i ood
de o to i o o i t t does ot o t i
y
i ides
or pesticides. bout 1 0 seeds g
Benar ’s Giants ime trend color in this superior series
5700 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 1g, $6.50
C: 4g, $18.00
Benar ’s Giants carlet
5702 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 1g, $6.50
C: 4g, $18.00
Benar ’s Giants Wine A very hot fuchsia.
5704 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 1g, $6.50
C: 4g, $16.00
Benar ’s Giants i From ellow, orange and white to scarlet, rose-pink,
coral, deep red, lilac and purple
5707 A: 0.2g, $2.75
B: 1g, $6.50
C: 4g, $18.00
D: 20g, $70.00
Cactus Bright ewel i 7 da s
arge ruffled innia blossoms
resemble chr santhemums rofuse immense blooms in scarlet, orange, pink,
yellow. 3' tall.
5711 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 7g, $4.25
C: 28g, $7.50
D: 4oz, $15.00
California Giant Mix - Organic 8 da s eveloped in 1 6, California
Giant (3–4' tall and bushy) blooms with masses of brilliant 4–6" double
flowers in red, ellow, orange, lavender, maroon, violet and white he flower
shape is more open than 5714 old edal ix as to grow and fantastic
for cutflowers the more ou cut the more the bloom!
5713 A: 1g, $3.00
B: 7g, $8.00
C: 28g, $22.00

e have never been disappointed with the seeds we have ordered
ver winter we are looking forward receiving our catalog and we
cannot wait until we can start gardening in spring hank ou so much
strid Friedrich, allas,
Key to symbols (

Dye Plants

usanne ros ean, of the Wednesda pinners group in owneast aine, sa s, ou
need onl three d e plants: indigo for blue, madder for red and
weld for ellow. Three primar colors, all excellent colorfast dye plants.”
D er’s Coreopsis i Coreopsis tinctoria
Annual. A beautiful native ornamental that
provides a full palette of color from ellows
and greens to rusts and browns—and even
black, depending on the combination of
plant parts and mordants arge cosmos-like
flowers in combinations of ellow, mahogan
and red atop 1/2 erect stems flourish in full
sun and make excellent cuts ow-maintenance
and rugged. Good for less cultivated areas such as
open spaces, roadsides and borders, competes well
with grasses and reseeds easil olerates drought irect seed
outdoors after frost bout 1, 00 seeds g
5904 A: 0.3g, $2.25
B: 0.9g, $4.00
C: 4.5g, $6.50
Hopi Black D e unﬂower
rganic 0-100 da s Helianthus annuus
nnual
rare indigenous heirloom that the opis used as a natural d e
source for coloring baskets purplish charcoal Blackest little seeds I ve ever
seen, sa s trialer onna rek he will stain our hands purple when ou
collect them. Also edible and extremely easy to hull. 8' stalks with massive
1 18 main heads feature golden- ellow single petals around a dark purplegreen center umerous side branches set all the wa to the ground with
smaller blossoms that make great cuts. Mound the soil around the base of
the plants to prevent lodging bout 1 seeds g Indigenous Royalties
5906 A: 1g, $2.75
B: 4g, $5.00
C: 20g, $10.00
D: 100g, $42.00

Thanks so much for early catalogs,
eas online ordering, carr ing on C s
vision, and especiall affordable prices
ove our dedication!
anice usick, illiamsburg,
Indigo Persicaria tinctoria apanese Indigo preferred b d ers in aine
Formerly Polygonum tinctorium. A tender annual, indigo thrives in fertile soil
and likes heat and humidity. Best started indoors 6–8 weeks before the last
frost, transplanted out on 1 centers and kept moist
hen the plants have
grown 1
tall and bruised leaves turn nav blue, the are read for a first
harvest If ou cut the stems several nodes up from the ground, the will
re-sprout and ou can harvest the re-growth, perhaps several times more
Traditionally, dyers use dried leaves for the classic indigo color. If you intend
to d e with fresh leaves, prepare the d e bath the same da as the harvest and
expect a lighter shade of blue bout 0 seeds g
5911 A: 0.1g, $3.50
B: 0.3g, $8.75
C: 1.2g, $22.00
D: 4.8g, $70.00
Madder Rubia tinctorum nown as Common
er s adder erennial to
Zone 5 if mulched heavily. An ancient and excellent source of red dye, native
to southern urope and sia, the plants have s uare stems, whorled leaves
o not harvest them for three
and pencil-slender roots oots go down
ears hen dig deep to get the tap roots, not the runner roots, and grind them
to ield a wash- and light-fast red d e par excellence Seed can take two
weeks to germinate Start inside in pril in 70 temperatures and transplant
1 18 apart in loose soil after danger of frost ulch deepl and keep beds
well weeded. Plants send out runners that could become invasive so dig out
the runners periodicall or keep the area around the beds mowed bout
45s/g.
5913 A: 0.25g, $4.00
B: 1g, $13.00
C: 4g, $38.00.
Weld Reseda luteola e need a supplier Not available in 2021.
Sussex Flax - Organic 110 da s Linum usitatissimum. Crop failure Not
available in 2021.
ee also

) and supplier codes (

ady s antle page
Soapwort, page 90;
Coreopsis, page 91
) on page 4.

fedcoseeds.com
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FLOWERS

Gold Medal Mix formula blend of cherr , orange, pink, purple,
scarlet, white and ellow dahlia-flowered blossoms
across
excellent for cutting Flowers are flat-petaled, semi-double on 31/2'
plants Bred b Bodger
5714 A: 1g, $2.25
B: 7g, $4.00
C: 28g, $7.00
D: 4oz, $20.00
Inca aist-high stems bear striking 3
single blaze-orange blooms with showy
little ellow doodads disk florets in the
center ong stems for cutting Flowered
fluorescentl from ul to ctober at onna
rek s trial
5717 A: 0.5g, $2.50
B: 1.5g, $4.25
C: 9g, $10.00
im Baggett’s Choice i
rganic (85-90 days)
hile we have extolled the late im Baggett s vegetable
breeding efforts in the past and carr several of his peas and a
tomato, only recently did we consider his backyard avocation
of breeding innias Baggett s Choice: both chosen b the S
breeder and a choice mix Brilliantl hued large flowers on long stems come
in bright oranges, ellows, red, magenta and pink with man petal forms,
some cactus t pes and a few that look like the re related to owie im s ard
must have looked stunning ow our ards can look likewise
5720 A: 25 seeds, $3.75
B: 100 seeds, $10.00
C: 400 seeds, $27.00
Pumila Mix Cut & Come gain Small
plants with flowers 1/2–3"
across ide range of colors includes orange, ellow, white, pink, lavender
and scarlet bout 17 seeds g
5725 A: 1g, $2.00
B: 7g, $4.00
C: 28g, $8.00
D: 4oz, $16.00
Scarlet Flame Spectacular elegant bright scarlet blooms
blooms on 3
plants redates 1 3
5728 A: 1g, $2.50
B: 7g, $5.00
C: 28g, $13.00
D: 4oz, $40.00
State Fair Mix 0 da s ld-fashioned variet bears a rich arra of huge
single and double
blooms on 30 plants he blooms are much showier
than those in the Gold Medal Mix with fully saturated colors that include
red, magenta, purple, orange, lavender and pink ur best-selling innia ranks
sixth among all flowers
5731 A: 0.5g, $2.00
B: 2g, $4.50
C: 12g, $9.00
D: 4oz, $25.00
owie
ellow Flame 8 da s othing staid about this 006
S
winner Since 010 when I first grew it, I have not been without it Color
pops right out of 3
semi-double blooms with glowing magenta centers
and rose petals dipped in ellow at the tips t 3 the well-branched plants
are loaded with flowers of remarkable sta ing power hatever our climate
dishes out, whether steamy heat, drought or cold rain, the blooms stay clean
and last long Superb for bou uets too, with a vase life of up to weeks
bout 1 seeds g
5738 A: 0.1g, $4.25
B: 0.4g, $13.00
C: 2g, $45.00
Jazzy Mix Z. haageana If you thought the smaller Mexican-style haageana
zinnias were always more subdued than their gaudier elegans cousins, guess
again his mix will a up our patch with an arra of pink, orange, carmine
and burgund -red blooms tipped ellow to carmine
asses of sparkling
semi-doubled 11/2" blossoms, some with a
pompon effect, on slender stems cloaked
in clean bright green leaves.
About 650 seeds/g.
5748 A: 0.1g, $2.50
B: 0.4g, $5.00
C: 2g, $13.00
D: 10g, $40.00

Organics in the Catalog

Certified rganic Seed arieties
ustainabl Grown eed

We list all available organic selections in this section.
All variety descriptions (organic and
otherwise), sizes and prices are in the main
body of the catalog beginning on page 5.
Sometimes we offer both conventional and
certified-organic seed of the same variet

Certified

ll seed in our catalog offered as Organic comes from certified-organic
farms ven farms grossing under ,000 that would otherwise be exempt
from certification must get certified for us, as a processor, to label their
product certified organic
Believing it essential to the democrac and self-reliance of our agricultural communit and to our integrit as
a seed supplier, we have painstakingl built our network of
small seed growers over the past 30 ears ost of our growers use farm and seed revenues to supplement income from
other obs an gross less than ,000 farming
Some growers who practice sustainable farming methods
conscientiousl eschew certification for economical or
ideological reasons hus, we are using the ecological label
ECO after the variet name to describe uncertified seeds
grown without pesticides, herbicides or chemical fertili ers
in gardens and on farms that maintain an active soil-building
program ften this seed is as sustainabl grown as the
certified-organic seed e hope ou will continue to support
both Organic and ECO growers with our purchases
e use the label BD for those varieties certified
biodynamically grown. Some varieties have both biodynamic
and organic certification and so will be labeled Organic/BD.

rganic eed

Fedco Seeds is certified b
F
Certification Services, aine s S -approved
certifier CS conducts an annual inspection
and audit of Fedco to ascertain that we remain
in compliance with the national standards.
If you buy organic seed because
yo are a certified ro er save
yo r invoice and yo r pac et
a e s so yo can eep trac o ot
n
ers to aintain yo r o n
audit trail.
e continue to expand our range
of suppliers and our offerings of
certified-organic varieties

ull s lood
3 Root Grex
Golden Grex
Golden Detroit
Touchstone Gold

All open-pollinated unless otherwise
noted. See the main body of the catalog,
beginning on page 5, for descriptions,
available sizes and prices, cultural
information and sundry facts. For organic
farm seed see pages 118-124.
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5953 and 5954 See page 5.
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Imperial Star
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Bush Beans
Provider
Jade
245 Roma II

B
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T pp

Early Wonder Tall Top
Chioggia Guardsmark
Lutz Green Leaf

104

I pp
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3399 January King
CA

IF

Bermeo
CA

225 Royal Burgundy

Gold Rush
277 Dragon Langerie
247 Montpellier
249 Maxibel
Dr & hell Beans
333 Limelight
334 Black Coco
Silver Cloud Cannellini
Vermont Cranberry
339 Marfax
344 acob s attle
353 Kenearly
Calypso
377 Red Kidney
Pole Beans
Seychelles
Northeaster
295 Blue Coco
True Red Cranberry
Garban o Bean
Black Kabouli
o beans
Tankuro
Shirofumi

CC

Solstice
Covina
Fiesta
3325 Umpqua
Purple Peacock GP

C

W

pg

T pp

Napoli F-1 hybrid
Yaya F-1 hybrid
Nantes Fancy
Rumba
Naval
Danvers
Bangor (pelleted)
&C

IAC pg

Ventura Celery
Redventure Celery
Tango Celery
Monarch Celeriac
C

pp

Ashworth Yellow Sweet
Tuxana White Sweet
Dakota Black Popcorn
PA Dutch Butter Popcorn
Painted Mountain
Abenaki Calais Flint
C C

B

pp

Little Leaf H-19 Pickler
Marketmore 76 Slicer
Longfellow Slicer
Socrates F-1 hybrid
Suhyo Long
Shintokiwa
oothby s londe
Silver Slicer

GGP A T pg

Diamond
Annina
Rosita
Rosa Bianca
F

pg

G AI

pg

4553 Perfection Fennel
Bronze Fennel
Terra Hulless Oats
Opopeo Amaranth
Duborskian Rice
Texicoa Sorghum
G

pp

2993 Greens Mix
Astro Arugula
Ice-Bred Arugula
Arugula
Golden Chard
Silverado Chard
Red Rhubarb Chard
Très Fine Maraîchère
Olesh Endive
Wrinkled Crinkled
Crumpled Cress
Purple Orach
Aurora Orach
Golden Purslane
Avona Watercress
A IA

G

pp

Tatsoi
3257 Chinese Thick-Stem
3222 Tokyo Bekana
Garnet Giant Mustard
Yukina Savoy Mustard
Early Mizuna
3227 Ruby Streaks
3229 Mizspoona Selects GP
Golden Frill
3239 Pink Lettucy Mustard GP
3245 Red Giant Mustard
3247 Osaka Purple Mustard
3249 Purple Rapa GP
3253 Torziroh
Prize Choy Pac Choi

KA

&C

A D pp

3449 Scarlet Kale
Dwarf Blue Scotch
3457 Rainbow Lacinato
Baltisk Rod Purpurkal
Dazzling Blue Dinosaur
Russian Frills
Red Russian
White Russian
TT C pp

i es
Lettuce Mix
DeLuxe Lettuce Mix
Freedom Mix
Red Carpet Mix
ooseleaf
Black Seeded Simpson
Green Ice
Tango
2723 Salad Bowl
2729 Red Salad Bowl
Cracoviensis
Red Sails
Australian Yellow
2773 Hyper Red Rumple Waved
2775 New Red Fire
Red Tinged Winter
Merlot
De Morges Braun
akleaf
Oscarde
Bronze Beauty
Antares
Blushed Butter Oaks
Elf Ears Oak
Lingua di Canarino
Merlox Red Oak
Flashy Green Butter Oak
Italienischer
Deer Tongue
Green Deer Tongue
2744 Really Red Deer Tongue
Les Oreilles du Diable
ollo ossa
2793 Dark Lollo Rossa
2795 Lollo di Vino

Butterhead
Garnet Butter Gem
Carmona
Butter Crunch
Optima
Winter Marvel
Pirat
Speckled Amish
Sweet Valentine
Nancy
omaine Cos
Pandero
Blushed Butter Cos
Jadeite
Mayan Jaguar
Jericho
Better Devil
Olga
Marshall
Crisp Mint
Winter Wonderland
Bata ian Crisphead
Cardinale
Sierra
Concept
Anuenue
Gildenstern
2924 Crispino
pecialt
Balady Aswan
& WAT

Hearts of Gold
Montreal Market
Arava Galia F-1 hybrid
Blacktail Mountain
Sugar Baby
Sweet Dakota Rose
Quetzali
Crimson Sweet
Moon and Stars
Early Moonbeam
Orangeglo
K A pg

Cajun Jewel
eck s ig uck
I

&

K pp

2449 New York Early
2474 Clear Dawn
Talon F-1 hybrid
Dakota Tears
2445 Cabernet F-1 hybrid
Rossa Di Milano
2443 d s ed hallots
King Richard Leek
King Sieg Leek
2425 Bleu de Solaize Leek
P A pp

Emerald Archer shell
Green Arrow shell
Mayfair shell
Oregon Giant snow
Blizzard snow
Sumo snow
Sugar Ann snap
Mega snap
Sugar Lode snap
Cascadia snap
Sugarsnap

P PP

pp

pp

weet Peppers
Peacework
King of the North
Gilboa
3723 Purple Beauty
3732 Violet Sparkle
3739 Corona
Klari Baby Cheese
Sweet Pimiento
3744 Tangerine Pimiento
3747 Banana
3757 Carmen F-1 hybrid
immy ardello s
Apple
Karlo
Feher Ozon
Hot Peppers
Hot Portugal
Czech Black
Bulgarian Carrot Chile
Ho Chi Minh
Carrot Bomb
Jaluv an Attitude
Hidalgo
Matchbox
Beaver Dam
Fish
Thai Hot
Hinkelhatz
ADI H

pp

2242 Celesta
Rat-tail (for pods, p. 34)
2253 Plum Purple
Misato Rose
Green Meat
PI ACH pg

Beaujolais
Tundra
Bloomsdale
Winter Bloomsdale
A H

pp

&

Early Summer Yellow
Y-Star F-1 hybrid
Green Machine
Modena
Cassia F-1 hybrid
Costata Romanesca

A H WI T
pp
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K
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Zeppelin Delicata
ncle avids akota essert
Seneca Buttercup
urpee s utterbush
Waltham Butternut
Lower Salmon River
aleux d ysines
Candy Roaster
Seminole
Winter Luxury
New England Pie
Long Pie
Good Egg Godiva
Bellatrix F-1 hybrid
Howden
T

ATI

pg

Purple Blush
unt olly s round herry

T

AT

pp

Heirloom Mix
ed & Pink licers
Glacier
Oregon Spring
Cosmonaut Volkov
ruden s urple
Bizhiki
KC 146
Rutgers Original
Rose de Berne
German Johnson
Soldacki
Pink Brandywine
Tiffen Mennonite
Luci 2103 F-1 hybrid
4239 Arbason F-1 hybrid
Colorful licers
Pink Berkeley Tie-Dye
Garden Peach
Black Prince
Goldie
Cherokee Green
Green Zebra
Cherokee Purple
Paul Robeson
Black Krim
Golden Jubilee
Yellow Brandywine
Pineapple
unt uby s erman reen
illian s ellow eirloom
Paste Tomatoes
Mr. Fumarole
Heinz 2653
randma ary s
Bellstar
Opalka
Speckled Roman
Amish Paste
Hog Heart
mall Tomatoes
Honeydrop
ardener s weetheart
Pink Princess
Aosta Valley
Copper Beauty
Tropical Sunset
ardener s elight
Sweet Aperitif
Black Cherry
Principe Borghese
Peacevine
Fargo Yellow Pear
4252 Esterina F-1 hybrid
Cherry Bomb F-1 hybrid
T

IP pg

2379 Purple Top White Globe
2393 Gilfeather
H

B pp

Anise Hyssop
Arnica Chamissonis
Ashwagandha
Astragalus
Sweet Basil
Genovese Basil
Kapoor Tulsi Basil
Flowering Thai Basil
Wild Bergamot
Borage

H

B

Chervil
Chives
Caribe Cilantro
Leisure Cilantro
Bouquet Dill
4547 Echinacea purpurea
Fennel (for seed)
4572 Feverfew
Lavender
Milk Thistle
Zaatar Oregano
igante d talia
Krausa Parsley
Plain Leaf Parsley
Rosemary
Spilanthes
Blue Vervain
F

W

&

A

TA

pp

eneficials ix
Hot Biscuits Amaranth
Hopi Red Dye Amaranth
Elephant Head Amaranth
Crego Mix China Aster
Jubilee Gem Bach. Button
Flashback Calendula
Kablouna Calendula
Maya Orange Calendula
4925 Resina Calendula
4927 Solar Flashback Calendula
4929 Zeolights Calendula
Ruby Parfait Celosia
Cleome Mix
Double Take Columbine
Cupcakes Cosmos
Dwarf Sensation Cosmos
Harlequin Dahlia
Purple Ballerina Datura
Grace Mix Godetia
ob s ears
Kiss Me Over the Garden
hite inch aceflower
Sparky Mix Marigold
Jewel Mix Nasturtium
Only the Lonely Nicotiana
Phacelia
Elka Poppy
Ziar Breadseed Poppy
Drama Queen Poppy
luffy uffles oppy
5377 Large Lavender Poppy
Scarlet Peony Poppy
ara ueen nne s ace
vening un unflower
emon ueen unflower
5539 elma uns unflower
5542 oraya unflower
4322 Black Eagle Wheat
4324 Utrecht Blue Wheat
California Giants Zinnia
im aggett s hoice ix
opi lack ye unflower

edco eeds guarantees that all items we offer are fully satisfactory f you are dissatisfied because of any product defect we will either replace the
item or refund the purchase price. imitation of iabilit

Because good results depend upon weather, soil and cultural practices over which we have no control, we limit our liabilit in all instances to the purchase price of the seeds, as is customar
in the seed trade he liabilit of Fedco Seeds for breach of warrant , or an loss or damages arising out of the purchase or use of our products, including loss or damages resulting from
an negligence whatsoever on our part, or strict liabilit in tort, shall be limited to the purchase price B acceptance of the merchandise, the bu er acknowledges that the limitations and
disclaimers herein described are conditions of sale, and that the constitute the entire agreement between the parties regarding an warrant or liabilit
Claims for errors in our order must be presented within 30 da s of receipt of our order Claims for defects in Fedco Seeds products should be presented to Fedco Seeds as soon as
possible after discover Failure to assert claims within 30 da s after discover renders this warrant null and void

fedcoseeds.com
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Where to Start?

I have an early memory of planting marigolds with my grandfather, but I
confess: I spent more of my childhood with a video game controller in my
hands than I did with my hands in the dirt. A few years back, I started dabbling
with container planting he back patio of m California apartment filled with
pepper plants, young fruit trees and bird feeders. I got a taste of the joy, delight,
and peace a garden can bring—that is, until the rats came. I harvested very
little from that first garden, but a seed had been planted in me
When my partner and I moved back to his home state of Maine, growing
our own food was high on our list of priorities. We were starting to get a
sense of how the infrastructure and supply chains in our country are not as
resilient as we previously thought. We read gardening books and listened to
permaculture podcasts—and then proceeded to do everything we were told not
to esiring a side ard filled with the fragrance of lilac, I hastil purchased and
planted a lilac bush right in the shade of another already growing there. Filling
m shopping cart with seeds that first ear felt like pla ing some gardening
simulation video game, and I forgot how much work each plant would require
of me throughout the season. And a soil test? There were already so many
holes to dig for transplants!
This past spring, the world gained a lot more new gardeners. With grocery
shelves empty and people out of work, many turned to soil and seeds for
support and sustenance. New community gardens popped up all over the
country, seemingly overnight, stewarded by pods of mask-wearing neighbors.
Fedco received countless emails about how grounded and hopeful people felt
getting their hands in the dirt.
Like all new gardeners, I’ve made many mistakes; I’ll make many more.
There’s plenty of room for fun in the garden, but with escalating stress on food
security and seed supply chains, the margins for waste grow thin.
One of Fedco’s values as a cooperative is education, and each year we
try to make our catalog a valuable resource to growers. This year, we hope it
will serve as both a helpful introduction for new growers, with useful charts
(pages 77, 79, 86 and 118) and tips for getting started (see page 121 “Cheat
Sheet for New Gardeners” and page 145 “Groundbreaking Work”), and as
a balm against disma and panic see profiles on pages 1 , 3 , 0 and 6
Whether you’re new like me, or you’ve been doing this for decades, let’s keep
learning, planting seeds, saving seeds, and remembering that we’re all in this
together.
– jaye dos santos, Seeds Coordinator

Seed Storage: Stored properly, most seed will last for several years.

Humidity and heat are the enemies of seed longevity. To optimize seed
viability, never leave them in a humid, warm or sunny place, even for a few
hours. Ideal moisture content for most seed is only 10–12%. (Those little
silica packs that come with new shoes or packaged seaweed can be dried
out in a warm oven and reused for seed storage.) Store dry seeds in a sealed
container in your freezer or other cool place. When you remove container
from the freezer, allow it to come to room temp before opening to prevent
condensation on the seeds. Never allow the sum of temperature plus relative
humidity where seed is kept to exceed 100.
When in doubt, try germinating a few seeds in moist paper towels. Older,
less vigorous seed may germinate more slowly and be more sensitive to lessthan-ideal soil temps. Sowing thickly is a good idea when using up old seed.

Save and Share Seeds!

Do you want to bypass seed shortages and supply bottlenecks? Preserve and
pass on family or regional heirlooms? Develop seed that’s adapted to your
growing conditions? Do you want to embed the art and craft of ongoing food
sovereignty into your life and community? Simple: Save seed and share seed.
Seed saving is a responsibility that should not be left
to corporations. With the recent panic buying of seeds
combined with widespread crop failures, now is the time for
us all to save seed and work within our communities to
make sure seeds are adapted to local growing conditions
and available to everyone who needs them.
Where to start? We’ve highlighted throughout this
catalog a handful of vegetables that are easiest to save seed
from (see beans, cukes, many greens, peas, peppers and
tomatoes). As you dream of next year’s garden, plan with
seed-saving in mind:
• choose open-pollinated varieties;
• when possible, make your garden layout conducive to
isolation distances;
• collaborate with other gardeners to diversify and share seed crops;
• pay attention to how a plant completes its life cycle, thus feeding us
year after year!
One successful seed crop of a variety could result in enough seed to share
with your whole town. If stored properly, most seed crops can remain viable
for several seasons.

Seed-Saving Resources:

We offer some excellent books (pages 151-159) about
seed saving (the basic guides are marked with a ).
You can order them from our Organic Growers
Supply order form:
Growing Garden Seeds: A Manual for
Gardeners and Small Farmers by Robert Johnston.
A small affordable booklet for beginners.
• The Seed Garden: The Art and Practice of Seed Saving edited by
Buttala & Siegel, from the Seed Savers Exchange. Covers 75 crops and
includes step-by-step guides and pretty pictures.
• Seed Libraries: And Other Ways of Keeping Seeds in the Hands of the
People by Cindy Conner. Ideas about sharing seeds with communities.
Seed To Seed: Seed Saving and Growing Techniques for Vegetable
Gardeners by Suzanne Ashworth. The manual we give to all our seed growers.
• Starting and Saving Seeds: Grow the Perfect Vegetables, Fruits, Herbs,
and Flowers for Your Garden by Julie Thompson-Adolf. Especially good for
info on saving flower and herb seed
• Will Bonsall’s Essential Guide to Radical, Self-Reliant Gardening by
Will Bonsall, who saves thousands of seed varieties.
Join Fedco at the 3rd Annual Northeast Organic Seed Conference!
In January 2021, this virtual conference will feature in-depth seed-saving and
plant-breeding workshops for beginners and experts alike. Share regional seed
stories and traditions with other growers and build seed sovereignty and seed
security for your community. Hosted by the NOFA-NY Winter Conference;
Fedco is a sponsor. Find out more: nofany.org/2021-winter-conference/

Average Seed Longevity:

If stored properly, most vegetable seeds are viable for at least a few years.
ou ll find a seed longevit chart for flowers and herbs on page
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Growing for Calories and Nutrition

Through innovation, collaboration and sensible planning, we can grow a
substantial portion of our own food. If we focus on growing for calories and
nutrition, the foods indigenous to this continent come to the fore: potatoes and
the Three Sisters, beans, corn and squash.
Potatoes are relatively easy, though not foolproof. Colorado potato beetles
can put a big dent in a crop, as can blight. But if you navigate those problems
(see page 117), potatoes grow more food per space than any other vegetable
(except mangels). Average yield is 10# harvested from 1# planted; yields of
20:1 are possible. They are relatively hardy under a wide range of conditions
and easy to store. If you ate a diet solely of potatoes, you’d need just shy of
6# per day to get your 2,000 calories. With that would come 52 grams of
protein.
Next in relative ease are dry beans. Bush beans take up less space
than pole beans and mature all at once. Pole beans have greater
overall yield but need more ongoing attention. For every pound of
bush beans planted, a yield of 10# of dried beans could be expected;
for pole beans, double that. Beans are also good as green beans and
shell beans, so you would need to deduct from those totals any eaten
along the way. A pound of cooked dried beans meets about a third
of your daily caloric needs. Once dried, beans are easy to store and
last quite a long time.
Corn takes a lot of room to grow. For food storage
purposes, we re talking flour or flint, not sweet corn ne ear
ields about one cup of meal or flour, and each plant has one or
two ears, so you’ll need a substantial number of corn plants to
provide an appreciable amount of grain. That cup of corn meal
will provide about 450 calories; nixtamalizing doubles the
protein content and some varieties like Painted Mountain are
higher in protein to begin with. Corn stored as whole kernels
keeps quite well as long as it’s protected from mice.
Squash is the third member of the Sisters triumvirate.
The squash genus includes pepos (zucchini,
acorns, pumpkins), maxima (buttercup,
hubbard, kabocha) and moschatas
butternut
he former are prolific
producers for fresh eating or short
storage, though Costata Romanesca
zucchini holds some promise dried.

Seed Industry Consolidation

In lieu of our usual update on seed industry consolidation, we’d like to
direct you to Kristina Hubbard’s commentary of Philip Howard’s updated
Seed Monopoly Chart on the website Civil Eats:
civileats.com/2019/01/11/the-sobering-details-behind-the-latest-seedmonopoly-chart/

Fedco Does Not Knowingly Carry
Genetically Engineered Seeds

At our 1996 Annual Meeting we voted unanimously not to knowingly
offer for sale any genetically engineered variety because the new gene
technologies pose unacceptable risks to the environment. In 1999 we
affirmed and clarified that position and will follow the guidelines of the
Organic Materials Review Institute (OMRI) which prohibit the use of
genetically engineered organisms in organic crop production. OMRI
uses the ational rganic Standards Board
SB definition of genetic
engineering.
Please note the word “knowingly.” Because of the possibility of
contamination, over which we have no control, our pledge necessarily stops
short of being an absolute guarantee. Although we will not sell any variety
represented to us as genetically engineered, and we refuse any lot of seed
that test positive for GMO content at the lowest detection limit of 0.01%,
we will not be held legally responsible if any of our seed tests positive for
geneticall modified organisms e apologi e for having to split legal hairs,
but we all share the reality of genetic drift.
We test beet, chard and sweet corn seed for transgenic contamination.
See page 20 for more information.

But it’s the maximas that shine for storage and winter eating. Once
cooked, the leftover squash can be frozen. Until then,
storage space will be a limiting factor—especially given the consideration that some squash don’t come
into their prime until months after harvest.
Others in my Top 10 would be garlic
eas to grow and store and ver beneficial
to health), tomatoes (canned, dried or frozen),
hot peppers (easy to dry), storage roots (with
access to proper storage), and herbs (easy to dry).
Medicinal herbs provide variety for pollinators
and for the home medicine chest nd finall ,
for healthful fresh three-season eating: greens,
in all shades and forms.
If I lived farther south I might include yams.
Consider what grows well where you live.
But, more than that, grow what you love. If
you love asparagus, plant asparagus. If Aunt
Mary’s relish is a family cookout tradition,
plant cukes. If you’re short on space, grow
smaller varieties, or grow vertically. Swap
with neighbors; grow extra of what does
well for you in return for their sharing what
you can’t grow. Start small and plan big.
Incorporate perennials. And always plant
for the future.
– Nikos Kavanya,
Seeds purchaser

Join our Cooperative as a Consumer Member

Our more than 1,200 consumer members and 95 worker members are the
foundation of our strength and the fount of our support. Here’s your chance to
join the Fedco cooperative and help us continue far into the future. We have a
lot of work ahead helping build a sustainable seed system.
• We ask for a $100 membership equity, refundable at any time upon request.
• If this would be a hardship, there is a $25 option.
• Limited to one membership per household, farm or organization
• For more information see our website: fedcoseeds.com/members.htm
enefits inc de
• Our annual members-only newsletter, Digging Deep and Sowing Wide
• 1% discount on all orders
• An invitation to our annual meeting
• A chance to vote for and serve on our Board of Directors
• The satisfaction of owning a small part of a successful coop!
Solar Panel Update:
Our 54.56 kW solar array began producing electricity
on anuar 3, 017 o date it has produced 6 7
h
of electricity, and we have kept 185 tons of CO2 out of the
atmosphere. Our peak production month to date was July 2019
when we generated 8.906 MWh. We thank our member
donors and lenders who made this expensive project
feasible for us!

Yes, I want to join Fedco as a consumer member!
Enclosed is a check for my membership deposit of $100.
lease make membership certificate out to:
Name_______________________________________

The Safe Seed Pledge
Agriculture and seeds provide the basis on which our lives depend. We must protect
this foundation as a safe and genetically stable source for future generations.
or the beneﬁt of all farmers, gardeners and consumers who want an alternative,
we pledge that we do not knowingly buy or sell genetically engineered seeds or
plants. The mechanical transfer of genetic material outside of natural reproductive
methods and between genera, families or kingdoms, poses great biological risks as
well as economic, political and cultural threats. We feel that geneticall engineered
varieties have been insufﬁcientl tested prior to public release. ore research and
testing are necessary to further assess the potential risks of genetically engineered
seeds. urther, we wish to support agricultural progress that leads to healthier soils,
genetically diverse agricultural ecosystems and ultimately people and communities.

Address_____________________________________
City__________________St_______ Zip__________
Customer # (if you know it)______________
Email_______________________________________
Mail to: PO Box 520, Clinton, ME 04927
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Respect Your Mother (Earth)

One of the most lethal individuals in human history killed tens of
millions of people without ever commanding an army. He is a side
note at best in histor books rofim senko was a Soviet agronomist
whose hubris and rigid ideology condemned 7 million Ukrainians
and as many as 50 million Chinese to die of starvation over the course
of a quarter century.
senko, born to a peasant famil and illiterate until the age
of 13, independentl formed a theor of adaptation ver similar
to amarckian Inheritance review our high school biolog !
Mirroring the Marxian bent toward tabula rasa the idea that we are
born blank slates and ma be entirel shaped b the state , senko
thought plants and animals could be reinvented in short order by their
man-made environments.
senko did not believe in the existence of genes, even though the
first obel ri e for work in genetics was awarded in 1 33, around
the height of senko s career e thought he could train crops to
grow more productively in the bitter Soviet climate by exposing plants
and seeds to icy water. He thought plants of the same species would
refuse to compete with each other, and instructed Soviet farmers to
plant their crops at six times the normal density. Believing that the
most fertile soil was buried deep below the surface, he promoted
plowing down to six feet, which onl served to submerge topsoil
beneath rocks and subsoil Stalin favored senko and enforced his
ideas on collectivi ed farms: scientists who promoted genetic theor
were executed or barred from their posts, and centuries of the local
peasants agricultural knowledge was tossed out the window in favor
of senko s bogus experiments
s a result, 1 33 crop ields in the krainian Soviet Socialist
Republic were barely half their 1932 levels and millions of ethnic
Ukrainians starved. Despite the well-demonstrated failure of
senko s techni ues, aoist China adopted them on political
principle twenty years later with even more catastrophic results.
senko and his supporters were the reason mericans of a certain
age grew up being told to eat their dinners because children in China
were starving.
I learned about senko when I posted an article about the fallout
suffered by the Wisconsin dairy industry from the “get big or get
out policies of 1 70s Secretar of griculture arl But
friend
asper astutel responded,
s long as farming polic is political
and not based in experience and science, farms will die But and
senko have a lot to answer for, but the s stem that kept their ideas
going for decades after they were proven to be self defeating and
ultimately stupid is what needs to die.” That “system” at its core
is the elevation of ideolog over wisdom, of industr over nature,
of politics over communit , of hubris over humus espect local
agricultural tradition—the result of multigenerational observation
and experimentation—and farms and rural communities will thrive.
In the spirit of honoring agricultural traditions, Fedco is
extending our Indigenous Royalties program to OGS products
mostl potato varieties that bear ative
merican names e ll donate a portion
of sales on those products to ibe un, a
project of the Wabanaki community here
in aine See page
It is one small
way to acknowledge the communities
and agricultural traditions that predate
uropean coloni ation of this continent
and to recogni e the Indigenous
communities carrying those traditions
forward today.
lice Co le,
S Coordinator
or ore in or ation a o t rofi
ysen o
ean, Sam
he Soviet ra s eadliest Scientist Is egaining opularit in
Russia.” The Atlantic, ecember 1 , 017
pplebaum, nne
ow Stalin id kraine s Famine From the orld The
Atlantic, ctober 13, 017
heping uang Charted: China s reat Famine, according to ang isheng,
a journalist who lived through it.” Quartz, arch 10, 016
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NEW! for 2021
otics

7680 nvol: et nvolved with the earl potato market!
7690 Irish Cobbler: Cobble together a great tuber patch
with this heirloom!
7697 rada: fanc ellow spud that s dressed for success!
7755 tlantic: e d cross oceans for french fries this good!
7940 Snowden: e ll leak a culinar secret: this is a ver
tast tater!

over rops

pp ies

8020 Camelina: o humps, ust great cover cropping!
8250 Ferto ock hosphate: ouble up on soluble !
8310 ungnir sparagus ix: For might spears of asparagus!
8337 rue ove ose ix: Spend ualit time with our flowers!
8405 emp ree S uares: eep our cannabis weed-free with
more cannabis!
8750 randevo: ount a grand defense against C B, S
and
more!
8785 Children s row it: For our favorite Fedco sprouts!
8812 Silicone Six acks: o need to go to the g m for pictureperfect seedlings!
8830 igh omes: Big domes for big seedlings!
9193 urple unch: art over at the irrigation pages!
9299 arden Snark ag Set: For the sarcastic gardener s funn bone!
9300 legant arden arkers: If the arden Snark tags offend ou, tr these!
9353 - uart Sun Sugar Boxes: ven more of a good thing!
9405 Fedco rucker at: ipster fashion and trucker appreciation all in one!
9420-9421 Bulbs ee: he cutest Fedco shirt ever, for kids and adults!

Everything for the Orchard (but the Trees)

re ou one of the 7,000 people who ordered trees and shrubs from Fedco
last year? Protect your investment and ensure bountiful harvests of delicious
organic fruit for generations with our lineup for the holistic orchard.
8175 Bio rganics icroni ed ndom corrhi al Inoculant
8194 Orchard Soil Testing Service
8266 Kelp-It Seaweed Powder
8310 Gungnir Asparagus Mix - NEW!
8324 Hole-Istic Spring Planting Mix
8330 Fruition Mix for bearing fruit trees
8333 Fall Fruit Tree Prep Mix
8336 ncients ise ix for revitali ing old trees
8337 rue ove ose ix - NEW!
8405 Hemp Tree Squares - NEW!
8624 Tree Tanglefoot Insect Barrier
8636 Apple Pest Kit
8646 Codling Moth Trap Kit
8657 Holistic Orchard Spray Kit
8660 eem il: aint trunks, prevent borers!
8684 icroni ed Sulfur
8690
i uid Sulfur
8711 Stylet Oil
8714 ThermX 70
8717 Nu Film P
8720 Surround WP
8723 Deer Stopper
8726 MoleMax deters voles
8750 Grandevo for Spotted Wing Drosophila - NEW!
8862 Orchard Netting
8865 Deer X Fencing
8961-3 Bee uts & eeds for ative ollinators!
8965 Tree Guards
8968 imb Spreaders
8969 Tree Staking Kits
8971 rafting its: Bench or opworking!
8974 arafilm ape & 8977 PVC Grafting Tape
8998 orld s Best Fruit icker w telescoping handle and padded head
9001 eluxe Fruit icking Bucket w arness
9004-9013 Felco Pruners
9037-9038 Felco Saws
9040-9049 Silk runing Saws: excellent ualit apanese saws
9064 Sharpener for ummies: sharpen tools without headaches
9104 rchard Irrigation it If ou re hip to the drip!

So Many Ways to Save!

If our list prices or shipping charges look high at first glance, please take
another look. Fedco is a big believer in the powers of planning and cooperation
to save our customers mone and we offer man opportunities to do so:
Volume Discounts - Our volume discounts start at 5% off orders of $100+
and go up from there. Our volume discount chart is displayed throughout this
section. Most commercial customers can easily qualify for our bulk pricing
program, which kicks in for rganic rower Suppl orders with a retail value
of $2500+ and for Potato orders weighing over 1000 lbs. Bulk pricing offers
discounts of 20-30% off retail.
Rolling Discounts - e love our repeat customers! ou don t have to bu
ever thing at once nce ou place a rowers Suppl order of at least 100,
we calculate your volume discount based on the total of your orders over a
rolling 12-month period. Questions? E-mail ogs@fedcoseeds.com
Early Bird Discount - Our crew gets bored sometimes in
ecember, so we offer an extra
off rowers Suppl
orders placed in December 2020. This is on top of our
alread awesome volume discounts!
Group Ordering - You can team up with your
friends and neighbors to earn higher discounts! roup orders
can also share a pallet to reduce shipping costs. We make it
eas and painless For instructions, please visit fedcoseeds com
ogs groups htm

POTATOES, ONIONS & EXOTICS
SPRING PLANTING STOCK
The items on pages 110-115 ship in spring only.

Product availability is updated regularl at fedcoseeds com ou ll
find more ordering info on page 160 For mail orders, use the form
on page 163
• Potatoes and onion sets ship in April and May.
• Onion plants and sweet potato slips are shipped based on one,
sub ect to our suppliers field conditions see next page
• Ginger and Turmeric ship in March.

Ordering Deadlines for Potatoes, Onions &
Exotics

February 26 For ginger and turmeric.

March 10 For onions, sweet potatoes, best availabilit
of potatoes, and earl
pril shipping to warm
states.
May 7 Final order deadline for potatoes.

r c hippin For orders that weigh more than a couple hundred pounds,
shipping on a pallet instead of in a box can be ver economical See page 166
for more info.
Depot Shipping - We have farms and storefronts throughout the Northeast
lined up to accept pallet shipments of Growers Supply goods and seed
potatoes so our customers can pick up their orders close to home at shipping
costs up to 80 lower than Fed x rates See page 166
Special Ordering - Many of our soil amendments are available in bulk totes
or full truckloads. We can also offer very reasonable prices on items specialordered from our suppliers if we have enough lead time and don t need to
warehouse the items for you. Contact us at ogs@fedcoseeds.com

ORGANIC CERTIFICATION

e are a
F -certified organic repacker and handler of seed and feed
rganicall produced items with Organic in the name are
certified b S -approved agencies e have on file each
grower s certificate our products are labeled and handled in
ways to ensure their integrity. The receipt with your order
has our certification number and is our certificate that what
you purchased is organic. Please keep it for your records.
Conventionally grown seed is either untreated or coated with OMRI-listed
coatings and inoculants Certified-organic growers ma be able to use such
seed: consult with our certifier
We sometimes have short crops or failed lots of potatoes. We do
occasionally substitute conventional varieties unless you note otherwise.
lease see our substitution polic at right
gricultural inputs used on a certified-organic farm must be listed in our
rganic S stem lan and approved b our certifier his does not necessaril
mean that the inputs themselves are certified organic e label the inputs we
carr as follows:
OMRI: isted b the rganic aterials eview Institute Certificate available
upon request.
MOFGA: Reviewed and allowed by the Maine Organic Farmers & Gardeners
ssociation Certification Services
WSDA: isted b the ashington State epartment of griculture s rganic
Certification division
at’l ist ne-ingredient products on the
ist of llowed Substances
AYC: sk our certifier as not been reviewed b a certifier, but the active
ingredient is allowed.
Not Allowed: as a place in sensible agriculture ma be used when
certification is not an issue
This information is correct to the best of our knowledge at press time. We
cannot be responsible for errors or changes changes are posted to our website
as we become aware of them In order to be certain that a product is allowed,
check with our certifier

ll certified seed potatoes start as disease-free clones and are sold to seed
growers as mini-tubers In aine, seed potato growers are allowed to replant
for six years before they need to start again with disease-free stock. Each
ear during the growing season farmers seeking certification have their fields
inspected for viral and bacterial diseases. After harvest the farmers must
submit a sample of each variety for disease testing at the Maine Potato Testing
ab o be labeled and sold as certified potato seed, lots need to be 100 free
of certain pathogens and at least 95% free of others. We sell only certified
potato seed.
We also offer many varieties that are certified or anic. Their growers
have met both the standards of potato seed certification and the standards of
organic production.
None of our varieties are genetically engineered. See page 107 for
Fedco s polic on
s

Substitutions

otatoes are sub ect to crop limitations, and we will run out of some varieties
ost people prefer getting potatoes to getting a refund, so we offer a
substitution policy for those willing to be flexible owever, we cannot offer
substitutes in all cases e ship more than 6000 potato orders in a period
of four weeks with a small staff
e C
and I
contact
individual customers about out-of-stock varieties in advance, nor can we offer
any guarantee that we will process custom substitution requests. Please do
not ask us to do so.

Substitution Policy

Find our full policy at fedcoseeds.com/MTsubs.htm ere s the gist: If ou
indicate that ou will accept substitutions, we ll follow this protocol:
For conventionally grown varieties • We will substitute a variety of similar color and season. A few varieties,
as indicated in their descriptions, have no substitute.
For organically grown varieties • We will substitute conventional stock of the same variety and refund the
price difference.
If that s not available, we will substitute certified organic stock of a
similar variety. A few varieties, as indicated in their descriptions, have no
substitute.

Bulk Prices

If ou are ordering more than 1000 ,
call or write for a bulk price list.
r find it online at:
fedcoseeds com moose
disc htm

fedcoseeds.com
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What is Certified Potato eed

Allium cepa

ONIONS

Onions are day-length sensitive—to produce large bulbs, plant in spring as soon
as soil is workable. Most of our sets and plants are long-day varieties, suitable for
northern growers. Shallow rooted, onions require rich weed-free soil and consistent
water. Try our 8318 Tears of Joy Onion Kit (below) to increase your odds for success.
All other factors being equal, onions grown from seedlings will grow bigger and resist
disease better than set-grown onions.
Plant onions (sets or plants) 3" apart in rows 1' apart and thin to 6" as they grow.
(If you don’t want to thin, plant them 4–6" apart.) Mulch when they are 1' tall. During
the season, pull any plants that begin to bolt and use them as scallions. It’s a good
idea to sidedress once or twice a season, especially close to summer solstice. Clean
and grade before storage. at thick-necked onions ﬁrst because the won t keep.
Ideal storage conditions are temperatures at
with humidit of 0 0 . If ou can t
do that, work to get a total number of 00. or example, at temperatures from 0
,
humidit should be
0 .
or onion seed and more cultural information, see pages
.
Stuttgarter Onion Sets hese small to medium-si ed semi-flat firm bulbs
will store until June if cured properly. Be sure to plant out your Stuttgarters
early, water if necessary, and fertilize liberally throughout the season. Try
them in creamy onion dip, or sliced on carne asada, or our favorite: cornmeal
and beer-battered onion rings. Approximately 200 sets per pound. Sets ship
from our warehouse during our regular potato shipping season in April.
7400 B: 2# for $12.00 C: 10# for $45.00 E: 32# for $99.00
Tears of o
nion Kit All you need to
grow a bountiful healthy crop of onions,
whether you’re starting with onion sets or
plants or growing your own seedlings. Includes
5# of NutriVeg for season-long release of
nutrients a pint of fish h drol sate with kelp
to get your transplants off to a good start; 50'
of white-on-black plastic mulch to stop weeds,
retain moisture, and keep the soil comfortable
for cool-loving alliums; a quart of Garlic
Barrier to deter fungus and insect pests; 25
mesh bags to store the roots of your labor;
and growing instructions. No NH sale. All
inputs FGA.
8318 A: kit (13#) for $40.00
When you see the star, this item and every
other item in your order of Potatoes, Onions
and xotics ualifies for a volume discount
Orders over $100 deduct 5%
Orders over $300 deduct 10%
Orders over $600 deduct 15%
Orders over $1200 deduct 20%

Onion plants are drop-shipped Priority Mail directly to you from our
Texas supplier, so shipments can arrive from anuar through
April according to your planting
zone. (See chart below.) You
may also request a shipping
week when placing your order.
Onions are dug as live plants from
the ﬁeld shipping schedule ma be
delayed by a week or two due
to weather conditions or other
variables. ou will be notiﬁed
via email when your order
has shipped.
Planting instructions
(for conventional growing)
will arrive with your shipment.
See our website for organic
fertilization recommendations.
Gardener’s nion Plant edle 50 plants each of three
varieties of differently colored onion plants. If you want an
assortment of onions but don’t have space for a hundred of each,
try this package deal.
7490 A: 150 plants (0#) for $37.50
Patterson (104 days) F-1 hybrid. Long day. Blocky-globed
rusty-bronze–skinned Patterson have emerged as Copra’s worthy
heir. Large, uniform size, thin necks for easy curing, and excellent storage
potential. Available as seed on page 48.
7500 A: 100 plants (0#) for $25.00
B: 500 plants (0#) for $115.00
C: 2500 plants (0#) for $500.00
ellow weet panish (100 days) Open-pollinated. Long to intermediate
day. A wonderful OP variety that makes large globe-shaped uniformly sweet
bulbs. Really great fresh, and will store up to 4 months with proper curing.
7510 A: 100 plants (0#) for $25.00
B: 500 plants (0#) for $115.00
C: 2500 plants (0#) for $500.00
ellow Grane (125 days) F-1 hybrid. Short day. Not for northern growers,
better planted south of the NC-VA border. This is the variety that growers in
Vidalia, GA, use to grow their world-famous sweet onions. You can’t call
them Vidalia onions unless that’s where you live, but you can still grow some
mighty sweet onions. Will store for a couple months if well cured.
7519 A: 100 plants (0#) for $25.00
B: 500 plants (0#) for $115.00
C: 2500 plants (0#) for $500.00
Walla Walla (125 days) Open-pollinated. Long day. These large onions
are renowned for their mild flavor as soon as the come out of the ground
Said to have originated in the French island of Corsica and been brought
to ashington b a French soldier, this onion became famous in the acific
orthwest for its uic sweet flavor and has been in commerce since around
1900. In WA it can be wintered over. In our harsher zone it must be sown in
the spring for fall harvest. They do not store. Available as seed on page 47.
7520 A: 100 plants (0#) for $25.00
B: 500 plants (0#) for $115.00
C: 2500 plants (0#) for $500.00
edwing (116 days) F-1 hybrid. Long day. Best red storage onion for
northern growers. Hard deep purple-red glossy 3–4" globes. Very high yield
potential.
7550 A: 100 plants (0#) for $25.00
B: 500 plants (0#) for $115.00
C: 2500 plants (0#) for $500.00

When our
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nion Plants Arri e

Remove plants from the box immediately! They may seem a little
peaked from travel, but don’t fret! Plant them in the ground as soon as
possible, watering well. If you can’t plant immediately, spread plants
out in a cool well-ventilated place. If necessary, place roots only in
water for a few hours, while keeping the tops dry, or wrap the roots
in damp paper towels and wrap loosely in plastic. After planting, keep
onion plants well watered and well weeded, and you’ll be rewarded!
Items on this page ship in spring.

nion plant ship dates
(approximate)

Zone 9, 10
Zone 8
Zone 7
Zone 6
Zone 5
Zone 4, 3, 2

mid-January
February 5
February 26
March 19
April 9
April 23
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Approx. 10-15 seed pieces per pound.
If you can’t begin sprouting right away, ginger and turmeric stock can be stored for
several weeks, at above . eﬁnitel start sprouting them b mid- pril.
or ew ngland, we recommend growing ginger and turmeric in hoophouses.
They need the heat. To sprout your stock, spread 3" of good potting soil in a crate,
arrange rhizomes so they aren’t touching, and add soil to cover by a few inches. Our
seed ginger is alread cut into planting-si ed pieces for turmeric, snap off some of
the larger ﬁngers and plant the main rhi ome with a few of the smaller ﬁngers still
attached. eep the crate at 0 in sun, and keep soil moist but not water-logged.
They’re sensitive to overwatering, but most sprouting failures are due to low or
fluctuating temps. fter last frost, plant out at apart, in a fertile -deep trench
down a 4'-wide bed, and hill during the season. Harvest before frost.
Ginger - Organic i i e o fi i e Ginger in this climate? Several
successful farms in Maine proved to nonbelievers that the power of
high tunnels, irrigation and organic fertility can produce a coveted
hand of baby ginger, the most delicate and earthy of tropical crops.
Don’t hide this precious gem by mincing it small or masking it in
heavy sauces: try it as crystallized chunks in homemade vanilla ice
cream, or sliced into thick batons in a zesty stir-fry, or slipped over
the rim of a fancy cocktail (Baby Ginger Margs, anyone?) Its beauty
eclipses supermarket ginger, too: the rose-tinged pearlescent skin will
draw customers from yards away. Growing instructions available on our
website. Supply limited—order early. i ed e y
o s soo
as weather permits.
7990 A: 0.5# (0#) for $15.00
B: 2# for $40.00
C: 10# for $150.00
D: 25# for $335.00
Turmeric - Organic
m o
This spunky little superfood adds
ebullient golden color to curries and sauces nti-inflammator , antiseptic,
antioxidant, anticarcinogenic—better get that high-tunnel built! Locally
grown turmeric is following in ginger’s footsteps as more northern growers
and gardeners are giving it a go. Lighter yields than ginger, but restaurants
and farmer’s market customers will pay top dollar. Blend fresh turmeric
and local wildflower hone into gentl warmed whole milk for a delicious
restorative tonic. Cultivate like ginger—growing instructions available on our
website. i ed e y
o s soo s e t e e mits
7995 A: 0.5# (0#) for $15.00
B: 2# for $40.00
C: 10# for $150.00
D: 25# for $335.00
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IP Ipomoea batatas

Sweet potatoes are tropical drama queens and need lots of heat and pampering to
perform in the orth. The prefer rich, slightl acidic soil (p . to . ). lant slips
apart in rows 36" apart. We recommend planting after all danger of frost into hills or
raised beds covered with 8421 IRT plastic mulch. Protect the plants with 8877 slitted
plastic row cover over 8880 wire hoops and drench the plants regularly with 8292 ish
Hydrolysate with Kelp. Groundhogs love the tender foliage: keep a shotgun or a terrier
handy. Harvest before frost.
Georgia Jet (90 days) eep red s in deep oran e esh.
The standard variety for commercial sweet potato production in the North, Georgia Jet is almost irritatingly
reliable in colder climes—bulks up fast and yields like
a boss oist flesh is moderatel sweet
7997 A: 25 slips (0#) for $25.00
B: 100 slips (0#) for $49.00
C: 500 slips (0#) for $200.00
Bonita (95 days) an s in hite esh. Matures early
enough for northern growers to get decent harvests of
large top-quality tubers. Bred by the Louisiana Ag Exp
Stn for improved soil-rot resistance and superior storage
capacit
r super-sweet flesh was a smash hit in our
warehouse taste tests. Makes the best sweet potato fries!
7998 A: 25 slips (0#) for $25.00
B: 100 slips (0#) for $49.00
C: 500 slips (0#) for $200.00
urasaki (120 days) rp e s in hite esh. Japanese-type sweet potato
requires a longer season to mature; it may pose a challenge to northern
growers, but the eating ualit is unbeatable ich nutt flavor and high sugar
content. A shoo-in for our southern customers. If you’re one of those Yankee
gardeners who can t back down from a dare who sa s ou can t grow figs
and artichokes in Maine?), this is the sweet for you. Well worth the effort.
7999 A: 25 slips (0#) for $25.00
B: 100 slips (0#) for $49.00
C: 500 slips (0#) for $200.00

weet potato slips are shipped b

one

In the Northeast, they ship in mid to late May.

When our weet Potato lips Arri e

If you can’t plant right away, put slips in a vase of water in a warm sunny
location. Slips that arrive with few leaves or roots are still likely to perform
well; if the slips arrive slimy and rotten, please email us with pictures.

Solanum tuberosum

ne pound of seed will usuall plant
row feet, depending on the
variet 0# will usuall plant 0 row feet. ee pages
for a
comparison chart and complete growing instructions. We ship seed
potatoes in April. Order early for the best selection!

FI G
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ong and thin, shaped like small ﬁsh or ma be even ﬁngers,
displa ing various skin and flesh colors, ﬁngerlings are often
proliﬁc and disease-resistant. Though late maturing, the
plants set heavily and small ones can be harvested early.
hefs, market farmers and home gardeners ﬁnd these beautiful potatoes have unequaled flavor and culinar qualities.
Ama osa
ed s in red esh. These plants
cranked out such monster tubers we felt funny
charging fingerling prices at market Classicall plump
fingerling shape with smooth red skin and cream red
flesh with excellent color retention, ma osa made the grade for
high yields, and they’re tasty as heck. Leave the skins on when
cooking, as they have a high vitamin C and mineral content. Good
keepers and good sellers. Scab resistant, and also some resistance to late
blight.
.
7595 B: 2# for $9.00
C: 10# for $30.00
D: 25# for $60.00
E: 50# for $91.00
Austrian Crescent
e o s in pa e ye o
esh. As lovely as the
rising crescent moon on a summer’s eve, with unearthly yields. Some sources
mention ustrian Crescent tubers as long as 10 giant fingers! lso called
Kipfel, the German word for a croissant. Croissants have the butter baked in,
but we recommend slathering our roasted fingerlings Combine with agic
Molly and AmaRosa for a rainbow potato salad. Moderate scab resistance.
7600 B: 2# for $9.00
C: 10# for $30.00
D: 25# for $60.00
E: 50# for $91.00
Banana - e o s in ye o
esh. Sometimes called Russian Banana.
utt and wax , Bananas are renowned for their heav ields of huge fingers
Makes terrible smoothies, but you will spend nights dreaming of long strips
of roasted Bananas, simmering in the crackles and pops of the lightest olive
oil, with a slight crunch of sea salt and a dash of balsamic vinegar. Resistant
to scab, but susceptible to late blight, leafroll and verticillium wilt.
Banana Organic
7110 B: 2# for $12.00
C: 10# for $40.00
D: 25# for $80.00
E: 50# for $144.00
Banana Con entional
7610 B: 2# for $9.00
C: 10# for $30.00
D: 25# for $60.00
E: 50# for $91.00
French Fingerling
ar rose red s in ye o
esh ith pin ines.
his fine fingerling, a spud of lore and song, is more than ust a fanc fad
You’ll want to pick these sweet little potatoes on the early side to fully revel in
their tenderness, before they embark on their more awkward and bulky phase
and develop growth cracks. The skin, though it scuffs easily in the packing
shed, is worth the extra care, as it stays smooth to the touch, tender and awful
he ellow flesh features a stunning pinkish webbing all spreading
prett
plants with wide-set tubers. Resistant to leaf hopper and scab.
French Fingerling rganic
C: 10# for $40.00
7120 B: 2# for $12.00
D: 25# for $80.00
E: 50# for $144.00
French Fingerling Con entional
C: 10# for $30.00
7620 B: 2# for $9.00
D: 25# for $60.00
E: 50# for $99.00
esh. “The Rat” describes the plump
a atte e o netted s in ye o
shape well but belies the appeti ing flavor! his little pet is versatile in the
kitchen and the most consistent fingerling in shape and si e ou ll welcome
these rodents into your packing shed for their ease of sale and “perfect
texture,” says Heron Breen. Kept in cold storage, La Ratte stores beautifully
and maintains its fine ualit to sustain ou through the winter Scab resistant
C: 10# for $30.00
7622 B: 2# for $9.00
D: 25# for $60.00
E: 50# for $99.00
Potato Bags Heavy paper bags for storing or marketing your own spuds. To
avoid moisture build-up, 5# and 20# sizes have a mesh vent in front and 50#
size has punched airholes.
9325 A: 5# bags, bundle of 5 (0#) for $2.75
B: 20# bags, bundle of 5 (2#) for $4.00
C: 50# bags, bundle of 3 (3#) for $4.50
Burlap Bags Untreated, holds 50# of potatoes.
Also works well in market displays: soak
thoroughly to keep produce damp and cool.
9331 A: 3 bags (0#) for $7.75
B: 30 bags (15#) for $65.00

Items on this page ship in spring.
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- Ginger and turmeric ship in early March, or as soon as weather permits.
- Sweet potato slips ship by zone. In the Northeast they’ll ship around Memorial Day.
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FI G
I G
agic oll
eep p rp e s in deep p rp e esh. This rockstar potato
ust won t stop ick them as sweet little fingerlings earl or hold out for
larger potatoes later in the season. A rich purple, so deep it’s almost black,
from skin to center istinctive earth flavor and pleasantl
firm wax texture fantastic addition to a dish of roasted
mixed vegetables. Ian Jerolmack of Stonecipher Farm in
Bowdoinham, ME, has Molly fans among his restaurant
accounts; they incited a small riot after his Mollies had
been bought up. We love Magic Molly so much it inspired
the creation of our 2017 cover art superhero. Vigorous
plants, high yields and few diseases. Slight inclination to
scab. We have no suitable substitutions for this unusual
iety e e i yo
e t s stit tio s
yo i e ei e e d i ste d o
ot toes i t is
iety is o t o sto
agic oll
rganic
7140 B: 2# for $12.00
C: 10# for $40.00
D: 25# for $80.00
E: 50# for $130.00
agic oll Con entional
7625 B: 2# for $9.00
C: 10# for $30.00
D: 25# for $60.00
E: 50# for $99.00
Pinto
ed and ye o s in ye o
esh. Don’t call
Pinto a pony—this potato is a real workhorse. With striking
bicolor skins, they practically sell themselves at market.
High yields with up to 28 tubers per plant. You’ll think an
Easter Bunny left you a sweet pile of yellow-spotted pink eggs
when you harvest! Buttery and decadent with a creamy texture.
In our trials Pinto shows resistance to blight, drought and scab; the
leafhopper didn’t bother it a bit. Bred by UMaine. We have no suitable
s stit tio s o t is
s
iety e e i yo
e t s stit tio s
yo i e ei e e d i ste d o ot toes i t is
iety is o t o sto
7628 B: 2# for $9.00
C: 10# for $30.00
D: 25# for $60.00
E: 50# for $99.00
ed Thumb
ed s in pa e red esh. Standing up to early blight is no
small task for an potato, not to mention the delicate fingerling class, but
the Thumbs do it. Slice one in half at farmer’s market to show customers
the uni ue flesh: cream streaked with a light red pigment ig earl for
that classic petite fingerling, or wait for skins to set to secure some lunkers
Moderate scab resistance.
7630 B: 2# for $9.00
C: 10# for $30.00
D: 25# for $60.00
E: 50# for $99.00
ose Finn Apple
in ish ei e s in i ht ye o
esh. An heirloom
in this over-developed world of plant science, Rose Finn displays some of
the prettiest hues of all the fingerlings
ax with a dream creaminess
as unforgettable as its name. Watering unevenly may lead to branching.
Susceptible to rhizoctonia, but resists scab.
ose Finn Apple rganic
7170 B: 2# for $12.00
C: 10# for $40.00
D: 25# for $80.00
E: 50# for $130.00
ose Finn Apple Con entional
7635 B: 2# for $9.00
C: 10# for $30.00
D: 25# for $60.00
E: 50# for $99.00

PVP stands for
Plant Variety
Protection Act.
See page 4.
Turbo Tuber (Approx. 7-2-9, plus 2% Ca and 3.5% S) Magic Molly, our
potato superhero, is the fastest girl in town: her jacked-up hybrid hatchback
runs on our high-test organic fertilizer, formulated to meet the nutrient
re uirements of potatoes Blended in-house from fish meal, feather meal,
soybean meal, sulfate of potash, dolomitic lime, pasteurized poultry manure
and K-mag. On balanced soils, apply at 5#/25 row feet, 50#/250 row feet,
or 2000#/acre and work into the soil to planting depth. No NH sale. FGA
8315 A: 5# for $10.50
B: 50# for $72.50
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1750.00
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65-80 days

Algon uin
hite s in hite esh. Large smooth oval tubers size up early
and are largely free from internal and external defects. High yielding and scab
resistant. Our grower in New York says, “I’ve grown it for years, and have
never been disappointed with it, which is a rare quality for a potato. I don’t
think you can go wrong with it.” Released by Cornell in 2017. The Algonquin
people, native to southern Quebec and eastern Ontario, have a much more
venerable history. Modern Algonquins have been politically active to defend
their resources against commercial wild rice harvesting ventures, the lumber
industry and mining companies.
. ndi eno s oya ties.
7640 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $29.00
Chieftain
in ish red s in hite esh. Rounded oblong tubers with
pinkish-red and slightly netted skin. Shallow eyes for easy peeling. Matures
later than most earlies. A Maine red-potato staple for our Aroostook growers,
its flour fluffiness is complemented b heaping spoonfuls of butter, garlic
and a generous pour of raw cream edium spreading plant with lilac flowers
Scab, net necrosis, stem-end browning and ate i ht resistant.
Chieftain rganic
7180 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $20.50 E: 50# for $77.00
Chieftain Con entional
7650 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $22.00
Dark ed orland
ar red s in hite esh. Great for new potatoes!
For the best potato salad in the world, combine freshly dug young Norlands,
homemade mayonnaise, and slivered garlic and fresh sage sizzled in butter
(plus coarse salt and cracked pepper). Makes good home-fries, too. Easyto-grow and high-yielding. Fair storage. Medium-to-large plants with purple
flowers esistant to growth cracks, earl blight, hollow heart, scab and
rhizoctonia. Dig before late blight is a concern.
Dark ed orland rganic
7190 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $20.50 E: 50# for $77.00
Dark ed orland Con entional
7670 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $11.25 E: 50# for $26.00
n ol
hite s in hite esh. The earliest of the early. While we no
longer offer “early shipment” potatoes for greenhouse growers, you can still
be the first to bring potatoes to market with nvol ne farm reported having
no Colorado potato beetle damage on their Envols because the potatoes
matured before the beetles even arrived! Mid-sized to large round tubers with
a flour texture good for mashing and baking and thin skins that are smooth
and easy to peel or unobtrusive if left on. Stores quite well for such an early
potato. Bred in Quebec in the ’80s. Some heat tolerance. Resists hollow heart.
Susceptible to scab. PVP. NEW!
7680 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $35.00
Irish Cobbler
s in hite esh.
Mid-sized round to oblong tubers with a
smooth creamy texture suitable for baking or
boiling. Like an early-season Elba for eating
quality. Legend has it that an Irish shoemaker in the northeastern U.S. selected this
variety from plants he grew from an Early
Rose seed ball. First cataloged in 1876. Even
dug early, Cobblers will store throughout the
season. Medium-sized plant has
white-tipped lilac flowers
Resistant to blackleg,
fusarium and mild
mosaic. Susceptible to
most other common
potato diseases. Back by
popular demand. BACK!
7690 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $22.00
atascha
e o s in ye o
esh. A higher-yielding alternative to
Anuschka and Augusta. You’ll be delighted by the multitude of deep yellow,
perfectly smooth and amazingly blemish-free potatoes that tumble from the
hills at harvest
favorite earl ellow xcellent flavor with smooth and
creamy texture. I like them boiled and buttered, but they are also really nice
and creamy whipped with an immersion blender. Resistant to scab, bruising,
rhizoctonia, black leg, PVY and tuber rots.
.
7695 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $35.00
Prada
ri ht ye o s in i ht ye o
esh. The Devil may wear Prada,
but the savvy grower plants it. These devastatingly elegant tubers are long
with silky-smooth skin. Firm texture holds up well to boiling; makes a
luxurious “dressed for success” potato salad, but high enough in dry matter
to fry up well, too. Almost as early as Envol and quite high-yielding. Resists
bruising, scab, blight and nematodes and tolerates drought well. The potato
was released in 2017 by the Solana Group, based in Germany. The Italian
luxury fashion house was founded in 1913 by Mario Prada in Milan. Mario
Prada chauvinistically blocked his female family members from having
an involvement in the compan during his lifetime In a fine episode of
karmic justice, his son wanted nothing to do with the business, so Mario was
succeeded by his daughter Luisa and then his granddaughter Miuccia. All
humans can have success with this potato, regardless of gender! NEW!
7697 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $35.00

Items on this page ship in spring.

BLISS Meadows Farm and the Future of Urban Farming

Atiya Wells, pediatric nurse turned nature mentor and urban farmer, had
a vision for a public green space for nature connection, education and
community farming in her Northeast Baltimore neighborhood of Frankford.
Baltimore, she explains, is a very segregated city, and her neighborhood “has
all the markings of disinvestment: vacant lots, abandoned buildings, etc.
Frankford is the largest neighborhood in Baltimore City, we have over
23,000 residents, and only one viable grocery store.”
In 2019, with community participation and investment, she
acquired an abandoned house on half an acre, along with an
adjacent 2.5 acre abandoned lot and 7 acre park.
Atiya, along with a core group of organizers,
started BLISS Meadows Farm (Baltimore
Living In Sustainable Simplicity) as a project
of their nonprofit Back ard Basecamp, Inc
“Our soil quality is really good,” Atiya
says; not what you often hear from urban
farmers on newly acquired vacant lots. The
previous owner let tree companies dump wood
chips on the site for about 6 years, “so we have
about 12–18 inches of pure organic matter from the
decomposing material. After testing, we plant directly into
that and cover, which retains our water as well.
“Community members are invited to come out for
volunteer days, and also to hang out with our chickens and
goats,” she says. “We also have 2 ponds on the property that
the community is invited to come and sit around. Right now
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80-90 days

Adirondack Blue
e s in
e esh. Maintains its color after boiling,
roasting or frying. This blue spud is packed with anthocyanins, powerful
antioxidants that can lower risks of heart and neurological diseases. The
plants are ostentatious with sprawling blue-tinted foliage. Although tuber
dormancy is short and Blue is susceptible to scab, scurf and CPB, appearance
is awfully festive. Walter de Jong and his potato-genetics buddies at Cornell
released Addie Blue in 2003. They also developed and released modern allstars Adirondack Red and Keuka Gold, all huge successes in the Northeast,
promoting growth in the specialty potato market and providing decent prices
for wholesale growers. The word di o d
is thought to come from the
Mohawk word ha-de-ron-dah meaning ‘eaters of trees.’ French missionary
oseph-Fran ois afitau recorded that the word was used b the Iro uois as
a derogatory term for groups of Algonquins who did not practice agriculture
and therefore sometimes had to eat tree bark to survive harsh winters. Note:
storage life is short, so seed may be ugly when it arrives. Plant them anyway—
odds are the ll be ust fine We have no suitable substitutions for this unusual
iety e e i yo
e t s stit tio s yo i e ei e e d i ste d o
ot toes i t is
iety is o t o sto
ndi eno s oya ties.
Adirondack Blue rganic
7240 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $25.50 E: 50# for $97.00
Adirondack Blue Con entional
7745 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $35.00
Adirondack ed ed s in pin ish esh. These rubies will have your cast
iron glistening Intense bright skin, moist firm flesh that s rich in antioxidants,
refuting those who knock potatoes’ nutritive qualities. Positive feedback
from Stonecipher Farm was flattering but, alas, unprintable eleased b
Cornell in 008 to restore vigor to the red fresh potato scene and ualified
as “heirlooms-to-be” by Gourmet. Resists skinning, hollow heart, internal
defects and growth cracks. We have no suitable substitutions for this unusual
iety e e i yo
e t s stit tio s yo i e ei e e d i ste d o
ot toes i t is
iety is o t o sto
ndi eno s oya ties.
Adirondack ed rganic
7245 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $22.50 E: 50# for $84.00
Adirondack ed Con entional
7750 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $22.00
Atlantic
s in hite esh. Would you cross oceans for a good potato?
This reliably high-yielding midseason variety comes recommended by
customer Marie Mains, who praises it as “the best variety I’ve ever grown for
french fries and hash browns, excellent production and size, no issues with
corky spots inside no matter how big it gets.” Moderate storage potential.
Uniform large round tubers have few eyes, meaning it may take more weight
to plant the same amount of ground compared to other varieties. Tolerates
scab and verticillium wilt, and some sources report late blight resistance, but
susceptible to most other diseases. NEW!
7755 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $35.00
Blue Gold rganic
e s in ye o esh. Also known as Peter Wilcox
and, although named for Peter C. Wilcox, a professor in the Spiritual and
Pastoral Care Program at Loyola College, these yields are ungodly. Round
sapphire beads with stunning gold flesh proclaim large amounts of tubers
with a sinfull flash appearance ubers set high, so hill well Space
at 10 1
avender flowers Scab and nematode resistant, susceptible
to a daunting degree of scurfs, wilts and blights. We have no suitable
s stit tio s o t is
s
iety e e i yo
e t s stit tio s
yo i e ei e e d i ste d o ot toes i t is
iety is o t o sto
7255 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $25.50 E: 50# for $97.00

we are growing leafy greens as well as taking part in a collard green trial for
Southern Exposure Seed Exchange. Through multiple partnerships, this year,
we have been able to feed over 600 families, at no cost.”
She continues, otatoes fit into our food s stem because the provide
substance to a meal. Our farm manager is passionate about root crops.”
Jordan Bethea, farm manager, understands what it takes to feed people in
areas where accessing health food is a challenge eflecting on growing food
during the pandemic, he says, “Potatoes for me are a core to a healthy food
system. As we well know, food systems across the nation have seen a shake
up in how supply chains move food from one region to another. And while
growers and distributors are settling into a new normal, the average citizen still may be concerned with how to feed themselves and their families
bove all, I want what I grow to fill plates and bellies, and I can t
think of many vegetables that can grow as satisfying as a potato.”
For the future of urban farming, ti a envisions a diversified rotation
of crops within neighborhoods, “where one site doesn’t grow every crop,
but someone up the street grows tomatoes, and someone around the corner
grows leafy greens. This type of community co-op model where we are
surrounded by growers, herbalists, and builders, and we know exactly
where to go to get what we need.” With focus on city policy changes
and community greening, she emphasizes that “communities will need
to feel empowered to be self-reliant and sustainable.”
“I think the children give us hope,” she says. “Watching the kids on
the farm, whether the are helping or ust pla ing, fills ever one with o
To know that we are establishing a love of the land in them, and teaching
them viable tools to be successful in their futures.”
hec o t and s pport their pro ect at ac yard aseca p.or
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ed Gold in s in ith red eyes ye o
esh.
Red Gold will usher in the summer and knock out
an spring doldrums he bright gold flesh shines
like the July sun under which you’ll be harvesting.
One of the most stunning potatoes in our lineup.
Plant close together for a ton of tasty little ovals
or farther apart for a heavier yield. With creamy
sweetness roasted or fried, Red Gold has a
reputation for the hands-down best taste of all
the early varieties. Not a great storer. Will stand
up against too-wet soil and even some blight.
7700 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $31.00
Redsen - ery ri ht red s in hite esh. If you miss Sangre as much
as we do, try Redsen, a cunning all-purpose early potato. Fry whole new
edsens in olive oil: the fluff nuggets will accompan our ul lobster
bake beautifully. The tender skin bruises easily, so give them plenty of time
to cure in the field handle carefull during harvest and as ou put them in
storage. Highly resistant to race 0 late blight! Also moderately resistant to
scab. Susceptible to fusarium.
7705 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $29.00
Satina - Organic - e o s in ye o
esh. They say farming leaves you
wicked haggard, so polish up your style for city market with these stunningly
chic Satinas he soft butter flesh and ellow skin are smooth as silk Ian of
Stonecipher Farm says, “This ain’t no Mickey D’s fry trash. Satinas are the
sparkplug in our skillet.” When dug, each plant has one or two thick stalks
with a string of large round tubers dangling beneath. Satinas store well and
are resistant to common scab.
.
7225 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $20.50 E: 50# for $56.00
ukon Gem
e o s in ith pin eyes ye o
esh. A modern take
on old familiar Yukon Gold, with higher yields and better PVY and scab
resistances. Stocked with the latest in plant-vigor innovation, the Gem has
surpassed its predecessor in popularity. In 2006, plant pathologists from the
Agricultural Research Service in Aberdeen, ID, deemed Yukon Gem ready
for the fresh market because of its resistance to costly infections of late blight
and dry rot. Matures about 10 days later than Yukon Gold, but worth the
wait.
o is from a contraction of the words in the Gwich’in phrase
, which means ‘white water river’ and refers to the pale color of
glacial runoff in the Yukon River. ate i ht resistant.
. Indigenous
oya ties.
ukon Gem rganic
7228 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $25.50
E: 50# for $97.00
ukon Gem Con entional
7735 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50
E: 50# for $22.00
ukon Gold
e o
s in ith pin eyes ye o
esh. For keeping
it classic, ou can t beat ukon old s tast butter flavor and marketable appearance. This Gold, bred to suit Idaho’s potato conditions, broke mainstream
culture of just white potatoes and we are forever grateful. Yukons are
susceptible to potato virus Y and late blight. Also infamous for
poor emergence and low yields, which may be partly remedied
b planting uncut seed et aficionados of this classic claim its
flavor surpasses that of the more utilitarian ukon em eleased by AgCanada in 1980. ndi eno s oya ties.
ukon Gold rganic
7230 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $20.50 E: 50# for $58.00
ukon Gold Con entional
7740 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $22.00
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Caribou usset
sseted s in hite esh. It’s been more than 100
years since herds of woodland caribou graced the state of Maine. At least
we can still claim the potato. Named after the city of Caribou in Aroostook
County, this 2015 UMaine release was bred for cool climates, which could
be especially handy if we decide to follow those caribou herds up to Canada.
Vigorous plants produce good yields of large oblong russet potatoes. Using
organic practices, we’ve grown really big Caribou. The word
i o comes
through French from the Mi’kmaq qalipu or ‘snow shoveler’—referring to
the animal’s habit of pawing through the snow for food. You will be able to
paw through your root cellar for many delicious feasts this winter if you grow
this productive variety. Great mashed, fried or baked. Has an exceptionally
low instance of hollow heart, a common problem of most russets. Moderately
resistant to scab and verticillium wilt.
. ndi eno s oya ties.
Caribou rganic
7259 B: 2# for $8.00
C: 10# for $20.50
E: 50# for $77.00
Caribou Con entional
7765 B: 2# for $5.00
C: 10# for $10.50
E: 50# for $29.00
Carola Yellow skin, yellow
esh. Fedco employees can
agree on Carola as the besttasting potato more than we can
agree on anything else. These
potatoes are rarely uniform
but have that charming oldfashioned potato look. Firm
and wax , with flavor loved b
all. Great prepared on the grill,
wrapped in foil with sliced
onion and sea salt. However,
Carola isn’t the best performer in the patch—
watch out for dreary weather that could
wallop your Carolas with fungal blights. Decent scab
resistance partially compensates for this weakness. Often fails winter virus
test, so availabilit is unstable edium spreading plants with white flowers
Carola rganic
7260 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $25.50 E: 50# for $97.00
Carola Con entional
7770 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $14.00 E: 50# for $45.00
Dais Gold
rganic
ri ht ye o s in o d esh. Seedsaver
extraordinaire Will Bonsall says there’s generally a trade-off between rich
ellow color, rich flavor, and the practical considerations of ields and
storability. Not so with Daisy Gold—you get the superb bright yellow color,
great flavor and flak texture along with high ields of large slightl flattened
tubers that store well. “Highly versatile, I use it for everything,” Will says.
lice concurs: its butter flavor and eas use in the kitchen make it her first
choice to fill the pantr for a winter s worth of heart meals for three hungr
sons. Good resistance to diseases and viruses except scab. Has performed
exceptionally well in organic trials.
7263 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $25.50 E: 50# for $97.00
Gold ush usset
rganic
sseted s in hite esh. You’ll feel rich
when ou start filling our crates with these hulking tubers perfect baking
potato, and it fries up like a champ, too. The discovery of a gold deposit in
Coloma, CA, brought 300,000 people to California from 1848 to 1855. We
don’t expect quite that many people to rush for this potato, but it deserves our
enthusiasm for its good flavor and reliabl high ields ussets can be fuss
in our humid climate, but Gold Rush performs even in wet years or poor soils.
Plant at wide spacing to allow tubers to grow to their full potential. 1992
North Dakota Ag Exp Stn release. Uniform, smooth and resistant to hollow
heart. Good resistance to scab. Susceptible to blights and fusarium.
7265 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $25.50 E: 50# for $97.00
Kennebec
s in
hite esh. The quintessential Maine potato.
Very adaptable to various soil and growing conditions, rugged, but sweet
on the inside, just like a true Mainer. A surprise winner for best French fry
among several varieties that customer Tim Cunningham cooked up in a vat
of olive oil at our 2017 spring Tree Sale (insert nostalgic sigh here). Large
uniform tubers store extremely well and resist late blight. Kennebecs are high
yielding, resistant to dry spells and the last potato taken down by the leaf
hopper. Shows susceptibility to verticillium wilt and rhizoctonia. Get your
fields on a 7 ear rotation to avoid this variet s tendenc to scab arge
plants have a dense canop of white flowers he name e e e comes from
the Eastern Abenaki i i e , meaning ‘large body of still water, large bay.’
ate i ht resistant. ndi eno s oya ties.
Kennebec rganic
7270 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $20.50
E: 50# for $77.00
Kennebec Con entional
7790 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $31.00
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Keuka Gold
s in i ht ye o
esh. After its release from Cornell
in 00 , these large oblong flat tast tubers gained immediate popularit ,
especially with growers in the variable climates of upstate New York and
New England. In 2009, the e
o
imes featured Keuka, implying its
dethroning of the modern potato pop star Yukon Gold, and mentioning its
rich flavor mashed or roasted Shows resistance to scab and golden nematode
Susceptible to rhizoctonia. ndi eno s oya ties.
7800 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $22.00
icola
e o s in deep ye o
esh. Developed in Germany, these
medium-large oblong potatoes are on the waxy side and hold their shape,
making a preeminent potato salad. Fabulous new potatoes. Attractive
firm skin is smooth and velvet
ost known for being on the earl side
of midseason and a classic “gold nugget” potato. Said to have the lowest
glycemic index of any potato. A tried-and-true late-blight survivor; shows
resistance to rhizoctonia, blackleg, scab and drought. ate i ht resistant.
7810 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $14.00 E: 50# for $45.00
Purple iking
in sp ashed p rp e s in hite esh. A crowd pleaser
at market and fresh out of the oven, Purple Viking has show-stopping purple
skin with vivid pink slashes Its cream rich flesh when baked, roasted or
mashed will keep the kids happy. For size, style, yield and taste, it’s an allaround winner. Vikings grow on the large knobby side, so if you want smaller,
more uniform potatoes plant closer than 10" apart. Shows resistance to leaf
hoppers and scab. Often fails winter virus test, so availability is unstable. We
e o s it e s stit tio s o t is
s
iety e e i yo
e t
s stit tio s yo
i e ei e
e d i ste d o ot toes i t is
iety is
o t o sto
7820 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $14.00 E: 50# for $45.00
ed aria
rganic
ed s in hite esh. Order your extra crates
now to accommodate staggering ields to come ed aria will fill the root
cellar, or satisfy the bulk red-potato niche at your market stand. Skin hue
has less visual exuberance than her sister Strawberr aw s, but fulfills the
needs of 8 of the red-potato customers Super-sweet moist flesh xcellent
dormanc retention in winter storage Scab resistant eddish-purple flowers,
semi-upright dark green vines. Also known as NY-129.
7305 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $25.50 E: 50# for $97.00
alem
s in hite esh. Midseason sister of Elba. Loved dearly by
storage-crop connoisseur Tim Libby. Generously impressive yields on these
plants will have your bushel baskets brimming with dependable all-purpose
potatoes. They store well into the winter, and their roundish-oblong shape
and earth flavor make them an exceptional roasting potato Bred at Cornell
as
-8 and released unofficiall in Salem,
he plants emerge uickl
and bulk up fast. Resistant to golden nematode and scab.
7840 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $29.00
trawberr Paw
rganic
ri ht red s in hite esh. Developed
specificall for blight and scab resistance, the merit of these bright fuchsia
gems goes be ond reliabl health crops heir flash displa is a fantastic
addition to your potato cornucopia. With generally good yields and mediumto-large si e, their flesh is firm, sweet and moist lice s favorite red potato
Scab resistant. Becoming known for their vigorous nature and good storage.
Also known as NY-136.
.
7327 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $25.50 E: 50# for $97.00
i aldi
rganic
a e ye o s in pa e ye o
esh. This mediumearly oval potato got a lot of press in the UK as a “slimming potato,” as
some lab tests have shown it contains roughly three-quarters the calories and
carbohydrates of the average potato. Fedco staff commented on its mildly
sweet flavor and cream velvet texture in a warehouse kitchen oven-fr
bake-off: we found it worthy of honoring with a violin concerto, and certainly
worthy of listing in our catalog. Holds shape well during cooking. High yields
of large tubers, but little disease resistance.
.
7330 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $25.50 E: 50# for $97.00
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ehigh e o s in i ht ye o esh. A late-season yellow that produces
high yields of large tubers. Alice harvested one that weighed in at almost 18
ounces, and the second largest tuber from the same plant weighed 14 ounces!
Has produced consistently high yields across diverse growing regions and
conditions. Excellent storage potential. Holds its shape well when boiled,
making it ideal for soups and stews, but also great fried. Lehigh new potatoes
mash up creamy, dense and delectable. Released jointly in 2007 by Cornell,
enn and
aine and named after ehigh Count in , where the field
trials were conducted. Lehigh is derived from the Lenape term e
e i
or e
e i , meaning ‘where there are forks’ (e.g. in the Lehigh River).
Resistant to blackspot bruise and scab. ndi eno s oya ties.
7905 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $35.00
ed Pontiac
ed s in hite esh. Red Pontiacs yield large round
potatoes with attractive red skin and succulent white flesh that keeps moist all
winter long. These multipurpose potatoes are great for the fresh market as they
show few defects and continue to store. The plants tolerate drought but are
susceptible to most common potato diseases. Pontiac, or Obwandiyag, was
an 18th-c. Odawa war chief known for his role in leading Native Americans
in a struggle against British military occupation of the Great Lakes region.
ndi eno s oya ties.
7910 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $22.00
usset Burbank
sset s in hite esh. Known to most as the Idaho
Potato, the dry mealy texture makes it a trusty old favorite. A great baking or
mashing potato; you’ll have the whole winter and spring to experiment in the
kitchen. Its reliably high yields mature late in the season, and the plants show
resistance to scab, black leg and fusarium. This dependable standard requires
heavy feeding and regular moisture for exceptional performance.
usset Burbank rganic
7370 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $25.50 E: 50# for $97.00
usset Burbank Con entional
7930 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $26.00
nowden
s in hite esh. Small to mid-si ed slightl flattened
round tubers dward Snowden s 013 leaks revealing details of classified
U.S. government surveillance programs may have been controversial, but the
excellence of this all-purpose potato is inarguable. A go-to variety for the
potato-chip industry, its culinary qualities should make it a go-to for home
cooks as well. Strong emergence and vigorous growth; competes well with
weeds. Responds well to high nitrogen levels and wide spacing. Stores very
well. Edward Snowden continues to resist extradition from Russia; Snowden
the potato resists hollow heart and bruising but is susceptible to scab and
blight. Bred at the University of Wisconsin and released in 1990. NEW!
7940 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50
E: 50# for $35.00
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Having trouble deciding which variety to choose? We put together collections to help.
We’ll choose the varieties in the spring when we better know about availability, and
we guarantee a diverse selection in every collection. All varieties will be individually
packaged and labeled. We might even include one that is not listed in the catalog.
pecialt
rganics A well-rounded spud medley from our favorite
organic growers covers the seasonal potato spectrum. We’ll choose five
varieties to provide earlies and lates in multiple hues of skin and flesh aste
the difference that organic production can make. 2# of each variety.
7080 A: 10# for $28.50
Fantastic Fingerlings A sparkling tapas plate including three diverse
varieties of gourmet potatoes If ou find a favorite, ou can grow it next
year. Sample the many colors and shapes that these tasty cuties provide. 2#
of each variety.
7085 A: 6# for $24.75
Classic Keepers Yes, we like to eat potatoes during the growing season,
but most importantly, we must feast through the winter. This co ection o five
time-tested winter-storage potatoes will keep your stove cranking and bellies
full right through spring parsnip digging ultiple hues of skin and flesh for
full baskets in your root cellar. 2# of each variety.
7090 A: 10# for $17.50
Potato ampler Encouraged by writer Joan Dye Gussow, we’ve created
a collection for limited space and expansive palate. This collection of three
varieties includes
each of an earl , midseason and fingerling potato It
never ceases to amaze me what even a small piece of land lovingly
tended can produce,” Gussow writes in is
i ie
Confessions of a Suburban Homesteader.
7095 A: 6# for $15.00
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Bintje - e o s in ye o
esh. Or Miss Bintje, named after a pupil
of the Dutch schoolteacher who released this variety in 1905. (Dutch
pronunciation is something like BIN-tchyeh, but it’s been Americani ed to B - ee he most widel grown ellow-fleshed potato in the
world because of its storabilit , proficient growth habits and adaptabilit
to a wide range of soil types. The potato of choice for pommes frites
in Belgium, where they dip them in mayonnaise instead of in ketchup.
arge clusters of smooth golden-fleshed tubers will appear beneath
these uickl germinating, vigorous plants x uisite flavor the utch
know a thing or two about breeding desirable potatoes. Space at 16–18".
Susceptible to scab.
7860 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $14.00 E: 50# for $45.00
Desiree - ose s in ye o
esh. Satiny rose-red skin and creamy yellow
flesh with a distinct flavor Bred in the etherlands, these large and long oval
tubers will satisfy. High yielding in fertile soil, the plants are rugged and
will tolerate drought, also show resistance to late blight, potato virus Y and
skin spot. Moderately susceptible to scab. ate i ht resistant. We have no
s it e s stit tio s o t is
s
iety e e i yo
e t s stit tio s
yo i e ei e e d i ste d o ot toes i t is
iety is o t o sto
7865 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $14.00 E: 50# for $45.00
lba
rganic
s in hite esh. Elba’s dreamy yield will strike out
your summer’s carried-over debts. Delicious Elba keeps solidly all winter
long, despite slow spring emergence. Dan Corey, who grows much of our
unique conventional potato stock says, “Elba is hard to screw up, even for the
organic guys.” Bulky standard round white storage potatoes can survive in
less-than-optimal conditions. First pick for avoiding fungal blights, including
scab and even late blight. ate i ht resistant.
7345 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $20.50 E: 50# for $77.00
Genesee - ri ht hite s in hite esh. Mid-sized round to oblong
tubers, largely free from internal and external defects. Slow to emerge and
slow to mature, but worth the wait: the flesh is as cream as the ale produced
by Genesee Brewing Company in Rochester, NY. 1992 Cornell release.
Genesee is derived from the Seneca word for ‘pleasant valley.’ Resistant to
early blight and scab. ndi eno s oya ties.
7875 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $22.00
German Butterball
i ht y r sseted ye o s in ye o
esh. These
delectable buttery balls are hands-down the best-tasting roasting potato in the
winter ith flesh ust dr enough for a fr or a hash, the Butterball has high
yields, good storage qualities and shows some virus resistance. Susceptible
to rhi octonia Scab resistant arge prostrate vines with few white flowers
German Butterball rganic
7360 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $20.50 E: 50# for $58.00
German Butterball Con entional
7880 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $14.00 E: 50# for $45.00
Green ountain
s in hite esh. This 1885 heirloom
hails from the Green Mountains of Vermont but was made famous
by Maine farmers. A true potato lover’s potato, baked or boiled.
edium-si ed round tubers with unparalleled fluffiness and an
authentic earth flavor that doesn t fade in long storage Fedco
customer Norman Blake wrote us for the second year in a row to
praise this variety: “This year was not a good one for potatoes in
Maine, but the Green Mountains produced well, with a goodly
number of large ones...our grandfathers knew that Green Mountains
will keep us fed in bad years as well as good.” An excellent storage variety.
Resistant to fusarium storage rot, black leg and verticillium wilt. Susceptible
to viral diseases and scab.
7890 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $10.50 E: 50# for $22.00
Katahdin
s in hite esh. Released in 1932 by the USDA and
Maine, it is the standard to which all storage potatoes are compared. Mount
Katahdin (Maine’s tallest peak at 5,267 feet) is famous for its vertigoinducing “Knife Edge” trail. Katahdin means ‘the Greatest Mountain’ in the
Penobscot language. Whether you’re hungry from hiking or gardening, set a
kitchen knife s edge to atahdin the potato and fill our bell with its warm
comforting goodness. Very well suited to a Maine growing season, spreading
plants can produce some lunkers. The tubers tend towards the soil’s surface,
so hill well. Resistant to mild mosaic,
but not spindle tuber, leafroll or
scab. Medium-to-large spreading
plant with many large light
purple flowers Indigenous
oya ties.
7900 B: 2# for $5.00
C: 10# for $10.50
E: 50# for $22.00
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Variety
Adirondack Blue
Adirondack Red
Algonquin
AmaRosa
Atlantic
Austrian Crescent
Banana
Bintje
Blue Gold
Caribou Russet
Carola
Chieftain
Daisy Gold
Dark Red Norland
Desiree
Elba
Envol
French Fingerling
Genesee
German Butterball
Gold Rush Russet
Green Mountain
Irish Cobbler
Katahdin
Kennebec
Keuka Gold
La Ratte
Lehigh
Magic Molly
Natascha
Nicola
Pinto
Prada
Purple Viking
Red Gold
Red Maria
Red Pontiac
Red Thumb
Redsen
Rose Finn Apple
Russet Burbank
Salem
Satina
Snowden
Strawberry Paw
Vivaldi
Yukon Gem
Yukon Gold

OG
7240
7245

7110
7255
7259
7260
7180
7263
7190
7345
7120
7360
7265

7270

7140

7305

7170
7370
7225
7327
7330
7228
7230

CS
7745
7750
7640
7595
7755
7600
7610
7860

P TAT

7765
7770
7650
7670
7865
7680
7620
7875
7880
7890
7690
7900
7790
7800
7622
7905
7625
7695
7810
7628
7697
7820
7700
7910
7630
7705
7635
7930
7840
7940
7735
7740

Maturity
M
M
E-M
M-L
M-L
M
M-L
L
E-M
M
M
E-M
M
E
L
L
VE
M-L
VL
L
M
L
E
L
M
M
L
M-L
M-L
E
M
L
E
M
VE
M
L
L
E
M-L
VL
M
E-M
L
M
E-M
E
VE

Chart Ke

OG: Organically Grown
CS: Conventional Seed
Maturity: VE = very early
E = early
M = midseason
L = late
VL = very late
Shape: R = round
L = long
Ob = oblong
Ov = oval
F fingerling
Yield: M = medium
H = high
Storage: F = fair
G = good
E = excellent
Scab M = moderate
Resistance: G = good
H = high
State ME = Maine
certification CO = Colorado
agency: NY = New York
WV = West Virginia
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Skin Color
blue
red
white
red
buff
yellow
yellow
yellow
blue
russet
yellow
pinkish-red
gold
dark red
rose red
buff
white
dark rose-red
bright white
yellow w/ light russet
russet
buff
buff
buff
buff
buff
yellow netted
yellow
deep purple
yellow
deep yellow
red w/ yellow spots
bright yellow
purple w/ pink splashes
pink w/ red eyes
red
red
red
bright red
pinkish-beige
russet
buff
yellow
buff
bright red
pale yellow
yellow w/pink eyes
yellow-buff w/pink eyes

AT A G A C

Flesh Color
blue
pinkish-red
white
red
white
light yellow
yellow
yellow
yellow
white
yellow
white
bright yellow
white
yellow
white
white
yellow w/ pink
white
yellow
white
white
white
white
white
light yellow
yellow
light yellow
purple
yellow
dark yellow
yellow
light yellow
white
yellow
white
white
pale red
white
light yellow
white
white
yellow
white
white
pale yellow
yellow
yellow

Shape
Ob
R
Ov
F
R
F
F
Ob
R
L
Ob
R-Ob
Ob
Ob
L-Ov
R
R
F
R-Ob
Ob
Ob
Ob
R
R
Ob
Ob
F
R
Ob
Ob
L-Ov
F
Ob
R
Ov
R
R
F
R-Ob
F
L
R-Ob
R
R
R
Ov
R-Ob
Ov

Texture
meal , flour
moist, firm
moist, firm
waxy
flour
waxy
waxy
waxy
moist, waxy
dr , flour
moist, firm
meal , flour
rich, flak
moist, firm
moist, firm
moist, firm
flour
waxy
moist, firm
medium-dry
dr , flour
dry, mealy
moist, firm
moist, firm
moist, firm
moist, firm
waxy
waxy
moist, waxy
waxy
waxy
dr , flour
waxy
moist, firm
waxy
moist, firm
moist
waxy
dr , flour
waxy
dr , flour
moist, firm
moist, firm
flour
moist, firm
moist, firm
firm, cream
firm, fluff

SCATTERSEED PROJECT

Yield
M
M
H
H
M-H
H
H
H
M
M-H
H
H
M
H
H
H
M
H
M
M-H
H
M
M
H
H
H
H
M-H
H
H
M-H
H
M-H
H
H
H
H
M
M-H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
M

Scab
Storage Resistance ertifier
F
G
ME
G
G
ME
G
H
NY
G
H
ME
F
G
ME
G
G
ME
G
H
ME
G
M
CO
G
G
ME
E
M
ME
G
H
ME, CO
F
H
ME
E
M
ME
F
H
ME
G
M
CO
E
H
ME
G
M
ME
G
H
ME
G
H
ME
E
G
ME, CO
G
G
ME
E
M
ME
E
M
ME
E
M
ME
E
M
ME
G
H
ME
G
G
CO
E
G
ME
E
G
ME
G
H
ME
G
G
CO
G
H
ME
M
G
ME
E
H
CO
M
ME
F
G
H
ME
E
M
ME
G
M
ME, CO
F
G
NY
G
H
ME, CO
E
H
ME
E
G
WV, NY
E
H
ME
E
M
ME
E
H
ME
G
M
ME
G
H
ME
E
M
ME

ill Bonsall moved to Industr ,
, in 1 71 to live simpl and self-sufficientl
He runs Khadighar Farm. Will’s Scatterseed Project hosts and preserves thousands
of genetically diverse crops well-suited to Maine’s seasons and soils. The project
focuses on a few vegetable families and makes a valiant effort to keep viable a
healthy selection of genetics. One of Will’s main focuses is clonally propagated
tubers with more than 700 varieties of potatoes and the most extensive Jerusalem
artichoke collection in North America. Scatterseed is beyond heroic, maintaining
1200 pea varieties as well as other legumes: chickpeas, favas and runnerbeans.
Because two-season, or biennial, crops are hard to overwinter or store in our
Maine climate, there are few growers in New England saving seed for crops such
as rutabagas, leeks or turnips owever, ill tends a magnificent collection of
these as well, concentrating on those crops that excel in our challenging climate.
o round out his collection and to emphasi e self-sufficienc , ill plans
to add what he considers the easier crops to his seed-saving work, like beans,
tomatoes and grains.
The vital work of seed-saving doesn’t leave much room or time
for raising market crops. Will earns little revenue from his crusade.
Scatterseed may be the only place on the planet where some of
these varieties are still alive. Here a little more labor can mean huge
success. Your donations make a real impact—more than $2500
in 2020. Scatterseed relies on our support. Consider making a
donation on the Potatoes, Onions & Exotics order form (p. 163
or online) to keep the work going and to ensure that we can
continue to enjoy our world of vegetable wonders.
To learn about Will’s growing methods, check out his
recent book: i o s s sse ti
ide to R di
e
Reliant Gardening (9819 in the book section.)

Inspect your order as soon as it arrives. Seed potatoes may not look
appetizing: that’s ok! Sprouting, shriveling, wrinkles and minor blemishes
are normal and will not affect the performance of your potato patch. If
your seed potatoes are mushy, weeping or very moldy, please contact us at
ogs@fedcoseeds.com. If you are not going to plant within two weeks,
store seed in a dark cool around 0 fairl humid place o not remove
growing sprouts; these are your new plants.

Chitting or Green prouting

You may use chitting to encourage early growth, speed development of
marketable tubers, and perhaps increase ields arm tubers to 6 in the dark
for about two weeks, then spread them out with most of the eyes facing up in
a warm place 60 70 with medium light intensit for about two weeks his
stimulates strong stubby sprouts at the bud end that are not easily broken off.

oil Preparation

Potatoes grow in any well-drained fertile soil. Work in compost or
aged manure, or try our house-blended 8315 Turbo-Tuber fertilizer,
specially formulated to meet the needs of the potato plant. Incidence
of scab increases with use of uncomposted manure, lime or wood ash
the year of planting. Turn new ground the year before and plant with
a rye/vetch cover crop. Rotate potatoes (and other Solanaceae family
members: tomatoes, peppers and eggplants) with other plant families in
at least a 3-year or, preferably, a 4-year rotation.

Cutting eed

Small tubers planted whole are less sensitive to seed piece decay than
cut pieces. You can cut large tubers into pieces of 2 oz or more, about the
size of an egg, with at least two eyes. Many varieties have eyes clustered at
one end, so be sure to distribute eyes evenly when cutting. Fingerling eyes
spiral the length of the tuber so you may cut them into discs or wedges.
Consider treating cut seed with 8173 Myco Seed Treat. To reduce the risk
of seed piece decay, either cut and plant in one operation or condition the
cut seed pieces at
60 and 0 humidit for 3 da s Covering pieces
with damp burlap bags or towels is a way to maintain humidity levels.

Planting

lant when the soil is
60 and dr enough to work easil , about when
dandelions bloom. Planting in cooler soil slows emergence and increases the
chance of seed piece decay. Planting in hot dry soil also increases the risk of
seed piece decay. Plant in furrows 4–6" deep, in rows that allow for your
st le of hilling Space new potatoes and fingerlings at 8 for maximum
tuber set. Space later-season varieties at 10–12" for maximum size. One
pound of seed will usually plant 5–8 row feet, depending on the variety;
10# will usually plant 50 row feet. 2 oz seed pieces 12" apart with 40" row
spacing, re uires approximatel 1600 or 1000 fingerlings per acre

Culti ation and Hilling

Cultivate shallowly as needed during early growth. Hill when plants
reach 6" and again at 12–15". After the second hilling, plants will shade
and outcompete weeds. Don’t cover plants completely when hilling. Be
gentle so as not to damage the roots. Hilling gives the plants room to
develop potatoes between the seed piece and the soil surface; it also warms
the roots, stimulating growth. Mulching plants after the second hilling helps
to retain soil moisture, control weeds and reduce incidence of sunburn.

Irrigation

Potato plants are sensitive to small changes in soil moisture because
of their shallow (12–15") root systems. Tuber yield and size are directly
related to the amount of water available during two critical growth stages:
tuber initiation and tuber bulking. Tuber initiation is a 10–14 day period
when tubers form at stolon tips. For most varieties, the end of this stage
coincides with earl flowering uber bulking follows and continues until
plants are mature. Lack of water tends to increase incidence and severity
of scab, and will affect yield and overall size of the potatoes. Inconsistent
water may cause growth cracks, hollow heart and second growth. Ensure
1" of water weekly from plant emergence until two weeks before harvest.

Har est and Storage

arl harvest or robbing the plant can be done an time ou can find
potatoes, approximatel 60 da s after planting or 30 da s after flowering
These are new potatoes to be eaten; they will not store well.
Potato plants are mature when the vines start to senesce, or die back and
fall over ou ma cut, mow, flame-kill or allow them to die naturall
eave
tubers in the ground for 14–21 days after the vines are dead before digging
to give the skin time to “set,” and to prevent transmission of blight spores
from foliage to tubers. Harvest in cool dry weather if possible. After a
brief drying, out of direct sunlight, lightly brush off excess dirt but don’t
wash potatoes intended for storage old at
60 for several weeks to
allow harvest injuries and bruising to heal; then store only sound tubers
at 38 0 with 8 0 relative humidit in complete darkness

ields

An average yield is 10# harvested to 1# planted (10:1). Less than
6:1 probably indicates a problem, likely caused by low fertility, lack
of water, or excessive disease or insect pressure. Yields as high as 20:1
are exceptional, but can be achieved.

pud Pests

Like most crops, potatoes are affected by various insects and diseases. The
Colorado potato beetle and the potato leafhopper are the most damaging
insects. Some diseases such as late blight (see below) can also be harmful;
others are mostly cosmetic, like common scab. Leafhopper damage, or
hopperburn, can be mistaken for late blight. Consult your local Cooperative
xtension office for help with spud problems

Colorado Potato Beetle Control

Here are several steps that help in the battle against CPB.
Soil health - Healthy soil produces healthy plants, and healthy plants
experience less insect and disease pressure.
Crop rotation - Rotating plant families in 3–5 year rotations really helps to
control insect and disease problems.
Field scouting - In home gardens, as plants emerge, handpick beetles and
larvae; drop them into a container of soapy water. Look under the leaves for
orange egg masses and squish them.
Planting later than normal - Takes plant emergence out of sync with
beetles’ cycle and helps reduce CPB’s early egg laying.
Spraying - If your area is too large for handpicking, you could consider:
• Surround (8720), a kaolin clay formulation, forms a barrier on leaves.
• Grandevo (8750) a preparation of
omo te i m s ts e that is
effective on larvae.
• Entrust (8759 on our website), a spinosad insecticide active on several
orders of insects.
• Monterey Garden Spray (8762), a spinosad for home
gardens.
• Pyganic (8765) or Bug Buster-O (8768),
broad-spectrum pyrethrum insecticides.
a in the fie d - Several days after spraying,
handpick larvae that the spray missed.
As always, vigilance is the key. Please send us your
feedback: what worked or didn’t work for you?
If you are trying to identify a pest, or need to send an insect or plant
sample to a lab for diagnosis, go to extension.umaine.edu/ipm/ipddl/,
a useful website of the plant disease diagnostic laboratory, or contact
your local Cooperative Extension Service.

ate Blight

Late blight is a fungal disease that attacks the foliage, fruit and tubers of
tomatoes and potatoes. The fungus Phytophthora infestans (genus translates
as plant destro er flourishes in cool, wet conditions and can wipe out
robust plants. Traveling by air (though it can be seed-borne in potatoes),
the spores swiftl proliferate in wet conditions between 60 and 80
Infected plants develop greyish-black lesions on leaves and stems, often
accompanied by fuzzy white fungal growth. Left uncontrolled, the blight
can spread to the tubers as well.
Here are a few tips for healthy crops:
lant onl seed that is certified disease-free that s us
Consider planting late-blight resistant varieties If a variet shows field
resistance to late blight, we mention it in the description.
• Consider beginning the season with preventive measures. Regalia (8693),
formulated with an extract from giant knotweed, induces systemic resistance
to Phytophthora and other pathogens. With translaminal action, spraying the
tops of leaves extends coverage to the bottoms as well. Spray every 7–14
days to protect new growth. Cease (8710) and Actinovate (8702) colonize
leaf surfaces with beneficial bacteria that inhibit the growth of predator
fungus. Also consider Monterey Complete Disease Control (8709). Cueva
copper soap (8675 on our website) can be applied as a preventative spray.
• As a last resort, if lesions appear, apply Bonide Copper (8682).
• Avoid overhead irrigation just before dusk, as prolonged wet vegetation is
a prime target for the blight.
• Hill potatoes well to reduce the transmission of infection from leaf to tuber.
Growing potatoes in plastic mulch may help.
• Do not compost any infected plant material. Freezing kills spores; be sure
plant tissue is thoroughl fro en he best method to sterili e our field for
next year may be to leave sick plants on the surface to freeze.
Stay up-to-date by watching MOFGA’s bulletins (Go to mofga.org, choose
Publications, then Pest Reports) or contact your local Cooperative Extension
Service for more information.

Certified organic Growers

e list several products for certified-organic growers but be aware that no
pest- or disease-control product is allowable without filing a plan for its use
under the NOP. See pages 109 and 137 for more information.
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FARM SEED PLANTING GUIDE
Type
Alfalfa, all types
B&B ix
Barley
Bell Bean
BMR Sorghum/Sudangrass
Buckwheat, common

Best Uses1
ha , pasture, -fix,
, bees
C,
WC, food, SC-N, feed
-fix,
, food, feed
pasture,
, C, SC- , C
food, bees
WC, SC-P
8020 Camelina
bees, SC, food, feed
8022 Chicory, Forage
pasture
8025 Clover, Crimson
pasture, ha , -fix, C, bees
8028ff Clover, Red, all types
-fix, ha , pasture,
, bees
8037ff Clover, White, all types pasture, -fix,
, lawn, C, bees
8046 Clover, Yellow Sweet
-fix,
, bees
8058 Corn, all types
feed, silage, food
8060 Cover Crop Cocktail
, SC, C
8061 C
awn ix
lawn, orchard groundcover
8062
agic Carpet ix
, C, bees, SC, C
N/A Millet, Japanese
C,
, SC, silage, ha , pasture
8070 Mustard
PC, SC
8076ff ats, all t pes
C,
, straw, feed
8088
rchard rass
pasture, hay
8094
asture ix
pasture
8097 Pea, Field/Forage
pasture, silage, -fix, C
8103
ix
, -fix, C
8106 Radish, Tillage
SC, EC
8109 Rye, Winter
, C, SC, food, C
8112
e etch ix
-fix,
, C, C
8121 Ryegrass, Annual
, C, C, SC8124 Ryegrass, Perennial
pasture, C,
, C, SC8133 Sunn Hemp
, -fix, C
8136 Timothy
hay, pasture
8139 Vetch, Hairy
-fix
8145 Wheat, Spring
, food
8148 Wheat, Winter
, C, food, feed
ff=and following

FARM SEED

Item
8001
8004
8007
8010
N/A
8019

ur costs fluctuate with the weather, transportation costs and
availability. We will make every effort to honor the prices published
in the catalog, but if we have to purchase additional inventory we will
adjust prices accordingly. See our website for the most current prices
or call 207-426-9900 if you have questions.

edcoseeds.co

Where variety is not stated, plant characteristics may vary because we
purchase seed from multiple suppliers based on price and availability.

1188
11

questions@fedcoseeds.com

Planting Time2
8+ weeks before FF
Early Summer
Spring, soil at least
Spring or Fall
Soil over 60
80-90 days before FF
LF to 4 weeks before FF
2 wks before to 2 wks after FF
Soil over
Soil over 6
Soil over 0
Late Winter to FF
Spring & Summer
Soil over 60
MS to FF
LF to MS
Early to Mid-Spring
2 wks before LF, to MS
Spring to FF
Soil over 0 , Spring to FF
Late Winter to Late Summer
Mid-Spring to Late Summer
Spring, soil over
Mid-Spring to Late Summer
Late Summer to FF
2 wks before to 2 wks after FF
2 wks before FF to FF
Soil over 0
2 weeks before LF, to FF
Soil over 60 , to ate Summer
Mid-Spring to Late Summer
Mid-Spring to FF
Soil over 0
2 wks before FF to FF

Chart Key:

Seeding Rate3
Optimum
/1000 sq ft
/acre
pH
6.5-7.0
1/2#
15-25#
6.0-7.5
2#
50-75#
6.0-7.5
3#
100-125#
6.0-7.0
5#
150-200#
6.0-7.5
2#
40-80#
6.0-6.5
1#
40-60#
6.0-6.5
3#
80-120#
5.6-6.5
1/4#
5-10#
5.5-7.5
1/4#
3-8#
5.0-8.0
1-2#
25-50#
6.0-7.5
1/2#
5-20#
6.5-7.5
1/4#
2-10#
6.0-8.0
1/2#
10-20#
6.0-7.0
1/2#
15-20#
5.5-7.5
1#
50-75#
6.0-7.0
3-4#
100-150#
6.0-7.0
1/2#
25#
5.5-6.0
1-2#
25-50#
5.5-8.3
1-2#
15-25#
5.0-6.5
3-4#
100-150#
5.8-7.5
1/2#
5-15#
6.0-7.0
2#
40-50#
6.0-7.0
2-5#
100-200#
6.0-7.0
5#
150-200#
6.0-7.5
1/4#
5-10#
5.0-7.0
3-5#
100-200#
6.0-7.0
2-3#
75-100#
6.0-7.0
1-2#
15-50#
5.2-8.0
2#
30-60#
5.0-7.5
1-2#
30-50#
5.5-7.0
1/2#
10-15#
6.0-7.0
1-2#
20-30#
6.0-7.0
3-4#
100-125#
6.0-7.0
3-4#
100-125#

Nitrogen
Fixation4
high
low
—
high
—
—
—
—
—
high
medium
medium
high
—
medium
low
medium
—
—
—
—
low
medium
medium
—
—
low
—
—
medium
—
medium
—
—

Organic
Matter5
medium
high
medium
medium
high
low
low
low
low
medium
medium
medium
medium
low
high
medium
medium
high
low
high
high
high
low
medium
low
high
high
high
high
medium
high
low
medium
medium

Best Uses:
bees: provides bee forage for honey production
feed: produces a grain or bean suitable for animal consumption
food: produces a grain or bean suitable for human consumption
EC: erosion control—roots hold soil well
hay: maintains nutritional quality when dried
lawn: suitable for heav traffic areas, withstands mowing
fi green manure fixes nitrogen, available to subse uent crops when tilled into soil
OM: organic matter soil builder green manure, produces fibrous biomass and
improves soil structure
pasture: superior nutrition and yield, withstands grazing
PC: pest control—reduces insect, disease, or nematode pressure
SC: scavenger crop—quickly takes up nutrients from soil, preventing their loss to
erosion or leaching. N: nitrogen, P: phosphorus
WC: weed control—physically out-competes or chemically inhibits weeds
2
Planting Time:
LF = Last Frost in spring
FF = First Frost in autumn
MS = Midsummer
3
eedin rates are ased on dri ed seed in or anica y ana ed fie ds. eedin
rates vary depending on crop use, timeliness of planting, method of seeding, weed
press re soi conditions seed si e and hether the crop is p anted a one or in a i .
If ou need help figuring out what seeding rate to use, please give us a call
For most seed, use the smaller amount in mixes and the larger amount solo
For corn, use the smaller amount for grain and the larger amount for silage.
For broadcasting, increase 20–25%.
For use in precision planters, decrease 10–50%.
For late planting, increase 20–50%.
For forage or weed control uses, increase 30–50%.
4
Nitrogen Fixation: hi obial bacteria form s mbiotic relationships specificall with the
roots of leguminous crops to convert atmospheric nitrogen (which is unavailable to plants)
to ammonia and nitrates (which are available to plants). Legumes can often furnish nearly
all of their own nitrogen needs this wa
exactl how much depends on the species, the
soil structure, and weather conditions If the crop is removed from the field, the fixed
nitrogen is removed as well, with little or no residual added nitrogen remaining in the soil;
however, if the crop is turned in and incorporated into the soil, the fixed nitrogen is added
to the soil and is available in slow-release forms to the following crop. Legume species
have var ing capacit to fix atmospheric nitrogen
5
Organic Matter, or Biomass: hese ratings reflect relative uantities of fibrous biomass
Succulent biomass makes a rapid contribution to available soil nutrients but does not
contribute to the long-term carbon content of the soil. Fibrous biomass helps build humus,
which improves soil texture and increases nutrient-holding capacit
1

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

Cover Crops

By adding sustainable sources of energy, such as soil
amendments, organic fertilizers and cover crops that feed the soil, we enhance
the health of our crops and ultimatel ourselves reen manures take up and
store nutrients to be used b subse uent crops, suppress weeds, host beneficial
insects, improve the structure and arability of the soil, and can even break
up clay and hardpan. For cover crops, consider legumes (alfalfa, bell beans,
clovers, peas, sunn hemp and vetch), grains (barley, Japanese millet, oats,
rye and wheat), a few other special crops like BMR sorghum, buckwheat,
camelina, mustard and forage radish Check out our cover crop mixes 8004
B&B Summer ix, 8060 Cover Crop Cocktail, 8062 agic Carpet ix,
8103
Soil-Building ix, and 8112 etch inter e ix

Perennial Pasture

Intensive rotational grazing allows the farmer to
raise more animals per acre and reduces parasite loads, while maximi ing the
pasture’s potential as a carbon sink. (See “Impacts of soil carbon sequestration
on life c cle greenhouse gas emissions in idwestern S beef finishing
systems” in Agricultural Systems, May 2018 issue.) For best results, reseed
or overseed your perennial pastures at least once every 5 years. Consider
clovers, orchard grass, pasture mix, perennial r egrass and chicor

Perennial Hay

Species for perennial hay are selected for hardiness,
ield, ease of dr ing, palatabilit , and nutritional benefit Begin our first
cut as early as possible. Hay is at its prime when the plants are in the early
flowering stage while grass ields will increase after this point, ualit and
digestibilit will decline sharpl
n earl first cut also increases the chance
of getting that prime leafy second-cut hay in August or September. Consider
alfalfa, Freedom red clover, orchard grass and timothy.

Annual Forage

Producers seeking higher yields, top-quality feed and
more rotation options in their field crops have begun turning more often to
annual forages. These stands may be used for grazing, ensiling, baling or dry
hay depending on your situation and equipment. Annual forages may also be
used to help establish perennial hay or pasture, protecting the slower-growing
perennials while allowing a harvest the first ear Consider B
, chicor ,
mammoth red clover, Japanese and pearl millets, oats, peas and rye.

Grain for People There is a ready market for local food-grade grain
suitable for brewing or baking; larger-scale growers are selling to specialty
mills, while smaller growers are having grain customharvested and then milling their own “estate-grown”
flours for sale at farmers markets an grains
may even be grown in small gardens and processed
with minimal investment for home use. Consider
barle , buckwheat, camelina, field corn, oats, r e and
wheat. Find more seed for specialty grains for human
consumption on page 27 of the Seeds section.

Grain for Feed

rains are essential to growing hogs and
poultr , whose single stomachs do not handle a high-fiber
forage-based diet well. In ruminants, grains support
high milk production, speed growth rates, and
improve body condition, especially during the winter
when energy demands are higher and forage quality
lower Consider barle , buckwheat, camelina, field
corn, oats, peas and wheat.

Pollinator-Friendly Crops Planting
flowering crops on idle ground is a gift to
your bees. Choosing a number of different cover
crops that bloom at different times of the season
will ensure your bees have a constant source
of food. Consider alfalfa, buckwheat, camelina,
clovers, mustard, forage radish and vetch.

Lawn Seed You can’t quite plant your entire

ard to vegetables, herbs, flowers, berries and fruit
trees, because then there would be no place for
your reclining lawn chair and bocce tournaments.
Try 8061 C
awn ix and utch white clover

Organic following an item name means
the seed is certified organicall grown
All our seed is free of fungicide treatments.

hen ou see the star, this item ualifies our entire
rganic rowers Suppl order for a volume discount
Take an additional 5% off December orders!
rders over 100 deduct
rders over 300 deduct 10
rders over 600 deduct 1
rders over 1 00 deduct 0

If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!
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FARM SEED

See individual seed descriptions, alphabetized by common name, for more information
about speciﬁc uses.

Alfalfa - Organic Medicago sativa Perennial legume. Up to 3' high. This
fragrant plant with beautiful purple flowers is a favorite for multi- ear stands
Home gardeners like to cut it and add it to their compost piles. Herbalists
consider it a valuable nutritive tonic xcellent feed for all classes of livestock
Best suited to light well-drained soils; establishment and winter survival
will be inhibited by heavy or wet soils because alfalfa’s taproot makes it
susceptible to heaving elicate seedlings benefit from a nurse crop of barle
or oats Seed coated with Summit Seed Coatings pex
reen
droloc
I-listed Seed at
acre, 1 in mixes, 1/2#/1000 sq ft.
As perennial hay: Typically interplanted with grass in organic systems.
ften rotated with field corn on livestock farms
3 ear alfalfa stand
followed by 1–2 years of corn).
As cover crop: n excellent choice to build organic matter and nitrogen
in fields that will be taken out of production for more than one ear egular
mowing will help deter quackgrass and annual weeds.
8001 A: 0.5# (0#) for $11.00
B: 2# for $30.00
C: 10# for $110.00
E: 50# for $420.00
B&B Summer Mix Maybe “B&B” conjures images of a restful weekend
with late-morning French toast on a sunny porch, or maybe you’re a devotee
of the fine digestif blend of Benedictine and brand
ere, the Bs stand for
buckwheat and BMR sorghum/sudangrass, plus we threw in enough Sunn
emp to fix a little nitrogen but not enough to ruin the alliteration
e ve
reformulated our popular cover crop blend to reliabl winter-kill
firstrate smother crop and biomass builder. Perfect for areas where a cash crop
has failed or weeds have taken over. Loves heat. Plant
in June or July and mow when the buckwheat is in
full flower ill after the residue has broken down
some if you want to plant a late-season crop, or
mow periodically through the fall. The stubble
will die back over the winter and you will
en o weed-free high-tilth soil next spring
Availability of BMR sorghum/sudangrass
has been spotty; we may substitute 8064
Japanese Millet at our discretion. Plant
at 75#/acre or 2#/1000 sq ft.
8004 A: 0.5# (0#) for $8.50
B: 2# for $12.00
C: 10# for $40.00
E: 50# for $135.00
Barley - Organic Hordeum vulgare
Annual spring grain. Up to 3' high.
Moderately frost-hardy. Tolerates
drought and alkaline or heavy
soils. Does not tolerate wet or
acidic soils. May be planted
later than other spring-sown
small grains and maintain
good yields. Seed from early
May to mid-June at 100#
per acre, 3#/1000 per sq ft.
As food grain: Suitable for malting—a local home brewer
told us “when brewed with Cascade hops from Fedco Trees, it made
excellent ale
e uires commercial dehulling to use as a cooking grain
or flour
As feed grain: More reliable in Maine’s climate than corn or wheat, with
nearly as much feed value, and better feed value than oats.
8007 B: 2# for $5.50 C: 10# for $17.50 E: 50# for $75.00
Bell Beans - Organic Vicia faba Annual or winter annual legume. Up to
5' high. Frost-hardy. Bell beans (aka small-seeded fava beans) are like 8133
Sunn Hemp’s tough cousin—the one with the full sleeve tattoos who hiked
the Appalachian trail in the winter. Like Sunn Hemp, bell beans boast unusual
versatilit
b fixing atmospheric nitrogen and building generous amounts
of carbonaceous biomass. But while Sunn Hemp is a tropical beauty who
crumples at the first sign of frost, hard bell beans will happil sprout in halffro en soil and ma keep growing even after the first snows Stiff-stalked
plants with flesh glabrous leaves and prett purple-tinged white flowers
Tolerates a wide range of soil conditions, though sensitive to heat and drought
at flowering aw seed use with 8155 arden Combo or 8161 Field Pea/
Vetch inoculant. Seed 2" deep at 150-200#/acre, 5#/1000 sq ft.
As cover crop: Plant in very early spring to mow and incorporate at
flowering, or in mid-fall to protect soil from fall rains before the succumb to
cold at 10 1
As feed grain: In temperate climates with long cool springs or warmer
winters than we have in Maine, bell beans are a great alternative to peas or
soy; plant in late fall for harvest in mid-spring. They don’t perform well as a
grain crop in Maine because they won’t survive winter and if spring-planted
tend to drop their blossoms without setting pods in temperatures over 70
8010 B: 2# for $10.75 C: 10# for $29.75 E: 50# for $105.00

FARM SEED

BMR Sorghum/Sudangrass Sorghum x drummondii Annual grass. Up
to 6' high. Will survive light frost. A vigorous, competitive and adaptable
h brid annual that likes heat and high fertilit
rows best in warm weather
when other grasses slow down. Seed at 40–80#/acre, 2#/1000 sq ft when soil
is thoroughly warmed.
As cover crop: Unsurpassed weed suppression and enormous amounts of
organic matter.
As annual forage: BMR can outyield corn as a silage crop, especially
when conditions are either too wet or too dry for optimum corn performance.
Fields planted to B
will suffer less soil erosion than fields planted to corn
Cut at 3–4' high for best quality. BMR silage tests at about 15% crude protein,
with better fiber digestibilit and onl slightl lower total energ than corn
Tolerates mowing and can be used for hay, though it is high in moisture and
must be conditioned to dry down properly. Severe drought and frost can
increase prussic acid content to dangerous levels: do not feed to livestock
under these conditions.
We stock organic seed when we can and conventional seed when we must;
please check website for current inventory and pricing.
Buckwheat, Common - Organic Fagopyrum esculentum Annual
broadleaf. Up to 4' high. Frost-sensitive. Large-seeded Japanese buckwheat
with short maturity will tolerate most conditions, including soil pH as low
4.8. Bees like its abundant nectar. As a cover crop, seed at 80–100#/acre,
3#/1000 sq ft. As a grain crop, seed at 40–60#/acre, 1#/1000 sq ft.
As cover crop: xcellent smother crop Short maturit allows
3
crops per season. Should be mowed short or tilled in before it sets seeds.
Responds well to fertility, holding it for subsequent crops. Makes calcium
and phosphorus available for the next crop oosens cla soils uic lowcellulose plant does not help build organic matter.
As food grain: Buckwheat is indeterminate and will have mature seeds,
green seeds and flowers simultaneousl
hen a ma orit of seeds are mature,
sc the or swath the crop and field-dr for as long as possible before harvesting
with a pickup head or threshing by hand. Buckwheat seeds are about 20%
hull, which is removed during commercial milling, but the whole seed may
be ground for flour if ou don t mind a coarser texture and some black flecks
As feed grain: High levels of lysine compared to other non-legumes can
make buckwheat a valuable part of the ration igh in fiber and unsaturated
fats. Contains a compound, fagopyrin, that can cause photosensitivity in lightskinned animals: restrict to less than 30% of the diet.
8019 B: 2# for $7.75 C: 10# for $29.75 E: 50# for $100.00
Winter Camelina Camelina sativa Winter annual brassica. Up to 3' high.
er hard : seed can germinate at soil temperatures as low as 3 , and the
plants overwinter as well as rye. Also called Gold-of-Pleasure and we are
very pleased indeed to offer this widely adaptable and versatile cover crop
and oilseed plant. Native from Finland to Romania and east to the Ural
mountains. Young plants grow in a rosette form, similar to mache; as plants
mature, the stretch into fibrous stalks with branching golden inflorescences
like mustard. Tolerates low fertility and drought, and not very susceptible to
pests or disease. Does not like wet feet. Plant when you would plant winter
r e, around first fall frost ate-planted camelina can germinate in spring
instead of fall and still produce a crop. Small seeds and delicate seedlings:
can be difficult to establish Seed no more than 1/2" deep at 5–10#/acre, 1/4#
per 1000 sq ft. NEW!
As cover crop: Camelina may be interseeded into late-harvested crops
without offering as much competition as rye. It is a very effective nutrient
scavenger, holding excess soluble nitrogen for the following ear s crops instead of allowing it to leach and damage groundwater quality. Very attractive
to bees and other beneficial insects blooms in earl to mid-spring before other nectar-producing flowers ot ver competitive with weeds but it s a better
nutrient scavenger than radishes and tolerates drought better than mustard.
As food: Seed is ready to harvest in early summer. It may be directcombined but the little seeds easily leak from unsealed cracks and crevices
in machinery: liberal use of duct tape is recommended. Camelina seeds are
approximatel 0 oil b weight Camelina oil is ver high in vitamin and
healthy omega-3 fatty acids. Seed yields in Minnesota are around 1700#/acre.
As feed: Camelina seed meal may be fed as up to 10% of the diet for cattle
and chickens. May greatly increase the omega-3 fatty acid content of eggs and
dairy products, but it will reduce growth rates in hogs.
8020 A: 0.5# (0#) for $7.00
B: 2# for $15.00
C: 10# for $60.00
E: 50# for $200.00
Forage Chicory Cichorium intybus Perennial broadleaf. Up to 18"
flower stalks up to 6
ap-rooted plant with bright blue flowers
suited to well-drained moderately acidic soils. Annual or perennial
forage: well-managed stands may persist 5 years or longer, but
also valuable in annual stands for pasture or green chop. Very high
digestibility and protein levels up to 50% higher than alfalfa.
igestibilit is reduced if plants are allowed to bolt, but the flowers
are very attractive! Research shows reduced parasite loads in
animals fed or pastured on chicory. If large amounts are fed to dairy
animals the milk may taste bitter. Chicory is established best by
drilling 1/2" deep or broadcasting, then cultipacking, into a wellprepared seedbed; it may also be no-till drilled or frost-seeded on
established pastures early in the season. Begin grazing when the plant
is 8– 10" high, and graze down to 1–2". Seed at 8#/acre alone, or
3 acre in mixes, 1/4#/1000 sq ft.
8022 A: 0.5# (0#) for $9.00
B: 2# for $30.00
C: 10# for $100.00
D: 25# for $200.00
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CLOVER

Trifolium spp. (except Yellow Sweet Clover, Melilotus of cinalis)
The Trifolium genus is home to more than 300 species, most of which are native
to the northern hemisphere (a few pop up in Africa and
outh merica). lover is versatile, performs well in
aine s cool humid climate and acidic soils, ﬁxes
atmospheric nitrogen, and attracts pollinators—
what more could you ask for? The taller red
clovers are better hay plants, as they have a
more erect habit and greater biomass, and they
dr more easil . ed clover blossoms, fresh or
dried, make one of our favorite teas. White
clovers perform better in pastures and
lawns, as they tolerate close mowing (or
nibbling) and heav trafﬁc.
No matter what kind of clover you choose,
be sure to plant plenty to increase your chances
of ﬁnding those luck four-lobed specimens:
botanists estimate 1 in 10,000 clover leaves
exhibit this trait!
Clover may be planted from late winter
through earl fall. eedlings are slow to
establish and will beneﬁt from a nurse
crop of oats. If a crop of annual weeds
comes up with your clover, all is not
lost: keep the plot regularl mowed
and by midseason the clover will have
outcompeted the weeds. ee our website
for additional information about each
variet . ost clovers are pre-inoculated, cla coated with an
I-approved coating.
Crimson Clover T. incarnatum Tender biennial legume. Up to 18".
Vigorous clover for cover cropping and bee forage. Stunning crimson spikes
make good cutflowers Biennial, often but not alwa s winter-killed in aine
Raw seed; use with 8158 Alfalfa/Clover Inoculant. Seed at 25–50#/acre,
1–2#/1000 sq ft.
8025 A: 0.5# (0#) for $6.00
B: 2# for $9.75
C: 10# for $40.00
E: 50# for $125.00
Freedom Red Clover T. pratense Short-lived perennial legume. Up to 24".
High-yielding red hay clover with glabrous stems for fast dry-down. Seed
coated with itro-Coat
rganic for egumes inoculant
I-listed
Seed at 10 acre alone,
acre in mixes, 1/2#/1000 sq ft.
8028 A: 0.5# (0#) for $9.50
B: 2# for $25.00
C: 10# for $110.00
D: 25# for $185.00
Mammoth Red Clover - Organic T. p. Biennial legume. Up to 36".
Vigorous red clover for cover cropping or grazing. Seed coated with Preail Inoculant for lfalfa rue Clover Combination inoculant
Ilisted Seed earl at 1
0 acre alone, 10 acre in mixes, 1/2#/1000 sq ft.
8031 A: 0.5# (0#) for $7.75
B: 2# for $17.50
C: 10# for $75.00
E: 50# for $250.00
Medium Red Clover - Organic T. p. Short-lived perennial legume. Up
to 24". Red clover for underseeding or grazing. Seed coated with Surestand
dro reen C inoculant
I-listed Seed 10 0 acre, 1/2#/1000 sq ft.
8034 A: 0.5# (0#) for $7.75
B: 2# for $17.50
C: 10# for $75.00
E: 50# for $260.00
Alice White Clover T. repens Perennial legume. Up to 12". Vigorous largeleafed white clover eadil self-seeds xcellent for improving soil ualit
in areas transitioning from woody growth; plant with 8121 Annual Ryegrass
for this purpose Seed coated with itro-Coat
rganic for
egumes inoculant
I-listed Frost-seed at
acre,
or 3 when mixed with grasses, 1/4#/1000 sq ft.
8037 A: 0.5# (0#) for $10.00
B: 2# for $26.00
C: 10# for $115.00
D: 25# for $210.00
Dutch White Clover T. r. Perennial legume. Up to 6".
The lowest-growing white clover. Recommended for
lawns and living mulch. Shade-tolerant. Seed coated with
Pre-Vail® Inoculant for Alfalfa/True Clover Combination
I-listed Seed at 10 acre, 1/4#/1000 sq
inoculant
ft. Availability unstable as we go to press: check website
for updated information.
Rivendell White Clover - Organic T. r. Perennial
legume. Up to 9". Small-leafed white clover establishes
uickl and withstands traffic and close mowing Seed
reen droloc
coated with Summit Seed Coatings pex
I-listed Seed earl at 10 acre, 1/4# per 1000 sq ft.
inoculant
8043 A: 0.5# (0#) for $12.25
B: 2# for $40.00
C: 10# for $125.00
D: 25# for $280.00
Yellow Sweet Clover - Organic e i ot s o fi i is Biennial legume.
Up to 6'. Vigorous taprooteded thick succulent clover for cover cropping and
bee forage. Seed coated with Pre-Vail® Inoculant for Alfalfa/True Clover
Combination inoculant
I-listed Seed at 10 0 acre, 1/2#/1000 sq ft.
8046 A: 0.5# (0#) for $6.75
B: 2# for $13.00
C: 10# for $57.50
E: 50# for $185.00

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

Wapsie Valley Corn - Organic Zea mays
Annual grass. Up to 9'. Frost-sensitive. 85 days to
mature grain pen-pollinated dent corn suitable for
forage or grain. This heirloom variety dates back to
1850. Produces both coppery red and dark yellow
ears. A favorite with Maine’s organic dairy farmers,
from Two Loons Farm in South China to Sheepscot
alle Farm in hitefield
e tried other corn
varieties and Wapsie bested all the competition in
our sales numbers. Plant as soon as the soil is warm
at least 60
hile corn will establish poorl in
cool soil, late planting decreases yields. Corn
requires high fertility (plant after legumes in your
crop rotation) and does not like to have wet feet. It
competes poorly with weeds and requires frequent
cultivation to perform well verseed white clover
or annual r egrass after the final cultivation to
reduce the risk of erosion and discourage lategerminating weeds. This variety is named for the Wapsie Valley region in
Iowa, in turn named for the Wapsipinicon River. The name of the river in
the
ibwe language is Waabizipinikaan-ziibi (“river abundant in swanpotatoes”) on account of arrowhead plant, also known as wapato or swanpotato, found along its banks. ndi eno s oya ties.
Corn has gotten a bad reputation because of the environmental damage
caused by millions of acres of heavily sprayed corn monocropped in
middle America, and the damage to public health caused by out-of-control
corn subsidies. But you can grow corn responsibly in an organic rotation;
in moderation it is a valuable part of the human diet; and it can be a boon
to livestock growers seeking to meet their animals energy needs on limited
acreage.
As food: Starch dent corn grinds easil to a ellow cornmeal flecked
with maroon lso great nixtamali ed to make masa for tortillas or tamales
surprise star in
S staffer ohn aul iet s cornbread tasting, even besting
Floriani Flint corn. Seed at 15#/acre, 1/2#/1000 sq ft.
As feed: Wapsie is a high-yielding and reliable silage corn. For grain,
open-pollinated corn has 25% more protein than hybrid corn. Wapsie grain
has tested as high as 10.75%. Seed at 20#/acre.
8058 B: 2# for $15.00 C: 10# for $60.00 E: 50# for $225.00

Magic Carpet Mix You told us your dreams, and we designed this ten-way
clover-heav mix as a soil-building living mulch for use under tall-growing
competitive crops. Could also be used for other crops if kept neatly trimmed.
Suitable in raised beds, containers and high tunnels he exact formula ma
var according to what seed we have available, but expect a lush carpet of
nitrogen-fixing legumes studded with grasses and forbs to contribute biomass
and support microbial diversity in your soil. No need for Aladdin’s lamp: all
the components we use have some degree of shade tolerance. May be used for
a single season, however most components are perennial and the remainder
will often self-sow. Whether you are growing tomatoes or “tomatoes,” take
this mix for a ride Seed at
acre, 1/2# per 1000 sq ft.
8062 A: 0.25# (0#) for $4.20
B: 2# for $20.00
C: 10# for $79.50
E: 50# for $280.00
Millet, Japanese Echinochloa frumentacea
Annual grass. Up to 5'. Frost sensitive. Vigorous
and versatile! Tolerates waterlogged soil and low
fertility. Prefers heat, but tolerates cool conditions
better than BMR or other varieties of millet.
Seed when soil is 60 or warmer at
0 acre,
1#/1000 sq ft.
As cover crop: Very good smother crop with
extensive root s stem to protect soils from erosion
Produces high levels of organic matter and holds
available nutrients for the following crop.
As annual forage: Rick Kersbergen at UMaine
Cooperative xtension recommends apanese
millet for summer grazing. Fast growing but
yields less than BMR or Pearl Millet. Does not
develop problems with prussic acid after frosts,
but can be toxic to horses egrows uickl after
grazing or mowing. For dry hay, mow before
heading, as the thick stems are difficult to dr
down Similar protein levels to B
, and its finetextured leaves are highl palatable
We stock organic seed when we can and
conventional seed when we must; please check
website for current inventory and pricing.
Mustard Brassica juncea or Sinapis alba Annual broadleaf. Up to 5'.
Moderately frost resistant. Does not tolerate drought. Best as a fall-planted
cover crop to retain nutrients, suppress weeds, and improve water penetration.
Produces large amounts of biomass containing high levels of glucosinates that
break down into compounds toxic to nematodes and soil-borne pathogens
recent lot came in bags featuring a cartoon knight dubbed “The Nematode
Sla er
hen plants achieve full flower, chop finel and incorporate into the
soil. Allow 2 weeks for decomposition before planting a new crop. Plant 11/2"
deep in a firm moist bed at 1
acre, 1
1000 s ft Note: We cannot
ship this item to Oregon’s Willamette Valley.
8070 A: 0.5# (0#) for $5.75
B: 2# for $9.75
C: 10# for $37.50
E: 50# for $110.00

As we go to press, we are looking into carrying seed for
grain and fiber hemp. Check our website for availability!

If you’re a beginning gardener or new to Fedco, the choices
can be overwhelming. How do you pick which products to
use in our garden ver time ou ll learn what s right
for you through reading, talking with neighbors,
and the best teacher of all: trial and error. But here
are some go-to items that are either especially
versatile, especially easy to use, or that really make
a difference between success and failure:
• Cover Crop: Choose 8019 Buckwheat if you’re planting it after your last
spring frost date or more than four weeks before our first fall frost
date; 8085 Common ats if ou re planting earl or late in the season
or 8040 Dutch White Clover if you want to plant something between
rows of crops.
• Fertilizer: WAIT! Use our 8194 Soil Testing Service and we’ll tell you
what your soil needs. That being said, seedlings always like to be
watered in with 8292 Fish Hydrolysate with Kelp.
• Garden Fabric: rotect our crops from insects, weather extremes and
birds with 8876 Covertan. Warm the soil and block weeds with 8418
Black Plastic Mulch. They work well together.
• Fungicide: 8709 Monterey Complete Disease Control is broad-spectrum,
low-toxicit and poses no threat to pollinators Best used as a preventive
spray.
• Insecticide: 8768 Bug-Buster- is an effective broad-spectrum insecticide
with quick knockdown. Do not use where pollinators are active.
• Seedling Supplies: CowPots (8796–8805) encourage the healthiest root
growth. Hold them in sturdy 8832 Heavy Duty Trays. 8365 reen ree
Ag Blend potting soil is economical and suitable for nearly all seedlings.
Use a 8838 Heat Mat to ensure good germination rates.
• Hand Tool: The 8908 Weeding Knife (Hori-Hori) is versatile, classy and
practically indestructible.
• Pruning Tool: The 9010 Felco #7/#10 pruners cut branches up to an inch
thick and won’t strain your hands.
• Irrigation Equipment: Start with one of our kits (9098 for gardens or
9104 for orchards).

Cover Crop Cocktail - Organic Complex cover crop blends are trending
on the organic ag scene so what s all the bu about ust as a well-mixed
cocktail balances a variet of flavor profiles to create something that is greater
than the sum of its parts, planting a well-designed blend of multiple cover
crops can accomplish more than planting a single species. With annuals and
biennials, grasses and legumes and broadleafs, and roots of all shapes and
si es, this blend mimics natural diversit and encourages a flourishing and
balanced microbial population. Another advantage of diverse blends is that if
our field conditions are not conducive to one or two species in the blend, the
others will help take up the slack. South Paw Farm in Freedom, ME, praised
the mix for its drought resistance Best for long rotations: plant in ugust
or September and allow to grow to midsummer of next season For shorter
windows, try 8004 B&B Summer ix or 8112 etch inter e ix instead
Eight components including peas, winter grains, spring grains, clover, tillage
radish and hairy vetch. Seed at 50–75#/acre or 1–2#/1000 sq ft.
8060 B: 2# for $11.75 C: 10# for $40.00 E: 50# for $145.00
Grass Seed: CR Lawn Mix ll-purpose grass-seed mix for the ortheast,
named for Fedco s belovedl idios ncratic founder lso called
rchard- ine ard- urser
ix because it makes a great understor for
perennial woody crops. 50% bluegrass, 30% red fescue, 15% perennial
r egrass and
white clover ood for a range of conditions, full sun to
partial shade. Bluegrass does well in full sun, red fescue in shade. Ryegrass
provides quick germination and good color while the other grasses get
established; clover adds nitrogen and interest for bees. Seed at 100–150#/
acre, 3–4#/1000 sq ft.
8061 B: 2# for $16.75 C: 10# for $72.50 E: 50# for $250.00
If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!
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OATS Avena spp.
ats are a real workhorse of a cover crop. The are inexpensive to sow, the re not
fussy about their soil, they build generous amounts of carbonaceous biomass, they’re
competitive with weeds, they love cool weather but tolerate warm weather, they get
along well with legumes like peas and clover in mixes, and they die over the winter (at
least in ew ngland the re hard to ) so the don t cause the spring headache
that r e does.
As if their prowess as a cover crop weren’t enough, the grain may be used as food
or feed, and oat straw makes some of the ﬁnest, softest mulch ou ll ever have the
pleasure to kneel on. Tr planting oats in earl ugust and then planting our garlic
into the living oats around mid- ctober the oats will die over the winter and our
garlic beds will be alread mulched come spring. nd there s more! erbalists favor
milky oats (oat heads harvested when they are still green and the kernels exude a
milk substance when squee ed) as a gentle restorative tonic.
Forage Oats - Organic A. sativa Annual grass. Up to 5'. Moderately frost
resistant. A late-heading vigorous oat that has gained a cult following among
dairy farmers and veggie growers alike. More heat-tolerant than common
oats Check website to confirm availabilit of organic seed when necessar ,
we will offer conventional seed online instead. Seed in springtime at 100#/
acre, 3#/1000 sq ft.
As cover crop: xceptionall vigorous seedlings and lush leaf growth
make forage oats especially competitive with weeds. Faster seedling growth
than BMR or millet, though these crops will eventually outstrip any oats in
height Customer lex edfield told us that his forage oats made as much
biomass as common oats sown at twice the rate.
As forage: If cut in the earl boot stage when the flower head is onl ust
detectable inside the leaf sheath) the hay can achieve protein levels of 19%
and the plant will regrow for a second crop. Forage oats harvested at the softdough stage (when the kernel is developing but still soft enough to cut with
a fingernail achieved dr -matter ields of nearl
tons per acre in a 010
niversit of ermont trial akes excellent bedding straw lso suitable for
grazing.
8076 B: 2# for $7.75 C: 10# for $29.75 D: 32# for $55.00
Hulless Oats - Organic A. nuda Annual grass. Up to 4'. Moderately frost
resistant. Most oats have a clinging hull that requires industrial-grade milling
to render them suitable for human consumption. Hulless oats are not, in fact,
hulless, but as in wheat the hull sheds easily during the normal threshing
process; for best results, delay harvest until the crop is fully mature. May be
used as a cover crop like other oats, but hulless varieties tend to be somewhat
less vigorous than common oats. Plant in early spring at 100#/acre, 3#/1000
sq ft.
As food grain: o cook, soak in water: what little hull remains will float
As feed grain: he less-substantial hull lowers the crude fiber levels and
improves digestiblity compared to common oats. Higher in protein than other
small grains, but not higher in lysine.
8082 B: 2# for $6.00 C: 10# for $22.50 E: 48# for $70.00
Common Oats - Organic A. s. Annual grass. Up to 4'. Moderately frost
resistant. A solid all-purpose VNS (Variety Not Stated) oat. As
cover crop, seed at 100–200#/acre. For grain, seed early at
100–150#/acre, 3#/1000 sq ft.
As cover crop: Probably the most bang for
your buck you can get in the world of cover
crops ffers high biomass and excellent
weed competition. Tolerates a wide range of
weather and soil conditions.
As feed grain: xcellent feed for cows
and horses too high in fiber for hogs
8085 B: 2# for $6.00
C: 10# for $19.50
E: 50# for $70.00

Orchard Grass - Organic Dactylis glomerata
Perennial grass. Up to 18". Long-lived vigorous
grass can be established in spring, summer,
or by frost-seeding in late winter. Tall
leafy plants grow rapidly even in poor
soils, tolerate moderately drained
soils, heat, drought and shade. Seed
at 10–15#/acre, or 5–6# with 8–12# of
alfalfa or red clover per acre.
As perennial pasture: ra ing will
help overcome its tendency to form coarse
bunches. Provides good warm-weather
growth.
As perennial hay: Bunching habit will
be reduced if sown with red clover or alfalfa.
More shade-tolerant than timothy. Makes a
leafy palatable hay that is preferred for
alpacas and horses.
8088 B: 2# for $29.50
C: 10# for $120.00
E: 33# for $395.00
Pasture Mix - Organic
30% perennial rye, 35% endophytefree tall fescue, 15% orchard grass,
10% timothy, 10% Rivendell white
clover (pre-inoculated). Perennial
pasture mix well suited to aine and other
areas having our variable weather and temperatures. Provides season-long
regrowth and good grazing. Availability of organic grasses is unstable as
we go to press: check website for possible updates to this formula. Plant at
40–50#/acre, 2#/1000 sq ft.
8094 B: 2# for $24.25
C: 10# for $110.00
E: 50# for $360.00

Peas, Field - Organic Pisum sativum var. arvense Annual legume. Up to
40". Also called Forage Peas. Moderately frost tolerant. Likes cool moist
conditions. Will grow in most soil types but prefers well-drained loams. It
has come to our attention that some customers are purchasing our field peas
for pea-shoot production: we do not represent our field pea seed as suitable
for this purpose, but please let us know if you have special plans for your pea
seed and we’ll do our best to help you out! Raw seed: use with 8155 uardSeed Inoculant or 8161 Field Pea/Vetch Inoculant. For cover crop, seed at
100–200#/acre, 2#/1000 sq ft. For forage, seed early in the season, alone at
200#/acre, 5#/1000 sq ft, or 100#/acre, 2#/1000 sq ft, with oats or barley at
50#/acre, 3#/1000 sq ft.
As cover crop: A weed-smothering workhorse
soil builder. Sow alone or with a nurse crop such as
oats to help it stand.
As annual forage: eas have excellent
palatability and are highly digestible. Hanne
Tierney of Cornerstone Farm conducted a
2009 SARE trial in which she reduced by
50% the grain fed out to hogs pastured on
a barle and field-pea mix the pastured
hogs achieved an average slaughter
weight not significantl different from the
control group, although there was greater
variation. Some potential for dry hay as
well, though filled pods can be difficult
to dry down. Peas may be seeded alone,
but a companion crop of small grains will
help to prevent lodging.
8097 B: 2# for $6.00
C: 10# for $20.00
E: 50# for $85.00
hen ou see the star, this item ualifies
our entire rganic rowers Suppl order for a
volume discount.
Take an additional 5% off December orders!
rders over 100 deduct
rders over 300 deduct 10
rders over 600 deduct 1
rders over 1 00 deduct 0
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Using Cover Crops
Problem

Poor soil drainage or hardpan
Low organic matter

Low soil nitrogen

High weed population

Soil erosion
Poor pollination
Soil-borne fungal disease

Root-knot nematodes
Nutrient leaching

Rye, Winter - Organic Secale cereale
inter annual grass p to
xtremel frost
hardy, adaptable and competitive. For cover crop,
seed at 100–200#/acre, 3–5#/1000 sq ft. For
grain, seed in late September or earl ctober at
100–125#/acre, 3#/1000 sq ft.
As cover crop: The most popular winter cover
in the ortheast eep extensive roots help
prevent compaction and improve soil
tilth. Turn under early in spring
before it gets out of hand.
Vigorous growth is best
controlled with mechanical
tillage: if you are working
with hand tools, we recommend oats for fall planting instead.
ecomposed r e residue exudes allelopathic compounds that
inhibit weed growth; may also inhibit germination and growth of
subsequent crops, so incorporate rye into soil at least 3 weeks before
next planting his affects direct-seeded crops with small seeds more
than large-seeded crops and transplants.
As food grain: hreshes easil and produces a flour suitable for
blending with wheat in breads. Matures earlier than winter wheat.
Susceptible to ergot contamination, so exercise caution and have grain
tested before consuming: hallucinations from ergot poisoning are
believed to have resulted in the Salem witch trials.
8109 B: 2# for $5.00 C: 10# for $16.50 E: 50# for $55.00
Hairy Vetch/Winter Rye Mix - Organic 78% rye and 22% vetch. Superb
cover crop mix for fall planting where mechanical tillage is available in the
spring xcellent choice for a field that will not be planted the following
spring
ow after flowering to kill the plants, then incorporate b tilling,
and allow 3–4 weeks for the rye to decompose before replanting. Produces
abundant biomass, adds nitrogen to the soil and suppresses weeds. The rye acts
as a nurse crop for the vetch, protecting it from frost damage and providing
support for the vines, making mowing much easier rowers working with
hand tools should consider a blend of oats and peas instead. Seed at 75–100#/
acre, 2–3#/1000 sq ft.
8112 B: 2# for $7.75 C: 10# for $30.00 E: 50# for $115.00
Ryegrass, Annual - Organic o i m m ti o m Annual or winter annual
grass p to
xtremel frost hard
idel adaptable to a variet of soils
and to all but the hottest climates. Annual rye will establish quickly in cool
wet weather, providing a dense cover crop and outcompeting weeds. Seed
heavily for economical erosion control; seed thinly as a good nurse crop when
establishing perennial stands for pasture or lawn ense fibrous root s stems
withstand temporar flooding and are effective at holding soil and improving
tilth. Should be kept mowed if you wish to prevent reseeding. Does not
reliabl winterkill good choice for a first cover crop when converting forest
land to cropland; it isn’t picky about where it establishes, and it effectively
“retrains” the soil’s microbial population to foster annual plants instead of
woody growth. Seed at 15–50#/acre, 1–2#/1000 sq ft.
8121 B: 2# for $11.50 C: 10# for $45.00 E: 50# for $150.00
to Troubleshoot in the Garden
Ryegrass, Perennial - Organic L. perenne Short-lived perennial grass.
p to
ften used in grass seed mixtures xtremel palatable forage grass
Easy Cover-Crop Solutions
with good early spring and fall growth in the perennial pasture; slows in the
Tillage Radish bores drainage holes into the
heat of summer erminates uickl and grows rapidl , suppressing weeds
soil with its powerful taproot.
and allowing slower-growing companions to establish themselves. Perennial
r egrass holds up under heav traffic and has good insect and disease
BMR Sorghum/Sudangrass produces more
resistance. Seed at 30–60#/acre, 2#/1000 sq ft.
biomass than any other cover crop. It is
8124 B: 2# for $25.00
C: 10# for $100.00
frost-sensitive. Choose cold-tolerant Forage
E: 50# for $350.00
ats for fall or spring planting
Sunn Hemp Crotalaria juncea Annual legume. Up to 6'. Frost sensitive.
Alfalfa and Yellow Sweet Clover are the
This rock star cover crop builds organic matter, fixes
most capable fixers of atmospheric nitrogen
atmospheric nitrogen, controls harmful nematodes, and
among all the legumes. Be sure to inoculate
still finds time to be beautiful rows vigorousl in
your seed!
good conditions, but is unlikely to reach its full size
Winter Rye has vigorous growth and is
potential up here in the tundra. Effectively shades out
a strong allelopath on small weed seeds.
weeds. In 60 days it can produce more than 5000#/acre
Buckwheat has vigorous seedling growth
biomass and fix 1 0 acre of nitrogen! t this stage it
and competes well against warm-season
will have just started producing its lovely
weeds.
ellow flowers sed as a fiber crop in India
since prehistoric times; with enough heat,
Annual Ryegrass quickly forms a dense root
plants can grow 6' high with stems 2"
mat that holds soil in place.
thick! Some varieties are suitable for
Dutch White Clover can bloom among
livestock forage, but our seed comes to
your crops all season to feed and attract
us “variety not stated” so we do not recpollinators.
ommend it for that purpose. Not related
to the fun kind of hemp and looks nothMustard residues release isothiocyanates,
ing like it, so you won’t get suspicious
which may inhibit the growth of fusarium
looks from law enforcement. Tolerates
and other soil-borne fungi.
dry conditions. Raw seed; inoculate with
8155 uard- Seed Inoculant Seed after
Sunn emp roots exude natural nematicides
soil reaches 60 , but before ug 1 ,
that can significantl reduce nematode
30–50#/acre, 1–2#/1000 sq ft.
populations in the short term.
8133 A: 0.5# (0#) for $6.25
Tillage Radish and Camelina scavenge
B: 2# for $12.50
unused soluble nitrogen from deep in the
C: 10# for $45.00
soil and hold it for later crops.
E: 50# for $150.00
fedcoseeds.com 123
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FARM SEED

PVO Soil-Building Seed Mix - Organic 71 field peas, 1
common
oats, 14% hairy vetch. A superior soil-building cover crop seed mix For
springtime planting: allow for 60–90 days of growth. The oats come up
first and are pulled down b the peas, which are eventuall pulled down b
the smothering vetch. Weeds don’t stand a chance in that jungle. 4" mat of
vegetation should be disked or mowed and incorporated in autumn. Seed at
150–200#/acre, 5#/1000 sq ft.
8103 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $28.50 E: 50# for $115.00
Radish, Tillage - Organic Raphanus sativus var. niger Annual broadleaf.
Up to 14". Moderately frost resistant. A cover crop Daikon radish bred for
improved taproot performance. Penetrates hardpan and loosens soil down
to 30 or be ond xcellent scavenger crop: takes up available nutrients
in the soil and prevents nutrient losses to leaching or runoff erminates
quickly. Suppresses weeds if planted thickly. Winterkill occurs when several
consecutive nights are in the low 20s. Leave plants in the ground all winter
and into spring: roots decompose leaving large holes that fill with rainwater,
eliminating runoff and improving soil drainage. Decomposed root and leaf
matter release nutrients and increase microbial activity in the soil, contributing
to increased yields in crops that follow. Mainers should plant in late August
or earl September for maximum benefit Can be planted as late as ctober
in mid-Atlantic states. Do not plant in spring: the plants will bolt before they
form taproots. Drill at 5–10#/acre or broadcast at 10–15#/acre, 1/4#/1000 sq ft.
PVP. Note: We cannot ship this to the Willamette Valley in Oregon.
8106 A: 0.5# (0#) for $8.75
B: 2# for $21.00
C: 10# for $100.00
E: 50# for $350.00

Timothy - Organic Phleum pratense Perennial grass. Up to 3'. A popular
perennial hay species that produces good yields, resists lodging and is easily
cut and cured. Harvest early, in the boot stage, to avoid stemmy hay. Leave
plenty of stubble; timothy stores its energy reserves for regrowth in a corm
at the base of the stem, which may be damaged by close cutting or heavy
grazing. Very winter hardy. Best adapted to clay or loam soils with lots of
moisture. Does not tolerate heat or drought. In the fall, seed alone or with
winter wheat; in spring, seed with red clover or alfalfa. Availability is unstable
as we go to press: check website for current information. Seed at a rate of
1 1 acre alone or 10 acre when mixed, 1/2#/1000 sq ft.
8136 B: 2# for $15.00 C: 10# for $60.00 E: 50# for $180.00
Vetch, Hairy - Organic Vicia villosa subsp. villosa Annual or winter annual
legume. Up to 2' high; vines up to 8' long. Moderately frost resistant. Vigorous
cover crop generates copious amounts of organic matter xcellent nitrogen
fixation Its vigor can create problems, especiall in the home garden: the
tangled vines can clog even large mowers. Later planting allows for better
control. Sometimes it will overwinter in Maine, sometimes it will die back:
ou have to be prepared to deal with it in the spring se a flail mower or
scythe to cut it back in fall and incorporate the stubble in the spring before the
regrowth becomes unmanageable. Tolerates acidic soils and low fertility, but
not poor drainage. Raw seed; use with 8161 Field Pea/Vetch Inoculant. Seed
at 20–30#/acre, 1–2#/1000 sq ft.
8139 B: 2# for $15.00 C: 10# for $65.00 E: 50# for $215.00

FARM SEED

WHEAT Triticum aestivum
Most modern wheats are broadly divided into categories by color (red or white), protein content (hard or
soft), and b planting season (winter or spring). ed
and white refer to the color of the kernel, which
doesn t necessaril translate into the color of the flour,
although red wheats tend to have darker-colored bran
and white wheats tend to have sweeter flavor. ard
wheat is a high-protein wheat (t picall
protein) that
is ideal for bread-baking soft wheat is a low-protein wheat
(t picall 0
protein) that is best for tender-crumbed
pastries. Winter wheat is planted in the fall, around ﬁrst frost
or up to weeks or so before. It grows several inches in
the fall, goes dormant for the winter, sprouts early in
the spring and is read for harvest b mid- ugust in
aine. pring wheat is planted in earl to mid-spring
and is harvested in the fall of the same ear. Winter
wheats tend to produce ields
0 higher than
spring wheats and compete better with weeds, but
hard spring wheats have the best potential for high
protein content.
Red Fife Spring Wheat - Organic
Annual grain. Up to 5'. Moderately frost
resistant. Hard red heritage spring wheat
developed in the 1840s by David Fife at
his Peterborough Farm in Upper Canada,
now ntario he most widel grown
Canadian wheat in the second half
of the 19th c., interest in Red Fife is
en o ing a well-deserved rebirth reatl
admired for its rich flavor e uires fewer
inputs than modern varieties. The seed
has remarkable genetic diversity and adapts
to a wide range of growing conditions. Less
determinate than modern varieties; Henry Perkins of Bull
Ridge Farm in Albion recommends harvesting early and investing in good
drying equipment. e o
e site to o fi m
iety
i i ity i e
can’t get Red Fife we will substitute a different organic hard spring wheat.
Plant at 100–125#/acre, 3–4#/1000 sq ft.
8145 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $30.00 E: 50# for $105.00
Medina Winter Wheat - Organic inter annual grain p to
xtremel
frost hard Soft white winter wheat suitable for feed or pastr flour
Remember “Funky Cold Medina,” the 1989 hip-hop hit from Tone Loc? Well,
this Medina is funkier and better. Like the mysterious substance in the song,
Medina wheat is cold (-tolerant) and it’s sure to make everyone like you, but
there the resemblance ends ur edina has high test weights and low preharvest sprouting levels. Cornell University rates it as moderately resistant to
scab, mosaic virus and powdery mildew. e o
e site to o fi m
iety
availability; if we can’t get Medina we will substitute a different organic soft
winter wheat. Seed at 100–125#/acre, 3–4#/1000 sq ft.
As food grain: Makes tender pastries and quick breads. I used to make a
pancake mix from homegrown soft winter wheat that was ver popular with
my farmers market customers. Also suitable for brewing wheat beers.
As feed grain: rotein approximatel e uivalent to barle , but with lower
fiber content heat is the best whole grain to feed chickens and an ideal base
for finisher and gestation rations for hogs ighl palatable to ruminants, but
should be fed carefull to prevent acidosis heat should not be finel ground
before feeding: cracking or soaking is preferable.
8148 B: 2# for $8.00 C: 10# for $30.00 E: 50# for $105.00
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Legume Inoculation: egumes such as beans, peas,
clover and alfalfa are able to access ( ﬁx ) atmospheric
nitrogen because their roots host symbiotic bacteria
of the genus hi obium. ifferent legumes require
different species of rhizobia to form a successful
relationship. The plant roots feed the bacteria
while the bacteria take molecular nitrogen from
the air and convert it to a form that the plant
can use.
egumes take up nitrogen from the soil
like other plants, and in fact do so in preference
to the energ -intensive process of nitrogen ﬁxation
if soil nitrogen is plentiful. If ou are growing leguminous
crops in nitrogen-rich soil, inoculation ma produce little ield
beneﬁt. owever, nitrogen ﬁxation cannot take place without
the requisite rhi obia: if ou are planting legumes in poor soil or
planting a leguminous cover crop to build soil nitrogen, inoculation is
non-negotiable.
ur legume inoculants do have a shelf life. We don t ship expired inoculant,
but inoculant ordered in fall or earl winter ma expire before spring. ike ogurt,
inoculants do not instantl go bad when the hit their expiration date: the lose
potenc quite slowl , so it s unlikel to be a problem. owever, if ou are ordering
inoculant for the 2021 season and want the date to look good at planting time, we
recommend waiting until spring to order it. ll our inoculants ship for free.
tore inoculant in a cool, dr place out of direct sunlight. We recommend using
fresh inoculant each time you plant a legume even if you have planted inoculated seed
in the same spot before. resh inoculant ensures an immediate increase in bacterial
populations. When ou are read to put the seed in the ground, moisten it with water,
pour the inoculant over it and mix. lant immediatel if planting b hand for machineplanting, you’ll need to let seed dry to prevent clogging, but plant as soon as the seed
has dried.
ur inoculants do not contain geneticall modiﬁed materials.
Verdesian Guard-N Seed Inoculant For soybean, pea, vetch, lentil, dry
bean and peanut varieties. Also treats limas, favas, bell beans, sweet peas,
cowpeas and Sunn Hemp. OMRI
8155 A: treats 8# (0#) for $ .25 B: treats 50# (0#) for $8.50
Verdesian N-Dure Premium Non-Sterile Peat Inoculant for Alfalfa/
True Clover Combination For alfalfa, sweet clover and all the Trifolium
clovers we list. OMRI
8158 A: treats 50# (0#) for $8.50
soil-building mix and
Field Pea and Vetch Inoculant se for our
vetch r e mix lso treats garden peas, lentils, favas, bell beans MOFGA
8161 A: treats 50# (0#) for $8.50
Humic Acids SP A dry soluble powder with humic acid concentration of
85%. Derived from the mineral leonardite. Please see below for the manifold
functions of humic acids in the soil. Best used as a foliar feed in combination
with 8170 Fulvic Acid, the other soluble component of humus. Can also
be applied directly to roots or in the soil before seeding or planting. Humic
acids are only soluble in alkaline diluents, so test the pH of your solution
before applying. Not corrosive to sprayers or irrigation equipment. Caution:
Higher than recommended concentrations of humic substances in soil can be
inhibitive to proper plant growth. Don’t overdo it! See chart on page 128 for
application rates. MOFGA
8167 A: 1# (0#) for $11.50
B: 55# for $339.00
Humic acids are the wild-card molecules of soil physics and chemistry,
performing complex functions b wa of several different electrical and
chemical reactions. Both powerful chelators and bind-all stabilizers, humic
acids can prevent leaching of trace minerals into subsoil and increase uptake
rate of micronutrients he neutrali e soil p and reduce the toxicit of
heavy metals. With a water-holding capacity of seven times their volume,
they contribute greatly to soil structure and indirectly buffer soil temperature.
he stimulate growth of foliage and roots significantl
umic acids also
have the ability to retain soil carbon for more than 1,000 years, especially in
conjunction with farming practices that prevent their decomposition, such as
minimal or no tillage, cover cropping and mulching. These same practices
increase the microbial populations responsible for new humus formation
and cycling.
Fulvic Acid Liquid Fulvic acid is a powerful antioxidant and chelator:
one molecule can transport 60 or more minerals into plant cells for a more
efficient and effective fertili ation program Beneficial to plants growing in
low-light conditions. Consider using in combination with 8167 Humic Acids.
Unlike humic acids, fulvic acids are soluble at any pH. 2% fulvic acid waterextracted from leonardite and filtered through a 00-mesh screen to eliminate
clogging of drip tape and sprayers. Not corrosive to sprayers or irrigation
equipment. See chart on page 128 for application rates. MOFGA
8170 A: 1 gal (10#) for $55.00
B: 2.5 gal (25#) for $85.00

se weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

Dr Higa’s riginal
Microbial Inoculant Concentrated Effective
Microorganisms®. Active microbial life in the soil and on plants is a better
solution than synthetic chemical fertilizers. A liquid combination of yeasts,
actinomycetes and two kinds of bacteria, photosynthetic and lactic, which
promotes plant health and growth and improves nutrient absorption and soil
fertility. Further fermentation (“activation”) of EM-1 increases the volume
of microbes, but you can also just use it straight out of the bottle. The late
Adam Tomash sprayed his tomatoes several times with activated EM-1 and
the made it into September with no significant blight damage Instructions
for activating EM-1 can be found at fedcoseeds.com/ogs (search for “EM-1”).
ur cannabis-growing friends can t do without it OMRI
8185 A: uart (3#) for $35.00
B: gal (10#) for $100.00
Recommended uses for “activated” EM-1:
s a component of the olistic rchard Spra see p 136
• As a drench for transplants: make a 4% solution (1 part activated EM-1
to 24 parts water) and apply it to the furrow or hole.
• As a foliar spray: use 11/2–3 gal/acre or 41/2 o 1000 s ft, mixed with
enough water to provide coverage.
• As a soil treatment: apply 40 gal/acre over the course of a year.
o help break down crop residue: spra 1 gal acre on fields after
harvest.
• Add to compost to speed up the breakdown and digestion of plant material.

Monster Plant Mojo (4-4-0.5) We were devastated by the
demise of well-loved
icrobial lant ix
foliar fertilizer, the proprietary blend of a
manufacturer who’s closed shop. As a close
substitute, we recommend applying this new
product in conjunction with activated 8185 EM1 Contains fish h drol sate, kelp extract, humic
and fulvic acids, and a dash of chilean nitrate
to boost the nitrogen levels for rapid vegetative
growth. Chilean nitrate has a shady reputation
(because it is mined and high in soluble salts),
but it sure gets the job done. Pending additional
rule-making, certified organic operators using
Chilean nitrate must demonstrate they’re using
it in a way that maintains or improves the natural
resources of the operation (including soil and
water quality) and complies with crop nutrient
and soil fertility requirements. Dilute 2–4 oz
per gal of water for fertigation, or 2 oz/gal for
foliar feeding; apply monthly. Avoid foliar
applications in the heat of the day. Do not store
dilution. No NH sale. MOFGA
8189 A: 1 gal (10#) for $25.00
B: 5 gal (50#) for $100.00
BioNutrients™ Soluble AG (8-1-9) Provides a quick boost of plant
nutrients fortified b humic acid and kelp extract plus 671 billion beneficial
bacteria endospores (including two strains of Bacillus subtilis, plus B.
amyloliquefaciens, B. licheniformis and B. pumilus) and 90 billion yeast
spores per lb. Contains a yucca-based wetting agent that encourages
absorption. Suitable for all crops. Especially popular with tomato growers.
See chart on page 128 for application rates. No NH sale. WSDA
8192 A: 8 oz (0#) for $13.75

If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!
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PROBIOTICS

Myco Seed Treat A blend of microorganisms and mycorrhizal fungi to
provide protection and growth enhancement for potatoes, corn, legumes,
grasses and vegetables. Highly recommended if you cut your seed potatoes
or can’t wait to get your corn and beans in the ground during a chilly spring.
1–2 oz treats 100# of potato seed pieces, 4–8 oz/100# of other seed. MOFGA
8173 A: 1 oz (0#) for $7.75
B: 1# (0#) for $67.50
BioOrganics™ Micronized Endomycorrhizal Inoculant Mycorrhizae
form beneficial relationships with the roots of most plant species: the boost
plant growth by improving the roots’ ability to take up nutrients, water and
ox gen, and b improving soil structure he world of beneficial microbial
products is in a frenzy of mergers and acquisitions: this formulation comes
from a smaller independent company that promises never to sell out.
We can only hope! Contains a blend of 9 top types of endomycorrhizal
spores (Glomus aggregatum, G. etunicatum, G. clarum, G. deserticola,
G. intraradices, G. monosporus, G. mosseae, Gigaspora margarita and
Paraglomus brasilianum.) Spore count guarantee is a minimum of 40 spores
per cubic centimeter. Water-soluble formula may be applied as a drench to
turf or perennial plantings. Use 1 Tbsp in 1 gal water per 50 sq ft. May also be
blended into potting soils at 2 Tbsp/cu ft; or sprinkled into planting rows at a
rate of 1 tsp/linear ft. Do not use with fertilizers high in soluble phosphorus or
with soil-drench fungicides. OMRI
8175 A: 1.5# (2#) for $49.00
MycoApply Endo/Ecto Nine species of endomycorrhizal fungi (30,000
endomycorrhizal propagules per lb), 7 species of ectomycorrhizal fungi
1 0 million ectom corrhi al propagules per lb and species of beneficial
bacteria in a base of slow-release 3-1-1 organic fertilizer. About 95%
of plant species form beneficial relationships with at least one of these
microorganisms
corrhi al filaments expand total root mass b up to 0
times; the larger surface area increases plants’ access to nutrients, water
and ox gen Compounds produced b m corrhi ae bind soil particles into
clumps, which improves porosity to encourage water penetration, root growth
and aeration. Add to seedbeds when sowing, work into the soil around your
trees and shrubs, or incorporate into soil mix for container-grown plants to
boost root growth, nutrient uptake, and the health of your plants and soils.
hen seeding use 1 tsp ft in beds mix in
100 s ft hen transplanting
bare-root trees, use 1 oz/inch of stem caliper. For container planting, use 1 oz
per gallon of pot capacit For restoring fields, broadcast 0 acre before or
during planting. A-size MOFGA; B-size OMRI.
8176 A: 1# (0#) for $24.75
B: 40# for $580.00
Mammoth P Active Microbials Nutrient Liberator. Invented by a team of
Colorado State University PhD soil microbiologists with a passion for soil
health and sustainable agriculture. They used directed microbial phenotyping
to create a concentrated blend of Pseudomonas putida, Comamonas
testosteroni, Citrobacter freundii and Enterobacter cloacae, which act as tiny
bioreactors, constantly emitting enzymes that liberate soil-bound phosphorus
and micronutrients. Cannabis growers using Mammoth P see bud yields 16%
higher than in untreated plants, as well as stronger plants less susceptible to
lodging. Use may be restricted to the bloom stage, but for best results use
throughout the growth c cle even during flushing
lso useful after field
applications of 8250 Fertoz Rock Phosphate or 8252 Tennessee Brown Rock
to speed phosphorus release ix at 0 6 m gallon water: 1 0 m bottle treats
12 plants from clone to harvest; 500 mL treats 50. This is a live product: color
changes and sediment are normal. It’s a bit stinky but will help you grow
more stinky, sticky buds. As they say in the distinctively scented paper-mill
towns around here, “It smells like money.” OMRI
8180 A: 120 mL (0#) for $50.00 B: 500 mL (0#) for $150.00

Thriving sustainable agriculture is built on the ground of healthy soil. In fact, organic
certiﬁcation requires a soil management plan. o a soil test to determine our
soil s needs before embarking on a program of soil improvement. heck with our
local ooperative xtension for testing in our area, or consider our testing and
recommendation service listed below right.
oil amendments used with a program of crop rotation, composting and cover
cropping can enhance fertilit , improve soil tilth, promote disease resistance, and
support beneﬁcial soil microorganisms. pplication rates var depending on soil t pe
and results of soil tests.
ertili ers provide nitrogen and other nutrients in a form that is readil available
to plants. rganic fertili ers can provide both an immediate boost and additional
long-term fertilit , feeding both the plants and the organisms that maintain soil health.
We also offer soil amendments that have limited available plant nutrients but help
to reminerali e the soil, improve soil structure, or provide a long-term slow-release
source of plant nutrients. oliar spra s get nutrients directl to the leaves and can
increase resistance to disease and to insect infestation.
nal ses provided here are those provided b the manufacturers, or, if none are
available, from a aine state lab test performed on our most recent lot: there is some
variabilit in the nutritional anal sis of natural fertili ers, so view these numbers as
guides, not gospel. ertili ers should be used as a supplement to, not a replacement
for, the nutrients provided b health soil. ustainabilit requires developing a longterm plan of cover cropping, green manuring and composting.

SOIL AMENDMENTS

CALCIUM SOURCES

Aragonite (33% calcium as CaCO3) When the price of aragonite spiked
a few years ago, we tried to steer growers toward the chemically identical
8198 Calcitic Limestone, but they were having none of it. The internet forums
said to use calcium carbonate from oyster shells, not from pulverized rock,
so oyster shells they must have! Aragonite is even lower than Calcitic lime
in magnesium, so it’s the ideal choice for soils with excessive magnesium.
Mined from the deposits that create the white sand beaches of the Bahamas—
more expensive than calcitic lime, but less expensive than a tropical vacation.
Feed quality. MOFGA
8195 A: 5# for $6.75
B: 50# for $24.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $800.00
Pro Pelleted Calcitic Limestone Pro-Select Prill (87% CaCO3, 7%
MgCO3). Cal Carb Equivalent 95.8%. The most common and most frequently
used soil conditioner, Calcitic is the fancy name of the product we used to call
Hi-Cal lime. It’s recommended for soils with excess magnesium: contains
just 1/6 the amount of magnesium carbonate as dolomitic lime. Aragonite and
Calcitic are both calcium carbonate, just with a different crystalline structure
and from different sources: Calcitic is mined rock, while aragonite is derived
from mollusk shells. Calcitic contains marginally more magnesium than
aragonite. Prilled with 2% sodium salt lignin, an NOP-allowed synthetic, as a
binding agent. A-size MOFGA; B/C sizes OMRI
8198 A: 5# for $5.00
B: 50# for $10.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $350.00
Pro Pulverized Limestone Pulverized Dolomitic Limestone (53% CaCO3,
42% MgCO3). Cal Carb Equivalent 102.9%. The least expensive liming agent.
Use to sweeten soil (raise pH) and provide calcium where excess magnesium
is not a problem. A-size MOFGA; B/C sizes OMRI
8201 A: 5# for $5.00
B: 50# for $7.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $250.00

Understanding Calcium and pH ardeners tend to worr first
about the N-P-K levels of their soil, neglecting the soil’s calcium. Without
adequate calcium, all the fertilizer in the world will do little good. Calcium
benefits soil and plants b improving the soil s ph sical structure, raising the
pH of the soil and directly contributing to the plants’ nutritional needs.
Soil Structure: Calcium increases soil porosity, which means more
oxygen in the root zone and better water penetration.
Effects on pH: When calcium carbonate (lime) is applied to acidic
soil, it increases the availability of many important plant nutrients.
Plant Nutrition: Calcium helps plants build strong cell walls, for
bigger healthier plants with better disease resistance. It also helps plants
metabolize other nutrients and cope with heat stress. Fruiting plants
deficient in calcium ma suffer blossom end rot or other ualit problems
How much lime should you apply? Don’t even try to answer this
question without a professional soil test! The quantity will depend not only
on the current pH and calcium levels of your soil, but also on your soil’s
cation exchange capacity (CEC) and perhaps on what crops you plan to
grow. Even on very acidic soils, most experts recommend that applications
not exceed 3 tons per acre per year (about 140#/1000 sq ft).
When and how should you apply lime? Liming should coincide with a
tillage event to incorporate it into the root zone. Applying in the fall gives the
lime more time and moisture to react before the growing season. The good
news is liming is for the long haul: you typically need to apply lime only once
ever
10 ears
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Gypsum, pelletized (70% CaSO4 2H2O, 21% Ca, 16% S) Gypsum is a
good source of calcium when the pH is already at a desired level. The sulfur
in gypsum reacts with water to form a weak sulfuric acid solution that frees
the calcium in the soil. Prilled with 2% sodium salt lignin. MOFGA
8204 A: 5# for $6.00
B: 50# for $18.50
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $610.00
Wollastonite (48% CaO and 52% SiO2). Cal Carb Equivalent 76.0%.
Soluble-grade and at least 95% pure (may contain trace amounts of iron,
manganese and magnesium). Silicon is not traditionally considered a
limiting cofactor for plant growth, but researchers are finding that despite
ample amounts of silicon in most soils, plants supplemented with silicon
often yield better. Silicon strengthens cell walls, which reduces lodging and
improves resistance to insects and disease; stimulates immune response
pathways (possibly increasing production of resins and terpenes); and reduces
transpiration (improving drought resistance). May be applied as a foliar spray
to build resistance to powder mildew for ield benefits, incorporate into the
soil. Particularly recommended for cannabis, orchard crops, cucurbits, sweet
corn, grains and forage crops. Customer Norman B. of West Baldwin, ME,
credits wollastonite for his exceptional potato crop in 2019: “I bought a 50
lb bag of wollastonite and sprinkled it into the rows as I went along and the
Green Mountains, which have a reputation for low yield, did commendably.
ut of that small bag of seed, I filled a five-gallon pail, over 3 lbs, and that
was after discarding some that I had damaged during hilling. My uncle stated
that he had never seen so many large Green Mountains as well. I used a lot
of composted horse manure, but I do every year. The only thing different was
the wollastonite.” Most soil tests do not offer recommended application rates
for silicon; one approach is to use wollastonite to correct your soil pH. Dusty!
Wear a mask when handling. MOFGA
8207 A: 5# for $6.00
B: 50# for $32.50
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1100.00

MORE MINERALS

Azomite® Named for its A-to-Z of Minerals including Trace Elements;
contains over 67 minerals beneficial to plants and animals Broadcast at 300
600 an acre, approximatel 1
100 s ft se in potting soil and compost
We have two grades:
Granulated Natural Trace Minerals A mix of particle sizes from 1/8" to
powder. Less dusty and more easily spread with a broadcast spreader. For
slow-release longer-lasting applications. A-size MOFGA; B/C sizes OMRI
8213 A: 4# for $7.00
B: 44# for $32.25
C: pallet 50 bags (2200#) for $1350.00
Micronized Natural Trace Minerals 0-0-0
er fine powder passed
through a 200-mesh screen. Provides a quick release of nutrients and is also
recommended as a foliar feed; allow the heavier portion to settle before
adding to the sprayer. As a liquid fertilizer add 1 tsp/gal. A good free-choice
trace-mineral supplement for livestock when used in addition to a balanced
mineral premix. No NH sale. A-size MOFGA; B/C sizes OMRI
8216 A: 4# for $7.00
B: 44# for $32.25
C: pallet 50 bags (2200#) for $1350.00
Soil Testing & Organic Fertilizer Recommendation Service
for Garden, Farm and Orchard
Don’t guess—test! Applying fertilizers and soil amendments without the
guidance of a professional soil test is like driving downtown with your eyes
shut. Applying too much of one nutrient can tie up others and wreak havoc
on your soil biology. But even with test results in hand, which fertilizer do
you choose and how much do you apply? Fedco to the rescue! We’ll send
you a soil test kit and sampling instructions, plus a postage-paid box to return
your soil sample and test form to the Maine State
Soil Lab. You’ll learn your soil pH, organic
matter percentage, phosphorus, potassium,
magnesium, calcium, sulfur, boron, copper,
manganese, zinc, and available nitrogen, plus
we’ll offer customized recommendations for
how to correct an deficiencies or imbalances
in your soil. Customer Jake S. from Illinois told
us, “I followed [your] instructions in the spring. The
garden thrived, I actually had full carrots this year, the
garlic was huge and the spinach spectacular, all best-evers.”
Order 8194-A for annual vegetable crops and, 8194-B for fruit tree
orchards. If you order the orchard version, please let us know in your order
notes if you are establishing a new orchard, or if your established trees are
fruiting yet. For best results, take samples during the growing season while
the soil is warm. Please be patient! We are at the mercy of how busy the soil
lab is at any given time.
8194 A: for annual vegetable crops (0#) for $45.00
B: for orchards (0#) for $45.00

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

Custom Mixing If you’re tired of ineffectively mixing fertilizers or potting
soil ingredients together in a wheelbarrow or tractor bucket, let us do the dirty
work for you. Buy ingredients from us or bring your own. To estimate volume
requirements for products sold by weight: dense products like rock powders are
about 1 cu d ton, while fluffier products like shrimp meal are about cu ds
ton. To convert other volume measurements: A cubic yard is 27 cu ft or about
700 dry qt. Our rates assume mixes contain ten or fewer ingredients; we may
charge more for complex mixes or materials that are particularl difficult to
handle. Please allow at least two weeks for completion. Note that while custom
blends do not incur extra shipping charges, we do charge our regular shipping
rates for the included materials. If you purchase your ingredients from us, use
our shipping chart to calculate charges for shipments under 8000 lbs. For larger
shipments, or if you are supplying the ingredients, please contact us for a freight
quote. Questions? Contact us at ogs@fedcoseeds.com.
8193 A: per yard bulk (0#) for $50.00
B: per yard bagged (0#) for $100.00

Granite Meal Contains about 5% potassium in very slow-release form. Plants
need potassium for sugar and starch production. Granite meal can be added
to the soil in large amounts without altering the pH. Greatly enhances soil
structure and promotes healthier plants pplication rates are 000 000
acre or 0 100 1000 s ft MOFGA
8231 A: 5# for $6.00
B: 50# for $23.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $700.00
K-Mag Granular Trio 0-0-22 (10.8% Mg, 22% S) Langbeinite is a marine
deposit of potassium sulfate and magnesium sulfate in soluble form. A good
source of immediate potassium for depleted soil and of magnesium where
calcium is abundant. Alliums like its sulfur and potatoes like its quick boost
of potassium. If you are looking for an allowed Sul-Po-Mag, this is it. A-size
MOFGA; B/C sizes OMRI
8237 A: 5# for $8.75
B: 50# for $40.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1300.00
Hum-Amend Max Max out your soil health! This powerful soil-restoration
amendment is designed to raise soil’s cation exchange capacity while adding
high levels of carbon and humus. Combines a soluble humate complex
(containing fulvic and humic acids) with a soluble seaweed extract (a
biostimulant and good source of trace minerals) on a base of raw leonardite
and raw kelp meal for long-term effects. Humic and fulvic acids support plant
health and increase yields by facilitating plants’ uptake of nutrients and water.
ranular texture with plent of fines to provide a balanced release inimum
85% humic acids, compared to Menefee Humates, which were 50%. Contains
no animal manures—vegan-friendly and smells nice. MOFGA
8240 A: 5# for $12.25
B: 50# for $70.00
Micronutrients Liquid Minerals While trace mineral products like 8213
8216 Azomite help maintain background levels of a wide variety of elements,
the don t have the uice to correct deficiencies of specific micronutrients
ote that on certified-organic operations, these products ma be applied onl
if there is a documented micronutrient deficienc
ppl 1
t per acre, or
3/4 3 o 1000 s ft, diluted 100:1 1 pt in 1 1/2 gal water, 3/8 oz in 42/3 cups
water
epeat after 1 3 weeks if necessar OMRI
Calcium helps strengthen plants’ cell walls, improving crop quality, disease
resistance and storage capacity. Calcium uptake may be reduced by cool or
humid conditions. Midseason foliar applications of calcium can help prevent
problems like blossom end rot and bitter pit. Contains 5% calcium chelated
with an amino acid complex.
8244 A: liquid calcium, quart (3#) for $20.00
Copper is necessar for efficient photos nthesis and respiration and affects
the sugar content and flavor of produce Copper availabilit ma be limited
by alkaline soils, high organic matter levels, saturated soils, or excessive zinc,
nitrogen or phosphorus. Contains 4% chelated copper derived from copper
sulfate.
8244 B: liquid copper, pint (3#) for $14.00
Iron is essential for chlorophyll development and function, and is also
involved in nitrogen fixation b legumes Iron availabilit ma be limited b
alkaline soils, low organic matter levels, saturated soils, excessive phosphorus,
chelated iron derived from ferrous sulfate
or deficient inc Contains
8244 C: liquid iron, pint (3#) for $20.00
Manganese helps plants to synthesize chlorophyll and is used in electron
transport during photosynthesis. Manganese availability may be limited by
alkaline soils, high organic matter, excessive iron, or deficient sulfur Contains
1% nitrogen derived from hydrolyzed vegetable protein and 5% chelated
manganese derived from manganese sulfate.
8244 D: liquid manganese, pint (3#) for $14.00
Zinc is a component of auxin, an essential growth hormone, and is also
necessary for proper root development. Adequate zinc improves cold
tolerance. Zinc availability may be limited by excessive phosphorus or copper,
inc derived from
low organic matter, or magnesium deficienc Contains 7
zinc sulfate.
8244 E: liquid zinc, pint (3#) for $14.00

If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!
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20 Mule Team Borax Solubor (Sodium Tetraborate, 20.5% B) Soluble
borate for fluid fertili ers and nutrient spra s Boron is essential for all stages
of tree growth and fruit set. Alfalfa, clover, brassicas, carrots, celery, corn,
lettuce, onions, beets, tomatoes, strawberries, and tree fruits are particularly
sensitive to boron deficienc
a be used in certified organic settings onl
to correct a documented boron deficienc
xcess boron is toxic to plants
r flowable powder, mixes easil into spra solutions r, mix into a larger
quantity of fertilizer for ground applications. A-size MOFGA; B-size OMRI
8219 A: 5# for $34.75
B: 50# for $225.00
BrixBlend Basalt (49.3% SiO2, 13.3% Al2O3, 9.2% CaO, 5.7%, MgO,
plus trace minerals) A paramagnetic stone powder from the Pioneer Valley
of Massachusetts for remineralizing and enhancing the general foundational
fertility of the soil. Latest magnetic susceptibility reading is 2400 cgs
units ill in 1 10 tons acre,
0 100 s ft or broadcast at 1 tons acre,
100 s ft For compost, add 0
cubic ard of raw material se up
to 5% by volume in potting mixes. at’l ist
8222 A: 5# for $6.00
B: 50# for $33.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $850.00
Calphos Replaced by 8250 Fertoz Rock Phosphate.
Monterey Epsom Salts (9.8% water-soluble Mg, 12.9% S) Magnesium
is a building block of chloroph ll and therefore essential to efficient photos nthesis In magnesium-deficient soils, or in conditions that inhibit magnesium availability (low pH, low temperatures, dry soils or soils with excess
potassium or ammonium), supplementing with magnesium may boost yields
significantl
a be applied to the soil or as a foliar spra
favorite of rose
fanatics and tomatoheads. Organic regulations require documentation of deficienc , preferabl b soil test or tissue sampling, prior to application OMRI
8228 A: 4# for $18.00

SOIL AMENDMENTS

Allganic™ Potassium Sulfate of Potash Water Soluble (0-0-52) The
most economical source of available potassium. A-size MOFGA; B/C sizes OMRI
8246 A: 5# for $11.00
B: 50# for $60.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $2000.00
Tiger Organic 90CR Sulfur Agricultural Sulfur. 90% elemental sulfur,
10% bentonite clay. Use to lower soil pH (make it more acidic). Often helpful
for both lowbush and highbush blueberries, and for potatoes. Lowering
p of gravel paths will help control weeds ot fine enough to be spread
as fungicide; comes in small pastilles like yellow button candy. (Fungicidal
sulfur is 8684-8690.) Even in soils with correct pH, small amounts of sulfur
are necessary for chlorophyll formation, the metabolism of nitrogen, and the
s nthesis of oils utritional deficienc of sulfur is most likel on sand soils
low in organic matter pplication rates for p correction are t picall 00
1500#/acre (depending on current pH, target pH and soil type), with no more
than 1000 acre applied at once o address nutritional deficienc of sulfur,
appl 10 30 acre, thoroughl blended into a larger uantit of fertili er for
even application ait to appl until soil temp is at least 60 Sulfur-oxidi ing
bacteria are inactive below
don t trust soil test results showing sulfur
deficienc from samples taken earl or late in the season -si e MOFGA;
B/C sizes OMRI
8249 A: 5# for $7.25
B: 50# for $28.50
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $900.00
Fertoz Organic Granulated Rock Phosphate Fertilizer (0-20-0, avg
6% available, up to 25% total P, plus at least 30% Ca and 10% SiO2). Natural
phosphorus source from mines in British Columbia, Montana, and Mexico.
Apply with 8249 Sulfur or 8240 Hum-Amend Max to improve solubility.
Adequate phosphorus results in more vigorous early root formation, better
flower and seed production, better growth in cold temperatures, and better
water use efficienc
pical deficienc s mptoms are stunted growth, bluegreen to purple coloration of the leaves, delayed maturity, and reduced
production of flowers and seeds his product is a better value than Calphos,
which we carried for years: the price per ton is just slightly higher but Fertoz
products offer twice the level of soluble P. No NH sale. A-size MOFGA, B/C
sizes OMRI NEW!
8250 A: 5# for $7.50
B: 50# for $30.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1050.00
Tennessee Brown Rock (0-6-0, 22% total P2O5) The consistency of rich
soil. Comes from the washing piles left behind when high-grade ore was
extracted to produce superphosphate in the early 20th c. Lowest concentration
of heavy metals of any phosphate source. Recommended by soil gurus Phil
Callahan and Mark Fulford. No NH sale. A-size MOFGA; B/C sizes OMRI
8252 A: 5# for $6.00
B: 50# for $17.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $560.00
ZeoMax Garden Aid Zeolites are aluminosilicate lattices, derived from
volcanic ash, that hold up to 55% of their weight in water in the small cavities
of their crystal structure. If one tablespoon of zeolite crystals were unfolded,
the would cover an entire football field! egativel charged, the lattices hold
the cations of essential elements. Zeolites can improve the productivity of
any texture of soil, improving water and mineral retention in sandy soils and
improving aeration and minimizing compaction in heavier soils. Added to
compost, zeolites retain ammonium ions and prevent their transformation to
ammonia gases, keeping the nitrogen from escaping into the air dd 3 to
10 of potting soil ppl to the soil at 1
0 100 s ft or 1 tons acre and
incorporate 6" deep. Water thoroughly after application so zeolites will adsorb
the moisture, holding it in a thin film on their surfaces until needed MOFGA
8255 A: 5# for $8.00
B: 25# for $20.00
C: pallet 40 bags (1000#) for $575.00

The solution is all in solution!

No matter where you are or what you grow, you’ve probably
noticed two trends:
- Rain is an increasingly unreliable source of water for crops.
- A few more diseases and insect pests arrive each year.
Gardeners and farmers are having to irrigate when and where
they’ve never had to before, and they are having to manage
new, unfamiliar diseases and pests. It can be hard to decide
whether it’s worth the time and expense to irrigate or spray. If
you’re taking the time to water or spray your
crop, why not boost the water with
some extra nutrients or beneficial
organisms?
Fertigation means adding
water-soluble products to
an irrigation system. Foliar
sprays can be applied on
a small scale with pump sprayers
(p. 145.) Check out the chart to learn
about all the great things you can use
to supercharge your water!
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Item
8167
8170
8175
8180
8185
8189
8192
8266
8269
8289
8292
8663
8702
8710
8714
8717

Fertilizers

PLANT-BASED FERTILIZERS

Alfalfa Meal - Organic (2.8-0.5-3.6) Popular among veganic gardeners, and
hands-down the best-smelling fertilizer out there. Gives plants a noticeable
quick boost and feeds soil organisms. Blended with a trace quantity of
certified organic so bean oil to reduce clumping No NH sale. MOFGA
8260 A: 5# for $8.50
B: 50# for $38.75
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1280.00
Kelp Meal - Organic Dried and ground seaweed contains trace minerals,
enzymes and amino acids, plus a small dose of N-P-K. Contains sugars that
chelate micronutrients, making them more available to plants. A natural
source of hormones that stimulate root growth. Mix into the soil at the rate of
300 600 acre or 1 100 s ft No NH sale. MOFGA
8263 A: 5# for $13.50
B: 50# for $80.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $2500.00
Kelp-It Soluble Powder Dehydrated Seaweed Extract Highly
concentrated powder makes an excellent foliar spray containing growth
hormones, trace minerals, enzymes and carbohydrates. One package makes
1 gallon of liquid seaweed concentrate. Add the powder and 1/2 tsp of a mild
biodegradable soap or non-ionic surfactant (as a wetting agent) to 1 gallon
of water, agitating to dissolve the powder. Use this concentrate at a rate of 1
Tbsp/gal. To make a ready-to-use solution, mix 1/2 tsp soluble powder and 1/4
tsp soap to 1 gal water. Reseal package; the powder readily absorbs water. No
NH sale. A-size MOFGA; B/C sizes OMRI
8266 A: 10.7 oz (0#) for $17.00
B: 44# for $515.00
Liquid Kelp Maine-harvested kelp, Ascophyllum nodosum, is a source of
growth-promoting and -regulating hormones. Use when starting seeds to
improve seed germination and increase root growth. Also useful as a drench to
help prevent transplant shock. As a foliar feed, it will increase mineral uptake
in leaves and improve photosynthesis. Add 1/2 tsp/gal ThermX™ 70 (8714)
as a spreader-sticker to increase coverage and absorption. Can be applied to
seed, root or leaf at 2 Tbsp/gal water. Use 11/2 qt/50 gal water per acre. No
NH sale. MOFGA
8269 A: pint (3#) for $8.00
B: 1 gal (10#) for $25.00
C: 5 gal (50#) for $90.00

Product
Humic Acid
Fulvic Acid
BioOrganics Endo
Mammoth P
EM-1
Monster Plant Mojo
BioNutrients
Kelp-It
Liquid Kelp
Fish Hydrolysate
Fish w/ Kelp
Karanja Oil
Actinovate
Cease
ThermX 70
Nu Film P

hen ou see the star, this item ualifies
your entire Organic Growers Supply order
for a volume discount. Take an additional
5% off December orders!
Orders over $100 deduct 5%
Orders over $300 deduct 10%
Orders over $600 deduct 15%
Orders over $1200 deduct 20%

Primary function
Chelator
Chelator
Mycorrhizal inoculant
Beneficial bacteria
Beneficial bacteria
Macronutrients
Macro & micronutrients
Micronutrients
Micronutrients
Macronutrients
Macro & micronutrients
Synergist
Biofungicide
Biofungicide
Soil and leaf penetrant
Sticker-spreader

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

Fertigation rate
1 oz/50 gal
0 1 1 fl o gal
1 Tbsp/gal
0.6mL/gal
fl o gal
o gal
0 fl o gal
2 Tbsp/gal
4 Tbsp/gal
4 Tbsp/gal
1
fl o gal
0.5 tsp/gal

Foliar spray rate
1 oz /50 gal
0 1 1 fl o gal
fl o gal
2 oz/gal
0 fl o gal
0.5 tsp/gal
2 Tbsp/gal
2 Tbsp/gal
2-3 Tbsp/gal
2 Tbsp/gal
0 1 tsp gal
1
fl o gal
0.5 tsp/gal
6 fl o 100 gal

Ahimsa Organics® Neem Cake (6-1-3 avg) Pure full-strength neem cake.
The residue of neem seed kernels after the oil has been pressed. Earthworm
populations increase when neem cake is added to the soil. Added to the soil
a few weeks before planting, neem’s antifungal properties help suppress
fusarium infestations. Use in combination with other fertilizers and soil
conditioners at 10 1
b weight ix into the top 6 8 of the soil or appl
as a topdressing around the base of your plants. Smells like old onion bagels.
Contains growth-regulating hormones so be cautious using it in potting mix,
adding no more than 1% by weight. No NH sale. OMRI
8272 A: 4# for $15.50
B: 44# for $105.00
Soybean Meal (7-1.5-3 avg.) High levels of nitrogen and potassium are
released as the soybean meal breaks down, providing fertility over time. Add
when first planting or transplanting For sidedressing, use fish meal or blood
meal. Considered the most effective and economical nitrogen fertilizer for
ortheast soils Certified nonNo NH sale. MOFGA
8275 A: 5# for $8.00
B: 50# for $50.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1300.00

No Fertilizers to New Hampshire

The state of New Hampshire called us trying to line their coffers. They are
demanding a $75 annual registration fee for every fertilizer we label, even if
that fertilizer is manufactured elsewhere. We offer a wide variety of products
to customers all over the country: we don’t sell much of any one product in
any one place. New Hampshire’s fees would eat up more than a third of our
gross margin on our fertilizer sales there, which isn’t cost-effective. We’ve
made the difficult decision to stop fertili er sales to ew ampshire until the
regulatory environment is friendlier.
We understand that state governments need multiple
sources of revenue, and we happily pay licensing fees to
several states that are commensurate with our volume of
sales there But charging a flat annual registration fee that
is so high does not uphold New Hampshire’s reputation
as a “business-friendly” state. If you live in New Hampshire
and would like to be able to buy fertilizer from us,
please call your local legislator or your Department of
Agriculture at (603) 271-3551 to voice your displeasure.

Fish Bone Meal (6.7-11.4-0.4) Fish scraps (a food industry byproduct)
are cooked, screened and milled to a uniform particle size. No stabilizers
or additives. Once in the ground the odor fades quickly. Excellent source
of nitrogen and phosphorus. Use as a sidedressing or mix into compost to
provide added nitrogen and a bacterial boost. No NH sale. MOFGA
8295 A: 5# for $11.00
B: 50# for $75.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $2100.00
Seabird Guano (12-11-2) Availability has been limited. Please check our
website for updates.
Poultry-Manure Compost Kreher Enterprises (5-4-3 with
9% Ca) Composted, pasteurized and pelletized poultry litter
from New York farms provides a good balance of major plant
nutrients and other essential elements. Pasteurization removes
the threat of weed seed and pathogen contamination, and
the composted material increases the biological
activity of your soil. Extremely popular with
our commercial veggie-farming customers.
No NH sale. A-size MOFGA; B/C sizes OMRI
8301 A: 5# for $6.75
B: 50# for $25.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $825.00
Shrimp Meal (A-size: 5.7-10-0; B/C-sizes: 4-5-0; both approx. 14% Ca)
You can’t barbecue it, boil it, broil it, bake it, or sauté it, but you can use it
to grow healthy plants! As well as being an excellent source of major plant
nutrients, shrimp shell meal is rich in chitin (23% or more). Adding it to your
soil puts beneficial chitin-eating bacteria into a feeding fren and subse uent
population boom. Once they’ve eaten up all the chitin
you applied, they will turn upon pathogenic fungi
and nematodes and disease-causing bacteria like
E. coli and salmonella solid bod of scientific
evidence supports the efficac of chitinous soil
amendments in the control of soil-borne pathogens.
ill help ou grow massive specimens of field-grown
cannabis. Improves lodging resistance and reduces
branch breakage. A key ingredient of our CannaLot
Mix (8369). Also a useful addition to compost mixes and
potting soils at 1/2 cup per cubic foot. No NH sale. MOFGA
8304 A: 5# for $10.00
B: 50# for $45.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1500.00

Feed Me!

Plant and animal byproducts provide a natural source of plant nutrients and
support the organic principle of recycling natural resources within agricultural
s stems, putting waste to productive use, reducing landfill space, and
preventing contamination of our waterways. Unlike synthetic fertilizers, they
provide tasty nibbles for soil life, and a well-fed microbial population will
help to unlock the nutrients already held in your soil.
Fertilizer analyses report levels of soluble nitrogen (N), phosphate
(P) and potash (K) available to your plants in the current growing season.
Additional nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium contained in the material may
become available at varying rates over time. Release rates depend on many
factors, including particle size, temperature and microbial activity in your
soil.
The analyses we provide for our plant and animal meals, and for the
mixes we produce in-house using those products, are not guaranteed analyses.
These natural products are highly variable. These analyses represent Maine
state lab tests performed on the most recent lot we purchased, and we keep
these numbers updated on our website as fresh lots come in and new tests are
performed. The numbers here do provide some guidelines for determining the
approximate ratios of nutrients in plant and animal meals.

If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!
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ANIMAL-BASED FERTILIZERS

Blood Meal (13-0-0) Fastest release time of any organic nitrogen source.
Highly recommended for corn. The smell (understandably) freaks out deer.
Side-dress 3 weeks after transplanting or 4 weeks after seeding, or till into
soil. No NH sale. MOFGA
8280 A: 5# for $16.00
B: 50# for $100.00
North Country Organics® Bone Char (0-12-0, 12% total P2O5, approx.
25% Ca) Burned bone meal provides large amounts of readily available
phosphorus he most economical source of for deficient soils excepting
fresh manure, which is bulkier and stinkier). No NH sale. A-size MOFGA; B/C
sizes OMRI
8283 A: 5# for $9.25
B: 50# for $42.50
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1325.00
Feather Meal (13-0-0) Provides a slow and steady release of nitrogen for
3 to 6 months depending on soil pH, moisture levels and biological activity.
If you’re playing chicken with low nitrogen levels, apply together with
composted poultry manure to speed the rate of release. Apply in the row at
planting time for sweet corn, melons, brassicas and other heavy feeders. Not
water-soluble; should be worked into the soil. No NH sale. MOFGA
8286 A: 5# for $11.75
B: 50# for $65.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $2100.00
Fish Hydrolysate - -0 Fish heads, bones, skin and guts finel ground
and then en maticall digested roduced using waste from fish processing,
not from wild-harvested whole fish he resulting gurr is stabili ed with
phosphoric acid. Liquid goes into solution readily and can be used as foliar
feed. Strain before adding to a drip irrigation system to avoid clogging the
lines Concentrated: use
bsp gal of water for garden application or foliar
spray. Use 23/4 61/4 qt/50 gal water per acre. No NH sale. MOFGA
8289 A: pint (3#) for $8.00
B: 1 gal (10#) for $25.00
C: 5 gal (50#) for $90.00
Fish Hydrolysate with Kelp - -0
ll the , & of fish plus
the micro-nutrients and growth hormones of kelp. Produced using
waste from fish processing, not from wild-harvested whole fish
Can be used as a foliar feed, in drip irrigation and for better seed
germination and seedling growth. Alice’s preferred drench for onions
and other early transplants; provides readily available nitrogen when
microbes are still sluggish in cold spring soil and encourages vigorous
rooting. Improves plant vigor and stress resistance, increases storage
life se
bsp gal water for soil drench, 3 bsp gal water for foliar
spray. Use 23/4 61/4 qt/50 gal water per acre. No NH sale. MOFGA
8292 A: pint (3#) for $8.00
B: 1 gal (10#) for $25.00
C: 5 gal (50#) for $90.00

SOIL AMENDMENTS

ll ingredients in our mixes, which are formulated and blended in-house, are on the
ational ist and on the
list of allowed products.
Sleepytime Garden Blend The last of the root vegetables have been
tucked into the cellar, and the soil microbes snooze contentedly under a
blanket of young winter rye. Snow is coming soon, and a hush descends on
the gardening season. The gardener may wish to feed the garden a bedtime
snack before she curls up b the fire with
the new Fedco catalog and a cup of tea,
but this is not the time for fertilizer
with soluble nutrients. Roots and
microbes alike are too
sleepy to do anything
with rich food, and it
will just get washed
away before spring
arrives. It’s the perfect
time to spread rock
powders, which need
time and moisture to
release their benefits
Our blend of granite,
zeolites, gypsum,
microminerals and
humates will improve soil structure, remineralize and enhance nutrient
availabilit for the next growing season oes not contain significant amounts
of soluble nutrients and will have a gently balancing effect on soil pH, so may
be applied to any soil without regard to soil test results. Apply 2 tons/acre or
100 lbs/1000 sq ft. MOFGA
8307 A: 5# for $7.75
B: 50# for $42.50
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1000.00
Vegemighty (3-2-3) An excellent all-purpose slow-release fertilizer for those
who prefer to avoid animal products reat for flower bulbs because it won t
attract critters se 1 tsp per transplant or bulb mixed into the loosened
soil below planting depth, or at 5#/50 sq ft as a topdressing. Contains soybean
meal, rock phosphate, organic alfalfa meal, sulfate of potash and kelp meal.
Does not contain brewers’ yeast extract, and may or may not encourage the
adoption of an Australian accent. No NH sale. MOFGA
8309 A: 5# for $9.50
B: 50# for $60.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1500.00
Gungnir Asparagus Mix (2-5-7) Named for the legendary dwarffashioned spear wielded by the Norse god Odin, our new house mix will
help you grow mighty spears of asparagus. Formulated to meet Penn State
Extension’s recommendations for the annual fertilization of asparagus beds:
contains bone char, alfalfa meal, sulfate of potash, wollastonite, soybean
meal, biochar and compost. Masterful forging and magical runes ensured
that Gungnir the spear would strike its target regardless of the strength and
skill of the warrior’s hand; Gungnir the fertilizer will help you strike your
target yields regardless of your strength and skill as a gardener, but do start by
ensuring that your soil pH is adequate (asparagus hates acidic soil) and keep
your beds well-weeded and well-watered. Broadcast in early spring before
spear emergence at 5# per 20 row feet or one ton per acre. No NH sale. MOFGA
NEW!
8310 A: 5# for $10.00
B: 50# for $65.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1700.00
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Turbo-Tuber (Approx. 7-2-9, plus 2% Ca and 3.5% S) Magic Molly, our
potato superhero, is the fastest girl in town: her jacked-up hybrid hatchback
runs on our high-test organic fertilizer, formulated to meet the nutrient
re uirements of potatoes Blended in-house from fish meal, feather meal,
soybean meal, sulfate of potash, dolomitic lime, pasteurized poultry manure
and K-mag. On balanced soils, apply at 5#/25 row feet, 50#/250 row feet, or
2000#/acre and work into the soil to planting depth. No NH sale. MOFGA
8315 A: 5# for $10.50
B: 50# for $72.50
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1750.00
3G Greener Garlic Grower (approx. 3-3.5-3.5, plus sulfur) By popular
demand, we designed a special Fedco mix to meet the nutrient requirements
of garlic. 3G is about the fastest data speed you can expect in much of rural
Maine, but we like life in the slow lane. We don’t mind planting garlic in
October and waiting until August to reap our pungent harvest. With 3G
Greener Garlic Grower, you can expect better spring emergence, more
vigorous plants, bigger bulbs and richer flavor Blended in-house from sulfur,
alfalfa meal, bone char, zeolites, sulfate of potash, feather meal and neem
cake. On balanced soils, apply 2 tons/acre or 100 lbs/1000 row ft banded inrow, or 1 Tbsp per clove for small plantings. If you like gardening even more
than cat videos, try 3G. No NH sale. MOFGA
8317 A: 5# for $10.75
B: 50# for $75.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1950.00

Tears of Joy Onion Kit All you need to grow a bountiful healthy crop of
onions, whether you’re starting with onion sets or plants or growing your own
seedlings. Includes 5# of NutriVeg for season-long release of nutrients; a pint
of fish h drol sate with kelp to get our transplants off to a good start 0 of
white-on-black plastic mulch to stop weeds, retain moisture, and keep the soil
comfortable for cool-loving alliums; a quart of Garlic Barrier to deter fungus
and insect pests; 25 mesh bags to store the roots of your labor; and growing
instructions. No NH sale. All inputs MOFGA.
8318 A: kit (13#) for $40.00
Blueberry Booster A blend of granite meal, sulfur, Tennessee brown
phosphate, trace minerals and compost. Brings down the soil pH and provides
the nutrients necessary for healthy blueberry plants and good fruit. Mix 3# per
plant into the soil when planting. As a sidedressing in spring or fall apply 3#
per plant. No NH sale. MOFGA
8321 A: 3# for $6.25
B: 30# for $26.00
Hole-Istic Spring Planting Mix Recommended for establishing new fruit
trees. Our own well-balanced blend of Tennessee brown phosphate, alfalfa
meal, Azomite and K-Mag in a humus-rich base of worm castings. Add 3# per
tree hole when planting. No NH sale. MOFGA
8324 A: 3# for $7.75
B: 30# for $42.00
Fruition Mix A balanced fertilizer to keep your bearing fruit trees healthy and
productive. Gypsum (to maintain optimum calcium levels to promote disease
resistance), soybean meal (for slow-release nitrogen and a small potassium
boost), and Azomite in a compost base to fuel the microbial engine. Bearing
fruit trees may not require fertilization every year, but if your tree put on 4" or
less of terminal growth in the previous season then our Fruition Mix will put
new spring in its step. In spring apply 10# per 1" trunk diameter, or 1 bag per
tree 5" and over, out to the drip line. No NH sale. MOFGA
8330 A: 50# for $40.00
Fall Fruit Tree Prep Mix To prepare your land in fall or winter for spring
fruit-tree planting, use this mix. Without digging a hole, spread one bag on an
area 6 in diameter Cover with 1/8 yd (about 31/2 cu ft) of compost and then
with 1/8 1/4 yd of chipped branches and brush. As the chipped brush breaks
down over the winter it promotes mycorrhizal fungi, which improve root
growth and function. By spring you’ll have a rich spot ready to plant; just pull
back the mulch, dig the hole, and incorporate the supplements and compost
as ou back-fill around the tree roots Contains calcitic lime, rock phosphate,
Azomite, granite meal, humates, bone char, kelp meal and blood meal. No
NH sale. MOFGA
8333 A: 32# for $40.00

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

OTHER MIXES

Fertrell® Feed•n•Gro (3-2-3) Slow-release plant food made with blood
meal, bone meal, feather meal, peanut meal, alfalfa, aragonite, sulfate of
potash, greensand and kelp ppl when planting at 3 100 row ft and sidedress at the same rate when plants are a few inches high. Can be used under
transplants at 1/4 cup per hole. Side-dress later if needed. Apply to orchards at
a rate of 3000#/acre. No NH sale. MOFGA
8339 A: 5# for $9.25
B: 50# for $45.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $1450.00
NutriVeg® (5-4-4, 5% Ca) A blend of fertilizers and minerals to provide
balanced nutrition for all your plants and vegetables. Contains alfalfa meal,
crab meal, feather meal, fish meal, kelp meal, kelp extract, rock phosphate
and sulfate of potash. Before planting, work it into the top of the soil. Reapply
as needed during the growing season. For fruit trees and shrubs apply around
the drip line and work into the top layer of soil where roots feed. Apply again
if trees are under stress or if soil is poor. Made in Maine. No NH sale. MOFGA
8342 A: 5# for $12.50
B: 50# for $70.00
C: pallet 40 bags (2000#) for $2300.00
Biochar Join the carbon-farming revolution. Biochar is the product of
heating organic matter in a low-oxygen environment: instead of releasing the
carbon into the atmosphere, this converts it to a highly stable form that can
be held in the soil for hundreds or thousands of years. Think of biochar as a
super-compost! Biochar helps your soil sequester more carbon and emit less
nitrous oxide (a greenhouse gas 300 times more potent than carbon dioxide).
It provides a dream home for beneficial bacteria and fungi and prevents
essential plant nutrients from leaching out of the root zone. This is 100% pure
horticultural-grade raw char, with 70 8
fixed carbon ppl raw char at up
to 20#/1000 sq ft or 700#/acre on ground you are resting or preparing to put
into production for the first time Do not apply this product as-is to ground
that is currently in production! Raw char may inhibit plant growth for a
year or two: the native soil microbes consume available nitrogen while slowly
colonizing the micropore matrix. Then the magic happens and plant growth
explodes in year three or four. If you can’t wait that long, blend raw char
with our compost feedstock, using up to 0 char he compost will finish
faster and the compost/biochar blend may be applied to growing plants with
immediate benefits nd if ou re
in a hurr , soak biochar in
compost tea for 24 hours (this is practical only for small operations, since
the mucky wet biochar would not handle well in a mechanical
spreader). But Mother Nature counsels patience. MOFGA
8348 A: 5# for $10.75
B: 25# for $39.25
C: pallet 80 bags (2000#) for $2000.00

Worm Castings (0.5-0.5-0.3 avg. and trace minerals) Research at Ohio
State niversit indicates that adding 10 0 worm castings b volume
to potting mixes greatly improves germination, seedling growth and plant
productivity, but greater amounts produce decreased
benefits orm castings limit plant disease and have
beneficial effects including enhanced m corrhi al activit
and the suppression of parasitic nematodes Benefits
are lost if castings are sterilized. Our non-sterile
castings come from locally farmed worms. MOFGA
8350 A: 8 qt (8#) for $14.00
B: 20 qt (20#) for $29.00
C: 2 cu yd (2000#) for $1155.00
Superworm Frass (2-2-2, 16% Chitin) The excrement
of darkling beetles is highly valued as a soil amendment
by cannabis growers. And as if “darkling beetle” didn’t
already sound like the invention of a fantasy novelist, the
manufacturers have dubbed their darkling beetle larvae
“superworms.” On a dark and stormy night, an evil band
of fungus gnats swarms toward your Conspiracy
Kush. Superworm to the rescue! Darkling beetle
is the common name for the Tenebrionidae
family of beetles, which comprises more than 20,000 species worldwide.
Their frass (a polite word for insect poop) is a respectable source of N-P-K,
but more importantly it is a rich source of plant-available chitin. Frass
nourishes chitin-feeding bacteria and fungi, which in turn devour gnat eggs
and root-feeding nematodes Chitin also fortifies plants cell walls, stimulates
their immune systems, and fosters healthy blooms (think more and bigger and
stickier buds!) Not just for cannabis: frass is a useful addition to potting soils
and an excellent sidedressing for any crop. MOFGA
8351 A: 1# (0#) for $10.00
B: 5# for $35.00
C: 50# for $230.00
Vermont Compost Plus® Blended from composted manure and plant
materials, blond sphagnum peat moss, granite meal, animal and/or protein
meal, black rock phosphate, kelp meal, gypsum, vermiculite and langbeinite.
A great boost for transplants, potted plants and garden soils. Improves soil
structure, provides a generous dose of slowly released nutrients and enhances
microbial activity. Rejuvenate potted plants by spreading a shallow layer on
the top of the container and watering in. Add a few tablespoons in the bottom
of a transplant hole to reduce transplant shock. Sidedressing greens after
earl cuttings will stimulate new growth Improve our potting soils with 8
Tbsp/qt. Will not burn roots. If you’re ordering a tote, please see box at the
bottom of next page. MOFGA
8353 A: 60 qts (60#) for $45.00
B: pallet 27 bags (2000#) for $1215.00
C: 2 cu yd tote, drop ship (2000#) for $950.00
Coast of Maine Quoddy Blend™ Organic Lobster Compost Extra
Rich Soil Conditioner for Flower & Vegetable Gardens. Made of composted
lobster, crab, peat, bark and cow manure. Rich in micronutrients. Ideal for
flower and vegetable beds OMRI
8356 A: 1 cu ft (40#) for $11.00
Coast of Maine Penobscot Blend™ Compost & Peat 75% composted
salmon, mussels and wild blueberries with 25% sphagnum peat. Perfect for
mulching trees and shrubs, or topdressing lawns. Adds nutrients and structure
to planting mixes. MOFGA
8359 A: 1 cu ft (40#) for $11.00
GreenTree Growers’ Blend A lighter blend of coir, sphagnum peat
and organic nutrients. Recommended for small seeds, early growth and any
plants that prefer high air capacity and quick drainage. Adequate fertility for
four weeks of growth, and may be used longer with supplemental fertilizer.
Company is now owned by bio365, based in California, but product is still
made in New York. MOFGA
8363 A: 1.5 cu ft (40#) for $25.00
GreenTree Ag Blend™ All-purpose blend, light on the peat, with coconut
coir, worm castings and a well-balanced organic nutrient package. pH 6.5 and
EC 1.5 mS/cm. Suitable for seed starting, transplants and microgreens. Made
in New York. MOFGA
8365 A: 1.5 cu ft (40#) for $25.00
B: pallet 85 bags (2380#) for $2125.00
GreenTree BioAll™ A premium high-test potting soil. Formerly branded
as Ithaca Blend (some bags still labeled that way). Coir, sphagnum peat
and worm castings form the base of this top-quality mix; GreenTree’s own
biochar is added to encourage a thriving microbial population, and the whole
concoction is topped off with a generous well-balanced helping of organic
nutrients. Highly recommended for indoor growers, container gardening or
slow-growing seedlings that will be in the greenhouse for six weeks or more.
Seth Yentes of North Branch Farm said his onion seedlings thrived best in this
soil. He observed that it has excellent water-retention capacity, and it doesn’t
get slimy on top like some organic potting soils. Made in New York. MOFGA
8368 A: 1.5 cu ft (40#) for $30.00
B: pallet 85 bags (2380#) for $2200.00

If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!
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SOIL MIXES

MORE FEDCO MIXES
Ancients Rise Mix Whether they be abandoned heirlooms or wild
seedlings, tucked in the woods or growing alongside an old road, apple trees
live on for hundreds of years. More and more people are renovating these
old and sometimes forgotten trees, not only to enhance production and fruit
quality, but also as acts of reverence. Our unique blend of rock powders,
trace minerals, biostimulants and humic acid is formulated to enhance the
soil cation exchange capacity, build humus, and condition the soil in which
the ancient roots reside. Best if spread at the tree’s drip line and several
feet beyond. No need to work into the soil—just cover with a thick layer of
woody mulch. Can be applied in fall or spring, ideally in conjunction with a
thoughtful pruning program. Apply one bag per old tree. Ancients, rise! No
NH sale. MOFGA
8336 A: 50# for $50.00
True Love Rose & Ornamental Mix
-6-3 Show our flowers
you appreciate them by treating them to dinner now and then. This mix is
formulated to feed both soil and plant to encourage healthy foliage
and lush, colorful blooms Contains fish meal, alfalfa meal, bone
char, gypsum, Azomite, sulfate of potash, epsom salts, kelp
meal and humates. Supplemented with endomycorrhizae to
improve the roots’ ability to take up nutrients, water and
oxygen. Roses are particularly high-maintenance garden
partners (their preferred love language is gifts of fertilizer),
but other ornamentals will also appreciate this mix if they look
like they need a little tender loving care. Love might be blind,
but ou ll definitel see a difference in our blossoms ppl 1/2
cup per plant once the soil has warmed (approx. 10 cups per 5#
bag). No NH sale. MOFGA NEW!
8337 A: 5# for $11.75
B: 50# for $80.00

Coir Blocks This premium washed low-EC coconut coir is a biodegradable
and environmentally sound substitute for peat moss. Compressed blocks of
coconut fibers coir swell to eight or nine times their original si e when
placed in hot water he fibers are uite short but have excellent moistureretention capacity. pH 5.0-7.0, electrical conductivity of less than 0.5 S/m.
Use in potting mixes or to add organic matter to your soil. Improves aeration
and nutrient retention. Easy to store and ship. Coir has been commended by
the Wildlife Conservation Society as ecologically sustainable. Each block
expands to approximately 21/2 cubic ft once hydrated. To hydrate, set up a
large container with 6 8 gal of water llow the block to soak for about twent
hours, or until it’s wet through and breaks apart. MOFGA
8380 A: one block (10#) for $15.00
B: pallet 198 blocks (2000#) for $1850.00
Perlite Volcanic glass that has been heated until it “pops” like corn, resulting
in a lightweight, porous and stable material. Widely used in potting mixes
usuall as 0
of the total mix to improve water retention and prevent
compaction. Also used for rooting cuttings: place cuttings in a plastic bag of
moistened perlite with the cut ends buried up to the node, then fill the rest of
the bag with air, seal, and leave in indirect sunlight for 3 weeks MOFGA
8389 A: 1.5 cu ft (15#) for $22.50
B: 2.7 cu yd tote (2000#) for $550.00
Rice Hulls A great alternative to perlite in your growing medium—
carbonaceous, renewable and less dusty to mix. May be included at up to a
third of your potting mix by volume. Also used as a mulch for container plants
to retain soil moisture and improve microbial activity. Parboiled to eliminate
viable weed seeds. Improves aeration and retains moisture. May cause rapid
surface dry-out even when underlying soil moisture is ample; be sure not to
overwater. Remains stable during the average plant production cycle with
minimal nitrogen tie-up. OMRI
8392 A: 7 cu ft (65#) for $23.00
B: pallet 16 bags (1800#) for $330.00
Buckwheat Hulls An attractive economical sustainable mulching alternative. Cover your beds with a thin layer of hulls, 1/2 1 thick: it will look sparse
at first and the hulls ma seem light enough to blow awa in a good bree e
They will swell up nicely after a rain or two and settle down to a summer of
weed and grass suppression. We have a surprise customer base for these hulls
from people making zafus and other pillows. Tell us if you’re a pillow-maker,
and we’ll be sure to select an extra-clean bag for you. MOFGA
8397 A: 2 cu ft (25#) for $12.50
B: pallet 44 bags (2000#) for $450.00
Chocolate Mulch The only mulch that might sabotage your diet
resolutions—it really does smell like chocolate! The shells of the cocoa bean
make an excellent organic mulching material, dry and weed-free. While
the smell may make the gardener hungry, it repels many insects. The dark
reddish-brown color is ver attractive and deepens with age ou ma find
references online to cocoa shell mulch being harmful to pets or wildlife, but
very few animals will eat it and even fewer will eat enough to cause ill effects.
Best applied in sunny dry areas. Apply a 1" thick layer and water lightly to
prevent the hulls from blowing away; as they dry, they will curl and interlock,
providing an effective and long-lasting barrier against weeds. AYC
8400 A: 2 cu ft (25#) for $18.75
B: pallet 60 bags (1500#) for $900.00

SOIL & MULCHES

CannaLot Medicinal MegaSoil Dan, a faithful
Fedco customer with a flair for experimentation,
developed this mix and was kind enough to share
his formula with us. He says, “I’ve been working
on maximizing inputs to the point of performance
versus death on these plants for about ten years, and have
developed a feeling for how much they can take…This
mix showed no signs of N or P overdose on foliage for the
2017 season.” Use this complete soil mix in 8808 Fabric
Pots to take your cannabis plants from 12" to harvest. To
maximize quality and yield, fertigate with 8189 Monster
Plant Mojo and 8185 EM-1 and 8289 Fish Hydrolysate.
Contains a wide variety of mineral-, plant- and
animal-based organic fertilizers (including biochar to
support microbial activity, crustacean meal to deter
fungus gnats and stimulate production of terpenes
and cannabinoids, and wollastonite for strong plant
structure) in a base of compost, worm castings, coir
and a little peat. This specialty soil is not intended
for seedling production and may not perform
well for that purpose. As King Arthur would
sing, “Don’t let it be forgot/ That once there
was some pot/ For this brief shining season
that was grown/ In CannaLot.” Approx. 50 qt
or 1.67 cu ft per bag. MOFGA
8369 A: 50# for $55.00
Vermont Compost Fort Vee™ Potting Soil Blond sphagnum peat, compost, vermiculite and coir with a blend of organic and mineral amendments.
Widely used by growers who make soil blocks. Has good water retention and
a long-lasting nutrient supply from the high proportion of compost in the mix.
Made in Vermont. If you’re ordering a tote, please see box at the bottom of
this page. MOFGA
8371 A: 60 qts (60#) for $45.00
B: pallet 27 bags (2000#) for $1200.00
C: 2 cu yd tote, drop ship (2000#) for $850.00
Vermont Compost Fort Light™ Potting Soil Blond sphagnum peat,
compost, coconut coir, perlite, and a blend of organic and mineral amendments. Recommended for cell-tray seedlings. Warms more quickly and drains
better than Fort Vee. Might need additional fertilizing prior to transplanting
if seedlings grow for more than 4 weeks. Try topdressing with 8353 Compost
Plus. Made in Vermont. If you’re ordering a tote, please see box at the bottom
of this page. MOFGA
8374 A: 60 qts (50#) for $45.00
B: pallet 27 bags (2000#) for $1200.00
C: 2 cu yd tote, drop ship (2000#) for $850.00
Living Acres NP Germination Blend™ A light-textured potting soil
with extra perlite, screened to 1/4
ecommended for the smallest flower
and herb seeds. Seedlings more than three weeks old should be fertilized or
transplanted to a more nutrient-rich blend to grow out. Made in Maine. MOFGA
8377 A: 2 cu ft (50#) for $22.50

Vermont Compost Totes

Please Note! Totes are shipped from
Vermont (we do not stock them at our
warehouse) and the actual weight is about
1500 lbs. If you do not have a forklift or
loading dock to handle the delivery, you
may pick the tote up at our warehouse but
regular freight charges will still apply. Or,
you may request a lift gate to unload the tote
at your location for an additional $75.
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When you see the star, this item
ualifies our entire rganic rowers
Supply order for a volume discount. Take
an additional 5% off December orders!
Orders over $100 deduct 5%
Orders over $300 deduct 10%
Orders over $600 deduct 15%
Orders over $1200 deduct 20%
Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

SUPPLEMENTS

Not all feed supplements are created equal! We love the way Crystal Creek®
formulates their minerals with careful attention to the needs of livestock. Their
phosphorus source is cleaned to practicall eliminate toxins like fluoride, aluminum,
lead, arsenic and cadmium. The trace mineral packages avoid inorganic sulfates in
favor of more bioavailable polysaccharide chelates. Most important for animals in the
ortheast, r stal reek uses 00 selenium east (
bioavailable) instead of
sodium selenite (
bioavailable). The federal government limits the amount of total
selenium that ma be used in livestock supplements to ppm of the total ration, but
this is marginall sufﬁcient in areas with naturall low selenium levels in the soil, so the
bioavailabilit of this ingredient is ke to maintaining optimum health and reproductive
efﬁcienc . This line comes highl recommended b eff ragg, who runs one of
aine s largest organic dairies.
Find poultry minerals from Crystal Creek and Fertrell on our website.
Crystal Creek Swine Mineral A balanced and highly bioavailable
formula for weaned market hogs. Contains no synthetic lysine; suitable for
organic production. Does not contain adequate calcium
and phosphorus to support optimum performance
in breedstock and nursing pigs. Inclusion rates vary
depending on growth stage: mix thoroughly with feed
at a rate of 37–50# mineral per ton, along with 5–7# of
salt—we recommend 8482 Redmond trace mineral salt.
Do not overmix or feed free-choice. MOFGA
8440 A: 50# for $88.00
Crystal Creek 2:1 Goat Mineral For growing and lactating goats. May
be mixed with feed at 125–150#/ton (use the higher amount if grain intake is
low) or offered free-choice. Formulated with copper for a goat’s requirements:
do not feed to sheep. MOFGA
8452 A: 50# for $80.00
Crystal Creek Sheep Mineral For fast-growing and lactating sheep. May
be mixed with feed at 125–150#/ton (use the higher amount if grain intake is
low) or offered free-choice. Formulated with attention to sheep’s sensitivity
to copper. MOFGA
8458 A: 50# for $80.00

LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

WeedGuardPlus® Standard Weight Roll. Sturdy dark brown paper
provides a biodegradable mulch and weed barrier made from cellulose
fibers orous enough to allow water penetration suall provides a season
of weed suppression and soil-temperature moderation, although the rate of
decomposition will depend on weather conditions and the degree of biological
activit in the soil erfect for giving competitive crops a protected start
ecommended for pumpkins, s uash, cabbage, broccoli and cauliflower ot
recommended for high-traffic areas or where reliable season-long protection
is required. A great alternative to plastic mulch if you want to reduce your
footprint or your end-of-season labor bill. 36" wide. OMRI
8403 A: 36"x250' (21#) for $60.00
B: 36"x500' (35#) for $95.00
Hemp Tree Squares The magical medicine plant strikes
again! hese hemp-fiber s uares block weeds and preserve
moisture around the base of your young trees, giving
you more time to sit on the porch adjusting your
attitude with other cannabis products if you’d like.
Would also work well for other large plants, like
tomatoes—or cannabis, for that matter. Simply
slip the square around the base of your plant
and secure two diagonally opposite corners
with 8883 Earth Staples. Easier and tidier to
use than loose mulches; safe for humans,
animals and the environment. Fully
biodegradable, but quite rugged: expect
them to last one or two seasons depending on
soil and weather conditions. Will fully break
down after three or four years. 18"x18"x1/2". AYC NEW!
8405 A: ve 18 s uares (2#) for $12.00
B: case of 50 s uares (25#) for $85.00
Woven Ground Cover Thick commercial-grade polypropylene fabric that
deters stubborn weeds like dandelions
ot organic, but not a throwawa
product like the plastic mulches. This super-rugged fabric will last at least
a decade if protected from photodegradation by a thin layer of wood chips,
straw or ha
er resistant to tearing se around the base of trees, in
perennial flower beds, or in permanent walkwa s in our garden llows
water penetration. The two widths come from different manufacturers at this
time. The 6' fabric is heavier-duty than the 4' and has a fuzzy underside that
prevents it from sliding around.
8406 A: 4x50' (4#) for $45.00
B: 4x250' (35#) for $150.00
C: 6x50' (6#) for $90.00
D: 6x250' (60#) for $325.00
White on Black Plastic Mulch pper white la er reflects sunlight back
on the plants, increasing photosynthesis. Black lower layer blocks light to
suppress weeds. Less solar energy is transmitted to the soil, keeping soil
temperatures lower. Growers on the Vermont Vegetable and Berry Growers
Association listserv report that white-on-black mulch repels thrips as well as
reflective silver mulch, while being easier on workers e es ecommended
for strawberries, onions, brassicas and lettuce. 1.0 mil. 4' wide.
8412 A: 4x50' (0#) for $8.50
B: 4x250' (5#) for $27.50
C: 4x4000' (80#) for $300.00
Embossed Black Plastic Mulch Good all-purpose plastic mulch for
cool-weather areas. Excellent weed suppression. Increases soil temperatures
b several degrees ut down a few weeks before planting to allow the soil to
soak up some heat. Embossed texture increases strength and minimizes tearing. Recommended for tomatoes, cucurbits and sweet corn. 1.0 mil. 4' wide.
8418 A: 4x50' (0#) for $7.25
B: 4x250' (5#) for $20.00
C: 4x4000' (80#) for $210.00
IRT 100 Mulch InfraRed Transmitting plastic suppresses weeds nearly as
well as black mulch and lets infrared light through to warm the soil more
quickly and to a higher temperature. For northern growers, IRT adds days
to the growing season at both ends. Recommended for long-season squash,
melons, peppers, eggplant and okra. 1.0 mil. 4' wide.
8421 A: 4x50' (0#) for $10.25
B: 4x250' (5#) for $37.50
C: 4x2400' (50#) for $225.00

Useful Free Online Resources

Graze Magazine (grazeonline.com) Level-headed treatment of managementintensive rotational gra ing on famil -scale farms, much of it relevant to ew
England.
Maine Grass Farmers Network (extension.umaine.edu/livestock/mgfn/)
Resources and annual conference for grass-based livestock producers.
Northeast Organic Dairy Producers Association nodpa com
ot ust
for dairy farmers newsletters offer useful articles about growing forages and
grain, and organic approaches to animal healthcare.
Animal Welfare Approved agreenerworld org Certifies high-welfare pasture-based farms er useful certification guidelines and technical bulletins

If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!
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LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES

PARASITE CONTROL

Fertrell® Gra ier’s Choice Mix of kelp meal, feed-grade soft rock phosphate, Redmond trace mineral salt, vitamin E, sodium selenite and diatomaceous earth designed for grazing livestock. Contains no added copper so safe
for sheep. Does not contain a full complement of micronutrients. MOFGA
8473 A: 50# for $52.50
Diatomaceous Earth erma- uard Fossil Shell Flour
nti-caking gent
Many livestock producers swear by diatomaceous earth as a preventive for
internal parasite problems; clinical studies do not back this claim, but most
animals will consume it freely and it may help improve gastrointestinal
health. It is certainly effective on external parasites and to control the growth
of maggots under bedding, as the sharp edges of the particles lacerate insects’
bodies and cause death by dehydration. Wear a dust mask when handling.
comes in two grades: pool filter grade is chemicall treated and poses
a severe respiratory hazard for mammals, therefore should not be used. Our
natural grade is the right type to use with animals. Do not exceed 2% of total
ration. OMRI
8479 A: 50# for $35.00
Redmond Agriculture 10 Fine Premium Mineral Salt Minimum 95%
aCl hese salts accumulated as a great inland sea evaporated he trace
minerals provide a valuable supplement for livestock growth and health.
Free-choice supplement; animals love it. A good choice for a salt source to
complement salt-free mineral mixes. OMRI
8482 A: 50# for $20.00
Kelp Meal - Organic Kelp is an excellent source of iodine and vitamin
A and provides lower concentrations of dozens of other vitamins and trace
minerals. Enthusiastically sought by livestock: I remember visiting a local
farm several years ago where a loose goat followed me into the house so that
she could stuff her head into the open bag of kelp sitting in the mudroom. Feed
free-choice or mix in at 1
of total ration ur feed-grade kelp is certified
organic. MOFGA
8263 A: 5# for $13.50
B: 50# for $80.00
C: pallet 0 bags (2000#) for $2500.00
Molasses - Organic Molasses is a common and cost-effective feed additive
used for many purposes. Add it to your animals’ drinking water in cold
weather, where it will give a helpful caloric boost and its pleasant flavor will
encourage better water consumption and prevent impaction If ou cannot find
good hay, a drizzle of molasses will improve the palatability of poor quality
hay as well as increase the ration’s energy and mineral content. A good option
for treating ketonic cows olasses will act as a binder, reducing dust in finel
ground feeds. Molasses may be fed liberally, but not free-choice: restrict to
10 of the ration or less Certified organic MOFGA
8497 A: gal (10#) for $13.50
B: 55 gal ( 00#) for $ 75.00
Apple Cider Vinegar - Organic Long used by livestock growers for a host
of purposes. Anecdotal evidence praises apple cider vinegar as a preventative
for ketosis and milk fever, a parasiticide, a coccidiostat and a treatment for
mastitis. May improve the metabolizable energy of grain-based rations.
efinitel knocks algae back in stock tanks in summer Certified organic
MOFGA

8500 A: gal (10#) for $19.25
B: 55 gal ( 00#) for $750.00

For a Complete Guide to
rganic and umane-Based ork
roduction, read lice s book
Happy Pigs Taste Better (p. 154).

Affordable and informative fecal testing is available through MidAmerica
Agricultural Research (midamericaagresearch.net). They charge $6–10 per
sample and provide you with egg counts broken down by species of parasite.
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Internal parasites are the chilles heel of organic livestock production. ll livestock
producers battle these invisible feed thieves and suffer annual economic losses in
the hundreds of millions from lost efﬁcienc and associated health problems. aking
the challenge more difﬁcult, organic producers face strict limitations on the tools the
can use to treat a parasite problem. While many natural substances are touted as
parasiticides, including diatomaceous earth, apple-cider vinegar, garlic, black walnut
hulls and various herbs, there is little or no scientiﬁc evidence to back these claims in
man cases what few studies have been conducted are not promising.
ood management is our ﬁrst and best defense: genetic resistance and
tolerance, long pasture rotations, good sanitation and top-qualit nutrition all help
prevent heav infestations of parasites. If fecal testing does show an acute problem,
we offer a number of
-compliant parasite treatments that have been successful in
published trials.
Crystal Creek Pivot-FL™ We all know how wet, grey, muddy and
unpleasant things can get in the fall and spring. As their bodies struggle to
adjust to changing temperatures and damp conditions, animals are more
susceptible to internal parasites and disease-causing organisms ivot-F is
formulated to support health in all livestock species during these challenging
periods of seasonal transition. Yeast cultures stimulate immune response and
immobilize harmful microorganisms; kelp and other mineral sources provide
nutritional support; and probiotics support gastrointestinal health. MOFGA
8512 A: 5# buc et (5#) for $ 7.50
Strong Animals Regano Liquid A formulation of oregano oil, which
studies suggest may be useful for control of internal parasites, especially
coccidia. A small-scale SARE-funded study, conducted by organic livestock
specialist Diane Schivera, showed promising results for coccidia in sheep
and goats and for Trichostrongyles (hair worms) and Haemonchus contortus
(barber pole worm) in goats. A 2003 Greek study showed that oregano
essential oil was an effective coccidiostat in young broilers. Bonus side
effect: reduces methane emissions and improves feed efficienc in ruminants
A little goes a long way; see our website for dosage information. May be
administered in the feed if a carrier (such as organic vegetable oil) is used to
ensure thorough mixing. OMRI
8542 A: gal (10#) for $205.00
Vermi-Tox™ An herbal blend from Agri-Dynamics: includes garlic,
th me, peppermint and trace minerals reliminar research at
California State niversit in 010 showed that ermi- ox
performed as well as injectable Ivermectin in reducing
strongyle eggs in the feces of
just-weaned goat kids. Aktan
administered this product
to some unthrifty lambs, and
within days they shed some
alarmingly large tapeworms.
Very strong product: follow
administration rates strictly. MOFGA
8545 A: uart (3#) for $ 0.00
Copasure® Copper oxide wire particles in bolus form. Copasure was
developed to treat copper deficiencies in cattle, but several studies show
C
effectivel controls Haemonchus contortus (barber pole worm) in
goats and sheep. Administer one bolus every 6 months. Consult a veterinarian
and use caution if administering to sheep; while copper oxide is poorly
absorbed compared to copper sulfate, copper toxicity remains a risk in many
breeds of sheep. MOFGA
8548 A: 2 2g boluses (0#) for $28.00
B: 12 g boluses (0#) for $28.00
Lice & Mange Wash A pleasant-smelling enzyme-based treatment for
lice and mange in cattle, sheep and hogs ot effective on ticks nlike
diatomaceous earth, will not cause respiratory damage. Mix with an equal
quantity of water immediately before use and spray animal thoroughly.
Repeat in 7 days. MOFGA
8554 A: pint (3#) for $17.00
No-Fly™ n oil-based botanical fl repellent for cattle, horses or other
livestock pestered b flies s a wipe-on or spra , ma be applied full strength
or diluted 1:1 with mineral oil. MOFGA
8557 A: gal (10#) for $99.00

Neem and Karanja Oils for Livestock Skin Health

eem 8660) and karanja (8663) oils can be used topically on livestock and
pets as a parasiticide and for general skin care. Studies show neem can control
lice, mites, fleas and other ectoparasites as an antifeedant, landing repellent
and fecundity reducer. Aside from its better-known antifungal and antibacterial
properties, neem oil also has anti-inflammator and analgesic ualities that
make it an effective skin therapy for mammals. Karanja oil shares many of these
pest- and disease-fighting properties and works s nergisticall with neem to
improve its efficac
ix 1 o neem oil or 1/2 oz neem and 1/2 oz karanja) with
1/2 gallon of warm water, using soap to emulsify. Massage into animal’s skin,
fur or fleece, keeping it awa from e es et sit for half an hour and wash off
Repeat every 2 weeks or as needed. We use it on our sheep after spring shearing
and observe a lasting effect through the grazing season. One cautionary note:
if ingested in significant amounts, neem oil ma have a negative effect on
conception. Learn more about neem and karanja on page 136.

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

ll these products, ranging from preventive measures such as bird-scaring balloons
and flash tape, to last resorts such as copper or
anic, are commonl used in
sustainable farming and gardening.
Also consider row cover for excellent protection from insects. See 8876 floating
row cover on page
.

ORCHARD AND GARDEN PEST PATROL

The products in this section provide a degree of pest control and will help certiﬁed
growers meet the requirements of rule 0 . 0 of the ational rganic rogram.
Bird-Scaring Balloon Successfully tested against some of Maine’s toughest crows! Multi-colored strips around a menacing metallic eye. According
to Cherokee artist Kade Twist, “The iconography on the balloon is indigenous iconography. It’s called an ‘open eye’ and it’s a pattern used from South
America to Canada…Another thing is the colors. It just so happens that
the balloons use Indian medicine colors.” Kade and two other artists created an installation piece called epellent Fence consisting of 6 inflatable
bird-scaring balloons 10 in diameter floating 7 above the ground in a -mile
line bisecting the S - exican border eople on both sides of the border
helped with the installation to create a “metaphorical suture stitching together
cultures that have inhabited these lands long before borders were drawn.”
The “open eye” motif was reinvented in Japan as a bird-scaring device and is
widely used there for that purpose. Our balloons are only 14" in diameter but
may deter birds from migrating toward your sweet corn or blueberries. Most
effective if moved around the garden from time to time rotects a 1
0
radius. Indigenous Royalties.
8615 A: balloon (0#) for $10.00
Birdscare Flash Tape® Silver and red metallized 7/16"x290' plastic tape
is a cost-effective way to protect crops from bird damage. Suspend tape in a
loose spiral above the crop ape flashes and flickers in the wind to resemble
fire er effective against flocking birds and crows, ma also help keep
raptors away from your chickens. Less effective against robins, sparrows and
their ilk. Don’t apply too early or birds may get used to tape.
8618 A: ash tape (0#) for $8.00
Ready To Use Tree Tanglefoot® Insect Barrier A very sticky substance
made of castor oil, natural gum resins and vegetable waxes revents climbing
insects from reaching foliage, buds and fruit. Tightly wrap a piece of stiff 3"
wide paper around the trunk a foot or two off the ground. Tape this “sleeve” to
itself but not to the tree. Smear Tanglefoot on the paper. (Applying Tanglefoot
directly to bark could damage the tree.) 15 oz spreads a 3" wide band over 14'
of paper. OMRI
8624 A: 15 o tub (0#) for $17.00

Stiky Stuff All-weather adhesive used to coat red balls
for monitoring and trapping insect populations. Sticky and
odorless coating. To remove, use a blunt scraper and wipe
with a paper towel or rag after each swipe. Then massage in
mineral spirits, baby oil or CitraSolv with a cloth and wipe
off. 8 oz covers approx. 2 sq ft, which our staff geometer
calculates will coat at least 7 red ball traps. AYC
8630
A: 8 oz (0#) for $15.00
Apple Pest Kit Six red ball traps, apple maggot pheromone lure and a jar
of Stik Stuff rovides pest monitoring for a small orchard or pest control
for 1–3 trees.
8636 A: it (5#) for $ 5.00
Codling Moth Trap & Lure Awfully cute name for an awfully harmful
pest! Codling moth (Cydia pomonella) is a pest that damages fruit of apple,
pear, walnut and quince. It is the “worm
in the apple.” The larva (caterpillar stage)
typically bores through the blossom end
or the stem end of the fruit, eating its way
to the center and then eating an exit route
that fills with frass Codling moth goes
through two generations in most regions of
the S he first generation can contribute
to fruitlets falling during “June drop.”
The second generation damages fruit but
does not induce dropping, so affected
fruit must be culled at harvest. The sex
pheromone lure attracts males only; use
for monitoring (as opposed to reducing
population and fruit damage). When moths
start to collect in the traps, that is the time
to start spraying an organic insecticide:
Bacillus thuringiensis (8753 i el or
8756 Safer Caterpillar Killer) or Spinosad
(8759 Entrust or 8762 ontere arden Insect Spra
se 1 traps per
tree, depending on the size of the tree. Set out at bloom time and keep traps
in trees through August, replacing every 4 weeks. Installation instructions
included. Set of 2 traps and 2 lures.
8646 A: traps lures (0#) for $15.00
Sticky Strips Conventional and organic growers alike commonly use
sticky strip traps as part of their integrated pest management programs, to
monitor the presence and population level of insect
pest species to determine when populations are
high enough that crops will suffer significant
damage and treatment will be economically
ustifiable sed in high concentrations on
small plantings, sticky strip traps can even
control pests all by themselves. Different
colors attract different insects. Choose
8648-A yellow traps for aphids, cucumber
beetles, fungus gnats, corn root worms
or whiteflies use them with ammonium
bait enhancers (available on our website)
for apple and blueberry maggots. Choose
8648-B blue traps for thrips and leafminers;
these are uniquely attracted to blue, while
most other insects avoid it.
8648 A: yellow traps bundle of 10
(0#) for $16.00
B: blue traps bundle of 10
(0#) for $16.00
hen ou see the star, this item ualifies our entire
Organic Growers Supply order for a volume discount.
Take an additional 5% off December orders!
Orders over $100 deduct 5%
Orders over $300 deduct 10%
Orders over $600 deduct 15%
Orders over $1200 deduct 20%

If Ifshipping
shippingweight
weightininparentheses
parenthesesisis(0#),
(0#),the
theitem
itemqualiﬁes
qualiﬁesforforfree
freeshipping!
shipping!
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Red Ball Trap se to monitor and trap apple maggot flies
Sturdy 31/2" reusable hollow red plastic ball with hook
and wire for hanging. For monitoring purposes,
place several traps along the southern perimeter of
your orchard. Check traps twice weekly beginning
just before your area has reached 900 growing degree
da s o significantl reduce apple maggot damage, hang 1
traps per dwarf tree, 2–4 per medium tree, or 4–8 per large
tree. Coat traps with Stiky Stuff (below) and hang about
eye-level with 18" of clearance between them and any
foliage so insects can get a good look at them. More
effective if used with a pheromone lure (available on
our website or in the 8636 pple est it
8627 A: ball trap (0#) for $5.50

ORCHARD AND GARDEN HEALTH

Holistic Orchard Spray Kit To promote the health of your home orchard,
this kit contains: 1 gal fish h drol sate, 1 t neem oil, 1 t
-1 effective
microbes), 1 gal liquid kelp, and 1 pint of karanja oil. These are the key
ingredients in the Holistic Spray recipe developed and recommended by
ichael hillips and the olistic rchard etwork he five components
work together to enhance tree and fruit growth and help ward off disease,
especially during the primary infection window in spring. Includes all the
ingredients needed except biodegradable dish soap and molasses (though we
do sell molasses separately on page 134). Assuming a rate of ~11/2 gal of spray
to cover a mature tree on standard rootstock to the point of runoff, the amounts
in this kit will be enough to cover about 7 trees for one year. This will vary
depending on our situation lease see below for kit instructions
8657 A: it (25#) for $120.00

PEST CONTROL

Holistic Orchard Spray Kit Guide

enowned organic orchardist and author ichael hillips recommends
a “holistic” spray regimen (see kit above) to help prevent disease and
enhance both tree and fruit growth. For a more detailed discussion of
these ingredients and how they work together to serve your fruit trees, see
hillips book The Holistic Orchard (9624).
Fish Hydrolysate (8289): Feeds soil and arboreal food web.
Neem Oil (8660): eters pests and disrupts their life c cles eem also
stimulates the tree’s immune system, gives nutrients to foliage and feeds
the arboreal food web. Caution: pears can have a phytotoxic response to
neem oil, especially after bloom, so substitute with karanja oil if you’re
spraying lots of pears.
Karanja Oil (8663): Works synergistically with neem. Enhances immuneboosting phytochemistry of the mix. Also deters foliar-feeding pests like
aphids without affecting pollinators.
EM-1 (8185): A probiotic inoculant that colonizes the branches and fruit
with beneficial microbes to promote fruit growth and disease resistance
See our website (fedcoseeds.com/ogs) for instructions to “activate” EM-1.
Liquid Kelp (8269): romotes growth and helps trees adapt to stress
RECIPE:
akes a -gal read -to-spra batch lease read through Spra Schedule
below, and note that not all ingredients are used in every application. Mix
in a 5-gal bucket in this order:
– 1/4 cup fl o
eem il warm up to li uef
– 2 Tablespoons Karanja Oil
– 1 teaspoon biodegradable dish soap—stir to emulsify neem.
– 1 quart warm water
– 1/2 cup blackstrap molasses (then stir again)
– 11/4 cups Fish Hydrolysate
– 1/3 cup Liquid Kelp
– 11/4 cups activated EM-1
– Add water until you reach the 4 gallon mark, then stir one last time.
SPRAY SCHEDULE:
Coat trees including the trunks to the point of runoff, about 11/2 gal per
mature fruit tree. We recommend using the Solo Deluxe 4-Gallon Sprayer
(9231). Treat this schedule as a starting point; every site is different and
requires a custom program. For example, trees with cedar apple rust or
brown rot issues require additional spraying for effective management.
1. When green leaf tips emerge: Fish, neem, karanja, EM-1 and kelp (all
ingredients Fish, neem and karan a rates can be doubled for this first spra ,
except on pears.
2. When buds turn pink: All ingredients.
3. When blossoms open (optional):
-1, kelp and half-portion of
karan a o help prevent apple scab and fireblight, to increase Brix, and to
attract pollinators.
4. When petals fall: All ingredients.
5. 7–10 days after petals fall: All ingredients.
6. Post-harvest, after about half the leaves have fallen: Fish, neem,
karanja and EM-1. Spray trees as usual, but also aim at the ground to hasten
leaf decomposition.
Questions? Send an email to: ogs@fedcoseeds.com
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Ahimsa Organics® Neem Oil romotes the health and vitalit of trees
and plants eem has long been recogni ed for its antifungal, antibacterial
and antiparasitic properties eem s a adirachtin content deters a wide range
of insect pests, disrupts their life cycles, and often leads to their mortality.
For a processed neem product registered as a pesticide, see 8735 AzaMax.
Spray for full leaf coverage every 7–10 days as
needed for suppressing disease or insect pests.
Research indicates that pest and disease
management is enhanced when neem oil is
mixed with 8663 Karanja Oil. To make a spray,
mix 1 oz warmed neem oil (or 1/2 karanja and
1/2 neem oil) with 2 tsp biodegradable dish soap,
and add to 1 gal lukewarm water. Avoid spraying
neem when bees are pollinating as it is harmful
to larvae and developing grubs. Also see
8657 Holistic Orchard Spray Kit. MOFGA
8660 A: uart (3#) for $35.00
B: gal (10#) for $120.00

Ahimsa Organics® Karanja Oil Eastern tradition and Western
utilitarianism meet again! Enlightened growers of veggies, fruits and
medical gan a value karan a oil for its noteworth pest- and disease-fighting
properties ressed from the seed of the pongam tree of India, the oil is rich
in several bitter flavonoids that stimulate plant immune function umerous
studies have shown the oil to prevent many pests from feeding and laying
eggs and to kill pests such as mites, aphids and leafminer larvae. Studies
also show karanja works synergistically with a number of pest management
sprays especially 8660 eem il to significantl improve their
efficac , and it lasts longer on plants than other botanical
insecticides ichael hillips completel recommends
using karanja in the Holistic Orchard Spray regime. It may
be used instead of neem for plants like pear trees that can
have a phytotoxic response to neem oil. It’s also safer
for bees, containing no azadirachtins. Furthermore,
karan a remains a li uid at 0 or colder, making it
easier to mix than neem. Very safe to handle and
spray. To make a spray, mix 1 oz karanja oil (or 1/2
karanja and 1/2 neem oil) with 2 tsp biodegradable
dish soap, and add to 1 gal lukewarm water. OMRI
8663 A: uart (3#) for $35.00
B: gal (10#) for $120.00

Neem to Treat for Apple Borers!

In man parts of central and northern ew ngland, the roundheaded apple
tree borer (Saperda candida) is the #1 enemy of young apple, crabapple and
quince trees. The larvae tunnel throughout the wood of the trunk—usually
just below or just above the soil or mulch line—weakening the trunk to the
point of breakage. Left unchecked, borers usually mean death for young
apple trees e re grateful to ichael hillips for identif ing an effective,
organic, nontoxic, easy defense for plantings large and small: pure neem oil.
All you need is a paintbrush and undiluted neem oil warmed to liquify.
Cover young tree trunks from the soil line up 12". We apply one time
only around July 1. If applied in May or early June, the neem dries and
becomes ineffective. We are currently experimenting with diluted neem
formulas. These experiments include spraying a 2% neem solution on clonal
rootstocks as well as different blends of neem, Surround (clay powder), and
powdered milk paint. We hope to have results from these trials by our next
catalog!
Although neem is a powerful tool in the battle against borers, we still
recommend getting on your hands and knees to inspect your young apple
trees for frass and tunnels at least once a year. If you notice evidence of borer
activity, locate the hole or soft spot in the trunk and dig out the larva with a
wire. Cut away soft spongy pockets with a sharp knife. Even serious carving
is less harmful to the tree than leaving any larvae alive inside.
ichael hillips now recommends that when ou re on
borer duty, bring along a butter knife and a container
of solidified neem oil thick as butter at 60 If ou
find borer damage and cut awa the affected tissue
with a sharp knife, slather on the neem oil to fill
the cavit
ccording to hillips, bark tissues and
pores in the wood will carry azadirachtins to the
borer (if indeed missed), and arrest its further
development…the fats in the neem will
hasten callusing of the wound.”
If the site of this surgery is near
the soil line, cover it up with
soil, and “know you’ve done
everything possible to deter
this curse.”

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

MilStop® Broad Spectrum Foliar Fungicide. A potassium bicarbonate
formulation to prevent powdery mildew, Alternaria blight, Anthracnose, black
spot, Botr tis blight, Cercospora leaf spot, down mildew, homopsis blight
and Septoria leaf spot ffective against fl speck on apples rovides curative
control of powdery mildew as well! Apply at 21/2#/acre every two weeks as a
preventive, 5#/acre weekly to cure an existing infestation of powdery mildew.
Garden rate: 2–4 Tbs/2 gal water for 1000 sq ft. Works by dessicating fungal
spores and altering p levels on the leaf surface Safe for bees
reg
70870-1-68539. OMRI
8666 A: 5# for $70.00
Bonide® Liquid Copper Concentrate A copper fungicide for the home
gardener. Copper is a very effective fungicide, but regular use may result in
problematic concentrations of copper in the soil or plant tissue: as always, we
advise regular soil testing! The recommended dosage is 11/2–2 oz/gal water.
Apply enough to wet the whole plant thoroughly: not systemic, requires direct
contact to work. Repeat application every 7–10 days and increase the dosage
in prolonged wet periods or if signs of disease increase. Please visit our
website for other copper products for commercial-scale producers.
reg. 67702-2-70051. AYC
8672 A: pint (3#) for $21.50

Is that pesticide registered in your state?

Each state treats potentially dangerous items differently. Like alcohol
and open-carry laws, pesticide registrations are different everywhere. We
cannot ship a pesticide to a state where it is not registered. Before buying or
using any pest- or disease-control product, be sure it is registered for use in
your state and, if you are a commercial grower, registered for commercial
production urdue niversit has information for most states at state.
ceris.purdue.edu/. You may look up products by name, registration
number or active ingredient. Contact information is provided for states that
don’t participate in the website.

Micronized Sulfur sed to control scab, powder mildew and leafspot
Sulfur is not water soluble; the smaller the particle the better it stays in
suspension hese particles are less than five microns o appl , thoroughl
mix powder with water and keep the mix agitated constantly or apply as a
powder
registration -6
at’l ist
8684 A: 1# (0#) for $15.00
Safer® Garden Fungicide A liquid concentrate for home gardens, 12%
elemental sulfur, a natural fungicide se for control of leafspot, rust and
powdery mildew on house and garden plants, trees and shrubs. Dilution rates
var depending on the task use 1 o gal, which treats 0 3 0 s ft
reg. 42697-37. AYC
8687 A: pint (3#) for $15.00
THAT® Liquid Sulfur
S akes the pri e for ost Infuriating roduct
ame tr asking the warehouse crew ave ou seen
But we keep
it around because it is easier to use in sprays and suspensions than micronized
sulfur. Two to four well-timed applications can be effective on apple scab
when combined with good orchard sanitation practices. Each gallon contains
6 sulfur
reg 7 38- AYC
8690 A: 2.5 gal (25#) for $ 0.00
Regalia® Biofungicide ut invasive plants to good use! egalia s active
ingredient is extract of giant knotweed, an aggressive plant invader in many
countries around the world. Sprayed on your crops, it induces systemic
resistance, stimulating biochemical pathways that strengthen the plant
structure to fight pathogenic fungi eappl ever 7 1 da s to protect new
growth. May also be applied as a soil drench or through drip irrigation to
improve root quality and protect against soil-borne pathogens. Labeled for
a broad range of fungal diseases in most edible crops efinitel worth a tr
to prevent late blight in your potatoes! Various university trials have shown
Regalia to be effective for downy and powdery mildew in cucurbits; bacterial
spot, septoria leaf spot and powder mildew in field tomatoes mumm
berry in blueberries; and powdery mildew and Botrytis bunch rot in grapes.
Cannabis growers use it as a drench administered with liquid nutrients to
prevent fungal problems, which is probably a good idea since you really don’t
want to be smoking copper-based fungicides. Safe for bees. Dilute at 1–4
t 100 gal water, depending on the application
reg 8 0 -3 OMRI
8693 A: 2.5 gal (25#) for $2 0.00
Actinovate® Biological Fungicide Supplies beneficial bacteria
Streptomyces lydicus, which will colonize the roots or foliage of plants and
provide protection against disease and soil pathogens. Controls late blight,
pythium, rhizoctonia, fusarium, verticillium, powdery and downy mildew,
and other fungal diseases Full disclosure: ovo mes, the compan that
produces ctinovate , works with Ba er which bought out onsanto for
research and marketing of microbial products. They are not owned by Bayer/
Monsanto but they’re a little too close for our full comfort, and maybe for
yours. Dry powder. (2 oz is labeled as Lawn & Garden; 18 oz is labeled as
Actinovate AG.) Apply as a root drench or foliar spray: 1–2 tsp/2 gal water/200
s ft or 3 1 o 1 0 gal water acre
reg 7331 -1 OMRI
8702 A: 2 oz (0#) for $27.50
B: 18 oz (0#) for $150.00
Monterey Complete Disease Control Ready-to-Use Biofungicide/
Bactericide Bacillus amyloliquefaciens formulation for broad-spectrum
control of bacterial and fungal diseases on vegetables, fruits, nuts, ornamental trees, shrubs, flowering plants, houseplants and tropical plants grown in
and around home gardens or home greenhouses ot for commercial use ffectively controls anthracnose, alternaria leaf spot, botrytis, cercospora and
powder mildew lso helpful for down mildew, earl blight, late blight, fire
blight and scab, though unlikely to offer a complete cure for these problems.
eg 700 1-11 - 70 OMRI
8709 A: uart RT (3#) for $18.00
Cease® Biological Fungicide Why, oh why do we have so much trouble
keeping Bacillus subtilis products on the shelf We had to nix Serenade
because we don’t want to give money to Bayer; Companion was great but then
the manufacturer went into some endless relabeling process and we weren’t
able to get it. Cease has the same great active ingredient (in this case the
QST 310 strain) but packaged as an aqueous suspension. A broad-spectrum
preventative product for the control or suppression of many important plant
diseases. May be used as a foliar spray or
as a drench at 1 gal/100 gal water/acre. B.
subtilis backorders mostly ceased for the 2020
season. Fingers crossed that it will work again
this ear!
eg 6 -11 -68 3 OMRI
8710 A: gal (10#) for $8 .00

USDA NOP rule concerning
disease and pest control
a tion certified or anic ro ers
Before using any of these products
for pest or disease control, you must
have followed the ational rganic
rogram rule 0 06 e
product
being labeled here as allowed is
not sufficient to meet standards for
organic certification

If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!
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PLANT PROTECTION & LAST RESORTS

s with so man things, pest management starts in the soil. The fundamental
premise of organic agriculture holds that a health living soil supports plant health,
and health plants can best withstand disease and insect pressure. rganic growers
also tr to mimic and work with natural ecos stems to deflect problems b avoiding
monoculture, choosing planting times udiciousl , nurturing paradisiacal hedgerows
where beneﬁcial insects ma flourish, creating strains of tomato impervious to late
blight in meticulousl designed on-farm breeding programs, and generall making life
a living hell for pathogens and pests. If ou do all this perfectl , we promise ou will
never need to touch a pesticide.
xcept when ou do. ecause sometimes, ou might. It can take ears to build
top-qualit garden soil, and sometimes, despite all our best-laid plans, some aspect
of management falls through the cracks and problems arise that ma threaten our
pantr or our livelihood. o organic growers do have an arsenal of pesticides at their
disposal. esticides approved for organic production differ from most pesticides in that
the are derived from natural materials and perhaps more importantl the are less
persistent (some conventional pesticides have half-lives measured in ears) and less
toxic (while ou should alwa s read and follow labels and avoid breathing, ingesting,
or bathing in pesticides, ou don t need to dress like a beekeeper-alien h brid to use
organic pesticides). If potato beetles are blowing the battle trumpet at our garden s
gate, ﬁnd our answering battle cr below.
Products in this section come with detailed instructions on their labels. Contact us
in case ou don t receive the attached booklet or if the label is illegible. It is illegal to
use pesticides for off-label purposes or without following label precautions.
We cannot ship an pesticides to alifornia. Their state government wishes to
charge us an ungodl amount of mone to do so.

Organic JMS Stylet-Oil® High-grade mineral
oil for control of powdery mildew, scale, mites and
other insects on trees and vegetables se as a dormant or summer oil ills
mildew on contact and protects sprayed surfaces for 10–14 days. Controls
plant-feeding mites, leafhoppers, leafminers, fall army worms and corn
earworms Spra at 3 t gal 100 gal water depending on application
reg. 65564-1. OMRI
8711 A: gal (10#) for $ 8.00
B: 2.5 gal (25#) for $85.00
ThermX™ 70 Soil Conditioner Natural Wetting Agent A wetting
agent and spreader-sticker, made from a liquid concentrate of 70% yucca
solids. Increases the longevity and effectiveness of pesticide applications
and forces hydrophobic potting media (like dry peat moss) to more readily
absorb water se in our foliar feeding program to improve the absorption of
nutrients and increase resistance to stress. Mix 8 oz/100 gal. It foams a lot, so
add as the last ingredient to a tank mix oxic to fish in high concentrations
OMRI

PEST CONTROL

Dodging an un-fun guy

Whether it’s Fusarium and Pythium lurking in your soil, or powdery
mildew and late blight blowing in on the wind, pathogenic fungi can cause
poor germination, stunted growth, reduced yields, inferior eating quality,
cosmetic blemishes, poor storability and melancholy.
Organic growers have a number of strategies for preventing or treating
outbreaks of fungal disease For econom , efficac and environmental
safety, it helps to understand your options.
Cultural Prevention
First try to manage fungal problems without reaching for pesticides:
• Choose improved crop varieties that are resistant to disease.
• Choose high-quality brands of potting soil and compost.
• Do not put diseased plant material in your compost pile.
ive plants ade uate spacing for good airflow through the vegetation his
includes proper weed control. For trees, cannabis and a few horticultural
crops like tomatoes , pruning helps to maintain good airflow
• Choose drip irrigation instead of overhead irrigation to reduce moisture
on the leaves. Or in smaller gardens, hand-water close to the surface and
avoid over-watering.
• Clean your tools and greenhouse surfaces. High-quality brands of potting
soil very rarely carry pathogens, but even clean potting soil is easily
contaminated by dirty tools, trays or workbenches.
Preventive Treatments
If you’ve been hammered by Botrytis a couple years running, or if your
extension office is reporting late blight in our area, it ma be time for
a sharper weapon. Many organic fungicides work best as preventive
treatments; timely applications will prevent a problem, but by the time
ou see the first slim leaves it s too late hese products are more
environmentally friendly than control treatments:
• Biological controls (such as 8702 Actinovate and 8710 Cease) have
two primary modes of action. They may colonize the leaf surface and
outcompete pathogens; or they may produce exudates that are directly
harmful to the pathogens.
• Giant knotweed extract (8693 Regalia) stimulates the plant’s immune
system.
• Elemental sulfur (8684 Micronized Sulfur, 8687 Safer Garden Fungicide
or 8690 THAT Liquid Sulfur) prevents spore germination. (Some plants,
including cucurbits, are sensitive to sulfur.)
Control Treatments—the last resort.
The pumpkin leaves are crumpling and the dreaded “water-soaked lesions”
of late blight have appeared on the potatoes—quick, do something! (Or
throw in the towel and take a vacation.)
otassium bicarbonate 8666 MilStop) kills pathogens and spores by a
combination of osmotic pressure, p and specific carbonate and bicarbonate
ion effects. Most effective as a preventive, but may have curative control
of powdery mildew.
• Copper products, such as 8672 Bonide, are the only pesticides permitted
in organic production that can cure an existing outbreak of most fungal
diseases. Copper products should be used only as a last resort: they are
mildl toxic to bees and should not be applied to flowering plants, and
repeated use of these products can cause an unhealthy buildup of copper in
our soil, which is difficult to reverse
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8714 A: uart (3#) for $ 0.00
Miller® Nu Film® P Spreader/Sticker Spreader-stickers increase the
longevity and effectiveness of pesticide applications. Forms a sticky elastic
film that holds the application in contact with leaf surfaces Can withstand
heavy rainfall for 7–10 days, reducing the need to reapply. Will not clog or
foam. May be applied to all crops and in all spray applications, 4–6 oz/100
gal water. OMRI
8717 A: gal (10#) for $85.00
Concern® Diatomaceous Earth Crawling Insect Killer rehistoric
crustacean powder! The sharp edges cut into insects’ bodies and cause death
by dehydration. Insects cannot develop resistance to
this mode of action. Especially popular for cutworm
protection: just sprinkle around the base of your
seedlings lso useful for ant or flea trouble
indoors
reg 0 3 -1 OMRI
8719 A: 4# for $15.00
NovaSource Surround® WP Crop Protectant 95% kaolin clay, but
this ain’t your mama’s pottery-grade kaolin. It undergoes a patented process
of centrifuging and filtering that delivers a critical particle si e of 1 microns
and a pure white color revents insects from recogni ing their targets, and,
if they land, inhibits their access to the plant’s surface and causes irritation
and excessive grooming article si es larger than 1 microns do not form an
effective barrier to insects, and impurities in unrefined kaolin ma in ure plant
health ecommended for controlling uropean apple sawfl , codling moth,
plum curculio, Japanese beetle, leafhopper, Colorado potato beetle, thrips
and other maleficial insects on fruit crops and field crops ffective against
cucumber beetles on cucurbits he white surface also reflects sunlight, preventing sunburn and heat damage ichael hillips at ost ation rchard
estimates that one
bag is sufficient to treat 10 fruit trees for one season
Begin application before petal-fall ppl
3 times the first week to build
up a good coating and then ever 10 1 da s or as the film weathers or new
growth appears, more frequently in rainy weather. Maintain a good coat until
plum curculio season ends, around une 30 in central aine se
0 gal
water for concentrated use; 25#/100 gal water for diluted spray, 1/2#/gal water
in hand and backpack spra ers
reg 618 -18 OMRI
8720 A: 25# for $65.00
Deer Stopper® A mixture of rotten eggs and essential oils deters deer by
taste and smell. Dries clear and odor free (to human noses) and will not wash
off in the rain. Lasts up to 30 days. Also good for marking the perimeter of
gardens. May be applied in any climate or weather as long as the sprayer does
not freeze and clog. Apply directly to ornamentals; on edible crops, apply as a
perimeter spra
ilute 1: with water xempt from
registration MOFGA
8723 A: uart (3#) for $ 5.00
B: gal (10#) for $125.00
MoleMax® Mole & Vole Repellent
10% castor oil in a base of fuller’s earth.
Whether you have moles tunneling in your
lawn, groundhogs eating their way through
your vegetable garden, or voles girdling your apple
trees, this is a simple but effective tool against
damaging varmints. Be sure to follow the package
instructions! Start by applying the powder to an
area unaffected by the pests, and then expand
the application to push them out of the area
you wish to protect. Rodents are stubborn:
may require regular applications for continued
effectiveness. One bag protects up to 5000
square feet. If armadillos are a problem for you, it
supposedly works against them, too. Exempt from
registration AYC
8726 A: 10# for $28.00
Garlic Barrier® Garlic juice concentrate—just mix with water or oil and
spray to repel insects such as ants, aphids, grasshoppers, spiders, spider
mites, thrips and whiteflies Several studies have suggested that garlic oil
has fungicidal properties. One warning: this stuff stinks and is best mixed
outdoors. The odor doesn’t last and the taste of the vegetables is not affected.
Quart covers 80,000 sq ft. Gallon (Garlic Barrier AG+ Insect Repellent)
covers 0 acres xempt from
registration -si e MOFGA, B-size OMRI
8729 A: uart (3#) for $12.00
B: gal (10#) for $70.00

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

OMRI

8744 A: 1# (0#) for $16.00
B: 5# for $40.00
Milky Spore Powder Japanese Beetle Control Ready to use.
Works on Japanese Beetle grubs not the adults—so results are
noticeable only over the long term. (Try 8765 ganic
or 8768 Bug Buster-O for immediate control of adult
beetles.) The active ingredient is spores of the bacterium
Bacillus popilliae. Spread on the lawn, the spores collect
on grassroots and are eaten by the Japanese beetle grubs.
The grubs die in 7–21 days, releasing billions of new
spores. For best results treatment should be community
wide. Apply 1 teaspoon of powder every 4' in 4' rows
throughout the infested area
reg 631 1-1 AYC
8747 A: 10 oz (0#) for $47.50
Grandevo CG Water Dispersable. A liquid formulation of the bacterium
Chromobacterium subtsugae
addition to our pest-fighting
arsenal. Reduces plant damage from sucking and chewing insects, including
tough customers like spotted wing drosophila, plum curculio, apple maggot,
codling moth and spider mites. Also effective on
Colorado potato beetle in the larval stage, but won’t deter
the adults. Faster-acting than most biological products:
stops feeding activity within one minute of exposure. It
is toxic to these insects when ingested; non-toxic doses will
reduce reproduction rates. Repels pollinators for up to six
days after spraying, but is not acutely harmful to them. Mix
2–4 Tbs in 1 gal water and cover vegetation thoroughly. 1# treats 5000–
1 000 s ft
reg 8 0 - 7 OMRI NEW!
8750 A: uart (3#) for $ 9.00

Sorry. You Can’t Have That.

Each state treats potentially dangerous
items differentl lease check
the item’s description on
our website to make sure
there are no restrictions
that affect you.

DiPel® DF Biological insecticidal dr flowable wettable powder
Commercial strength Bt (Bacillus thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki), approx
3 ,000 I mg abeled for a wide variet of caterpillar and moth pests on
practically every agricultural crop there is. Apply at 1/4–2# per 100 gal per
acre or 1/2 tsp per gal per 00 s ft
reg 730 -3 OMRI
8753 A: 1# (0#) for $29.75
Safer® Brand Caterpillar Killer for Trees, Shrubs &
Vegetables Concentrate II. Liquid concentrate Bt (Bacillus
thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki). Mix 1–4 tsp/gal of water
depending on the intensity of the infestation. Labeled
for a variety of caterpillar pests on most vegetables,
ornamentals, and shade trees ppl at first sign of activit
and repeat as needed up to harvest. Best applied in the
afternoon as Bt breaks down in direct sunlight
reg
70051-106-42697. OMRI
8756 A: pint (3#) for $18.50
Monterey Garden Insect Spray Spinosad is a mixture of
spinosyn A and D metabolites produced during fermentation
by Saccharopolyspora spinosa, an actinomycete (funguslike) bacterium discovered in Caribbean soil. The spinosyns
demonstrate excellent insect control with very low toxicity
for other organisms. Spinosad is selectively active on insects
of the orders epidoptera caterpillar pests and iptera flies
as well as some Coleoptera beetles and
menoptera sawflies,
wasps, ants, and alas bees). Targeted insects include leafminers, corn borers,
leafrollers, cabbage loopers, armyworms, Colorado potato beetles, thrips,
apple maggots, codling moths, lesser apple worms, and oriental fruit moths.
Effective for a wide range of crops. Because it can be toxic to bees, avoid
spra ing during flowering and pollination ppl this 0
solution of
spinosads at 1–2 oz/gal for all crops. Registered for home garden use only; if
you need a commercial product, please visit our website for Entrust.
reg. 62719-314-54705. OMRI
8762 A: pint (3#) for $32.50
B: gal (10#) for $80.00
P Ganic® Crop Protection C
II
rethrin is
a botanical insecticide derived from a chrysanthemum,
Tanacetum cinerariaefolium, grown in Kenya and Tasmania,
with low toxicit for humans and other vertebrates
anic
is a 5% pyrethrin formulation with a rapid knockdown and high
kill rate
rethrins break down uickl so the toxic effects
are short lived. May be used up to 12 hours before harvest.
Effective for Colorado potato beetle, leafhopper, cucumber
beetle, flea beetle, and others his is a broad-spectrum
insecticide so results are not limited to pests; it’s a poison, so
use wisely. Application rate is 41/2–18 oz/acre depending on pest
reg 10 1-177 OMRI
and severit of infestation
8765 A: uart (3#) for $205.00
Monterey Bug Buster-O When the squash
plants are eaten halfway to the ground or you
can’t see the rose bushes under the layer
of Japanese beetles, it’s time to reach for
the heavy artillery. Effective and rapid
knockdown of a broad array of insects
both pestilential and beneficial, so exercise
caution. We’re not fans of the silly name, but we’ll
forgive Monterey for their ill-conceived branding
because we needed a pyrethrin insecticide at a price
that’s affordable for the home gardener. Apply 1–1.4 oz/gal of water/1000 sq
ft ot labeled for commercial use commercial growers should cough up for
8765
anic, above
eg o 10 1-1771- 70 OMRI
8768 A: 8 oz (0#) for $35.00
Check our website for a chart summarizing
the safety of these pesticides for pollinators:
fedcoseeds.com/ogs/pollinators.htm

hen ou see the star, this item ualifies our entire
Organic Growers Supply order for a volume discount.
Take an additional 5% off December orders!
Orders over $100 deduct 5%
Orders over $300 deduct 10%
Orders over $600 deduct 15%
Orders over $1200 deduct 20%
If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!

fedcoseeds.com
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General Hydroponics AzaMax® Botanical
Insecticide iticide ematicide with a adirachtins
& B derived from neem oil. AzaMax is more processed
than 8660 eem il, but this li uid mixes more easil
and is registered as a pesticide. Broadly labeled for most
insects and parasitic nematodes on edible and non-edible crops. Offers rapid knockdown of spider mites and
cucumber beetles: same quick effects as 8765
anic, but
with a lower price tag and less toxic to bees. Mix at 1–2 oz/
gal water and apply as a foliar spray or a drench. 4 oz size is not labeled for
commercial use
reg 71 08-1-81 68 OMRI
8735 A: 4 oz (0#) for $30.00
B: uart (3#) for $125.00
afer’s® Insecticide oap Commercial Concentrate Biodegradable
contact insecticide effectively controls mites, aphids, earwigs, lace bugs,
leafhoppers, mealybugs, scale, spider mites, thrips,
tent caterpillars and whiteflies Fatt acids penetrate
insects’ soft outer membranes and disrupt
normal functions se approx 1/2 oz/
gal water. Hard water can reduce soap’s
effectiveness; if your tap water is hard, use
distilled water instead
reg
6 7-60 OMRI
8738 A: pint (3#) for $18.00
Monterey Sluggo® A blend of iron phosphate, a naturally occurring
soil mineral, with snail and slug bait. Many species of snails and slugs are
attracted to the bait, leaving their hiding places and plants to feed. When they
ingest even small quantities of iron phosphate, they cease feeding and die a
few days later. Damage reduction is almost immediate. Scatter the granules
on the lawn or around plants or in
the soil around trees and shrubs.
Ground or lawn should be moist
when applying. Apply at 1#/1000 sq
ft, 1 tsp/sq yd. Reapply as the bait is
taken
reg 6770 -3- 70 OMRI
8741 A: 1# (0#) for $11.50
B: 5# for $30.00
Monterey Sluggo® Plus Insect, Slug & Snail ellets
The addition of a small amount of spinosad (0.07%)
greatly increases the effectiveness and scope of
Sluggo. Apply evenly 1/2–1# per 1000 sq ft to
control slugs, snails, earwigs, cutworms, crickets,
sowbugs, pillbugs and some species of ants. Best applied at
evening to catch the late diners
reg 6770 - - 70

SEED STARTING

Kord® Fiber Grow Garden Paks ade of rec cled cardboard fiber,
these handy planters breathe much like clay pots. Reusable with care—one
customer says he got ten years out of his before he had to order new ones.
Inside dimensions 6x43/4 x23/4 , 6 nest in a 10 0 ra Biodegradable, but
not allowed b organic certifiers for planting potand-all because a s nthetic binder is used
F
sa s fine for organic seedlings if ou remove the
seedlings from the tray before planting; check with
our certifier to see if the agree
8781 A: 6 (0#) for $4.00
B: 100 (10#) for $38.00
C: 300 (35#) for $105.00
CowPots™ Tired of cleaning up all the brittle plastic after transplanting?
Concerned about the effects of peat mining on the environment, and
on the climate re our seedlings getting root-bound in their
pots Cow ots present an innovative alternative for the ecoconscious farmer and gardener. Made in the U.S. entirely from
cow manure Sadl , complaints about above-ground durabilit
led the manufacturer to alter their process in such a way that these
pots are Not Allowed for certified-organic production
CowPots 4" Square 43/8" tall.
8796 A: 20 pots (0#) for $11.25
B: case of 330 (60#) for $150.00
CowPots Six-Pack pprox x6 and 3 tall
8799 A: six 6-packs (0#) for $7.00
B: case of 120 (60#) for $100.00
CowPots 3" Square 3" tall.
8802 A: 20 pots (0#) for $7.00
B: case of 1176 (60#) for $250.00
CowPots 3" Round 31/4" tall.
8805 A: 20 pots (0#) for $7.00
B: case of 840 (60#) for $215.00
Transplanter Pot ike our regular fabric pots, but with a slit side to allow
for easier transplanting without disturbing the root ball Slit sides overlap so
the pot holds the growing media without leaking B popular re uest from
our walk-in customers
8807 A: 1 gal (0#) for $5.00
Fabric Pots on-woven fabric pots provide excellent
support to growing plants while allowing air to flow through
the pot walls, preventing root circling and helping to aerate
the growing medium ets water drain thoroughl Fantastic
for indoor growing, or for outdoor growing if ou don t
want to deal with weeds, compaction, or poor drainage
Choose from 1-gal or 3-gal plain round pots for oung
plants -gal or 0-gal round pots with build-in handles
for easier maneuvering and -gal or 100-gal plain round
pots for those monster plants ther si es up to 1000 gal!
Potting soil on
available b the case b special order
p 131-13
8808 A: 1 gal (0#) for $3.00
B: 3 gal (0#) for $4.00
C: 5 gal (0#) for $6.00
D: 20 gal (0#) for $14.00
E: 45 gal (2#) for $18.50
F: 100 gal (2#) for $22.50
Silicone Six-Pack Trays ired of cheap plastic six-packs that fade and
crack? Concerned about harmful chemicals leaching from poly containers
into the root one of our food crops on t want to fix these problems
b spending mone on biodegradable pots ever single ear
hen invest in these crush-proof break-proof melt-proof
free e-proof seedling contains made of rugged B -free
F -approved silicone It s eas to keep track of what ou re
growing: write on the sides with a permanent marker, and
remove with rubbing alcohol at the end of the season
Sterili e with steam or hot water for endless reuse
Each cell has a drainage slit on the bottom. Soil
releases easily from the sides at planting time.
pprox x61/4"x23/4 , plus a 3/8" tab on
either end for eas handling ur 8832
heav dut tra will fit one of our sets of
eight six-packs nl seven six-packs
will fit into a standard 10 0 tra
We buy these from a small family
business in Florida NEW!
8812 A: 8 trays (0#) for $32.50
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High Domes ur regular domes are not tall
enough for vigorous seedlings like cucurbits and
tomatoes: these larger plants will be pushing
against the underside of regular domes almost
as soon as the sprout! o continue to offer
extra warmth and protection to these crops
after germination, tr these 7 -high domes that
fit neatl over a standard 10 0 tra and somewhat
less neatl , but still effectivel , over a 8832 heav dut tra Stick pencils
between the dome and the tra at two corners to provide some ventilation and
prevent mold problems If ou live in a cold draft farmhouse, our oung
plants will appreciate the extra dome time. 111/2x x7 NEW!
8830 A: 5 domes (2#) for $15.00
B: 245 domes (50#) for $300.00
Heavy Duty Plant Tray These sturdy 11x22x23/4"
khaki plastic trays will last for years and
are strong enough to hold 50 2" soil blocks
without strain ood for windowsills
because the have no drain holes Store out
of sunlight when not in use; will fade and
weaken if left in the sun over the summer
8832 A: one tray (0#) for $11.25
Heavy Duty Dome Sturdy clear plastic domes from the manufacturer of our
heav -dut plant tra s ot as rigid as the tra s, but much stronger than 10 0
domes found on our website 31/4" tall.
8835 A: one dome (0#) for $6.75
Mesh Bottom Trays ike our standard 10 0 tra s on our website , but with
open mesh bottoms Favored b man growers for soil block propagation as
roots will air-prune, or can be used to support plug flats sed in h droponic
production to suspend cuttings or young plants in nutrient solution.
8836 A: 5 trays (0#) for $12.50
B: 50 trays (30#) for $85.00
Precise Heat Mats
good heat mat makes the difference between
success and complete failure when starting crops of tropical ancestr ,
including most Solanums tomatoes, peppers, eggplants, husk cherries and
Cucurbits s uash, melons, cucumbers
gritape heating element and builtin ad ustable dial thermostat rovides an extremel uniform
precise temperature over its entire surface and uses 0 watts
of electricit per foot lice finall shelled out for one this
season and was ver impressed at the improved results
compared to the cheap one-tra homeowner versions he
control unit has a flexible 3 tube with a temperaturesensor bulb to insert into the soil; set the dial
to desired soil temperature Built-in FCI
shuts off the heater if dampness causes a
short. Seed trays can be placed directly on the
tape olls up easil for storage Both lengths 11 wide
8838 A: 4 ft mat (5#) for $150.00
B: 8 ft mat (5#) for $180.00

LADBROOKE SOIL BLOCKERS

The genuine article, made in England by Ladbrooke Ltd. The soil block system
eliminates annual costs for peat pots or six-packs, allows for easy transplanting, and
eliminates root spiraling. 8371 Vermont Compost Fort Vee and 8365 GreenTree Ag
Blend are both popular soils to use with soil blockers.
Mini 5 Blocker akes five 11/2" soil blocks in one stroke.
8841 A: blocker (2#) for $30.00
Mini 4 Blocker Makes four 2" soil blocks in one stroke.
8844 A: blocker (2#) for $30.00
Micro 20 Blocker akes 0 micro-blocks per stroke
in a 3x4" area. Use when your space is limited or when
ou want a large number of transplants
icro-blocks
are easier to warm, speeding germination, and can be inserted into
2" soil blocks to continue seedling growth.
8847 A: blocker (0#) for $25.00
Micro Blocker Inserts ake soil blocks read to receive
micro-blocks Set of s uare plastic inserts can be screwed into
Mini 4 or Multi 12 blockers. Pop out the plastic nipples on the
blocker and screw in these inserts.
8850 A: package of 4 (0#) for $6.50
Multi 12 Floor Blocker akes twelve
blocks at one time
Very helpful for large production. Long handle means no stooping.
8853 A: blocker (10#) for $180.00
Multi 20 Floor Blocker Makes twenty 11/2" blocks at one time.
ong handle reat space-saver for starting lettuces and greens
8856 A: blocker (10#) for $180.00

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

Hemp Twine Waxed hemp twine. Cut down
vines along with the twine and compost the whole
tangle romote the rediscover of hemp as a great
fiber plant at the same time! 8 test weight, perfect
for tying up plants and marking rows.
8867 A: 265' (0#) for $10.00
Poly Garden Twine Strong cheap multipurpose white
pol garden twine 6300 of sheer usefulness in a cardboard
box with handy belt slots so you can wear it instead of
carr ing it ot biodegradable, so do remove it at the end of
the season.
8868 A: 6300' (3#) for $13.75
Children’s Grow Kit n approachable starter kit for oung or novice
growers Includes a packet of seed for each of a do en crops beans,
carrots, popcorn, cucumbers, sunflowers, lettuce, muskmelons, snap
peas, sweet peppers, pumpkins, radishes and cherr tomatoes 1/3 cu ft
of potting soil and seedling containers for the varieties that should be
started indoors a bundle of plant labels a -lb bag of our egemight
mix an - igger for transplanting, row marking, and weeding and a
chronological set of growing instructions ll the selected varieties are
relativel eas to grow and to save seed from, and widel appealing to
pick eaters e ma make substitutions based on availabilit , but we
will make ever effort to send varieties that are certified organic and
open-pollinated out of respect for our shared future n excellent basis
for a homeschool garden course: for more garden education ideas,
check out 9746 The School Garden Curriculum p 1 7 NEW!
8785 A: kit (10#) for $65.00

Galvanized Wire Hoops For building tunnels with slitted plastic or
Covertan ost effective if spaced ever
or less
oops are shipped as
straight 7 flexible rods of 10-gauge wire Stick one end in the ground and
then stick the other end in at the desired tunnel width to form a hoop
he
shipping weights for the hoops reflect the cost of shipping these awkwardl
long bundles
8880 A: bundle of 20 (36#) for $30.00
B: bundle of 100 (50#) for $125.00

Earth Staples The garden seems full of rocks until you need one to anchor
the row cover 6 steel wire staples neatl hold down fabric row covers
8883 A: bundle of 25 (0#) for $6.00
B: bundle of 100 (4#) for $14.00
C: case of 1000 (35#) for $96.00
hen ou see the star, this item ualifies
our entire rganic rowers Suppl order for
a volume discount ake an additional
off
ecember orders!
rders over 100 deduct
rders over 300 deduct 10
rders over 600 deduct 1
rders over 1 00 deduct 0

If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!

fedcoseeds.com
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Trellis Netting 7 reach-through n lon mesh with a strand strength of 60
for tomatoes, climbing beans, peas, cucumbers and luffas eave a strand of
fence wire through the top for extra support a also be used hori ontall to
provide support for plants at risk of lodging ill last for man ears if ou
can avoid the tangles !
8859 A: 5x30' (0#) for $14.75
B: 5x60' (0#) for $25.75
Bird-X® Orchard Netting hrow over trees or bushes
and fasten to protect fruit or berries from birds, deer and
possibly coons. Strong and durable black polypropylene
5/8" mesh with UV inhibitors.
8862 A: 7x20' (0#) for $10.25
B: 14x14' (0#) for $11.25
C: 28x28' (2#) for $34.50
Deer-X® Protective Fencing Use as
temporary fencing to protect plantings and
fruit crops from deer, birds and other pests
Same durable black polypropylene 5/8" mesh
with
inhibitors as rchard etting above
The lightweight mesh makes the fence almost
invisible and startling to invading critters
8865 A: 7x100' (0#) for $25.00
B: 14x75' (2#) for $35.00

Covertan®-PRO 19 Floating Row Cover hink of row covers first
when seeking pest protection rotects crops from flea beetles, swede midge,
cabbage worms, potato beetles, leafhoppers, even woodchucks lso provides
a gentl warmed, protected environment to get sensitive crops like melons
and peppers established in the field must be removed at blossoming on most
fruiting crops to ensure pollination
e ve transitioned from
gribon
-1 to Covertan1 , because it
offers better durability and greater water permeability
for the same price Both fabrics are soft and pliable,
-stabili ed, offer about of frost protection,
and weigh 0
o s d gribon transmits
8
of sunlight while Covertan transmits up to
90%. Can last 2–3 seasons if you take care of
it: remove it from the field as soon as possible,
dr it out, and store it suspended so that rodents
can t nest in it over the winter
8876 A: 7x50' (2#) for $16.00
B: 7x250' (10#) for $60.00
C: 7x1000' (35#) for $190.00
D: 7x2000' (70#) for $350.00
Clear Slitted Plastic Row Cover lace over wire hoops to form small
tunnels, creating a greenhouse environment to promote the growth of
heat-loving plants Self-venting on hot da s ffers a few degrees of frost
protection speciall recommended for sweet potatoes and long-season
peppers ears more easil than fabric row cover use soil or sandbags to
anchor it, not rocks or staples Can be reused with care 1 1 mil
8877 A: 6x50' (2#) for $14.25
B: 6x250' (10#) for $65.00
C: 6x1000' (40#) for $170.00

GARDEN & ORCHARD

Biodegradable Tomato Clips as to use and even easier to dispose of!
Use these 7/8 internal diameter clips made of noncornstarch to attach tomatoes or cucumbers,
or melons, or other thin-vined plants to our
trellis system. If you use a biodegradable material
like 8867 emp wine for our trellises, ou
can just cut the whole thing down at the end of
the season and let it degrade in place, saving the
labor of picking through the vines and strings for
bits of plastic. The clips will fully compost in 13 weeks
in suitable conditions. This lack of stability demands
caution: do not leave a bag of these clips sitting in the
sun or the might melt together! Certified organic
operations must dispose of these clips as the would plastic clips, but at least
the re made of renewable materials and won t pile up in the landfill
8886 A: 100 count (0#) for $10.00
Wire Weeders ike a stirrup hoe, these weeders make uick work of small
weeds, slicing the stem from the root ust below the soil surface
nlike a stirrup hoe, the don t have moving parts to wear
down, and the are light as a feather though plent strong
ot
intended for hacking through tough roots or into compacted soil,
so please don t use them that wa
ktan loved the one he brought
home: he found it ergonomic and effective Both versions have a
5" wide head and an aluminum handle with a comfortable foam
grip he hand weeder has a 10 handle overall length 1 and
the long weeder has a 6 handle overall length 60
ade in
ermont b wo Bad Cats, a father-son team who engineer and
manufacture well-made ingenious tools for the serious gardener
and small farmer See more tools b wo Bad Cats on p 1
8893 A: hand weeder (2#) for $32.50
B: long-handled weeder (10#) for $55.00
wickedAsparagus Knife 11/2x7 blade, 1 handle with a pistol grip
looking tool, but perfect for harvesting asparagus Stick the knife into the soil
against the stalk to harvest it a couple of inches below the ground he blade
is slightl concave so that it will slice the stalk cleanl
ot designed as a
weeding tool: please don t use it that wa
anufactured in the S
8896 A: knife (2#) for $16.00
Broccoli Knife Speciali ed trape oidal shape with two cutting edges slices
plants off at ground level for clean uick harvesting or nips sideshoots for
continued growth. Stainless steel blade has high carbon content for easy
sharpening Blade 7 long, wide at widest point handle 3/4" long in bright
ellow plastic for good visibilit in
the weeds. Made in Taiwan.
8899 A: knife (0#) for $8.25
Weeding Knife or Hori-Hori Someone using heav
e uipment could bend this digging tool, but no amount of pr ing
in the garden will hick concave steel blade with beveled edges
tapering to a point, one semi-sharp smooth edge and one serrated
edge. The 61/2" blade extends 21/2" into the wooden handle
to which it is securel riveted Susan and avid s favorite
hand tool, still in good condition after decades of hard use
and benign neglect riginall designed to extricate plants
for bonsai from apan s mountains ood tool for planting
bulbs and strawberr crowns, for general cultivating and for
sawing small roots or heav stems, though not as sharp as a
knife or a saw Comes with a black vin l sheath with a belt
loop. 111/4 long overall anufactured in apan
8908 A: knife (2#) for $35.00
EZ-Digger™ ni ue plow-shaped design from orea, where it is
called Ho-Mi little ground spear , features a 7 long, 3 wide convex
blade tapering to a pointed end, which is great for removing deep roots
and sod and for cultivating soil he convex edge is used for light surface
weeding and redistribution of soil akes cultivating around trees or in
the garden a o Fedco rees founder ohn Bunker keeps one
in his back pocket whenever he s in the orchard or garden
and ever apprentice at his Super Chill Farm receives an
- igger upon arrival esigned for right-handers, but man lefties
en o using one If the handle comes loose, reinsert blade tang and
rap handle forcibl on a hard surface to reset it andle
anufactured in orea
length 47/8
8911 A: digger (0#) for $15.00
Soil & Seed Sieve Set
1 diameter
stainless steel frame with 3 interchangeable
screens of ,
and 10 mesh inch
se to
prepare potting mix or for seed cleaning:
the screens singly or together can hold up
seed while the chaff drops out or vice versa
Manufactured in Japan.
8914 A: set (5#) for $30.00
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Supplies for monitoring orchard pests are on p. 135.
BeeHut Bee House n estimated 1
of the combined value of S
fruit, nut, vegetable and field crop production can be attributed to pollination
services provided b native bees his percentage is likel to grow as
hone bees are challenged b mites, disease, pesticide exposure and colon
collapse ancock count customer eorge Schelling let us know the bee
nesting boxes we used to offer were unhealthy for bees because
the couldn t be cleaned out e replaced them with this nextgen bee house from a family operation in Washington state.
Fill these simple, eas -to-clean plastic houses with natural reeds
8963-A for reeds preferred by mason bees; 8963-B
for reeds preferred b leafcutter bees
eplace
reeds each season. Solitary bees lay their eggs
in an available tunnels, and populations are
limited b the number of available sites o
help increase our populations, screw the
base cap to stakes along the edges of fields
and orchards b late pril, as most of these
bees begin looking for nesting sites in May.
8961 A: bee house (2#) for $20.00
BeeHut Reeds arger si e are for spring mason bees smaller for summer
leafcutter bees ither bundle will fill one Bee ut se fresh reeds each ear!
8963 A: 35 larger reeds (0#) for $15.00
B: 40 smaller reeds (0#) for $15.00
Tree Guards Spiral plastic guards protect tree
trunks from mice and voles in the winter
emove them from apple trees during the
growing season lest the provide a habitat
for borers. 24" high. Can be cut with scissors
to customi e height on ver small
trees, or use more than one to wrap
wider trees.
8965 A: bundle of 4 (2#)
for $4.00
Limb Spreaders hese galvani ed
metal limb spreaders are more durable
than the plastic versions we used to
carry. Use them to establish optimal
crotch angles on young tree branches. The
patented tip style has a sturdy point in the
middle and gentl curved corners to hold
the branch and prevent slipping Bundle of
1 , in assorted si es between 6 and 16
8968 A: bundle of 12 (0#)
for $13.00

Tree Staking Kit Stake your claim on a healthy
root s stem! Staking is recommended for dwarf and
semi-dwarf fruit trees, trees in wind sites, trees
that develop a leaning habit, and trees planted in
shallow or loose soil omemade stake s stems
are an option, but the re not necessaril optimal
he commercial-strength rubber support lines
in this kit allow the tree to swa slightl , ust
as nature intended, which promotes the
growth of a strong and evenl distributed
root system. Rated for trees up to 2" in
trunk diameter. Lines are easy to unhook
for pruning, weeding, mulching, etc it
includes supplies for staking one tree:
three 41/2 rubber lines 1/4 diameter ,
three metal hooks, three 11 metal stakes,
and installation instructions.
8969 A: staking kit (2#) for $25.00

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

Choose the right (or left) grafting knife! eciding between a righthanded or left-handed grafting knife is more subtle than simpl ordering
if ou re a right and
if ou re a left
ou must consider which
feels like a more natural slicing motion to ou: pulling toward ourself, or
pushing awa from ourself If ou re not sure, tr practicing with a utilit
knife Fedco s resident grafting instructor notes that in most cases, pulling
toward gives the grafter more knife control than pushing awa
n the other
hand, our mother said ou should never cut toward ourself
hether
slicing toward or awa from ourself, the beveled side should face up and
the flat side should face down
ere s a simple ke to help ou decide which knife to get:
refer to hold knife in
and cut toward ourself: St le
refer to hold knife in
and cut awa from ourself: St le B
refer to hold knife in
and cut toward ourself: St le B
refer to hold knife in
and cut awa from ourself: St le

Grafting Knife o shape a stick of scionwood for grafting, ou need a knife
that is beveled on onl one face so the cut is as flat as possible e offer
right-handed and left-handed grafting knives see explanation above to
decide which knife will suit your style of grafting. 8989-A right-handed :
21/4" stainless steel blade; 31/2 allo -lined n lon
handle with satin finish overall length: 61/2";
manufactured in Swit erland 8989-B left-handed : 1/4"
carbon steel blade; 41/8 fiberglass-reinforced n lon handle
with satin finish overall length: 6 7 manufactured in Ital
h is B more expensive than
he
righties are manufactured on a much
greater scale than lefties lso, the left
knife features a precision bark-lifter tab
8989 A: right-handed knife (0#) for $16.00
B: left-handed knife (0#) for $35.00
All-purpose Budding Knife ointed curved-end stainless steel
blade for cutting buds and slicing insertion slits in the bark of the host
rootstock ound-tipped solid brass 1 bark-opener blade for pr ing
open slit to insert the bud without slicing the bark. 31/2 allo -lined
n lon handle ight-handed anufactured in Swit erland
8992 A: budding knife (0#) for $27.00

World’s Best Fruit Picker e ve been through a few different models of
fruit pickers: it turns out people are pick about their pickers! e introduced
this one a couple of ears ago and it seems to make ever one happ Foamlined cradle and narrow curved teeth the handle is fiberglass and telescopes
from 61/2 to 13 to pick those pears wa up high anufactured in aiwan
8998 A: picker (35#) for $35.00
Deluxe Picking Bucket with Harness Comfortable
wide cloth straps distribute the weight of our harvest
across your back and shoulders while you pick.
Drawstrings unhook and gently release fruit from the
bottom of the bucket, so ou don t have to lift and
dump Foam-lined bucket has a Cordura n lon skirt
& bottom. 3/4 bushel capacit about 3 lbs of fruit
anufactured in the S
9001 A: bucket (7#) for $110.00
Microbrite Plus Pocket Microscope his ultraportable user-friendl pocket scope magnifies 60 1 0x,
with a powerful
light to deliver a bright clear
image an loupes and pocket scopes re uire expensive
specialt batteries: this one runs on a single
batter
not included ssential tool for observing trichome color
to determine harvest timing also useful for identif ing
miniature pests, detecting the earl stages of fungal or
bacterial infections, reading the tin print of this catalog, or
just messing around with the kids. 59mm x 30mm x 92mm.
9002 A: microscope (0#) for $16.00

FELCO® PRUNERS

Imported from Jura, Switzerland, Felco tools set the standard for professional quality,
precision and durability. Made with high-quality steel and forged metal alloys, they
feature extensively researched ergonomic designs so they work well and will last a
you a lifetime. Swiss-made, except where noted.
Felco F160 Pruners
ver lightweight pruner with composite fiber
handles, hardened steel blade and anvil ngled head and handles are
ergonomicall designed to reduce the strain of hours of pruning wo si es:
160S for smaller hands and 160L for larger hands. May be used in either hand.
9004 A: 160S small (0#) for $40.00
B: 160L large (0#) for $40.00
Felco #6 Pruners esigned for a smaller hand, otherwise ust like the
heav -dut Felco 8 pruners Customer nne reensfelder, an occupational
therapist speciali ing in hands, explained that most women who use
the 8 can t open it all the wa so don t get the full advantage of
its leverage Ideal for pruning grape vines, shrubs and oung trees
he smaller si e allows cuts closer to the stem ight-handed
9007 A: #6 right-handed (0#) for $60.00
Felco #7 or #10 Pruners he handle that sits on one s fingers
rotates to allow fingers to move naturall , reducing the fatigue
and blistering brought on b a hard da s pruning e uires less
effort than conventional pruners
9010 A: #7 right-handed (0#) for $85.00
B: #10 left-handed (0#) for $85.00
Felco #8 or #9 Pruners he classic Felco hand pruners:
heav -dut , lightweight, comfortable to hold xcellent cutting
action Blade features a sap groove and soft-wire cutter as to
adjust and sharpen.
9013 A: #8 right-handed (0#) for $65.00
B: #9 left-handed (0#) for $65.00
Felco #300 Flower Shears seful for light pruning, deadheading and
cutting stems for arranging. Manufactured in Italy.
9016 A: ower shears (0#)
for $19.00
Felco #310 Harvest Shears
Fruit and vegetable harvesting
shear, lightweight with narrow
needle-nose head for harvesting grapes and other
produce. Manufactured
in Italy.
9019 A: harvest shears (0#)
for $19.00
Felco #200-A Loppers n excellent lopper with 17 tubular aluminum
handles capable of cutting branches up to 11/2" diameter. Comfortable to
handle, eas to use he danger is not knowing when to stop
9022 A: loppers (5#) for $100.00

If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!

fedcoseeds.com
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Grafting Kits he basics ou ll need to graft fruit trees or an wood
plants that can be propagated b grafting Includes one right-handed
grafting knife with single-bevel blade for smooth, flat cuts plus it s
micro-beveled so it will hold its edge through sustained use one bottle
of reekote rafting Sealer to prevent the wood from desiccating and
one roll of grafting tape to secure the graft union: 1/2 arafilm for bench
grafting it A or 1/2
C tape for topworking it B
e include a
sheet with instructions and illustrations for how to bench graft or how to
topwork, based on whether ou bu
or B r 9007-9013 Felco pruners
for trimming scionwood and rootstock and 9040 Silky Pocketboy saw for
topworking It has ver fine teeth for clean cuts Check out our rees
catalog for scionwood and rootstock.
8971 A: bench-grafting kit (3#) for $24.75
B: topworking kit (3#) for $24.75
Parafilm® Grafting & Budding Tape Very stretchy 1/2" or 1" wide
tape holds graft union firml together arafilm, a
low-molecular-weight pol eth lene product, is
relativel benign in the environment, unlike
C
It also does not need to be cut off the tree because
it decomposes and falls off on its own in one or two
months 0 roll
8974 A: 1/2" tape, one roll (0#) for $3.00
B: 1/2" tape, case of 12 rolls (2#) for $21.00
C: 1" tape, one roll (0#) for $6.00
D: 1" tape, case of 6 rolls (2#) for $21.00
PVC Grafting Tape Some grafters report that arafilm tape is
not strong enough for larger grafts. PVC tape is much stronger
than arafilm and will not break down his makes it
suitable for topworking eave it on the tree until the graft is
well established, then remove 1/2 x300
8977 A: one roll (0#) for $4.25
Grafting Wax rimaril beeswax, with a few proprietar
stabili ers added se to seal and protect new grafts from
the elements oes not need to be heated, ust work in our
hands until soft and pliable and then fill an spaces and
cracks.
8983 A: 7 oz (0#) for $11.00
Treekote™ Grafting Sealer ater-soluble black
asphalt emulsion for graft dressing ries uickl
sed
extensivel and successfull with an kind of grafting
e do
not recommend painting an compounds on pruning cuts or tree wounds
Screw-on lid and attached brush applicator
8986 A: pint (3#) for $10.00

Ratcheting Loppers op with ease! hese loppers use a simple ratcheting
mechanism to increase the pressure from our grip five-fold ne red handle
and one black handle: hold the black handle still and move the red handle back
and forth several times he
branch will cut cleanly with
less strain and fatigue than
with traditional loppers ccommodates branches up to 11/2".
verall length
Comfortable rubberi ed grip
Manufactured in Taiwan.
9023 A: ratcheting loppers (5#) for $55.00
Ratcheting Pruners If ou have arthritis or low upperbod strength, ou ma find pruning obs a challenge
Simple ph sics to the rescue! hese pruners use a simple
ratcheting mechanism to increase the pressure from your
grip five-fold Simpl depress and release the handle
several times Cuts fibrous cannabis stems more cleanl
than conventional pruners ccommodates branches up
to 1
verall length 8 Comfortable rubberi ed grip
and a handguard to protect your knuckles from thorny
bushes. Manufactured in Taiwan.
9024 A: ratcheting pruners (0#) for $26.75
OTC Bypass Pruners Cut garlic scapes,
harvest tomatoes, greens and
herbs ets the ob done,
but inexpensive enough for
apprentice crews or careless
gardeners. Manufactured in Taiwan.
9025 A: right-handed (0#) for $10.00
World’s Best Trimmers Chikamasa B 00-S F scissors
are designed to accomplish lengthy delicate trimming jobs
ergonomicall and efficientl
a or-sharp 1 38 stainless steel
blades are curved to allow precise cuts without straining our
wrist, and fluorine-coated to resist sap buildup ou ll have to
clean them eventuall , but ou can trim for hours without needing
to clean them. Rub them down with isopropyl alcohol or soak them in
oil between trimming sessions to remove the gunk that does
accumulate verall length 6 1
anufactured in apan
9027 A: trimmers (0#) for $27.50
Hydroponic Shears For trimming obs re uiring delicac
and precision Stainless steel blades extend through the rubbercoated plastic handles, making these shears as durable as the are
lightweight andles are high-visibilit ellow so the don t get
lost in the shrubbery. Comfortable enough that you can trim for
hours on end. Manufactured in Taiwan.
9028 A: shears (0#) for $16.50

PRUNING TOOLS

PRUNING SAWS

Replacement blades for pruning saws are available on our website.
Wheeler Pruning Saw ohn Bunker sa s,
lthough not well known outside
the orchard trade, this is the best
all-around pruning saw there is
I never prune a tree without it
Looks like a hacksaw and cuts
like a sharp knife through soft
butter he blade can be installed to cut on the pull or push stroke
ooden
handle, arched metal frame 10 teeth inch Blade length, 1 total saw length,
16 weight, 11 o
anufactured in the S
9031 A: saw (0#) for $45.00
Felco #600 Folding Pruning Saw apanesest le pull-action pruning saw with a locking blade
that folds into the handle. The patented design of
the blade, thicker at the bottom and thinner at the
top, prevents clogging and binding, since onl the
teeth come in contact with the wood. Works well in
tight places and cuts branches up to 4" in diameter.
verall saw length, 1
blade length, 6 weight,
o
anufactured in orea
9037 A: saw (0#) for $32.50
Felco #611 Straight Pruning Saw Larger pruning saw with durable
ergonomic non-slip plastic handle 13 blade features the same patented
apanese design as the Felco 600 model, cuts ver smoothl on the pull
stroke ard chrome plating prevents rust asil cuts 6 limb Comes
with a plastic blade sheath. Total saw length is 193/4 weight, 13 1 o
anufactured in orea
9038 A: saw (2#) for $55.00
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SILKY SAWS

Our line of Silky saws comes recommended by Daniel MacPhee
of Blackbird Rise Farm in Palermo, ME. According to Daniel, the
Japanese Silky saws cut “a million times better” than Felco saws. The
blades have more teeth per inch and are thinner and more flexible. The
latter attribute improves performance but does make the blade more
susceptible to bending, so be gentle with it. Silky saws cut on the pull
stroke. Manufactured in Japan.
Replacement blades for pruning saws are available on our website.
Silky Pocketboy Folding Saw This compact saw with
a blade is nicknamed ittle iant due to its colossal
cutting capacit
elivers incredibl smooth clean cutting with
remarkable speed, making this the go-to saw for pruning and
topworking limbs 4" diameter or less. The clean cuts allow the
tree to heal well. This little fella has found its following among
not onl orchardists and landscapers, but also woodworkers,
arborists, campers, hunters and survivalists iven its hand si e,
wh would ou go an where without it Blade, with 8 non-set
teeth per inch, folds into a black nonslip rubberi ed handle
9040 A: saw (0#) for $50.00
Silky Sugoi Straight Pruning Saw & Scabbard Sugoi is Japanese
for ama ing and awesome! ichael hillips calls this pull saw the might
Silk limbing saw and
says that with this integral part of his pruning
kit, substantial scaffold branches can be cut
with little effort
entl curved chrome-plated
blade with
non-set teeth per inch for
1
cleaner cuts. Comes with a bright yellow plastic sheath
that can hang from your belt and secure against your leg if desired.
he go-to saw for some seriousl ama ing large-limb pruning
9043 A: saw & scabbard (2#) for $135.00
Silky Hayauchi Pole Saw Hayauchi is apanese for fast beating as in
high-carbon
drumming or t ping It also makes for fast fluid sawing 1
teeth per inch extends from an aluminum oval pole that
steel blade with
telescopes from 8 to an astounding 1 ! ith this versatile saw, ou ll be able
to stand safely on the ground while dexterously pruning limbs that would
otherwise be impossible to reach without tree-climbing gear or a tall ladder
Fedco
S mastermind avid Shipman has owned one for man ears and
he calls it his favorite landscaping tool Includes a rigid plastic blade cover
6.9 lb working weight.
9049 A: pole saw (40#) for $400.00

SHARPENERS

Felco Sharpener Composite steel blade with two
precision edges hones and imparts the correct cutting
angle in the same stroke old sharpener at a 30 0
angle to your knife or pruner blade and pull
across with light pressure two or three
times hat s all it takes Felco pruner
blades are single-bevel: sharpen onl one
side of the blade anufactured in Swit erland
9061 A: sharpener (0#) for $25.00
Sharpeners for Dummies Those with a knack for sharpening tools
consider it an art and a science, and ou couldn t pr the good old-fashioned
sharpening stone from their cold dead fingers For the rest of us, a sharpening
stone is a source of confusion and frustration, our tools becoming duller
with each sharpening session nter these angled
sharpeners, which ou simpl run over the edge
of our tools for a uick and eas like-new edge
Choose from 9064-A for single-bevel tools like
pruners and hoes, or 9064-B for double-bevel tools
like most kitchen knives ungsten carbide blade and a plastic grip
with a full-length finger guard verall length 1/4 Both st les manufactured
in the S
9064 A: one-sided blade sharpener (0#) for $16.00
B: two-sided blade sharpener (0#) for $16.00

Looking for scythes?

For a complete line of kits, snaths,
blades and good advice we recommend
you contact:
Scythe Supply
6 Shore d err
0 667
07-8 3- 7 0
scythesupply.com

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

Orchard Ladders

Sturdy lightweight traditionally
shaped wooden orchard ladders
have wide bottoms for stabilit
and narrow tops for easy handling
and placement.

Contact the manufacturer:
Peter Baldwin, 07-7 -36
baldwinappleladders.com
baldwinpeter@gmail.com

SOLO® 420 2-L Hand Sprayer eliable Solo ualit for the home
gardener, or for use in the greenhouse or grow room ol eth lene tank has
a -liter capacit iston pump with iton seals for chemical resistance
on t use with gritt materials like
Surround
o le wand telescopes
from 1 for close-up work to 3
for ground-level spra ing without
stooping and is not removable o le ad usts from fine mist
to coarse spra and is multi-directional with a drip guard, so ou
can spray from any direction—useful for hitting the undersides
of leaves! compact and versatile little workhorse of a spra er
Manufactured in Taiwan.
9223 A: sprayer (5#) for $27.50
SOLO® Backpack Sprayer ur efforts to carr a backpack spra er that
retails for under 100 brought us nothing but grief in the form of ualit
complaints So we sought shelter in the tried-and-true Solo deluxe model,
which does not retail for under 100 but does offer an ad ustable
pressure c linder, a brass no le, excellent parts availabilit and a
solid reputation pparentl it deserves its reputation we ve sold
several do en in each of the past few ears and prett much ever one
has been happ
e have learned that the black plastic
piece that connects to the hose from the pump handle
can be a bit tender: make sure the two white bolted
plastic pieces are firml tightened, and don t pump
the spra er roughl
owever, S
offers a prett
generous one- ear warrant on this spra er and
will send you free replacement parts within that
timeframe if necessar : ust call them at 1-800-76 6 6 Four-gallon pol eth lene tank ori ontal
spra distance
vertical spra distance 0
Diaphragm pump is suitable for spraying wettable
powders like Surround, which will uickl destro
piston pumps lease oin us in eschewing cheap spra ers! lso, please do
our part to extend our spra er s life b assembling gentl and cleaning
thoroughl after each use anufactured in the S
9231 A: sprayer (30#) for $175.00

Groundbreaking Work

s the pandemic took hold, a lot of us got the food securit itters and either
expanded our gardens or created new ones If ou re starting with turf, follow
these steps to ensure the best results.
Take a soil sample. Before ou can fertili e our ground, ou need to
know what s alread there and what s lacking Contact our local cooperative
extension for resources or use our 8194 Soil esting Service
Smother the grass. his is the part that takes patience, but it s much
better than tr ing to spade it under which inverts the soil profile and usuall
is less effective at killing the grass or digging it out which removes precious
topsoil too ou will need a thick, light-blocking barrier: old billboard covers
have a reputation among commercial farmers for being the most effective, but
there is also some concern that they leach unhealthy substances into the soil.
double or triple la er of cardboard weighed down with compost, soil, or
straw will also do the trick on t use materials that will
photodegrade like plastic tarps or tr to get awa with
using onl a thick la er of straw the grass will laugh at
ou It will take at least several weeks to thoroughl
kill the grass. Vegetation should be completely
withered and the roots will be brittle.
Add fertilizer and compost according to
our soil test results and incorporate it into the
soil es, no-till techni ues can do wonders for
long-term soil health, but now is not the time:
first ou have to teach this ground to grow
annual vegetative crops instead of perennial
grasses. Liming materials must be worked 6"
deep If ou can t or won t use mechanical
tillage, we recommend investing in a Broad
Fork found at valle oaktool com
Plant a cover crop of annual ryegrass.
ne of our seed growers in roostook Count
recommends 8121 nnual egrass as the best
cover crop for retraining soil to grow annual
crops instead of perennials. It can be planted any
time from earl spring to first frost
Avoid certain crops the first year. round
that was recentl in sod often hosts wireworms,
which are especiall harmful to potatoes, corn,
beans, peas, and root crops es, we know those
are crops ou reall want to plant in a survival
garden: reserve our existing garden space for
them!
Looking for Valley Oak Tools Broad Forks and
Find them at valleyoaktool.com.

heel oes

EarthWay Broadcast Spreader Spread seed
or granular fertili er evenl and accuratel
his
spreader has a ippered n lon bag, a shoulder strap
and an enclosed gear box to keep dirt out of the diecast inc gears anufactured in the S
9255 A: broadcast spreader (10#)
for $62.50

TWO BAD CATS TOOLS

Yankee ingenuity at its best. These nifty tools are designed and manufactured by Two
Bad Cats, a father-son team in southwestern Vermont. Also see 8893 Wire Weeders
on page 142.
The items below are shipped directly to
our customers by the manufacturer.
Infinite Dibbler Quickly and accurately punches holes for
transplants in bare soil or through plastic mulch at man in-row
and between-row spacings with simple ad ustments ost
effective on sand soils or friable loams ach wheel ma be
set independentl for in-row plant spacings of 3 , , 6 , 8 ,
1 ,1 ,
or 1 , while the wheels clamp securel to
the axle for almost infinite ad ustment of between-row
spacing up to a maximum of 24". Comes with two
wheels to mark two rows at a time, but ou
can bu extra wheels see below if ou
want to mark three rows 12" apart or four
rows 8 apart 36 oiled ash handles,
red powdercoat finish on frame ard
aluminum dibbles are 21/2" long and
1" in diameter.
We can also special order
dibblers with wider axles—please
email ogs@fedcoseeds.com for more
information.
9258 A: dibbler, drop ship (0#) for $460.00
Dibbler Wheel In case infinit isn t big enough for ou
9258 B: dibbler wheel, drop ship (0#) for $160.00
Tine Weeder ine weeding, also called blind harrowing, is a favorite techni ue among organic grain farmers
wide tine weeders are not an uncommon sight on organic fields in the idwest and Canada ow, thanks to wo
Bad Cats, this technolog is available for those operating on a smaller scale
wo offset rows of flexible tines, spaced 11/2 apart, span 18 across and will
go around our established plants and our drip tape! without disturbing
them, but will wreak havoc on barel germinated weeds ike so man farm
and garden activities, this tool re uires well-timed use to be trul effective: it
won t kill established weeds andle 61/2" long with adjustable angle.
9261 A: weeder, drop ship (0#) for $240.00

MORE TOOLS

SPRAYERS

hen ou see the star, this
item ualifies our entire rganic
rowers Suppl order for a volume
discount. Take an additional 5%
off ecember orders!
rders over 100 deduct
rders over 300 deduct 10
rders over 600 deduct 1
rders over 1 00 deduct 0

If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!

Where are the Smart Carts?
o order Smart Carts, check our
website, fedcoseeds com ogs
ou will also find our Smart
ater Carts for moving water in
the summer and hauling firewood
in the winter.
Carts will be shipped directly
to ou we don t generall stock
them at the warehouse.

fedcoseeds.com
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Drip irrigation applies moisture where it is needed, at the plants’ roots,
so it conserves water and does not cause mold problems. The drip method
helps crops get over transplant shock and get established, and ensures
adequate water supply until the rain comes. Also useful in greenhouses.
We recommend sketching your garden and proposed irrigation
system before you order to ensure that you
receive all the pieces you need. For help in
designing your own system see:
fedcoseeds.com/ogs/drip.htm.

STARTER & EXPANSION KITS

We offer two kinds of kits: garden row-crop kits equipped with low-flow drip tape for a
uniform distribution of moisture along the tapes, and an orchard-crop kit with emitter
tubing (see next page).
Garden Irrigation Starter Kit For 00 of irrigation Includes the SpigotConnection Set below and
00 of low-flow drip tape
100 of 1/2" polyethylene mainline tubing
mainline ends with screw caps - removable for flushing line
Coupler 1/2 - oins two pieces of mainline tubing
10 drip-tape fittings which plug into the mainline
10 drip-tape ends to seal the end of a line of drip tape
tape couplers to repair breaks or tears in the drip-tape line
• 20 wire holddowns
anual punch - makes 1/4" holes to install drip tape
10 two-wa plugs - fill holes in mainline if ou relocate drip-tape fittings
9098 A: kit (10#) for $110.00
Garden Irrigation Expansion Kit ives ou another 00 of irrigation
Contains
00 of low-flow drip tape
10 drip-tape fittings which plug into the mainline
10 drip-tape ends to seal the end of a line of drip tape
couplers to repair breaks or tears in the drip-tape line
9101 A: kit (5#) for $50.00

Drip-tape Ends
seal a line of drip
tape at the end of
the row

Drip-tape Coupler
for repairing mousechewed drip tape or
adding extra length

Tape Loc Elbow
allows for a kink-free
90˚ turn with your drip
tape

Smart Loc End w/ cap
the cap screws off for
easy flushing of the
mainline or gives you
the option of adding an
extra length of hose

IRRIGATION

Drip-tape Fittings
connects the drip-tape
to the mainline
Tape Loc Barb w/ valve
same as a drip-tape fitting
but with a shut-off valve

Wire Holddown
Smart Loc
Beginning
Drip Filter

Incoming
Water Supply
Garden Hose

Pressure
Regulator

Vacuum
Breaker
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Spigot-Connection Set
Both Irrigation Starter its 9098, 9104 include all the following
pieces necessary to connect to an outdoor spigot:
acuum breaker - prevents backflow into our water s stem
00 mesh drip filter
• 10 psi pressure regulator for garden kit; 40 psi for orchard kit
Smart oc beginning - connects mainline to spigot or garden hose
All components shown in this diagram can be found
individually on our website. Please note that our irrigation
kits do
include all of these components, but onl the
components listed in the kit description If ou don t like the
interweb, write to us or call for a price list of irrigation parts

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

Orchard Irrigation Kit So ou ve planted or are about to plant a carefull
spaced and fertili ed new orchard ake sure the plants get the water the
need! ost fruit trees, shrubs and canes re uire the e uivalent of 0 6 1
gallons of water per s uare foot, ever week throughout the growing season
For an apple tree, this means about gallons a week e designed this kit to
make it more effective at delivering water where our plants need it most,
and to make assembly and disassembly easier. The star of the show is 9125
mitter ubing, which we learned about from landscaping gurus obert
ourik and ee eich his tubing makes it a cinch to suppl each plant with
two or more emitters, and it minimi es leaking and clogging his kit will
irrigate up to 10 trees spaced ever
If ou re irrigating bushes, shrubs, or
canes with closer spacing, ou ll want additional fittings to match the number
of plants Setup instructions are included e uires two
garden hoses, not
included. Email ogs@fedcoseeds.com for help.
Includes the Spigot Connection Set see bottom opposite , and:
00 of 1/2" polyethylene mainline tubing
0 mitter tubing, 18 spacing
ose w valves
Smart oc beginning one additional
-couplers
8 -couplers
10 Figure-8 ends
• 50 Earth Staples
9104 A: kit (22#) for $160.00

IRRIGATION EXTRAS

Emitter
Tubing

Mainline
Tubing

L-Coupler
to turn a 90˚
corner in the
mainline

Figure-8 End
a quick and easy
way to close off
a run of line
T-Coupler
allows you to add an additional
line of tubing anywhere!

How much water am I saving?

Purple Punch

Punch N Cut

aine growers have experienced several extended dr spells
in the last few ears: some have run their wells dr , and our
irrigation inventor has sometimes run dr , too! lthough
modern drip irrigation has been around for more than 60 ears,
the debate about how much water it saves is ongoing, and there
is no conclusive evidence about the effects of large-scale dripirrigation s stems on the recharge rate of a uifers But with
drip irrigation the decrease in water use up to 70
and increase in yields reported from farms of all
shapes and si es is significant ittle water is
lost to evaporation, especiall where a
good layer of mulch is used to protect
the piping from UV radiation.
Further, drip irrigation gives the
grower more precise control
over the distribution of water
to crops on an as-needed
basis. Compared to
overhead irrigation, drip
irrigation reduces the risk of fungal disease b keeping vegetation dr

If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!
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All components of our kits are available individually on our website.
Emitter Tubing Like a hybrid between mainline tubing and drip tape:
1/2 hose with pre-installed 1 gph emitters ever 18 or 36
a be used
alone on crops like s uash, tomatoes or highbush blueberries For orchard
irrigation, run circles or semicircles of emitter tubing around each tree and
connect them with mainline tubing from your water source. No external parts
to snap off or leak, provides consistent water flow regardless of slope or hose
length, and does not clog as easil as soaker hose uch more durable than
drip tape: with proper care, tubing will last 10 ears or more e uires water
pressure of 10–50 psi. We recommend 9114 40psi Pressure Regulator. 18"
emitter tubing has a maximum single row length of 3 0 36 emitter tubing
has a maximum single row length of 0
9122 A: 100' with 36" spacing (5#) for $85.00
B: 500' with 36" spacing (30#) for $290.00
9125 A: 100' with 18" spacing (5#) for $85.00
B: 500' with 18" spacing (30#) for $290.00
Purple Punch t Columbia niversit in the mid- 60s the frats served a
nast potion of grain alcohol and grape uice, nicknamed the urple esus for
its color and what ou said when ou tasted it e prefer this purple punch,
a wholesome irrigation tool Simple pistol-grip design and better visibilit
of the tip improves upon the ergonomics and function of the ellow-handled
manual punch we used to carry. This is the new standard for punching holes in
an si e mainline for inserting rip ape Fittings, Spot mitters, or
ine
with Barb Connectors unch tip ma be sharpened with a grinding wheel if
it loses its edge. NEW!
9193 A: punch (0#) for $20.00
Punch N Cut on t worr , this isn t a tool for the bull s arsenal hree
tools in one: cuts ainline and mitter ubing, punches holes in ainline
for Spot mitters
for rip ape Fittings or
Barbs , and inserts Spot
mitters with a ver snug fit Sturd cutting mechanism makes s uare
& clean cuts more smoothl and reliabl than scissors or Felco pruners
unching mechanism is easier on the hand muscles than other punches, and is
uite accurate Inserting mechanism opposite end of tool from the punch is
more ergonomic than using bare hands to force emitters into mainline.
9195 A: punch (0#) for $30.00

GARDEN MARKERS, STAKES & TAGS

HARVEST SUPPLIES

Wooden Pot Labels Untreated wooden sticks for
labeling seedlings ur inventor is in transition: our
new supplier sends us 5x5/8 labels, but we still have a
few of the old 6x3/4" labels in stock. We will send
ou whichever si e we please, unless ou reall
think si e matters, in which case please drop us
a note with your order and we will do our best
to accommodate you. Made in Maine from New
England white birch.
9289 A: bundle of 50 (0#) for $4.50
B: case of 1000 (5#) for $38.00
Treated Wooden Garden Stakes reated with non-toxic white paint,
these are the official stakes in Fedco trials t the end of the summer, names
stand out clearl and the stakes show little deterioration, even where the
have been in contact with the soil 1 x11/8". Made in Maine.
9292 A: bundle of 25 (0#) for $10.00
B: case of 250 (10#) for $52.50

Field Stakes ou won t lose these variet markers in the undergrowth
onger and thicker than the garden stakes, these untreated field markers are
easy to spot in the thickest bean bushes. 18x11/4x1/4". Made in Maine.
9298 A: bundle of 25 (2#) for $17.50
B: case of 100 (10#) for $50.00
Garden Snark Tags For the gardener who has an off-kilter sense of
humor and is resigned to fate, we offer this set of 16 amusing plant labels
with tongue-in-cheek slogans like Cheaper than herap ,
ead lant,
and o Idea Warning: few of the labels feature real live four-letter
words if that offends ou, please order 9300 Elegant Markers instead.
1"x41/2"x1mm Black print on rugged reused or rec cled translucent
white
plastic, which resists photodegradation and temperature
extremes and can be rec cled again when ou re done with them If
ou like the oke but still want to know what ou actuall planted, ou
can write on the backs with permanent market and remove it later with
rubbing alcohol whatever ou write ma show through a little
ill
help remind ou to sta relaxed and go with the flow when things go
wrong in the garden From a small studio in ashington state NEW!
9299 A: set of 16 (0#) for $45.00
Elegant Garden Markers If ou think the arden Snark ags are
tasteless, tr these uber-class laser-cut birchwood markers
instead ach tag is engraved with a crop s name
and a charming line drawing to represent it. Tags are
3"x21/2"x1/8" and hang from a sturdy 18" tall stainless
steel stake with a graceful spiral head ur set of 0
stakes covers the most common annual garden crops:
basil, beets, broccoli, cabbage, carrots, corn, cucumbers,
garlic, green beans, kale, lettuce, onions, peas, peppers,
potatoes, pumpkins, radishes, tomatoes, spinach and
ucchini If artha Stewart comes to visit, ou won t
be embarrassed From a small studio in ashington
state but not the same one that makes the arden Snark ags! NEW!
9300 A: set of 20 (5#) for $100.00
Vinyl Plant Tags ohn Bunker sa s vin l siding works so well as an outdoor
label that we should remove it from all the houses in the world and make
it all into plant tags For those disinclined to
make their own, we re offering these, made
locall out of genuine reclaimed vintage vin l
siding. Label measures approx. 4x4" and is a
nearl indestructible
mil thick, with a hole
drilled in one corner for a wire so you can hang
it rite on them with pencil, not marker, for a
tag that will help you identify your apple tree
from now until rmageddon which seems closer
this ear than it used to
9301 A: bundle of 25 (0#) for $20.00
Cap Style Plant Markers inc-coated nameplates on
galvani ed steel legs provide permanent outdoor labeling
101/2" tall with a 7/8x21/2 hori ontal nameplate Comes
with marking pencil.
9304 A: bundle of 25 (0#) for $17.00
B: bundle of 100 (5#) for $60.00
Aluminum Label Tags ermanent all-weather tags with
wires, especiall for labeling trees Can write on both sides
9310 A: 25 tags (0#) for $8.00
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PACK UP THE HARVEST

Harvest Baskets ld-time wooden lath and wire baskets in
bushel, half-bushel, peck and half-peck si es Classic and
effective e sell hundreds ever ear at the Common
round Fair Bushels and half-bushels have a wire loop
on each side for handles, pecks and half-pecks have a
wire bail with a wood handle ade in
9337 A: 3 bushel baskets (10#) for $19.00
B: 3 half-bushel baskets (10#) for $15.00
C: 3 peck baskets (5#) for $15.00
D: 3 half-peck baskets (3#) for $14.00
Cloth Produce Bags Instead of smothering your produce in wasteful
single-use bags, use these lightweight and breathable
unbleached cotton gau e bags lso good for
bagging up rice or beans the weave is too
open for flour or other dust materials
Many retail outlets are being cagey about
reusable bags during the pandemic, but
some still permit them and the re still
useful at home. Commercial growers
could use these on a deposit-andexchange s stem for CS shares Bags
measure 8 x11 and weigh ust 0 o 11g
achine washable in cold water air-dr Set of 3
9340 A: set of 3 (0#) for $20.00
Sun Sugar Boxes n environmentall friendl alternative to plastic
clamshells which are difficult even to rec cle an more, now that China
is understandabl refusing to take our trash or even the classic moldboard
berr boxes, which are soaked in artificial d e and are bulk to ship both
into and out of our warehouse. These boxes are recyclable and compostable
cardboard and the ship flat, so the are more fuel-efficient to move around
If better karma alone is not enough to win ou over, the are also lidded and
stackable so the do a better ob of protecting our produce nd the re
prett , too! he vent holes are shaped
like suns, raindrops, flowers and
earthworms abels will affix
to them more easily than to
molded berry boxes. The larger
boxes assemble in five eas
steps the manufacturer sa s their
workers can fold 100 boxes an hour
the half-pints have an ingenious autofolding design and assemble in one motion.
uto-folding pints ma be available later this ear
check our website for updates. Exterior dimensions
ow-profile
assembled: alf-pint is x 1/8"x 11/2
pint is 7 x 1/2"x11/4
uart is 7 x 1/4"x3". NEW!
- uart great for tomatoes is 65/8 x71/2" x3".
9353 A: 25 half-pints (0#) for $10.50
B: case of 200 half-pints (10#) for $75.00
C: 25 pints (0#) for $9.00
D: case of 300 pints (28#) for $100.00
E: 25 quarts (0#) for $14.00
F: case of 200 quarts (22#) for $100.00
G: 25 2-qt boxes (0#) for $15.00
H: case of 300 2-qt boxes (37#) for $170.00
Cardboard Berry Boxes Classic molded-paper berr boxes in half-pint,
pint and uart si es
9352 A: 50 half-pints (2#) for $9.00
B: case of 600 half-pints (50#) for $99.00
C: 50 pints (2#) for $12.00
D: case of 420 pints (50#) for $65.00
E: 50 quarts (2#) for $14.00
F: case of 250 quarts (35#) for $70.00

Collapsible Drying Racks
36 diameter round shelves of durable
polyester netting in a metal frame.
Center strap for improved weight
support erfect for dr ing flowers and
herbs of all types. Rack has 6 tiers that
snap together so ou can reconfigure
them to suit our needs total of
s ft of surface area!
9358 A: drying rack (10#)
for $45.00

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

Waterproof Insulated Gloves he all-around
best winter chore glove: no more wet cold fingers!
he flocked acr lic lining is soft and warm, and the
triple-dipped
C coating remains flexible even at
single-digit temperatures he extend loosel over
the wrists to cover our acket cuffs enerousl si ed:
there s room to wear liner gloves in ver cold weather
9388 A: one pair (0#) for $11.75
Vermont Gloves ou can t possibl work harder than these
top-notch leather work gloves ugged goatskin bod with a
4" cowhide cuff and double nylon stitching. The patented thumb
design offers improved comfort and durabilit
bsolutel worth
the investment: will outlast other leather work gloves three or
four times over he have been popular holida gifts among our customers
famil business founded in 1 0 in andolph,
, reen ountain
loves started out making silk dress gloves but soon developed a
specialt in heav -dut leather work gloves wo customers
contacted us in 017 after
ran a stor about the
compan s struggle to survive in an era of cheap imported
competition: they were down to one sewing machine and
four emplo ees producing twent do en gloves a
month, with no promise of a successor for the aging
owner Cheeringl , the compan found a oung
successor after all, who shares his predecessors
values but has also revamped the compan s online
presence and branding including a name change he
compan s uddite uirkiness and devotion to ualit in a
world that cuts corners, ignores human costs, and demands
uniformit seemed to fit in with Fedco s values like hand
and glove nd, like Fedco, ermont love runs on solar
energ ! Si e is based on measurement around knuckles
9390 A: small 8-9" (0#) for $92.50
B: medium 9-10" (0#) for $92.50
C: large 10-11" (0#) for $92.50
D: x-large 11-12" (0#) for $92.50
Samson Gloves hether ou need to kill a lion with our hands, massacre
a thousand hilistines with an ass s awbone, or dig turnips out of halffro en mud in late ctober, regular garden gloves ust won t cut
it an more ur Samson gloves will keep our fingers warm
and protected in harsh gardening conditions; they
ma or ma not confer superhuman strength, but
ou will definitel feel less homicidal Fine-knit
stretchy polyester shell is lined with thick soft
acr lic fleece he palm and fingers are dipped
in natural latex to provide water resistance
and good grip Si e is based on measurement
around knuckles Snug fit: order a si e up if
ou re not sure
9391 A: medium 8-9" (0#) for $8.00
B: large 9-10" (0#) for $8.00
C: x-large 10-11" (0#) for $8.00
Hercules Gloves nit gloves of 3
cotton and 6
polyester coated with durable pebbled black latex. Very
flexible partiall uncoated back for better ventilation
real hit in the warehouse for handling trees ood
protection in an wet mudd situation mos uito proof
xcellent in the cold with wool or silk liners ouble-knit
cuff Si e is based on measurement around knuckles
9392 A: medium 8-9" (0#) for $8.00
B: large 9-10" (0#) for $8.00
C: x-large 10-11" (0#) for $8.00
Nitrile Gloves Snug-fitting knit pol -n lon shell is dipped in nitrile, a marvelousl gripping soft rubber that latex-sensitive people can use Snug fit and
tack surface preserve dexterit Backs are partl uncoated to improve ventilation our hands get wetter therefore colder in wet situations than the do
with the more completel coated ercules loves achine washable Si e
is based on measurement around knuckles If in doubt, order the smaller si e
9395 A: extra-small 5-6" (0#) for $8.00
B: small 6-7" (0#) for $8.00
C: medium 7-8" (0#) for $8.00
D: large 8-9" (0#) for $8.00
E: x-large 9-10" (0#) for $8.00

Knee Pads arden in comfort, with no
more rocks denting our kneecaps!
nlike most knee pads, which buckle
around the back of the knee, these
pads feature two heav -dut elastic
straps with velcro: one at the lower
thigh, one at the upper calf his
improves our comfort in a kneeling
position and helps prevent the pads
from falling down to your ankles when
ou walk ade of thick closed-cell
th lene- in l cetate
foam
with pol prop lene cap and-washable
with mild soap and warm water Fits
most people.
9398 A: one pair (3#) for $25.00
Arm Guards Slipped over our forearms and gloves, the heav close-woven
canvas protects ou from the unkind cuts of rose thorns, thistle spines and
other prickly peril. Staffer Carol Doyle reports
that the pair she tested work wonderfull !
She successfully pruned the nastiest portion
of her blackberry patch without getting
her shirt snagged or her arms scratched.
She further praised the rm uards for
not restricting arm motion and the are
loose enough so the don t feel as if the
circulation is being cut off by something
too tight around the wrist and elbow I ll be
glad to get the berry bushes cleaned up this
ear! ne si e ne pair
9401 A: one pair (0#) for $12.00
Bug Bafﬂer Headnet What is the one sure
sign that spring is reall here and it s time to
set out the transplants Black flies Slip on
this headnet and work in comfort, smug in the
knowledge that there will be no flies biting our
face toda
ightweight fine-mesh black n lon
lets bree es in and makes the outdoors liveable
again with chemical-free insect protection
Patented hood design allows plenty of room
for a hat, and seamless construction permits
unobstructed vision lastic bands slip under
arms to hold the hood securely in place.
erfect for bee observation Baffles bugs, not
Covid ne si e
9441 A: headnet (0#) for $9.50
Bug Bafﬂer Ankle Guards hese da s ever one in ew ngland probabl knows someone who has suffered from tick-borne illness If humans
manage to pollute and exploit themselves into oblivion, ticks will probabl
be the next dominant species on the planet eanwhile, here s a non-toxic
and affordable layer of protection against the nasty little things. No need to
wear our pants tucked into our socks mesh ankle guards have stretch knit
bands at the ankle and elastic bands at the calf to keep ticks and blackflies
off our legs ull over socks before putting shoes on, then roll up over our
pantlegs ne si e
9442 A: one pair (0#) for $9.50

Fedco Supports MOFGA

hhee aine rganic Farmers and ardeners
ssociation is a broad-based communit
ssociation
that educates about and advocates for
organic agriculture, illuminating
its interdependence with a healthy
environment, local food production,
and thriving communities Fedco is a
longstanding part of that community
we even inherited the rganic
rowers Suppl operation from them! and
rowers
a regular
regular donor. We encourage you to join us
in supporting
supporting them by making a donation with
our
S order, either online or on the order form on page 16

If shipping weight in parentheses is (0#), the item qualiﬁes for free shipping!
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FEDCO FASHIONS

More styles are available on our website.
Fedco Cap othing sa s st le like a Fedco cap Classic
low-profile ball caps: if ou want a hipster trucker hat,
see 9405. Cotton with adjustable headband and our
classic sunra logo with the slogan arden Farm
rchard Check online to confirm availabilit of
our preferred color If ou order a color that s
out of stock, we ll send a different color
9404 A: grey (0#) for $18.50
B: khaki (0#) for $18.50
C: blue (0#) for $18.50
D: black (0#) for $18.50
E: pink (0#) for $18.50
F: yellow (0#) for $18.50
Fedco Trucker Hat When I was in high school no one would be caught
dead in these stiff high-crowned flat-brimmed hats But now the oung
call the soft low-profile st le of our Fedco logo caps dad hats
e love
dads, and we still love our logo hats! his trucker hat will put our farm
fashion into the hammer lane! hite front on a black cap and bill sports a
classic Fedco mashup image, with a semi truck drawn b rees founder
ohn Bunker hauling a huge sack of taters t
S
we deepl appreciate the truck drivers and
terminal crews that keep all our heav
stuff moving in and out of the warehouse,
especiall this past season when traveling
became so difficult! ol ester foam front,
mesh back, plastic snapback ad ustable
closure ne si e fits most NEW!
9405 A: trucker hat (0#) for $15.00

Dino-melon Fedco Shirt & Tank In honor of ene Fre s retirement from
Fedco, we printed his dino-melon design on these shirts For 0 ears, ene
led our Seeds warehouse operations with virtuosic flexibilit , unflappable
patience, and a daunting depth of knowledge e miss him! e created the
dino-melon in ctober 00 When the Red Sox were making a record-setting
comeback in the
Championship Series, on his car radio ene kept hearing
ankees fans chanting
ho s our dadd
at Sox pitcher edro artine
It got me thinking about the parentage of our seeds, especiall
s, he
sa s, and he created a series of weird h brid graphics along this theme for
that ear s Seeds catalog
he wouldn t let me print it with the
ho s
our add caption, though Choose between a standard crewneck t-shirt
in cream-colored organic cotton or a relaxed-fit white pol cotton tank with
a curved hem and a scoop neckline, both with the design printed in an earth
brown ersatile, like ene: casual enough for the countr , but presentable
for an excursion to town.
9453: crewneck tee (0#) for $25.00
A: small
B: medium
C: large
D: x-large
E: xx-large
9454: tank (0#) for $20.00
A: x-small
B: small
C: medium
D: large
E: x-large
F: xx-large
Fedco Hoodie Co full- ip black hooded sweatshirt with
the cheek slogan here s onl one F in Fedco printed in
white on the back If ou don t get it, keep thinking about
it and sa it If ou still don t get it, ask a millennial
ene
got it from a soccer chant, ktan wrote it on a trash can
and it has become something of a byword around here. It
reminds us both how wonderfull uni ue our workplace
is and encourages unit among all Fedco workers, even
though we work in different warehouses each with
its own slightl different culture , all while indulging
our love for wordpla Share the Fedco pride and sta
warm for cider pressing and spring planting. 90%
cotton, 10 pol
oodies run large
9433: hoodie (2#) for $35.00
A: small
B: medium
C: large
D: x-large E: xx-large

FEDCO FASHIONS

Fedco Toque with Pompon on this co
green and gold cap, and ou too can be a Fedco
lf, spreading agricultural good cheer 100
acr lic knit fabric is warm, washable, and
doesn t itch ne si e
9410 A: toque (0#) for $18.50

Bulbs Tee he 0 0 Bulbs catalog cover elicited delighted s ueals from
ever one who saw it
ho can resist those little garden gnomes and their
little pets! bus ing about their bulb house surrounded b cheerful narcissi
e had to put it on a shirt, our first ever shirt to honor our smallest Fedco
department hite graphic on black cotton, choose from adult or children s
si ing Crewneck straight-cut tee made in the S from organic fair-trade
cotton printed with water-based ink NEW!
9420: adult-size tee (0#) for $22.50
A: small
B: medium
C: large
D: x-large
E: xx-large
9421: child’s tee (0#) for $20.00
A: child’s 2T
B: child’s T C: child’s T
D: child’s 8
E: child’s 10 F: child’s 12
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Cider Shirt Celebrate our favorite fall
drink with our popular cider t-shirt,
featuring ohn Bunker s full-color
paintings of ten of the most famous
nglish, French and merican cider
apples and the catchphrase it s
alwa s ok to be bitter wo st les:
scoopneck fitted tee or crew-neck
relaxed-fit tee Both st les are white 100
organic cotton.
9425: scoopnec tted tee (0#) for $22.50
A: small
B: medium
C: large
D: x-large
9428: crewneck tee (0#) for $22.50
A: medium
B: large
C: x-large
D: xx-large

Fedco Carrying Case
his nift metal lunchbox serves
m riad uses for kids, gardeners and
farmers alike. Perfect for toting
Scoobie snacks out to the field, or
for holding your spare shear bolts on
the tractor. We use ours to keep seed
packets dr while gardening on dri l
da s ooks as old-school as our catalog
with the sharp Fedco Seeds logo on a silver
background x6x73/4".
9452 A: carrying case (0#) for $13.25

Use weight in parentheses (#) to calculate shipping charge.

Fedco Cover Art Whimsical and beautiful black-and-white art is a hallmark
of Fedco’s unique style, our way of counterbalancing the glossy, airbrushed
color photos typical of the seed-catalog world. Now some of our art can grace
your walls! High-quality 12x18" prints on heavy matte cardstock are suitable
for framing or thumbtacking. Choose from the 2019 cover (a noble warrior
guarding her seeds as she navigates the seas in a Delicata squash), 2017 cover
(our superhero Magic Molly soaring through a vegetable galaxy), 2015 cover
rt eco poppies with bees , the 010 cover surrealist small plane fl ing
over a cloud of cauliflower , the 00 cover peasants sheaving grain, with a
quote from Deuteronomy about gleaning), or the 2000 cover (a fantastic scene
of Father Time with an organic-agriculture New Year baby ushering out the
demons of conventional farming).
9468 Fedco Cover Art Poster (0#) for $3.00
A: Year 2000
B: Year 2005
C: Year 2010
D: Year 2015
E: Year 2017
F: Year 2019
American Hemp Farmer: Adventures and Misadventures in the Cannabis
Trade by Doug Fine, 309 pages, 6x9, softcover. A must-read for anyone considering—or already knee-deep into—the cannabis industry. Fine covers the
industry with a realism and frank discussion that is refreshing and necessary
as the prohibitions surrounding hemp are starting to end nationally. Focusing
on the foundations of building soil, and the potential for hemp to recover and
rebuild damaged and neglected earth, he espouses the regenerative capability
of hemp versus the gold rush mentality of the current climate. Like most agricultural products, hemp is most profitable at the end-product level, and Fine
does a great job of clearly articulating all aspects from soil and seed, planting,
growing and maintaining, (even panicking), all the way through markets and
product diversification Funn and informative, a book that will find itself
dog-eared and worn in our librar five ears from now -C NEW!
9469A: American Hemp Farmer (0#) for $18.00
Apples and the Art of Detection: Tracking Down, Identifying and
Preserving Rare Apples by John Bunker, 407 pages, 81/2x11, softcover. I’ve
been listening to John Bunker talk about apples for as long as I can remember.
The old varieties and why we should rescue them, the Johnny Appleseeds of
America, and the shocking truth that you can’t plant an apple seed and expect
to get the same apple. Because I’m an editor, I had the honor of contributing
to my brother’s masterpiece: Apples and the Art of Detection. This book,
brilliantly framed as a Sherlock Holmes detective story, belongs not only
on the shelf of anyone interested in apples; it is also for those who want to
learn about the old-timey salt-of-the earth apple experts: John’s mentors. As a
layperson, I especially enjoyed those sections, but I was also impressed with
the precision and eloquence with which the science is presented. Photographs
and artwork galore, it is beautifully illustrated by the author himself. -Emily
Bunker
9470A: Apples and the Art of Detection (0#) for $35.00
The Apple Grower: A Guide for the Organic Orchardist 2nd edition, by
Michael Phillips, 320 pages, 8x10, softcover. The book you need to grow
apples organically. Research aimed at reducing the use of synthetic poisons
in the orchard has produced heartening results in recent years. Since The
Apple Grower first appeared, two important products for organic orchardists,
Surround (8720) and Entrust (8759 on our website), make it possible to grow
very decent apples organically. This revised and expanded version includes
apple-growing basics from A to Z, as well as the latest
research and strategies for successful organic orcharding.
Michael has read the studies, done the interviews, tested
the products and found an effective way to organize
the information and communicate it to the
rest of us. -JB
9471A: The Apple Grower 2nd Ed.
(0#) for $36.25

Free shipping on all books!
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Looking for a title listed recently but not this year? Check our website for clearance
titles. Reviews written by Aktan Askin, Roberta Bailey, Elisabeth Benjamin, John
Bunker, Clayton Carter, Laura Childs, Alice Coyle, jaye dos santos, Holly Cederholm,
Nikos Kavanya, Susan Kiralis, CR Lawn, Colleen Maguire, Jacob Mentlik, Sarah
Oliver, Jen Ries, John Paul Rietz and David Shipman.

The Apples of New England by Russell Steven Powell, 214 pages,
71/4x71/4, hardcover. Apples were planted in New England as far back as
1604 when the French explorer Pierre du Gua, the sieur de Monts, started
an orchard on St Croix Island just south of Castine. From the beginning of
European settlement, apples and cider played a great role in making life here
palatable. People who lit out carried apple seeds with them, concerned less
about the varieties they were carrying than the potential of those seeds to
supply food and drink. The cultivation was so intense that Don Bussey’s
recent seven-volume encyclopedia, The Illustrated History of Apples in North
America, catalogs 17,000 varieties. Much shorter than Bussey’s opus, with
descriptions of 162 varieties of historic or commercial importance, this book
is a pleasure. It’s a well-written brief, but dense, history of apples and the
folks who spread them throughout New England. A handy guide for exploring
and rediscovering our apple heritage. -DS
9474A: The Apples of New England (0#) for $19.75
Apples to Cider: How to make cider at home by April White with Steve
Wood, 152 pages, 8x10, softcover. The current revolution in fermented cider
has been an effort of thousands of enthusiasts
from all over the country. But to my mind
no one has been more influential than Steve
Wood of Poverty Lane Orchards and Farnum
Hill Cider. Steve has teamed up with April
White to create a clear detailed explanation
of how to make cider. Cider history and
explanations of styles and terminology are
interspersed with Steve’s diary-like
observations. Of particular note is an
excellent chapter on how to taste and
describe cider. Set amidst the orchards
and cider room at Farnum Hill, you’ll
come away feeling like you know the
people and the place. How to choose
amongst the many excellent books
about cider? Whether a beginner
or an expert, if you’re into cider, you
won’t be disappointed by this one. -JB
9477A: Apples to Cider (0#) for $25.00
Bees: A Honeyed History by Piotr Socha, 80 pages, 11x15, hardcover. This
big, impressive, amusing and boldly illustrated book is an encyclopedia of
the honey bee, translated from the Polish. Should be of interest to anyone
who likes bees, history, diagrams, information or fun. Geared toward younger
readers, but definitel not dumbed down for them s an amateur beekeeper
I’ve read many books about honeybees written for adults, yet this sprawling
homage to the bee and its keepers was packed full of stuff I didn’t know. My
only complaint is I don’t have a shelf tall enough to accommodate the book’s
15" height. -EB
9501A: Bees: A Honeyed History (0#) for $24.75
Botany in a Day: The Patterns Method of Plant Identification 6th edition, by
Thomas J Elpel, 235 pages, 81/2x11, softcover. I love this book, from a small
press out of Pony, MT. Besides the dictionary and Ovid’s Metamorphoses, it
is the book I most often flip through while drinking coffee in the morning I
find it beautiful, comforting and stimulating all at once Colorful illustrations
on nearly every page, it’s an approachable botany textbook and an herbal
field guide to orth merican plants, regularl updated b the author since
its release in 1996. Although Elpel asserts that “in a day” you can learn
everything you need to know to ID unfamiliar plants, I’ve been poring over
this book for years, opening at random to a plant family and studying patterns
of characteristics that link plants to their relatives. The patterns method
engages the scientific mind and also sparks a m stic appreciation for the
interconnectedness of things in our world. For the studious, the curious, the
herbalist, the teacher—plant-lovers of all persuasions will be happy to have
this on the shelf. -EB NEW!
9510A: Botany in a Day (0#) for $30.00
Cass Turnbull’s Guide to Pruning: What, When, Where & How to Prune
for a More Beautiful Garden by Cass Turnbull, 365 pages, 71/4x9, softcover.
I’m the kind of tree gardener who feels
from Cass Turnbull’s
that one pruning book is not enough.
Guide to Pruning
Each one has something different to
by Cass Turnbull
offer. Most sit on my shelf for quick
reference his is the first pruning
guide I’ve wanted to read from cover to
cover! Cass Turnbull sheds a bright—even
glaring—light on pruning and what she has coined
“mal-pruning.” Fleshing out the details with clear
how-to and how-not-to instructions along with useful
illustrations and laugh-out-loud humor, she walks the
reader through the basics and delves into the specifics
for more than 150 plant species. Turnbull urges us to
look more closely at how plants grow in order to make
sense of why and how we should prune them. Chapters
are grouped by plant habit (mounding, cane-growing,
tree-like, vines and groundcover) so even if your favorite
plants are not listed here, you can adapt the methods to meet
our specific needs 9522A: Cass Turnbull’s Guide to Pruning (0#) for $23.25

Compost Teas for the Organic Grower by Eric Fisher, 256 pages,
7x8, softcover. Finally! A guidebook on compost teas that goes well beyond
the bubbler. Drawing on a variety of research, Eric Fisher
cultivates a deep understanding of compost tea that borrows
from both biodynamic principles and conventional
soil science. After walking the reader through the
essentials of soil and plant life, the book explores
myriad ways of customizing compost and compost tea
for all imaginable purposes. Recipes include a root-andshoot stimulator drench with horsetails and yarrow; an
orchard and vegetable foliar spray with kaolin and yeast
extract; a pralin root dip for nurseries; seedballs; willow
water; BD preparations; and many more. Just as
he builds on scientific findings, the author also
questions the “monism” of today’s science.
A chapter on alternative practice subtly
nudges composters to take their practices
to the next level by following the moon and
working with indigenous microorganisms
to attune with natural cycles. Fisher’s
gentle and subtle tone left me with a lot
to contemplate as I studied the extensive
references section. -AA
9530A: Compost Teas (0#) for $20.00
The Cooking Gene: A Journey Through African American Cultural History
in the Old South by Michael W. Twitty, 444 pages, 5x71/2, paperback. “The
old South is a place where people use food to tell themselves who they are, to
tell others who they are, and to tell stories about where they’ve been.” Thus
begins Michael Twitty’s sojourn through that telling, mapped by his family,
his genealogy, his history and landscape. Personal and personable, the stories
build into a bigger conversation about race in America. Underlying it all is
the food: sugar, yams, corn, rice, etc. that we know and love, transforming as
we discover how the foodways of enslaved peoples became the foodways of
today. Twitty’s detailed and visceral recollection and reconstruction builds
to the reckoning that comes from truly understanding where we’ve been and
how we got here. And as we savor and digest the information presented, it
provides a good basis for understanding the Black Benefit Sharing enacted in
this catalog (see page 4). -NK NEW!
9533A: The Cooking Gene (0#) for $18.50

BOOKS

Cooking With Scraps: Turn Your Peels, Cores, Rinds, and Stems into
Delicious Meals by Lindsay-Jean Hard, 189 pages, 71/3x9, hardcover. Roughly
one third of food produced in the world gets lost or wasted. I’m enough of an
Irish peasant that such a statistic is anathema to me, having been trained not
to waste food. This usually comes in the form of cooking up the various ends
and peels into soup stock. So when a book comes along with the enticement
of zero-waste cooking, I’m on board, though I was skeptical the author could
deliver 85 “scrumptious” recipes. Well, now I’m a believer—having made
some of the truly delectable fare—while using spent coffee grounds, corn
cobs and carrot tops (though not all together). More suited to mainstream
tastes are those in the clean-out-the-crisper category: featuring tempura,
strata, frittata and, yes, soup stock. While something like using beet greens
is just commonsensical to us in Maine, even the commonplace recipes will
get our gastronomic and imaginative uices flowing I can hardl wait until
spring to try Charred Asparagus-end Pesto. Or, when I pull my beets out of
winter storage…Beet Peel Margarita, anyone? -NK
9535A: Cooking with Scraps (0#) for $20.00
Crop Planning for Organic Vegetable Growers by Frédéric Theriault
and Daniel Brisebois, 136 pages, 71/2x9, softcover. If I’d had this book when I
started farming, I would have avoided many mistakes. Published by Canadian
rganic rowers, it s full of tools to plan for success before our first seed
hits the soil. Charts, calculations and records—all the dry bones of keeping
information hand , farming profitable and certification inspections smooth
Succinct chapters move from setting financial goals to developing a marketing
plan, projecting planting schedules, compiling a seed order, analyzing before
planning another year. For farmers, next year always holds the promise of
being better; this book could make it so. -NK
9537A: Crop Planning For OG Vegetable Growers (0#) for $29.00
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The Elderberry Book: Forage, Cultivate, Prepare, Preserve by John Moody,
114 pages, 71/2x9, softcover. The elderberry and humans have been together
for a long time. Moody writes, “If the dog is humanity’s best friend, then the
elderberry may be its best plant friend.” For generations, elder was the goto household treatment for just about everything:
dropsy, toothaches, or to remedy the effects of
strangulation (apparently). For survival, people
had to know their plants, and the elder was key.
Everyone should have a few in their landscape,
especially during a plague. Appreciation for
elderberry is making a comeback, and we’re all
for it. (We’re offering 11 elderberry varieties
in the 2021 Fedco Trees catalog!) They offer
beauty, forage and sanctuary. Moody’s book
works because it’s simple and highlights reasons
to plant an elderberry bush and how to do it.
He walks us through a history of the plant, its
cultivation and propagation, and its many uses
in food, tools and toys. I put this book on my
kitchen shelf so all my favorite elder recipes are
in one place. -JR
9549A: The Elderberry Book (0#) for $23.25
Entangled Life: How Fungi Make Our Worlds, Change Our Minds & Shape
Our Futures by Merlin Sheldrake, 368 pages, 61/2x91/2, hardcover. Want
something to take your mind off a virus? Try a fungus! This winter, as we
stay closer to home, a good book could be considered an essential service,
especially one infused with curiosity and a breadth of perspective. Right
from the opening words we understand the scope to consider: “Fungi are
changing the way life happens, as they have done for more than a billion
years. They are eating rock, making soil, digesting pollutants, nourishing and
killing plants, surviving in space, inducing visions, producing food, making
medicines, manipulating animal behavior and influencing the composition of
the earth’s atmosphere.” A romp through fungi sex; the
manipulation of ants into zombies; diaper-digesting fungi
in landfills each page is a revelation ho can resist an
author who concludes, “Now that this book is made, I can
hand it over to fungi to unmake. I’ll dampen a copy and
feed it with Pleurotus mycelium. When it has eaten its
way through the words and pages and endpapers and
sprouted oyster mushrooms from the covers, I’ll eat
them.” Now that’s eating your words! -NK. NEW!
9552A: Entangled Life (0#) for $27.50
The Essential Guide to Cultivating
Mushrooms: Simple and Advanced Techniques
for Growing Shiitake, Oyster, Lion’s Mane, and
Maitake Mushrooms at Home by Stephen Russell,
232 pages, 7x9, softcover. Who knew that a roll
of toilet paper could grow your supper? If you
want to know how, read this book. Home
cultivation of mushrooms discussed
from the basics (buy a kit) to the
advanced (grow your own strain)
in very organized and clear stepby-step instructions including what not to do.
Excellent photos. Everything you need to
get started and keep going. -JR
9555A: The Essential Guide to Mushrooms (0#) for $24.50
Familiar Flowers of Field & Garden by F. Schuyler Mathews, 308
pages, 7x5, softcover. Dover reprint of an 1895 edition. A small silver
lining in the cloud of 2020 is that some of us had more time (and need) to
go outdoors and pay attention to plants. This delightful
book brings us back to slower and more observant
times. From Trailing Arbutus in early spring to Cosmos
and Chrysanthemum in late fall, Mathews describes
each in his botanic, poetic and opinionated way,
“with a little friendly gossip based on personal
experience.” Both common and botanical names
have changed a bit since 1895, but all these New
ngland flowers, both wild and tame, are familiar
Most are illustrated by the author’s excellent line
drawings—so good that our Fedco graphics department
has pulled from the original edition for years. Readers
like me will enjoy Mathew’s grousing about color
descriptions: he reveres botanist Asa Gray but says he
must be “at least partially color blind” and expresses horror
at someone confusing scarlet with crimson. Not particularly
recommended as a guide for identif ing flowers, but I am
looking forward to going out with the book and trying to
distinguish some of the 14 species of Goldenrod that Mathews
covers. Ends with a huge 50-page index that charts name,
family, color, location, environment, bloom time and page
number. An absorbing and soothing book. -SK NEW!
9557A: Familiar Flowers of Field & Garden (0#) for $15.00
from Familiar Flowers of Field & Garden
by F. Schuyler Mathews
pply form.

Fermented Vegetables: Creative Recipes For Fermenting 64 Vegetables
& Herbs in Krauts, Kimchis, Brined Pickles, Chutneys, Relishes & Pastes by
Kirsten K. Shockey and Christopher Shockey, 376 pages, 8x9, softcover.
With more than 140 recipes that excite and intrigue, this book is causing a
stir among fermentation enthusiasts. Fermented salsas, herb pastes, chutneys,
krauts and more—the book features recipes based on garden vegetables and
herbs organized from A-to-Z. Tired of pesto getting funky so fast? Make a
basil paste that lasts in the fridge for a year. Tired of squash? Ferment it with
chipotle. Wondering how to preserve all those nettles by the compost pile?
Try nettle kraut. The book covers history and science, vessels and equipment,
fermenting fundamentals and advanced techniques, troubleshooting, and
recipes for foraged foods. It closes with recipes to turn your fermented
creations into snacks, entr es, desserts and crocktails
rofiles
of “Fermentistas” interspersed throughout include tips that add
depth of knowledge, technique and history. -RB
9567A: Fermented Vegetables (0#) for $24.75
Forest Trees of Maine: Centennial Edition by the Maine
Forest Service, 176 pages, 6x9, spiral-bound softcover.
Mainers are familiar with the tall slim pamphlet
Forest Trees of Maine. This expanded edition
commemorated the guide’s 100th year and includes
color photographs of important identification ke s,
historical photographs of Maine logging, and locations
of Maine’s largest specimens. Sections by genus have
charts listing important distinctions among species.
Species descriptions follow. -DS
9582A: Forest Trees of Maine (0#) for $14.00

I love Fedco. In a world completely out of balance, being part
of something like this gives me the little bit of extra hope that
I sorely need. Thank you for all your hard work!
– Emeline Dehn-Reynolds, Newmarket, NH

Fresh from the Garden: An Organic Guide to Growing Vegetables, Berries,
and Herbs in Cold Climates by John Whitman, 536 pages, 81/2x101/2, hardcover. With all the quarantine-induced interest in gardening, we were on the
prowl for a good “gardening encyclopedia” to offer our neophyte customers.
If you’re not lucky enough to live next door to an all-knowing codger, buy
this book instead! The author brings half a century of growing experience to
his hefty tome. A quarter of the book covers gardening basics: siting, soil care,
composting, buying seed and plants, seed-starting, plant care, organic pest
control and harvest e warns of weirdl specific pitfalls that most gardening
guides omit (rental-grade stump grinders are worthless; sphagnum moss can
give ou a nast fungal skin infection
e is also frank about the benefits and
drawbacks of gardening techniques that enjoy evangelical devotion from their
followers, like lasagna gardening and planting by the moon. The rest of this
epic comprises detailed seed-to-kitchen growing guides for all common vegetables, berries and herbs as well as for many unusual crops, from artichokes
to ardlong beans ach profile includes information about the plant s growth
habit, siting and soil needs, planting techniques and timing, special care requirements, potential for season extension, ideal storage conditions and kitchen uses. Enough information is included to get a new seedsaver going on easy
crops, but if you plan to get serious about seed saving we recommend 9756
Seed to Seed. By the time you read this book from cover to cover, you’ll almost be prepared to be someone else’s useful local codger. -AC NEW!
9583A: Fresh from the Garden (0#) for $50.00
The Fruit Forager’s Companion: Ferments, Desserts, Main Dishes, and
More from Your Neighborhood and Beyond by Sara Bir, 400 pages, 7x10,
softcover. Written by a poetic comical professional chef who knows her
stuff, this book is bold, smart, witty and so fun to read! The fruits I already
love take on a new life in these pages, and the ones that I would not have
bothered to explore beckon to me now. On foot or bike, the author roams
and forages her urban landscape and suggests that we, too, could be out
there moving, examining, noticing and falling in love with fruits growing
in usual and not-so-usual corners ll-in-one field guide, histor lesson,
memoir and cookbook, this book is divided
unequally into two parts. Bir begins with her
manifesto on consumerism, food sourcing
and the power of observation along with
a how-to manual on foraging. Part
two, the bulk of the book, dedicates
each chapter to a different fruit with
familiar edibles like apples and grapes
alongside lesser known ones like
hackberries, spicebush and sumac,
with inventive recipes that are easy
to follow. Beautiful photos and rich
sidebars feature relevant musings
with some unexpected entertaining
commentary. A series of shorter plant
profiles each stamped onorable
Mention” or “Look But Don’t Eat”
make for a pleasantly meandering read
in a well-organized text. -JR
9585A: The Fruit Forager’s Companion (0#) for $28.75
Growing Garden Seeds: A Manual for Gardeners and Small Farmers by
Robert Johnston, Jr., 32 pages, 51/2x81/2, softcover. If you are new to seed
saving, this little manual by the founder of Johnny’s covers all the basics and
is the best place to start. First published in 1976, it is a classic.
9609A: Growing Garden Seeds (0#) for $7.25
Growing Good Food: A Citizen’s Guide to Climate Victory Gardening by
Acadia Tucker, 159 pages, 6x9, softcover. A great pick for newbie gardeners,
with a focus on using regenerative methods to mitigate climate change.
Tucker starts the reader off on the most solid of foundations—region and
soil—by describing changing growing conditions by region, explaining how
to evaluate and improve soil conditions, and examining the link between
soil health and climate change. From there, she gives simple instructions
for choosing plants, getting them in the ground, and tending them, drawing
upon her experiences growing in Washington and New Hampshire. The book
abounds with profiles of eas starter plants and helpful charts, and features
lots of practical tidbits to help navigate pests, fertilizers, and more—all in
succinct and easily digestible sections. The only thing this book is missing
is an introduction to seed saving. Looking for something simple to get you
started? This might be the book for you! -JDS NEW!
9611A: Growing Good Food (0#) for $20.00

Free shipping on all books!
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Farming for the Long Haul: Resilience and the Lost Art of Agricultural
Inventiveness by Michael Foley, 265 pages, 51/2x81/2, softcover. “This
is a book about farming today with an eye to an uncertain future.” So the
author begins a journey that winds through ancient agricultural systems and
understandings, up through farming in the ruins of the 20th century, to the
new movement toward resilience. The emphasis is not on a critique of the
current failures but rather a revitalized historical overview of what worked
(and still does) for past cultures and farming societies throughout the world
to inspire us as we reinvigorate our sustainability. An account by an actual
farmer, it is hopeful and pragmatic, while having boots on the ground. Politics
are not avoided: false economies are called out and energy consumption
challenged. But through it all, the long-held wisdom of those who work
the soil is upheld, sharing techniques and ways of thinking, so that modern
farmers might incorporate that sagacity into their innovations. Wide-ranging
and deeply insightful, this book unpaves old ground into which a new future
can be seeded. -NK
9560A: Farming for the Long Haul (0#) for $19.50
Farming While Black: Soul Fire Farm’s Practical Guide to Liberation on
the Land by Leah Penniman, 368 pages, 8x10, softcover. The author, who
many years ago trialed for Fedco, writes from the
experience of her Soul Fire Farm in upstate New
York to encourage and empower Black farmers.
This is a radical book by an activist committed to
ending racism and injustice in the food system. The
opening quote from Malcolm X sets the premise:
“Revolution is based on land. Land is the basis of
independence. Land is the basis of freedom, justice,
equality.” And the teachings that follow are both of
the practicalities and the legacies of Black agricultural
traditions. The chapter “Black Land Matters” has steps and
resources for finding land, while also including methods to
remediate lead contamination in soil. Crop planning focuses
on diaspora plants, as do the recipes. And since saving
seeds is essential to preserving culture, there’s an section
on seed keeping. Interwoven with the techniques is a
beautiful interplay of modern life as informed by tradition,
spirit, story and community, as it plants the seeds of a
new and liberating heritage. This book’s perspective has
historically been excluded from U.S. agricultural chronicles.
It addresses topics such as healing from trauma, movement
building and restoring degraded land that speak to and of
Black experience in ways that inform us all. -NK
9561A: Farming While Black (0#) for $32.00

Growing Great Garlic by Ron L. Engeland, 213 pages, 6x9, softcover.
Varietal descriptions, history, and in-depth cultural information on growing,
harvesting, storing and marketing garlic. The chapter on pests and diseases
has practical suggestions for minimizing and containing the damage.
9612A: Growing Great Garlic (0#) for $16.75
Happy Pigs Taste Better: A Complete Guide to Organic and Humane
-Based Pork Production by Alice Percy, 272 pages, 71/2x91/2, softcover. Make
no mistake. The correlation in the title is not a romantic one. And it could
have been chosen only by an ex-vegetarian with an excellent palate. This
book is about quality of life, both for pig and farmer. Speaking from ten years
experience as an organic hog farmer, Fedco’s own Alice presents the ins and
outs of everything from feed sources, housing/bedding options and fencing
styles, to marketing, record keeping and staying sane. Comprehensive with
all necessary details of humane and organic swine life on the farm, also full
of useful and sometimes surprising scientific information
ant to know the
optimal micron size of ground feed to prevent gastric ulcers? It’s in here!) In
Happy Pigs, you will read about macro issues like maintaining soil quality
and the importance of financial literac , while learning specific skills such as
recognizing ancestral pig behavior, devising appropriate and holistic rations,
diagnosing mysterious health conditions, humane and low-stress slaughter at
home, and more. Comes with charts and templates for those who do their
homework. A must for all beginners in the world of swine. -AA
9613A: Happy Pigs Taste Better (0#) for $26.75
Herbal Medicine: From the Heart of the Earth 3rd edition, by Dr. Sharol
Marie Tilgner, 472 pages, 7x9, softcover. What better time than a pandemic
to assemble your home apothecary? In this updated 3rd edition, Dr. Tilgner
delivers a well-organized, comprehensive and useful guide to making herbal
medicines—the best I’ve come across in my herbal peregrinations. The
text’s depth appeals to the professional but remains approachable for an
earnest dabbler like me. Although she provides an excellent chart for harvest
times, this book not a guide to growing—it’s all about the medicine. The
extensive materia medica covers 190 plants, highlighting usage, dosages
and contraindications. Then, organized by bodily systems, she presents
clear formulas for common health conditions. With access to the right herbs,
anyone can follow these recipes. I’m most grateful for Dr. Tilgner’s stepby-step instructions for general preparations: tinctures, elixirs, salves, teas,
suppositories, and more. For those trying to wriggle out of the corporate grasp
of pharmaceutical companies, herbs are a powerful invitation to health and
resilience. -EB NEW!
9615A: Herbal Medicine (0#) for $30.00

BOOKS

The Hidden Life of Trees: What They Feel, How They Communicate by
Peter Wohlleben, 288 pages, 51/3x71/2, hardcover. Are trees conscious, sentient
beings
roundbreaking scientific research is clouding the space between
yes and no. In evolution, we were “split off from vegetation very early on,”
so science has had to work a little harder to understand our plant friends.
This is the lens through which the writer has come to better understand the
tree community he manages as forester in the Eifel Mountains of Germany.
The questions Wohlleben asks are simple 5th-grade science class topics but
the answers run as deep as the m ster he briefl illuminates for us, and our
imaginations are sparked by how little we know about the invisible world.
Wohlleben uses current research to support what might otherwise sound
outlandish. He emphatically anthropomorphizes trees to drive home the point
that they can indeed “feel” and communicate using light, electrical impulses,
sound waves and mycelial networks. The entwined life stories of the forest
trees, insects, fungi and bacteria held in this book will cause you to pause in
awe after each short chapter. This beautiful book is for everyone. -JR
9618A: The Hidden Life of Trees (0#) for $24.25
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The Holistic Orchard: Tree Fruits and Berries the Biological Way by
Michael Phillips, 414 pages, 8x10, softcover. Written by the renowned New
Hampshire–based orchardist and author of The Apple Grower, this book could
be called the Encyclopedia of Orcharding for the 21st Century. Reminiscent
of the great old Rodale books, it covers a wide range of fruit crops, while
addressing orchard design, dynamics and horticulture in unparalleled detail.
It’s all here: pruning, planting, companion planting, spraying, not spraying.
(See our 8657 Holistic Orchard Spray Kit, page 136.) Phillips brings his
extensive background in organic orcharding, along with wisdom: “A holistic
grower knows that producing healthy fruit is not about manipulating nature,
but about supporting a balanced orchard ecosystem.” Whether you’re new at
this or an old-timer, you will want a copy at hand this winter. The only other
reading you will need, of course, is the latest Fedco Trees catalog. -JB
9624A: The Holistic Orchard (0#) for $36.75
Homegrown Pantry: A Gardener’s Guide to Selecting the Best Varieties &
Planting the Perfect Amounts for What You Want to Eat Year-Round by Barbara
Pleasant, 328 pages. 8x10, softcover. For your veggies, fruits and culinary
herbs, don’t you wish you had a guidebook full of growing instructions and
tips (like those found in Fedco catalogs)? For plotting your gardens each season, wouldn’t you welcome a resource that suggests how much to plant per
person
hen ou have produce that is read to harvest, wouldn t ou benefit
from a manual that indicates which preservation method best suits each crop?
Thanks to Barbara Pleasant, you can have it all in one book.
She writes, “This is precisely the information I needed
but did not have when I started food gardening in a serious way.” Contains simple time-saving strategies to manage your harvests. Freezing sweet corn? She suggests using the
center of a bundt pan to hold an ear upright and catch the
kernels as you cut them off. Brilliant! Prepping tons of
garlic lunge cloves in boiling water briefl , then cool
over ice to get the peels to release. Life-changing! Trying to cut through super-hard winter squash safely? Tap
a mallet on the back of your sturdiest chef’s knife. Why
didn’t I think of that? For anyone wanting to get more
serious about eating from your garden year-round. -JPR
9630A: Homegrown Pantry (0#) for $22.75
How to Move Like a Gardener: Planting and Preparing Medicines from
Plants by Deb Soule, 244 pages, 63/4x93/4, softcover. “As you cultivate the
garden, the garden is cultivating you, both inwardly and outwardly. Gardeners
are shaped, pruned and informed by the garden, moment by moment, day by
day, month by month and year by year.” What a gift from herbalist and wise
woman eb Soule! a be ond food, flowers or medicine, eb s gardening
is spiritual practice, mindful rhythms in harmony with all living souls. She
unlocks the mysteries of biodynamics as no one ever has before. And, oh!, the
incomparable photographs harmonize with her crystalline prose in a work of
pure love and devotion. -CR
9636A: How to Move Like a Gardener (0#) for $35.00
The Humanure Handbook: Shit in a Nutshell 4th edition, by Joseph
enkins, 300 pages, 6x , softcover In the opening words to his first edition,
Jenkins wrote: “The world is divided into two categories of people: those
who shit in the drinking water and those who don’t. We in the Western world
are in the former class.” Now in its 4th edition, this self-published
classic has sold more than 70,000 copies and been translated
into 19 languages. Drawing from 40 years experience turning
poop into compost, Jenkins makes the case for closing the
fertility loop by making humanure hygienically safe and
suitable for growing food, instead of flushing awa this
valuable commodity and polluting our water supply.
Comprehensive yet readable, the handbook
looks at disposal of human excrement from
all angles: historical, anthropological,
scientific, ps chological and
environmental, and includes diagrams,
charts and funny cartoons. He lays
out the problems with wastewater
treatment plants, septic systems
and even the simple outhouse.
He takes a serious look at
the potential nightmares of
nightsoil: pathogens, parasites
and pharmaceuticals, and
how proper composting deals
with these hazards. And of
course, he provides designs
for a composting toilet system,
which is relatively simple.
Buckets, sawdust (or other
organic material for covering),
thermometer, compost bin.
This book is informative,
humorous and inspiring. The
average fecophobic American
wastes about 1,000 pounds of poop
every year. Think of all that free compost... -EB
9641A: Humanure Handbook (0#) for $23.25
pply form.

Hilling Black Aztec
with my father’s widest hoe,
I cut weeds and pull chocolate earth
to hills of four and five stalks
It’s not easy work
and best done early.
Halfway on my last row
I found myself
not unlike Black Aztec
with roots in another soil
and still with memory
of the network of mutuality.
And as I hilled this seed crop,
I felt my core strength building,
stronger together,
the only way I know how to live
in this America
that holds no container capable
to contain our grief.
We can no longer escape.
We are the world once again.
– by Jay Robinson, farmer
and Fedco worker

from Look at the Sky ...and tell the weather
by Eric Sloane
Look at the Sky…and tell the weather by Eric Sloane, 89 pages, 81/2x11,
softcover. A self-described weather junkie, I’ve tried to read meteorologies
for the layperson and absorbed little. Sloane’s approach is different; he’s in
love with the air, sky and clouds and he made me realize that’s why I follow
weather obsessively. Structured around an air mass that formed in northern
Canada, swept across the U.S. and exited the continent through Maine, each
chapter is set in a location along the way with anecdotes about the people
affected by the cold cleansing front. Sloane, best known as a painter, explains
a lot of basic meteorology with his calm, precise and lovely line drawings
illustrating what the air mass did in each place. He is also a plain writer of
yarns and tales, some funny, some poignant, all engaging, which enchanted
me. CR called it “a total delight.” I concur. -SK
9657A: Look at the Sky (0#) for $11.00
Maine Alphabet by Dahlov Ipcar, 24 pages, 6x6, board book. When Sami
was three, he called this his “loony book,” for the beautiful cover picture of a
singing loon Ipcar has managed to fit the diversit of life, the woods and the
ocean, the mountains and the rivers of her beloved Maine into an illustrated
children’s alphabet that rhymes. “K is for kitchen, what’s in the pot? L is for
lobster, served up hot!” The yellow raincoats, the cookstove, the cat, the old
wooden lobster traps are all painted in Ipcar’s unmistakable style. As with
most of her children’s books, Dahlov Ipcar captured the very essence of living
in Maine, this time from A to Z. A small board book for small hands. -AA
9663A: Maine Alphabet (0#) for $12.75
Mycorrhizal Planet: How Symbiotic Fungi Work with Roots to Support Plant
Health and Build Soil Fertility by Michael Phillips, 256 pages, 8x10, hardcover.
“Investing in species diversity begins underground,” says the orchard
revolutionary. He’s alluding, of course, to the microbes and, most dearly, to
mycorrhizal fungi. Phillips cultivates a fungal awareness by exposing just
how deeply embedded mycorrhizal fungi are in plant physiology and in all
health soils ou ll en o plent of scientific detail, but the real gems are the
three chapters that offer practical knowledge and a variety of regenerative
practices—from mulches to cover crops, from the broad fork to the no-till
crimper, from hedgerows to forest-edge orcharding. The Nondisturbance
Principle guides the mycorrhizal steward in the garden, farm or orchard
toward revamping fungal networks to restore soils, put away some carbon
and begin to understand the dynamics of our future. This book will leave a
subtle taste of hope on the palate, as do most mushrooms. -AA
9675A: Mycorrhizal Planet (0#) for $36.75
Natural Therapies for Overcoming Opioid Dependency: Control
Pain and Recover from Addiction by Dr. Catherine Browne, 240 pages, 6x9,
softcover. Thanks in no small part to predatory marketing by Purdue Pharma,
the manufacturer of Oxycontin, the Sackler family has amassed billions of
dollars in private wealth while millions of Americans sit trapped by opioid
addiction and at least 130 die of opioid overdose daily.
Conventional treatments for opioid addiction rely on other
addictive substances and have high recidivism rates.
Browne recommends Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM) as an alternative and complementary
approach. The book includes an overview of
C
profiles of 3 herbs, 0 essential oils,
and flower essences useful in the treatment
of opioid addiction; whole foods therapy
and nutritional supplementation; treatment
protocols and complex herbal formulas for both
acute withdrawal symptoms and long-term health problems resulting from
addiction; and alternate approaches to treating trauma and pain management.
She takes a holistic attitude, acknowledging the strengths and weaknesses of
both TCM and western medicine, and while there is plenty of non-clinical
talk about “energy work” and the “vibrational levels” of plant medicines,
she shores up her case with an admirable bibliography of contemporary
research supporting the treatments she recommends. Empathetic, practical,
and detailed, she takes a wide view of addiction, acknowledging the myriad
physical, social, emotional and spiritual factors and the array of complications
that arise in battling and conquering opioid addiction. The book would likely
be useful to people battling other substance dependencies or psychological
challenges as well. -AC
9682A: Overcoming Opioid Dependency (0#) for $20.00

Free shipping on all books!
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Incredible Wild Edibles: 36 plants that can change your life by Sam
Thayer, 480 pages, 6x9, softcover. Sam Thayer’s foraging books are in a
league of their own. No other gives such insightful accounts of edible wild
plant species, and the writing is captivating. I’ve read and re-read chapters
in his books (Forager’s Harvest, Nature’s Garden) like one would a favorite
collection of stories. For some of us, the excitement around the release of this
third volume in his series was akin to that of the latest Harry Potter, though the
magical world Thayer brings to life is not imaginary—it can be experienced.
Each of Thayer’s books stands alone, with no overlap of the plants covered. In
this new volume, an exciting selection of foods awaits you out there: greens,
berries, shoots, roots, bulbs, nuts, seeds, tree fruit, sap, flowers, and more e
describes each plant in detail: what it looks like, where to find it, when and how
to harvest it, and how best to prepare it for consumption. With clear photos of
the plants’ edible portion(s), as well as of non-edible “look-similars,” you can
I with confidence ha er s books will help ou engage with the landscape
in a new way. In this third volume, I appreciate his essays that challenge our
assumptions (about foraging, agriculture, nature, civilization) and conclude
with a vision of hope for the future of food production. -JPR
9644A: Incredible Wild Edibles (0#) for $22.75
Koji Alchemy: Rediscovering the Magic of Mold-Based Fermentation by Rich
Shih and Jeremy Umansky, 352 pages, 7x9, hardcover. Spores galore, the warm
moist filamentous fungus of our dreams! Aspergillus oryzae can elevate rice
and beans into taste- and smell-realms well beyond the milquetoast occidental
imagination hat I mean is: um o i is a specific mold grown on rice or
other starches) and is the basis of culinary delights like miso, amazake, sake,
soy sauce and more. This microbe was domesticated in Asia thousands of
ears ago as a food preservation techni ue hen I made m first batch of ko i
years ago, I yearned for some hand-holding but there was no one in sight. With
this book, m floundering is over or at least mitigated Shih and mansk
are from the fancy food world, but their book gives the earthy amateur access
to the intimidating process of growing mold to eat. Rather than recipes, they
provide fundamentals and formulas that, once mastered, can be applied with
versatility and creativity. (Mold + starch + protein = Heck yeah!) This book
does not alienate the frugal home-scale koji-maker—the only implement I’m
considering adding to my MacGyvered incubation rig is a 150-watt aquarium
heater If ou like experiments, intoxicating aromas and diverse gut flora, it
may be koji time. -EB NEW!
9645A: Koji Alchemy (0#) for $32.50
Lazy-Ass Gardening: Maximize Your Soil; Minimize Your Toil by Robert
Kourik, 240 pages, 81/2x11, softcover. In my twenties, I put in my days of
stacking 700 bales of ha into the barn in
heat with a six-month-old
strapped to my back. I am so over that: this book is more my speed now.
Kourik eschews the unrealistic perfectionism of gardens in the media for
experienced, utilitarian, cheapskate advice geared toward maximizing your
gardening pleasure and minimizing your gardening pain. He starts the book
by recommending you consider where you will nap in your garden! Other
slightly less lazy topics include how to get the most out of plant selection,
tillage (or no-till) options, compost, water management, tools, pruning and
pest control. All written in Kourik’s signature cheeky style (“Use an old golf
bag to hold long-handled tools…of course, you’ll probably have to be your
own caddie”) and studded with amusing anecdotes (“I met a gardener years
ago who worked at the CIA. He brought home shredded government secrets
to mulch his vegetables.”) Kourik lives in Zone 9 California, so not all his
variety recommendations will work in the North, but most of his advice
travels well. If you prefer napping to wrestling with weeds—and honestly,
who doesn’t?—his book is for you. -AC
9647A: Lazy-Ass Gardening (0#) for $24.75

BOOKS

The New Organic Grower 30th Anniversary Edition, by Eliot Coleman,
304 pages, 8x10, softcover. As a teenager, I was always listening to Pearl
Jam’s Ten, and as a new farmer I was always reading The New Organic
Grower. My cassette eventually broke, and my book is now so stained with
coffee and potting mix that it’s practically unreadable. It’s a great time to be
alive, though, because Ten is easily streamable, and Coleman’s classic book
has been reissued in a fully revised and updated 30th anniversary edition.
A trailblazer and wise elder of the organic farming movement, Coleman
famousl turned some once depleted fields on the coast of aine into vibrant
productive farmland. Distilling his decades of experience and boundless
enthusiasm for farming and innovating, this book covers the whole life cycle
of a farm; from searching for land; to seed selection; crop planning; seedling
production; weed, pest, fertility and labor management; even harvesting and
marketing. And this is no mere reprint: he never stops experimenting, and
his advice has been updated with details on new tools (including blueprints!)
and techniques. Among the new additions are a chapter on ley farming and a
section on growing flowers, as well as detailed color photos throughout the
book. Coleman’s clear prose is a joy to read, whether you’re in the garden or
on the porch. -CC
9687A: The New Organic Grower (0#) for $27.75
No-Till Intensive Vegetable Culture: Pesticide-Free Methods for
Restoring Soil and Growing Nutrient-Rich, High-Yielding Crops by Bryan
O’Hara, 272 pages, 7x10, softcover. Bryan O’Hara and Anita Johnson have
made a living growing vegetables for market at their Lebanon, CT, farm since
the 1990s. Through careful observation and attention to detail on their three
acres of vegetables, they developed a method for growing nutrient-rich, highyielding crops that revolves around two main components: no-till culture and
the creation of biologically rich soil using methods based on the principles of
Korean Natural Farming. They cultivate indigenous microorganisms from the
woodlands surrounding their garden plots, ferment them, and then apply them
through irrigation, foliar spraying, mulching and potting soils. Within the notill system, the microorganisms can colonize without disturbance and improve
the soil and subsoil. Because the cultivation of annual crops means constantly
removing nutrients from one’s plots, Bryan and Anita recognize that it isn’t
possible to wean oneself entirely from adding inputs, so the book includes
chapters on best-practice fertilization methods and materials and composting.
They also cover best planting methods, crop rotation, weed and pest control
and, once the crops have grown, harvesting and marketing. -DS NEW!
9688A: No Till Vegetable (0#) for $28.75
The Noma Guide to Fermentation: Including koji, kombuchas, shoyus,
misos, vinegars, garums, lacto-ferments and black fruits and vegetables
by René Redzepi and David Zilber, 456 pages, 71/2x10, hardcover. Fancy
fare meets funky ferment in this handsome illustrated guide for advanced
fermentationists and cookbook collectors. Chefs from
Noma, the premier Copenhagen restaurant, built a
fermentation laboratory to run imaginative bacterial experiments and the creations are beautiful,
some strange, many grandiose. I found
m self curiousl conflicted: food should be
food—nourishing, tasty, accessible—not
obscure and elitist. And yet the book
drew me back in: instructions for these
bacterial masterpieces are easy to follow
and most use common ingredients. (I
applied their simple vinegar procedure
to my windfall of plums.) Each recipe
concludes with a narrative of creative
suggested uses. (What to do with
your black sludge of fermented grasshopper garum? Brush it on savory
pancakes and top with a dollop of roe!)
The basic methods presented could be
tailored to your taste and considered points of departure. Fat yet lightweight
with matte color printing, the book pleases as an object, and regardless of
how many recipes you make, you’ll have plenty of fun reading. -EB
9690A: The Noma Guide to Fermentation (0#) for $35.75
The Northeast Cover Crop Handbook by Marianne Sarrantonio, 118
pages, 81/2x11, spiral-bound softcover. This useful guide and resource is
designed to help farmers in the ortheast find the best cover crops for their
needs. Includes planting information, expected
yields of organic matter and nitrogen, and
problems to watch out for. -DS
9693A: The Northeast Cover
Crop Handbook (0#) for $20.00
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Northeast Foraging: 120 wild and flavorful edibles from beach plums to
wineberries by Leda Meredith, 308 pages, 61/2x9, softcover. Seeking affordable
culinary adventures? Planning an edible scavenger hunt? Preparing for end
times? This glossy guide to foraging leads a seasonal edible tour through
meadows, woods, along the seashores and into urban areas of the Northeast.
With this book as your companion, a stroll through your neighborhood can
feel like a journey to an exotic market, where some things will certainly be
more delicious than others but everything is worth a taste. Each of the 120
plant descriptions is accompanied by a good color photo and essential tips
for harvesting, preparing and preserving the wild food, as well as thoughtful
information for sustainable harvest of each plant. Meredith approaches
foraging creatively and ethically as she helps us to see the abundance that
awaits. -EB
9696A: Northeast Foraging (0#) for $24.50

Our Native Bees: North America’s Endangered Pollinators and the Fight
to Save Them by Paige Embry, 224 pages, 61/2x9, hardcover. We all know
honeybees are in trouble from colony collapse, varroa mites, neonicotinoids
and overwork. Bumblebee populations have been dwindling, perhaps because
of diseases introduced from Europe when greenhouse tomato growers tried
to use commercially raised bumblebees as pollinators. But this book is not
merely a chronicle of collapse; it is, more importantly, a celebration of the
diversity of bees. Embry takes us on a tour of Crown Bees in Washington
where Dave Hunter is raising blue orchard bees, Osmia lignaria, for sale to
the orchards of the Northwest as an alternative to honeybees. She takes us to
the bee lawn at U Minn created by Mary Meyer and Marla Spivak, although
created may be too strong a word—they’ve taken a step back to the days
before people thought a lawn was just grass and the chemical industry found
a way to get rid of their surplus poison by convincing people clover was an
unwelcome weed. She introduces us to some of the many species bees, the
hard-working pollinators without whom we would all go hungry. For anyone
who has ever sat and watched as the bees buzz, the photographs alone make
this a necessary book. -DS
9711A: Our Native Bees (0#) for $25.50
Perilous Bounty: The Looming Collapse of American Farming and How We
Can Prevent It by Tom Philpott, 246 pages, 91/2x6 1/2, hardcover. The bounty
in our supermarkets is destroying our soil and water while poisoning workers
on which the system depends. It’s a story most of us already know, but told
so well here, with fascinating details on every page. Focusing on California’s
Central Valley, the source of most of our fruits, vegetables and nuts, and on
Iowa, the source of much of our corn, soy and meat, Philpott explains how
California is running out of water and Iowa is destroying its soil. Again, not
news, but conveyed with visits to farmers interspersed with histories of the
regions, and results of research including conversations with experts, and
expert deflectors: spokespeople from onsanto ell written and engaging,
with lucid explanations of economics and the plight of farm workers, not
neglecting the ravages of climate change and bad farm policy made worse
by guess which recent administration. Ends on a hopeful note with visits to
small diversified farms with health thriving land in the midst of industrial
ag devastation. People are gradually seeing that success of small farms is the
way of the future. -SK NEW!
9714A: Perilous Bounty (0#) for $21.00
Plant Intelligence and the Imaginal Realm: Into the Dreaming of Earth
by Stephen Harrod Buhner, 564 pages, 6x9, softcover. John Muir said, “When
one tugs at a single thing in nature, he finds it attached to the rest of the
world.” This book is proof of that simple truth. A consummate storyteller and
synthesizer, Buhner juxtaposes concepts, quotations and experience in a calland-response that builds a deeper understanding that the world is alive and is
communicating with us, if only we would listen. The result is a marvelously
potent work of art and science, a multi-faceted jewel to be read slowly and
savored, a challenge to what we’ve been taught about how the world works.
Weaving hard science with ancient myth and poetic wisdom, Buhner prods
us to open our understanding to the wonders of how the exquisitely balanced
interplay of plants and animals and earth manifests all around us. A perfect
accompaniment for the winter hibernation of gestating dreams. Buhner
weaves a tale destined to alter our perceptions. -NK
9720A: Plant Intelligence and the Imaginal Realm (0#) for $25.00

Order books on the Organic Growers Supply form.

Sacred Instructions: Indigenous Wisdom for Living Spirit-Based Change
by Sherri Mitchell, 256 pages, 51/2x81/2, softcover. Every word counts in this
broad yet concise book, and you’ll want to savor it through the winter as you
read it aloud, discuss with friends, then read it again. Grounded in the living
wisdom of her own community, Penobscot activist, visionary and human
rights lawyer Sherri Mitchell offers hope to those of us wrestling with who
and how we are in this beautiful and hurting world. Mitchell never lectures
or scolds, though she speaks with unflinching clarit
hat she offers is a
loving invitation to bring ourselves into harmony with the sacred instructions
vibrating throughout the universe, and to gather our energy for the work that
supports life. I recommend keeping several copies on hand because you’ll
keep giving them away. -SO
9744A: Sacred Instructions (0#) for $17.75
The School Garden Curriculum: An Integrated K–8 Guide for Discovering
Science, Ecology, and Whole-Systems Thinking by Kaci Rae Christopher,
320 pages, 8x10, softcover. My family kept a large vegetable garden when
I was a child, and some of my earliest memories were formed there. Not all
children are so lucky. Many grow up with no idea how a carrot ends up on the
table or how a potato grows. This disconnect comes at great culinary, social,
and environmental cost to society. Christopher shows how we can return
traditional agricultural knowledge to a central place in education, while also
meeting contemporary institutional expectations (she ties her curriculum to
the Next Generation Science Standards). Her curriculum is broken down by
age group, then by season, with age-appropriate activities that teach students
about botany, ecology and social interaction while keeping their bodies
active and instilling the permaculture principles of “Care for Self, Care for
Others, Care for the Land.” Sample activities include “Gardener’s Math”
(a 1st-grade activity teaching measurements, estimates, and the recording
of data), “Cafeteria Waste Audit” (4th-grader study of food waste and
vermicomposting), and “Food Preservation” (a pickling workshop for 8thgraders). She advocates for interactive, consistent student participation rather
than isolated activities that lose sight of the whole process from seed to table.
Not just for professional educators: this book contains a wealth of ideas for
homeschooling, or for adults who want to share the gardening experience
with the children in their lives. -AC
9746A: School Garden Curriculum (0#) for $35.00
The Seed Garden: The Art and Practice of Seed Saving edited by Lee Buttala
& Shanyn Siegel, written by Micaela Colley & Jared Zystro, 390 pages, 9x11,
softcover. To keep seeds alive they must be planted, saved and replanted.
ith clear instructions, close-up photographs and eas -to-read profiles of
75 crops, this book is an invaluable resource for that intermediary step, the
saving of seed. Beginners can open to a crop and follow along, step-by-step.
ore advanced seed savers will find that the hints tucked into the crop profiles
prevent a lot of futile experimentation. The appendices are packed with info,
such as seed-saving recommendations at a glance, determining screen size,
and identifying seed-borne diseases. The book also includes an overview of
plant botany, pollination methods, variety maintenance, harvesting, cleaning
and storage—along with Master Class inserts derived from the expertise of
the collaborators, Seed Savers Exchange and the Organic Seed Alliance. I
would still like to see a seed saving book that includes flowers in the same
depth, but until then, for saving the majority of garden vegetables, this book
is a gem, destined to become a classic. -NK
9750A: The Seed Garden (0#) for $33.50
Seed Libraries: And Other Means of Keeping Seeds in the Hands of the
People by Cindy Conner, 177 pages, 6x9, softcover. Public libraries are
quintessential to democracy—they keep knowledge in the hands of the
people, even in small villages, without regard to wealth or status.
s we enter the digital age, libraries are seeking to redefine
themselves. Enter the seed library:
teaching the old skills of seedsaving and building community.
This movement asserts the
seed commons, fostering selfreliance and food sovereignty
to counter the continuing
take-over by multinational
corporate interests. Make
no mistake: seed libraries are
acts of political resistance, a
realization not lost on the PA Dept
of Agriculture, which targeted the
Joseph T. Simpson Public Library
for agri-terrorism. Yet a seed library is
as fundamentally American as saving
and sharing our own seeds to preserve
diversity, unique varieties, cultural
heritage or local adaptations—or just to
save money. This book is comprehensive
in both overview and in the details—from
finding space, to caretaking the seeds, to
publicizing and keeping up momentum.
Full of resources, enthusiasm and context.
As one library motto puts it: “preserving
the past, opening the future.” -NK
9753A: Seed Libraries (0#) for $19.25

Free shipping on all books!

fedcoseeds.com
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Preserving with Pomona’s Pectin: The Revolutionary Low-Sugar,
High-Flavor Method for Crafting and Canning Jams, Jellies, Conserves, and
More by Allison Carrol Duffy and the Partners at Pomona’s Universal Pectin,
176 pages, 71/2x91/4, softcover. We won’t get in the habit of offering a book
that promotes a product, but when 4 out of 5
Fedco staffers said they will use only Pomona’s
to make jam and jelly, we decided to give
this book a whirl. One of Maine’s very own
food-preservation experts, Duffy creates
an easy-to-follow recipe book using
Pomona’s Universal Pectin. Traditional
pectins require boatloads of sugar to
form a jell—Pomona’s jells with no
added sugar, allowing you to preserve
your harvest with low- or no-sugar recipes.
From your grandad who wants his plums
left plain, to your sister-in-law who eats only
herbs for breakfast, this book has something
for everyone. With delicious simple classics like
strawberry preserves, to more fanciful and savory
flavors like lavender ell , strawberr -balsamic ell ,
or savory blueberry-ginger conserve (with onions),
there’s a recipe to please every palate. -LC
9723A: Preserving with Pomona’s Pectin
(0#) for $26.00
Putting Food By 5th edition, by Janet
Greene, Ruth Hertzberg and Beatrice Vaughn,
464 pages, 51/3x8, softcover. The pandemic has
inspired scores of new gardeners, and canning
ars are fl ing off the shelves hat s more
deadl than Covid botulism! e figured we should
offer you the food-preservation bible. First published in
1973, this comprehensive guide to canning, freezing and
drying the garden’s bounty has been updated and offers
useful recipes and trustworthy food-safety protocols. The
tenets of this new era: Wear your mask, avoid crowds, and
put food by. -EB NEW!
9725A: Putting Food By (0#) for $18.00
Recovering Our Ancestors’ Gardens: Indigenous Recipes and Guide
to Diet and Fitness Revised Edition by Devon A. Mihesuah, 350 pages,
51/2x81/2, softcover. In this revised edition, award-winning author and citizen
of Choctaw nation Devon A. Mihesuah expands upon her 2003 editorial
“Decolonizing Our Diets by Recovering Our Ancestor’s Gardens.” Themes
center around the topic of Indigenous Food Sovereignty: Mihesuah discusses
Native diets prior to European contact, health issues that have come along with
colonization and colonized diets, challenges in recovering traditional Native
diets, and steps for recovering traditional pre-contact foods. A large collection
of recipes (complete with gorgeous photographs) is included. Mihesuah
states that teaching about Indigenous foods often “misses opportunities for
more thorough discussions about social, political, religious, and economic
aspects of tribal life and Indian-white relations,” and her book does not shy
away from this discourse. Primarily aimed at a Native audience, but settlers
who approach the book mindfully will be better prepared to engage with
Indigenous Food Sovereignty and may be inspired to learn more about their
own traditional foodways. -JDS NEW!
9728A: Recovering Our Ancestors’ Gardens (0#) for $28.00
The Regenerative Grower’s Guide to Garden Amendments: Using
Locally Sourced Materials to Make Mineral and Biological Extracts and Ferments
by Nigel Palmer, 208 pages, 6x9, softcover. Science nerds, rejoice: this book
dives deep into the chemical and biological workings of your garden soil!
With an introduction to the relationship between plant, soil, and the various
minerals and microorganisms in the soil, Palmer discusses how growers can
use local materials to improve pest and disease resistance, yields and nutrient
density. He details the concepts, strategies and tools for nourishing the soil
and provides about a dozen step-by-step recipes—complete with pictures—
for creating amendments yourself. There’s lots of chemistry, some math too,
but the recipes are simple enough for a layperson to follow. -JDS NEW!
9731A: Regenerative Grower’s Guide (0#) for $22.50
Root Cellaring 2nd edition by Mike and Nancy Bubel, 297 pages, 6x9,
softcover. A good root cellar provides a “direct, earthy and deeply satisfying
connection between our summer efforts in the garden and our winter need for
fresh wholesome food.” Let the Bubels take you on a well-illustrated tour of
root cellar designs. They can also help with varietal selection, best storage
conditions and recipes. -CR
9735A: Root Cellaring (0#) for $15.00
Rosemary Gladstar’s Medicinal Herbs: A Beginner’s Guide by
Rosemary Gladstar, 224 pages, 71/4x9, softcover. Stressing self-reliance,
“Know, grow, use” is this book’s mantra. Written by a practicing herbalist
in Vermont, it provides an overview of herbal medicine, outlines 33 wellknown and widely grown and used herbs and spices. Includes 124 photoenhanced recipes for tinctures, teas, salves, syrups, oils, infusions and more.
A beginning herbalist can easily set up an apothecary in the kitchen and stock
the medicine chest with this book as a guide. -HC
9741A: Rosemary Gladstar’s Medicinal Herbs (0#) for $15.00

BOOKS

Seed to Seed 2nd edition by Suzanne Ashworth, 240 pages, 81/2x11,
softcover. Considered the classic reference with detailed instructions on seed
saving techniques and spectacular photographs. This is the book our seed
growers use. -CR
9756A: Seed to Seed (0#) for $24.25
Soil Science for Gardeners: Working with Nature to Build Soil Health by
Robert Pavlis, 209 pages, 6x9, softcover. We needed this handy book, which
makes soil science accessible and eminently useful to gardeners. Chapters are
short, to the point and easily digestible. Pavlis corrects misconceptions and
exposes myths about the nature of soil and how we as growers “should” tend
to it ou ll likel find ourself repeating: wow, I wish I knew that ears ago!
Section 1, “Understanding Soil,” covers structure, nutrients, soil life, organic
matter, and roots and the rhizosphere. Section 2, “Solving Soil Problems,”
begins with IDing and comprehending root causes and then discusses soil
testing, plants as indicators, measuring and increasing microbes, boosting
organic matter, modif ing soil texture, addressing p , and how specific
techniques (such as tilling or mulching) affect soil. Section 3, “A Personalized
Plan for Healthy Soil,” guides you through doing a soil assessment and
developing an appropriate action plan. If Covid’s got you down, spend some
time deepening your awareness of the soil that gives rise to the plants that
sustain us. -JPR NEW!
9764A: Soil Science for Gardeners (0#) for $19.00
Sprout Lands: Tending the Endless Gift of Trees by William Bryant Logan,
384 pages, 61/2x91/2, hardcover. “Once…no place could prosper without its
inhabitants knowing how to cut their trees so they would sprout again.” In
this history of the tradition of managing woodlands with the art of coppicing
and pollarding, Logan recounts the myriad uses of small-diameter wood when
it’s cultivated for perpetual supply. With detailed historical accounts and
anecdotes from the author’s own work as an arborist, each chapter delves
into a different way coppiced wood has been used across the globe, from
England to the Basque country, Japan to California, and beyond. Wherever
there are hardwood trees, there can be perpetual availability of materials for
hedges, livestock feed, fenceposts, garden stakes and even bridges. You will
be inspired to look into your own yard or woods for sustainable alternatives
to conventional building materials that, if managed properly, will replenish
themselves year after year. -JM
9765A: Sprout Lands (0#) for $26.25
Start Your Farm: The Authoritative Guide to Becoming a Sustainable 21stCentury Farmer by Forrest Pritchard and Ellen Polishuk, 272 pages, 61/4x81/2,
softcover. This is a book about how to farm. It doesn’t tell you how to
transplant tomatoes, or milk a cow, but that information is available from
many sources. Instead, it exhorts aspiring farmers to think long, hard, and
above all realistically about the very real challenges (and rewards!) of starting
and maintaining a small to mid-sized farm, drawing on the experience of a
7th-generation farmer from the Shenandoah Valley (Pritchard) and a 1stgeneration farmer from the mid-Atlantic (Polishuk). The word ‘holistic’
does not do justice to their experienced and clear-eyed pragmatism. They
are unapologetic about the need to balance all three pillars (economic,
environmental, and social) of true sustainability. As Polishuk observes,
man farmers seemingl have an allerg to the concept of profit
an
farmers also sacrifice their social and famil lives on the altar of their farming
dreams. To help beginners see their dreams of pastured poultry and nutrientdense broccoli through from their internship to their retirement, Pritchard
and Polishuk cover education, land access, marketing, record-keeping,
understanding profits, and maintaining health relationships in the context
of the small-farm business. Should be required reading for every starry-eyed
WWOOFer and apprentice out there. -AC
9768A: Start Your Farm (0#) for $19.75
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Starting and Saving Seeds: Grow the Perfect Vegetables, Fruits, Herbs
and Flowers for Your Garden by Julie Thompson-Adolf, 160 pages, 83/4x101/2
hardcover erbs and flowers are given short shrift in seed-saving books,
et this one devotes
pages of to this hard-to-find information! udos
to the author for ferreting out the data and sharing it in a clear and simple
format. In this book, the mechanism of pollination along with the required
isolation distance is given for about two dozen herbs and many more of the
most common flower families along with ke s to seed maturit , processing
tips and seed viability. The usual vegetables are also covered in the same
basic format, which also includes tips for getting the plants off to a good
start. A practical introduction to starting seeds is followed by the basics of
seed saving, including harvesting and processing techniques. For someone
just getting started with growing plants who wants to develop a relationship
with seeds, this is the perfect beginning book. -NK
9770A: Starting and Saving Seeds (0#) for $24.75
Stella Natura: 2021 Biodynamic Planting Calendar edited by Sherry
Wildfeuer, 40 pages, 9x12, softcover. “Inspiration and practical advice for
gardeners and professional growers.” Contains lunar and astronomical charts
correlated with planting data that man of our customers find valuable, along
with interesting articles and essays each year.
9771A: Stella Natura (0#) for $19.50
To Fell a Tree: A Complete Guide to Successful Tree Felling and Woodcutting
Methods by Jeff Jepson, 166 pages, 6x9, softcover. Timberrr! Crrack! Is there
a more satisfying sound than that made by a newly felled tree landing exactly
how and where you wanted it? This well-illustrated manual will show you
how to achieve that perfect result—safely—time after time. -CR
9789A: To Fell a Tree (0#) for $18.50

Ordering from Fedco at the end of
a bleak, clammy winter week is an
uplifting experience. Thank you.
– Paul Mitchell, Frenchtown, NJ
Trees of Power: Ten Essential Arboreal Allies by Akiva Silver, 274 pages,
6x9, softcover. I’m not sure if this should be with the gardening books or
on the self-help shelf in a bookstore. Silver is a thoughtful optimist-realistnurseryman with a clear knack for motivational speaking, inspiring us to
wake up, listen, take time for self-reflection, dig deeper for a little more
compassion, use our best tool—common sense—and focus on what we can
actually do. In other words, be like a tree! Many people can plant a tree;
everyone can love a tree. If you’re doing either, both…or neither, this
book is for ou Silver provides an intro to tree identification, planting and
propagation, then presents profiles of ten prominent trees: Chestnut, pple,
Poplar, Ash, Mulberry, Elderberry, Hickory, Hazelnut, Black Locust and
Beech. Each chapter includes historical background, synopsis of species
within the genera, value for humans and wildlife, cultivation and commercial
possibilities. I love each one of these trees. Silver has written a book on behalf
of all of us who work to fill the world with more trees rees are our partners
and together we can create the world we want. Plant on! -JR
9790A: Trees of Power (0#) for $24.00
Uncultivated: Wild Apples, Real Cider, and the Complicated Art of Making
a Living by Andy Brennan, 274 pages, 6x9, hardcover. This book could
become The One-Straw Revolution for the
21st century. Forty years ago, Masanobu
Fukuoka s classic helped define the thinking
of thousands of us searching for a new way
to look at farming and the world. Every
cidermaker in America will want to
read Uncultivated, and everyone else
should, too. Not only does Brennan
explore the questions facing
those of us who love to grow
and squeeze apples, he also
digs deeply into language, art,
economics, and life in general.
Uncultivated is provocative and
fun. Whether you’re a cidermaker or
not, read this book. It’s a One Apple
Tree Revolution. -JB
9791A: Uncultivated (0#) for $24.75

Order books on the Organic Growers Supply form.

Understanding Roots: Discover How to Make Your Garden Flourish
by Robert Kourik, 225 pages, 81/2x11, softcover. Kourik takes us on an
expedition into the complex world of the plant brain—its roots. Rich with
painstaking root drawings of a great variety of plants and in-depth accounts
of the latest scientific findings about the habits of plants and root growth It
presents new insights into the effects of root systems on soil structure and
nutrient layering, the chemical wizardry of root exudates, the subvisible
lives of soil microbes and their relationships with plant roots (including a
chapter dedicated to the wondrous mycorrhizae). Full of tips on transplanting,
irrigation and no-till practices, such as sheet-mulching and biodrilling, to
make you a better gardener and a better steward of your soil. Also features
appendices on phytoremediation and allelopathy. Kourik says this is not a
revised edition of his previous best-seller Roots Demystified—it is a standalone book. -AA
9795A: Understanding Roots (0#) for $24.50
What’s Wrong with My Marijuana Plant?: A Cannabis Grower’s Visual
Guide to Easy Diagnosis and Organic Remedies by David Deardorff and
Kathryn Wadsworth, 192 pages, 71/2x91/3, softcover. The only book dedicated
to a single species in the widely popular “What’s wrong with my ….”
series. And for a good reason. Cannabis seems to be a very
attractive host to a variety of pests and diseases. This book
removes the guesswork and checks your neighbors’
wisdom. The simple organization of this highly visual
guide facilitates a methodical investigation of whatever
is ailing your plant. Provides all-organic remedies for each
problem to get your plants back to good health. Wise to have
on hand before trouble hits! -AA
9813A: What’s Wrong with My Marijuana Plant? (0#) for $19.75
The Whole Okra: A Seed to Stem Celebration by Chris Smith, 258
pages 7x10, softcover. Seed sales trends come in waves. For example, last
ear carawa and luffa seeds flew off our shelves, and this ear there was
a mysterious run on Quarantina broccoli raab. One year we sold upwards
of 40 pounds of okra seed, no small feat for a small seed company that
specializes in crops suitable to cold conditions. I predict this book will revive
okra sales. The author is persuasive in his love for the pod. And not just
the pod, but the leaf, seed, stem, flower, fiber and slime es,
he embraces the slime as a cosmetic and for
making marshmallows. Need a compostable
straw? Okra stem. Need a holiday ornament?
Dried pods. Seeds alone can make tempeh, oil,
coffee or flour nd we haven t et gotten
to the pods, which are highlighted with a great
variety of traditional and innovative recipes,
complete with mouthwatering photographs
and engaging informative stories he final
section describes how best to grow a crop for
yourself. Smith’s diverse display of 60 varieties doesn’t even include Cajun Jewel—there’s a
whole world of okra out there to explore. -NK
9815A: The Whole Okra (0#) for $28.50
Wildcrafted Fermentation: Exploring, Transforming and Preserving
the Wild Flavors of Your Local Terroir by Pascal Bauder, 294 pages, 7x10,
paperback. Just when we thought there couldn’t be one more book of any
value written on the fermentation of food, le voilá! Veering off from paths
forged by Sandor Katz, this book wanders through the landscape of wild
krauts and kimchis, fermented forest brews and seawater brines. Fermenting
in leaves and fermented wild grain (think foxtail and crabgrass) are a couple
intriguing ideas. Admittedly, many of the recipe ingredients rely on garden
vegetables, including only a smattering of their wilder cousins. Some names
are a bit suspect: “Forest Floor Paste” contains more of what I collect in my
meadow, which is probabl a good thing, since I would find it a challenge
to ferment with leaf mold. But with clear instructions, basic technique and
enticing pictures, it s a good umping off place rab our field guide and
check out your neighborhood for your very local dinner options. -NK NEW!
9817A: Wildcrafted Fermentation (0#) for $27.50

You and I Eat the Same: On the Countless Ways Food and Cooking
Connect Us to One Another edited by Chris Ying, 216 pages, 61/2x91/2,
softcover. Whether you are an avid recipe hunter or an ur-foodie, you probably
hunger not ust for flavor but for stor
his uni ue collection of ethnoculinary investigations reveals the common threads running through our
diverse cooking traditions. Chapter titles speak for themselves: “Everybody
wraps meat in flatbread
our fire and m fire burn the same
here
is no such thing as a nonethnic restaurant.” Diverging from the notion of
culinary difference, this book brings together stories and histories of food and
people from around the world in the light of their archetypal and incidental
similarities In our travels ou will find ennonites making cheese in
Mexico, a Nashvillian serving fried chicken in Australia, a Nepali steaming
momos in San Fransisco, along with curious histories of sesame seeds, soy
sauce and curry. Chris Ying in his introduction makes it clear: “Deliciousness
is an undeniable benefit of immigration hen people move around, food gets
better.” Cherish the beautiful center-fold photographs of leaf-wrapped foods
from around the world, but don’t expect recipes. -AA
9831A: You and I Eat the Same (0#) for $19.75
Your Brain on Plants: Improve the Way You Think and Feel with Safe—
and Proven—Medicinal Plants and Herbs by Nicolette Perry and Elaine Perry,
243 pages, 7x9, softcover. Published in the UK as Botanical Brain Balms.
We all know that the brain and nervous system have an enormous effect on
health and well-being. Herbalists know that plants contain multiple active
components that work together, and differently, from single pharmaceutical
extracts. Now, two PhD scientists have compiled attractive and accessible
profiles for 6 plants grouped b Calming Balms, Cognition Boosters,
Blues Busters, Sleep Promoters, Pain Relievers, Energizers, Mind Altering
Plants, and Panaceas. General notes, discussing many additional plants,
begin each section ach plant profile has an illustration and description of
the plant and its traditional uses, followed b scientific research and ke
chemical ingredients. Each concludes with notes about how to take the plant
and its safety. Sidebars with recipes and practices to promote well-being are
interspersed. The book concludes with many resources including a glossary, a
good index and thorough bibliography of all the studies cited for each plant.
A beginning herbalist would probably want another resource along with this
book, but I think anyone interested in plant medicine will enjoy it. -SK
9834A: Your Brain on Plants (0#) for $16.75
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from Understanding Roots
by Robert Kourik

Will Bonsall’s Essential Guide to Radical, Self-Reliant Gardening:
Innovative Techniques for Growing Vegetables, Grains and Perennial Food
Crops with Minimal Fossil Fuel and Animal Inputs by Will Bonsall, 400 pages,
8x10, softcover. As a former apprentice of Will’s, I assumed his book would
be a nostalgic journey but not especially enlightening. I couldn’t have been
more wrong. There are enough gardening philosophies and techniques in this
book to keep anybody learning for many seasons to come. The product of
more than 40 years experience, this book doesn’t waste time on the basics.
Instead, Will focuses on the approaches unique to his subsistence farm, and
I bet you’ll want to try more than a few of these innovations. Will has taken
the process of composting and “turned it” into an art form. Based on his idea
of eco-efficienc ,
ill shares wisdom about seed propagation, farm s stem
design, growing staple crops like grains and oilseeds, and food processing.
Plus, his incurable wit makes this one of the most entertaining agricultural
texts you’ll ever read. -JPR
9819A: Will Bonsall’s Essential Guide (0#) for $31.75
The Year-Round Solar Greenhouse: How to Design and Build a Net-Zero
Energy Greenhouse by Lindsey Schiller with Marc Plinke, 307 pages,
71/4x83/4, softcover. Is it worth the coal burned to generate the electricity to
grow a tomato in Maine in February instead of trucking it in from Florida?
Should we even eat tomatoes in Maine in February, or should we virtuously
resign ourselves to months of turnips, boredom and scurvy? As greenhouses
gain popularity as season extenders, they have earned some backlash for their
energy-hungry need for supplemental heating and lighting. But what if we
can have our tomatoes and our virtue, too? Schiller and Plinke show how to
minimize greenhouse energy use both through basic good planning (siting,
orientation, proper materials selection, good insulation) and through more
advanced techniques. Also includes information on solar hot water, rocket
mass stoves and compost heaters, as well as aquaponic and hydroponic
systems. -AC
9828A: The Year-Round Solar Greenhouse (0#) for $28.25

Order online at fedcoseeds.com

Division

Products

Find on pages

Schedule

Shipping Charges

Pickups

items 200–5999

vegetable, herb and
flower seed

pages 5-105
order form pg 161

Free for all orders $30
and over.
Under $30, pay $6
shipping charge.
We ship to Canada:
internet orders only,
shipping charges apply.

rder online we send a
confirmation email when
order is ready.
Warehouse is closed
for browsing Curbside
pickup for preorders
only.

Potatoes,
Onions &
Exotics

Daily shipping begins Jan 4, 2021.
wice-a-week shipping begins in a
No shipping Nov. 1 –Jan. 1.
Because of pandemic uncertainties we
will ship backorders at our discretion
But crops needing an early start are
shipped ASAP.

seed potatoes,
onion sets & plants,
ginger, turmeric,
sweet potato slips

pages 110-116
order form pg 163

Order ginger and turmeric by Feb 26.
rder b
arch 10 for onions, sweet
potatoes, best availability of potatoes,
& earl pril shipping to warm states
a 7 is final potato order deadline

See chart on order form,
page 163 For lower
prices, consider depot
shipping, details pg 166.

Organic
Growers
Supply
(OGS)

ickup orders must be
placed online by April
16 e will send a
confirmation email e
will limit the number of
pickups

farm seed, soil
amendments, tools,
supplies, books

pages 118-159
order form pg 165

We ship year-round!

See chart on order form,
page 16 Items with 0
weight ship for free For
lower prices, consider
depot shipping, details
pg 166.

ickup orders must be
scheduled online.
Warehouse is closed to
the public indefinitel ,
but curbside shopping
is available Tues-Thurs
9:00-300. Order in
advance for best service.

Seeds

items 7000–7999

items 8000–9999

Directions for All Three Paper Order Forms:

• Please use a current catalog.
Prices, item numbers and availability change!
Need a current catalog? Call (207) 426-9900.
• Please use the correct order form.
• You may send in separate forms from more than one division at the
same time and pa with one check Figure totals for each division on its
proper form, then add division totals to figure grand total
e will charge our credit card when we receive our order e
will send ou a bill or a refund for an ad ustments as each order is
completed.
• Please subtotal each column and total your order. That helps us
check our order-entr accurac
• Sales Tax: rders shipped to aine addresses and all pickup
customers pa
sales tax on all products Because of the Supreme
Court decision in une 018, we must collect local taxes in states that
require us to do so. States affected are listed on the order form. Farms
and retailers: please send us a cop of our state resale certificate or farm
exemption therwise we must charge sales tax
• Shipping: e ship b Fedex or riorit
ail, our choice, based on
weight rders over 00 , consider a truck shipment, details on page 166
Shipping to laska & awaii is all b riorit
ail
Substitution policy: Unless you decline substitutions on your order
form, we will substitute for items that we cannot suppl :
e will substitute a variet of the same kind and similar season
If we have to substitute a more expensive variet , we won t charge ou
more.
If we run out of organic seed we will substitute high- ualit
conventional seed for the same variet unless ou specif otherwise
on your order form.
Seeds backorders ma be minimi ed because of increased ordering,
staff capacity and supply chain disruptions due to the pandemic.
e ma use out-of-stocks to assure uick turnaround of orders
Choosing es to substitutions will help speed our order to ou

Alas, our warehouses are closed
to the public for shopping until further notice.

ou are welcome to place a pickup order online for
curbside delivery Choose the pickup option when ou
order online.
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Save with volume discounts and group ordering!
Volume Discounts

subtotals $100 and over take

off

$300 and over take 10

off

$600 and over take 1

off

$1200 and over take 0

off

Please note: Discounts apply to each division separately. You may
not combine subtotals from different divisions for larger discounts.
Additional orders over $50 qualify for prior (or largest) discount
if they are being shipped to the same address.
Additional discounts:

Potatoes: if our order is over 1000 , download or call for our bulk
price list.
OGS: if your order is over $2500, call for a quote. Also see our
rolling discount program, page 10
dditional
arl Bird discount
S onl for orders placed in ecember 0 0 and shipped or picked
up by Jan. 10, 2021.

Group Ordering:

eam up with friends and neighbors to earn higher discounts!

e will pull and package each group member s order separatel and
ship all to one address. Discounts apply to one order form, combined
totals.

e accept group orders online roup coordinators can find details
at our website o to bout rdering and click on roup rdering
r use the mail and bundle individual orders with a summar form
for each division with address info and totals lease keep copies
To prepare a summary form for paper orders:
• Attach a separate summary page for each division
Seeds, otatoes,
S, rees
se an order form with no items on it,
suppl name and address for where we will ship the order, and totals
information.
summar form without individual totals is acceptable
• Please use one method of payment for each division order. You may
combine totals for all divisions and send one check
• We treat all add-ons as additional orders.
Group coordinators’ responsibilities:
• Collect individual orders and payments from group members.
ake sure each item of each individual order
is on proper form. Add up order subtotals for
each division.
eep track of individual pa ments and settle
with group members after the final shipment
Bundle orders for each division with a
summary and one payment and send to us.
eceive and distribute back-ordered items
• Send us corrections for any errors.

Fedco Seeds 2021

This order form is for items 200-5999, pages 5-103 only.

(From mailing label) CCFarm or Group Name
Name
US Mail Delivery Address
Town
FedEx Delivery Address

St

Zip

Town

St

Zip

(if different, no PO Boxes)

Final order deadline:

Phone

October 31, 2021

Email

Delivery:

Substitution Options (see p. 160):

To PICK UP seeds, please order online.

ex
1

Item # Size Qty
3993
A 2

❏ ❏ Will you accept substitutions?
you accept conventional seed of the same
❏ ❏ Will
variety for organic seed?

Item Name
Example Item

Total Price
0.00 13

fedcoseeds.com.

Payment Options:

Yes No

3 FedEx or Priority Mail
❏

Check up-to-date product
availability, view photos
and order online at

Item # Size Qty

We accept payment by card, gift
certificate, check and mone order
(payable to Fedco).

Item Name

Total Price

14

2

15

3

16

4

17
18

5
6

19

7

20

8

21
22

9

10

23

11

24

12
Total

Help Support Nibezun!

ME addresses
MA, MD, VA

Total
Pg 161 Total

Volume Discounts:

You can choose to donate your refund
to the Nibezun Project.
(See Indigenous Royalties on p. 4)

❏ Donate all my refund to Nibezun
❏ Donate up to $5.00
❏ Donate up to $2.00

25

Subtotals $100 and over
$300 and over
$600 and over
$1200 and over

take 5% off
take 10% off
take 15% off
take 20% off

Shipping Charges:

Adj Total under $30
d otal
30

Sales Tax:

Pg 162 Total

Subtotal

Volume Discount

1% Fedco Member Discount from Subtotal
(see p. 107)

Adjusted Total

$6.00
FREE

- Pay 5.5% sales tax on Adjusted Total
- Pay your local tax rate on Adj Total

Shipping

Sales Tax

Donate to Organic Farm School (see p. 29)

Grand Total

IL, IN, KS, KY, MI, MN, NC, NJ, Pay your local tax rate on Adj Total
NY, OH, PA, RI, VT, WI, WV
plus Shipping
We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover Card.

+
=
–
–
=
+
+
+
=

Exp. Date

fedcoseeds.com
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Other items may not be combined on this order.
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Item # Size Qty

Item Name

Total Price
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70

Item # Size Qty

Item Name

Total Price
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90
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49

93

50

94

51

95

52

96

53

97

54

98

55

99

56

100

58

102

57

101

59

103

60

104

61

105

62

106

63

107

64

108

65

109

66

110

67

111

68

112

69

113
Total
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(207) 426-9900

PO Box 520
Clinton, ME 04927

This form is for items 7000-7999, pages 110-116 only.
Other items may not be combined on this order.
We anticipate high order
volume this year; order
early if you need your
potatoes early.

(From mailing label) CCFarm or Group Name

Orders placed before March
10th will be shipped according to
growing zone as usual. Orders
placed after March 10th will be
shipped later, and in the order in
which they were received.

Name
US Mail Delivery Address
Town
FedEx Delivery Address

St

Zip

Town

St

Zip

(if different, no PO Boxes)

Exotics (p. 111) deadline:

Check up-to-date product
availability, view photos
and order online at

February 26, 2021

Phone

Final order deadline:

fedcoseeds.com.

May 7, 2021

Email

Delivery Options (choose one):

❏ FedEx
Carrier for delivery by tractor-trailer.
❏ Common
Be sure to include a daytime phone number or email.

Choose week for shipment:
❏ Mar 29-Apr 2 ❏ April 12-16 ❏ April 26-30
❏ April 5-9
❏ April 19-23
Additional charge for straight truck or lift-gate.
Email ogs@fedcoseeds.com for a quote.

To PICK UP potatoes at our warehouse or at a depot,
please order online.
Order deadline for pickups is April 16.
Check our website for your depot’s deadline.

Help Support Scatterseed!

You can choose to donate your refund to
the Scatterseed Project. (See p. 116)

❏ Donate all my refund to Scatterseed
❏ Donate up to $5.00
❏ Donate up to $2.00
ME addresses
MA, MD, VA

Substitution Options:

(read our policy on p. 109 or fedcoseeds.com/moose/MTsubs.htm)
Yes No

❏ ❏ Will you accept substitutions?
you accept conventional seed of
❏ ❏ Will
the same variety for organic seed?

Payment Options:

We accept payment by card, gift
certificate, check and mone order
(payable to Fedco).

Subtotal (from reverse) =

Volume Discounts:

Subtotals $100 and over take 5% off
$300 and over take 10% off
$600 and over take 15% off
$1200 and over take 20% off
If you order over 1000 lbs, download
or call for our bulk price list.

Sales Tax:

Volume Discount –

1% Fedco Member Discount from Subtotal
(see p. 107)

–

Adjusted Total =
Shipping (if no weight, no charge, +
otherwise use chart below)
Sales Tax +

- Pay 5.5% sales tax on Adjusted Total
- Pay your local tax rate on Adj Total

Donate to Scatterseed (see p. 116)

IL, IN, KS, KY, MI, MN, NC, NJ, Pay your local tax rate on Adj Total
NY, OH, PA, RI, VT, WI, WV
plus Shipping

+

Grand Total =

Total Wt (from reverse) =
Ú

Order weight: Ú
more than 0 up to up to up to up to up to up to up to up to up to
Zip code begins with: up to 2 lbs. 5 lbs. 10 lbs. 15 lbs. 20 lbs. 25 lbs. 30 lbs. 35 lbs. 45 lbs. 200 lbs.
038-049
8.50
13.80 15.00 19.40 21.90 23.10 24.30 24.50 25.50 56¢/lb
010-037, 050-069, 119-136
8.50
14.30 16.70 19.40 22.10 23.70 24.70 27.30 28.80 65¢/lb
004-005, 070-118, 137-232
8.50
15.20 17.00 19.40 22.10 24.40 26.80 28.10 30.70 71¢/lb
233-298, 400-499, 600-619
8.50
15.80 18.30 21.50 25.50 27.30 32.60 33.80 35.50 82¢/lb
299-399, 500-574, 620-687
8.50
16.10 19.00 23.20 28.30 32.40 37.30 41.00 42.60 99¢/lb
575-599, 688-778
8.50
16.70 21.20 26.70 34.00 38.50 43.60 46.60 48.30 1.13/lb
779-961, 970-994
8.50
17.60 24.60 28.30 35.60 41.50 48.30 49.10 54.30 1.27/lb
***For shipping weights over 200 lbs or delivery to AK or HI, email ogs@fedcoseeds.com for a quote.***
We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover Card.

For larger orders,
consider Common
Carrier. Up to 2000 lbs:
ME
MA, RI
VT, NH
CT

NY (not NYC & LI)

NJ, PA

$100.00
$110.00
$115.00
$125.00
$200.00
$175.00

For other locations email
ogs@fedcoseeds.com for
more information.

Exp. Date

fedcoseeds.com
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POTATO ORDER FORM

Potatoes, Onions & Exotics 2021

Potatoes, Onions & Exotics 2021: items 7000-7999, pages 110-116 only
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
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Item #

Size Qty

Item Name

Weight Each Total Weight Price Each

Total Wt

(207) 426-9900

Subtotal

Total Price

PO Box 520
Clinton, ME 04927

This form is for items 8000 & up, pages 118-159 only.
Other items may not be combined on this order.

(From mailing label) CCFarm or Group Name
Name
US Mail Delivery Address
Town
FedEx Delivery Address

St

Zip

Town

St

Zip

(if different, no PO Boxes)

OGS Early Bird Discount cutoff:

December 31, 2020
Final order deadline:

Phone

fedcoseeds.com.

None!

Email

Delivery Options (choose one):

❏ FedEx/Priority Mail
Common Carrier for delivery by tractor-trailer.
❏ Be
sure to include a daytime phone number or email.

To PICK UP your supplies at our warehouse or
at a depot, please order online.

OGS Early Bird Discount:
Order by December 31, 2020 and
take an additional 5% discount.
(Does not apply to bulk pricing.)

ME addresses
MA, MD, VA

Help Support MOFGA!

Payment Options:

Additional charge for straight truck or lift-gate.
Email ogs@fedcoseeds.com for a quote.

We accept payment by card, gift
certificate, check and mone order
(payable to Fedco).

take 5% off
take 10% off
take 15% off
take 20% off
please call

Sales Tax:

You can choose to donate your
refund to MOFGA. (See p. 149)
Donate all my refund to MOFGA
Donate up to $5.00
Donate up to $2.00

❏
❏
❏

Subtotal (from reverse) =

Volume Discounts:
Subtotals $100 and over
$300 and over
$600 and over
$1200 and over
$2500 and over

Check up-to-date product
availability, view photos
and order online at

Volume Discount –

1% Fedco Member Discount from Subtotal
(see p. 107)

–

Adjusted Total =
Shipping (if no weight, no charge, +
otherwise use chart below)
Sales Tax +

- Pay 5.5% sales tax on Adjusted Total
- Pay your local tax rate on Adj Total

Donate to MOFGA (see p. 149)

IL, IN, KS, KY, MI, MN, NC, NJ, Pay your local tax rate on Adj Total
NY, OH, PA, RI, VT, WI, WV
plus Shipping

+

Grand Total =

Total Wt (from reverse) =
Ú

Order weight: Ú
more than 0 up to up to up to up to up to up to up to up to up to
Zip code begins with: up to 2 lbs. 5 lbs. 10 lbs. 15 lbs. 20 lbs. 25 lbs. 30 lbs. 35 lbs. 45 lbs. 200 lbs.
038-049
8.50
13.80 15.00 19.40 21.90 23.10 24.30 24.50 25.50 56¢/lb
010-037, 050-069, 119-136
8.50
14.30 16.70 19.40 22.10 23.70 24.70 27.30 28.80 65¢/lb
004-005, 070-118, 137-232
8.50
15.20 17.00 19.40 22.10 24.40 26.80 28.10 30.70 71¢/lb
233-298, 400-499, 600-619
8.50
15.80 18.30 21.50 25.50 27.30 32.60 33.80 35.50 82¢/lb
299-399, 500-574, 620-687
8.50
16.10 19.00 23.20 28.30 32.40 37.30 41.00 42.60 99¢/lb
575-599, 688-778
8.50
16.70 21.20 26.70 34.00 38.50 43.60 46.60 48.30 1.13/lb
779-961, 970-994
8.50
17.60 24.60 28.30 35.60 41.50 48.30 49.10 54.30 1.27/lb
***For shipping weights over 200 lbs or delivery to AK or HI, email ogs@fedcoseeds.com for a quote.***
We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover Card.

For larger orders,
consider Common
Carrier. Up to 2000 lbs:
ME
MA, RI
VT, NH
CT

NY (not NYC & LI)

NJ, PA

$100.00
$110.00
$115.00
$125.00
$200.00
$175.00

For other locations email
ogs@fedcoseeds.com for
more information.

Exp. Date

fedcoseeds.com
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SUPPLIES & BOOKS ORDER FORM

Organic Growers Supply 2021

Organic Growers Supply 2021: items 8000 and up, pages 118-159 only
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Item #

Size Qty

Item Name

ORGANIC GROWERS SUPPLIES & BOOKS

Save on Shipping with Depot Pickup!

ant to order some rock powders or a sack of potatoes, but find the cost of
shipping prohibitively expensive? Never fear—shipping depots are here!
We can ship full pallets of goods at much lower per-pound rates than FedEx
packages, but few customers order hundreds of pounds at a time. We have
farms and storefronts throughout the Northeast lined up to accept monthly
pallet shipments of Growers Supply goods so our customers can pick up their
orders close to home at shipping costs up to 80% lower than FedEx rates.
• Potato orders ship to depots in April.
• OGS orders can ship to most depots March-May. A few depots accept
shipments only in April, when the potato orders ship. Our most popular
depots also receive a September shipment. We have to adjust this schedule
based on order volume and the availability of our depot coordinators.
You can check currently available depots at fedcoseeds.com/ogs/depot_
shipping.htm or email ogs@fedcoseeds.com
• Depot orders are accepted online only, as we need to communicate with depot
customers electronically.
• We accept depot orders all winter, but depot shipments won’t begin until
March. During depot shipping season, each depot has a monthly order
deadline; orders are generally ready to pick up within two weeks after the
order deadline. Alice’s mechanic says his work is “good, fast, and cheap:
pick two.” We do not recommend depot ordering if you are in a hurry! We
will send pickup instructions when your order is ready. Your order will be
stored inside and labeled clearly with your name. We ask customers to pick
up their orders within a week of arrival at the depot.
• Group orders are welcome to ship to depots to double up on their savings.
• We need to collect at least 500 lbs worth of orders to make a depot shipment
happen. If we have to cancel a depot shipment, we will offer to rebill you
for FedEx shipping or to cancel and refund your order.
At press time, we had depots in these locations:
Maine
hitefield, dmunds, Brunswick,
Depot Shipping
Camden, and York);
state
per lb
New Hampshire (We need a location—contact us!);
ME
.13
Massachusetts (Buzzards Bay and Lanesborough);
MA, NH, RI,
.14
Rhode Island (Cranston and Little Compton);
CT, VT
Vermont (Dummerston and Manchester);
Connecticut (Simsbury and Woodbridge),
NY, NJ
.25
New York (Nedrow, Oneonta and Delmar);
minimum shipping $3.00
New Jersey (Asbury and Pennington);
There may be others available by the time you order; or, some depots may
decide to close to the public if the Covid situation worsens. When you check
out online and select “Ship to Depot,” a current list of available depots will
appear in a drop-down menu.
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(207) 426-9900

Weight Each Total Weight Price Each

Total Wt

Truck Shipping

Total Price

Subtotal

For orders over 200# consider delivery by freight truck. This option can
save you oodles of dough, but it’s not as simple as shipping with FedEx.
Before you ask us to ship by truck, please note the
following requirements:
(1) Your road and driveway must be able to
accommodate a full-sized tractor-trailer truck and
allow it to turn around. Commercial truck drivers are
skilled, but they are not superhuman.
(2) You must be present to accept the delivery. We
ask our freight companies to contact our customers
before delivery so that you know when to expect
your order.
(3) You must provide equipment or labor to unload.
A forklift is best, but unloading by hand is okay if you can do it in less than
fifteen minutes e can re uest a lift gate to lower the pallet to the ground for
a fee of $50-150 depending on the carrier.
(4) Additional fees may apply outside the Northeast if your location does not
have an office open to the general public during normal business hours
If your own location is not suitable for receiving a freight delivery, try
inquiring at a local garden center or lumberyard. Such businesses may be
willing to accept the delivery for you. We will need their business name,
delivery address and dock hours.
e have flat rates for ew ngland,
,
&
for pallets weighing
up to 2000# (please see the chart on page 163 or 165). For a quote on
deliveries outside this area or for deliveries of four or more pallets, please
email ogs@fedcoseeds.com or call 207-426-8247 with your zip code and the
weight of your order. If your order weighs
300-800# and you live near one of our
shipping depots in the Northeast, that
will probably be your cheapest option.
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Fedco Seeds & Supplies:

Seeds, potatoes, cover crops, soil amendments, tools, books & more

Seeds, seeds, seeds!
Nearly 1,000 vegetable,
herb & flower selections!
383 organic seed selections!
48 potato varieties!
Cover crops, farm seed, grains!
• No GMOs •
• No fungicide-treated seed •

All your organic
growing needs!

Rock powders, fertilizers, probiotics!
Seed-starting supplies!
Pest control for garden & orchard!
Tools, irrigation, BOOKS!

We support Breeders and Keepers of Seed,
Black Benefit Sharing
and Open Source Seed Initiative
(see page 4)

fedcoseeds.com

